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INVESTIGATION OF THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF
THE UNITED STATES

TUiDAY, JM 18, 1957

UtITED SrATES SENATE,
Commrmwrx ON FNANcWashington, D). C.

The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:10 a. m. in room 312,
Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flood Byrd (chairman) pro.
siding.

Present: Senators Byrd (chairman) Kerr, Frear, Long, Smathers,
Anderson, Douglas Gore, Martin, Williams, Flanders, Malone, Carl-
son, Bennett, and Jenner.,

lso present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; and Samuel D.
McIlwain, special counsel.

The CHAInuN. The committee will come to order.
The Senate Finance Committee, by resolution, today is undertaking

to make a complete study of the financial condition of the United
States, including-

(1) The revenue, bonded indebtedness, and interest rates on
all public obligations, including contingent liabilities;

(2) Policies and procedures employed in the management of
the public debt and the effect thereof on credit, interest rates,
and the Nation's economy and welfare; and

(3) Factors which influence the availability and distribution
of credit and interest rates thereon as they apply to public and
private debt.

This will be the first full-dress examination ef our fiscal and mone-
tary policies since the one conducted by the Aldrich Monetary
Commission in 1908.

The Immediate occasion for this study bi the existing credit and
interest situation and, more important, inflation which has started
again with its ominous threat to fiscal solvency, sound money, and
individual welfare.

Legislative matters relating to Federal revenue and debt, tariff and
trade,. and social security and pensions ar under the jurisdiction of
this committee. In the discharge of its direct responsibilities with
respect to these subjects, the committee has become convinced that
serious conditions exist in the areas to be studied, and that these
conditions have exceedingly dangerous potentialities.

It is the purpose of the committee to explore these areas, examine
the conditions, determine the cause, and, so far as possible, find the
remedies.

To make such a study complete, the committee must examine fiscal
and monetary policies, mark the distinctions between them, and study
their relationship, one to the other.,
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The hearings incident to this study are opened today against a
background ofhistorical facts, documented developments, and obvious
conditions which are of grave concern to the country and to every
individual citizen.

Some of. these facts, developments, and conditions which necessarily
must be examined by the committee may be summarized as follows:

Generally speaking, the United States maintained itself on a pay-
as-you-go basis until1932. The principal exceptions were periods of
war, and until World War II we hastened to pay off our war debts.
For example, after World War I, we paid our war debt down to $16
billion.

But, for the quarter of a century since 1932, the Federal Govern-
ment has been virtually on a deficit-financing basis in all but 5 years.
We have been at peace three-fourths of that period.

Now our direct Federal debt is approximately $275 billion. This
direct debt is practically even with the statutory debt limit which this
committee has preserved as a safeguard against even greater excessivespending.

In addition to the $275 billion in direct debt, there are more than
$250 billion in contingent liabilities, and effort will be made on this
committee to determine to what extent these contingent liabilities
may become an actual charge on the Treasury.

State and local debt have been rising steadily since 1946. All
public debt, Federal, State, and local, is now estimated to total more
than $325 billion.

Debt increase has not been confined to public operations. Private
and corporate debt also has been on a constant rise. Commercial
bank loans are now at their alltime high.

All debt in this country estimated as of last December by Treasury
Department officials, totals nearly $800 billion:
Corporate.. ..----------------------------------------- $253
Private ........... .... 213
Federal--.. ----------------------------------------- 277
State andlocal-----....................-....................... .- 50

To*_0----------------------------798
This is an increase of $200 billion, or about 33 percent, in 4 years.
With only temporary exceptions to the rule, Federal expenditures

have been constantly rising, and in recent years-since, 1954-the
greatest increases have been in strictly domestio-civilian pro ram$-
not military and foreign aid. (See table on p. 4.) State anfloc
government. have been following suit. Combined Federal, State, and
local expenditures from tax revenue, miscellaneous receipts, and bor.
rowing are running to a total of more than $132 billion annually,

In the past 25 years we have raised Federal takes to their alltime
high in both rate and take. Now 4 years after the Korean war, we
are still practically on a wartime Federal tax rate.

State and local taxes are rising steadily. Total receipts-Federal,
State, and local-are now estiniated at approximately $110 billion
for fiscal year 1958, as compared with the pre-World War II total of
$14.8 billion in 1940. (These figures exclude State and local miscel-
laneous receipts from such sources as business-type activities.)

As a measure of magnitude, it may be noted that taxes are now
nearly equivalent to one-third of the national income as reported by
the United States Defartment of Commerce.
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This committee is vitally concerned with the question as to how
long our economy can absorb taxation of these proportions and still
provide the stimulus of the profit motive necessary to the free enter-
prise system. When the currently continuin Korean war taxes
were imposed on co orations, Mr. C. E. Wilson, formerly president
of General Electri.Co said these rates could not be endured in-definitely by American .ndustry. Mr. Wilson made this statement
in testimony before this comWittee as Chairman of the Office of
Defense Mobiation.The committee is equally concerned over the question as to whether
we can risk even higher taxation or debt which s likely to result from
increased spending at the Federal, State, or local level, or all down
the line.

This committee can never lose sight of the fact that the Govern.
ment's integrity depends upon a stable currency. This involves
not only the value of the money with which the Government redeems
its own bonds, but it involves also the savings pensions life insurance,
and so forth of the people of the Nation, which can be kept intact
only by a stable dollar.When the Government increases expenditure programs it con-
tributes to the inflation spiral and thereby increases costs, and perhaps
the cost of living, taxes, and debt. Secretary of Defense Wilson
recently demonstrated the effect of inflation on the cost of Govern-
ment in the military field. He said it will take $38.5 billion in fiscal
year 1958 to buy what $33.4 billion bought for defense in 1954.

The committee cannot overlook the fact that responsibility for
sound currency is a prime responsibility of the Central Government.

May I divert briefly from my prepared statement. I will give you
the record of one of the greatest inflationary periods in our Nation's
history, from 1940 to the present date. These are official Govern-.
ment figures from the Departments of Treasury and Labor and the
Federal-Reserve Board as compiled by the Treasury Department.
I It should be noted taat in thio table the Treasury Department has

used a Consumer Price Index based on 1947-49- 100 and the decline
in the purchasing power of the dollar is shown on a base of 1939-100.

A more proper comparison would show both on the 1939-100 base.
On this basis the 1939 Consumer Price Index figure would have been
100 and the April 1957 figure would have been 201.3 and the index
figures between would have been higher accordingly. but there would
be no difference in the increase span or in the percentages of increase.

There is reason to assume there will be further references to the
figures in this table as compiled by the Treasury Department. It is
desirable to keep the record both consistent and accurate. So with
this notation relative to the figures in this table, I shall use it without
requesting conversion of the Consumer Price Index to the 1939m100
base at th time. My pure is to trace the development of inflation
since, 1940 and the table, as it stands, will serve that purpose.

(The table referred, to follows:)
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CoMM.tr P0*. (1947-40- 100), pur, .ing p~ o fe 1/ dotir (low- 100),ora lecedfacore 4ffcli prc, 1,-7

(onstmer prices FI J gWf power m Money yp~p~jy (11n
o rdo I plusdeit bl=lono ooflar)

PrIce Index Perc onto fng oet - o Tw Osn(107-"°10)1 ill In° 01It

1 0 9 .................... . '. . 00.0 .... -40 88low ........ I............ 90. ft
a +10.1 86.j t:I9,L4

...... 0 to-8.410s.................... ,7 +7 m ,l.-1 . goa - 0,+ m z.

9 ................... 4 8 71.3 -& -3 0 7 M.

................... 10 18 . S, - +6.4 11.8 -. 0
102.6 1.0 7..sl .... .. :: .'. lot8 Io 6,.8 . $. t~

l .................... Io +11 7 .- t

19U .................... 114 +.8 i.n -. 4
IWO .................. . .8 -M I a.9.

April:
.9..1 .9..8 .7 .................... .34.4

1987 319.3 +8 49.8 -39 13.

I As measured by BL8 consumer price Index, usauing purobsang power rt 100 coenta In 139.S you ond in Jun o of ywshown
oen d ang Jun.80 ud opofts at, end of Dumber.

Soum: Dmmnt of Labor, Tuoeeury Department, and Federal Reserve Board.

The CHAIRMAN. So we see that the Consumer Price Index from
1939 to 1957 increased by more than 100 percent while the value of
the dollar declined by more than 50 percent. It went from 100 cents
down to 49.8 cents and the loss is continuing

I am aware that a number of factors contribute to inflation, and
all of these must be carefully evaluated.

The conditions I have just mentioned stand forth by the record.
The record shows further that the combined tax burden of the
Federal, State and local governments has increased 8 times in 17
Years, and that the combined State and Federal debt has increased
in that period from $83.3 billion to $325 billion, exclusive of contingent
liabilities. The record certainly indiqtes that there is need in the
publo interest for an exhaustive inquiry to be undertaken to deter-
mine the cause, the effect, and the remedy.

I will, then, go back to my prepared statement.
The squeeze of this inflation even at this point, is being felt

seriously by individuals of fixed incomes, and in businesses which
cannot pass on inflated costs. The cost of living, as we all know,
has increased steadily for 8 consecutive months.

Actually, confidence in the American dollar is the principal deterrent
in the world today to Rusian aggression. The pages of history detail
the stories of nations which have been wrecked by unsound fiscal
policies and debased currencies. If the value of the dollar continues
to drop at the rate of 2 cents a year, as it has in the past year, it will
be worth only 25 cents in 12 years, as compared to the 1940 dollar.

This committee wants to know the cases of this new inflation, and
it wants to find the remedy before the consequences become disastrous.

The committee has reason to be concerned also over the fact that
the cost of money i rising. The Federal Government offered 3%
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percent interest on a recent 5-year bond issue which was not fully
taken despite the highest interest rate in 34 years.

The committee has been watching the cost of interest on the Federal
debt for some time. Interest is now taking more than 10 cents out
of every tax dollar collected from American citizens. It amounts now,
to more than $7 billion annually. If the Federal debt were refinanced
at 3% percent interest it woud cost taxpayers $10 billion a year,
or an increase of $3 billion in interest. #

Interest paid by the Federal Government is taken as a standard, and
refinancing any substantial part of the nearly $800 billion total debt
in the country at a percentage of increase in interest comparable to
that already offered by the Federal Government is a matter of general
concern. It would place new burdens on all taxpayers and consumers.

There is obvious need for appraisal in all of the areas covered by
the resolution under which the committee is working, to determine
to what degree the present prosperity is sound.

The committee would be remiss in its duty if it did not examine
the possibility of a recession even though it may be a minor one.
Few people realize the great effect levels of income have upon budget
receipts. For example, if present corporate and personal income
levels dropped to the level of only 2 years ago, that is, the 1954-55
level, the currently estimated budget surplus, according to Mr. Cohn
F. Stam, of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxtion,
would be converted to a deficit of $12 billion.

With the Federal debt at its present precarious heights, miscue
in its management can be costly. The same sort of tremendous
responsibility rides on actions through the Federal Reserve System.

It is easy for a nation indulging in excessive expenditures, taxation,
debt, and credit to close its eyes to reality. It is easy to charp thi
whole matter off to growth. But the growth of our Nation as not
commensurate with the burden we have undertaken.

In this statement I have touched on only some of the matters of
vital concern which prompted this study. From its years of expen-i
ence with the fiscal affairs of the Nation, the Senate Finance Com-
mittee is acutely aware of the importance and complexity of its work,
and it approaches the undertaking with a consciousness of its impli.
cations.

It is the committee's purpose to conduct an objective examination
to clarify the situation and be helpful in the effort to avoid further
inflation, and to establish sound fiscal principles flexible enough to
meet possible recessions as well as incresing prosperity.

As chairman of the committee, It will be my purpose to see that
each member of the committee is afforded opportunity to develop all'
phases of the vital questions before us. It as the desire of the ohair.
man that the discussion at public hearings be completely free, so that,
out of the wisdom of the individual Senators may come helpful con.
tributions, and out of the collective wisdom of the committee may,
come constructive recommendations.

The fact that the committee is composed of men of great capacity.
and long training in, business and fiscal affairs, is a source of pride
and confidence to the chairman. We open these hearings sncerely
hoping that the effort will be worthwhile, .... I

For the record, and the information of the witnesses and the publiov
the Committee has agreed to the folowing rules Of Procedur:
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1. The witness will not be interrupted while he is presenting his
prepared statement.

2. Questioning by members of the committee will be in order of
sniority, beginning wi the chairman, followed first by the ranking
Democratic member, then the ranking Republican member, and so
on, until each member has had an opportunity to interrogate.

3. No limitation on time will be imposed on a Senator during the
first round of questioning of the committee.

This resolution was adopted by the committee unanimously.
4. In addition, no Senator will be asked to yield part of his ques-

tioning time to another member. However, one Senator may yield
his entire time to another member for questioning if he so desires.
The Senator yielding will take the turn of the member to whom he
yields.

The first. witness is Hon. George M. Humphrey, Secretary of the
Treasury.

I want to say to Mr. Humphrey, as I said reently on the floor of
the Senate, I deeply regret his resignation as Secretar. of the Treasury.
My close association with him in the past 5 years has impressed me
with his great ability and his high patriotism, and I am sorry to think,
Mr. Secretary, that at the end of those hearings we will no longer
have you before the committee as you have come so frequently in
the past.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE M. HUMPHREY, SECRETARY OF
THE TREASURY

Secretary HUMPHREY. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much
indeed your very kind personal remarks, and I am very glad indeed to
have this opportunity to be here to appear before this committee
just before I leave the Government service, to try to be as helpful as
I can in discussing with you the serious problems that you, Mr.
Chairman, have outlined all of which I recognize and which I believe,
as you have suggested, are subjects of the most serious import to our
country, and deserve the most serious thought and consideration of
this committee.

Broadly speaking, your study relates to the financial condition of
the United States.

(Discussion off the record.)
Secretary Humphrey. I was just saying that in order to assist

you in this in quiry, it seems appropriate that I provide a statement
as to the problems we have faced, the goals we have set, and the record
of our accomplishments in the past 4 years.

This is a record of a prospering America with new high levels of
employment, rising income, and increasing purchasing power. It is
a record of more and better jobs, more homes, more cars, more leisure,
and more recreation. It is a record of unequaled prosperity with both
the blessings and the problems of such a period.

Last year an average of 65 million of our people were gainfully
employed, an increase of 3,700,000 in only 4 years. During the same 4
years, unemployment has averaged only 8.8 percent of the civilian
labor force compared to 4.1 percent during 1949 through 1952, and 15
percent from 1937 until the beginning of World War I.

The present low level of unemployment has been achieved although
the civilian labor for~o has increased from 63 million in 1952 to 68
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million today. For the first 5 months of this year, unemployment
has averaged about 3.7 percent.

The record of the past 4 years is also a record of rising levels of
living, widely shared. During this period, average annual family
income, after Federal income taxes, has increased from less than $4,600
to an estimated $5,200, an increase of about 12 percent, even after
eliminating the effect of price changes.

In 1956, the average family purchased 12 percent more goods and
services, in real terms, than in 1952,

Almost 5 million families have moved into new homes since 1952.
Almost 30 million families own their own homes today, an increase of
13 percent in only 4 years.

The number of homes with electric refrigerators has increased from
38 million to 459 million, accounting for.96 percent of all wired homes.
In only 4 years, the number of homes with food freezers has increased
from 5 million to 8% million; the number with clothes dryers (either
electric or gas) from 1 million to 5% million, and the number with
television sets from 21 million to 389 million. The number of families
owning automobiles has increased from 31 million to 37 million.

This growing prosperity has extended to nearly all segments of our
society except the farmer. The postwar adjustment in farm income
has only recently been reversed, with a small increase last year for the
first time in several years.

Farm income per worker last year was $1,862 up $151 from 1955.
Farm prices have been rising moderately in the last few months, and
on May 15, were up 3 points above the level of a year earlier.

The objective of this administration is to enable our farm families
soon to share more fully in the record prosperity which characterizes
the rest of the economy.

The record of the past 4 years is one of great enhancement in per.
soval financial security. The number of life-insurance policies in.
creased from 219 million 4 years ago to an estimated 265million in
1956, an increase of 21 percent and the number of persons covered
by hospital insurance increased from 91 million to 112 million, or23 percent.Time deposits in banks and share accounts in savings and loan

associations increased from $79 billion to about $112 billion, or 41
percent, and the estimated number of shareholders in American
industry increased from 6 million to more than 89 million people.

The record of the past 4 years is also one of increased leisure.
There has been a 19 percent increase in the amount of time Americans
took for their vacations--85 percent with pay.

About 55 million of our people visited national park areas last year,
an increase of 30 percent In the last 4 years, and approximately 80
million are anticipated for this year.

Now this great increase in the income, the living standard, the
recreation and security of our people has been achiev: at a time wheni
there has been a substantial contraction in defense expenditures.

Our free economy has again demonstrated its ability to absorb the
reductions in Government expenditures not by contracting, but by
expanding employment and the living standards of our people.

The record of the past 4 years has been one of unequaled investment.
The Nation has devoted a vast amount of its resources to improving
and enlarging its productive capacity.
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- Businesses have spent an alltime high of $152 billion on new plant
and equipment, compared with $123 thon in the preceding 4 years.
-This record volume of capital outlays has provided a dramatic answer
to those who would contend that our economy would run down without
the artificial stimulus of chronic deficit spending and the backlog of
private demands deferred by the war.

Outlays to make better provision for needed public facilities have
also been at very high levels in recent years. Total public construc-
tion in 1956 was $13.4 billion, 23 percent above 1952 levels, and educa-
tional construction outlays during this same period increased 56
percent, from $1.6 billion in 1952 to $2.5 billion in 1956.

The increased confidence of our people and of our business concerns,
that they will be free to determine their own course-free from
unnecessary regulation or harassment-greater confidence in the
stability of our Government and the wider distribution of purchasing
power, have encouraged our consumers, our homeowners, our business
concerns, and our communities t to plan for the future, and to buy the
automobile or the home, to build the factory or the schoolhouse, that
a brighter future justifies.

Thus the record of the past 4 prosperous years has been characterized
by the many blessings of widely shared prosperity--but it has also been
beset by one of the problems of prosperity.

The tremendous outlays to expandour public and private facilities
have required financing, and this has inevitably given rise to a heavy
demand for borrowings. With growing confidence on the part of
lenders as well as borrowers, there has been a rapid increase in the
volume of both long- and short-term credit.

Almost all of this increase has come from savings and not from an
increase of money supply in the banks. NeverthLess, there has been,
and is, the ever-present threat of rising prices.

The monetary policies of the Federal Reserve and the fiscal policies
6f this administration have been designed to encourage the growth ofthe supply of gods (as the foregoing figures indicate), but not to
encourage excessive credit expansion.

The cost of living has risen an average of only six-tenths of 1 percent
per year for the past years, as compared ith an average increase
at the rate of about 7 percent per year for the preceding 18 years.

In short, the rise in prices during this administration has been at
only one.tenth the average annual rate of the preceding 13 years.
Even this rise is more than I like to see, but It is a record of far better
price stability than in many years.

Nevertheless prices have been rising a little faster for the past 12
months, and tIe threat of renewed inflation, which had been so
severe from 1946 to 1952, is perhaps our most serious domestic
economic problem.
,'The greater increase in demand for credit than in the supply thereof

has inevitably brought about higher interest rates'
The recordof the past 4 years is one of sensitive and flexible adjust-

-meits to the release of controls, and to the return to free marketat an
accommodation of the post-Korea curtailment in military spending,
and of a free market's emphasis first on housing, then automobiles,

-and now an new plant construction with continuous improvement in
-the total economy.
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It is a record of encouraging savings and investment in increased
reductive capacity,. of encouraging an adequate volume of credit
ut of not encouraging that excess of credit which, in a period oI

high employment, could only penalize our people by bidding up
prices without increasing production.

It is essentially a record of flexible and quickly adjusting fiscal and
monetary policy designed to continue the sound improvement in levels
of living, widely shared, which is the wonder and ambition of all the
rest of the world.

It is a most significant record, important to us all, because the
monetary activities of the Federal Reserve System and the fiscal
activities of the Treasury affect the wages, the standard of living, and
the savings-indeed the entire financial well-being-of each one of
our citizens.

It is above all a record of the renewal of widespread confidence of
the people in the preservation of their individual freedom of choice,
in their jobs, in their right to the enjoyment of the fruits of their own
initiative and endeavor, and in the security of their savings. It is a
record of renewed confidence in the security of our country.

Feeling as I do that there should be the widest possible public
interest in this subject, and feeling such a deep pride in what this
administration has done and is doing, I welcome this opportunity to
speak to your committee and, through you, to the more than 171
million Americans whom the Congress represents..

Let me review the major policies of and the fiscal actions taktm by,
this administration since we took ofAice in January 1953.

In discussing fiscal, monetary, and credit policies, as I am doing
today, I do not want to give the impression that they alone can
prevent inflation and assure economic growth. They are, however, a
subject of the present inquiry and I shall concentrate my attention on
them.

Certainly if they are not sound, there is little chance for sound
money and sound long-term economic 'rwth.

As a preface to our present policies et us review the situation as it
existed when we came into office. We came in in 1953.

The direction in which we had been going was as follows:
You will recall the tremendous changes that had occurred in the

period before 1953. In 10 of the 13 fiscal years from 1939 through
1952, the Government operated at a deficit, as it had In the preceding
9 years.

Largely as a result of World War II, the Federal debt increased in
only 13 years from $47.5 billion at the end of 1939, to $267.5 billion
at the end of 1982. Those are figures that to me are simply astounding.
It is attributable to a war period, but a debt going from $47.8 billion
to $267.5 billion in only 13 years.

The interest charge on this indebtedness had grown from an annual
rate of $19 billion per year in December of 1939, to $8Y billion in
December of 1952, an average increase in interest cost of almost $400
million per year.

In 13 years, annual Federal taxes had increased from a little less
than $5 billion in 1939, to almost $65 billion in 1952. This amounted
to an increase in the average tax burden of each American citizen from
$36 in 1939, to $413 in 1982.
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The conditions which we faced when we took office in 193: -
When thi administration came to office in January of; 1958, wefaced:
1. A Federal debt equal to 89 percent of our annual national income.
2. Budget expenditures of $74.8 billion for fiscal 1953, and proposed

budget expenditures, a prepared and then existing budget, of $77.9
billion for 1964.

8. A budget deficit of $9.4 billion for 1953, and a planned deficit of
$9.9 billion, almost $10 billion, for 1954.

4. A continuing spiral of inflation which had reduced the purchasing
power of the dollar from 100 cents mi 1939 to 77 cents by 1945, and
down to 52 cents by 1952.

In appraising these conditions and the course to pursue, we were
influenced by a recognition of the overpo werig importance of pro.
venting other devastating postwar inflation which, prior to 1953,
the Government was attempt ting to control by inadequate means.

Now, what were our goals?
Within les than a month of his taking office in 1953, President

Eisenhower, in his state of the Union message, called attention to
the "inescapable need for economic health and strength," and he
stated:

Our Immediate task is to chart a fiscal and economic policy that can-
First, reduce the planned deficits and then, balance the budget which

means, among other things, reducing Federal expenditures to the safe
minimum;

Second, meet the huge coats of our defense-
Third, properly handle the burden of our Inheritance of debt and oblige*.

tions;
Fourth, check the menace of inflation;
Fifth, work toward the earliest possible reduction of the tax burden;
Sixth, make constructive plans to encourage the initiative of our citizens.

Let us review these goals and our efforts, our' difficulties, and our
accomplishment to date, in following them.

The first objective was to reduce the planned deficits and then
balance the budget.

To what extent have we accomplished this goal?
1. We first reduced and then entirely eliminated planned deficits.
The budget in effect when we took office in 1953 produced a $9.4

billion deficit and the budget proposed for the fiscal year 1954 called
for a $9.9 billion deficit. Our administration immediately went to
work, with the help of the Congress, to reduce the planned deficit for
fiscal 1954, and indeed the final deficit ($3.1 billion) was only ohe-third
of that anticipated by the prior administration.

Without the largest tax cut in our Nation's history, the budget
would have been balanced in 1955. However, in view of the tran-
sition resulting fiom the reduction in miHtary spending, and antici-
pated further reductions in spending which in fact materialized
concurrently with our action, we were ale to pas some of the savings
from our reduced expenditures back to the people, even though tho
meant another year's delay in achieving a alancid budget, Fiso
1955 was however, the last year of deficits., "dg. .c

2. We pave balanced the budget.'
By fiscal 1056, we had eiotire, eliminated defbclt ancdt

budget, and completed'the year lth a surpluo Pf $0.68 billioP0

10
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The 1957 budget will result in another surplus, and the budget pi.
posed by the Pr-sident for 1968 provides for a third successive surplus
for the t time in 25 years.

3. 'We have reduced Federal expenditures.
Federal expenditures were reduced from $74.3 billion in the in-

herited budget of 1953, to $867.8 billion in 1954, and down to $4.6
billion In 1985. As a result of additionalprograms authorized by the
Congress, substantial pay increases, .anl te need for increasgly
expensive military equipment expenditures increased slightly in the
past year to $6.5 billion, with further increases anticipated to $68.9
billion for 1957 and $71.8 billion for 1958.

The 1957 budget is nearly $5.5 billion below the-budget we inherited
in 1953, and is ut 16 percent of our current gross national product
now as compared to 21 percent in 1953.

The second objective was to meet the huge costs of our defense.
Major national security expenditures have been reduced from $50.4

billion in 1953, to $46.9 billion in 1954, to an estimated $41.0 billion
in 1957, with a proposed $43.3 billion in 1958.

This reduction has been achie e the fact that, though not
at war, we are still enga n a titanic t which requires not
only the expense of arednes, but extreme pensive research
and development.

Such research necessary to' ass r lae tomorrow,
and the day beyond, in th 'b r r mac ,.
complete tra tion from nethe
world,

While o fantasti 'ly cos ttomnor ow are sti he
expensive esearch anI d ot s we Inst ntinue main-
tain our aximum strength e a o tod y. This eans
that duri the trant p we stieased C to of
two sys of del n

tr I~ton pl w-ms,

0 a amet AIL a bu gotand itha'
reduced x burden . ve pro t i n ynunts
of expense e and re lution r~Iy newt nee for ourn ional
safetvr fyep d ~rodue e" X ud at the timptly exI d""ti dr~ to wr ' ding
nabd ore cpiItal and idc ard r

more cars, ore houses, more o fo

Our third 'ective wa topropen andl th urden of iuherit-
ance of debt a d obhigatcsr o

As you have vi the Under secretary, Mr. No, to meet
with you t have kd him to report to youOn dota our handling
of the debt. #

In preface to his rela s ight sa m anangemnt of $275
billion of debt is not a simple assi ient under any circumstances.
The Federal Reserve's proper withdrawal from the pegging of the
Govtunent bond market, Which withdrawal was .the most effectivesingle action taken in the battle against inflation,'has made it more
difficult to manage debt operations than it was when, a fixed, aWt wa
assured.

Ms4 such a policy continued, however, the resulting inflation Would
eventual'r have, produced even greter li o debt,. rtn-
agement that *i have iMeoedunder d s Maphby intpt

rates are determined by the forces of the market '

II
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In January 1953, when this administration took office, the average
rate on all Government interest-bearing Issues outstanding was 2.35
percent. The total net computed interest cost at an annual rate at
that time was $6.2 billion.

Four years later the average rate on all Government issues out-
standing was 2.07 percent, or an increase of about three-tenths of 1
percent. The total not annual computed interest cost as of December
31,1956, was $7.3 billion, of which $0.9 billion In due to increased
interest rates, and $0.2 billion is due to an increase in the debt incurred
to pay obligations inherited from previous commitments.

fThis increase in interest rates results from the free market influences
of supply and demand in a period of unparalleled prosperity. It is a
continuation of a rise that has been going on for the past 10 years
under the growing pressure of borrowing (lemands.

In thi little table the computed interest rate is shown:

D~t~,eeb- Computed interet rate on the public debt

19)40------------------------------------2.001942 .. ................. ......... ............... .-.......... 2.351952-------------------------. 38
1986 ............................... .... .... . ... .67

May 1957 ................... ----- 2 78
So that the rate has increased over the 10-year period from 2.06 to

2.75, or a little less than three-fourths of 1 percent.
For the entire period from December 1946 through May 1957, there

was an increase of sixty-nine one-hundredths of I percent in the com-
puted interest rate on the public debt. Of that increase, twenty-nine
one-hundredths occurred prior to this administration, and forty one-
hundredths occurred during this administration, right up to now.

During the past 4 years there has been no increase in public debt
interest cost in relation to national income. The interest cost was
2.1 percent of national income in December 1952, and was exactly the
same percentage in December 1956, for the increase in interest cost
has only kept pace with the increase in national income.

Furthermore, the $1 billion increase in interest paid reflects increased
earnings received by the investors who own the securities.

Now, who are those investors?
Of the $7 billion of interest paid on the public debt during calendar

year 1956, $1.4 billion represented the payment of interest to social-
security funds and other Government investment accounts.

About $0.6 billion of public debt interest was received by the
Federal Reserve banks, and 90 percent of that comes back to the
Treasury as surplus earnings.

Commercial banks received approximately $1.4 billion of such in-
terest last year. About $0.6 billion went to other financial institu-
tions-mostly insurance companies and savings banks' about $0.5
billion to corporations, about $0.4 billion to State and focal govern-
ments, and a-bout $0.4 billion to nonprofit institutions, foreign ac-
counts, and so forth.

The remainder, of about $1.8 billion-the largut single segment
of the interest on the public debt--went to individuals either in the
form of cash payments or accumulated interest to the 40 million
holders of savings bonds. Milions of Americans are benefiting from
then. higher interest rates.

12
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I am asking Mr. Burgess to review other phases of our debt man-
agement program.

The fourth objective, check the menace of inflation.
1. The problem

At the risk of oversimplification, let me condense the story of In.
flation to about a dozen lines.

Almost all of our employable labor force is entployd--and at higher
wages than they have ever received before. Our people are buying
virtually all that they are producing, but they want to buy more,
both more consumer goods and more productive facilities.

Being confident of the future, they desire to borrow to buy more.
The lenders are lending more than ever before, but still not as much as
the public would like.

However, with most resources fully utilized, additional bank credit
would not put any more people to work--it would merely provide
additional demand in excess of the supply of both labor and- goods.
Such a demand in excess of supply woldcause a rise in prices if it
were fed by excessive bank credit expansion.

A rise in prices hurts every housewife, everyone on a pension, every
person with a fixed or lagging income, every saver. It robs labor of
much of its gain in wages. This rise in prices has been a principal
cause of the farmers' difficulties because while income per farm re-
mained fairly.static during the fast 10 years, the farmer has had to
pay higher prices. As a consequence, he has been particularly hurt

y the inflation which, to a lesser extent, injures every single one of us.
There are two ways to check this rise in prices: (a) increase the sup-

ply of goods and (b) slow the expansion in the number of dollars
bidding for the goods.

We have utilized both methods. The administration in many ways
has encouraged an increase in productive facilities which is the only
way to increase the supply of goods. The Federal Reserve and tbe ad.
ministration have taken action to restrain a too rapid growth in the
number of borrowed dollars available to bid up the price of the limited
supply of goods and services.
0. The respective roles of the Federal Reserve and the Treaeury

Now, what are the respective roles of the Federal Reserve and the
Treasury? I #

I woud like to take a moment to identify the respective roles
played, on the one hand by the Treasury, which influences fiscal
policy-through its recommendations on tax and budget policy a
well as its management of the public debt-and on the other hand
by the Federal Reserve, which is responsible for monetary policy-
through its influence on the cost and availability of money andcrit.

A mere statement of the respective functions demonstrates the
major role of the Federal Rserve in the effort to stop inflation. The
FederarReserve has the authority and the tools to take monetary ad
credit action. We do not.

The Treasury cannot determine the level of interest rates, but must
pay the rates determined by market forces. The Federal Reserve
can influence the levels of market rates although there are definite
limits to its power to maintain any fixed level of rates, as is shown by
history.
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I do not point this out to shift ainy responsibility from the Troasutr.
On the contrary, we approve wholeheartedly the course which tfio
Federal Reserve has followed, and have admiration for the courage
and decisiveness with which the Board has acted.

(a) Through 1,96f
As you will recall, throughout the decade prior to 1951, the Federal

Reserve followed a policy of supporting the market for United States
Government securities at or above par. This was done to enable the
Government to sell, at a low interest cost, the treat volume of securities
which was necessary to finance World War If.

It accomplished that purpose, but it created Mrul inflationary
conditions which requiredthe sale of more bonds and increased debt
topay the resulting i higher costs of the war.

In artificially holding interest rates at low levels the Federal Reserve
made credit cheap, not only for the Government, hut for all borrowers.
By maintaining a market which enabled the banks to liquidate their
Government bonds at any time at par or better, it encouraged a
ColntinuallCe of the war-born expansion of excessive bank credit.

This cheap and plentiful credit was an important cause of the war-
time inflation which, despite wartime restrictions of direct controls
and rationing, robbed the dollar of 23 cents of its purchasing power
between 1939 and 1045.

Then follows a -table, Mr. Chairman, which recites the same figures
that you recited a few minutes ago, which shows that the dollar was
at 100 cents in 1939 and was 77 cents in 1945.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, that will be inserted in the
record.

(The table referred to is as follows:)

Consumer PurchahlnuCalendar year average Price Index power of dollar(1947-40-100) (1939. 100)

M .................. I........-....................... .. ..... 89.4 100.0
.40 ........................................................ .9 90.2

1941 ........................................................ 619 94.4
1042 ............................................................. 60.7 $& 2
194....................................................... 74.0 5.3
1944 .............................................. ......... 2 79. 0
194 ...................................................... 70M 77.2

Secretary HvM.PJSRY. At the end of World War II there was an
acute shortage of goods. There was, however, a pent-up demand, a
demand made effective by both a large amount of liquid assets ac-
cumulated during the war and a rapid-increase in private credit.

The war-born policy of the Federal Reserve mistakenly continued
into peacetime under Treasury insistence enabled the supply of credit
to rise too rapidly, with the result that tilis credit-backed demand for
goods exceeded the supply of goods.

While interest rates were held at artificially low levels, prices con-
tinued their serious rise, at an average annual rate of over 7 percent
from 1945 to 1951, and in those 6 years the dollar lost another 23 '
cents of its purchasing power.

Then follows,' Mr. $1 mman, another table, following out the rest
of the table you showed, that period after the war.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, that will be inserted.
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(The table referred to is as follows:)

OlWd yo*w rd* r90=

3. .. .. .. .. .. ... 71k 77.A

1953 ............................................ 8811049 , e 101.

Secretary MIum Yrw. The dollar at 77 cents in 1945 depreciated to
only 53.5 cents in 1051.

It was becoming clear to increasing numbers of observers that the
unwise credit stimulus provided by the Federal Reserve should be
withdrawn. Such a withdrawal could be achieved only by paying
the lesser penalty of an increase in the interest rates to be paid.

I t %%,as clear that if the Federal Reserve ceased purchasing Govern.
meat securities at par natural market forces, reflecting increasing
demand for credit, wouhl result in the higher interest rates which the
Federal Reserve purchase policy had so far postponed.

During this postwar period the Federal Reserve made several
modest moves toward freer short-term markets but was held back by
the Treasury. After a most thorough review of the relative advantages
and disadvantages of such a change, the Subcommittee on Monetary,
Credit and Fiscal Policies known as the Douglas subcommittee, con-
cluded in 1950 that, and f quote from the Douglas committee report:

As a long-run matter, we favor interest rates as low as they can be without
inducing inflttlon for low interest rates stimulate capital Investment. But we
believe that the advantages of avoiding inflation are so great and that a restrictive
monetary policy can contribute so much to this end that the freedom of the
Federal Reserve to restrict credit and raise interest rates for general stabilization
purposes should be restored even if the cost should prove to be a significant In-
crease in service charges on the Federal debt and a greater inconvenience to the
Treasury in its sale of securities for new financing and refunding purposes.

Partly as a result of that review and report, the administration then
in office and the Federal Reserve, by an agreement referred to as the
"accord," changed the prior policy, and the Federal Reserve began
to withdraw its support of the market for Government bonds in
March of 1951.

While this was a step in the right direction, it was not a complete
step. On a number of occasions during 1951 and 1952, the Treasury
still relied on Federal Reserve purchases to keep new issues from
sinking in the market.

Let me pause in this chronology to remind you of the facts about
that change in policy.

It was put into effect by an independent agency, the Federal
Reserve.

It was urged by many of the best informed Members of Congress.
It occurred during the preceding administration-21 months before

this administration took office.
This new policy of the Federal Reserve was not so much anti-

inflationary as it was a tempering of what formerly had been positively
inflationary action. The Federal Reserve began to reduce the amount
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of credit it had been artificially creating. It freed natural market
forces.

As an incidental result of the reduction in the volume of artificial
credit generated by the Federal Reserve, the supply of credit grew
somewhat more slowly than the demand for credit. As a consequence,
interest rates began to rise and the market prices of bonds went down.

Though the ful force of this change in the Federal Reserve policy
was not immediately effective, almost a quarter of the increase in the
computed interest rate on the public debt-from 2.22 percent at the
time of the Federal Reserve-Treasury accord in 1951, to 2.75 percent
in May 1957-almost a quarter of that occurred in the 21 months
prior to the time this administration took office.

As a result, banks and insurance companies, which had such large
blocks of Government securities, were more hesitant to sell them at a
3- or 4-point loss in order to make a loan. This caused them to make
fewer loans than they would have made had the earlier policy been
continued.

Although by the accord of March 1951 the administration then .in
office had-reluctantly ageed to the right o/ the Federal Reserve to take
such monetary action, that administration itself continued to rely on
direct controls on wages, prices, and rents.

In addition, after the sort-lived budget surplus of 1951, increasing
Government spending, and renewed deficits in 1952, largely as a result
of the Korean conflict, encouraged a further depreciation in the dollar
to 52.3 cents,

And then follows a table.
(The table referred to is as follows:)

(Jomumer Purchasint
Olendar 70V averg TcIWx power of(dollar

(AQI49-i0) (1989-10)

11..................................11. 55.5

Secretary HUPHRBY. Inflation had been appreciably slowed, but
if inflation was to be effectively checked, the Federal Reserve's new
policy had to be supported more vigorously and supplemented with
parallel fiscal policies.

(6) sin" 196
In 1952, General Eisenhower camp agned for the Presidency in

part on the ground that further inflation must be prevented, and
advocated, and I quote:

A Federal Rserve System exercising its functions in the money and credit.

Vat. without presure for poUtloal purpose from the Treasury or the White

i. We have conducted our affairs so as not to interfere with the
Federal Reserve's monetary policies.

We have lived up to that promise that the President made. To do
SO however, has subjected the Treasury to certain burdens, just as
it Las other borrowers. Not to do so would have created much more
serious burdens for all of us.

Although now financing was less expensive and easier in 1954, it
has again become more oostly. With a very high percentage of bank,

16
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and insurance company asetis now in loans, these institutions are
not clamoring for long-term-or even intermediate-term-,Govern-
ment securities.
• We must, therefore, at present, sell mostly shorterterm securities,
which are attractive because of their high liquidity, I do not say this
to complain, but to acknowledge an obvious fact.

We will meet these difficulties and solve them as we have in the
past, continuing our flexible policy, postponing debt extension when
we must, achieving it whenever we can.

There is a strong demand for short maturities. Our bill auctions
each week are always well oversubscribed. The Treasury faces no
crisis. Our securities are the most highly rearded in the world.

But in a free market, we must compete for funds. That means
the factors of supply and demand determine the rates we must.pay.
Rates may decline or they may go higher. I would be diappointed
to see them go higher, but if that is the price we must pay to prevent
growth of excessive credit and consequent inflation, it w well justify
the rce.

T administration in addition to supporting the Federal Reserve's
independence, has utilized its debt management and fiscal functions
to help check inflation.

if. Planned deficits have been eliminated.
Federal deficits necessitate increased Federal borrowing. More

Federal borrowing, to the extent it comes from the banks, means the
creation of additional bank credit. This tends to create more spend-
able dollars than there are goods to buy.

As our chairman, Senator Byrd, so clearly pointed out in his
rea;rs to the Senate on August 13, 1954:

Deficit spending is perhaps the greatest single factor in the cheapening of the
value of the money.

In ending deficits, we have eliminated this very inflationary pressure.
iii. The debt is being reduced.
We reduced the public debt in fiscal 1956 as a result of our budget

surplus of $1.6 billion. Another budget surplus is being a plied to the
debt this year, and we expect to do it again in 1958. Reduction of
the public debt is one of the best ways to fight inflation.

iv. Government expenditures have been reduced.
Government expenditures are inflationary, particularly when the

economy is at a high level of output and employment. Taxes divert
to Government spending some funds which, in the hands of the tax-
payer, would have gone into savings. - I

Furthermore, some Government expenditures go into payrolls to
produce goods and services-especially military equipment and i
tary serices-which neither contribute to the Nation's capital ac-
count nor become available for private consumption.

Yet this additional purchsing power competes for, the existing
supply of both goods and services.

By reducing Government expenditures, we have released more
workers and materials directly to private industry where they could
add further to the supply of goods and services needed to meet our
heavy demands for plant and equipment and greatly increase the
supply, of homes, Icars, television sets, ana other consumer products
neemmy for our rising standard of, living& Reduced Governmentu
expenditures have been an anti-inflationary influeoce,
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v. We have reduced the floating debt.
The amount of marketable public debt maturing within a year,

plus demand obligations (other than E and H savings bonds) in the
hands of the publio-securities which in many ways are close to
cash-,has been reduced by $25 billion from the high point in 1953.

vi. We have also shifted some of the debt away from the banks.
Since increases in bank loans represent additional spendable money,

they tend to be more inflationary than loans that grow out of a transfer
of existing savings. As a consequence one of the Treasury's long.
range debt management objectives has been to reduce bank holdings
of Government securities to a reasonable minimum.

To this end we have, in the past 4 years, reduced the amount of
Government securities held by the banks by $4 billion. This has
been achieved in part by paying off some securities and in part by
designing the terms of new issues-such as tax anticipation bills and
certificates-to be particularly attractive to nonbank investors.

vii. We have stimulated increased savings.
Greater confidence in the future, higher rates of interest, and

increasing confidence in the stability of the dollar, have all encouraged
our people to save more, both in dollars and in relation to disposable
income.

As one means of encouraging savings and combating inflation, we
have emphasized the continued sale of series E and H savings bonds.
The amount of these small-saver bonds outstanding has increased
from $35.3 billion to $41.4 billion during the past 4 years.

Moving thus on all of these fronts, by endhig deficits, by reducing
the debt, by reducing expenditures, by keeping down the bank-held
debt, by reducing the floating debt, and by selling more E and H
savings bonds, as well as by working closely with the Federal Reserve,
we have accomplished a tempering of inflationary pressures during
these years, with a decline in the purchasing power of the dollar of
only eight-ten ths of a cent in 4 years.

And then follows a table which shows that up to the end of the year
1956, the dollar went down from 51.9 to 51.1.

The CUAJRMAN. Without obJection, it will be inserted.
(The table referred to is as follows:)

Consumers PurchaIng
l~do dlu vel(O r Index Po

d94 -49mOO of
(1r-100)

IO ......................................................... .14t4 .
......................................... ... 114.1 at:1936.............. 40 ................. 1.5.

Secretary HumPwunsr. The past 4 years have been characterized
by greater price stability than any other 4-year period since 1939.
But inflation is not stopped. It is only slowed down.

Indeed, there has been a disturbing renewal of pressures in the last
12 months, during which the dollar-has lost almost 2 cents in pur-
chasing power.

And then follows a table which shows that in April of 1956, the
dollar was 51.7, and in April of 1957, April just last past, was 49.8,-
down almost 2 cents.
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The CUAnm Ax. The table will be inserted.
(The table referred to is as follows:)

Oouaumers Purchasin
Mouth m adex r

IN ll

(193-100)

y.7.
o ................................................

Se rotary HUMPHREY. This most recent decline in purchasing power
is disturbing. It reinforces our conviction that we must continue the
vigorous pursuit of ow- present policies. We should certainly not
abandon them.
S. The necesstyforflexibility

While over the past 4 years it has been necessary to follow generally
anti-inflationary fiscal and monetary policies we have had clianges in
the economy which have required us to moderate them on occasion,
and we may encounter other circumstances which may require some
relaxation at some times in the future.

We approve the philosophy expressed in the Douglas subcommittee
report thatr--

Timely flexibility toward easy credit at some times and credit restriction at
other times is an essential characteristic of a monetary policy that will promote
economic stability rather than instability.

Our administration had been in office only a few months when the
coincidence of the full effect of the Federal Reserve's now policy, and
the curtailment of defense spending, temporarily changed the problem.

We were, at that time more concerned with preventing a decline
in employment and reduction tha with a rise in prices. Taxes
were reduced, and tie administration relaxed downpayment and
maturity terms on FHA- and VA-guaranteed housing loans.

At the same time Federal Reserve policy also eased making funds
more readily available. The decline was stopped anA a sound eco-
nomic expansion got underway with renewed public confidence in
the courage of the administration and the flexibility of its policies.

By 195, economic activity was again vigorous and the problem
was one of inflationary pressures-which have continued-and easy
bank credit expansion was no longer encouraged.

What are the available alternatives?
4. T14 available alternatives

In view of the breadth of the subject of your inquiry, it is appro-
priate that we consider what might have been some available alterna-
tives to general monetary and credit policy.

Some of these alternatives are:
(a) Direct controls prohibiting or limiting certain types of credit.
(b) Compulsory saving.
(o) Physical controls on prices and wages-plus, perhaps, rationing

and allocation of materials and labor.
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(d) Higher taxes and large governmental surpluses to be applied
on the bank-held debt.

(e) Greater individual savings and voluntary effort at restraint.
A reversion to the pre-1951 policy of Federal Reserve purchase

of government securities at or above par-and consequent encourage-
ment of severe inflation.

The use of any of the first three alternatives in peacetime would
have been inequitable, impractical, and inconsistent with our tradi-
tions of freedom.

The fourth alternative would have required the imposition of
additional taxes on top of our present heavy load, and would not have
been acceptable.

The fifth, which the President emphasized in his state of the Union
message just a few months ago--namely, voluntary effort&-can help
immeasurably, but can be achieved only if other policies are effective.

Thus, as a practical matter, the real choice is between the anti-
inflationary course which we have pursued, and a new round of
inflation.

Those who, in a period such as this, urge an abandonment of our
anti-inflationary policies, those who urge either deficit financing or a
policy of artificially creating more spendable dollars are, whether
unwittingly or by intention, inflationists.

No matter what their motives, their proposals for further credit
expansion are proposals to further reduce the purchasing power of
the dollar, to rob every housewife, every farmer, every pensioner,
every wage earner, and every family with savings. Their arguments
must be understood to urge just that.

There can be no doubt as to the wisdom of our choice in utilizing
the tools of monetary and credit policy. As to the extent to which
we used these tools, I can only say that I gain confidence from the fact
that we are criticized with equal vigor by those who feel that credit
has been restricted too severely, and those who feel it has not been
restricted severely enough.

Despite some recent tendency for prices to rise again, the admin-
istration can take considerable pride in what has been achieved to date
in respect to this, the President's fourth goal.

Now, the fifth goal was to work toward the earliest possible reduc.
tion of the tax burden.

The Eisenhower administration and the Congress, working together,
have already made possible the greatest single tax cut in history.

In 1954, in order that the people might benefit from the substantial
reduction in Government expenditures, we brought about a tax cut
that has provided them with annual savings of about $7.5 billion.

As the President pointed out in his letter of April 18, 1957, to the
Speaker of the House, this tax cut has already saved our people
almost $25 billion in taxes.

More than 60 percent of that reduction vnt to individuals. Everytaxpayer benefited..That was a creditable accomplishment by the Congress and the

administration. Tax receipts are now at an al-time high as a result of
our current prosperity; but, even so, Federal taxes account for a
slightly smaller proportion of our national income than they did in
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We intend to go further at the earliest justifiable opportunity, for
the tax burden ii still far too heavy. However, the possibility of a
reduction in taxes depends upon the degree of succs of the admin-
istration and the Congress in keeping the budget position sound.

The sixth ral, to make constructive plans to encourage the initi-
ative of our citizens.

A primary goal of this administration is a free and prosperous
America. To encourage the initiative, energy, and savings of our
people, which are the only means to prosperity, our most important
steps were our anti-inflationary actions which have increased public
confidence in the security and stability of our economy.

In addition, we have taken other helpful action:
1. We relieved the public of the bren of controls.
When this administration took office in 1953, the country was still

handicapped with controls over prices and wages, and the use of cer-
tain materials. We promptly terminated these controls.

2. We have reduced Government activities which compete with
private business.

During the past 4 years, some 500 Federal enterprises competing
with business have been abolished. We have disposed of the Govern.
ment-owned synthetic rubber producing facilities and the Governmento
owned tin smelter to private enterprise; and the Reconstruction Fi-
nance Corporation is now in the process of liquidation. Surplus real
estate, worth $366 million, has been sold and turned back to local tax
rolls.

3. We have created a more favorable climate for enterprise.
(a) We have moved vigorously to prevent monopolies.

he number of antitrust prosecutions has been materially increased
and the number of convictions, guilty pleas, and consent decrees
obtained in the past 4 years has been more than 40 percent higher than
in the preceding 4 years.

The number of prosecutions under section 7 of the Clayton Act, as
amended in 1950, has increased from only I in the 2 years, 1951 and
1952, to 29 during this administration.

(b) We have encouraged small business.
Upon the success of small business firms to prosper and grow depends

much of our production and our survival as a free competitive society.
This administration has sought in many ways to aid smaller firms and
to relieve them of burdensome taxes and requirements.

In the past 4 years, small business has benefited materially from tax
law changes-the expiration of the excess profits tax law, the reduction
in personal income tax rates in 1954, and the extensive revision of the
Internal Revenue Code. Even more important to the smaller firms is
the general prosperity of the past 4 years.

To aid small firms which are unable to obtain adequate credit from
normal sources, President Eisenhower signed the Small Business
Administration Act on July 30, 1953. That act created the Small
Business Administration, and authorized a revolving fund of $275
million to provide needed loans to small business concerns.

Subsequently, the administration supported increases in the SBA
funds to $375 million in 1956, and to $455 million in 1957. The
administration now has a bill pending to increase this to $00 million,
and to make the SBA a permanent organization.
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Each year the SBA has made a larger number of loans, with over
$125 million made in the last 10 months, and currently is making
loans to about 60 percent of the applicants whose files have been
reviewed.

)We have encouraged trade with other countries.
is administration has effected measures which have aided the

increase in our total foreign trade in 1956 by 22 percent (exports 25
percent) over 1952.

In addition, the Treasury, with the cooperation of your committee,
has put into effect a number of customs simplification acts which
have reduced the complexities attendant on the movement of goods
into the United States. We have also provided greater certainty in
our administration of the tariff laws.

(d) We have encouraged initiative and activity.
Throughout the past 4 years this administration has continuously

attempted to encourage rather than discourage enterprise. As a re-
sult, our productivity and living standards have been rising steadily.

During the past years, 500 000 new business corporations were
formed in the United States. (f course not all succeeded. A free
economy is not a riskless economy. During that period, 44,000
enterprises-noncorporate as well as corporate--failed, but that is
lower in relation to the number of new corporations formed than during
the preceding 4 years-34,000 failures and 355,000 new incorporations.

(e) We have encouraged savings.
iThe importance of savings as the anti-inflationary source of financing

is so great that I would like to make those points:
i. There are many people who benefit from higher interest just as

there are many who find it an additional cost.
You and I hear complaints today about the increased cost of money.

We know it is nowhere as important as the increased cost of labor, but
we also know that higher labor cost is a 2-sided coin, it is a 2-way
street. Someone pays more-but someone receives more.

Now, the same is true of interest.
Although many of us owe money in one form or another, it is equally

true that many of us have savings in one form or another. As a result,
we have a stake in protecting our principal against deterioration in the
value of the dollar.

We have a further stake in a higher interest return on our money.
We are owners of millions of share accounts in savings and loan
associations, time deposits in banks, and mutual life-insurance policies.

Many of us belong to a pension system, and our benefit payments
tend to increase as interest earnings rise.

Some critics allege that higher interest rates benefit onlyr the bankers.
That is nonsense. Earnings of insured commercial banks as a return
on average capital accounts in 1956 were 7.82 percent.

This is lower than the average for the prior 3 years, or for the years
1948-52. Such bank earnings have averaged 8.29 percent for the
past 4 years. This is less than the average of 8.62 percent for the
entire 8 years of the prior administration.

Bank earnings for 1956 of 7.82 percent, are substantially less than
the average earnings of all manufacturing companies which averaged
,12.3 percent. In 1952, bank earnings o 8.1 percent compared with
manufacturing earnings of 10.3 percent.
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Bankers are brokers of money. When they receive more, they pay
more. Our people have approximately 90 million savings accounts
in banks and savings and loan associations. As you know, during the
past few years most banks and savings and loan associations have
increased the rates they pay to the saver. "

The amount of return paid or accrued for savers in the savings and
loan associations (members of the Federal Home Loan Bank System)
increased from less than $500 million in 1952, to an estimated billion
dollars in 1956, a little more than double.

The amount of interest so accrued for savers in mutual savings
banks rose from $500 million to almost $800 million in 1956. Interest
paid or accrued to depositors in commercial, banks increased from
about $450 million in 1952, to about $800 million in 1956.

In the past 4 years, interest rates on all these types of savings have
been moving upward and, in a modest way, we have followed with
our recent increase in the interest rates on newly purchased savings
bonds.

ii. Increased interest stimulates savings.
The higher interest rates paid in the past few years have encouraged

greater savings. During the 4 years of the Eisenhower administration
our people saved more, both in terms of dollars ($75 billion of personal
savings compared to $56% billion in the preceding 4 years), and in
relation to disposable income, 7.1 percent as compared to 6.4 percent.

iii. Increased savings are a major means of assuring continued high
employment and prosperity.

increased capital investment-more tools, more factories, more
equipment-is necessary to provide the jobs with the high wage levels
whil are paid in this country today. It is the principal means by
which we can raise our living standards.

To the extent such increases in capital investment are provided by
excessive bank credit expansion, they are inflationary. To the extent
they are financed out of savings, they are not.

With the great increase in capital Jinvestment in tools, it is essential
to encourage savings in order that as little of this investment as possible
be financed in such a way as to stimulate another round of inflation.

In the past 4 years, we have moved to an unparalleled prosperity.
More people are living better than ever before. It is this prosperity,
in turn which creates heavy demands for money and requires some
anti-indlationary restraint.

We have maie great progress toward the sixth goal established by
the President--to make constructive plans to encourage the initiative
of our citizens.

Current monetary and fiscal policies have been beneficial to the
economy.

This administration has successfully encouraged saving, enterprise,
and production. This is a demonstrable and desirable accomplish-
m-ent. With such means as it has had at its disposal, the adminis-
tration has attempted to arrest inflation and has been largely
successful.

I note, however, that. there have been some complaints that the
monetary and fiscal policies have been too severe and have affected
certain segments of the economy unfairly.

A. Has the administration s anti-inflationary program been
injurious?
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Let me review again what the administration has done to fight
inflation.

We have reduced the Government debt.
We have reduced Government expenditures.
We have balanced the budget.
We have reduced the floating debt.
We have moved some of the debt out of the hands of the banks and

put more of it into the hands of individual citizens,
The reduction in Government expenditures has perhaps injured

those corporations which mliht have received orders had the Govern.
month spent more money The entire course of action having been
anti-inflationary, may have injured those few who might have bene.
fitted, at the expense of the rest of our citizens, from runaway inflation.

But, except for these few, the good of the overwhelming majority
of our people was best served by the course we have followed.

We have also endorsed the independence of the Federal Reserve
and conducted our affairs in such a way as to avoid interference with
its anti-inflationary monetary policy.

B. Has the Federal Reserve's anti-inflationary program been
injurious?

1. By restricting the growth of credit?
The Federal Reserve's program is one of allowing the natural

market forces to operate, while adjusting credit availability to meet
the needs of normal seasonal activities and sustainable economic
growth.

The Federal Reserve has ceased its earlier policy of creating addi-
tional bank credit, except to the extent needed to meet the basic
requirements of a healthy economy.

(a) 7e Federal Re ee Am not reduced tW volue of available credit
Some current discussions of Federal Reserve policy proceed on the

mistaken assumption that the Federal Reserve has reduced the amount
of credit below an amount previously available.

Nothing could be further from the truth. Credit-the aggregate
of new savings and new bank credit-has expanded substantially in
the past 4 years and at a rate fully equal to the need, to sustain a
very high use of ioth services and materials.

There is more credit outstanding today than ever before-$146
billion more than in 1952.

I am going to read that again: There is more credit outstanding
today than ever before-$1469 billion more than in 1952.

Then follows a table, Mr. Chairman which outlines where that
extension of credit has taken place, and i would just refer to the last,
column to illustrate.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be inserted.
(The table referred to is as follows:)

4
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Secretary' HUMPHtREY, Mortgage credit has gone up $49 billion,
consumer credit $14 billion. This is over a period of 4 yers we are
now talking about, over the period of 1952 to 1956, through December
of 1956. Mortgage credit has gone up $49 billion; consumer credit
$14 billion; and "Other," $8 billion, or a total of $72 billion.

Corporate has gne up $48.4 billion; State and local governments
nearly $19 billion, for a total of $137 billion.

Now then the Federal Government has gone up during that same
period $9.3 billion, making a total, if you add it all up, of $148.5
billion which occurred during the 4:year period.

As important as the fact of the increase in credit, is the source of
this increase.

Now the sources of the increase, Mr. Chairman, again a table, of
which I will read only the last figures:

Nonbank credit over the 4 years which came about through savings
during that period, nearly $136 billion; bank credit, los than $T1
billion-for a total of $146.5 billion.

The CuAmamAN. The table will be placed in the record.
Secretary HUMPHRY. What is that?
The CHAIRMAN. I say we will put the complete table in the record.
Secretary Humpnity. All right.
(The table referred to is as follows:)
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Secretary HUMPIERDy. Iw 1956 alone, total debt-other than Fed-
eral Government-increased $37.5 billion. Of this increase, 817.5
billion was individual debt, 815.5 billion corporate, and 84.5 billion
State and local government debt.

The increase in total credit in the past 4 years has been greater
than in either of the 2 preceding 4-year peri od. But a most impor-
tant fact to note is that 93 percent of this increase has come from
savings and only 7 percent from an expansion in the money supply.

Then follows another table, Mr. Chairman, which shows whore
this has come from, and it shows that $136 billion came from nonbank
credit; and about, a little less than, $11 billion from extension of bank
credit, for the total of $148 billion of extended credit, increased credit.

(The table referred to is as follows:#)
U86uM os ov'ee of dodis

Ineora In 4-year perod
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Mort ...... ............. ..... it .4 ItO 401
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TOW ................................. .100 100 100

Secretary HUMPHRaY. Of the $148.5 billion increase, $135.8 billion
has come from existing funds of nonbank investors-which amount
may be called "savings"-and only $10.7 billion from bank credit
dvpanson, or increased money supply-new and additional spendable

The total increase has been adequate for our most healthy economic
expansion in many years. The growth in the money supply, at the
rate of only 2 percent per year, has prevented any oblectionable bank
credit inflation.

The secret, of success in providing adequate funds for proper
expansion without inflation is to encourage savings as the principal
source. That we have done.
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T heqregoing ~able points out three most important, facts...
(i oas .have increSYd substantially 'n the past 4 YqQrs-

indeed more than in either of the 2 preceding 4-year periods
(ii). This incrmse has been primly in private credit--e4, t to

bq onmo, oars, consumer good--raer than tanks or guns,
ii) This, increase has come IUuch more from savings and, lesa fro.4

bank credit expansion than in prior yean-heanco it-as hena much
less inflationary.

The Federaf Reserve policy of not encouraging more rapid bank
credit expansion has been based on the premise that further expansion
of beak credit would n'.- ly have enabled more would-be buyers to
bid upthe price of the limited supply of goods and services.'

This polo has been necessary and m the best interests of thW
groat majority of our people. But despite the substantial credit ex-
pansion that he taken lace, since there has been lees nUew credit
created than the demand therefor, there has been some diappoint4
ment, and in some cases, real hardship.

It is said that the unavailabilty of unlimited credit has been
particularly burdensome on the housing industry, on small business
and on State and municipal projects. As these areas are very impor.
tant to all of us perhaps we should briefly review them.

Let's look at housing.
It is charged that we have impeded the flow of credit to houswg.

During the past 25 years far from restricting credit to housing, the
Government has greatly increased the volume of credit available to
this industry-over what it would be in a normal, free market-by
stepping in and guaranteeing the payment of millions of homeowners'mortgages.Thwi 1s helped to provide many Americans with homes which they

otherwise could not afford. On the whole, this has been a good pro.
gram, but we must recognize that it has introduced certain artificiali-
ties into the free market for the purpose of diverting credit from other
uses into home mortgages-credit that wouldn't be available to hous-
ing without these Government guaranties.. . _

That was true under the prior administration; it is true under- tlis
administration.

Has this administration restricted the terms on new housioq loans?We have nt-we have relaxed them. -We have lowered the minimum
downpayment on FRA loans, and we have permitted 30-year loans
in place of the former 25-year maximum.. We hav materally liberal-
isdFRHA orage terms on existing homes. , _q. ': 7 -?

In addition, tN MA special-assistance programs have been IMo-
viate94 #itc 1962 to provide mortgage support for relocation, redevelop-
mrt, #nd. rehabilitation housing unjer, sections 220 and 221 of 1of,ol4'f Act, for hou0 r the el de4y, and 6or C 44§t
PIlitaY housing.Also, the voluntary home mortgage credit program started i. 1,

has h )lle4obtain home financing for veterans and others 'n Small n
pot,, "znmus,,nmd-for miorit group members.

j ),t dinistrtlonrostriced the availabiUty of qr 0AtAae il

by durtaiig the FNMA'secondary market operationest |PO

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Purchases of mortgages by FNMA in the secondary mortgage
market, during the last 12 months, have totaled nearly a billion dollars,
an amount surpassed only in the calendar year 1950.

Furthermore, in 1950, all of those funds were provided by the
Treasury; under the sounder participating program as Congress has
flow revised it, the funds largely come from private sources.

According to preliminary figures, in May of this year there were
98,000 private nonfarm housing starts. This is a second consecutive
monthly increase on a seasonally adjusted basis, and brings the annual
rate of new housing starts in May up to 990,000.

While this is somewhat below the annual rate of 1,146,000 starts in
May a year ago, and even further below the 1,398,000 rate in May
1955, it is still a substantial volume of housing.

There are undoubtedly many contributing causes to this decline.
For the past few years, home construction has been running ahead of
new family formation, with a consequent reduction in the backlog of
young families needing a home.

Building costs have risen substantially in the past 10 years. The
price of land has also risen, as have State and local taxes, which are
an element of cost. As the aggregate of these costs result in sub-
stantial increases in the price of a home, the number of potential
purchasers is reduced.

This cost increase has been accentuated by the host of new labor-
saving appliances and luxury equipment which our people feel are
now necessary in a home. There has been actual overbuilding in
oome localities and a diminishing supply of desirable building sites
in others.

All of these factors have had an adverso effect on new bome con-
struction but the unavailability of 'unlimited mortgage credit is also
a major factor and it falls most heavily on those who heretofore have
been able to obtain 'mortgage credit only through Government assist-
ance.

The number of new homes financed through conventional mortga es
(based entirely on the credit of tha borrower and the amount of fie
equity) has not declined. Indeed the number of such housing starts
so financed in the first 5 months of this year (269,400) was slightly
higher than the number so financed in the first 8 months of last year.

t is the Government-uranteed mortgages which are finding the
less receptive market. C number so financed in the first 5 months
of this year (114,200) was 42 percent less than the number financed
in the first 5 months last year. This decline is duo to the lower interest
rate which such guaranteed loans bear.

The increase in the maximum rate on FJ{A loans from 4g percent
to 5 percent hms given such financing renewed strength, but the lack
of congressional authorization of an increase in the rate on VA-
guaranteed mortgages has made it increasingly difficult for a veteran
to obtain such a loan.

The significance of rate limitations is indicated by the most recent
figures. Housing starts financed by conventional mortgages increased
fom 63,900 in April to 69,000 in May-which compares with 64,500
in May 1986.

Housing starts under the FHA program increased from 12,100 in
April, to 15,000 in May-as compar-ed with 19,700 in May 19586.

Housing starts under VA inspection declined from 13,500 in April,
to 12,000in May-compared with 26,600 in May 1956.,
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Thus - it appeal that there is only a relatively limited suply of
mortgage credit available for the small downpayment, exten trma,
and 4K percent interest rate on VA guaranteed loans.

There is a substantial volume of mortgage money available for
FHA insured mortgages at the 5 percent rate, although there is some
insistence on higher downpayments than the minimum permitted
under FHA terms. There appears to be sufficient mortgage credit
available to finance those borrowers who can make an adequate
downpayment and pay the going rate of interest.

This is the result of a free money market. It undoubtedly has
caused many young families to postpone the purchase of a new home;
Their disappointment, and that of the builder, is understandable,

Yet how much better off would they have been if a more than
adequate supply of credit had brought about increased prices, not
only of their home but of all of the other articles which they desire?

Lets look at small business.
I am sure that there have been some small business firms which

have been unable to obtain all of the credit that they would have
liked at the rates they would like to pay. I believe this has been
true in every year through history, and it has been true for each of
the vast 4 years, but this does not mean that there has been any
reduction in the dollars of credit extended small business in the past
4 years. Quite the contrary. Both the number and amount of loans
made to small business have been increasing substantially.

It this connection, we must remember that the great majority of
our banks are themselves quite small, and the size of the loans they
can make is limited by law. Of the 13,101 insured commercial banks
in the United States, 10,853 have deposits of less than $10,million
each ad, in general, cannot make loans above $100,000.

That is almost 11,000, out of the 13,000, that are small banks,
Total loans of banks in this category increased by almost $2.1

billion during the past 4 years, an increase of 19 percent. Virtually
all of their loans are to farmers, homeowners, consumers, and small
business firms.

Another 1,802 banks generally can make loans up to $500,000, but
most of their loans would actually be in amounts of less than $100,000.
Total loans of banks in this category increased by $4.4 billion during
the past 4 years, an increase of 44 percent.

The remaining 446 banks do indeed represent almost two-thirds of
the Nation's deposits, and are of great importance to the economy.
They are the primary source of bank credit to larger business firms
but even they make many loans to small business. 7

A survey made of a representative group of 78 such large banks
indicated that in the ear from September 1, 1955, to August 31, 1956,
their small business loans--for amounts of under $100,000--had in-
creased by $228 million or 14 percent; and that the number of: such
loans had increased by 9 percent.

Within this group there was more of an increase, both in numbers
and dollar amount, in the loans under $50,000 than in those between
:$0 000 and $100,000.

While it is true that total business loans of banks increased Soma.
what more rapidly than those loans for amount. under $100,000, this
is a pattern which would be expected in such a per* Wof rapid Oonomip
expansion, for the cyclical heavy goods industries naturally tend to
require a larger volume of credit in such a period.
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' At all time' the established, successful firm is more able to obtain
necessary credit than Is the new, unproven or unsuccessful company,
and this is particularly true of a period of credit stringency. Not ad
Sims have obtained all of the credit they have wanted. Yet, In the
ar te, they have obtained more than ever before.

d ton to the increased amount of bank credit received by small
business during the past 4 years, there has also been a sizable volume of
book credit extended by larger firms to smaller firms-distributors,
merchants, and suppliers.

I do-not mean to minimi e the disappointment, inconvenience, and
in many oases real hardship, that some businesses have experienced
because of their inability to obtain as much credit as they would have
liked." Indeed, this is a matter of deep interest to the administration
which, as you know, has supported the creation of the Small Business
Administration, the enactment of improved tax laws, and the granting
of exemptions from certain Securities and Exchange Commission
regulations,

In addition, we have made vigorous efforts to see that more defense
work is subcontracted to smaller firms.

I understand that you intend to invite Mr. Mueller, Assistant Sec-
retary of C ommerce, to testify before you, and I believe he will discuss
the matter of small business flnancinF at somewhat greater length. I
do however, want to make the point that there has been a large
volume of credit available to, and used by, small business in the past
years.

Let's look at States and municipalities.
In the past 4 years, a quarter of a million new schoolrooms have

been built for our youngsters. Total public construction in 1056 was
23 percent above 1952 levels, and educational construction was up 56
percent.

During 1956 alone, new borrowing by States and municipalities
totaled $6.4 billion; and during the last 9 months for which figures
are now available, more elementary and secondary school bonds were
sold than in any month period in our history

State and municipal financing has increased by $18.8 billion in the
past 4 years. This is more than it has ever increased in any other
4.year period, and compares with only $11.5 billion during the period

These figures do not demonstrate any extraordinary burden on State
and municipal financing from lack of available credit. Undoubtedly,
local governments have been unable to obtain all of the funds they
would-have wished, but they have built more and they have financed
,more than in any other 4.year period.

The Federal Reserve's monetary policy for the past 4 years has been,
ad is, one of disoursng the growth of credit atquite as rapid arsa
as would-be borrowers desire. As a consequence, some individuals,
some home purchasers, some small businesses and some municipalities,
and other cateories of out citizens, have fet some pinch as a result
of limited credit. But-in the past 4 years, small ]oans t business
-have increased'subtantially.

In the past 4 years,, 467, billion. has been spent for ihouting"40
-muoh ha 4 b~dWepw in the pre-dlng eana.
0? .r 0 . ,A 'L : . , ~ , ' .•"" .,ie ) °
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,:In the past 4 years, $16.7 billion has been spent for new highway
con ucton-more than had been spent in the pr0cedin 11 year.

In the past 4 year $8.8 billion has been spent for sehoo construct.
tion-more than had been spent in the preo 20 years.

This is not the record of extreme credit stingency. Any freer
credit would have further inflated prices.

Lot's look at the rise in interest rates.
The Federal Reserve's abandonment of Its- p of prices in the

bond market has prevented an unlimited .rowth in credit. It was
Intended to, and did, slow the rate of growth of bank credit.

It also has resulted in some increase in interest rates. It is alleged
by some that this increase in interest rates has brought about a
severe increase in the burden of taxes and in the prices we pay for
manufactured goods, or utility services; that it has materially increased
farmers' costs, or the price ofs home.

Now, are these charges true?
Higher interest,-although the result of a lesser supply of credit

than the demand therefor, a condition which prevents far greater
inflation ay increases in other costa-is itself an element of general
costs and in some cases may be reflected in higher prices.

However, interest payments are such a small friction of the total
cost of business operations, that a rise in the rate does not represent
much of an increase in total cost.

What is the interest burden on the taxpayer?
Total budget expenditures for fiscal 1957 are estimated at $68.9

billion. Of this, $7.2 billion, or 10.4 percent, represents interest
expenditures. The per capita cost of allexpenditures of the Federal
Government for tis fisca year Is $406 for interest alone, the per
capita cost is $42.40.

In 1952, interest on the public debt was $37.67 per capital. Thus
the increase in interest on the public debt during the past 4 years
amounts to less than $5 per person.

Now, what is the effect on the price of manufactured goods?
In 1946, gross sales of all manufacturers amounted to $132 billion.

Manufacturers had net interest expense in that year of about $154
million, equal to one-eighth of I percent of total saes.

In 1952, interest expense had increased to about one-fourth of 1
percent; and on the basis of limited information now available, It
&ppears that the 1956 ratio will be about one.third of 1 percent.

us, interest costs are only one-third of I pw nt of the average sales
price of manufactured goods.

Of the cost of an article selling for $100, about 33 cents represents
Interest, with no more than 10 cents of that representing an increase
sice 1952. 1 k

Furthermore, the increase in this minor item of Interest costs
reflects an increase in the amount, of debt as well as an increase inInterest rates.
- The relative unimportance of Interest as a part of total costs is

reflected In the fact that during the same 10.year period, prices of
gods that consumers buy rose Y37 percent, or $27.60 on a $100 item
(dUe -to labor and other costs), compared to the 20.cent increase due
so hig r interest.
i,In other words,. $27.80 for other item ns compared to 20 oents for

U1
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The far greater significance of the increase in labor and other costs
Is rejected quite clearly in the price of consumers' services which
have risen 43X percent during the same 10 years.

It Is appent from these figures that even with increased interest
rates and increased indebtedness, the burden of interest costs on
manufacturers In reference to their total costs is very slight. The
effect of higher interest on the sales price of goods is hardly significant.

M his is even more apparent when we compare the increased costs
of the last yoear. Prices of goods bought by consumers (which reflect
material, labor, interest, and profit) have risen 1.3 percent.' The
!price of consumers' services (which reflect primarily labor costs) has
gone up 2.3 percent. :

How does it affect public utility rates?
-It has been suggested that higher interest rates lead to substantial

increases in public utility rates.. This sounds plausible because public
utilities rely heavily onbonded indebtedness.

However; the latest figures available indicate that the net interest
expense of public utilities is still less than 4 percent of gross revenue-
.the same proportion as in' 1952. Even for electric utilities, where
average interest cost on long-term debt now exceeds 5 percent of
gross revenue, the relative cost of interest has risen very slowly.

The estimated average of 5.2 percent for both 1955 and 1956
compares with 4.8 percent in 1952 and 5.0 percent for 1946. In
other words, 5.2 in the last 2 years; 5.0 percent in 1946.

* Now, farmers' costs:
Difficult as the farmer's position has been, it is not the result of

interest rates. The Department of Agriculture estimates that only
about 6 percent of farmers' costs are for interest.

Interest rates on farm loans outstanding in insured commercial
banks on June 30, 1956, averaged 6.1 percent. This was four-tenths
of a percentage point higher than the average rate reported in a similar
survey made in 1047; less than one-half of I percent difference since
1947.

Thus, this four-tenths of I percent increase in rate would be less
than one-half of 1 percent of his total costs, or 5 cents on a sale of $10
worth of farm products,

Now, the cost of a home.
The effect of higher interest rates in relation to the decline in private

nonfarm housing starts from 465,000 units in the first 5 months of last
year to 384,000 for the same period this year, has been grossly exag-
gerated.

Housing is perhaps the most dramatic example of the effect of rising
costs. Hourly wage rates in building construction have risen 21 per-
cent in the past 4 years. In the manufacture of some products, the
increased cost due to hourly libor rates has been offset by greater
efficiency. Through use f additional capital goods--tools--the
productivity per man-hour has been increased enough so that thetotal

fcost has been kept fairly stable. 'This is true of most of our home
appliances.However in those fields in which mechanization is not practicable

-or in whlci restrictive practices or. legal requirements have pro.
hibited maximum efficiency, the cost of the finished product has risen
in close relation to the increase in hourly labo'rates. There is no
better example of this than housing.
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Many home purchasers consider only the size of the required
monthly payment-not the number thereof or the elements that make
it up. To them, interest is of no significance. To the more sophisti
cateid purchaser who inquires as to the component elements in his
mortgage payments, 'increased interest rates are small in relation to
increasedd labor and material costs.

This is apparent if we compare the cost and financing charges of
the same house in the spring of 1946, .the spring of 1953, and the sprin;
of 1967. Let us take as an example a house that cost $10,000 to build
in the spring of 1940, and compute the required monthly payments on
thwbaiw-of !a-ent down and the balance over a period of 20 years;

Then, Mr. Chairman, there follows a table,* and I will not read that
table.

The CHAUWaN. That will be inserted.
(The table referred to is as follows:)

t , ......................... ......... ... .1$r ( A) ....... ... :............... ....... P"e t.. 4.1 # ]00

ohyymt....................... . .Tnrease in cost of hotu sdnce 1814 ................ ........
Inere In monthly payment sine 1NW

Due to Interest rae ........................................
Due to other cost ..................................

Nowi.-Hotsln ooss a bued on data eompled by Boy Weashik & Co.

Secretary HUMPHRmY. This shows that the $10,000 house in the
spring of 1946 cost $19,000 in the spring of 1957; and of the amount of
increase in monthly payments, $55.07, $46.36 was due to other cost.
and $8.71 was for interest.

The monthly payment has more than doubled in 11 years. Of this
increase of $55.07, $46.36 reflects higher labor and material cost, and
$8.71 is due to higher interest rates.

During the past 4 years in which our policies have resisted inflation,
the sales price of that house has gone up much less-about $400 per
year as compared to about $1,000 per year from 1946 to 1953. And
I want to repeat that the increase in the cost of that. house, from
$10,000 to $19,000, has gone up much less in the 4 years since we have
had these restrictive practices than it did in the 4 years when we had
the easy money.

In other words, it went up $400 in these years as against $1,000 in
the easy-money years and the interest went up only $8 A month.

Which has been tile major factor in discouraging construction?
.The $9,000 increase in buiding cost ($46.36 per month), or the 1.
percent increase in the cost of interest ($8.71per month)?o , t

While interest is an element in the cost of mortared homes, the
Increase in interest rates has not been the major factor in delaying
home construction. Mortgage interest rates were higher in 1955 a
inl any pnor recent year; yet now nonfarm housing starts wee the
second highest in history, at more than 1,300 000,
i ,Almost. 6 million new dwelling units have en built in the At

4,Yaom. L than 8K million new households have been formed iA
that period, so that 1K million units have gone to aUtisfy pior abortpp
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and to cover houses abandoned oi razed to make way for, iw construo-
tion. The proportion btnijed couples without their owftbusehold

&aa dcWld21 ) Patten t she 1952.
'A' 4trM disep continues to exist for better housing, but it

1i hinderd k0m becoming an effective demand by today's inflated
prices. To attempt to force an acceleration, in, home construction

dy byrnmkin, more credit availblelor housing would ad further
t4 h alreal increased building cost..

I'mhi, would not only be inflationary, it would encourge uneconomic
practices and" curtail the new cpnstructon that we mght otherwiseIn p e xt ce to com e'*,. -.... .

.T.et foregoing, review of the effects of this administation's Ilacal
licies indicates that the supply of credit has not been reduced.Rhe supply of credit has mere bepa prevented from expanding as

rapidly as the demand therefor.-
This sowing of the rate of growth of credit has inconvenienced those

who have found credit unavailable, and imposed a ligher charge on
thosewho have borrowed. These results are hardly welcomed for
their ,own sake, but they axe the price we have to pay for the price
stability that we have achieved in the past 4 years.
:'his has been a far greater stability in prices and in the purch"n
pw of, the dollar than we have enjoyed for two decades. ae
with this choice between f 'e inconvenience of limited credit and the
rbbery Of renewed inflation, our people would certainly choose the
course which we have pursued for the past 4 years.

In conclusion I have attempted to review for you the conditions
existing when the Eisenhower administration took office, the goals
that the President set for us, and our progress toward those goals.

We have not achieved perfection by a long way. We have been
unable to fully accomplish some of our debt-management objectives.
We have perhaps checked, but not entirely sto inflationary
preasures.
k In "the process, some of our citizens, some of our municipeditiee

and some of our businesses have been unable to obtain all of the credit
they would have liked. , - *, " - , I

We have had a large measure of success in encouraging the initiative
of our -citizens, but not every business has prospered as much as it
might, nor every citizen had all of the comforts he would enjoy.

, acknowledge imperfections in our accomplishments, but I enter-
taia no doubt as to the propriety of our goals or the wisdom of our
policies. To aid you in your consideration of the alternative courses
and to help you measure their promises fgainst the actual results ofthe -past4t me eMind you of some of our achievements.

,Wheft we took office in 1983, the Federal debt was equal to 89
percent of our national income-in Decemb 1956, it was 79 pscmt,

compared with 89.
'For .he flsal year 195, budget expenditures were $74.8 billion;

and, .or the yeo 1957,, they e estimated' at $68.9 billion, and $71.8
billin Mir 1958.
'For';the fihoal year 1958, the -budget resulted in.a' ddci$ of 494

billion-for 1957 itwill result in a, rplus.
&om * lOB kh 1952,1 the acetim &vaing Inoasda

vi i fti &Vyak" iipee 4 yea1f %V*U. Increase hwus

i '
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In the *past 4. years, civilian employment; hs4 riseu , 6.,per.mt,
avenge wkly ea ig of production workriia m anufaqtwng hyo,
risen 18 percent and, after allowane- for the 04-percent 'vww i.
co1um prices which occurred betw en, )942.and 1940, the geAoz,4n
wekers' eawings, after taxes amountedU to about,$10 ner ek, or,
mon, than, 15 percentt in, real purohasing.power g 4in jin
period.

Personal income of individuals u sen every yea', m 272
billion in 1952 to $325 billion in 158, again of,2Q peren and an
estimated $840 billion for 1957.

Labor. income has not only rien in dollar.; 4i has icreasod from
67.2 percent of national income in1952 to 69.8 percent in, 1956, wle
corporate profits declined iAm 12.7. percent of nationsf "Wome to
11.9 percent.

Strkng achievements have been made in housing. The 5 m on
dwelling units that were constructed exceeded the number built in
any previous 4-year period, and substantially enlarged the housing
stock available to the American people.

There were improvements in the size, design and equipment of new
homes, and sizable outlays for repairs and alterations added to the
comfort and convenience of existing homes. A growing proportion of
our homes were owner occupied-60 percent in 1956, as compared with
55 percent in 1960.

This is a gratifying record of the improvement in the level of livig
that can be achieved only through a vigorous, competitive, free-market
economic system which offers both individual freedom of choice and
the stimulation of initiative through personal incentive.

In particular, it shows the capacity of such a system to bring about
confidence and daring in enterprise and widespread participation in
the benefits of economic expansion. This is in sharp contrast to the
artificial restrictions, interf"erences, and controls of a paternalistic
bureaucracy.

The past 4 years have demonstrated the ability of the Nation's
private economy to expand, to provide an increasing number of better
jobs at better pay, and to raise levels of living.

These 4 years have tested the capacity of our economy to adjust to
large changes in the pattern of demand and the effectiveness of public
policies designed to promote growth of individual freedom and
stability in the economy.

Because the problems are continually changing in a dynamic econ-
omy, policies aimed at promoting stable growth must be flexible.
This fact was well illustrated in the past 4 years of the Eisenhower
administration. Our problems have shifted from those of a con.
trolled, wartime economy to those of a rapidly widening prosperity.
We have been able to encourage this prosperity.

Through the flexibility of monetary and fiscial policies, the Govern-
ment has been able to adjust to the rapid changes in our economy.
We have moved forward toward our goals and demonstrated the great
capacity of a free economy to correct imbalance and to maintai
growth with a high degree of stability.

We have accommodated the reduction in wartime Government
spending, accompanied by recordbres.kng tax reduction and offset a
thretened decline In employment and business activity in 1958 -.



We have encouraged an expansion of enterprise to new high levels,
nd, through expditure and debt reductions a well"a debt manws*,

ment, we have slowed the. growth of kdIntion'y credit.
We have encouraged a rapidly rising economy which has, brought,

*or* wealth, more puroh "ng power, more comfort, more jobs, more
homne, more'luxuris , morelesurs, more education, and more security-
to our people than they have everenjoyed before.

Gentlemen; I take great pride in making thi report.
The CUiAUw. Mr. Secretary, the committee thanks you, very

much for your statement. 4

The committee will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morn.g, when
Mr. Humphrey will be available for questions by the committee,

(Whereupon, at 1230 p. m., the committee receded, to reconvene
at 10 a. m., Wednesday, June 19, 1957.)
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INV8TIGATIOS OFTHE FINANCIAL CONDITION, O
THE UNITED-STATE8 *

W=VN3VAT, MUM 19, 1957

Ummno STATUS SXNATZ,
CoMUMID ON FINAWVU

Waehington, b. £.
Thecommittoe met, plrsuaut to rfces av,10:00 a. m., in room 812,

Senate Office Building, Senator-Harry Flood Byrd (chairman) pro-siding.
Prsient Senators Byrd (chairman), Kerr, Frear, Long, Smathers

Gore, Martin, Williams, Flanders, Malone, Carlson, Bennett, and

Also present: h B. Sprng , a clerk; and Samuel D.
Molwatin, sp counsel.

The C MAN. The committee will come rder.
Mr. etary, I have a4e tions that I w'o dUke to ask you.
You statement of Lord of great c nt and historical

Vlue ut I wa - us n your st& nts whichnot erto . t'

u said o page 34 ared s9a(vment, t t the adninis.
tr at. 'aas state 0ets show on

J ary 15, 1953, wh ersn Republic ad tration came
in the public debt w 66. biio 0 fid on une 3 end of that

.s$ 5 bi n. TRe ebt isn
.2f about 9 billions.

0f TIl

S~etary HutA- Well .Mr. hal ,' the ifference comesabout rugh the heritedobL at we over which had
to be pa whn, we ust deducted th inherited obliga-
tions as nter that were aay contracted that were a part,
of the debt.

Tbta What inherited obl us were they?
Secretary HiMun Weftttar of fact, there were about.

$80 billion of total outstandinad there was a projected deficit of
About 0 as I recall It, $9.9 ,b on whieh',wasOadtimated, for..11scaY
1954, whicb gw mostly out of b that we had to pay during the
tist part'of th0 adminiitration r.

W1 O CNAMAN. You know, Mr. Humphrey, that we run our affai
ova cashIni ad ash-out basis. As of the end of the fiscal year we

balance -h books,, inkp no elowano.Ioa tp1nom0ta

ZQ~WV diX #W4t
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If the system of bookkeeping you are suggestin, is to be adopted,
there should be another column for the income which, as of that date,
had accrued to thj Government but had not spent.

Secretary Hus minv. Well, that is right. And it would work that

"T Aoaap. BUt followed'to 1 ,n-lo e t~on it mayrntk work In d
way to show a reducti in the debt., 14

Secretary HuMPit~ir. Well, I think it would.
You see, we have all sort& ofcmp-i paons in figuring it, because you

have, and you hadt.-t thot time, asionidpraby greater collection
of income in the frit ' half of the year than-you see, at that time,
under the Mills plant YOu had a large part of your income collected in
the first 6 months. 4hat would be an overaccrual for the year.

The CKaaZiMAN. Why did you institute a new method of book.
keeping it your calculation of the debt? is completely pew)to
(Gyerumet Procedure.

Secretary HUMPHRSY. We did not change the books' I was tryingto show here, as nearly as I could, whIat had a9tuayoccurre.,
The CIH4URMAN. You d4 not conform to th uy daily stAWe

ment?
Secretary HumpiaasY. No.
The CIIAiRmWA. The daily statement shows'the true debt as of ihe

date.
Secretary Humpuaiy. No. I think the figures you have, givenare

the correct figures for the dally statements.
The daily statements;,I will read them bgl01m4 wi th the end of

1951 267.4; 1952, 275.2; 1953, 278.8; 1955, 20.8. nd thien down to
276 at the end of 1956.
R.And these figures in this statement,are mostly made uP' i.orthe en84
of the fiscal year 1956, and, there was a reduction, you see, not from,
th beginuniug, but a reduction, during the period. The, 4ebt was
going down at the end of the period. I I

The Cu dRAN. You have increased the Federal debt uder termS"
used in recording it for years. In fact the debt has beep inreased by
$9 billion since the Republican Party took over.

It you went to t~o obUgations thit hAve accrued, yousoukl t.,
with June 30, 1953, and make the comparison with the situation as
of today. But from your prepared statement, one would think you
were talking about the Federal debt in its officially recorded terms.

Secretary Hvu1aawT, Well, we cap do that, and I an44 hve tht
figured for you.

But just on the face of it you see, the debt is going 4o w fro*+ Ji
higheven during our perioS. The ih-igh

CRAISM&N. It is Aot going down-
Secretary Hunv,, Thoe I ih during our period w4s 280.8, and

it qs now, at the end of the p1iod uxder UMAoX hero, it was 270.7,
which is a reduction of about $4.1 biolhn in those partiular ure, or;,
those particular days.

Actually, the only reduction in the debt that has, taken place during
our administration has got to be the surplus t a$ we bad last e,

heu we balanced te bW4et. 'We had $.8 IU on oft N
t a definite .fde4oonxisoth debt.

TieUHAIRMAN. Yousaid thY P'+" od, w $20.8 bilIior,+
It may not have been intention ale,_but do you not think your state-
mont on the debt migit be misleading?
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Secretary HuM~mi.T. !We rqduced itlaqt yeqr $1.0 i40on,,tere
is no question about that.

The CHAIRMAN. This was your prepared statement of yetorday:
,.2, v review .apiwhmt tbe admudnstratioa ha done to fight tinfation, ,-

Secretary HUMPHRxY, That is right.
The CvtIMAN. Then you sad:.
We have roduod the ove; ,utdebt,
You were referring to the period of this administration; were you

not?
Secretary I{uMI"T. Well', not, necessarily.I think a trend in

debt reduction' is a very healthy anti-inflationary measure-4-and lat
year it was $L.6 billion just in a single ea-an d J think that is a
very healthy move toward the reduction of inflationary presures.

-OThCbAQUHAX . ,You Are Samgtoda&y that you did not mean you
had reduced the Government deb---

Secretary HumpuRiay. Not over the, whole-
The CA4iR uA, (continuing), Under its level as, of the time you

eam in?
Secretary HumRar. Not over the whole peiod.-

Z.The Onniw. Would hot-this statement, without this explana-
tion, indicate to a person rai i--it 'd did to me"-," !

Secretary Huwimar. Well, iit does, it shod corrected to-,sy,
which is beyond any question of doubt at all, in-the past yiear., 'AMdI
will be veryglad to make that amendment toit if that will oloaa,it up

The CnAt MAN, The Wcts an, clear. D ogt
ministration the debt has increased $9 billion.

Inflation has not beenreduced inthe past, year. Infaot,,t startedagan in .tepast yearly . .,.:! " ,. i',,. .'.,<aSmrtary Huwir. That is right and that is why this trend*rvv4

The CHkamIAN. You. reduced the debt lastr year wly, but, it, lis
had no effect, apparently on the new inflation which has oo r ed.Sec..etary.,IUMnuwv, That, is why itwas par~loulsrly ussul1 tO
haveitinlhepastyear. ', ,

The CHRAauN. But you meant that you have reduced the fed
,debt only in the pastyWr then?- i ,

he CHAIRMAN. And I respectfully suggest that we should not tq
here to chanv the Govmment'. longatendin method of 4okkp
ing to take li the accrued liabiliieand thee amued i oa That
would be a very conmple:operation. ,,,

We ha#tbei dperating thi, Governmenti asi ,you and I know on
a cash-in and cajh-out basis witth a blsnoe ,taken, 46, the eod of e4i
fiscal year, and I would like ihe rewpd, ele y to sh bi tatf your
statement of yesterday does not! w tanthat the publio debthas been
reduced during the period of this admiistrtio, ei t i -

Gecretary H umWHRioy. Not been reduced, you iajnv.,
*TheCN1a a&x.It has notbeen rduted > rI
8ewetarHuvrts,.-Thatisrigt. ,,
The CHAIRM On the contrary, Aherbhas. bee inores of

$9 billion by the ortlodok, h*A od4 f, sho witgAe.debt /1 ) -It I
Secretary HUMPHRXtY. That is19 Ao.~.t ~T L f.f~~
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The CHAmTuAN. Is there any doubt about that?
Secretary HuMPnHREY. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Another question-. --
8ocretwr HuMpJarUy. The only real reduction during that period,

on the orthodox system, is $1.6 billion last year.
The CHAimAN. Another question; You said that the aministra-

tion had reduced the-Government expenditures. What did you mean'
by that? You certainly did not have reference to the last budget,
did you?

Secretary HuMiuusY. Well, even the last budget is below the
:expenditure of the year we came in. The highest expenditure that we
have had in the time that we have been here was the $74.3 billion which
was spent in fiscal 1953, which was the finishing of the expenditures
of the past Administration.

The next highest is. the $71.8 billion which is the budget projected
for next year.

The CHmARMAN. When you came in--.
Secretary HUMPRIzy. But if you compare the spending in the first

year that we were here, and the spending in the last full year, which IS
1956, is down almost $8 billion.

The CHAiRMAN. Do you not think that some consideration should
be given to the fact that when you came in, in January 1953, we were
engaged in the Korean war, which did not end until June 1953, the
end of that fiscal year?

Now, you are comparing a peacetime budget with a war budget.
Secretary HUMPHRRY. Well,. Mr. Chairman, I do not think it is

fair to talk about * wartime budget and a peacetime-budget in com-
paring the period of the Korean war and comparing the present.

The Korean war was characterized as a polce action during ll of
the time that it was be carried forward. It was a bitter war for

-those who Were engaged i it, but it'was not a major war from the
point of view of comparison with world wars.

-We are carrying on and are obligated to carry on, and believe that
(it is necessary anddesirable for the protection of this country to carryon a security pro gram and military programs today with items of
military .equipment which are so much more costly than they. were
even in the Korean war that there isno comparison, and I just do not
believe it is fair to say that one period was war and one was just
peace.

The CHAIRMAN. What do you estimate the Korean war cost?
Secretary HumPHRzY. I do not have those figures, Mr. Chairman.

I could try to get them, but I do not have them.
The CHAIRMAN. In my spending comparisons I am including the

$1.8 billion transferred to the highway trust fund.
Secretary HUMPHIWY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I am adding that $1.8 billion, to the $71.8 billion

budget expenditure estimate for fiscal year 1958 because in most prior
years road expenditures were- in the regusa budget figures. In-
cluding roads the President's expenditure LWidget, assuming it is
enacted, would be $73.8 billon as compared--..

SecretayHUMPHRzY. $73.6.
The CHAIMAN. You are right, $73.6 billion, as compared,to the

Korean war budget of $72.9 billion.

10
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Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, the 1953 budget was $74.3, so it is
still higher.

The CHAIRMAN. The 1953 budget?
Secretary HUMPHRzy. Expenditures.
The CHAIRMAN. I wish you would check that again.
Secretary HMpHimY. Is that not correct? $74 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. I have $73.9 billion-472.9 billion. You are right.

I was looking at the column for appropriations instead of expenditures.
Secretary HuMpnHRY. The actual round figure is $74.3 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. Then, assuming adoption of the President's

budget, you will spend in 1958 approximately what was spent during
the last year of the Korean war; ii that correct?

Secretary HUMPHRiY. It will be about a billion dollars less, 600
million less.

The CHAIRMAN. $600 million less. All right. But, I have added
in only the road figure at this point. For completely accurate com.
parison with 1953 we should include also the 1958 Federal National
Mortge Association expenditures and the postal deficit. These
would raise the 1958 expenditure estimate to $74.7 billion. But,
since we have started by including only road expenditures, let it stay
on that basis for the time being.
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Seetary HUMPHReY. That is including the roads, which are special.
The C HRMAW But I think the roads should be included for proper

comparison with prior years.
Secretqy HumPHiszn . Well you remember that you and I both,

Mr. Chairman, fought rather £ittefly to be sure that the road money
did not get into the budget, so that we could use it either on the income
or expenditures side that we made it stand on its own feet.

The CHAIMAN. :But these fu:.are comparative. In other
words, we are comparing the 1958 budget estimate which excludes
roads to ex penditure figu of other years that did not exclude the
road expenditures.

Secretary Huavini y. That is correct.
-The Cuiutuiwi And I think it is only fair to include road expendi

tures in both instances for comparison purposes.,
Secretary HUMPHRaY. That is right.
The CHAaRmAx. Road funds were included in the previous figures.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right,
The CHAIRMAN. The highway trust fund was established to assure

a pay-as-you-go Federal road program.
Secretary HuMpHnRY. That something we both believed in, We

both believed, in that.
The CHAizMAN. I think you will agree with me that the road ex-

penditures should be included in the. 1958 estimate, If you want to
compare the figures to those of other years when the road expenditures
were included. Yo w lp th oon

Secretary HUmPHeas. You would, put th&.expenditures; on one
side and income on the other, for strict compIson.

The CuAu ,u But the point I am making is that in previous
years, the road expenditures have bee in the regular budget4

Sertay HUMPHREY. That is right.
The CHARMAN. Now they are taken out of the budget. . And if

you want. to compare the years, you should add, this $1.8 billion to
this $71.8 billion 1958 estimate am I correct about that?

Secretary, HuMPHaRy. I think that is a fair way to approach it,
The CHmU AIi. It is proper for comparison. ,,.
If you add that, you are spending more than-
Secretary HUMPitHREY, No. You are still less.

', The OUaauAM. I have $72.9 billion as the total expenditures,
Secretary HUMPHRY. In what year?
TheC wa x..No, I was reading appropriations again, You are

veag of1953 expenditures?.
8"retaryMWIUxaRSEY. I am speaking of, 1953, that is the big year,

$74.8 billion. And $73.6 billion is still $8 0 million, les than thi
'pak Thtw"is notn gto-bevery proud of, but it stilll there,.i-,"

Te CUAI NJ, All r It.? lam not eavi*Uy prouddof this,.mest,
budget. (Laughter.J j~ r

L think you stid smethig to indicate you were not proud of it,
either. !-[Laughtj "r

iLet us discussA little further the Eienhower budgets.,
The budget areducad: of cotrse a you know, .In 1964,
screta ry HusiPBRy. i Trecall that very well.
The C~aa~ xedtrs4b~&$78blin W rbt

speaii~gut.pen . u44"
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SSecretary HUMPHREY. I am talking about expenditures not ap-
propriations. That is misleading, I think, in this sort of a discussion.

The CNAIRMAN. And then the expenditures were reduced to $64.6
.billion, in fiscal year 1955. i .ht

Secretary HUMPHRY. That is right.
The UamRwsMUIYv Youwilleeall that thePrsident announced,.he

intended to reduce the budget to $0 billion.
Secretary HuMPHnEy. That wa before he was elected, and beforehe --
(The Secretary was interrupted by general laughter.)

Ee CHAIRMAN. Has he carried out all his election promises?
Secretary HUMPHaRY. I will say this: I never saw anybody in the

world who tried so hard or demanded such service from his associates
in attempting to carry them out.

The (CfAIRMAN. He made an election promise to bring expenditures
down to $60 billion which has not been reached yet.

In fiscal year 1956f he started to raise expenditures, and finally in
this'year you pIesented the largest peacetime budget in the history of
the country. I

It might be interesting to recall Mrb Truman's last peacetime
budget-he was not especially noted for economical management.

Secretary HumpHRzY. Well, this matter of peacetime is a little
<misleading. As I said before, I think it is honestly just a little
unrealistic to compare to talk about 1953 as a war year and this as a
peace year. I do not think there is any such distinction between them.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, ' Government activities certainly cost more
money in time of war.

Secretary HI LRui'm r..4'I think noti: I think the things we are doing
today are costing, in items, far more than anything we had at that
time.

If you will go over the sort of thing that we are having to acquire
-for our protection today you will find that their cost is tremendously
more than anything we had in the Korean war.,

The CHAIRMAN. It had not occurred to me that anyone would
contend that war was not more costlyv than peace. But if conclu-
*ive proof is needed, it is to be found in Federal budget figures. In
1983, the last year of the Korean war we spent $43.6 billion for the
military; in the pending 1958 budget the military estimate is $38.0
billion. (See table 2, p. 42.)

Secretary'HuuMPHasy, That is right, and I think it is because---.-
The CHAIRMAN. It was $5.6 billion. more in thowar year of 1963.
Secretary HuMpnanr.- That is right, and it ii because of a whole

lot better management and better operation.
The CHAIRMAN. I agree with you in a great many things, but when

you say it is cheaper to run a wartime government than a peacetime
government, I just cannot agree with that.

Anyway we, might as. weU.put in Mr. Trumani's last peacetime
budget. In fiscal year 1950 it was $39.6 billion oomparpd to the
proposed peacetime budget, ot$78.6 billion or more for fiscal'year 1958.

Secretary.HUMPHRY. That would be your peactime budget, and
mine woufd be $74.3 billion. The last Truman budget; was $74.3
.billionand-that Ii the figure from which we started down. .

The CHAIRMAN. Again I say that was aKorsa, war, budget
Secretary HuMPSrmY. Well-
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• The OHAJimAN. I just cannot follow your philosophy when you
contend it is cheaper to run a government when we are at war tWan
when we are at peace.

Secretary HUMPHIY. Well, Mr. Chairman, I went out on the
The CHAIRMAN. The.recor& Mr.. Secret. donnetulhowthat,

Secretary HUMPHIIsY. Well, you are 0 discounting all-you are
allowing nothing for improvement in practice. and management and
efficiency,..

The CHAIRMAN. I am dealing with dollars.
Secretary HuM PHnjY. There has been a tremendous difference,

and if you take the 2 years you will find it Is a great difference.
The CHAIRMAN. I am dealing in budget dollars. The budget deals

with the number of dollars spent., I # I
Secretary HuMPaURUy. I Will deal with dollars, and I will simply

take the $74.3 billion as the last Truman budget, and I will take our
flares As our budat.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I do not suppose there is any use in con-
tinuing the argument,

Senator Kwin. May I hear that last statement?
Secretary HUMPHmzY. The 74.3 wM the conclusion of the Trumanbudgett .•.a-

ITheI CARiMAN. Let the record show, that 1953 figure was oom-
pletely a wartime budget, because the war ended in June, the end of
the ftcal year 1953. Let those who read this record decide whether
we can operate a government more cheaply in w~tr than in p ee.,

Secretary HumIuPo . Well, the Trumaninbudget,you w recall,
just to, clear the record, and then I will say nothing further, the
Truman budget that we found when we came- here in January, the
$74.3 billion, was the year in which we were spending the money.

The Truman budget for the next succeeding year for 1954, was
$78 billion; and that was the budget we started with, and that we
began working with for the year 1954 a budget of $78 billion.The CHAIRMAN. That is true, and I often have complimented the
administration for reducing that proposed Truman budget. 'But that
Truman budget also was prepared without the thought of the ending
-of the Korean war.,

Secretary HuMPHRy. That is right.
,The CHAIRMAN. I assume he followed the military advice, and it

ws prepared on that basis.
Now, I thinkd an excellent job was doxeby" the present administr*

tion in cutting that budget. My complaint is that now they have
gone back to a budget level which is close, if not equal to, the st
Truman budget, whichwas on awar basis,

I would like -to' ask you, if you care to express yourself, why'y u
think it was neoesary o increase the. Eisenhower budgt $9 billloal or
moi* between; 1955 and 1958, asuming that you inClude the: road
o'oditurtl' What conditions justified a 9 billon nctfase?;

Secretary HUMPT3sY. Well, that, of course Ais a lvery.kiong story,
eabd t WiH not attempt to get into anything, but Just the highlight* of it.

,There have beei increases in costs, Increases in gvemmeqtslwags in mlitay Y ages, military cost. of that kind. The'e!ive
ben 6WtAntialncremsesi military supplies, a I said.a mlnuWtp,
them sotthgsthAt w0einuathAv..
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,a,A bombei4a te.old days .cot a low. him4rod thownd ,dol ars.
IToy,it oosts several, millions of dollars.. .

'X fighter used to cost less than a hundred thousand, and:,todayit
costs 1I to 2 million do.lles,

And everything you look at, in this military business, has gone up in
tremendous fi gures
* Now, at the same time the country has grpw i substantially. The

workload uponI all of te depamenta has increased veqy $ stanti y1
And I think that you will ffd that in spite of efficiencies wtich canput in, as the country grows ad as services are .rendered to more

peoplee all the time, while you can offset some of he increase by better
efMie.cy, you probably will not offset all of' it, because you are
rendering more service tomany more people.

But on top of all that, the Congress, as well s the administration,
lis expanded program. The C6 n 1W, .a4opted a port many
programs which provide for expe a= ree in inoreaag amounts 8s
time goes on, and those programs start mi rather small ways and just
sutmmaticall keep incroein*ear after year,It is a combination o "a ox Lse tn that has pusuehi budget
up andIthinkthat. v- h.ngs

the CIwIwi. Is Inflation pushing it up?,
Secretary HIu paa . To the extent that we have rim in prices,

that is so. And, of course, if we have, a greater inlaion, why, we
will have greater mxpnitures, and the increases will be or.

The one thing and the one basis of coniparison that t thn you
should keep in mind, we, all, should keep in mind, *when we are ing
of these advances, is that the original budget, the 1958 budget, was
21 e.nt of our gross annual product, and, this prosnt, estimated
bu get is about 16 f t.
.o that, relatively, with a growing, country, there hs been a

relative decrease, even though the dollar iorease has gone on.
The O iwa .. Do you tink percentage of the national product

Justifies increasing -W ederal expenditures?
Secretary_ HUyHuniy. It is Illustrative of the comparison with the

growth of ihe coun tr.
-Now? frankly, I t that the dolI. themselves, just the dollar

exenditures, have got to be Watched with the very, greatest oare, and
I tlink it is one of the great burdens and obligations and one of the
extreme difficulties that ,this country faces over the next few years.

The CAIRMAN. In your statement yesterday you spoke ofte ai. i-
inflationary program of, the administration. Ad now,. you say.that
these iucreome are made, necqsoary by iaion?

Secretary HuMPEsim. Said what Mr Chairms A?
The CUAinRMA. Do I understZAn that you: think the se budet in-

rasea which you regard as necessary, arue toinflatiop?: .
.at mee ask ihis question, too: I frequently hear thosoein the admin-

istration refer to programs Congres, 4rhs approved. Wha bout
the programs the resident has recomnided twCongre, .Have
youputtio6em a separa Cate o't . !

5ocretary I~VMPMRNY~No,, I think the are al i~ce h
of thebucdget. -

.8The Cw wN. But do you not think t would be w4,, wheama-
the of ta t th e Congres , hAappr e 4 01Wpe, P
the recommendation of thes Iresi004, Whfk j~q o~~~e.

XWOOLO, M , WMA -1 4TATAP
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.r. tai'i HuxM nv'.T I th1nk'w4 might ty to'l~ivide them. Butl
this is pot an attempt to' dodge responui ility. What I was trying #4
do: was th'state the facts, that those are progrrsl'that have gone
through the regular congressional process
-The WAvxAw. I say this" without prejudice against this t4ns.;
tration, but whenever anybody in the administration, talks about
thee program, they refer to them as programs Congress has approved.

Whaabout the school plgram the Piesident wants now'? , I have
not seerf ny tremendous demandbn the part of Conare for it; oe
on the part of the' people., 'It is recommended, in' the President's
budget, and not only is that pro m included in this present budget,'
but 13 other Feerl grant to State ]**grams ar~ inleuded,.

I -question the .accuracy and fairness the Inference that all of those'
programs were initiated 9by Cone P NOSecretary HUMRRY. L .s8y, I Was not trn to fix blame. Of
dour~e there are pro ams such as the one In which 8ena .yiilngton
put a ilibn dollar of extra money Int r the Defense DePartdent a
Year ago that nobody asked or wanted, and there have been other
instances where Congress has voted Mre;. 'But- : wav Just trying tO"
state a fact, that by using the words. "that Congress has; approved;,,
perhaps we should say pp ved or som
of -that -kind.,porm prvdbysw"o on~g

The (,HAliVA1J. I do not think it is fat 14 put all of he burden ' on,
ongtee fot new program when the adinxiitration has tecommaded

many of them,. ' .1,

Secretm HUpai'. I was not counting one person as against the
other. The fact is, Congrss paind laws approving theseb pogtamsthat cost us this moniy . 4 . ! -. ,, 4, 1

Tho C.A IwAN. We are :being hith-pressured by the President; to
enact this school program, which; s going to opew up an area o
spending unprecedent6d. among Federl,, domestioivilm gm s,"
and, incidentally, I think you made aI vey strong, argument herm
against 'this school program in which you said: . '

During the pst 4 years a quarter ofa million now sohoofroom= ha*e beenbui ,f6or n youn~rs. =Total public oonstruetton in, 198 6 * 20 bove'1982'
levels, and eduoat/onal oonstruatlon was up.M perout. .b.urln 1948 alone, now borrowing by 8ates and munlelpaliths.totale $5.4

oil#n, ano during, th? ItSQ4 m (or which figures Are now avlable, m09
elmerynsemL y oo -hd were sold than In aby 9.xuoh pro

State and municipal finanoing has inree d by $1&8 Wll o in, th. pes 4 yeus
The~pbn the noxt'page you say:*.

19th 4 ya$8 8 Olloa has beenr spp for Mqplo.~nr,th an Q=1 *enospn . thd keodng 2Oyears.
That 48s4 Of, Qfhi s argwets I 1 is heardagis ters,j pPon4. izo' d ovenmpn&t to, w* Mt44
tiis started, it wm never be Op*, Bi ws-U4 b 04"iqw4I

KOeatd~or thingp in ap $ and wiistqau~styl.
it would build the moat 1"Uxiou. school l d' T4ew will
it*to iaflw s14iool, districts at first.. BtU , 41 di to

d r ohool b qu, q
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pressure on the Congress by people in counties which have not been
moen. for one of these great, unproved fine school buildings

So when you speak ol the Congress doing those things, I think we.
ought, to make it clear that, while I do not have a list of them quite,
a few of these expenditure programs have. been advocated and preslo
sured by the administration.

i Do you think I. amcorrect about that or not?
Secretary HuMPHiuY. Well, we tried to state facts here with

respect to financial demands and financial requirements, and we were
not in any way attempting to point the finger at anybody with
respect to them.

The CHuAxNaN. Well, you are not pointing the finger at anybody
except that you repeated in your statement the assertion that much
of the expenditure increase results from now programs authorized by
Congress

otary HUMHRUY. I do not think I quite said it was necessary
to do that for that reason. What Isaid was, Congress had passed the
law which required these expenditurees, which is the fact, Mr. Chair-
man. We cannot spend the money until Congress does pass the law,
and I was simply stating a fact, that Congress had authorized these
expenditures.

The COAIRmAx. But does that, Mr. Secretary, account for a differ-
once of $9 billion or more between fiscal 1955 and the present budget?
, -Sretary HumpIanY. The items that I listed do account for that

whole difference, I think.
The CHuatrAN. Nine billion?
Secretary HuMPHRB. For the whole 9 billion; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we do not spend that--
Secretary Huu, auv. It is the increase in programs, the changes in

programs, the increase in pay that has been granted, the increase in
service that is demanded and the increase in population that re-
quires greater service by te departments.

The _CAaMAN. Is te public demanding these new services now?
I have been over the country and I find, especially after the state-
4ient you made a short time back there is a tremendous sentiment
everywhere for reduction in Federal spending.

Secretary HUMPHR1Y. Well, Senator, that raises one of the ques-tions, whic I think are very serious that confront the country. h ere

is a1 te undercurmnt.. in this country of almost revolt against
expenditures for everybody but themselves.

Each person is foi economy and. talkes about less Government
spending for everything except the project that fits him. As to the
project that fits him, he is down here in the Halls of Congress and in
your offices, demanding your votes and demanding your help in
getting money for his pet project; and at the same thime he goes right
after [unch to a meeting in the chamber of commerce or AM and
votes to cut Government ependitures.

And by that illustration I do not mean just businessmen. It is
everybody. It is schoolteachers, it is unions, it is businessmen, it is
all kinds of people everywhere. It is localitiesl.

And whether in this country this feelingof desire for economy is
going to reach the place where people are wilng to economize on Yer
6*iaccoutita6 well as have ta e other fellow dtOll thaeeonom ing,
I'db not know. But I certainlyhop4 thatIt dbes, Md I hope that we
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reach the time when the American citizens are going to say, "I wil
take a little less for myself, provided everybody else does, and we get
some of this down."

But until that time comes, you are going to have great cries for
economy and less Government spending "for everybody but me and
I am going to be here demanding that you do more for me and less
for everybody elae."

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, I want to respectfully and em-
phatically disagree with you on that because I have attended as
many of these meetings as anyone. Back in January, 500 leading
businessmen of the country came to Washington for an emergency
meeting. Their only purpose was to urge that the budget be cut..
They s4id nothing about not cutting this and not cutting that. They
wanted the budget cut.

And another degation, as I recall,, came from'Illinois, 50 of them,
and stayed here for 10 days going around to Congressmen aind Senators
urgig them to cut the budget.

SNow, I think that situation you described did exist at one time,
But I think there has been a tremendous change of sentiment; tat
the people realize if we keep this up we are going over the precipice.
of financial disaster, and r think you indicated something to that
effect.

There is no doubt about the fact; they are in favor of economy, andCongress is trying to practice economy. But the administration is

the obstacle and, as you know the administration can destroy the
effort. It can use unexpendeA balances to replace reductions in
appropriations.Secretary HUMPHR Y. I am sure, Mr. Chairman, that nobody can
feel I am not an advocate of economy.

The CHAIRMAN. I know that; I know that your opinion is an im-
partial one - I am tring to learn why the President ha. found it nece-
sary to add $9 billion or more to his budget since 1955 most of which
isl domestic civilian expenditures and not in the military expendi-
tures.

Furthermore, I am concerned over the fact that the President is
asking now for new spending programs which, it once started, will
grow and grow throughout the years.

I regard this present fight by Congress to cut the budget as being
one of tremendous consequences/,because if, this huge) budget is ap-
proved, we will be committed indefinitely to high spending and high
taxes, until some recession comes; and then the situation will be
serious.

I think you recognize these dangers probably much more than I do.
You are a man of great competence and capacity along these lines.

Let the record show the official budgt epen iture flgures-actual
for fiscal year 1955, and estimated for yscal year 1958.

Expenditures for military functions in 195 totaled $35.5 billion.
The estim te for 1958 is $38.0 billion, an increase of $2.5 billion.

Expenditures for other national-security items in 1955 totaled $2.8
billion. The estimate for 1958 is $2.7 billion, a reduction of $0.1
billion.

Expenditures for fore' aid in 1955 totaled $4.3 billion. The esti-
mate for 1958 is 4.7 billion, an increase of $0.4 billion.
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Expenditures or international affairs iw 1955 totaled $0.2 billion.
The estimate for 1058 is $0.4 billion, an increase of $0.2 billion.

Expenditures for domestic-civilian programs in 1955- totaled $21.8
billion. The estimate for 1958 is $28.9 bilJion, an increase of $7.1
billion. Fgu.res for both years include expenditures for roads,
Federal National Mortgage Association, and postal.deficit.

From these figures it wil be seen that as between 1955 and the 1958
estimates there are increases as follows:
Miitary fntios.......--------------------------...... $:45
Foreign aid---. -- ... ......-.-..-.....-------- .4
International affairs .....................................- .......... . 2Domxst/o.ovifan....-----------.--............................7. 1

Against this total of $10.2 billion, there is a reduction of $0.1 billion
in other national-security items, making a net increase of $10.1 billion.AThe 1958 budget proposes postal rate increases to eliminate the
$0.6 billion postal deficit. For this reason, and to use a conservative
round figure, I am contending that there is an increase between 1955
and 1958 of at least more than $9 billion, and that the increase in
domestic-civilian items is at least more than $6 billion. - (See table 2,
p. 42.)

T-iad not want to take this interrogation so farafield, but I think
we must meet these questions. I was influenced by the fact that the-
blame is being pt on Congress for all of these' things,_ when Congress
this yearthas s own every indication of wanting to reduce expenditures.
O te other han the administration has brought the most enormous
pressure to prevent, the reduction of expenditures' at least hi sub-,
stantial areas as you know.I I.I have mWad some examination of the record, and I think it Will
show that never in the history of this country has Conres reduced
the budget to the extent it has this year in the face of strong opposition

bthe Pesident of the United States.
We will pass from that subject.
I would like, if possible, for you to show or have your assistants

show the particular programs which necessitated the increase of $9
billion or more between 1955 and 1958. It maybe furnished for the
record.

Secretary HUMPiEREY. I think we can show, where the differences
took place.

(The information referred to with related comments by the chairman
subsequently submitted follow:)

A , , ..- - , A 4
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Budq.5 awpvndftvs# Aacl sws *955 a"l 1958
Irn million

btmatd I

I.... 1...... .. . . ..nllmln nnulllllUI .I O ll It + 0l4II[ IIJll/..

- o rmdt.m..................... 814 j, _4= __7

tmodty Onit Coapors"o .................... ,414
ral5 o1 1 Adm ..... ........... .. ...... .

S..... . ........ .

l oeta. miliar, . ... . ..... .............. Iiu.m A w.U........... ... -81 Ow
toranV- W- . 0 isamIT

PoIstal dMqao ... ..... ... . 0 9 M

Subtota n Wamlary .................. 19414l 1, W +610

T O ............. II I" IIllI ........... I II..... ........ 144-- 74 To

ilm xnunmmts to OOC.
or oom tat v pur no t exlud s b2 for pod h y $M=

.Motift a ofUO = o $K
i hootoe1 f !r or m nto btIO 6n1

GelAnMAWS CoMMuNTs.---It should be noted that $595, million tu highway
expenditures has been deducted from the 195 total In the table above. With
this figure included, the 1955 total was as recorded by the budget, $64.6 billion.
When the $1.8 billion highway expnditure estimated is added to the 1958 esti.
mate, the total Is $78.6 billion, an norease of $9 billion, instead of $7.8 billion a
shown in the table.

The CHARMAzr. Next I wish to take up inflation.
Secretary HUMPHRnY. Let me just get clear, "these 2 years." We

can do that-
The CHAIRMAN. It is fiscal 1955 compared to fiscal 1958.
Secretary HumPmRzY. The proposed new budget.
The CHAIRMAN. Expenditures in 1955 totaled $64.6 billion. The

1958 budget was submitted in January 1957. I want someone in
authority to advise the committee what happened In those 2 years
between to amise the expenditure estimate for 1958 by $9 billion, or
more.

Secretary HwMenzwr. We will, tr our best td dhow you, just where
this is.*The CHAIMAN, Now, the next thing I waht to talk, about is
inflation.

It was indicated by your statement that inflation had been Mod-
cally stopped by' the present administration; is that a correct intorpro-
tation?

Secretary fEfumnwr. NO; Ido not think so. It had been retarded.
The OHNAMMAN. You stated it was an anti-inflationaryprogram.

f it , #0 Po
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Secretary HUMpRJiZY. I think you are referring to the following
paragraph in my prepared statement:

The past 4 years have been oharacterised by greater price stability than any
other &year period since 1939. But inflation Is not stopped. It i only slowed
down. Indeed there has been a disturbing renewal of pressures in the lat 12
months, during which the dollar has lost almost 2 cents In purchasing power,

Is that the thing you were referring to?
The CHAIRMAN. You say It practically stopped for 4 years, that is,

1953, 1954, 195-
Seerey. HvurujYW. wo nto4 years with a loss of 0.8 of I cent.

Then we took a jump, and 'we have lost over 2 cents In a telatie4%
short period.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, it was practically stabilized.
Secretary HuMPonny. It was very steady. It moved up and down

* little, but it was very steady for about 4 years, and during the last
several months it has--

The Cu aA iiN., Whatcoacenis me, tisthe fact thaithepast year,
from April 1956 to April 1957, there was a loss of 2 cents.

Secretary HUMPHamY. A loss of what?
The CHAIRMAN. A loss of 2 cents.
Secretary HUMPHR Y. That is right.
The (IAIRMAN. From April of 1956 to April of 1057.
Secretary HUMPuRiY. That is right. That is what I say here.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, that iflation is still continuing, of course.

These figures are up to April.
Secretary Hvuvinta . That Is correct. More pressure, that iq

correct.
The CAIRMAN. Why do you think that after a practically stabi-

lized dollar for 4 years, another period of inflation has started which
-may continue for a long time?

Secretary HuMPnhjuy. Well, I do not knowwhether it will continue
or not of course. I think the main thing that has started this move
ment forward again has been the increasing prosperity and the increas-
ing demands that have occurred in the country.

These inflationary pressures grow in direct relation to the degree of
prosperity in the country, and the fuller the employment, the greater
he demand for goods; the more money there is to spend, the more

pressure there is on prices and on demand for all sorts of things. And
we have been in the st 12 months under very high pressure and very
high demand and very, hig employment.

So that you have a h-all the forces at work that move toward
inflation. You have had high spending all along the line, including
the Government spending. ndabout the only pressures you have
had to the contrary have been the' monetary pressures which have
been exercised, leaning against the wind to try to restrain the effect
of these pressures in the other direction. And they haven't- quite
done it.

The CusIRMsA. What do youthink will, be done or can be, don. to
stop this creeping inflation? "h I

Zsretary HUMPERttY. I think the pressures that we now have
against the creeping inflation- -or, if not creeping, a moving inflation-
work slowly. There is a ia in their operation.

I think they will gradually become more effective. I think, too,
that these things go in waves. I think some of the expenditures,
pressures for expenditures, may be relaxed somewhat.

Avg%
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i think that as those pressures for expenditures relax, both in
industry where there is very heavy pressure and in municipalities
and governmental subdivisions, and the government itself, the
Federal Government itself, some relaxing of expenditures all along the
line would immediately help to ameliorate the situation., ' - ,

The CHAIRMAN. Had this new inflation started when. the, 1958
budget was prepared?

S secretary HUmpanEv. It was .ust about the same time.
The CHAIRMAN. Notwithstanding that fact the President brought

in budget, expenditures of $6 biliow more :than: the, previowjyaar,
Is that a wise thing to do, or not?

Secretary HuMmaupv. Well, it was not five was it?,
The CHAIRMAN. I should have said $3.5 billion; including roads.
Secretary HvMPonzY. You are putting in your road money putting

in the road money, I mean, too? .
TheCHAIRMAN, It is$3.Bbillion.'
SeorteY HuMPiiay. Of.couase, thereils a lot-o-a.n MroChafll

man, you have to relate this, if you are going to put in the roads,
you have to relate it to road expenditures and not just to ,what is
set aside in the trust fund for the roads, because it is the expenditure
that really causes the pressures.

The CAIRMAN. Well, the expenditures are estimated at $18 bil-
lion. The amount received by the trust fund at this time is lager.

Secretary HUMPHitY. That is a larger amount, and that s a
,helpful---,

The CuMMA., And ,thej previous year when the roads were'jwt

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is a helpful anti-inflationary pressure,
you see. As you collect in more money than you spend out, it is
helpful to retard purchasing power to some extent, so that the road
program up to date is anti-inflationary rather than inflationary

It may turn out to be the other way, but at the present time it is
not.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you regard. Government spending as infla-
tionary?,,

Secretay HUPHREY-. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Has anything been done by the Administration. to

reduce that Government spend n?
Secretary. HumpHRY. Well, Nr..Chairman, I do not want toget

into an argument that sounds political. I want to makeit Aand, kiep
it factual in every way that I can. [Laughter.]

The CAIRMAN. I am nonpolitical, Mr. Secretary,
Secretary HUMPHREY., What is that? . ,
.The CAiRwrx. I am nonpolitical.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I try to be.
I just want to sa this: that there is nobod---I I have worked with alot of people in my life, in a lot of ventures of vaious kinds, and I have

never seen anybody more concerned, more, thou htful, who puts. in
more time and effort than the President of the Iftired States on this
budpt and who Is more concerned about increasing-Government
expenditures.
iow, how yon balance the services that the people ought to hive',
that the people demand, how. you balance whatv:Congress ma ido
with respect to certain programs where they exceed the requests, how
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you'balanoe what you ask for, how you balance what Is needed for
our security against a threatened attack, a threatened enemy, and it
is real, and the terrible expenditures that are required continually for
the security to save- our lives, and how you balance all those things
out with an expenditure level for the whole Government that wiJl
help to reduee and confine inflationary pressures and still, at the same
time, maintain us between inflation and deflation-because that is
where we want to try to be, where you are just balanced and can turn
either way, that is the happiest situation that America could 'be in--
and how youbalance that and maintain it is an extremely difficult
thing.

Now, in my experience, I have never seen anybody more dedi.
cated, more honestly attempting to arrve at a proper balance of those
factors than, the Piesident of the United States, nor anybody who
works harder at it.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think it is the duty of the PresIdent of
the United States to yield to all requests for.Federal expenditures?

Secretary HUMPHRm. No, I do not.
The CRAIRMAN. You mentioned the fact these programs are being

demanded by the public. You say the public have not changed their
minds. I do not agree with that. f

I have been over the country a good deal, and people have changed
their minds. That is reflected by what Congress has done to appro-
priations.

Secretary HUMPHREy. Well, I of course recognize, Mr. Chairman,
just as you do, that there i a great wave of public protest anst
Government spending. But I still believe you are wrong, to a degree
at least, in the extent to which that Government spending protest hae
reached to the person who is after something for himself.

There are just two groups of people who come to see me: One
group who want their taxes out, and the other group who want money

for something. And your-.-
The CHAIRMAN. Could I ask you a personal question?
Secretary H UMIUIRY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How many letters did you get when you made

that statement on the Budget about "curling the hair"? How many
approving letters did you gt?

Secretary HuPnnwcv. ig"ot a great many.
The CEAIMAN. That indicates, I thifik, that there, is public

demand. It has been evidenced ,in every way, There, have been
meetings all over the country. A number of Congressmen and
Senators have attended these meetings.

Secretary HUMPHitEY. Well, the fellow I am waiting for is the
fellow who will come to me and say, "I asked for a watrpower project
or a flood-control project," or some kind of farm subdsidy orwome ind
of a business subsidy or ship subsidy, or something of that kind,"and I have been down here with a great crowd demanding action from
Congress. And I have turned around and I have gone to Congress
and sd, 'We ought not to have this.' ..

When I se that man, I am going to have!a lot more oonfdenOeik
getting our expenditures cut dow ,.

The CEAmiMAi*, You do not mean we ought to~yield to orpnized
minorities, do you? l LaughterJ lthoughtthe taxpayinpeopl-
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Secretary HuMPnaiy, Did you say we ought to yield? I say we

ought not.
The CHAIIMAN. You seem to be saying that if a group is organized

for a specific thing, it necessarily must have it.
Secretary Humpnminy. Unfortunately-
The CHAInM,&N. I think the taxpayers ought to be considered too.
Secretary HUMuPHnrY. It is not, Mr. Chairman, that they ought to

have it. It is the unfortunate thing, Mr. Chairman, that they so
often got it.

The CuAnwArN. Is the President not strong enough to resist pres-
sure of this kind?

Secretary HUmpRIyc. This is largely congressional pressure, I
think. [Laughtor.]

The C'AuAmN. Mr. Secretary, it has not been this time. The
Senate, for the first time in 25 years, has reduced the appropriations
bills below House figures. That has never been done before in the
25 years I have been here.

Secretary IluMnHay. I think maybe it would be worth while, and
I will spend a few minutes trying to do it, to take a few of the bills
that have been passed, and Just see how much they are either over or
under; the appropriations actually passed, are over or under the
req uests.

Rhe CIIA umA?. We may as well understand that, with $70 billion
of unexpended balances, a great many of the appropriation cuts we
are making will have no effect on 1958 expenditures.

Secretary HuMpeuNiY. We do not have that much now, as you know.
We are down to around 50.

The CHAIaMAN. I think the budget shows a total of $70 billion.
Secretary HIUMPHREY. It is 46.3.
The CHAIRMA.N. I am using the budget total of $70 billion, in all

expenditure authorizations, not appropriations alone. I shall insert
in the record table 7 1958 Budget Document, pages A12 and A18,
which shows the total:
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The CHuIMAN. Can the executive branch use those balances to
replace the cuts by Congress in expenditure authorizations in many
instances?

Secretary HuupHnuy. Well, these appropriations are very strict,
as you know, very strict regulations as regaids shifting of funds from
one account to another.

The CHAIRMAN. Within the departments?
Secretary HumPlty. I regret to say there sure are. I went to

Congress this yea!r for the Treasury Department, where they had
made some reductions in the budget, which I was glad to accept,
provided they would give me a 5 percent movement, which they
wi1fingl did.

The CHAIRMAN. That is true.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That was only 5 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. But, as you know, the Treasury now is assisting

me in an effort to ascertain to what extent reductions in appropria-
tions and other expenditure authorizations to date will be reflected in
expenditure reductions in the coming fiscal year, beginning July 1,
and it is practically impossible to ascertain that because we don't
know to what extent these unexpended balances in old authorizations
will be used.

Now, why is that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, it is difficult because-
The CHAIRMAN. I have been working with your own staff in con-

nection with that, as you know.
Secretary HuMPHREY. That'is right. We have been working trying

to get it better in hand than it is.
The CHAIRMAN. And they are finding it difficult to show definitely

what the reduction in expenditures wll be.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is so. I know that.
The CHAIRMAN. There are billions in these balances which can be

en 't appropriation reduction, if the President chooses to
ow it. Tast year for instance, we reduced the foreign aid appro-

priation by a billion, but the reduction in the cash expenditures was
estimated at $200 million.

Secretary HuMPHnEY. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. I know you have done your utmost to wipe out

these unexpended balances, but I think you will agree with me that
the Congress has lost control of budget expenditures.

Secretary HUMPHREY. They have been too large.
The CHAIRMAN (continuing). In large measure because of these

unexpended balances. You have testified to that effect, and you
have done everything you could-you and former Budget Director
Dodge--to get that corrected.

Secretary-HUMPaRty. That is correct,.
The CHAIRMAN. Let "us go to Inflation again.
You said in your statement yesterday-I do not have the page--

something which indicated that the cost of living had only increased.
a very smailpercent.'

Secretary kuMpntRY. That the what?
The CHAtMAN. Te cost of living as shown by the consumer's,

price index.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you include the period from April 196 to

April 1957?
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Secretary HUMPUiIIY. Yes; I go through April 1957. The table
starts with April 1956, and goes through the quarters of that year
and then comes to the 4 quarters of the following-the 4 months, i
mean, of the following year, that is 1957. That is this year. So we
come right down-

The CHAIRMAN. I know, but in your statement yesterday, I do not
have it before me, you made reference to a decline of only a fraction
of 1 percent.

Secretary HuuPHREY. Well, that was up through the period of
1950, I think you are thinking about.

The CitAUWMAN. I say that is a----
Secretary HUmPHiRY. It is a fraction, as I recall It; six-tenths of

1 percent a year for the 4-year period through 1956.
If you will turn to the very, next page, right at the top of the page,

you will then see I brought that right down to'date, iight down to
the first day of May, w cn is the last figure that is publshed.

The CHAmIMAN. I know it was unintention al, but that would mis-
lead because actually from April 1956, to April 1957, the Consumer
Price Index went up 5 point. That was a very considerable rise
during that time.

Secretary HUMPHREoY. A little less than 49, I think.
The CMAIRMAN. Well, less than 43.
Do you think there are specific things that should be done to stop

this inflation, or are you concerned about it? Do you think it may
be serious? And I wll also ask, if we should contlitue losing 2 cents
a year for 10 years, what would be the condition of this country?

Secretary HUMPHRzY. I think it would be extremely serious, and
I feel exactly as I expressed myself before: that if, over a long period
of time, we do not get better control of our expenditures, and if we
are not able to control our Government expenditures, Government
services, and the expenditures that individuals make, at the same
time, if we are unable to get a better control of our situation, that we
can get ourselves into a very great deal of trouble.

The CHAIRMAN. In your judgment, how long can we continue to
lose 2 cents, which is 4 percent of the present'dollar, and not get into
very seious difficulty?

secre . HUMPHREY. I do not think anybody, Mr. Chairman, can,
pinpoint dates on this. These thinp go for some time before there
w a public realization of what is going on, and then you get rather
unexpected swings that usually are not anticipated, but then all of
a sudden the public develops some loss of confidence that moves over
he country like a blanket, and everybody ta to thinking the same

thing at the same time, and you get into difculty.
The CaAIa ZIN. Suppose it continued for 8 years. That would be

10 cents further los, brIngmg the value of our dollar down to less han
40 cents compared to 1940. Would that be serious?

Secretary HUepuaiuy. I would not be able to guess a time. All I
oould say is that it is a trend that we ought to get hold of and that
we ought to retard and stop.

The PriAmMmA. Do you agree with Mr. Stam? Ie has fumished
me with a memorandum, showing that if we go back to the national
income of 1955, there will be a losp of $13 billion of revenue o the
Treasury? -
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Secretary HUMPHEY. Well, I have not made up those figures.
It would not be hard to do. But of course if we had a very sub-
stantial drop in activity, we would have a drop in our income, and
that would seriously affect our budget position.

The CuemM ti. I am just speaking of 2 years, going back to 2
yeas ago. We were supposed to be very prosperous then.

Secretary HUMPnREY. Let me see if we cannot figure it here very
quick1yIhave fortten what the income was during that year you
are talking about. What 2 years? The new budget, 1958 budget?,

The CHAIRMAN. I am talking about fiscal 1955, goig back to fiscal
1955 as compared to the period that generates the revenue for thi
fiscal year 1958.

Secretary HumPRiy. For 1958, yes.
The CHAIRMAx. Mr. Stae is a recognized authority. He estimates

there would be a $13 billion loss of revenue.
Secretary HiUMPHimY. The difference is $13.2 billion, as I make a

quck figure here, which would confirm-there may be some little
adjustment that makes-

The CHAIRMAK. In round figures, $18 billion.
Secretary HUmPREY. It would be a large amount of money.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, a $13 billion loss that would wipe

out the $1 billion or so estimated surplus, and we would have a $12
billion deficit.

What would that do to the economy of the country?
Secretary HUMPHREiY. Well, I think it would have very serious

consequences.
The CHAIRMAN. Going back just 2 years- Mr. Secretary, would not

be regarded as a great recession. We thought we were very prosperous
2 years ago.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, is it not a fact that we have not gotten

into difficulty before because we have had a rising period of prosperity
since 1940?

Secretary HUMPqRsY. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Has any preparation been made or any reserve

established against a minor recession? I am not talking of a great
depression, but I am talking of a minor recession, just going back to

Secretary HUMPHRzY. You mean have we some nest eggs laid
away here and there?

The CHAIRMA.. Not nest eggs.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Not-that I know of.
The CHAIRMAN. I know there are no nest eggs.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I have been looking for nest eggs and have

not beei able to find them.
The CAIRMAN. All of those nest eggs have been hatched out and

spent.
But you must have some plans,- because here we are skimming

along now on thin ice and al! we have got to do is go back 2 years and
we would be In terribledifficulties. What are the plans for, meeting
such a situation?Secretary HUMPHRay. Well, the unfortunate thing is, Mr. Chair.
man, that until you know what the conditions are that yOU- have to
meet, it is very dicult to make plans to meet them.

Aft
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I think yoU have to be guided by conditions as theydevelop, and
tyto use the a propriate, try to do the appropriate, things.

I, of course, think this, dan I have said so many times: that while
there are things that the Government can do to tbe helpful in these
situations, either up or don the real the real force in our economy
are the citizens of America. It is not the Government. The Governo
ment's participation is relatively small.

Now, the Government should do what it can and should conduct
itself a sound way and in proper way as for as it can. But the
real strength of Amica les in the Oitizenst in the free initiative, the
free thinking, the free choice of the American citizen and his Own
activity andil own confidence in himself, in his future, in his security,
and in the reasonable and right and proper conduct of his Government.

The CuAzR N. The American citizen cannot be expected to under.
stand the details of all these things, and I do not see how he can act
effectively when the situation is upon him. He depends upon us, hi
Representatives, in the Government at Washingtn, to take care ofsuch matters.,..

Secretary HMPaKrUY Every American citizen, or most, the great
maj orityof American citizens, looks after his own affairs pretty well,
and it &. the cumulative effect of millions of American citizens look.
Ing after their own affairs well which gives the strength to the country.

here is nothing the Government can do that can give strength to
the country if the American citizens themselves fail to look after
their own affairs.

The CauiuAx. If we were to have a $12 billion deficit, then it
would be up to the Government to do something, would it not? I
do not know what the citizen back home could do about it.

Secretary HugPimis. Well, there would be some things the Gov-
ernment could do, and there probably would be some Oings the
citizens could do.

The CamMitu. What could citizens back home do, make a con-
tribut ion to tho deficit?

Secretary Hump,.B . They eventually would have to pay it, yes.
Whatever the deficit is, it finally lands ii the citizen's pocketbook.

The CammuN. I am not predicting any such thing i occur, but
as you well know, and this committee well knows, our taxes a up
to a point where, if we raise them higher, there will be dimining
returns. They are close to the highest taxes this country h eve
had.

There was a reduction in 1954. But It Is well to bring out the
figures. Notwitsmt ng that reduction, there has been an increase
in tax revenue collected from the people.I In 1958, we collected
$64.7 billion; in 1957, we collected $70.6 billion. That Is an norease
in collections of more than 10 percent'.

Now, the point that concerns me and I am deeply concerned about
it,.is that we have no reserves. #e are just asumin everythin a2

o up and up, And you know bet tin Iknow that esnot happen without Intrrption. 'Thig go down Isome ti .
They may come back again, but t down t6own s mt,

Siontry 4ij niauR. Well, . airmn you want to remember
this: that we would'have $25 million more either on hand or i, reduo-
ticin of debt or something els, if everything had gone , a you, 4 and
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we had not handed that much money back to the people in tax re-
4uction,

So the people have had the benefits of $25 billion in lesser taxes
over this same period you are talking about.

The CHAIRMAN. I am bringhng out the point there was a roduc-
tion in tax rates, but an increase in collection.

Secretary HEuPUmJY. There would have been $25 billion more
collected.

The CHAIRMAN. I do not know the total. But there has been 4 10
percent increase in actual cash collected from American taxpayers.

Secretary Huurnnmy. If all other conditions had remained equal,
which I would doubt.I The CHAIRMAW, It sons to me the Treasury ought to have some-
thing in mind. You have said you would not regard going back to
1985 as any great depression,

Secretary Huxwinivu. No; I would not.
The COAIRMAN. Would you regard it as a recession?
Secretarr HuImIPvnY. I think I called it a rolling readjustment.[La.ughter.]l te.
The CRAIRMAN. All right, rolling readjustment.
If you have a "rolling readjustment" now, you are going to have a

$12 billion deficit. What are you going to do about rolling that?
[Lughtor.J

Secret Huupinzy. Well, I would try to meet it as I saw what my
problem was, and I know of no other way to do it.

The CUAIiMAN. Is that not a groat potential danger? We have
exhausted our capacity to tax. I think we have exhausted our
capacity.to borrow.

Now, if something adverse happens to us, even in a small way, in
thtee conditions that confront us-

Secretary Huipnni¥. Well Mr. Chairman, every housewife i
America knows if you spend al you earn and you borrow more money
than you can repay, and then a rainy day develops, you are in more
trouble than you would be if you had been more cautious as you
proceeded along. .

The CIrAMAN. You are talking my doctrine 100 percent.
ILaughter.) It is what I have been preacing here for 25 years, and
have not been able to get many people to agree with me.

I just want to ask afew more questions-
Secretary HUMPitanY. Our trouble is, there are not enough house"

wives in tie Government,
The C mAztw. I want to ask a few more questions on inflation.
Inflation is a very comj]lex thin.. The library of Congress has

supplied me with a definition, but it is rather complicated. I want
to a & ou this question:

Can it be said siply that the decrease in the purchasing power of
the dollar is the best measurement of inflation?

Seetry HUMPR'Y. Well, I do not know that it is the best, but
it oertatwy Is a measurement.

I am not-I do not know much about the theory of these things.
As you know, I am just an ordinary businessman. I know the effect
of what happens.

The Csitwuaz. Yes.
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Secretary HuMpnmuy. I would certainly say that that was a
measure.

The CAInMAinJ. I understand that there are many elements, but
is this not the outstanding measurement?

Secretary Hmpau y. Well, they are all relative, you see. If your
cost of living goes up, the value of your dollar goes down.

The CRAIRMAN. That is a good index of inflatiovt; is it not?
Secretary HuMPmitaY. It is an index; yes, sir. 4
The COAuMAN. Without going into this complicated definition

from the Library of Congress-I have confidence in the Library's
work--

Secretary HuuPinaxY. I cannot understand most of those.
The CHAIRMAN. It is complicated.
But for a simple-minded man, as I am, would it be accurate to sy

that inflation or deflation is measured by the purchasing power of the
dollar?

Secretary IIuMPBra Y. I think that is about right,
The CAIRMAN. All right.
Now, we understand that credit inflation and price inflation exit

today. If that is true, would you, in clear and concise and simple
langu ago, as you always use define each of these two kinds of inflation '

secretary HumPunvy. Well, you are getting over my head in
theoretical definition. I cannot do that.

And I do not know that the two are too far apart. They come
from a little different causes, they develop in a little different way#
but the net effects merge after you get down the road a little way,

A price inflation occurs through increases in costa, of one kind and
another, that result from either increases im costs from excessively
high employment or' from various causes of that kind, and prices
goigj up because of an excessive demand over the supply of goods.

Whereas the credit inflation comes about orimaly or starts
originally with the monetary policies, developing more credit in the
country and providing more money and more credit than you pre-
viously had.

Now, as you get along a little way, either one will have an effect on
the other, I thifk, and the net result of both is that as they become
operative, you finally, find that your dollar buys less and your costs
91living are more.

The VinAIMAN. I think you have said before that large deficit
,pending-and we had large deficit spending during World War U
and the Korean war-is probably the most important factor W
inflation; is that correct?

Secretary Huviany. I think there is nothing that will push you
along.the road to inflation much faster than large Government deficit
spending.

ThenCAIRMAN. We did not have deficit spending last year, and it
was not estimated for thi year; yet inflation has started again. Do
you think the high Government spending is responsible for that?

Secretary HUMPHRxY. I think it is a part of the pattern.
The CniuawN. What else would you say?
Secretary HUMPaREY. As I said before, 1 think that it is the degree

of prosperity in the country that we are enjoy , and in direct pro.
portion to the degree of prosperity that you ave, your inflationary

?'sures develop,
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The C*AIRMAw' Then Government spending----
Secretary H{umpany. And Government spending is contributing

to that pressure, I
The CAIRMAN. We have Increased borrowing in the last 4 years

by $200 billion-that is the corporationsindividuals, and Govern.
ment. Now, that money is circuiatin In the economy of the country.
Hs that borrowing been inflationary

secretary Hupunayn. I think probably it ha.
The ChAIRMAN. Would you name, in order, the major causes of

inflation, starting first with high deficit spending?
Secretary Humpntcy. Well, I cannot give you any textbook deter

mination of it, Mr. Chairman. I have told you as much as I can of
the cause of the pressures that develop, and it is those pteseuros which,
If they are not offset in some way gaiin n momentum and you finally
get to where you cannot control em..

The CHAIRMAN. I would rather not have any textbook definitions.I would rather take a definition based on your experience and your
Judgment as a man who has perhaps had as much business experience
as any man in the United States today, combined with Government
experience. These textbooks are very difficult to understand in s
matter like this. In the first place they do not always come from
people with practical experience.

Sertary-HiMPw. Well, by and large, and over a sufficient
period of ne, you cannot have much more than you produce, and
that Is true for people and it is true for the whole Nation.

By and large, if your coats are pushed up in various ways, in ways
to an extent that cannot be offset by increases in productivity of your
PPple if your wage costs go u substantially faster than your pro-
ductivity goes up, by and large, ?f your investment goes up very much
more rapidity than your savings go up, if your expansion is very largely
in debt and very Uttle in savings instead of vice versa, you sooner or
later get to place where you get an imbalance.

And a you get those imbalances, you get excessive or decreased
demands, which result in either inflationary or deflationary pressures
that affect the costs of your goods and the prices of your commodities
and finally, your cost of living and the value of your money.

Te CHAIRMAN. Is reduction in taxes inflationary
Secretary HUMPlR1nY. I think perhaps temporarily, under certain

conditions it might be, In one of the most important cases of the
Supreme (ourt they enunciated log ago the doctrine that the power
to tax is the power to destroy, .

I believe that, and I believe that the excesive use of the power to
tax can destroy the American system, if it i carried to a sufficient
excess; that it will so limit and so decease the natural pressures that
we rely upon to stimulate individual incentive, individual activity
and individual endeavor, that you can first change and then perhaps
ultimately and finally destroy our system of government.

The Cutum.iM. Wel then, you regard the reduction of taxes when
they are too high as not Inflationary? I , i I h

Secretaq HUMPRRMiwY. I titik our taxes now are too high. I think
we are taking too much.

Agmasn tese things 0e ever just for the nounent. Their effects
ae extended they are Wvet a period. , But the ftec sometimes comes
suddenly ani very unexpeedly. And I think our taxei are too high,
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and we should move in ev way that we can and as rapidly as we
can and still perform our otZir obligations, and reduce these taxes.

The CvpxRbSAN. But It should be done oly when there Is a balanced
budget and * surplus in the Treasury

Secretary H1urnavLy, That Is my belief.
The CI~muti. Now much Treasury surplus do you think you

should have, to Justify a reduction of the taxes?
Becret~ 1 1 I uMpanzY. That, again, is not a fixed amount, it is not

Definite you Can pin right down. We are collecting, in round
Amgures $70 billion. A 10 percent reduction of all taxation wouldbe
$7 billion. Five would be 3K. I think that to make a suitable and
a proer tax reduction, it would take several billion dollars.

The CamAxts c Would you favor a percentegowle tax reduotio4,
or some other kind?
Seerey Hutenvy. Well, there again, Mr. Gsm , I have

been asked many timeu to state exactl what to do. I do not think
any man can Intelligently state exactly what he would do until he
knows the amount that would be available for disbursing.

Now whether it would be adviable to reduce or hicrease excise
taxes simultaneously with a reduction or an increase, in Income tao,
or how you would apportion it, I think depends very *rgely upon
how much money you bave and very largely upon donaltions isinG
at the time a reduction is made. v

The C A uA. Let us take the imaginary figure of $5 billion. If
you had $5 billion, would you pay any part or that on the public debt?

Secretary HumPaZY. That amain would depend very largely on
the times that you were in. If you were in a period of very -high
prprity and .11, your mclination would be to use more of it in debt
reduction than in tax reduction.

If you were in a different period of time, you might favor more
tax reduction and les debt reduction. It would depend upon the
pressures that wore on the economy at the time you were ofrnted
with the movement.

The Cnumm~x. Eliminate the debt reduction, and if you had $5
billion that could be used for tax reduction, what are your views as
to how a $5 billion tax reduction should be made?

Secretary Humaicy. I would try to do it in two ways: I would
try to do ft in ways that would cover the broadest list of people. I
would try to cover, if possible, every singe taxpayer in some way.
And I would try to keep in mind the U that would best serve to
stimulate the growth and development of the country.

And between the two, I would try to figure out the most advaaw
toe ous tax reduction.

e CnAiRw , What has been the history of the effects of inflation
on other countries, so far as you know? . I

Secretary HUMPW'Ar. Welof course, It has bee terribly serious,
and in a good many laces in the world it has destroyed shem.

The CnR'Ar. The governments of many countrim have beea
destroyed, have they not?

Secretary HuPwmzr, That is right.
The 0 !"A u %A . Does that not ome somewhm, along 'th ine

when,68 percent, say, of the value*o e ioney Is detroy-dtW
have alrewdy los of thre vlt. o ,
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Secretary HUMPimzY. I do not know. I heard somebody, perhaps
it was you, sy that the other day, and it is a very interesting figure,
but I really do not know whether that is borne out. I did not have
a chance to see. I do not know that there is a fixed thing.

The CiuAflWAN. There is not any fixed standard for it. It depends
upon the country. But it is possible for inflation practically
destroy governments.

Secret HuMnPiRY. Mr. Chairman as you know, the history of
the world is when this thing starts, the Airst decreases are the slowest
and as it goes along it gathers momentum, and it goes faster, and
faster, and as people lose confidence in their money they seek to
tirn their money into goods and the price of goods soars and the
value of money declines untd-I had a friend of mine who told me
that he and three of his friends-just before the complete debacle'in
China, that he paid a million dollars for a dinner, his check for dinner
was a million dollars, and he gave the waiter a tip of a hundred
thousand dollars.

The CHAIRMAN. What you have just said about inflation growing
and growing, is what disturbs me about this new inflation. It stopped
for 4 years, and now it has started anew.

Let me ask this question: Is the increase in interest rates infla-
tionary?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Is what?
The CHAIRMANi. The increase in interest rates, is that inflationary

or not?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think under the conditions existing at the

present time, it is certainly deflationary. As the cost of money rises,
there are two very simple things that occur: As the cost of money rises,
the rent for money rises-interest is rent for money, and as you get
higher rent bid for your money, there is more 'incentive to save that
money and to put it out for rent than to spend it. That is particu-
larly true if at the same time, you are not worried about the loss of
the value ol your money, if you think that if you lend it out and get
some rent for it you will get the money back and it will buy as much
as it did before you rented it out.

So the stimulation of savings comes about through two things: It
comes about through increased interest, which is increased rent for the
money, plus a widespread feeling of security that the value of the
money is not going to decline. And you have to have them both to
stimulate savings, _ k

Now, as you stimulate the savings, why of course, that generates
more money for use in the development of the country, in the building
of equipment and machines, and increasing the productive power of'the people.

The C.AiRMx. Take, for instance, a corporation which under its
competitive conditions is able to pass on to the consumer an increase
In interest rates. Would the increased interest be inflationary in thatcase?

Secretary HumPHRzY. Well, what you can pass on, what one perso i
with goods to sell can pass on to a buyer of those goods deends upon
the competitive situation that is existing at the time. Wether you
are a manufacturer or a farmer or just an individual trader, there is
not a bit of difference, that I can see, in making an automobile and
selling it, or trading a horse, you can price it at what the market willi I



take, what the demand will stand. And if you price it too low, you
will sell out so quick you will be out of business.

The C~aIRwan. That is not quite the situation now. The farmer
cannot pass it on because he is in an overproduced market. Some of
these great corporations and combinations can pass it on, as you well
know.

Secretary HuMwznuvy. Well, I hear that a lot, but I have never----
The CHAIRMAN. Is this not true-
Secretary HuMPmiRzY (continuing). I have not seen it.
The C iAnwx. Is it not true that an increase in rents, the interest

rates, is the same as an increase in wages or anything else?
Secretary HUMPHREY. It reflects an increase in costs.
The CHAIRMAN. And the effort, then, of the corporation or the

businessman is properly to pass it on if he can?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Some corporations or some businessmen can pass

it on because of the competitive situation, and others cannot.
Secretary HuMPHReY. I think that is right. And sometimes they

can do it at one time, and they cannot at another
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
It would seem to me that those corporations which have an over,-

whelming production of a particular product are in a better position
to pass it on than other corporations which are in a more competitive
position.

Secretary HuMPHRzY. Well, I do not really know of a business
where there is not competition; and I have never seen one that lasted
very long, where there was not some competition, because there are
just too many smart fellows around loolding for a place where there
isn't competition, to get in to make some money, and the first thing
you know they got into business there and you have got competition.
. The CHAIRMAN. You made a statement a little while back that the
increase in wages in excess of the productivity of those wages is
inflationary.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the effect of interest rates in excess of the

productivity of the money on which they are paid?
Secretary HUMpHReY. I think it probably would have the same

,effect, except that there is a deterrent effect that rises from an increase
in the co~t of interest, in that people are deterred from taking on
,obligations that require that additional payment. They do not
expand quite so rapidly or they do not expand inventories quite so
rapidly, or they become more cautious, if they have'that obligation.

So an increase in the amount of interest, in rent for money, creates
a precautionary atmosphere which does not exist the: ol4e way
around.

The CHAIRMA. Does the same general principle apply when
business costs are increased in excess of their productivity?

Secretary HUMpuRzY.. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Any, increased cost of that nature, if it is passed

on to consumers, is inflationary?
Secretary HumPHuRY. Not necessAr becaw I tink perlapis We

deterrent effect more than offsets the indationary effect.
As I showedyou in this paper ysterd y the atuatint ,cost

are so relatively minor in a movement of this lnd that' they' dmoi0sa
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lost in the shuffle. They d6 have some effect in that direction, there
is no question about it.

On the other hand, they have a deterrent effect that offsets it to
quit&-I would think, myself tat, the deterrent effect would be*
greater than the Inflationary eec;t.

The C jBMw. Well, I cannot agree about this being so minor,
,because these interest rates have increased rapidly.

Let us take the case of the Federal Government.' You offered this
last bond issue at 3N. As I understand it, only a part of them were
Wod on a 5-year basis.

O course, I know various Issues have different maturity dates, but
suppose the entire Federal debt were to be refinanced at the rate on
this last offering; what would it cost in interest

Secretary HumpinaRy. Well, I think, in the first _place, that there Is
a lot of misunderstanding about this last issue of bonds.

We did not offer bonds for sale for cash at all. What we had was
a refunding of an Issue that was held by certain holders.

Now, some of those holders, a large percentage of those holders,
had purchased those bonds for particular purposes and for particular
uses, cash uses, and we knew before we started that a large amount of
those bonds, the holders of them wanted cash, and they were not going
to turn them into any kind of bonds.

So that the fact that we had as large a loss of conversion as that was
just about, frankly it was very close to, what we estimated when we
started. It was not anything that was a surprise to us or that we
did not expect.

We estimated something I excess of a billion dollars of attrition
at the time we made this offer, and we made it with that expectation,
and then planned to raise the money in another way, in a cash offering.

If this had been a cash offering, tailored to terms that met the public
requirements, and then we could not sell them, that would have been
something serious.

The CAIRMAK. Could you have sold them-
Secretary HuMPHRvY. But this was not that kind of a case at all.
The CsAimM. Could you have sold those bonds as a cash offering

at 3% percent?
Secretary Huwunay. That depends entirely on the situation-I

think we might have sold it for less, we are selling some issues for less.
The CRAUMAN. Could you have sold It on a 5-year basis?
Secretary HuMPinavr. I do not know. There again, Mr. Chairman,

you have got to tailor your goods to meet the market requirement
and I cannot sell you a winter suit this afternoon. You would noi
buy one. It is too hot. And f I to sell youawinter suitthi
afternoon, it does not make much difference what price I put on it,
you would say, "I am not interested."

So I have got to sell you a thi suit if I want to sell it to you today;
and if I sellyou a thin suit at a decent price, you will buy it.

Now, it is just exactly the same with bonds. If I tried to sell you
an overcoat, a fur-lined overcoat, this afternoon, I would not get

7 Th w u w Mr. Secretary, the, Southern people especially
have to be on the Senate floor--.

Secretary Huwmsrt I hope they are not going to spend a lot of
money,
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The CamBuAz. No. There is another matter on which I wm
confused. I will have more questions tomorrow-but now I want
to ask you about our gold supply. We have $22.406 billion of gold.

The foreign dollar holding of gold i $13 billion. Does that $13
billion come out of the $22 billion?

Secretary HUMPRREY. I do not quite know what the figures are
you are talking about. Are you talking about gold, or short-term
credits?

The CHAIRMAR. I am talking about the gold we have at Fort Knox
which, a I understand it, is supposed to be $22 billion; is that approxi-
mately right?

Secretary HuMpsnuY. Yes; $22.4 billion. It does not happen to
be all at Fort Knox but that is all rght.

The CHARMAN. Is part of this gold in Fort Knox owned by other
countries, or not?

Secretary HuMPnitiY. We own the gold. But foreign countries
have dollars in this country with which they could buy some of this
gold.

The CHAIRMAN. What?
Secretary HuMpimzY. There are thus potential claims on a con-

siderable part of that gold; yes, sir.
The CHAiRmAN. That means-
Secretary HUMPHoy. By other countries.
The CHAIRMAN. That means that we do not own 58 percent of this

gold?
Secretary HuuMPimir. No. We own the gold. I do not know

Just what the percent of foreign balances in relation to the gold is at
We moment. I can get the figures.

The CHAIRMAN. I have the-figures.
(Secretary Humphrey subsequently submitted the following:)

UniWe 81ae #old ek and foen eWem dollar holding, end-year, 194545
and Map. 51, 1957

In millis of dollI

brlpa*1 sortM t dollar bldinpt

United Pleqq ed

RniwldSt j ldlil[I[J p@1 iN Hn ati ss . ..... .. .Offielfml81119tr5Airtal

m............... . oe s *l ~ sn p p, *....
IOU .......................... 2003 10,780 $4478 $%701194 ......................... X80S 104 M 3- 0a

195 ..................... 22 1""92 14 . 1 15
......................... 25, 3 142 4LMa....................... 20ex 12120 0 82 844* 8 ,52240 1,71 118 1,6?0 118 .6k IIN "1 0s

f'jReqn keIo reservesaefze by lawat IZpeoet of notes an4 dtel$ blloftb elrl Rervo
Stem. Thes fgures also include small amotsU of sastutory, Solo reserve spinet wurtal other ty'pesof

%0o y.ty o

era also held U.S (ovenmt bond g to Sol 0t82,19D8p .
117aery . 'aemmamtsy mot 1w 9M with or Inovernmtents on
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Secretary HyMznitar. But there Is a substantial amount of the
vnId that might be purchased by other countries to be shipped to

e;m,
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the, figures I have are $26.408 billion in

March 1957, and that is carted on the financial---
Secretary HUMpuWrY. Twentysix billion?
The CHAIRMAN. I meant to say $22 billion.
Secretary HUMPHnr. Twenty-two billion of gold on hand.
The CAIRMAN. On hand-in March; lit Is carried as an asset on

the Treasury daily statement,.
Secretary HuuMPsin, That Is right.
The CHAIRMAN. NOW, the foreign holdings are $18 billion-plus,

which is 88 percent.
Is It correct to understand that foreign countries own, for practical

puposes, percent?
Secret wy HuMPHRxY. I cannot quite identify the figures, but the

fact is that foreign countries do have possible claims against a sub-
stantial part of our gid.

The CHAIxMAN nd that means they own It?
Secretary HuMPrIsuy, No* It means that under present laws and

regulations, they can use their dollar balances to purchase it forexprt.
The CHAIRMAN. That means they own it?
Secretary HUMPeTRY. They do not own it, but they can ask that

it be shipped to them. It is not theirs, it is ours now, but under
present regulations they can demand that it be shipped to them.

The CHAIRMAN. If they can demand it, it must belong to them.
Secretary HUMPwuzY. No, they can demand that we sell it to

them, but unless they do so, it is ours.
The CHARUAN. YOu are just the custodian of it; you are not the

owner?
Secretary HUmapuay. Well that is not right.
The CHAIRMAN. If somebody asked me to keep a thousand dollars

for them, I do not own that money, because they can call for the
thousand dollars.

Secretary HuMPitY. No, no. But if you have a thousand
dollars, and you give me a little slip of pap er saying that "I owe
you $500," you still have got your thousand dollars until I say I want
$500 of it, and then you turn it over to me,

The CHaIRMAN. I might have it, but if I spend it-
(Laughter.)
Secretary HUMeiR .If you spent it, you would be in trouble,
The CHAzRMAN. If I spent It, I could not pay when it was demanded.
Secretary HUMPzRmY. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not understand what you have said. Would

you be prepared to discuss this subject tomorrow?
secretary HUMPHREY. I will.

The CmxARM". All right
We will adjourn until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 12 noon, the committee adjourned, to reconvene

at 10 a. m., T iursday, June 20, 1957.)
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UNITED STATU8 SSNATM,
CoMMIrsU ON FINANCE

Wasinglon, b. a
The committee met, pursuant to recess at 10:00 a. m., in room 312,

Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flood Byrd (chairman) pro
siding.

Present: Senators Byrd Kerr, Frear, Long Smathers, Anderson
Gore, Martin, Williams, Flanders, Malone, 6 arlson, Bennett, and
Jenner.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; and Samuel D.
Melwain, special counsel.

The CufAni~tAN. The committee will come to order.
When we recessed yesterday, I had asked the Secretary to explain

the gold stock, and the Secretary has advised that it would be necessary
to obtain additional information. It is a complicated subject. When
will you have that ready, Mr. Secretary?

STATEMENT OF HON. GORGE X, HUfPfET, 8ORE1TARY 01
THE TRIASURY-Rsumod

Secretary HuMpHeny. We will try to have it for you tomorrow,
just as soon as we can pull the data together.

The ChAIRMAN. We Will not take it up at this time, Mr. Secretary;
I have a few other questions to ask.

Our public debt as you know, is approximately $275 billion., In
addition to that, ie debts of the States, the localities, and the corpo-
rations and individuals is $525 billion, making a total of $800 billion.

This is an increase of $200 billion or 33 percent in 4 years.
Do you regard this a a healthy situation?
Secretary HUMPHnay. I can say this without the slightest doubt,

Mr. Chairman, it would be a whole lot better for all of us if it was
a lot less.

The CRAIRMAx. Has it added to the inflationar pressure?
Secretary HUMPHRzY. It very definitely has added to he inflation.

ary pressure, D

the CAIRMAzN. Do you anticipate this gross total of indebtedness
Will increase or decrease?

Secretary HumPai zY. To be realistic about it, much as you would
hope that it might not go on increaig certainly at anything like
current rates, some of thi debt i going. t increase for a while.

The CHAIRMAN. What segment of debt do yoU thnk will increase?
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Secretary HuMiramy. I am thinking more of the State, local and
political subdivisions debt. I hope not the Federal, provided of
course we do not engage in a war or have some International complica-
tion.

'The OA**As.; What do you think about the personal and cor-
porate indebtedness?

Secretary HuMPHRzY. Personal and corporate indebtedness is a
little different. Personal and corporate indebtodness, if it is Incurred
in connection with increased productivity and the development of
lowering costs and increasing production performs a very useful
function and is not nearly as inflationary as debt spent for a good
many other things.

Now the opposite is not true of all public debt by any means, but
it is more true of public debt than it is of private debt.

The CHAutMAN. You would mean that some of the corporation
debt would be for productive purposes?

Secretary IHUMPHRiy. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. It would be used for increasing production?
Secretary HUMPHBY. A substantial part of that is to provide more

goods, more, cheaper, better goods for more people. .
The CHAIRMAN. But the consumer debt of course is in a different

category, is it not?
Secretary HUMpiRIy. Yes, In a way, and yet I have said a number

of times, Mr. Chairman, that consumer debt within proper limits-
and I am not talking about gross figures, I am talking about properlimits for the individual that does the borrowing-if that consumer
borrowing is done within amply careful limits, it really has gotten
in this country to become sort of a.means of saving, sort of a disci-
plinary situation that promotes savings to a greater extent than the
individual would disciple himself to do without.

The CAIRMAN. Would that apply to the purchases of radios and
things like that?

Secretary HuMPHREY. It applies mostly to things that help in
adding to production and are ofalong-term nature, not just straight
consumer goods.

The CHAiRMAN. Do you think the present consumer debt is exces-
sive?

Secretary HUMPHnRY. It is extremely difficult to reach a conclusion
on that. I don't think anybody knows, Mr.. Chairman. I think
that that is one of those things that is going on in our modern society
that has to be worked with, and I think we have to sort of feel our
way with respect to it.

I personally have so much confidence in the good sense and the
Intelligence of the American people over a period of time that I would
much rather trust the peoples' judgment than I would some arbi-
tray limitation.

The CHAIRMAN. How would you regard, for example, a practice
of making initial payments on automobiles so low that a purchaser is
encouraged to buy a higher-priced automobile than he can actually
afford?

Secretary HUMPRREW. Of course you resuppose reasonable terms.
Now the.e terif.i cia be stretched until they are out of proportion.
All of this is neither black nor white. It is elastic in the way you
must %ok at it. It 'an be done in a proper way; it can be done in
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an improper way. If it is done properly and within proper limits, I
think It is beneficial. I think that it gets more things into more
use more advantageously for more people than would othermse be
the case.

If you push It to extremes, it can have very seriously prejudiial
effects.

The CHAxRMsA. Do you think that to date it has been pushed to
extremes?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I don't think so. I think that it is paying
of--if you will notice the figures, you will see that about the amount
that is borrowed, while it-keeps increasing some each year in the
borrowing, it also keeps increasing in the repayments, and we just
keep rolling it over about a year behind all the time, with a little
increase each year.

The CnAiuMA. Assuming that we have a further period of pros-
perity, what policy and rules should the Government follow to reduce
the public debt?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Of course how rapidly you reduce the public
debt depends entirely upon how much surpls you have currently
in excess of receipts over expenditures, and in a high state of activity
such as we have now, why I would think that it would be wise to use
at least a substantial part of your savings in debt reduction.

The CHAIRMAN. Assume we have a $5 billion surplus, what per-centge of that do you think under present conditions should be
applied to the public debt?

Secretary HUMPHRY. I don't believe I can tell you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAiRMAN. It is generally reported in the press that the

Treasury was unsuccesofl in its attempt to refinance a maturing
issue of Government bonds on a 5-year basis.

Would you please comment on that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes; I explained that yesterday or spoke

about it yesterday. There has been a great deal of misconception
about that, and a good deal has been said-about it by people that just
did not understand quite what they were talking about.

This particular issue was a refunding of about $4 billion of out-
standing debt. A substantial part of it was held by people that had
bought it with a specific need in prospect for the use of money at the
time the maturity occurred, and we made an exchange offer for
conversion of that debt.

We did not offer to sell debt for cash; we proposed a conversion of
debt. This was not a public offering to sell securities to raise money;
it was a rollover, and we proposed two alternative issues for the roll .
over and we did it deliberatqly. I did it. I will take the full responsi-
bility for it myself. I did it deliberately on what were very narrowmnargins.

I pined it right smack on the market with no advantage to the
holder to take advantage of his rollover as compared to bufng it on
the market that day.

I thought it was wise to do it that way. We tested the market.
We could ses there had been a continually increai movement
toward wanting shorter term maturities and we had further financing
coming and, we wanted to test the marketto get am idea of the trend
and the way it was going tO go.
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We were in a position that we could take care of it if it was not fully
subscribed.

We priced it close to the market, and what we thought might occur
happened. We had about a billion dollars of shrinkage in the sub.
scrption, Im the rollover, and it was not a surprise,

0e CHAIRMAN. The offer was 4 billion, was it not?
Secretary HUMPHREY. The offering was 4 billion and there was

about a billion of it that was not rolled over-that was not taken in
the new securities that were offered.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean 3 billion was taken?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right; 3 billion was taken and about

a billion was not, and that was about the estimate that we had made.
We had made an estimate that we might have about a billion dollars
of shrinkage in it.

The CHAItMAN. I am glad to have that information. I was under
the impression that it was the reverse.

Secretary HuMPaRiY. Oh, no.
The CHAIRMAN. That only 1 billion was taken.
Secretary HUMPHRzY. No no, it was a billion dollars that was not

rolled over, and a billion dollars was approximately our estimate of
what we might find.

The CHAIRMAN. If that offer had been made as a straightout sale of
bonds at three and five eighths, 8-year bonds; would they have been
taken under those conditions?

Secretary HUMpnRmUy. I think they were priced very close. I don't
know whether they would have been taken or not.

As I said to you the other day, selling bonds is not much different
than selling clothing. You cannot sell a fur overcoat to a man in
July. You have to tailor your bonds like you have to tailor the goods
you are selling to fit the market to which the customer wants to buy
and you sell him the kind of goods that he wants to buy at the tnie
he is buying.

Now as for these bonds, the demand in the market is for shorter
term securities and we have to tailor them to fit the market and price
them to fit the market just 4 you would with a suit of clothes.

You don't want fur-lined underwear in July. You want a nice
thin suit.

The CHAIRMAx. Why is there the demand for short-term paper
instead of longterm bonds?

Secretary HUMPnREY. I think it is because people are interested in
greater liquidity. They don't know just how the markets are going,
and they are interested in greater liquidity to get their money.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it with the thought that interest rates will go
higher?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think they just don't know whether they
are going to go, higher or whether they are not and they want to be
mobile. Theywant to be in a position to meet whatever conditionsMAY eXisto .The CaL4RMAN. Are they concerned about inflation-the possibility

that if they buy on a 50-cent dollar basis now they may be paid off
by the Government later with dollars worth less?

Secretary HUmpiImY. I .think the fear of inflation is very definitely,
in the minds of a great many invetors,.and I don't know why it should
not be.

PrAft
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The CuaMm. Right, How much of the debt will have to, be
refunded in the next 12 months?

Secretary HUMPHmaY. I do not have those figures right here.; Of
course there is always a good deal. We take bids, you know on
billion six hundred million to a billion eight hundred million dollars
of Treasury bills every Monday, and there is a large demand. Our
business community has grown up on the basis of a large amount of
short-term obligation so that there is a lot of demand.

The CHAInMAN. Will you repeat that statement?
Senator Martin did not hear it.., '
Secretary Humuimy. We sell more than a billion and a half of

Treasury bills every week. They are sold at auction..
The CHzjRMAN. They are for how long-90 days?
Secretary HUMnaRzRY. Nmietyday paper. They are sold at auction.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the last sale?
Secretary HuMpiaRnr. As I recall it last Monday it was a billion six

and it was about 3.40 percent..
The CHAIaMAN. 3.40 percent for 90-day?
Secretary HuMpHzRiY. One billion six hundred million,
The CHAIRMAN. Ninety.day bonds?
SECRETARY HUMPanzRy. Those are called bills, not bonds, just to

keep the record clear. The differentiation, Mr. Chairman, so that
we iwill all understand the terms in the trade, is that a bill is a 90-day
bill and a note is for a year or longer, and a bond is for 5 years or
oe eCHAIARMAN. What was the interest rate on the same class of

bills a year ag?
Secretary HIUMPHRZY. Just a second and we will see if we can find

that. It would be less. This has fluctuated widely within the last
few months you know, within the last few weeks. It fluctuates from
week to week.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have the averages for ta last 12 months?,
Secretary HUMPHsaY. We can get anything you want. I don't

know that we have it all right here.
The C.AiRMAN. Will you supply interest rate figures on the same

class of bills 30 days ago, and 90 days ago?
Secretaq HupMPRaY. You would, like bill rates average for, 8

monts this year and 6 months last year, the first half of this year
and the first halft of last year?

The CHAIRMAN. As part of the figures yes.
Secretary, HuM]PIBamY. All right, the first half each year, or these

years.'Re AMs.r. I did not understand what you said.

Secretary HUMHRaY. i have not got the figure. I will have to
look it up. I am just trying to write down what it is that you would
like to have and then we will get it for you. . , I

The CHAIrmAN. That is to be part of the comparison?
Secretary HUMPHREjY. We will get that.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not have it now?
Secretary Humpiaimw. This won't tell you what you want to, know.

What you want to know are the new sales, not the averages,
The CHAIMAN. Suppose we have: it ip tis form.,
What were the intereasi ,mte on: theso sameo classes of bills $0 days

ago. Have you got that?

7Z
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ey RU pMuY. We can get it. I don't know as we have it
here. We do not have all this data with us here. We would have to
bring a truck, but we can get it all.

Ts nOAjW'U . What were they a year ago; do ou have that?
Secretary Hv EnWRY, No.
The Owxts .. In addition to the latest rate paid, for what other

date do you have the rate on these bills?
What 7 am trying to find out, Mr. Secretary, is to what extent the

Interest rates have increased?
Secretary Humauiazy. I know it. What you want is to get some

picture of how much we have had an increase and that is what I would
like to give you.. •

Wait just a minute and let me see if we cannot get you what you
want. I think this is about what you want. Let me read you here-
and I think this will answer exactly what you are looking for-here
are the monthly bill rates by month, and I will start with June.

The HA IxmA. Is that the average of the month?
Secretary HuMiPHzy. This is for the month, yes. This is for June

a year ago, 2.527. July, 2.334. This is the average rate on new sales
for each month.

August, 2.606; September, 2.850; October, 2.961; November, 8.000;
December, -8.230; January, 3.210; February, 8.165; March, 8.140;
April, 3.118; May, 3.042; and then I will give you a few weeks.

The Week ending May 4 3.039;, May 11, 2.909, May 18, 2.894;
the 25th 3.122; the lt of Jn, 3.245; the 8th of June, 3.374; June
15 was 8.2586; and the last ones 8.404.

I think that illustrates what you are looking for.
The CEAAmuxA. In what month was the greatest increase? In

what 3 months period?
Setary HUMpiaxy. It varies, You see this varies, Mr. Chair-

man, currently with use of money in other markets and the demand for
money from other sources and It does not follow any special pattern.

It moves, and this would move with the demands for money from
time to time. You see, we are competing, the Government is com.
peting with the citizens and with the other governmental subdivisions
for money every time we i. into the market.

We are in competition with somebody else to get that same money,
and again it is not any different trying to get money than it is buying
clothes.

People shop for it, shop around for it and if the fellow across the
street Win selyou a suit cheaper than i do, why you go and get it
from him, and if I want to get t& suit I have to bid for i. There are
a lot of people that want money and they all bid for it and that is about
the way it goes.

The C AimMu. There has been a general rise though in the interest
rates?.

Secretary RuMPunY. What is that?
The CuAIRMx. There has been a continuing rise in the interest

rates, apparently beginning last October? ,
- Secretary Htimicnw. Yes. It is even a -little longer than that,
but it has ben a slow continuous rise. Well, not qX4te Coutinuogso.
Itoeup and down.

f :.6CiAiMVAN. The have be omb fluotuations
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Secretary Hvtiran . The general trend has been up, and as I
said yesterday, the reason the genal trend is up is because there are
more people wanting money and credit than there is money and
-credit available for them to have.

The COxuaw, Do you apoct that general trend toontinue-up-
ward?

Secretary Hvuazmur. As long as we have the high levels of pros-
perity that we are now enjoying and people have the confidence that
they want to spend more thima they have got.

he CHfiRMa. Mr. Secretary, I would like for you to furnishto
the committee the total amount of the contingent liability of the
Federal Government along with your own opmin as to the possibility
of these contingent liabilit-ies becoming actual liabilities. I know the
total can be run up to a tremendous figure, depending upon definition.
I have thought that a conservative figure may be approximately $250
billion. I don't expect you to answer that now.

Secretly HuMwaanr. Mr. Charma, I will do the very best I can.
You and I have been on a committee for 4 years looking at this picture
and you know better than anyone how extremely diffcult it is to try
to estimate the contingent liabilities of this country.

The CmWmAx. Just give your personal opinion, that is about All
any of us can do.

Secretary HumRimmY. To know even what they are--contingent
liabilities can be'put into a number of different classes.

You start, of course, with the form of debt that you owe or that
you have endorsed or that you have guaranteed.

Thenyou go to programs where you undertake obligations for the
future lie guaranteeing riortgages, State matching programs, and
thins of that kind.

These State matching programs, here is no way in the world toto know exactly what you are going to be up against because you agree
toput up 2 or times as much as te State does.

The UUMzu. Mr. Secretary. Would you regard Federal contri-
butions to a State-aid program as a continumg obligation except to
the extent that Congress has appropriated the funds?

In other words, aFederal grant to the States-
Secretarj HuMamxyr. As Long as that program is in effect, you have

an obligation under the law whether the appropriation has bienz made
or not.

The Cainmm". I have never included Federal grante-to-State
programs. For instance, President Eisenhower contends the school
program he is advocating will last only 4 years.

Secretary HMMPRutr. That may be, that particular one, but we
have got a lot of them that are unlimited.

The Camaiai. I may bewrong but I just .annot beoeve that
these programs we are entering into in perpetuity must be appro-

oriated fo future yam regardless of whether Congr desirs to
o so or not. That is not the kind of contingency I hid in mind.ISecretary Hm&ramn. What are your thoughts about, fo Instance,

WOcial seuity?
Suppw wO come to a point where on social security our reserves a e
ufciennt. , Isn't that a ont nt labitywhere we would have to

go on and put up the money?
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The CnAamAw. That is a contingent liability because under the
law in that case we guarantee these particular benefits.

Seceay Huirnwry. Hdw in the world are you going to estimate
the contingent liability on that?

The CRAaiMAN. If youcannot do it just say "I am unable to do it."
Secretary HuMPIuzy. All right. I will do the best I can. The

real contingencies that this Government i liable for is a lot but I
will do the very best I can.

(Secretary Humphrey subsequently submitted the following for the
record.)
LoNoRANOa COMMITMENT8 AND CONTINOENCIRS O TUX UNITED STATES GOv-

ZANANNT AS or Dxczusum 81, 1056

The attached statement covers the major financial commitments of the United
States Government, except the public debt outstanding and those involving re-
curring costa for which funds are regularly appropriated by the Congress and are
not yet obligated, such as aid to States for welfare programs and participation in
employee-retirement systems. The statement is segregated into four categories,
namely: (a) loans guaranteed and insured by Government agencies- (b) insurance
in force; (c) obligations Issued on credit of the United States; and (J) undisbursed
commitments, etc.

The items appearing in this statement are quite different from the direct debt
of the United States. They are programs of along-range nature that may or may
not commit the Government to expend funds at a future time. The extent to
which the Government may be called upon to meet these commitments varies
widely. The liability of the Government and the ultimate disbursements to be
made are of a contingent nature and are dependent upon a variety of factors,
including the nature of and value of the assets held as a reserve against the com-
mitmnents, the trend of prices and employment, and other economic factors.

Caution should be exercised in any attempt to combine the amounts in the
statement with the public debt outstanding for that would involve not only dupli-
cation, but would be combining things which are quite dissimilar. As indicated
by the enclosed statement, there are $101.8 billions of public debt securities held
by Government and other agencies as part of the assets that would be available
to meet future losses. The following examples Illustrate the nfed for extreme
caution in using data on the contingencies and other commitments of the United
States Governmen t.

1. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation had insurance outtandiig as
of December 31, 1956, amounting to $121 billion. The experience of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation has been most favorable. During the period this
Corporation has been in existence premiums and other income have substantially
exceeded losses which has permitted the retirement of Treasury and Federal
Reserve capital amounting to $289.3 million (all repaid to TreaSury), and the
accumulation of $1.7 billion reserve as of December 81, 1950. The Corporation's
holdings of public debt securities as of that date amounted to $1.8 billion which
already appears in the public debt total. Out of $241.4 billion of assets in insured
banks as of December 31, 1956, $63.5 billion are in public debt securities (also
reflected in the public debt). The assets, both of insured banks and the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation, as well as the continued income of the Corpora-
tion from assessments and other sources, stand between insured deposits and the
Government's obligation to redeem them.

2. The face value of life insurance policies issued to veterans and in force as of
December 31, 1066, amounted to $43.6 billion. This does not represent the
Government's potential liabilities under these programs since some of these
policies will probably be permitted to lapse and future premiums, interest and the
Invested reserves amounting to $6.7 billion of public-debt securities should cover
the normal mortality risk,
8. Under the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, as amended, Federal Reserve notes

are obligations of the United States which as of December 31, 1956, amounted to
$27.5 billion. The full faith and credit of the United States is behind the Federal
Reserve currency. These notes are a first lien against the $52.9 billion of assets
of the issulng Federal Reserve banks which Includes $24.9 billion of Government
securities already included in the public debt. These notes are especially secured
by collateral deposited with the Federal Reserve agents which as of December 31,
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1950, amounted to $17.6 billion In Government meurltim and $11.6 billion In
told rtlloatw.
Lonprangs ommitmer and ootngeo i of M* U. S. Go rnmn asof Dec. $1,

1D50
m millims o d6a11m

GrMon Pnbliodebt
amount of b e

Commitment or ontinpnoy ad pane eommltwmat e by
or ov em

Loans guaranteed or fnued by Government agencies:
ASriculture Department:

Commodity Credlt Corporation... ...................... 791 ..............
Farmers' Home Adminlstraton: Farm tenant mortgage Insurance

fund ......... 2146 ..............
Commerce Department: Federa Martime Board and Matime win.

istrttoon.... ()
rport. pi'9 ak ot == g =o==a-=1=.. ==='b=b.==b" ===b ==1 ..............

House and Home Finance A gency:
Fedeal Housing Admlnistration:

Property Improvement loans 46 so
Mortgageli ............... 10, 43 412

Offie of the Administrator: Urban renewal fund. .......... 0..............
Public Housing Administration ....................... , ..... 2%a7 .........

International Cooperation Admlpltratlon: Industrial guaranties 6 ....................
Small Busuness AdmiristitAtion... ............................... 30.........
rasry Department: Recomtruction Finanos Corporation (i liquid.-
Mon) .................... .......................... 010 .........

U. 8. Information Agency: Informational media guaranties .............. 8 ..............
Veterans' Adminastration ................................................ 1,086 ..............
Defense Production Act of 190, a amended ..................... . ..............30

Total loans guaranteed or Insured by Government agencies ............ 40.009 362

Insurance in force:
A gcultture Department: Federal Crop Insurance Corporation .......... 1 0 ..............
Civil Service Commison: Eariployees' life insurance ................... 10.084 8
Zxport-Import Bank of Washington ................................ .... 10 .........
Federal Deposit Insurauoe Corporation .................................. 130,996 1,80

Held by Insured oommerolal and mutual savings banks ............................ 0,406
Federal Home Loan Bank Board: Federal Savings and Loan Insurance

Corporation .......................................................... 84,000 2M8
Hfeld by Insured institutions ...................................................... 2,669

Veterans' Administration:
National service life Insurance................................. 41,974 63,472
U.a. 0overnmont life Insurance ..................................... 1,632 10191

Total insurance in force ............................................ .0, 003 74, 778
Obliatnkons issuod on credit of the United States: Postal Savings oertificates:

Wnted States Postal savings system .................................... '1,821 1,016
Canal Zone Postal Savings System ...................................... 6 7

Total postal savings certflostes ........................................ 1,627 1,03

Other obligations: Federal Reserve notes (face amount) ...................... 27,470 024, 915

Undisburuid commitments, atc.:
To make future loans:

Agricult ure Department:
Cominodity Credit Corporation ................................. I ..............
Master loans, etc., revolving fund .............................. 2 ..............

Fanuers Home Admanlstration: Loan program ............... 11.........
Rural Eleetrifcation Administration ............................ ..............

Defense Department: Loan to Peru 8 .................... ..........
x*portlnport Bank of Washington:

Regul lending activities ............. ................. 8 ........
D)elezse Production Act of 160, as amended .............................

Housing and Home Finance Agency:
OMe oq the Administrator:

College housing lo". .............................. 1 .........Ln uldating programs........................... ...Public facility 16448 ..... . .. "........ .. 3........

Urban renewal fund ........................ ........
Public Housing Admicrtion ................................. ..............Int~ Do r Department: • ,len lm M rt Explortlon Admi 1sral e, Produo.

tion Act of 10, ameno......................
VQ Islds Crpo ........................... ) ..............

Se footnote at end of tab* p.82.
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The CwiiiX. There is approxi mtely $40 billion incuret gross
housing program authority, exclusive of additional billions in authority
to insure veterans housia loans.

acraotry Humr. That is right.
The CHAMMAK. I don't mean for you to do the lmpoestble. If you

think you cannot give an opinion Just say "i am unable to give an
opinion."

S retary HUMpaRIzT. Fine.
The CUAMMAN. But I would value your opinion very highly for

future reference.
.Just state frankly to what extent you think these liabilities will

become a charge some day upon the Treasury.
Secretary HUMPHe.Y. We will do that and be veryglad to.
The OBAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Secretary, the best figures available in-

dicate that all taxes for fiscal year 1958 Federal, State, local, individual,
co .rate, payroll taxes amount to a total of $110 billion.

This is equivalent to nearly one-third of the current national income.
How long do you think our competitive-enterprise system can stand
a total tax take of this magnitude?

Let me break that down a little further.
The Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation under Mr.

Stain estimates that many corporations pay in all taxes of 60 percent
of their income. That means the Federal1 State, and local taxes,
Including the unemployment taxes the .scial security taxes, and so
forth. That leaves 40 percent 1or dividends, development, and
incentive.

Then, as you know, individuals pay from approximately 18 percent
of their income to 91 percent.

I know it is a big question, but your opinion briefly as to how long
our competitive terprise sstem can continue under the currenttax burden would be helpful. After all, the profit motive is the
motor, so to speak, that turns our private enterprise system and
makes it go.

How long can we stand taxation of this magnitude?
Secretary HuvMpmnut. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that the nearest

figure you can get to total taxation as compared to national income is
about 31 percent. I am coDvinced, as you have indicated, that you can-
not over a long period take 81 percent of national income m taxes and
have that spent-by public authorities and maintain the kind of a system
that we have had.

You are impairing the individual's rights and liberties, the indi-
vidual incentives, the individual desires to save.

At that rate of taxation you create so many imbalances that I
think you will get into serious difficulty if that is continued over a
long period..

Now as I said to you yesterday, I don't think anybody can tell what
that period may be. The period is going to be determined veray largely
by public appreciation of what is gom on and how serious it is and
how they fee about it, and it is very aiffcult to estimate when that
will take place.

But I have said ever since I have been here, and I cannot repeat it
too strongly, that our pr t rates of taxation in my opinion ae too
high to be maintained over a period of year, and that we should
shape our affairs to reduce those at the earliest possible moment.
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I just want to add this, which I have always said and which always
-also has to be kept in mind.

When you are living in a world that Is the kind of A world we have
that we are living in day, and when you have got a pistol pointed
at your head and the man says "Give me your money or give me your
Jife," he is going to get the money first instead of the life.

Now we are in that position to a certain extent.
I hope and pray that the time will come when the pistol will be

put down, but as long as the pistol is there you have got to balance
out whether you give your money or your life over a period of time
and balance how you conduct your affai in that way.

You have got to see that you have got a pistol of your own that is
pointed at him that will be just as effective as his'for a stalemate.

The CHAIRMAN'. There is a tremendous increase in domestic ex.
penditures. Who is pointing that pistol?

There is where the biggest increase in expenditures has come during
this administration. It jas not been in the military.

Secretary HUMPHRuY. You said that the other day:
I don't thik that is quite right. This increase period, I think it is

about 50-50, the iast couple of years.The CARMA'. We wil take the low budget that Mr. Eisenhower
brought in for which he is to be tremendously commended, in 1955,
04.6, including roads.

Now he brings in a budget now of 73.0 or more including roads, and
the increase in the domestic expenditures in that was $6 billion or
more?

Secretary HuMPHRzY. Of course if you put the roads in, you distort
the figures somewhat.

The CHAIRMAN. It would seem they should be included in the 1958
figure for purposes of proper comparison, but we argued that yesterday
and won't go into it again.

Actually, the domestic-civilian increase is oven higher than that.
For this comparison I have not included in the 1058 figures $0.5
billion for Federal National Mortgage Association and $0.6 billion
for the postal deficit. Both of these items, along with roads, were
included in the 1955 figure and excluded from the 1958 expenditure
total of $71.8 billion. If tley wore counted for proper comparison,
the 1958 estimate would total $74.7 billion. On this basis 1955
expenditures for military and so-called national security totaled $38.3
billion and the 1958 estimate is $40.7, an increase of $2.4 billion
1955 expenditures for foreign aid and international affairs totaled
$4.5 billion and 1958 estimate is $5.1 billion, an increase of $0.6;
the 1955 expenditures for domestic.civilian programs totaled $21.8
billion and the 1958 estimate is $28.9 billion, an increase of $7.1
billion. But I will not count the postal deficit until we see what hap-
pens to the proposal to raise the rates.

Secretary HUMPHniia. Yes. If you put the roads in, it is 2 to 1.
The CHAIRMAN'. The figures stand for themselves.
Secretary HUMPHnzy. That is right.
The CHAIMAN,. They are in the record. (See table 2, p. 42.)
Secretary HuMPiREcy. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Now Mr. Secretary, I am going to ask you my

final question.
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Mr. Secretary, I want to summarize what I regard as the dangers
-of our present fiscal situation, this represents my concern as to our
present situation.

1. Our debt has reached the level of the permanent statutory debt
limit. I am of the firm opinion that the Congress will not extend the
$3 billion additional temporary debt ceiling, which expires on June 30,
1057. In fact, I would say that any debt now in excess of $275 billion
would be dangerous and fiscally unsound. Authority for any addi-
tional debt will be difficult to obtain from Congress.

2. I am convinced that we have reached maximum taxation and
that further increase in taxes would not only result in great hardship
to individuals and injury to the competitive enterprise system but
would, in some classifications, at least, result in diminishing returns.

3. New inflation has started. From April 1956 to April 1957
the dollar lost 2 cents of its 100-cent value-the equivalent of
4 percent of the present dollar. This new inflation will, in all likeli.
hood, continue, and may, in fact, be accelerated. The present dollar
is now worth 49.8 cents as compared to 1940. If this debasement of
the dollar continues, most serious consequences will result.

4. We have no reserves to meet even a slight business recession.
Colin F. Staem, the chief of staff of the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation estimates that if we return to the national income
of 1955, just 2 years ago, a loss in tax revenue of $13 billion will result.
This was confirmed yesterday by you. A $13 billion loss in revenue
will mean a deficit of $12 billion, which, should it occur, will shake
the financial foundation of this country to a dangerous degree.

As I understood you yesterday, you would not regard a return to the
national income to its 1955 level as a serious recession. So, taking
the situation as a whole, we are certainly skating on very thin ice.
We cannot expect business prosperity to go up and up. History
shows there have always been peaks and valleys in business activity.

In fact, to date the budget has been balanced only once in the past
4 vears and that was in fiscal 1056, when the surplus was $.6 billion.In fiscal 1057 there is some uncertainty as to whether or not the
budget will be balanced, due to unanticipated increases in expenditure.

For fiscal 1958 the President has indicated his budget as presented
was in precarious balance depending upon two uncertainties: first,
the increase in postage rates, and second, a continuing increase in
national prosperity at a rate of approximately 6 percent.

All in all, -this presents to me a picture of the most dangerous
implications, and certainly some preparation should be undertaken
to avoid or meet the evils that would result from even a slight recession
in future national income.

What do you think should be done?
Now Mr. Secretary, I am not going to ask you to answer this now,

but very seriously I would like you to answer that question directly
treating all the points I mentioned, right down the line. I know
.your opinions will be sincere and honest, as to what should be done
to avoid the evils which would result from the conditions that I have
described. We are geared so highly to income taxes, I am especially
anxious to have your views on the effects of even a slight recession
on revenue, deficit spending and debt.
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I don't want you to give a quick answer now. But I would appre-
plate the benefit of your views for the record. When your answer
h submitted It will be made part of the record.

Secretary HuMpaRxy. I will be very glad to do so, Mr. Chairman.
(Secretary Humphrey later submittid the following for the record:)

Tax SonayAw or ?n Twusuar,

Eon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Cuirman, CommMt*t on finance.

DRA MR. C MRAN: I am glad to give you the following answers to the
qu stion you asked of me when you sumiarised what you rogrc as "the dangers
of our fiscal situation."

I share some of your concern but I think, perhaps not to the same extent.
I do not believe that great difficulties are inevitable. The good sense of the
American people in the conduct of their own affairs supported by appropriate
action by the administration and the Congress, can nnimise, f not entirely
avoid, most of the difficulties you fear, but this will not be easy. It will take
careful thought and analysis and persistent and courageous effort by all concerned.

More specifically:
1. I hope very much that there will be no necessity for increasing the debt

limit even temporarily. As you know, we have worked very closely with you
for the past 8 years on narrower margins than were previously thought possible
In order to preserve this debt limit and still permit the Government to function.
I believe in the debt limit. It is a wholesome deterrent to undue spending and
it would be unfortunate If it had to be increased permanently, barring, of course,
some unforeseen change in worldwide conditions.

2. I agree with you that a further increase in taxes is not only undesirable but
I do not think it could be accomplished and accepted by the public unless some
very unusual and unforeseen conditions would uy it. In fact I will go further
and again repeat what I have said so manj times before. I believe our present
taxes are far too high and must be reduced in successive reductions over a period
of time whenever an excess of receipts over disbursements becomes available in
suicient amount to justify a decrease In taxes, which should then be made
concurrently with the accrual of th exoess. I think our fiscal policy should be
so fashioned that this will result.

3. I hope that the fear of inflation will continue to concern us because infla-
tionary pressures are incident to prosperity. Just a little continuous inflation,
which Is often urged' is neither inevitable nor desirable. The happiest situation
for the people of this country is to have our economy so balanced between infla.
tion and deflation, with both in such good control, that neither predominantly
develops. This Is best accomplished by relying principally upon the good sense
the industry, and the great care with which the American people are capable of
looking after their own affairs, aided by proper governmental monetary and fiscal
policies It will however, require courageous action, promptly taken, probably
against criticism, but which in the end, wll prove its worth In better times and
better living for our whole Nation.

4. I cannot agree with you that we have no reserves. The United States has
a real reserve of credit. Our governmental credit is not unlimited, but as long
a we have a Government in power which not only believes In, but practices,
sound monetary and fiscal policies controls its expenditures, and Is wise in its
operations, the Government of the UnIted States has ample credit and the people
will have sufficient confidence In it to meet Its needs for financing for whatever it
prperl may require.

o F y I do not think it particularly significant t0 consider what might happen
if Wrellrned to the level of governmental receipts in fiscal 1955 which reflect
national income levels of 1954. Our population is growing; our individual earn-
lngs are increasing; our whole economy h been expanding, and, I hope, will con-
tinue to do so. We have had a substantlal growth In both population and In
Income since 1984 as well as in the number ofinome producers and people e.a
ployed. If we were to reduce our total governmental Income now to the dollar
amounts of 1955, it would involve mich-higher unemployment and deeper cut.
backs In production than occurred In 1984 because of this growth in the meantime.

I do, however, sham your belief which is based on history that the economy
will not grow continuously and uninterruptedly. We will have periods when
buying will not be as extenIve, confidence will not be as great, and Jobs will not
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be as plentiful nor the Income of the people or of the Government as Imlp as at
other times. JUst when conditions mAY develop that will effeot such obainges. It
Is Impossible for anyone to forecast. How much conditions might ohapo wha
might be the Immediate causes, and how they should best be met can be toll
ony as the conditions unfold and the problems are presented.

It Is not a productive to speculate In such unknown areas as to spend our
time, our thought, our ener los, In forceful and persistent efforts to baot handle
the problems that fae us today. By handling them properly now we will at least
lessen If not entirely avoid many problems of tomorrow. Inflationary pressures
already may be abating. Some of the Indexes are leveling off. Natural reactions
may be forming. These approaching changes never are crystal clear but we must
watch with thegreatest care to revise our flexible policies as soon as and whenever
changing conditlons warrant.

I would like to again emphasize what I said In my opening statement. We
should continue to work to reduce Federal expenditures, to reduce the public
debt to achieve a sufficient surplus to allow an equitable cut in taxes. We should
continue to encourage saving by all of the people, with sound money and Incen.
tive for Initiative and with more dependence by the people on themselves and
les on the Government. These are the ways by which the levels of living for
our people will rise most rapidly In the years ahead,

Your very truly, Gxo M. Jluupiwv,

secretary of the Treasury.

The CHAiRMAN. Mr. Secretary, you have been very patient and
very kind about answering questions and very frank.

Now I turn ou over to the tender mercy of Senator Kerr.
Secretary HUMPH uax. I hope your appraisal is correct.
Senator BNNzTT. Mr. Chairman, an inquiry.
The Senate goes into session in 7 minutes. Has the chairman

decided the status of this committee?
The CuAiRMAN. We will be notified if there is any voting or any

other necessity for us to be on the Senate floor. In that event we willadjourn immediately.
The Japanese Prime Minister comes in at 12:30.
Senator Bimr;u'r. Of course, as the chairman knows, there is a

rather unusual parliamentary maneuver scheduled sometime today.
The CnAxnMAN. There are some southerners on this committee andI

imagine that we will want to be there.
senator FLANDSRS. Mr. Chairman, is it too late to have the Senate

proceeding televised for our benefit?
The CHARnMAN. These proceedings?
Senator FLANDiERs. The Senate proceedings.
The CHAiRMAN. I am afraid we could not make those arrangements

now.
Senator Kerr?
Senator K.Rt. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I want to express my appreciation for the very objective and

statesmanlike approach that the chairman has taken in this inquiry.
In my judgment insofar as he is concerned, he is highly negating

the charges made on the floor yesterday that Democratic members
of this committee were making this investigation a political maneuver.
I am glad that the chairman has done what he ha in the way that
he has because I feel there is somewhat less of i burden on me to
devote the major part of my effort to maintaining that same atmos-
phere.

Mr. Secretary, you have been pronouncing here with a considerable
degree of facility and eloquence the principle that the chairman or
you or somebody should not try to, sell fur coats mi August..
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Secretary HupHEy. Should not try to what?
Senator Kzita. Should not try to sell fur costa or furlined under.-

wear in August.
Secretary Hupmaniy. Yes, sir; I think that is right.
Senator Kim%. I think that is a very wholesome admonition.
What I would like to know is why in violation of that principle

you did just that thing in the offer of your $4 billion renewal in May.
Secretary Hv~irxutivY. As I explained to the chairman just a minute

so, Mr. Kerr, we were feeling out the market. We were in a position
whore we could feel the market under circumstances that were entirely
appropriate for that purpose, and we offered in addition to the usual
s iort term security of 11 months an alternative proposal of nearly
5 years maturity just to see what the market would develop, and to
keep trying to stretch out the debt a little.

Senator Knit. You know what month it was?
Secretary HumptJiRY. Yes, sir.
Senator K mit. And you made the statement repeatedly to the

chairman that you gaged your offering so as to hit the market right
on the nose?

SecretaryIHumutiEY. That is right.
Senator Kmu. I take it that in that regard you were avoiding

that very unwise suggestion of selling fur-lined underwear in Augustf
Secretary HuvmwtEv. We offered an alternative proposal to see

just how it would develop.
Senator Kit. Blt. you offe'red it as you Raid a11d YOU took full rc-

sponsibility for doing so right on the market?
Secretary HuwituRy. That is right.
Senator Ktunn. But they did not sell?
Secretary HuMpmEY. Well, they sold about what we estimated.
Senator'KERmt. The holders of those maturing securities were not

the only ones who could have taken advantage of the offer?
Secretary HUMPHJREY. They were the only ones that could.
The only way anybody else could get in would be to buy the rights

from th om to do so.
Senator KERR. Do you suppose that if the rights had been worth

anything that those who owned them would have hoarded them and
made the sacrifice of not selling them?

Secretary HuMunuEv. No, the rights would have been available for
sale.

Senator KERR. Aren't they always available for sale?
Secretary HUMPHREY. They are available.
Senator Kmn . Aren't they always available for sale?
Secretary HumPtREY. Sometimes they are not purchased.
Senator K nn. Aren't they always available for sale?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Somebody usually has some for sale.
Senator KERR. They are always available for sle if the holders do

not want to take advantage of the offer of renewal, aren't they?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KRnR. And wasn't one of your offers for new forms of

indebtedness on a short-term basis?
Secretary HuMpHRY. That is right.
Senator KsR. And yet there was a billion two hundred million not

accepted?
Secetary HUMPHREY. It was 1.156 billion, but I won't quarrel with

you over that.
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Senator KUA. I don't want to quarrel over anything because there
Is a way for us to address ourselves to these matters factually, and I
want to sai that I am going to try to do that myself and try to help
you to do the same thing,

Secretary Huwtrin,,. Good, and I will try to help you.
Senator KX na. Then we ought to get somewhere.
Secretary HuetnnzY. And I hope the same limitations that you,

have suggested for yourself from the chairman's conduct will also,
apply to me.

Senator Kicni. I want to say you established that precedent when
you read a speech prepared for you by the chairman of the Republican
National Committee here 2 days ago. I want to say that any po-
litical obligation you had to your administration if they were not
met by your statement, I don't know how they could be.

Secretary HuMmPHj*wY. I hope you will give credit where credit is
due, however.

Senator Knmit. I will try to and I am not going to charge too much
interest on it.

I have here an editorial from the Wall Street Journal of June 3,
1957, headed "Fiscal Moss."

Neither you nor I have any control over that paper, but it has been
in your corner a lot more often than it has been n mine.

Secretary HuMPtitti . I am not sure of that.
Senator ktun (reading):
Early this spring the Treasury raised its interest rate on Government savinai

bonds from 3 percent to 334 percent. Despite this the parade of people walkilg
up to cash in their savings bonds has hardly diminished.

Early this month the Treasury, faced with the Job of refunding nearly $4.2
billion of the public debt, offered a 67-month note at 3% percent. it was a flop.
People who field the expiring securities preferred cash over the now Treasury notes
to the tune of $1.2 billion.

And just a week ago Trvasury officials gave up hope of selling the public a
long-term bond to raise cash.

I wonder if that is correct.
Secretary HUMPiREY. It is to the extent that I don't believe that

you can wisely sell a long-term bond to raise cash today. I don't
think it would be a desirable thing to do.

Senator K,n (reading):
They found the market was not receptive at the Interest rate the Treasury was

willing to pay.
In the ineantime the Government's expenses have been rising and tax collec-

tions have been coining in only "moderately well." The national debt Is already
some $5 billion more than it was 4 years ago and officials expect it to go higher
before it goes lower.

Although there are plenty more such unhappy statistics, this is enough to show
that when. Robert Anderson takes over as Seeretary of the Treasury this su mner
he will have his Job cut out for him.

The plain, simple, and incontrovertible fact is that the Government of the
United statess is in a fiscal mess.
ITo put it bluntly, the Treasury of the richest Nation on earth is short of money.

At one point this spring it had hardly enough cash to pay a week's worth of bills
and witl current spend Ing rising faster than current income despite the balanced
budget, the squeeze threatens to get worse.I read that, Mr. Secretary because it suggests to me either that
you were trying to sell "fur-lined underwear m August" when you
offered those renewals last May or that you were mistaken when you
said that you gaged the market situation accurately and offered them
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right on the nose. If you have any comment to make on that, I
would be glad to have i.

Secretary HuMt'navy. Yes, Senator. I told the chairman that this
was a very good opportunity for us to offer this in this way. We
have goods to sell right along, and so far as being in a c.,sis is con-
cerned--in a way I have been in a crisis or 2 or 3 crises at a time for
the last 49 years and I have gotten kind of used to them and we are
not in any more crises now tman we have been at any time since I
have been here.

Senator Kani. Are you in any less of one than you were when you
got here?

Secretary HuMPHREY. Well, yes I think we are.
There are a great many places that are in much better shape than

they were then.
Senator KERR. I am talking about the Treasury now.
Secretary HuMPHREuY. That is what I am talking about.
I am talking about the Treasury entirely, and I think it is in much

better shape than it was.
We did this, this was a sale just as you would make it in your store

or any other place to test your market and see what your market was
to be sure just how you were going to conduct yourself in the future,
and we were prepared to handle exactly the situation that arose, so
that there was no surprise or nothing unusual about this at all.

Senator KERR. Then these observers in such publications as
Barrons, the Wall Street Journal, the New York Herald Tribune and
others who indicated that they were quite shocked at what had
happened were just not aware of the degree of the crisis to the extent
that you were?

Secretary HUMPHREY. No, no. They have to have things to write
about.

As you know, a lot of sensation makes good newspaper writing.
Senator KroRR. And I thought too, it was quite a sensation at that

time. That is what I am talking about.
Secretary HUMPHREY. There were some articles that attempted to

make it so and there were a lot of other articles that pointed out what
an error that was so we can read each others' articles back and forth
on both sides, and there were articles, just as many on one side as the
other.

Senator KERR. In your statement, Mr. Secretary, in about the
middle of the page, the last sentence of the paragraph-

Secretary HImUMnHn. Which page?
Senator KERR. Page 1.
It is a record of unequaled prosperity with both the blessings and the problems

of such a period.
I understood at the time you were reading the statement that you

were referring there to the problems as being the problems in connec-
tion with financing the public debt and the fiscal management policies
of the Treasury.

Secretary HiUMPURY. No. The problems that I referred to here
are the problems of inflation, the great problem of a period of high
prosperity is the problem of correlative inflation.

Senator KR. Let's stop right there and get 1 or 2 things in the
record.
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On June 12, 1953 there was an interview in the U. S. News & World
Report of the then Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. George Humphrey,
and one of the questions was this:

When do you think we will have a sound dollar?
Answer. I think you have It today. I think the dolar today Is a pretty

stabllsed dollar.
That was a little over 4 years ago that you were quoted as having

said that.
Did you say that?
Secretary HuMPHREiy. I did, and it proved to be so for 4 years.

I was right for at least 4 years.
Senator KzRR. You said the other day that this last serious inflation

started a year ago in April.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I did not say there was a serious inflation,

and I don't think there is.
I said it had lost two points in purchasing power in the last yer.
Senator KERR. Can you name any other peacetime year in the his-

tory of the Nation when it moved that much?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Oh, yes. I can show you some that moved

3 or 4 times that.
Senator KERR. Peacetime years?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, sir; peacetime.
Senator KERR. That is going to be an interesting development.
Secretary HUMPHREy. I-will let you do your own arithmetic.
Senator KERR. No, you are the expert.
Secretary HuMPHREY. 1945 to
Senator KERR. Was that a peacetime year, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Between 1945 and 1946 was, and that is

the comparison I am going to make.
Senator KERR. Are you talking about fiscal 1945?
Secretary HuMp REY. The period from 1945 to 1946.
Senator KERR. If you are going to call either fiscal 1945 or fiscal

1946 a peacetime year----
Secretary HUMPyREY. These are calendar years.
Take the calendar year 1948. It does not make any difference.

Take 1948. It was 71.2; 1947 was 62.2, or a difference of nine cents.
The next year-
Senator KERR. Wait a minute, let me go along with you. I don't

want to get derailed.
Secretary HUMPHREY. This table is on page 19 of my statement.
The CHAIRMAN. I am very sorry to interrupt, but we have been

called to the Senate floor.
We shall meet again at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 11:10 a. In., the committee was adjourned, to

reconvene in executive session at 10 a. m., Friday, June 21, 1957.)
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The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a. m., in room 312,

Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flood Byrd (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd Kerr, Frear, Long, Smathers Anderson,
Gore, Martin, Williams, Flanders, Malone, Carlson, an Bennett.

Also present.: Senator Bush.
Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; and Samuel D. MoIlwain,

special counsel.
The CnAuMAw. The committee will come to order.
Senator Kerr is recognized.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE M. HUMPHREY, SECRETARY OF
THE TREASURY-Resumed

Senator KixRR. Mr. Secretary, yesterday we were discussing the
sharp rise in living costs and the shrinkage of the purchasing power
of the dollar which occurred between Aprl of 1958 and April of1957.

According to the table that you gave us, it had been about 3.8
percent in the 12 months.

Secretary HuMPHREY. That is right, it had been 1.9 cents.
Senator KIrt. And we do not have those for May, but I anticipate,

of course, when that index is released it will show an additional rise.
Secretary HUMPutsY. Well, I think you would have a right to

expect that.
Senator K~ni. I asked you if you knew of any other peacetime

year in which there had been that much change in that direction, and
I believe you said there were many of them, and you had called my
attention to 1946, 1047, and 1948.

Secretary HuMPnnxY. That is correct.
Senator Kirmn. What was the extent of it, on the basis of the

information that you have there, in 1946?
Secretary HumrunsY. As compared with the 2 cents in the past

year, it was 6 cents in 1946; it was 9 cents in 1947; and it was 4.4
cents in 1948.

Senator Kirnu. Do you have a suggestion as to what might have
caused the increase in 1946?

Secretary HuMpnic v. No, I do not, Mr. Kerr.
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Senator KERR. Do you remember that, that was the year price
controls were terminated?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well I do not remember; but I have no
doubt, if you say they were that was it.

Senator KERR. I am asiin the questions. You have a staff
preseni 1h can advise both ofus if tli't is correct.

Secretary HUMPHREY.- Yes; they say that is correct. June 1946.
Senator KERR. Now, do you have any suggestion as to the basis of

the sharp rises in 1947 and 1948?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not think necessarily the release of

price controls should account for the sharp increase. We released
price controls the first year we were 'here, and we did not have any
sharp increase..

Senator KERR. Did you have anything like the same pent-up de-
mand for goods and wares, and did you have the limited productive
facilties as we had in 1946?

Secretary HUMPHREY. No, I do not-we had greater productive
facilities at that time. The country had grown, and I think we had
greater productive facilities and of course, the Korean episode was
not comparable to the Second World War.

Senator KERR. What was the gross national product in 1946?
Secretary HuMP1HREY. $209 billion.
Senator KERR. $209 billion?
Secretary Hump, nnY. Yes.
Senator KERR. What was it when you ended controls?
Secretary HUMPHREY. $345 billion.

)Sena 6 EA. 345 billion? ,
Secretary HUMPHREY Yes, '
,Senator KRR. That was quite an increase in productive facilities.
"ecreary HT1-PIiREY. Oh; yes. The country is growing right

Along; it: has gro*n up every year -
''SiTtr K iRfYeS.!

"°.Secretary -HvM9R4Y, ' But relatively I suppose things would be
about the same. The labor forces and productive factors all'have
moved. up;10fd0ur0:,to accinplish this. And the very fact that in
the meanti" V 'weiid these very- sharp price increases, these very
things we are ta lkig aout, of course greatly- increased. those figures
We aretalking t bhti; because* eite1y tine the dollar goes -down; the
gross national product goes up.
, 8 natoi' K R.v We are talking about a lot of figures.
'80fitt HMWtrY. Let Ie mkeI it perfectlya plain., Every

tm the dollar goes down as' iwas going down very rapidly during
this period that you are talking about that meant that the national
g=.os product figures were goig u p. Because the gross product rises
WIth d611-61 gbe* dowfis the figures go up.

Senator JKERR. Well, do 60vhavethe figures there of the, produce.
tiVd tittl iin1D5963 as com ar~dto 1946? .

ustf ave you, those
Senator KERR. On an adjusted basis?
6 ft flmlh'. skI onott'aie-themaidjusted. '

Senator KERR. Well, you have a man thetewho'ean figure it for us,
Secretary HuMPint.vLiW49I,, lesee If he- can.' I do toto know

whether he can do it that quickly.
Senator KirnL While we are talking about something else, let's

seeitfheocan.
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Secretary Humpniy~. Let him try,
He says this, I hope it is right: that it went from 200 in 1946 to .66,

on an adjusted basis.
Senator KuRn. In what ar?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, it was from 1946 to 1952.
Senator ERR. To 1952.
Secretary HuMPHREY. That is right, Both inclusive.
Senator KERR. Now, the 1947 and 1948 years, was there anything

special about those years, do you recall?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not recall, Senator.
Senator KERR. Did you ever hear of the Republican 80th Con.

gress? [Laughter.]
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, indeed.
Senator KERR. Do you remember the big fight in 1947 about a

tax-reduction bill which was twice vetoed and had been passed over
the veto of the President, against the warnings that the result of, it
would be inflationary?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not know that I do recall that; no;
But I think-I think there was something of that kind but, I do not
remember just when it occurred.

Senator KERR. Well, I have here in the hearings before the Joint"
Economic Committee in January of 1957 (January 1957 Economic
Report of the President Hearings before the Joint Economic Com-.
mittee, Congress of the United States, 85th Cong., 1st sess., p.89), a
statement by Ewan Clague, Commissioner of Labor Statistics, Depart..
meant of Labor, on prices, which I think might be illuminative abou
that period for both of us.

When we come to the last of the subjects assigned to me, prices, we move: into
an area in which there is no agreement at all as to the "normal" trend.

You would agree that that is a fairly accurate statement?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator KERR (reading):
We are now in the midst of the third period of price increases during the past

10 years, The first (1947-48) wa 4ue to heavy demand raising out of war-oreate4
shortages of goods. The second (1950-5 ) was due primarily to the, outbreak
in Korea. Unlike the two earlier ones, the present price rise, which began 44.
mid-1955, is due entirely to strong forces of domestic origin in both consumer
and producer markets.

The charts show that there are several distinctly different f~otors t work. 14 the
current price situation-
This'is in January 1967
In addition to the continuing strong demands reulting frioni our risihg staidtrds
of living and Increasing population.. - One of these has been the extremely strong
business demand for new plntannd equipment. A second factor it price *nove-
ments In 1956 was the firming up of the farm situation after seyer.1 ea mof steadydecline. From the peak In early 1951 to the end of r9 5, ftnprice fel abtft
30 percent ** *.
,Do you accept the accacy of tat stat emen?t .

SecretarY HUMPHREY.t I have no res i n to 4oubt i.Senator KERR. Now, te 4 years wit nec toii p 0W sai a
our statement. t iad be , d6eiofi W "p0chasm$ bwer

of' oiil 0.8 cent for yeara. What do0 you t n t1a.01 e dollar ein od haoe b I
decline would have rna i#4thq firmern, ~~tbann Almeye
by the policies of yoi*- Wtnej Q8~
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went down, according to the Commissioner of Labor Statistics of the
Department of Labor, 30 percent?

Secretary HuMpHRuY. Well, of course, as long as our Department
of Agriculture had to enforce the laws passed-'by the Democratic
administration, the farmer did suffer, and I presume there would be
some-

Senator KERR, That is quito a bad guess.,
Secretary HUMPHRY. 'There wouldbe some. [Laughter.]
Senator XrRR. That is quite a bad guess, because in the first place,

to the great detriment of the farmer, he has not been under the laws
passed'by a Democratic administration during these 4 years.

And in the second place, the administrator of those laws was trying
to do it on the basis so as to nullify them instead of implement them.
But that is a matter of disagreement, and I do not care to get into it
with you.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Senator
Senator KER. The Commissioner of Labor Statistics of the Labor

Department says in those 4 years farm prices went down 30 percent.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, Senator, that was facetious, and I will

just omit it from now on.
Senator KERR. Let's not do that, because if we do not get a little

bit facetious here once in a while, we both might get serious.
[Laughter.]

Secretary HUMPHREY. If farm prices had not gone down during that
period, the rise would have been somewhat greater. Just how much.

do not know.
Senator KERR. Well, it happens that the Joint Economic Commit-.

tee asked this gentleman to furnish that information, and he had a
good deal to say about the amount of rise or fall ii the price index
caused by the price of food. .And at page 154 of the hearings, he
makes this statement:

Let me say a word about our Consumer Price Index.* It is very much influencedb what happens to farm prices, because foods make up 30 percent of the weight
o the average family budget. So what Mr. Wells says about agriculture and
agricultural prices will have a great bearing on what will happen to our index. I
am quite sure that we will have continued rises in rents and services, but what
*1ll happen to commodities Is the question.

Then they asked him to make an estimate on what that rise would
hA been had the price of food followed the trends of other commod-
ities. " ' ' I '

Secretary HUMPHREY. In which price was it he was going to adjust?
1, Senator KHRR. On how much- ,.,
!:. Secretary HUMpHREa. Consumerprices?

.Senator KERR. How much the rise would be on the figures we are
taking about here.-

'SecretaryiumiHREy. I thought you said-
Senator KERR. The Consumer Price Index.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes. That is'different, you know, than the

purchasing power of' th dollar.
'Seiator KRR. Is there no relation between them?
Secretary Huri~HY.' Oh, ye, there is a relation, but they are not

'Se etry t Oh,':b Bthe 'not the sa e' '' '.
80e'rtiry Hbumitgtv." But theie is a reltionship.'',

F'Vr' l
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Senator KERR., You figure the purchasing power of the dollar in
relation to the price index.

Secretary HUMPHREY. The Consumer Price Index is the way of
measuring It.

Senator KERR. That is the one you submitted to the committee,
is it not?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, that is it.
Senator KERR. That is the one you submitted to the committee.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right. That is in my statement.
Senator ICrRR. And you were fairly comprehensive in what you

presented to the committee.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right. I try to be.
Senator KERR. Well, and I am trying to stay with it, part of the

time. [Laughter.)
And later, at page 598 of the hearings, the following statement was

supplied by Mr. Clague and Mr. Wells of the Department of Agricul-
ture:

A third estimate is based on the data supplied by Mr. Wells, who has provided
another measure of the change in the food component, based upon the estimates
made by the Department of Agriculture of the change in value to the farmers of
their farm food market basket. The farm food value figure for February 1951
was Increased by the change in our wholesale price index for all commodities, less
farm commodities and food. To this figure was added the gross margin estimated
for December 1956 as estimated by the Department of Agriculture. This yielded
a theoretical current retail value for the farm food market basket. That figure
is 14.6 percent higher than the current actual cost to the consumer of that market
basket. Applying that 14.6 percent Increase to the food component of the Con-
sumer Price Index produces an Index of 122.7 In December of 1956, or 4 percent
higher than the actual index of 118.

I cannot verify that, but I take it that until one of us can find a
better estimate, that of the Commissioner of Labor Statistics ii the
Department of Labor would be entitled to some respect.

-Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is right.
Senator KERR. Can your expert there figure for us the average

increase of the 4 years subsequent to the 80th Congress, being for the
years 1950, 1951-no, 1949, 1950, 1952, 1953, that is, except the-

Secretary HUMPHREY. Let's see, that is 1949, 1950, 1951, and 1952?
Senator KERR. And 1953.
Secretary HUMPHREY. And 1953?
Senator KERR. Let's include the Korean war year.
Secretary HUMPHREY. 1949-
Senator KERR. No.
Secretary HUMPHREY, You want 1949,:-.-
Senator KERR. We will pick up now after the 80th Congress.
Secretary HUMPHREY. We will take now 1949-
Senator KERR. 1950.
Secretary HUMPHREY. 1950.Senator KERR. 1951.'
SecretaryHUMPHREY. 1951.
Senator KnEit. 1952. :

Secretary HUMPHREY. 1952.
Senator KERR. And 1953.
Secretary HUMPHREY. And 1953. '  t
I can pretty near do it in iiiy bead. It is about 6 cents during that

period.
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' Senator KRnv Wel! now, either, you do not understand my question
or I do not understand your answer.

eoreta.y HuMHIRDv. Mavbe I a confused, then.
Senator 'Kz. No, I would not think that.
What Was it for 1949?,Secretary HUMPHRItY. 1949, the dolla-

Senator Mani. i a talking about the Consumer Price Index.,
Secretary THMIilwt Wel, wait a minute, then. That is the

other colun,-
1949, it wasa minus, 
Senator KpmI. No, it was 101.8, was itnotSecretary H{MnaxnY. You want the total figure. I was giving

,.you the changes.
Senator Ken. I am trying to get an average for the 5 years 'sub-

sequent to 19480.
SecretaryHuMPoREY. All right. It is 101.8.
Senator KERR. Well, the first year it was minus 1, was it not?
Secwet.ry..uMPBr. Well, the change, if you want to.-stick to

change, mns 1. we ar oi to. get the ' verage plus ormius,
Seao ix.Ife, toi tteArW u or,=

y*~~avgo~t~Jgoori 1 9you hve got' J9iue t t hg ',
.s the way to do t. It isa minus L.,

The inet yearmis a plus 1,, which offsetsit.
.Senator. All rght .

.0he W,4 r.ri~p
SOWis a=1 plu 8.2 8

Secretary Hu apas . qI.t '. a plus 8.2.;!

;utheneo YWa it is ApluoQ10-0.
Senator Edmz. 4 t)ght thad e tbrSa o j? yu e

SSecretaey HuMP'mnY. Thato righ.8,t is ., jt / not? Z in1 4,a 1.8.
Senator KXmu, 2 Wtha ib 1 Wt 12 mo, xtib
SecretwyluPHuY 'Thii .,'9. ll.4

Senator Kwm, I thought it had oee 8 according, youk;r tble.
Seretar H u Onperpe tte

Secret& HUMPRiY'.. That is right. It 14.. . .',,
Senator kpi So that the 5.eyr,'--i

have got,._ I in toomways, Sei'04t esnz o ,ui
Senator Kim". I a tn im" the* ay .youp yo
Secretary eUMPHUNIT Yes.
Senator a " If itdoes that- toyo, whiat.Ol y94o

tothecomnit ~?' [La- ter.J
Secretasy HUmpERZlY.' hee S little c~uinantjrs

Senator 1Ku1Ra. 4.4---
r4 UiMORAD. Ibelieve, Al

avrg *se0u0sIc~~ opn#1eo to
SY 'nKorean wat 6

pro / ..
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Senator KZRR, 2.3.
Secretary, HuMPuREY. That is right.
Senator Kiom: Do- you have there the figures giving the Woreasw

in the r natonthred ct, per year, for those 56yearsi, ad thenfor the la"st12 months?: .. .•

Secretary -RMuirEY., L-t's see. I do not know oswe have it for
the last 12 months, but we have it for the year.

Senator KERR. I think you have got it. If you do not, I will give
it to you.

Secretary HUMPHREY. If. you have got it, why do you not let us
have it, and we will have it.

Senator KERR.' I would rather have it from your ex..rt, and then
you and I do not have to argue about the accuracy o it.

Secretary HUMPHREY. You want it for each of the years?
Senator KEIOR. Yes.
Secretary.HvuPimit. Beginning with which year?
Senator KERR , 1949, 1950, through 1953,
Secretary HumHRtisy. 257.3; 285.1; 328.20 345.4; 363.2.,
Senator ORR. Is that the 'me " each yew iW gross nat4 oraproduct?
Secretary HumPHR o. These are to W do not have

increases here.'
That is inclusi of 1953, is thatSenator Rio Ye s -

That is co at. T]ere r '4 crea
Secre edi ided 5.
Senator nt. I tho5 eare feren tbein m,

the'price dex,po Aqo
basis.of t 'Increase in-the na rd t.

Sere E Huimy. Y t hqn ve y0'he a,
Idiide y~ns ofb pro lyou gto vd

by4, t you nt
Senate R y way. If yo are I. g
t~~tl Yom 4er ad t egotti4 y,

although e of
Secre Hump T here, ra*

Btator- m., 1 erst~rid. -

8 e~y wa~X 6o00gof
morea"at, YO , to(H e..:

dselttor Tz 4r ' u0 M A% th(rJ.
Ind~: ~h4,y ought t t iode

Seatoi -ORR.d,0 0.hat liter, but 1* *0 W erge.
oth,~ aad t'0 o fair tAboqt Lhave, t a ~e, f

.aWi 196i nF TF

,over :1458?
Seo r~xwi. Yes,. "
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Secretary HUMPHREY. $21.5 billion.
Senator KErn. And what was it for each of those other 5 years,

including the one in which there was a decrease?
Secretary HuMPHnzu . It was an average of 21.
Senator Kpi n. So that in the 6-year period there, even including

the Korean war period, the average annual increase in the Consumer
Price Index was how many points?

Secretary HuMpIuRiy. Twenty-one--
Senator KERR. 2.3?
Secretary HutpuitRay. The average in the index--
Senator KERR. 2.3.
Secretary HUMPHREY. If you divide by 5; and it is about 3 if you

divide by 4.
Senator KERR. 2.3, which produced as much average annual in-

crease in the gross national product as was true in the last 12 months,
approximately, where you had a 4.4 increase in the Consumer Price
Index and the same amount of increase in the national product.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that would be right.
Senator KEim. Now then Mr. Secretary, lot us go back to your

statement of June 1953, in tie U. S. News & World Report in which
you said we had a stable dollar. However, before we do, I want
at this point to put into the record the statement in the United
States Board of Governors, Federal Reserve System report, 1953,
beginning at page 21 of the 39th annual report, covering 1952, entitled
"Prices":

In sharp contrast tc the shortages and rapid price advances after the outbreak
of war in Korea, supplies of most materials except certain metals were ample
to meet current needs in 1952. Prices of such materials consequently eased and
with farm prices declining the general level of wholesale prices gradually moved
downward. Prices of finished goods changed little over the year, however at
either wholesale or retail. Wage rates rose at about the same rate as in 1451.
Changes in capital values were moderate. Urban real property values and farm-
land values were generally maintained and common stock prices rose somewaht
toward the end of the year. - I

Consumer prices were about 1 percent higher at the end of 1952 than a yer
ea.lier. The change mainly reflected higher rents and prices for services; food
prices were slightly lower. Wholesale prices were 3 percent lower than year
earlier, with especially sharp reductions In cotton, corw, and livestock. Many
farm products were at support levels and Government expenditures for price
support operations were large. Domestic demand for cotton Imp moved somewhat
bit export'demand declined sharply. The number of cattle on farms continued
the rise of the preceding 3 years and reached a new high. Cattle marketing
expanded rapidly after midyear and beef prices started to decline sharply late in
the year. Prices of some industrial materials declined further during the year.
A few materials increased in price but not sufficiently to prevent the index of basic
commodity prices from declining considerably. Prices of most finished goods
remained exceptionally stable throughout the year,

Now, with that affirmation of stability through 1952, and your own
affirmation of stability in June of 1953, and with your being able to say
that in 4 years, due to the terrible penalization of farmers in the reduc-
tion of their prices 30 percent, that the purchasiag power of the dollar
declined only 0.8 cent in 4 years, I would like to "k you your explana-
tion of the inflationary trend in the last 12 months that has sent the'
consumer index up'by, how much did you tell us-

Secretary HuMPHRRY. 4.4 points.
Senator Kran. 4.4 points and 3.4 percent?
Secretary HUMPHREY. 3.8 percent.
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I think, Senator, you have conclusiVely proved that the best year
your administration -had in about 12 or 13 years is a little better than
the worst year that we had in 4 years, and is not as good as our average
for the 4-year period.

Senator KERR. That is a very intelligent and responsive answer
Mr. Secretary [laughter], and again shows your attitude of unfairness
of including a comparison of the wartime years. I do not believe
that you want to do that do you, Mr. Secretary?

Secretary HUMPHREY. i Will take out the wartime years and take
the peacetine years.

Senator KERR. Why do you not just answer my question?
Secretary HUMPHREY. And the same thing is true.
Senator KERR. I say, why do you not just answer the question?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think it was-
Senator KERR. I asked you that in view of the fact-
Secretary HUMPHREY. That year--
Senator KERR. In view of the fact of several years of stability-
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator KERR. As attested to-you and I cannot change the situa-

tion of World War II, can we?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No.
Senator KERR. What would you have done if you had been Secre-

tary of the Treasury; how would you have financed that war?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I was not, and I am not prepared to say.
Senator KERR. Well, you are prepared to say everything else

about it.
Secretary HUMPHREY. No; I have not said anything about it.
Senator K ERR. Yes; you have talked about it aind brought it back

in the answer to this central question about the last 12 months,.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I drop it out of that and take the peacetime

years.
Senator KERR. Do not do that., You brought it in. Just tell the

committee how you would have financed World War II.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Oh, well, Senator-I was not Secretary of

the Treasury.
Senator KERR. It had to be financed, did it not?
,Secretary HUMPHREY.' It did, of course.
Senator KERR. And had you been there, you would have done the

best you could; would you not?,,
Secretary HUMPHREY. I would have done the best I could.
Senator KERR. You think those men did not?
Secretary HUMHREY. I think they did the best they could.
Senator KERR. All right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Whether that was good enough or not I do

not know.
Senator KERR. If you are going to be critical, you at least ought to

tell us how, you would improve on it.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I am not critical., I am simply takin th#

figures from the way it was handled, and just comparing it, with th
figures, just as you are, with the figures of a subsequentut ,e .v

SSenator KERR. But we got here to thepoint where, on the bps of
the Federal, Reserve report, on the. basis of ,your, statement, on the
basis of the statistics as provided, to the committee by your, and yOr
staff, we had these years of stability.
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Secretary HuMPiRaEY. You had 1 year of stability compared to
our 4, and it does-

Senator KERR. Will, does that add-
Secretary HUMPHREY. One year of stability that you point out in

your administration compares favorably, not as favorably, but
reasonably favorably-

Senator KERR. You do not want to answer my question?
Secretary HUMPHREY. With the 4 of our years.
Senator kER, You do not want to answer my question?
Secretary HUMPHREY. What is your question?
Senator KERR. Read it to him. If you would have paid attention

to it, you would know.
(The question was read by the reporter.)
Secretary HUMPHREY. If what your question means is this-
Senator KERR. If you do not understand it, I will ask it again.
Secretary HUMPHRiEY. Ask it again.
Senator KERR. On the basis of the description of the economic con-

ditions before us, regardless of how little you think of what went be-
fore. that, regardless of how horrible you might think it was and of
how badly you fared during it, I am asking you, in view of the fact
that stability had been achieved, it was a reality, it was not a theory,
it was not an aim or an objective, and maintained, on the basis of
your evidence or your statement, over a period of 4 or 5 years, what
explanation do you have of the condition whereby, in the last 12
months, we are in the midst of another inflationary spiral to the
extent that we are?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well now, just-
Senator KERR. And to the extent that you saw fit to give us a

statement here that resulted in one of the great Washington news'
papers, following your testimony, having this headline, "Inflation
Called No. 1 Problem by Humphrey."

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. All r'iht. I am asking you, in view of the stability

that had been achieve by the preceding administration or that fell
upon us--

Secretary HuMPHREY. For 1 year.
.Senator KERR. Well now, Mr. Secretary, in the first place, that is

nt true. There are many years of the preceding administration in
which it was stable, and your own evidence indicates it.
. If you would address yourself to the question rather than to the

intensified effort to keep--
Secretary HUMPHREY. I am trying to find out what it is that you

want to know.
Senator KERR., Oh, no,you are not.
Secretary HuMPHREY. Yes, I am.
Senator KmRR. No, you are not, because I have told you. I will

tell you, there is not any man on this committee that can come any
nearer, in 30 minutes, of telling a witness what he wants on one ques-
tion than I can.

Secretary HunMIEY., Well, if you would take 2 minutes instead of
80 maybe I would understand it. What is it that you want, now?

Senator KERR. I want you to' tell us your explanation of the infla,
'tionary spiral of the last 12 months.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well now): I -am glad to do it.'
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The reason that these inflationary pressures are on us now is be-
cause of the great prosperity which the country is enjoying at the
present time. It is the demand for building, it is the demand for
goods, it is the demand for all sorts of things that are exceeding the
supply, and that is what is putting the pressures, the inflationary
pressures, on us today.

Senator Ki.Ru. That is fine, that is very fine.
Now tell us, if you will, what goods were in short supply during

these past 12 months that brought that about?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, there have been a lot of them that

have been in short supply.
Senator KERR. Let's just take them one at a time, now, in the past

12 months.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I will just take one in your line of business.

I will take line pipe and I will take oil well supplies.
Senator KERR. Those are steel goods.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, sir. And we had a shortage, an acute

shortage, of your kind of material in the first half of this year.
Senator KERR. At what rate have the steel mills been operating

this year?
Senator HUMPHREY. They are catching up.
Senator KERR. I say, at what rate have they been operating?
Secretary HUMPHREY. They have been right up at around a hun-

dred percent.
Senator KERR. This year?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Ninety-odd percent.
Senator kERR. Will your staff verify that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. They are in the 90-percent brackets.
Senator KERR. I say, will your staff verify that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, we will verify that.
Senator KERR. You had better be careful, Mr. Secretary, because

you and I will have to verify everything we are telling each other.
Secretary HUMPHREY. The steel business has been around the 901s

all the first 6 months of this year.
Senator KERR. All right, let's check it.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I am talking about oil country goods.
Senator KERR. I asked you about steel.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Pipe-
Senator KERR. At what percent of capacity were the steel mills

operating?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well. you switched on me, because we were

talking about the kind of goods that you asked were in short supply.
Senator KERR. Yes, sir.
Secretary HUMPm EY. I told you- ,
Senator KERR. And when you told me that, I asked you--"

Soecretary HUMPHirY (coitinuing). The kind of things that are inshort supply. t, 1. . .
Senator kERR, I asked you, because what you haye said is not

correct.
Secretary HMPHREY, I beg your- pardon, it is correct,
Senator KERR.. I know nearly as much about the supply of.oiltieWsupplies as you do. "I """

lSecretr HUMHRY. And line, pipe has been in shod sipply al

this spring.
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Senator KanR, I am asking now, at what percent of capacity has
the steel industry been operatng, and you said well up in the 90's,

Secretary 1ftMP1itmv. Do you mean for all kids of products, or
just for the kinds of products we are talking about?

+Senator Krmup. I nm talking about the steel industry.
Secretary 11uMvstruqv. Well, if you wlant to talk about all kinds of

produts,.wo will look it u).
Senator Kxmtn. All right.
Secretary H itruiui,. But that is not what I was talking about.

I was talking about particular products.
Senator iF, 3tR. You talk about things I ani talking about, You

talked about yours the other day. Now you talk about what I am
talking about, if you will.

I have been reading the papers. It was down as low as 80 percent.
Se, retary HUMiHUY, Well, it depends on the commodities,Senitor.
Senator Ktmn. Well, the steel industry, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary 1tvMrn.v, Well, if you want to talk about the stool

industry- I
Senator Kmntn. I am talking about it.
Secretary HTYMPHntn. All right. Now we will find out. I did not

anwswr with respect to the steel industry; I ans~verod with respect
to the commodities. We will find out, and I will answer you with
respect to the steel industry, and I will got the figures and show you
there has been a surplus of full body, auto body, sheets because
automobile production has been down.

There has been a shortage of structural and line goods of that kind.
So some of the commoditLes have been short and some of the com-
modities have beeh long.

If you want the average of th industry-.
Senator Kxnn. We are going to start with the average- of thei n d u s t r y + + + , + +

S 'ry HMpnmy.. You asked me what. had been'short.
Senator KERR. Yes, sir.
Secretary HUMPHREY. And I tried to answer that. If-
Senator Kinmi You did. ,  ' ,  + - 1
Secretary HUMPHREY. If.you want the average of the industry, I

will give you the average of the industry;
! "6,tiitor KERR. Yotl +answered that,- and" I asked you another
question, and you said the steel industry had been operating well +up
in, the 90's.
. v, swery HUMPHREY. Noi I was talking about the demand -for the
kind of goods I was saying was short.

Senator KERR. I will be glad to have you explain that because I
want to know What you said.
'Sretary HmpiRY;- You understand it now?
A Senator KERR. I do, and I understood it then. V
SSetretary HvMpnE*. We do Ot' seem to'have--
Senator K nnR. There is not a better informed man in America than

y9u are, and is' it not':a fact that the steel industry overall, was
*ofrting to lowas 86 percent a number of weeks this year? ' -1

Secret&j HUMPHREY I do not know, Senator.
8iatom Ki. Isit not* Ifact after.I2, o,3 weeks of increasing per-

centage of capacity, they are operating at less than 89 percent?.,;
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Secretary HuMPritny, I do not know. I can tell you, we will look
it up and get you the exact figures, we will get what they are for the
overall industry.

Senator K, au: All right.
Now, the first item,.thon, of goods with reference to which there is a

shortage is line pipe; is that what you have told me?
Secretary H UMi'URY. Pipe business; yes, sir.
Senator Knaut. Well now, Mr. Secretary, there is no shortage in

oilfiold pipe.
Secretary HUMAHiRY. Line pipe.
Senator Kiiu. Well, I say---
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator Knmit. Line pipe is not oflield pipe.
Secretary HUMiPHRY. That is right.
Senator KERn. You know there is no shortage in oilfield pipe,

because you know it is stacked up in every supply company's yard in
this country. If you do not, you can find it out.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Here we are. Wait a minute, I have got it
right now.

Let's see here, this is May.
'Senator KERR. What was it in May? You said it was well up in

the 90's for all this year.
Secretary HuMpitcy. January, 97.1.
Senator KERR. All right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. February, 97.5; March, 93.4; April, 89.4.
Senator KERR. Where is that, now, what page of that Indicator?
Secretary HUMPHREY., Page 18.
Senator KERR. Is that Juno or May you have there?
Secretary HUMPHREY. This is June,
Senator KERR. O. K.
Secretary HUMPHREY. June.
Senator KERR. What was it in May?
Secretary HUMPHREY. 86.5.
Senator KERR. All right, 86.5.
Secretary HuMunREY. Then the various weeks run along from 87,

.86.7# 84, 86.4, 88, 87.5, being an average of 91 or 92 or 93 percent
for'she whole period. , : ..... - I

Senator KERR. When it had in October and November-in October
of last year it was at 101.6.
* Secretary HUMPHREY. , That is right, and that is part of the, po.d,
that is where the difficulties- ,

Senator KERR. Since which time it has gone down to 86.6t, resulting
in sharply curtailed supplies or inability to meet the market demand?

Secretary HUMPHREY. No no, it is this whole period here of--we
tare talking about the period from 1956 on through.,These figures
that we are talking about here are for. the year of 1956, an4 thwperiod
of the first 4 months of 1957.

Senator KERR. All right.
Secretary HuMrPniw' And during that period that,we, are talking

about, the steel business ave ed-ZAZ Qnn'tdo it m y bead hero.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I will say it was around 965 percnt. , '
'!,Senator K1R. Then you: :made a; n. tak, So !et's" let thman
there figure it up while you and I argue about somet.ngse. :
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Secretary Humin.REY. Let's take the average for 1956 and the
first 4 months of this year, which is what these figures are

Senator KERR. All right.
Secretary HUMPHREY (continuing). For 1950, and see what it is.

And it wilf be around 95 percent.
Senator KERR. Let's take it for the last 12 months, is what we are

talking about.
Secretary HUMPHREY. No; let's take what we are talking about.

It is 1956 and the 4 months of this year.
Senator KERR. Lbt's do that. It gives you 5 months this year.

You do not want to exclude May, do you?
Secretary HUMPHREY. The figures I have here on my sheet that

you have been talking about right along, with respect to inflation-
Senator KERR. The figures on that Indicator-
Secretary HuMPunEY. The inflationary figures; you asked me about

inflation, and that ends with April.
Senator KERR. I asked you about the steel business, and you said

throughout the first 6 months of this year.
Secretar HUMPHREY. Well, I will put in-you can pu in a month.
Senator :ERR. No; I am not going to put it in. It is in that

Economic Indicator you were reading from there.
Secretary HUMPHREY. All right. Put it in.
Senator kERR. You say there is a shortage, in line pipe; that is

what you told me, is it not?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator K ERR. , What else is there a shortage on?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, during these earlier months, there was

a very tight steel market in most all items.
Senator KERR. Well, just give them to me.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I will have to get, again, some figures. You

want everything proved, so I will have to-
Senator KERR. Yes, I do.
Secretary HUMPHREY. So I will have to get the exact figures. I

will do no guessing.
Senator KERR. Well, you are going to start a new policy, then.
Secretary HUMpBREY. I think, Senator, that, if you want the per..

centages of operation in these items, we will have to get them for you.
Senator KERR. Well, Mr. Secretary-
SecretaryHUMPHREY. I do not think they are here.
Senator KERR. You just brushed it off with a wide brush and said

it would average 95 percent.
Secretary HVMPHREY. Let's see; we will see, Let's get this figure.
Senator kERR. Maybe it did; and if it did, why, let's se it, : Do

not strike out anything.
Secretary HuMPHRE. You certainly do not count the period when

the strike is on, when the mills are all shut down.
Senator KERR. Was that during the last 12 months?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Sure.
Senator KERR. Then I think we will count it.

* Secretary HUMPHEY., It started in May.
Senator KERR. I knew there had been a strike when I asked you

the question.
Secretary HlMPHREY. Well, it was includingthe strike, so we will

put the strikei i.
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Senator KERR. We will have to, because it was there.
Secretary HUMPHREY. And about that, that was 2g months or so

of complete shutdown.
Senator KERR. Be careful about that. If you are going to make

those statements, I might ask you---
Secretary HUMPHRY. The strike was about 2 months of complete

shutdown.
Senator KER. Then it was not 29 months?
Secretary HUMPHREY. About 2 months of complete shutdown, and

with that it was 90 percent.
Senator KERR. Ninety percent last year?
Secretary HUMPHREY. And nearly 93 percent this year.
Senator KERR. Nearly 93 percent this year.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.Senator KERR. Well, that was not quite 95, was it?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, you take the strike out, and it would

be 95.
Senator KERR. Well, it was not quite 95, was it? Let's look at the

indicator there, giving us the price index. Where is that in that book
you have there?

Secretary HUMPHREY. It is page 23, consumer prices. Page 23; is
that the page we are looking at?

Senator K ERR. Yes, sir. That shows the items, as I understand it,
that make up this index that we have been talking about, is that
correct, of consumer prices?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is right.
Senator KERR. Now show me the column which shows line pipe.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, that is not a consumer item. You

did not ask me about consumer items. You asked me what things
.were in short supply.

Senator KERR. Yes, I did; that is correct; which brought about
this inflation we are talking about.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes. Well, don't you think there are a lot
of things besides consumer prices that bring about this inflation?

Senator KERR. I think there are.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think the most important thing, Mr.

Senator, are
Senator KERR. I think there are.
Secretary HUMPHREY. The most important thing of all hasn't a

thing to do with consumer prices. It is industrial building.
Senator KERR. Consumers do not agree with that.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, it is industrial building that is one of

the most important things. That is one of the things that is the high-
est on the whole increase.

Senator KERR. I will ask it of you this way: What percentage of
the increase in the overall price index was caused by the price of line
pipe?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I cannot tell you.:
Senator KERR. Would you sayit wasmaterial?
SecretaryHUMPHREY. Would, say- it *W small.
Senator K ERR. Very small.
All right, then, what is: the next item of goods that was in short

supply these past 12 months?Secretary HUMPHREY.II will havotogeta lst for you.
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Senator Kann. You told me a while ago they were responsible for
1hi ei" 1

Secretary HuMPuREY. This great demand we are operating at, a
KERR. Now

Secretary HUMPaREY. You do not contend for a minute, do you,
that we are not in a period of high prosperity, that we are not
operating at a great demand, or that we no not have a very heavy and
high employment in America?

Senator K IR. We are
Secretary HUMPHREY. If that is in question-
Senator KI(ut. We are in a period of very, considerable pros.

parity in many fields of our economy.
Secretary HUMPHRiEY. That is right.
Senator KER. There are other fields of our economy that are in a

tailspin and depression, as evidenced by the fact we will have more
bankruptcies in this 12 months than during any 12 months in the
history of the nation.,

Secret' HUMPHREY. But you will have less bankruptcy in pro-
portion to the number of businesses available.

Senator KiiRu. Now, Mr. Secretary-
Secretary HUMPHREY. New businesses.
Senator KERt. You had better ask your staff about that.
Secretary HuMPHREY. Well, new businesses; let's go right to it.
Senator kERn. That is not what you said.
Secretary HUMPHREY. New businesses available.
Senator kERn. That is not what you said.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is what I meant; new businesses

available.
Senator KERR. You are a man capable of saying what you think.
Secretary HUMPHREY. It is right over here on this page.
Senator KERR. I know what you said in your statement, and you

picked out the element that would give a favorable impression, but I
am talking about the number of bankruptcies, and you said that there
were less bankruptcies in relation to those,

Secretary HUMPHREY. No; new starts.
Senator KERR. No; you did not say that.
Secretary.HUMPHREY. Well, that is what Isay now. New.starts.
Senator KERR. That was not what you said.
Senator HuMpaesY. That is what I said before.
Senator KERR. I told you that there were weak points in this

prospet-
Secretary HUMPHREYI That is right.,
Senator KERR. As evidenced, first, by a horrible farm depression;

as evidenced, second, by the fact that there are more bankruptcies in
these 12 months than in ?any other; 12 months, in the history of the
Nation. Is that correct?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, that is what you said.,,'I
Senator KRna. Do-you dispute it?.:
Secretary HuMnptWYy I donot dispute it. I do not know what the

figures are.
'Senator KaEiR If you do I Will put into the record tthefigures of
the Federal agncy which made the statement.,

etry IwIl have toheck everything you say.

I
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Senator -KaRR , That is all right, because I am g6ing to check
everything you say.

Secretary HUMPHRmY. Over what period are you talking that there
were more failures?

Senator KERR. This fiscal year, this fiscal year that ends June 30,
this month.

Secretary MUMPiRazY. You say there are more failures this year
-than there ever have been before?

Senator KERR, Yes, sir.
Secretary HMmnIwrzn. You better get your-book out and look at this.
Senator KERR. All right, I will be glad to do that.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Let's look at, page 186- of, the economic

report, and when you find that, tell me how many, just to make it
good, tell me how many failures there were in 1932 as compared with
the failures this year.

Senator KERR. Well, I will read it to you from the fellow who has
charge of it.

Secretary Humphrey. I will save you,
Senator KERR. From the hearings before the subcommittee of the

Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives, 85th
Congress." e~~r Y HUMPHREY. Let's take the table, and I willread
for you. My book shows 31,822 in 1932, as against 12,656 this year.

Senator E'RR. All right.
Now; here is what Mr. Covey says who is in charge of that program

for the Government.
Secretary HUMPHREY. 'Which program is this? -[Laughteri.
SSenator KERR. He is charged with the responsibility of keeping

statistics on what we are talking, about.
Secretary HuMPHREY. Senator, you find this Page, because it is

quite interesting page 186. ThM is the President'I Economic Report,
January: 1957, fyouwillglanee tthat page, you will see, just to
dispose of this, that there were in 1M32-jnd I" adiit that'1932 was a
terrible yer for comparison liam w mply doing t to challenge the
,question, that is al. , d .,i.

Senator KaRR. -I wnt yorriuto dolthat;, tThat is what I hope you wil
-do. : Seer.4,r Hvuinhg¥, T' chialleigo ,'the question, there were
2,828,000 businesses, and there wore 30,000 plusfailures.

Now fhere are over 4 million busmesses, and there were 12OO0
failures, So there is just'no comPnarison between: the two.,

Senator KERR. I am reading here from the 'Hearings Before the
Subcommittee of the Oomnfiitteo on Appropriations House of Repre-
sentatives, 85th Conress, Judiciary Sub committee " and I am giving
you the evidence ofMr. Edwin L.. Covey, Chief of the Bank:-uptcy
DivisiOn of the Administrative Office of the United States Oourts.
The followingis quoted trom page119 of the hearings:,

Mr.oo6''if. As It is n 6 tou' estlate in the current fic year, thyesr kiat
which we have k runw iinuth, thit Iit*111 be 7 ,O0 ues filed' hwtasd of

Mr. Covat,5 X .0 sir.
Mr. ROONJOY. *'hat yVa ti Itory ofoup Governzet stpei i~o

bankrupt, cowe Oed teohed tit ~Iairiog iiihert'
Mr. (Jvr.lt ha# uever beeftthat high..

* ~ ~ V
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On the basis of the estimate he gave the subcommittee of the House.
ppropriations Committee, it would be in the neighborhood of 72,000

this yea., and his estimate is for 74,000 in the next fiscal year. He
was getting an appropriation from the Congress in connection with
the responsibility of his office for bankruptcy proceedings in the
Federal courts. And that is his evidence before the subcommittee of'
the House Appropriations Committee, in January of this year.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, these are the figures that I am reading
to you on total failures in this country in business.

Senator KERR. What do you have there, the President's EconomicReport?.Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, sir.

Senator KERR. What page were you reading from?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Page 186, Senator.
Senator ERR. Page 186, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary HuuMnRE . 186.
Senator KERR. What line were you reading from?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, if you will take the first column to the.

left, that shows you the number o operating businesses in the country.
Senator KERR. Well now, are they the only ones that take bank-ruptcy?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, you have got to have an operating

business or you cannot very well get into bankruptcy.
Senator K ERR. I thought an individual could go into bankruptcy.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not know. We are talking about

businesses.
Senator KERR. I was talking about bankruptcy cases. Are you

taking the position that they are limited to businesses, Mr. Secretary?,
Secretary HUMPHREY. No, no. We were talking about busines&

failures.
Senator KERR. No, I was talking about bankruptcies.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I want to see if we can find individual bank-

ruptcies. This is business failures.
Senator KERR. You know, we will get along better if you would

just be willing to talk about the things I am asking you about. ,
Secretary HUMHREY. I thought we were talking about prosperity

in this country, and you said---
Senator KERR. Is there any relationship to the number of baok-

ruptcies andprosperity?,
Secretaxy HUMPHREY. Tbere is some, but there is a lot more

relationship to business failures and prosperity then there is just to
-bankruptcies.
.Senator KERR. Would you acknowledge that the number ofbank,.
ruptes is an element to be considered?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I would.
"Senator KzaR. If we had more bankupteiew in the current fiscal'

year than in any year of the depression, then thit would be -some
indication'that there were elements of weakness in the economy?

Secretary UuPHnnur. It would,, certainly.--'''
SenatorKKma. Well, that is what I said. All I said wo yott

askMe me if I would acknowledge that this was a year of-- " "--
Secretary HIUMPBAuY. 9fvery b P$n erlty,
Senator KaR. Yes.
Secretary HUMPHRWY. That is what we are talking about,

i i
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Senator KERt., This evidence was supplied by Mr. Covey who
is Chief of the Division of Bankruptcy of the Court of Appeals, disl.o
trict courts and other judicial services. That is the identity of the
gentleman I was quoting here.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Are these bankruptcies filed in the District,
or where e se are they filed?

Senator KERR. No, sir, he was before the Appropriations Subcom-
mittee for money to operate his department, and he was explaining
to them the traffic that had to be handled, and what he gave the corn-
mittee was the number of bankruptcies in the United States. And
he told the committee that they were greater in this fiscal year than
they were in 1932.

So I asked you if you could give us a year in the history of our
country when there were more bankruptcies, and you said you sure
could. Now, if you can, I want you to do it.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I have given you the business failures.
Senator KERR. That is not what I asked you.
Secretary HUMPHREY. And there were three times as many business

failures.
Senator KERR. I say that is not what I asked you.
Secretary HUMPHREY. And About two times as many businesses.
Senator K ERR. I say that is not what I asked you. I was pointing

to some weaknesses in the economy, and No. 1, I said, was the de-
pression among the farmers.

Secretary HUMPHREY. There are weaknesses in the economy, there
is no questions about it.

Senator KERR. And No. 2 was the number of bankruptcies,
Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator KERR. There is just one item I see here in connection with

your-is this--you have got page 186?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, I have it.
Senator KERR. Now, the heading is "Operating business and

business turnover, thousands of firms."
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. Do you notice that there is a footnote there?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Let's see, I do not get the number of it:

Is that No. 1?
Senator KERR. Would you read that footnote to the committee?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes. "Excludes firms in the fields of agri-

culture anagrofessional services."
Senator - ERR. ' Go ahead.
Secretary HUMPHREY. "Includes self-employed person onlyif he

has either an established place of business or at least one paid emr-
ployee."i

Senator KERR. Well now in view of the fact that it starts off by
excluding firms in the field of agriculture, would you, aclowledge
that that was not a complete list, even of businesses?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is right.. This has the greatmajority of them, but it excludes those particular items.
Senator KzRR. The figure that I gave you from Mr. ;Covey is

for the whole Nation, that is for al of the Federal courts in the'Natio
that handle ban.ruvte.

Now then, we will see if we can go forward, in the questionthat I
was asking yot when you detouredbn me here a minute ago.i,

ill
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i To go backnow, you said that this inflation was caused by a bigger
demand than productive capacity could supply.

Secretary HUMPHRY. That is right..
Senator Knun. And the only one you told me so far was line pipe.
Seer %tarN llt[Mwiur yt, That is right.
Senator KERII. What others?
Secretary HUMPHIRY, I will got you a list,Set:ator Kmt. Do you know of any ot her, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary HUMPHRY. I will get you a list.
Senator KERI. Do you know of any other?
Secretary HUMnr n. I will get you a list.
Senator K rat. Do you know of any other at this moment?
Secretary HUMxn'ri,', I will briig a list which will have tHi

statistics to back it up,
Senator KWHv,. Well, that, is very line, but just as an .acconmnmodfl-

tion-
Secretary HUMPitREY. I have no statiStics at hand right now.
Senator lixitm, Do you have any independent knowledge of any

other area of productive capacity in which this country is sliort?Secretary Htt~ennv. I will bring you a list.
Senator K 'R. Do youknow of any other at this time?
Secretary HuMPHitny, :No I vill brIng you a list wihltthe statistics.

I have told you that I haven't the statistics here.,
Senator Kiut. All right. Let's go back to the page in the Econ-

omie Indicators that gives us-consumer prices. That is on page '3.
Secretary HUMHInRNY. I have it here.
Senator Kint. The first item is food. And the statement I read

you a while ago said that was 30 percent of consumer purchases.
Is there any shortage in the production of food or supply of food?
Secretary ItUMPHRF Y', Well, it is right almost at the peak, not quite.
Senator KERR. No, that is the price.
Secretary l{ITMPRMEY. That is right.
Senator Kiat. I am talking about the supply.
Secretary HUMPHmY. I am talking about-
Senator RKinR. I am telling you one of the great accomplislhnents

of this administration is to keep food at the peak in price to con-
sumers, at a time when there was such a tremendous [and burden.
some surplus.
• I am asking you now about the supply.J Is there any shortage in
food?

Secretary HUMPHRpY. Well, I have just told you, I do not have the
figures here to show.

Senator Knim. Do you think there is?
Secretary HUMPHREY. And they are not here.
Senator KERR. Do you ,think there is?
SecretaryHUMPREY. I do not know----
Senator KERR. You do not know of any?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Until I get the flgidres.
Senator Kuian. You would not take the position that any of ther

current inflationary pressures by, reason'{of the greater demand than
au lyis in the field of food, would you?

HUMPHREY. I Will tell you when I get the figures.
Senator ERR. Would you, take that position now?
Secretary HuPmtEY.: I will tell:you when I get thefigures. : ,,
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Senator KnitR. Well, the next is housing, which is the second
largest item. Do you take the position that there is a shortage in
houses?

Secretary HUMPHRiEY. A great many people claim so; and I will
tell you, again, when I get the figures,

Senator KERR. What did you say in your statement?
Secretary HUMPHRnEY. When I get the figures, I will tell you.
Senator Kinm. You made a statement about it.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I certainly did, We have had more houses

built in the last 4 years than we have ever had built.
Senator KERR. There is some place in here in which you discuss

the number of houses built in relation to the new household units.
Secretary HUMPHREY. The new family units.
Senator KERR. Family units.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right,
Senator KHRR. Some kindly soul in the audience supplied that both,

to you and me. Either one o us should have found it before they did.
You say:
Almost 5 million new dwelling units have been built in the past 4 years. Les&'

than 334 million new households have been formed in that period, so that 1,4
million units have gone to satisfy prior shortages and to cover hpses abandoned
or rased to make way for new construction.

Would you say there is any scarcity or any shortage in the pro-
ductive capacity of the housing industry to meet any pent-up or.
growing demand in the last 12 months for more houses than the
industry can build or the supplies available to build them?

Secretary HUMPHREY. There have been a great many people down
here making those claims.

Senator KERR. Do you make it?
Secretary HUMPHREY. And I will get the figures and tell you
Senator KERR. Do you make it?
Secretary HuMPuREy. I will tell you when I get the figures.
Senator KERR. But you do not know of any today?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I know that there are a great many people

down here making claims that there are.
Senator KERR. Do you make a claim-
Secretary HUMPHREY. Whether the claims are good or not, I will

tell you when I get the figures.
Senator KERR. When wl we have that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I cannot tell you.
Senator KERR. Can we have it at the next session you and, I can

get together?
Seretary HUMPHREY. I hope so.
Senator KERR. Will you make an effort to?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I surely will.
Senator KERR. Now, on apparel, that is the next item on the Con-

sumer Price Index., What items of apparel are in short supply?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, Senator, I will just make a samae

answer to all these things and save you quite a lot of time, and myself.
-Senator KERR. Have you been around the last 12 months? :ZSecret ai HUMPHREY. When Iget the figures on these-I have not

the statistics on the production ofVthese items, and if you have them,
I will be glad to hear what they are. I do not h&ve them.

SenatoirKERR. I do not have them.
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Secretary HUMPHREY. And I will get them as soon as I can.
Senator KRR. But I seem to recall-back to housing, your own

statement showed that there had been a very heavy decline in non-
farm housing starts, did it not?

Secretary hUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. So that would indicate that the productive capacity

was not strained, would it not?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I do not know. I do not know what

the reason would be. We can check it.
Senator KERR. You do not know whether that would be an indica-

tion that the productive capacity was not strained?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No, not necessarily.
Senator KERR. Have you been aware of the number of arguments

and efforts made in Congress and before the Tariff Commission and
before the State Department in behalf of the textile industry in the
past 2 or 3 years?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator KERR. On account of their having to close down be-

cause-
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR (continuing). Of-
Secretary HUMPHREY. Difficulties with importations.
Senator KERR. Well, that was because the importations were

allegedly flooding the country and driving the price down, was it not?
Secre HUMPHREY. For certain classes of goods.
SenatoriKERn. So that-
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think the biggest objection was to velvets

and velveteens.
Senator KERR. And fur-lined underwear. [Laughter.]
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, there has been quite a shortage of that.
Senator K ERR. Well, yes, there has. [Laughter.]
Now, in transportation facilities, do you think there is a shortage

in the productive capacity of the automotive industry?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Not in automobiles.
Senator KERR. Trucks?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No, not in the automotive field; no.
Senator KERR. We have covered pretty well everything there,

except medical care and personal care.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Senator, just sticking to transportation there

for a minute, we have had the railroads down here for weeks and
weeks and weeks talking about more.cars and we have now pending
before us a great program, showing that tie railroads cannot possibly
supply the country unless a program is adopted. I will refer you to
that.

Senator KERR. Would you say there is a shortage of transportation
facilities?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is just one I happen to have the
figures on's

Senator KERR. I am going to tabulate every one you have given,
me, and then I am going :to let you tell this committee how much
those pressures have contributed to this, inflationary spiral.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is" what I would be very glad; to do.
Senator MarR., Y sc
But as of this moment, nowithere is fo other field other than

railroad transportation and Une pipe, that you can-

J I
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Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not happen to have the figures on them,
and I will get the figures and bring them in.

Senator KERR. At our next meeting, if possible.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is not this afternoon? The next day

you meet.
Senator KERR. It probably will be Monday, or Tuesday, I believe

the chairman said.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Whatever the day is.
Senator KERR. I think that is helpful now, Mr. Secretary.
(When the following was subsequently submitted by the Secretary

it was discussed further. See p. 183.)

THE INCRASE IN Pmcz LEVEL, 1955-57

In response to a request from Senator Kerr on Friday I promised to provide
the committee today with a more extended statement describing the pressures
which initiated the recent rise in the general price level.

This rise began to show up at the wholesale level in mid-1955, and by early 1956,
prices of consumer goods and services began moving upward. While the whole-
sale price index has been relatively stable since January the consumer price index
has continued to move upward. Now what has caused this rise in our price level
particularly during the last year? This is the question with which we are all
understandably concerned, and to which I want to respond here.

WHOLESALE PRICES

Durin* late 1955 and 1956, price increases stemmed basically from a massive
increase in capital expenditures. During this same period there was a substantial
accumulation of inventories which accentuated these price pressures.

As the accompanying tables indicate, the capital goods boom which emerged
in 1955 was of enormous proportions. Industrial construction contract awards
had increased 55 percent during 1955. The volume of new orders for durable
goods jumped 34 percent

Percentage change in new orders for durable goods

Change during t-

196 1986 156 and 196

Durable-goods Industries, total .......................- - -+34 0
Primary metals ...................................- -32 -1
Fabricated metal products .............................. +29 0
Machinery 3 .............................................. 7 7 +7 -47
Transportation equipment ........................-- ....... --- 55 -8 .48
Other durable goods' I ------------------------------- -""12 -1 -11

I Change between fourth quarters 1954, 1906, and 1988.
I Includes electrical machinery.
A Includes professional and scientific instruments, lumber, furniture, stone, clay and glass, and mise.

laneotts.

Source: Ofltee of Business Economics, Department of Commerce.

Though shipments increased very sharply, the backlog of unfilled orders
mounted rapidly for the hard-goods lines generally during 1955, and continued
to move upward through most of 1956. Indeed, by the end of last year the
backlog of unfilled orders was equal to more than 4 months of shipments at the
December rate, and was 34 percent above early 1955 levels. The magnitude of
these rapidly mounting demands, concentrated in such a short-time span, led to
a sharp rise in the price of producers' equipment and in the prices of materials,
components and supplies used in durable goods manufacturng. These price
advances, you will note, were much greater than those for products less d ty
related to this capital goods boom.
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Perft ntoge olge a in ut%#44 ordere-SleteA dat, mqjor durable goods industries
(l'etuontj

From Ian. From Jan. Fotn Jan. Fro'n Jan.nry 105 ary 190 uary 198A Unry 1gt?
to January to January to January to A ril

196 Igo? 197 195I

Durobleo. l Indtistrier, total......................... 40 +11 -3Primary metals.. .. _............ ... &..... ... .73  t -2
Fabrliated metal products ......................... .. 20 .47 -1Ifachhtery I................... &... .... .. _.23 iln -4 -2
Transportat on eqimn........... -o f? -3-
Ot0r durabll0go-' SllidUShl t ........ ...... -3 A 3 0 -Selected oommodUtles,
Railroad I)engcroars ............................ + +8 +10 -2
Railroad diesel and diesel electric locomotives ...... +4T -O '-07 -5

' ineludeslctrlol machinery.
I Includes proteslonal anid scientific instruments, lumber, furniture, stone, clay and glais, and miscel.janeOuls,

Source: 0111ce of Business Economics, Department of Commerce.

The course of this rapidly accelerating capital goods boom during 1955 can
be traced in the various lists of shortages published from time to time by the
Association of Purchasing Agents. At the beginning of 1955, only nine items of
basic materials were reported in short supply. This list built up persistently
through subsequent months until by March 1956, 17 items were listed in short
supply: aluminum, cellophane, cement, copper, nickel, paper, selenium, steel
products, titanium dioxide steel pipe, steel plates, structural steel, steel shapes,
stainless steel, synthetic rubber, methanol, and newsprint.

This list is, of course, illustrative only. The basic pressure on resources was
being exerted by the rapid increase in capital outlays generally, and the even more
rapid increase in new orders, unfilled orders, and industrial construction contract
awards beginning in 1955.

The increased prices of materials, components and supplies led to cost increases
for producers of other goods, such as consumer durables. Consequently even in
lines of industry where demand was not rising so rapidly, some price Increases
occurred, as producers passed along at least some of the increased cost of
materials.'

SIn two major areas of the economy, automobiles and home-building, production was actually declining.
This Ohet some of the pressure built up by the demands for plant, equipment and Inventory; crude material
pies never climbed much above their late 19M peaks although somitabricated materials and components
cntinued to rise.

Wkoleeale Price Index
(1947-49-100

Points change n the index
grou p From Janu- From Jaan-

ary 19M to ary 157 to
January 1967 Aprl 1967

Wbohes pio.;AUll I tem .................. ,... ..................... , ........ +6.8 " '.
• hrm produce. ................ .., ............................... 32

Proesedfods............. ......... +0.3 0All other.nd tro).. .......... ............................... +10.0 1-4 2
Selected groups of Industrial price.

Rubber and rubber products ............ .............. ........-.......... -- +. -0.5
Plp,.pap, n allied produts.... ... ....................... 12.3 -,I.1M d ..prodc-0....-- ........... .......... - 2.11
Uw haner d motive products .................. ..................... I&0 I O INeamtWme mlanals stmetur-... ..................................... 10.0
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Not only did prices of materials and. upplies increase, but labor costs rose sub-
stantially In 195 . Wage increases were sizable and output per employee man-
hour failed to rise appreciably In 1958, so that the higher wage costs per hour
were more fully translated into increasing costs of production.

COSUMNR PMtIOBS

Consumer prices generally did not begin to rise until early 1956, and con-
.sumer coMmodity prices (aside from food) did not increase until mid-1956. The
rise in consumer Incomes and in the demand for consumer goods was substantially
Jess than the increase In demand for capital goods. In general, the supply and
capacity situation was also easier in the case Of consumer goods, However, rising
.employment and wage rates led to an Increase in disposable income of about 6
percent per.year between mid-1955 and early 1957. And this was large enough to
permit the pas-through to consumers of increases in the wholesale prices of many
consumer goods.

Consumer Price Indez

Percent change

Price group Prie Stop Jne 106- Deesmber

December 1 g pril

.Consomr Mros:
All Items ................................................................ $.8 0. 9

Food .......... L 3 .9
All commodities, except food .................................. 3.8 .8

Consumer durables .................................... & 4 1.6
Consumer nondurable .......................................... t 3 ,.S

•Servloes and rent ............................................................ 3.7 1.6

1 December 1ON to March 196 used.

Source: Based on data from the Department of Labor.

Consumer commodity prices, particularly those of durable goods and food, hAd
been declining for a number of years prior to 1955. Retail maruini on durable
goods commodities had apparently been falling for some time, making absorption
,of further cost increases difficult.

Services prices, on the other hand, had been steadily rising throughout the
postwar period; many services prices are directly affected by changes in wage
Tates without any offsetting effect of productivity gains. %

The recovery of farm prices from the low point reached in late 1955, and the
continued rise in food marketing margins led to increases in food prices early in
1056. After June, other consumer commodity prices joined in the rme; responding
to a numbarvof influeno--theearlier, increases in wholesale prices,, rising labor
costs, scattered Increases in State and local sales and excise taxes, and in some
eases price increases (made possible, by the rising level of consumer incomes).
In 1955, and again in 1956, the introduction of the new automobile models at
higher prices also provided additional consumer price increases, although the
actual amount of the increase to theconsumer varied from place to place, 'and from
time totime, depending on the degree qf dealer discounting • .

With food and other commoditi-e beginning to rise, andprices of service con
tinuing theirrise, the whole Consumer Pice Index moved up in 1956. Despite the
stability in wholesale prices during 1957 to date, consumer prices have continued
-to increase, reflecting earlier rises In wholesale prices, a further increase In food
prices' and the steady, climb of service prices and rents, evidencing the normeQ
lag In the effective timingof this pattern. '

TU PRIC SITUATION 4N 'i1T

The major factors whih led to the rise in industrial prices,, beginning In mid-
1955, and to the rise in consumer prices beginning ini e4ly 190, were Stibotan
tially modified dairing the first half of 197.

Themo l oant~eauro q, the., rsthalf.o( 1957 -avqbeem:
1. TheI % ng. iu of the ripdn 16eRdw 6pi6it n4 q

which took place In 1955 and 1905. ..
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2. The decline In inventory Investment, from an annual rate of $4.1 billion In
the last quarter of 1066 to &-$1,2 billion rate In the first quarter of 1057,

3. An apparent resumption of gains In output per man-hour, after a year in
which only small Increase were forthcoming, Although wage ratem haw, con.
tinted to rise fairly sharply, the higher output per man.hour ha lessened their
impact on costs of production.
4. Growing production and stocks of many raw materials, among which the

most important are the nonforrouis metals-copper load and zinc.
As a consequence, wholalo prices stabilized during the first 6 months of the

ear. Consumer prices, however, continued to increase, reflecting the normal lag
earlier increases In wholesale prIces, a seasonal upturn In food prices, and a

continued upward movement of service prices and rent,
The backlog of unfilled orders In some linos Is decreasing and the presire on

deliveries and shortages is declining and, In many ease, has almost entirely
disappeared.

Whether this is evidence of the effective restraint on inflationary pressures by
the policies we have pursued, it is, as yet, too early to tell, but It, may be that thii
natural correction Is Jut beginning to emery'. If this proves to be the case, our
flexible policies will take it into account as soon as the evidence Is definite.

Senator KIEit•. Lot us go now to your statement, Mr. Secretatrv:
"We have reduced Federal expen(litures," is what you say. Do von

have the figures there for 1953, which you referred to as one of the had
examples of Federal expenditures du to the obligatioR left by the
preceding administration?

Secretary ITUMPHRicy. The actual expenditures woro $74,274 milhiom.
Senator k Emt. How much?
Secretary HUMPiJtEY. $74,274 million.
Senator Kimut. Generally $74.3 billion.
Secretary HUMPHRIEY. That is right.
Senator IKEitiR. How much of that was for defense? You have it in

your statement there. Do you recall your statement?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Lot's see if I can find it. Yes, here it is,

right here.
There were $50.4 billion.
Senator KERR. Leaving an expenditure for all other items of how

much?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, what was it?
Senator kERR. $74.3 billion and $50.4 billion.
Secretary HUMPHREY. $23.9 billion.
Senator )KERR. $23.9 billion, approximately, was it not?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, sir; in round figures, $24 billion.
Senator KERR. What was the total in 1954?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, what is your total-
Senator KERR. You had that at the bottom of page 10. It was

$67.8 billion total. And at the top of page--
Secretary HUMPHREY. It is $46.9 billion. What was the total?
Senator KERR, Your defense expenditures were $46.9 billion.
Secretary HUMPHREY. What was the total for the year?
Senator KERR. $67.8 billion, according to this statement, leaving

a net of how much, leaving expenditures for other--
SeCretary HUMPHREY. A bout 21.
Senator KERR. $20.9 billion.
In 1955, the total was what?
Secretary HUMPHREY. 64.6.
Senator KERR. Defense expenditures are how much?,
Sretaryj Htrxuuy. Let a see, this is for what year?Senator KERR. 1955. .... , ,,.. , .,
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S,(,ret'ary IfriMPIIIEY. I d not have the 1055 figure there.
Senator Krutn. Hle has it there.
Se(retay HI UMpilEtiY. 40.6. $24 billion.
St'itator Krith. .low much?
Seei-elary luMtiImti., $24 billion.
Senator X :Elt. feaving $24 billion for others.
Secretary 11 uMPivnY. That is right.
Sentor K'ut. Well then, in 1955, your expenditures
Secretary I IYMPIIUEY. That is 1055, i believe.
Senator KEnt. In 1955, your expenditures for other than defense

t'ejuirenzeits wont ahead of the horrible example of 1953, did it not?
,.eretaiy I IJMVEIIIEY. No, they were just about the same.

Senator K i. I thought it was 23.9 and 24.
Secretary llumpimtY. I dropped the tentis. It is 24, I just

rou(led them 24 each.
Sen.tor KFmut. Well, it is $100 million, according to what you gave

1110, and I do not want--tf
Secretanry HUMPHR10Y. I just dropped | the tenths off in mine. If

you put the tenths on, it is 23.9 and 24.
Senator KERRt. It would be $100 million more.
Secretary IfUMPHRnY. That is right.
Senator Kmt. In 1056, your total was what?
Secretary HUMPHIRY. 66.5.
Senator K t n. And defense was what?
Secretary HuMpunEY. 40.6.
Senator Kmm. Leaving a net of how much?
Secretary HvUMPmHy. 25.9.
Senator KERR. Now, that was $2 billion above the horrible example

0f 1953, was it not?
Secretary HuMP~nREY. It is $2 billion above 1953, yes.
Senator KERR. Now, in 1957, the total was how much?
Secretary HUMPHREY.' 68.9.
Senator KERR. Let's add to that 68.9 the amount we spent for

roads.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not know what that is.
Senator KERR. Well he has got it there for you. It is in that

document you have referred to, the President's Economic Report..:;
Secretary HUMPHREY. The actual expenditure.
Senator KERR. It is either the actual or the estimate of the Budget

Bureau.
Secretary HxMPHR Y. This is: for 1956 you are talking about?
Senator KERR. 1957.
Secretary HUMPHREY. 1957., Well, you see, you have gotten an

extra expendiiture for 1957..
Senatdr KERR. He has ot the figure there.
Seretry HumPHREY. The defense for 1957 was 41. It is 27.9

without the roads and we Will have to see what the roadsr-
-Setatoi' KERR. howr mnuh? -

8 cretary HUMPHREY. 27.9 without the roads, and we will have to
ftd the roads, whatever the right'figure isiSOUAtr KaRik., Well :no'i. do you not have the Treasury Bulltilt
the? t$oe1.ihat not totpu . ,

It is $1.15 billion, is it not, plus 88.9, is $70.05- billion.1
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Senator KERR. $29.05 billion?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. In other words, in 1957, your expenditures, other

than roads, was how much more than 1953?
Secretary HUMPHREY. In 1953, it was 24.
Senator KrRn. 23.9. Let's keep it the way it is.
Secretary HUMPHREY. 23.9 and 29 billion.
Senator Kmutt. That was $5.15 billion more, was it not?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I put that-
Senator KEP. n That was the excess of expenditures of 1957 above

1953, was it not?
Secretary HUMPHREY. 1953 is 23.9.
Senator KERR. 23.9.
Secretary HUMPHREY. And you want to drop off that zero?
Senator KERF. No, a hundred million dollars is not an inconse-

quential item.
Secretary HUMPHREY. If you want to put it all on, $5.050 billion.
Senator KERR. 85.150 billion is the way I get it.
Secretary HUMPHREY. $5.150 billion.Senator KERRt. Yes.
Now, in 1958; the estimate is what?
Secretary HUMPHREY. 71.8.
Senator KERR. Plus roads.
Secretary HUMPHREY. 1.8.
Senator KERR. Total?
Secretary HUMPHREY. $73.6 billion.
Senator KERR. Your estimate there, I believe, in your statement,

for defense was $43.3 billion.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is right.
Senator KERR. Leaving a difference of 30-

qeCretary HUMPHREY. 30.3.
Senator KERR. 30.3, or how much more than the 1953 nondefense

expenditure?
Secretary HUMPHREY. 6.4.
Senator KERR. That is right.
Now, you told the chairman here the other day a number of times

that your defense requirements were as great in 1957 and 1958 as,
they had been in 1952 and 1953, did you not?.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Expenditures?
Senator KERR. No, requirements, the problem of defense.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I do not know quite what you mean,

the problem of defense.
Senator KERA. Well then, we will skip that because I do not want,

to get into something that you do not know anything about. an
Do you think, in view o the fact that this current fiscal year you

are spending $5.150 billion more for nondefense items than were spent
in 1953, andthat in the 1958 budget you have estimated $6.400 billion
more, that you can accurately say that you have reduced Federal
expenditures?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, the figures are accurate, Senator Kerr.
You 'deduct the figures, and they are less total expeqjtures, Govern-
ment expenditures are less. They have gone upma, some directions
and down in othWs.

Senator K1RR. Then you want to stand on the exact Govenment
expenditures?
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Secretary HUMPHnEY. I will stand on the figures we have.
Senator Kznt. I say, you want to stand on the exact Government

expenditures?
Secretary HUMPHitiY. I say more money was spent in 1953 than is

estimated to be spent in 1958.
Senator KEn. Well, do you have somebody there-
Secretary HUMPHREY. And more than was spent in. 1957 or in 1956,

for which we have actual figures.
Senator Knim. Have you got a man there who can give us, then,

the actual Federal cash expenditures, year by year? , I
Secretary HUMPHRiY. I have got it the way they are published.
Senator K Ei. I say-
Secretary HUMPHREY. Sure.
Senator KEiRn. Have you got a man who can give us-you want to

be technical.
Secretary HUMPHREY. No, I do not want to be technical. I just

want to take the figures as they are published. That is the only
thing I know of.

Senator KERR. Do you want to take them as they are published,
or as they are?

Secretary HUMPHREY. We publish them as nearly as they are as we
can.

Senator KERR. You really want to take them as they actually are?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do.
Senator KERR. Well then, suppose you ask him to give us the cash

income of the Treasury and the cash outgo for each one of these
fiscal years.

Secretary HUMPHREY. We can get the cash figures for the past
years. Now, you cannot get them, of course, for the future years.

Senator KERR. You see, these figures, Mr. Secretary---
Secretary HUMPHREY. We can give them for the past yeas.
Senator KERR. These fikures; Mr. Secretary, you give uS are not

the actual cash figures.
Secretary HUMPHREY. They are published figures.
Senator KERR. I say, but they are not the actual cash figures.
Secretary HUMPHREY. They are the budget we give you, and what

I have purported to give you are the budget figures.
Senator KERR. But they are not the actual cash figures.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, you want to add in-what would you

like to have, added in or subtracted?
Senator KERR. I was just trying to give you the benefit of the best.

interpretation there is.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, the best interpretation i know of is to

take the budgets as they are prepared, which is what I was talking
about. If you want to talk about something else----

Senator ERR. You made the statement that you paid out $7. 1
billion in interest this year..Secretary HUMPHRiY. That is the budget estimate.

,6Senator KERI That is the statement you made.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I say it is thebudget estimate: It hasnot--;

the year is not completed and 4. do nottknow exactly, tothe penny
what itis yet, and you do not know; either

Senator Kir., I'know what yourTreasmur has estimated.
Secretary HUMPHREY.- Well, all right. I know what I estimate.
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Senator Kin. Your Treasury has estimated--
Secretary HUMpHRY. I do not know what has actually been paid,

because we have not finished the vear.
Senator KERR. How much will the Treasury, in your judgment,

actually pay out in interest?
Secretary HUMPHRY. $7.2 billion is the budget-
Senator KzRn. I am not talking about the budget estimate. I am

talking about your estimate of the actual cash interest you will pay.,
Secretary iUMPHREY. Well, how are we going to know until we get

to the end of the year? We can guess
Senator KERt. Then we will take last year. Where is your state-

ment of what you paid last year. What page of the statement is that?
Secretary HuMPiinEY. That figure is not in the statement.
Senator KamR. Oh, yes, it is.
Secretary HUMPHREY. If you will turn to page 3 of the book-i--
Senator it. I am talking about your statement nor
Secretary HUMPHREY. Do we have a figure in the statement of inter.

est payment?
Senator KnRR. Total computed interest cost at that time, was

$6.2 billion.,
Secretary HUMPHREY. All right, what page is that?
Senator KmR. That ispage 13.
Secretary HUMPHREY. There it is, $6.2 billion; that is right.
Senator KERR. Did the Treasury pay out $6.2 billion interest?.
Secretary HUMPHREY. This is 1956?
Senator KaR. Yes, sir.
Secretary HUMPHREY. The net computed interest rate--you sue,

that is 1963, if you read the sentence, Senator.
Senator KERR. Then 1956, $7.3 billion.
Secretary HUMPHRisY. Yes; $7.3 billion.
Senator KERR. You have got the record on that, have you not?

We will take that. That is behind you, is it not? That wes last
year.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is an end of calendar year figur.-
Senator K En. Is that $7.3 billion-
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is a calculated rate.
Senator KERR. All right.
I want to ask you, is that $7.3 billion-is that in this figure that you

gave us for what you spent that fiscal year, where is that now?
Secretary HUMPHREY. You see, this is an end of calendar .year

figure, and the other figures are fiscal year figures, so you just have
to adjust for them, that is all. They will come out the same when
you get through, but this is the end of a calendar year and the other
isa fiscal year.

Senator KERR. In the total ,expenditures which you gave us here:
for these years which are at the bottom of page 10, ia that $7.3 repre-
sented by a like amount in the figures at the bottom of page 10? ,

Secretary HUMPHREY. Let me see. What is it you wint to know,
now? Is the $7.3 billion that . was the calculated interests is, that
included in the figure on page 10,O .' - , - , -.-

Senator KxPR. The $74.8 billion for 1953,
Secretary HUMPHREY. That part of it, I think the proper answer

to that is that that part of it which falls within the fiscal yeaa-you
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are transposing- you see, from an cnd oftcalendar year rate to a fiscal
year-is part of it,

Senator KiRR. I understand, but aside from that, at the top of
pa e 11 you are talking about what happened in 1956.
S cretary HUmPHREY, It would fit Into 2 years, but the total would

be m-
Senator KERR. The total would be in either the $66.6 bilion----
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KER (continuing). Or the $68,9 billion?.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right,
Senator KERR. Now then, I asked you if you actually paid that

$7.3 billion out.
Secretary HUMPHREY. We paid actually, the fiscal year that iA

finished is 1956, we paid $6.8 billion in that year. The estimate for
the-

Senator KERR. Calendar year 1956?
Secretary HUMPHREY, It goes into 2 years.
Senator KERR. I know it does, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary HUMPHREY. And one is $6.8 billion, and the other is

$6.2 billion. And $7.3 billion is what we were estimating.
Senator KERR. You mean you changed your estimate of what you

paid last year since you were here the other day?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No. What we are estimating here is that

we will pay out. this year $7.2 billion.
Senator KERR. I am talking about what you paid out in 1956.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Wel, you have got it in two 6 months.
Senator KERR. I am not trying to argue with you about it. What

I am trying to find out is, you said the $7.3 billion referred to here oq
page 13 was reflected in full in the statement in the figures on page 11.

Secretary HUA'PHREY. It is reflected in two sets of figures, yes, sir,
Senator KERR. Now then, I am asking you if that $7.3 bilbon is

paid out by the Treasury in cash.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, the $7.3 billion is a *Icukd rate for

the end of an annual period.
Senator KERR. Yes, sir.
Secretary HUMPHREY. The other figures are actualv er for

a fiscal year period.
Senator KERR. But they are expenditures, you said
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right,
Senator KERR. The point I am making, is tba you 4 n %

$7.3 billion interest last year.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Here in the caier yew, they ha, pst

back and figured it here into a calendr year, od WOm W
a calendar year, which is part--

Senator KERR. How much is i?
Secretary HUMPHREY. In tb* calendar. yewr296, it is P72

billion. And that is what was actway aini a oid yewr wh
is a part of 2 adjoining fiscal yeam

Senator KERR. Now, Mr. Somoaryisit mt £ U that yode not
pay cash to the trust fNos?

Secretary HuMPHRIy. We do not pay cash to tho trust funds. W
sell bonds to the trust funds.

Senator KERR. You do 4ot pay them interest in cah, do you?
Secretary HUMPHREY. It is a Credited account.

93638-57--.-$
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Senator Kmtut. ,Wellyou do not pa cahdo you?-
Secro~,ary itmPtany. N9, It Is a oroditjd ao9ont,.
SOnto -A'N11%, So that16" solet "A
Socretv H uMUriYm But It ha H to be charged akaltst It,
t Senator , 'o actulldly, tho interest o the P'oral bonds In 9hq

trust accounts Is figured on n accrual basis?
8etarEu Ifituwumy, It' Is a -redited t .ount,
Se-ator Kat., So you did not pend, that monoy did you?
SoretaHy HuMpi.v, Well, we owe It,
Senator Kmut. I understand. But you told me here that thesefuros you ivo noewotr cash outlay, -
S ttary tUMianm , That Is right, This Is the total amount of

Latermt that we ar oblhitatod to 1my during'those 12 months,
Senator Ksxu, I understand tha, But you told tue those floris

you gave this committee hero of $00 billion and $08 billion wore
cash outlays.

rotary tuut mr, Well, they are cash obligations,
senator - . Well that Is not the satt, thing is it? Did you

not tell the chairnian hero yesterday that that $16 billion worth of
gold dovn yonder, although it belope d to somebody else if tldy
wanted It, was ours until they wanted It?

Secretary HimpiTuV, Not I did not tell him that,, any more thai
Itld the things you are sayng'

Senator K ntn, What did you sy to him?
S e uretry l .uui I have a statement for the citainan on

the gold, I said that we had, the gold, that there wore some: Miaims
ginst the Fold Just like there are claims against deposits in- a bank?

And I explained It exaoty that sme way,.
Senator Kuan. I am just trying to got Into the record whit th

actuality is. You said that these figures were actual cash oxponditures.
SecretArv,Huuunniqr. Cash obhiations,
SenatorKunaa. Well, then I aked-'you 'what the actual, cash

expenditurQS Avere,.t,-.: ,f ,
Seerery HumnuRy. Well, you are asking it--you see, the trouble'

Senator, is what you are getting all mixed up about is- "'
, Senator Kpa&t I am not getting mixed "up. You ar6 right 'about
the situation but wrong about the identity of the: fellow who, Its 1
the fix. [Laughter.]
Secetary HuMpmucY. No, I am sorry, you ae tha e one who' is

mixed up, lweauseyou ar, trying to ask it In two--
Senator KERR. You said: ".We havereduced Federal expenditures.'
Secretary HuMpimrty. That i right.Senator KIRR. And then when1Ipressed yo6ui Ityod said you

were talking about cash ex enditures. . 1$$rcretary HUMPHREY. That is rights ca Ibbligatio
enatoriLMX. No. Cash expenditures. ., '

Seerotrv flUv.Mray. Well, oh Mepnditures a", allte sam'.J'
SentaOrKiWs. i go, they are not. : -. A
Serty Ruvi'vutat. I hits' budgeted exenditurd. t

Senator KIWI. It i not. I do'not kn6j#'v 0h, buti khfidi*thoft
isa J" of different, between making' 1t ixolo tid ,giingg , l L k.

is tis ugtlim I"!.
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out, the, dwsil oOtOptdt1 WtOtIUtW
1 say, how on youf Mn.Icb an expeaditurt without puttbn~outltho

secrotay ummr 4~)vt1 f iyou have, an kobligation, puhave, ain
obilirtion to P67, FitG

8&itto ua. That is rtghti And when you pay 14 beo on

8Mtv 1~rtHuiwnnv. If yoiu make at n6te and, -pa 41~h. oai and
take the cash out, you have covered It the same way.,'

Senator ICdan.e You 'rettd me oftd fellow, whohad 4 ibnuiiand-the
old man died, and'they wanted toh helhmsom so ho coild ge-t o
Into the next world. ,So they decided to give him $125, ams. n
ilhe J oldt ones ame, up, tnd, laid, $126; eachi fi the cukwset and'tbe
fourth one came along and put In his check for $500 and tqfout the
$3178 oashi: hlAU&Gtr)' *

$ecrttr Hupuansi* Now, 1 do not know whetrthaAt qualOn
W tit to'be i: Sator or the" Socrotary of the Treaury. Lagh#.

Seai Kult. It will 'make hin eligible W~ geto tistff's

q'8edretarY, 1uuPuaY.- He, sure should, be one place of~ the other*.
Senator Xaonn. That Is right.
Now, I think your Treasury has a record of- youf actual- cash inoome

for 1950.
* '&orotaa'y Hvumtauv. Oh,;Y", we, have itd

Senator Kigit. To the extontotf$77Mbl~on4.1'; [* , j
Secretary Huuvznnxy. We hare iU the records, and if you will just

toll ua ek~?tly what, you, wratW In- ne*wU ~Of eozbxbihat&*# we will
figure out any combination you props and give you the figutres.I

Senator Kjonn~itt am trying to-getfto the bais of cash expenditures.
Secretaryr Huiwuaur. You just give us what you want, and we wil

get it.
%e.Uatoi Ktalls I would like to have yoi bnghera a abulao ol

Federal- cash oppndiWtures,; by program, 'and cash rezeipt, rtb*
fiscal.yars 1950#, 1951 1962,. 1963, 1954, 195,1058, andy ~rur Ts~

w!~tiaws, %o* 106F7 and 1968, showingteete.
ho a w aeacsa 0penditure fqrJ

yea t as not yet oieo All we8 can do ' an"simt~,

&04tary HU*Mwitzr If YOU w~fit estimatesm-
,o r jIad your esim*tes for 1957 and 1958
ZIPAnii did no,et yousayta

Senator Kzim'. I w#ll tell you, you mke a inis~ak whim you try
to igrM u htIagigt yn thP i anwer t 1n ,ia bi"

Secetay hxri~z N Ianitqing to h~r htis yodVa at
exactly; afid W'heny UsaY4 exct we wilt' geti

Secretar uPamwy. You wan t frm1951. t6 swhat?-
te siafor .. H



Senator KERR. Including these.itos: Major national security, in-
ternational affairs and finance, retirement, and insurance trust funds,
;grimulture. Md agricultural resources, interestsj highways, -public "as-
sistance, natural resources, housing and community development,
Splibli-e,4uiAktlon,, public health veterans .servicesd-- ",

Secretary HUMPnY. Not quite so fast.
Senator;KEliR. Veterans' services and benefits, and others.
Secretary HUMPHREY. What do yoU mean, "others"?

'I iSnatrlK; ip.i That is thb ay' it is tabulated in. the chart I have
here, which would mean'all others. t c to

Se. retar.a H mtpkiizY. Which 'are the. same thing, comparable, to
"'others."' . ,. ,,,' 1

Senator, KdiR, Which would mean all cash expenditures not in-
eluded in. these separate classifications.

Secretary HtimpuRmy. Yes.
' Senator KZR. Giving the total cash expenditures and the totalcash receipts. .... 1,

Secretary HUMPHREY. Then what you want are the things that
checkss were actually written for or deposits that were actually made
in 'aibank, regardless of what was owed either way; is that correct?

Senator KERR. What I want is the total of cash expenditures and
the total of cash receipts.

Secretary HUMPEReY. Actual cash transactions, regardless of obli-
gation during the period.
I! Senator KERR. Yes, sir.,

Secretary HUMPHREY. All right.
(When the following was subsequently submitted by the Secretary,

it was discussed further. See p. 200.)

"kiet .c~ pahime1o1. to. the public, ~ provam, fscalpare GO4
,In MOUlo of dolgla'

low', 1050 151, 191 19m 1m ION I95 1"?71. 1081

Iaub l0. W. . <; 118 2.39 0,181 500 47,054 40,781 40,771 4,1o0 484 570

4.8na n0... . 4 0 ,098 2477 1,695 2t 006 , 3.7 %923
ut& ...... 9j.278 Ap%9 ;5,7IS 4#, ,8 ,8' 057 808 ,44. W ,646

Ag~rlaulture- and arcl
duMAI r"Kures .. ..... M .1,188 ',DI t 4,435 4; 1 so

O4 ....... . , = 4, in 715 W 4,%84 40,.8trImceust funds 3,8W88 MO, 065 '7,487 2,0$ 1,560
)ig alte 1$0 1214 "Ili8 1,082 3 9,2 ,6 0O A

Edcaio------- a3 91 M 9 278 351 501 006
7271 , 1 3291 275 2831 _ ,

Highways--------------.. 496 455, 470. OMI 584847 78 ~1l94. .732
Homug and community

development.., 4 t6----221 MI8 21320,_ 881 "1,014 249 , 811 88 ' 911Natural resources---. 1218 ,7 ,75148130 ,1 a 13 1,1. 1 7
Other'-------...... 2,25 1:75~2 05 ,8 ,9 .8 1 8,0 0 803

Tota o,ayMWS to; 4• the pttblic..l....-,.
Totalecase reepts frowtl+ 4.%147 4k W 7 9~04 70778 7,080D. 7%0, 7At11 74920 t 97

40,94 89 WO'5,018: 71, 4% 7t,82- 7' 8N 7Zo04 81t,720 !4 i
Bloem of rempts .6 Ir I ''

lyme -( ... 20.. , 8 .38 .. f ..40 9742 -% Av . ,8j8[ v, on

J 1I t0I -~ovaient varuent tb'thb Pe eruplo E retrement tfndi o a" s t to
th dual ageIes and the correction to tbe cash basis Is msile In one lump sum as a dqtuetion In e'
rivng atthe total for "other" eXlnditures. In hrier ,oththe payments to the oonrte
mila to the cash buss were included In "other". ol r p.eAt2 r ie yt. s
aderbttgod In oomparbonlwith 2 prior years

sfnea: Budget documm t&
T/
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Senator KERR. I know you want us -to have the actirate data.
Secretary HumPHaRy. Sure I want you to have it.
Senator KMR. I want to tell you a secret. I want you to have it.*
Secretary HuMPHREY. I would be very glad to have it.
Senator XvRR. When you get it, why, we will both have it.
Secretary HUMPHREY. It would be Very interesting to have it any

way you want to have it.
Senator Xiuuu. Now you talk about interest costs, And since, as

I understand it, according to the Treasury Bulletin, you figure it on
an accrual basis rather than on a basis of cash exPeiditum, for the:
purposes of our discussion we will keep it on the basis that you figure it.

That is right, is it not, the accrual basis?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, sir.
Senator XERR. But before we get to that, I believe I will take your'

statement "We have reduced the floating debt."
If you will, I would like for you to identify for me what the floating

debt is;
Secretary HUMPHREY. If you will look at my statement you will

read:
The amount of marketable jpubli debt.maturng with a year, plus demand obli
gatios (other than E and savfytis bods)' in the h=nd of th e pubU -seuritle4
which in man was.are close to cash--
That is what it is.

Senator KERR. Well now, I have a compilation of the'total, debt
here, the interest-bearing public debt by the Congressional Library
Reference Service, and it has these tabulations, and I think they are
identical with what is in the Treasury Bulletin.,

And, so that we may understand each other, let us together explore
them and see if they are accurate.

Total public issues, total marketable issues"-
TtSeretary HUMPHREY. What Is it you are reading 'from, so that

I can follow it.
Senator KERR. I tell you it is all in this Treasury Bulletin. That

is one of the most illuminating and comprehensive compilations I have
ever seen. But I am trying to identify-specifically what you referred'
to when you said, "We have reduced the floating debt."

Secretary HUMPHREY. All right. I just want, to be able to follow
your figures that is all. , - i I .

Senator k I4 R. Well; now, yOu can give .it to me- if you, would
rather just oitline'them to ie, that wofld simt et, l. 'Nit- is the way
I asked you.

(Screta HuMPHiRY. You go Ahead and'se" what ji is, but I just
want tW be able to follow, that is all.

Senator KxRR. Well, you have what you call narketable issues, do,
you not?,

Secretary RuipaiM i. That is ht. ', '

Senator KERR.'WhatAo they include?.
Secretary lUMPHREY. They include bills--
Seiiator Rix. ,All right. Now, we are going-.4r bill sart of the

floating debt? .

Senator KERR. What else do they include, marketable' issues?

Senator Kzm. Are they part of the floating debt?
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Sezet uumm .r. -'Yes. - mar
Senator sm.M havt else? Marketable issues what alseiin mar-

ketable issues?'
Secretary. HuumnuzY,- Notes that omeo due Within 1 year.
Senator lixaRR Do You cal thoi note&?, .

,Sec em HuMPnnavr. That m right.
Senator liqnR. All right. Then that is part of the floating debt?
Secretary HuMwmvHY,, That is right. That, p art of"'the, notes, that

oomes due within a ;yea If they come due after a year, then they
aro~not ffoatMn debt.'

'Senato lKi4, What else inin marketable issues? Whatis moant
y thetem"'bank eligibles".?

Secretary HuMPnIzy. Well, those are, bonds that are eligible for
banks to purchase.

Senator Kim. But that isnot part of ithefloating'debt? .
Secr~ary HumpHREcY. Tbenraturitieq that occur within, 12 months,

of those, are part of the floating debt for the period within which they,
Uti*.due within, 12 months..

Senator KxRR. Then the notes within 12 months-
iSe+t Hurt*X, _A ud tko bonds within, 12 months, the mav.

Senator KuRia. Of the no to and of., the ban gible+ Treasury
bonds? . ...

SSecre aryHumphrwy That is right..,
.ui ne aMor, -1Andot the, banrcstriced 'i+.ury bonds?
.,tcr otary m y ia ,,, Wel we have!tany f those.

Senator hERR. But. +thez,,the bank-elghTeasWT bonds, it is,

SecretaryHUMPHREY. Tihat is right..
Senator Kznu. Thatis pwAt of the floaiozv debt?, .. '.

., um sv.,01A ihavo to deduct ,from that such ofthese
securities as are held by the Federal Reserve System..
J S nator Ksa.rYOU, knot owe that? :

§oetx.11mewa.You l~o e ~t&b~-? n*ot includect in what is
1pa ,loattng 40' 1a TWS .' floating 4t im the hands of the

+ Senator Kxa !mti4w~~atrwa. .your. .tatetntsaiod ... ,
Secretary HUMPHEY. That i right. We taki- _r .

j, eitor KZtR. I belieethe words.are "in .theihands. of the publi." '
$ec efluMP1~tmsY That iswhat l+1foti ,debt le~iz the hand.

of the publc. .. ,

J s- , wst igi ith nlt4ecrsdjtthat wiyMr
Senator. It is the amount of market PUblo, pubno Aabs maturing wiU

VenatorK~n xiiave 'tfat4 but for my own benefit, in ordfwthat,
we may understand each other,. Javu~igWdn~fyI. '

Secretary HUmiEcY. We## 7 veYjati giovw .it tot you,i * ud. I
have told you just what. to .41i[n1 iAo

Sgenatorrz XER ell 'me what it was on December 31, 1052. io'
Secretary -HUMPHREY,. You want the. .Apting, det, as dellpod4 n

toatoi U n ow iwas, "D Toenbr8,~2

Secretary H Pw;9 740.. ~ j**t ,.,
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Senator KERR. $74.6 billion?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator KERR. We can sure break that down, can we not?
Secretary HuMmnZ.. I think so.
Senator KiR. Al right.
Now tell me what that $74.6 billion consisted of,
Secretary HUMPHRxy. Just a second until I read across the right

line. This is 1952.
Senator KauR. Is that December 31, 1952?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
This is the end-this is December 31.
And the under 1 year-
Senator KERR. The $74.6 billion total is what I want to break down.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is what I am, going to give you.
Senator KERR. All right, give it to me.
Secretary HUMPHREY. It breaks down into marketable debt---Senator KERR. Marketable debt. Now, wait 8 minute. How

much?
Secretary HUMPHREY. 42.9.
Senator KERR. 42.9. What does that consist of?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is everything that due 'thm a year.
SenatorERR. What is it? Whatdarwitneyayr
Secretary HUMPHREY. It is whatever they may be.
Senator KERR. You have got the tabulation.
Secretary HuMPHavEY. I do not have it tabulated as to specific

items. I do not have the 42.9 broken down.
Senator KERR. What would they consist of?
Secretary HUMPHREY. It consists of bills, notes and bondsithat come

due within 12 months. .
Senator KERR. Bills, notes, bonds,.
Secretary HuMPHtY,; That come duo within 12 months.
Senator KERR. What is that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not have it broken down between, those

items.SSenator KERR. Is that Iwhat it consists of? .: -

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator KERR. What is the rest of, it?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Savings notes, $5.8 billion,.
Senator KERR. What is. t at, amn?.
Secretary HUMPHREY. It is 5 billion 800 million.
t~1enttorKERIR. 5,800 milow
Secretary HuMPHRzEt That is correct .

Senator KERR. Those notes were due when? t.i i
Secretary HUMPHREY. WThin ha ye Jh
Senator KERR. Within a yea. V .

4nAlrightK. what else is ine$
Secretary Hu nmRt.226 of:F add Gsavino bondsdt .

- SetatorKEa XsmF and&Gsviags bnds, 226.-
Secretary HUMPHREY. There might be some J's and Klsiinftherej

too.. I -Iidj r e (I-. - . .

Senator KERR. F, G' J and K.

Senator KERR. What else?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Miscellaneous debt, 3.4.
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Senator KEnR. What does that "milsellanoous" meati? -What
would that be?

Seer6taryRHMPuKEYi.'That includes some investment bonds and
depository bonds, and Armed Forces leave bonds, and CCC demand
obligations and matured debt, and debt bearing no interest.

Senator kunit. All right,then.
' Now,'on May 81, of 1957, what was the total? ,

Secretary HuPntry. Well, I have 1966, the year 1956, here.
Senator KXtR. You do not have May 31, 1957? Let's take It on

December 31 1956.
Secretary AUMPHREY. Here itis, right here, I have got it.
Senator man. All right. What is the total?
S SecretaryHuMPnIH, This is May 1957. The total is 62.9.
Senator KunR. 62.. 'What does that consist of?
Secretary HUMPHREY. The first category is 46.1.
Senator KERR. Marketable----
Secretary HuMPnHY. That is right.
Senator KERR. That is how much?
Secreta HUMPHRnEY. 46.1.
Senator'KERR. All right.
How niuch of savings notes?
Secretary HUMPHREY. None.
Senator KER. None.
What were they replaced with?
Secretary HuMxupaE. Well, they went into the first category,

under the bills and notes or some of those things.,,
Senator KERR. Into bills and notes.

*F and G savings?
Secretary HUMPHREY. 13.7.
Senator KERR. What became of the rest of those?
Secretary HuMpanzY6. 'Well, they were paid off.
Senator KERR. Paid off?
Serotary HUMPHRAT. Yes. ,

Senator KERR. Have other savings bonds been issued?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, we keep selling bonds, but not of these

classes.
Senator KERR. Not of theselclasses.,
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. What was it that distinguished F- and G- from E-

bonds?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, these were the bonds designed for the

larer investors, and we discontinued selling them.
Senator KERR. Disc6ntinued.
What about the miscellaneous debt?'
Secretary HUMPHREY. $3.1 billion.
SenatorKnmu. Mr. Burg" here a few weeks ago told the commit-

tee that there: was something like 75 or 76 billion as I recall, of the
Treasury indebtedness that was being currently refinanced over short-

Secretary HUMPHRy. Well, we are currently financing all the time,
Senator.

Senator KaRR. I am just tying to get the total.

i!*

ISO
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Secretary HUMnIREY,' I cannot tell you what thio total is. It keeps
changing all the time. You would have to ask me for a period. I can
find out for any particular period. But we keep financing right along.

Senator KFdtn. I asked ul'im what it was as of that (late.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not know what you asked him. What

did he say?
Senator KiR. He was testifying here in connection with the

raising of the rate on the E. bonds.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Did he say there would be approximately

$75 billion coming due within a year?
Senator KERR. That is the way I understood it.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, that is about right for all the lnarket-able.
Senator KERR. Well, according to this, you said on May 31 it

was 62.9.
Secretary HUMPHRY. Well, the amounts keep changing all the

time, and you have got to deduct what is in the Federal Reserve, you
see which I told you in the first place.

Senator KEjRR. Well, how much is in the Federal Reserve?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not have that.
Senator KEm. How much was in the Federal Reserve on December

31 1952?
Secretary HUMPHREY. This is on which date?
Senator KERt. On December 31, 1952.
Secretary HUMPHREY. 1952. We will have to get that.
Senator KERR. How much have they got now? - ,
Secretary HUMPHRIY. At the end of 1956, it was 24.9 for their total

Governments.,
Senator KERR. I am talking about May 31.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think, Senator, we had better get these-
Senator KERR. What?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think we had better get these things for

you, because we do not have broken down here what it is as between
maturity within a year and after a year, you see, so I think we will
have to get these Federal Reserve figures for you and present them
to you.

Senator KERR. That is fine, because we want to be talking about
the same thing.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right. We do not have the break-
down between the two here.

Senator KERR. I would like for you to have them when we meet

Secretary HUMPHREY. We will.
Senator K ERR. As to the Federal Reserve notes.
Secretary HUMPHREY. We will.
(Secretary Humphrey subsequently submitted the following:)
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U, 85: Govenment joang M44 1,98"6
Ph2 billions of doliaea

too2 1980

Marketable debt maturing within 1 year:I
Total utstanding . .. ,7 .8 .7 07.2

M. ; el bTy deral'v sre .. ..... 14.9 0.1 21.1

Amount bld by publo ............ 42.0 4 8i 401

Nonmarketable demand debt hold by public:

, 4 F Kuavl bonds 1................................. " 9 I 117L so debt d t ........................................... 8.4 &6

Toa l 1.81 18.4 10.8

ot a o db t n.......... ................ ..... .4 03.9 82.9

i Msrketabiidebt maturing within 1'year (including called bonds paid off or reftinded within yeAr):
pertly estimated for December 195 and May 197

lweuding Government investment accounts.
$ Nonmarketable 9- na nOtes sold motly to aorp0ate investor to o0e r tax Iaebilit s.
4 Includes investment bonds (series A), deo tay ds,,'med forces love bonds, (CQ demand

obllatont, matured debt, and do t bek gno ame focslev ons OOdmn

Senator KBRR. Let us go back to May for just a minute.
I have a Treasury 'Department release of Monday Juno 7, 1957,

and I ask you if it is authentic. Is that an official release?
Secretary HUMPanY. I think it is, yes,
Senator KERR. Itsays: .

* During May 1900 market transactions In direct and guaranteed securities of
the Government for Treasury investment and other accounts resulted in net
purchases by the Treasury Department of $310,420,000

Would' you tell me what guaranteed securities of the Government
those were?

Secretary HtrMPfRzY. I' do not think I can in detail. We can,
again, get that for you., It is securities bought in the market for
tust funds. But I can get you the details as to what the issues were.

(When the allowingg was subsequently submitted by the Secretary1
it was discusseu further. See p. 194.)

Net purchasea in market during May 1957,for Treasury inveament and other aunt#
Netsu suelb 4

Treasury bonds: . ,0
, ,percent of 1950--9.. .

i percent of 19417-03 760
4 percent of June 15, 1959-62 ...... -. . 0o

percent of Deo. 16 19595V2 --5, 000
percent of 19.10 . t84 800

2 percent of 1981 . .7 051, 00023 percentof19- .. .. .~-12. 5~0021petoeetbf 1908.-68..................... g '23 percent of Dec. 15, 1984-89----------------------- 31, 000

2 percent of June 1, 1964-69 -------------------------- I-1 000
21prcent of J 18,106--------------------------- 1lo 0002 peroent'of t 0 ........... ............ --1,000

percent of June 15 1967-72 ------------------------- -2000
2 percent of Sept. 1, 1967-72. ................ ,.--1000

Trmury notes: -
1 percent due May 15, 1957--------------------
2r percent due June 15, 19058 ............................
15 percent due Feb. 15 1959---------------- -
31 percent due May ! 1980......................
83 percent due Feb. 0, 1962..-------------------

38, 1 0,000
890; 00
-4, 000

4300, 000
80000
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K. purosaee isv nOrh4 d$*,f Afay -197,'for: lJ'eOq, i~pebseg N4 tenr
accunt*-Contfnued

Ceaictes of Indebtedness:
percent due Oct. 1, OWL
peret due Feb,!4, 1

Tmeaury ~ls
Iss6 m" urfng Aug. 15, 1957
Issue maturing Aug. 29, 1957. 15, 824 000

Panama O* bond: $ percent of 1981 . - .. ,000T tl......... ; ..... .... p ,. , . .=, " c lo"
Senator, Xxsx,, Does not your Wasry Bulletm +ther0 disclose

" Seoretary.HuMPUHwY. 'No, not for this month.
Senator KCRR. Is there any member of your staff here who has y

recollection of it?
Secretary, Hu.mmisn . W@ ,will get tthe , 0x mgures We w.,Unot

Senator KMi We will leave it tha+ way1 #aad you will get]th
exact amount of Government securities., ; ... . I . .

You told us in your statement that the averagerate on all Gpvern-
ment issues outstazjding was 2.67 percent.

Secretary HuuPanrv. That is what it says.
Senator Kma. Wht par of the Government. issues outstandin

have been refimAnced by your br y your Deprt 't sance you have
beenint, . . have to get t ,.,,. .f

Secretary rhUMPHREY.I alsowill ha" to get 19r you.
course there is a good deal of itj but I cannot tell you exactly.
gooddmel of, it.

Senator Kum. Do you havoe an itimate? "-.
Secretary Humphrey. No; I have,not.
Senator Kan. Do your assistatits here have it?,,,
Secretary HUMPHREY. No., We will get the, figures. Let's 90V the

right figures.
I think we mi ht do this, Sentor: If you wanted thins of this

sort, if youwof frishus withalist ofthis ort.we willryt-get
it ahead of time, or do it this way if you would prefer.,,
1,(The information referred to was subsequently submitted at-p. 178.)

Senator KERR. You get it Monday or Tutosday. Thatis all.right.
I noticed in yesterday's paper, the -Ntw, Yok A rald -Tribune,

that Governments had again reached amn~w low. And in this iorn-
i.g,'s paper, it showed they went. down, again, yesterday., ri The ,head.
l nesays-- -r

flid yiedsb 0lid t, 8.190 feu~o fll. ild ik' Ttixtr atesGovernment bonds yesterday went up to the3.90 pr 4ent level and bnd- pls
slumpedagalntoanewreo!4 , ,owit j;

Ai ytou tell us, Mi,. .or.tai'; bow(P io to tlha date it a
hat G..verment 'securwti ow' wvere, selling eougiW 3ld O)

percent?
Secretary HuMPHREY+ NoavixOt.,: I ':+; , m:., ,7.,1

, S , tiryotuldy r .I t!heAe teUm"aU :a d r.,
Se. re ffv maftY.,1jWollie+d6 no'uow, -WhM!wbuldiY-owfe

A l Ut, longbonds? 'J tid br .ff ot irvili

J1{+-:~ "' ; , , + i " ' o loll , h I .ii , i19(b vr
,wt )l "l ,oII[I b~lO . Ild'l!I
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SSeh~tor K~ . I a'M1king:lbout the yields on bonds that sell iia
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, of course, they are not exactly the

ialtlugh the arbitrae on them iS not too much different.
Senator KOnU. I am talking about what this pap or is talking about.
, .ecetary Him y., I do not know what the paper Is talking

Senator K.zn,. Does your staff-nianIknowwhat I amtalking. about?
w0crearHuMPaRzy. What does it say?

Senator KanRi The New York Herald Tribune.
SeoriEtary Hmu tyr. I do not know how they compute this. This

is some kind of an average computation. You see, they quote different
issues.. I.do not know exactly how they get -what, they call 9 "yield"
'here.

But generally-h--
Senator KERR. I have here from the financial pages of the Wash-

ington Poet this morning the market on Government bonds, and
liing the yields for different bonds.

Secret - HUMPHREY. For different bonds?
Senate anR. That is right.
It shows Treasury 2 s, 59-57, yield 3.84; Treasury 2 s, 62-59,

3.85 2 , 61, 3.89; 2Ks' 67-62;3.8.9 ;'.Tr aury 2s ,69-64, 3.90.
'What is the date of that paper you have there?

'Secretary HuMIHReY. This paper is Thursday June 20.
Senator K~rR. I notice in the Washington lost this morning--

that which, I was reading to you was yesterday morning's--he
Treasury 2s, 69-64, were ought at a yield of 3.91.

What I asked you was how long it had been prior to this present
time that comparable Government securities were selling to yield as
much as 3.90 or 3.91 or 3.84 or 3.85? ' I

Secretary HuMPHREY. It would be a relatively--comparable bonds,
"I think; 'would. probably be in the twenties.

Senator KERR. In the twenties?
'Secretary HVMPRREY. I think so.

Senator KRR. Well, is it not a fact that it was in the 20's, from
1924 to 1929?

8.cretar y .UmPHIM6. Tos; k me' 19te 'iw there, in that period) up
through 1925.

Senator KMn. Just before the crash of 1929.
Secretor EHUMPnREY. Well, I do not know just what it was then,

.but' that, is,. of course, -When, the short term interest rates were at
their highest. Bonds were high in 1932 and 1933 too.

Senator, Kim% Well, 1 re&d the financial pages of the newspapers

Secretary HUMPHRiY. That would be likely
& SehstokX.uER' (continuing).. Government bonds are now selling,

(fo tbflrsttimesmce t&at pebod,a tS* bsi*to vide a &comparable
yield.

Soretar HUMPHREY. I think that Is" right."
Senator KeRn. WelL now, does that neaa ,that, it you were" to: pell

1~nget.eb ouds~ nw, an o~der to sell, them~ ,you would have to sell
them'to yield that? ,

Secretary HUMP1E1%Y, You would certainly have to yield that if
you sold them, andI do not know whether just the rate would sell

long-tam bondw tdyy o not.
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Senator KERR. You could not sell them for less than that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. You could not sell them for less than our

current markets.
Senator KERR. Now, if we had refinanced our $275 billion debt on

the basis to yield the return which Governments that are now selling
in the open market provide, how much additional interest would ithave coot us? ,secretary HumPRO. I do not know, but it would be substantial.

Senator KERR. Wenl, your figue here on page 13 Said that tit 2.67
it was $1.1 billion more than it was on December 31, 1952.

If you refinanced it Ot 3.90, ;how much additional intere t Would
that cost as compared to 2.67?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I have never figured it out because of course
we are not going to do that., But we can do it. I

Senatbr KAR. You have somebody there who !can do l it. Let's
getit.

Secretary HUMPHREY. We are not going to refinance them all at
that. If we did it, and we are not going to, it wduld ke something
over $3 ",billion.

Senator KERR. -Would it be about $3.4 billion?
SecretaryHuxPsREY* That is right.
Senator KERR. And'thatlus the $11 biffibri moxe we werepaying

December 31, 1956, in omparison to December 31, 1952, would make
a total of about $4,% billion a year more interest tht the public debt
would cost us then it was costing us in December of 1952. ,

Secretary. HUMPHREY. If you were going to do i all.;
Senator KXtRi. Ad if you did it,
Secretary HUMPHREY.'That is right.
Senarr iERR. Well, you are eventually goihg $o have to refundthis deb t i o

Secretary HUmPHREY. Well, but I do not know just when. It is
not going to all be done now, and the rstes may bejlower by the t'xne
you come to refund it I do not kn6w.

Senator KERR. Is there any indication that theft are g ng tq belower? 'lecr HuMPHREY. I do not kpow. I wul not be Surprised

that th rates would be: lower.Senatori KERs. I have a couple of charts here, 1 r. Secr e~yo that
I would like to show you, the percent, ald 3Yp recent. These are
the 3-p'rcent bonds that your Department issueX, [ believe, ii 1955.
Somebody has inconsiderately called them, the: "iU mphrey-lumph-
reys. Ido not want to call them tha. I

Secretary HuMPu1z..No,.yu, have got the wrong:issue. There
is an issue of that kind, but not on your chart 4,heoe'-

That is more like it.
Senator KERR. We will get to both of them beforiwe are through.
I believe these are the two long-term bonds you have issued since

you came in.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is right. They are the longest.
Senator KERR. Have you issued any other long-terms?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, it all depends on what-these are the

real long ones.
Senator KURR. What others have you issued that could be desig..

nated as long-term?

L35
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Secretary HUMPHRNY. Well, them are 5 years and 8 yeats, and-
Senator KPIRnu. How much?
Secretary HUMPHRNY. Various amounts of-they are not large

amounts, but there have been quite a number of them.
Senator Knmt. These are the substantial ims?
Secretary HUMnUaiy. These are Lhe real loi~g bonds.
Senator 'K;Tl. As of reddr, this chart is not up to date because it

was prpa;.d couple of days agp, hero hire the ,bond prices: The 3%s
low 04, andthey sold yesterday at--the id was 93.8.
A4' dithe'3 percent ere a little Above $8 on this; and yesterday they

Were "d -at 87.8-i4, 87.8; and aske,:87.46, to yield 3.62, ai the
asi V14.64'
This the consumer price index line, Mr. Secretary, that shows the

fate of the purchaser of those bonfds. He has t~ken a whipping, both
fibm the standpoint of the d&.preciatod value of what he bought, and
of the reduced purchasing power of the dolhr if he sold what ho
bought, w4ich would Out tis one down to here, and the other one down

What is: the lol limit of interest that: the Trasw'y Ca pay on
kind of a bond?

Secretary HuMpauzy. I think our top rate is 4Y percent.
Senator KEaPm. 1* it not a fact that that is the legal rate--is that

not the legal limit that you ean pgy?
Secretary Hum, isvy. That is what I say.
Anator KEIM. How 1o1g. in your judgment, will It take -if the

prewent trend of de4ae contin ties, aud present policies of the Treasury,
aud the Federal Rewrve Board hold the 11e. , h w long do you think
it will be before hoe bonds ant other long~prni bonds are selling at a
return of 4?w

Secretory I'Hum r. Weil, 1 would'have no way of estiwaing
how koig it Wh0d be.

S".tor Kvwa. If thA present rate coaimes, it will not be long, will
it?

Secretary Hummiur. Of ,ur (e, I think, my own judment i, that
te rate will slow down, but 1 do not kjowhow farit will go. ±tIere
a no way to tall, no way that I know of 4 tll.

Senator Knax. Wol-how. much of'a niaturity have you got
coming up with.ul t e next 12 moinous?

S. retwr Ji. rX!4Y. $ Well, b&s say, I have fot theexact figure in
mind, It n somewhere around 70 to 75 billio. dollars.

*nwtor Kmi. I thought yoy said 4 while ago that the floating
4t was ju.st, $64 billion.
Senator H t i'uv. Well, I just got through telling you on that

and we just weit ov that;Seuator, a few ninutesa ago and I told
Vv U that you had io deduct what was in the Federal, and we did not
have the exact amount of lesu than 1 year, that is in the Federal.
Setiaor IKaR. You have to refinance that; do you not?Secrew.'y HUMPiREY. Well it is reinanced, but it goes into the

Federal. It is a turnover in the Federal,-
Senator Kiciat. Yes,
Now, the last issue of short terms you sold, sold to yield 3.40.
Secretary HuMPtany. That is right.
Senator Krimi. What were the short-terms selling to yield Decem-

ber 31, 1952, or June 30, 1952, let us take that figure, and I take that
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h, ,t e ,r 1 for th6,6s ld hdofiy season tat that 0&A before th'eeff6At o,
what I regard as a change in Fedrl Reserve policy after November1952. 500..". .. .

Woll, 'the, aver o for the year, why not take that?
Senator KwanI What is, the average?,
Serettary- HuMpiRsy. 1786.
Senat6r XR.: 1.786 was the average for11952.
And in & years; then; it has doubled; has it not?
$cuety u oys., That iS about it,
SernatorKit. 3.40.Sedzr~ett.rv HUMPHREY. 1.766.
Senator W hen things are going in the same direction, things

keep going the 'same Wa' do they not?
Secretary'HUMPilt Y. Not necossfily. These things fluctuate,

and I donot know whether' the same"forces wil keep operative con-,
tinuously :or not. I think it is believed that the pressures will be
iomewhit' less., I believe that they will be. r bilieve'that some of
these exce sive demands will, first, be, satisied, and that they, wil
slow down to some extent.

Senitor K js,.w"in the.,aper just the day before yesterday
where some great utility, inMichigan aid 8 recent.

SecretaryHtUMPH1aY. Well, I wduld not-be s-urprise. It all 'de-
pends on the terms of thi 6boid and they way teeare tailored, and
how much-what the callrates are, and when they c.an be called, and
all sorts of conditions are involved in what; our interest rate Is.

Senator KERi. If it does continue, and' it got:to where you cdulr
not sell your bonds at 4Y4, what would you do?

Seteit, 1uM, Hvn tz. I thinkiI were here, Iwculd comeback:to
Congress, and very much on the same basis. that I came back on 'the
debt limit. , I would regret it, just'as' I regfetted oming baok, on-the
debt limit. , ingba okonthe*But you are confronted with a condition and nut a theory i ! these
matters, and you filially reach a point where you utt have to deid
whether the Oovernnient will .pay its bills or whether it won't., And
when that is the decision to be made, I, think 'ou.-do what is the
practical thihg, and then try t6 get back -into propervhaplilUbeiter
shape, just as rapidly as possible.

Senator KERR." 'At present market rat6s Mr. 8& rotary, how muab
under par are the total outstanding marketable -&, citis 6f :the
Government?- ' , .
, Secretary HuMPaRicY. I have not figured it up. I would hay#

Senator KFin. Woud you have that prepared for us, whea we med

Secretary HuMPuREY. I can add it up. , )
Senator KFnRR. A tabulation of the losses or of theyreduted valu*- -
SecretaryHuMPHRk.S. : 'i . , . ,

!* hwtX a i Of 'outetanding Gookrment ibqnds from :4u* 490,
1952 down'to whbtevek the narketis wher -4ou: come- bak?. ! /,

g.was* subsequcbtly s*iittd b916S rLz,
it was discussed further. See p. 198.) , .: ,. ,
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Is Ated Of tera I .roms eozp" Wss NO ass PbMO det Iftbility and a on aviabemle
aaar~tshe put sytng'boidEamutin to M OWl

&ecetary Hu1P~ur YOU e we Went-we ha4 lower in~remt
rtes -after, June .30i 1952. . We sold some bills-"a-

~8entr Kuat~-on -not talking abut the inters aeuv
Seortajry upuny. Down as low as-
Senator Kiat .anow, t~lingaboitthe loasto hoer of bonds,

that~heywouldtake._

Sena8torK.URR If, they sold them,i
Secretary, ERUvPwix. Yo we canowr that., But just toishow

you the fluctuations, Senator, and see hwthey ru thebl M n* or
W.eaveageof,1962 wers 1,708,wh-Ledaniu~ g,.

1954, when there was slightly 1s'Pressure, they were 4pwu,,to

Seator Kuan. Was then less pressurep,or had the eserve mad
T reary HumaT 0, ere was less business. There we* l41e"

demand----

Sceay Hummazy. And it went dowtoQ93
Thea ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _M ,n18,i on ak~g about .to the som Op 1962,

Itwas 1.758,3i stoodoL .7 MOM tmhen 4t wont on up..
Kf8t W anUR. We aO tA~ abou&theb Yat q y. r our. o'dm

eoessr, aund tl1& year. " ,i f
SecreAryHvw r.i Yes, sir. -Those wete the two figure, but

I am Just swing -you the fluctuations that occurred ini between.
There were wide ifluctuafoons i between and 4hqy_,'fle very
lauply, or to soune~eztent,; the pressures aJthe demand for money.



On tW$ market appraisal, wkot.tlznat wha is tho, C4POQf
June, 30 or_--last June 30 'or Vesbeg i ior~"

Senator 'zzJuno "O of 9520- I W

Senator KuAnMd whatever the last date UP
Se R utary T xyu. The last; date' for. wWoth quot i~onsar

(The Secretary subsequently sub'O'tted t6 followIng:
The market, value of Treasury marketAble ueowf tiesonJe30192wa

$839.985 billion, $0.880 billion below thefr par value of 404.Ju80i l2liWas
Senator Km.'f 'In your -prepared Isttmeit, Mr. Secretary, you say:
The Treasury cannot determine the 10v, ofldnerest ratei but- rust py tUs

rates determined by market f~rofu.
$ Cretaryj~ui U'fiTat'' ig4
Senator, Kxn, WUdyou sa htt erasury and -h7ed

reserve board togethei ol o4t~~p~terts
* ecreta 3unr. No, In~~

-tR . qnnot?'
Secretary -HUOuil I would Oz 0~i th ederal Repee Bpard

",A h~ve A s0i sta e806ct 'On Ontro.$ r 'ThO hraur as
to6 tke what t market provides.

Senator ~ e~ h rau~ a uept a too un e mp

Secretary p H iuu4ut No, I do nt blaive so. Id p t-l
Treasury could. The Federa R'sry Board' mht.

Seator KI3Rn- When you' sod the 3Zs 'jiZ5~Idh tpu
a pretty substantial floor. undy p ~~?,,

Senator KrnRu. Yes, I know the,, dj4l
Secretary Hu in'Y. I' do 6Aot hii 'tieTrasur- 2 t"'r is t

any war S13paw, that I1 know, th at tl4 Treaury CUri peg 'bo~ds.
Seao x~i' IaM 'iot "ilci abu tie LMpgl ht

Secretary HumnUIBy. Or peg te bottomn
senator Mom Iis it not a fackt that" *hen the'Treasury knakes an

offer 0of' a lqng.erti bonid, if interet rates ptio to that IOim* bad 1been
lower then that Would be the minzun would'it notl,

Secretary HUP1MY. Not fI log Yl" tmgt be for that 4py.
It could change-a'4 ir'

SenatrKxR. And maybiethe nk~i? ,"
t. rtzThMnar II col hag w abi week 6f wIthin a

f$e*64'Iu 00jz., There;1s6 A y u h~
jAqf "its iw t -1 0:paocs" fi1tbond*,,

# i V1 or KkmRR. piriid,1 f e~ limt.'

Senator kzwj.. But when they. issue thop ih6y establish- the floor,
$e.creoai Ikvrnrn.,1 do!W4~ iii lo Tey establi-_ thel pr10
44 that sse, xid finoJir Isue i w oo~ ~z-ru~eit e jidys

it v~id~ nd Witt d



Seretar Hk %ctt 'nt'tip fo6t gbAd?
is true for munigP10debt., Wb in~o
Senator, you have %611111N~i~f a,- P 6 "Wiit 8djey D&Y 4

Seao KERR 'Nih litt tfl ott lljel

than they capi bux other issues oun-entI..,"' $
Senator Kgtift,,,That 10 66rref,%

usSO130trtaW VH UMPHuEyJ, N~owiithatJfl8,,T chanjte thenextdAiy.-
Senatorls IC"Aidthyae o 0 ' '

PVe0i9 PoI4 then O y tan~ 1l

senator KiRn. W'l1 that oounds- 'a" j, ~
Secretary HUPHREY. In pe n 'ris ~yIkpow, of that

the jreasuy can poe market d$%g, 1teitv e.Ndpoxt
d~h~~iixt,1i6i 6id -rle h '0~

ReserveBWO&1,d' I~totu 6"reAsuy
Senator Kimn That is what you do orVhae' *k-

ridly yq, own 0 -) Al I,,'
9, natoIk ii. I *xitalkin 64ou what t sh nx
Zecretary 0,M~HRY 1 D4ontDpg floorp. 1 ~~t Sfr

th& da, 'that is. a L.
Senator, 'Kub Tht' oegt~~dy Ii

Seretarymv hit think IP;
igat~r Xvit - ell U4,4~i ~is ~MSoto ~ 1 yk~~uh h *0 thoul1

they cannot plush them don)

c1,Sreto ua Tha i, riH t . I

rthe *upt i an adel thess
1111§ IMo blvetat Nid ~etar?,->

Seitory H:uan. YeT 1 dj
_Jeta Is i'Kting Ispujo tht hrqt yhr ~~ r~~ t1

SecrtaryHUMPREY.I the wthinJ ht geI4wt ~wt
ate hat moist~ r441'e(4 tid Yue,~p eti
two was:ou iterst MrI tertY i'tp n
to eer'tthmarkHIMHet pre s I utrd o,

'~atrKam. Is jet~r , q, t tt~

r W~R~an~o~,tFe v jokae SA arep

ereard HVMPHRHt .I4do j~.nI &hipk ,At J 4g i ta
fi h outy u, 1;N th- te ap

WaA*S:~~ x neet1 qpieli A



V~EP S~!4~P $48

U& do youi boievoA4A -wUP mqr (A-V e.t;posi-tion, that he should "P mI .r po~z' y 'With thecm ereo

care and coneeri tthhe 49f" ~ Vi~to-buisi. ?
SOcretary HUMPHREY. I certainy do.4SenatoxKeza What.yo;yu thihk would happen to a private busi-

esp thatha~dto expaud byisuig bondsor notes or Oebeatu :or

Qthor .mela of , redit where every4int i. ssus except deAnd notes
ellI materijly, below the uig prM,

Uujre . I, thin, you see, .hat happen ;ever: day.
in ustrial oonoevery ,wno, ave. ome Mcu.es p.t

4t a fixed rate of interest: that. were.sld n a different market, 'at
are selling at a different, price than the lsueprIce. s1.they put out
another sue today, on, tbis;market. off mterest, wtw.i. er interest
or a lower interest, depending on which way the market is gomg,: and
their securities sell.

Senator, KRR& Letup sayevery ise it put out .d under par.
Secretary IIumpiUEY61 That, is-
Senator K ERR. How doyou thinkthe average iuvetore .,
Secretary HUMPIflay. They ,will sell, both ways.
Senator.k.. Now, suppose you show me a Government long-

otrm security in the market yesterday for which a prospective buyer

ileretryHumpuisr. Supjose.1 do what?
Senator Mon Name one, or security of this Government

which in yesterday's market hadll bid of as much'-as, paf- from an
purchaser.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, there, were not.
Senator KjRR. There was nota one?

,Secretary HUMPHRY. When the long-trmis were sold, we were on
* a lower level, so the way to adjust to the higher level of interest is
reduce the market price for the bond.

Senator XER. But what I am a sking you is', how do, you tink
investors would feel about the issues* oft, private concern which, with"
out a single exception, sold in the market at below par? I

Secretary HUMPHREY. You will find many.
Senator KERR. What do you, think: the average investor would

tl.ak about-#?-
Secretary Jt ukrti, You wiftnd, i] you ,tke,, Senator-I havehot done this, but Ibelieveyou will ind it so--% you wi take .cor-

'. porate securities or municipal bonds that were sold at the 0ame time
that these long-terms of ours were sold,- that they are selling below

Secretary HUMPHREDY. I tink1 teyAre. Ad'ou~r ut~
will call you trttIOPto tho act that our securities, the upr
Dumphreys thatyu speak of, s_ldaqbovqe par. T 4ey wer putout

7 ,Ph', d one y sor av p e ol, Awtinvey
went bank oepar agsun.'

$0j~or 00~J. I hn h4io pett 1jn evidenpce that pmeq

onn n11o8e.6
180MAOreX7 RVUPH 4y. W~,yuO~ hit.aret o ay

would o be Myn nths world and we would all" be working forhi.

I.40



44 twmAzr to~iDmf6Nt 'ow- m- ovi mI

"Snator Kzrna. Do, you, tslk the Goemi it. I 0801itfsg M today's

SecretaryjUMPaany.- our! Unzinont 'eouitles?
Senator .tau. Yes.
8ecrkm titupjnvy. They ar" speculatre, tA S certain extent:

I thin~ kl6oulsitiva thari1lrvi t an thing, ielse yous obuld think~vf,
tft,6t~rt eie -mything; Nnythin that YOU -have tovesol for cash;
the market can change, and What You can Vget for1 it can ohangei
whetbetit'is, wiece or raljetate; wh~etier lit Is;a -Pifta 1f nxathir~ry,
Wl"ethrtlis an ,pOtd aio6 tilb oahrsorbgyit "all changes,
Anti the tuarket price as of, an ra,.what; ybu; "n, actualyisi 01tit, ft
bfla sy fd.* i May b6e different than, ailV otlir day.;
J i SaehWOr kini.1 Yoxk, ret~MI whet you, took office as Seeretary if, the

secretary H RIIffay. Yes. '

SmtviKAA** Do -you 'reniember'your prondunwement, as t6 a
certain very unhaypy situation that had %beenl rmitWk to 'develop
in .tAe *mattloif, o6tf f Governmetit issueb

Sqcrtary HuM~mvmz. I 'd 'no 6 know ,ust what y6 u Are, talking

Set1io Irnt, Well;, for, instance, ohv Novomb4t 23, at Chioagd,
before a Republican-well, Ijuess you can be excused Pfor what you
aid there Paughterj-776u, said 'thait--'

A6 pulc~et Is.: now P y,'e11 at 'the' ibia'itof $275 bl Yi ,' naddition, to
Iigh&rtlntadbt of enormous i so; we aIM lnhirltc a'debt thhthad been, badly

managed,
Secretary HumpRjy. 'That us rigt. £

'Senator Kanu (reading):,
Neythr e.uacters of. which itures within less than 5 years or Is redezoble

at the holder s option,
Before. the Union eAgue Club, of Phil&dlh-hrei lc

where a I- au would. expect you to realy 4o your best, is it not?
(LAughter.j

You said:
-erl the~uarters of *this, debt miat"r within lees tAin 5 yoa 4 or Is redeem.

able at the holder's option. Too large a proportion Is In th0j Unds of banks.
We am tyjag to, work our way gut of. this: inhe~dted woblew by:4olng two thig
which wiUie thIlpublio debt I,' " dangerous to the vu 696t money and to the

Kator'* coomy: We ame' trylai t U 5tnd, the matdu~ f th dbt 'b'" pa
'16~t;WM mitii e m try~A6 novo more of, the -jbt, away# frem hi banws

Now, according to the information we have froifw thelvea't~el
a mon going to succeed you one ~ho days.01

SeaM II 1$will in6i iulowiflejo?~
Secre Ht~in*t; Qe e'yll~' '

senatior Kzn. Wapt fthe debt wfll mat1w 1thWnjfs than,6
years or is redeemable at the holder's option 'whenike c1ftte i11?T

8ecrvar H' tpa, djK ' t haio the, figurS; w4 wilver o
Senator Ma~n. WPIl it be in excess Z6 tbe-u"re~ ~(

would'tnh i"N f( ~o~eb fr~e tat
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Senator KxnR. SUppoie I told you that it would be about five-sixths.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That it would be about what?,
8enat Kaa. That it wouldib¢ about ffve-,ixths. ,,
Seoretaty HuMPnaR. Well';it might be. ' I hate*'t the ecact

fig re, but we will get it. But is not a good figure. ,

(Secretary Humphrey subse ntly o;, it hed pln)
In 1953, I made the statement that "Npsry t.e-trtho. of thi, lebt ature

within lese than 5 yearsor M redeepiab, 3thleholderg' option." Ths tement
was based on an analysis of the F~dral debt outstanding on December 1i 19)2,
which showed that 68.8 pzroent, of!tAXederal -debt !outstanding w/1aIn, this
category. By December 31, 1956, the percentage computer on thayp i
was 158A percent. ,., ,

That part of'the i blodebt incl ids'
1. All marketable securities atuting in less than I yearS,: rejailes of the

T. All demand debt, such as savln" notes, ay|Pg bonds (inolqdIg Z

and H bonds as well as F, G, J, and ,d deposItary o, , mtured
debt, and noninterest-bearIng debt;

ti'vestment series bodg-4bth sirlis A, which Is redeemable tndermand,
and series B, which is exchangeable on demand Into 5-yes kna*ket ab notu;
*no

4, Special Issues to Government Invesout sceoutts puq *s Uunemptoy.
ment Trust Account Federal Deposit IniarnW Coororutfoi, ]'ederal Hous-
ing Admtinitrition Pubisand Federal SaVifi and Loan Insurance CWipo-
ration, which accounts involve demand.type obl nations. -,

Senator KERR. It is substantially niore of it. '

Secretary HUMPititIy. It is not i'gOod igure.
Senator KaR. Ai I recall, Mr. Secretary, the other thing that YO

made 4uitea point of when y,6it cgmein was that ipt tes had

Secretary HUMPHREY. That iso6rrect.
Senator Kiiiu. Another one, of the addresses you made before the

American Bankers Association 'here in Washington, September 22-
1 remember you cot more cheers there that day than any Republican
speaker did that 1all before any audience. You said:

It is our firm intention: to offer more intermediate and long-term Issues at op.
portune times in the future.

I have the quotations here which we will get around to maybe in
which you said that the interest rates bad been held at fictitiouiy tow
levels, and that you were going to free the interest rates.

Secretary-HuMPH Y. Rat is right.
SenatorKEP. And let them find their own levels.,.
Secretary HUmpHxRy. That is right.
Senator KERR. I want to ask you this question: When you did that,

and when you implemented that policy, did you not make it impossible
to accomplish your first objective?

Secretary HuMPHREy. No. I think the thing that made it'im-
possible, or duifcult, perhaps it was not impossible, pea we should
nave done betteri but the Whing thak made it d'1fl4t w&s because we
developed in thi country, and no natter how, but we di4 a4 t y in
fact develop tl* long per'd of sus Wned prosperty.

Now, when you have a period of prospenty, where people are wAnt-
ing to spend more, money than. they hUve and where more spid'more
people are wanting to borrow, it mean# you have more comp~tiA ton in
theorrowing T et for the x¢ney tat i av able t,b4e rwed.

With these periods of pr"erty, i much more di t to sell
these longer term bonds n-it iu a aperi0d where there is not the
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Senator KRmmR. o, avw anything , Mr. $ecre~t, ,auyl #geqcy
OnrtovI t, I* the powr o rncre amomt of

-credit ivaile?,

Senatorl&ARu, What asI . .,
Sr~t~HUM10811 The [drat Uesorve l0oard,

$eOator K a..wast org1Aiezd by the Congress with the rospon.
ability to provide the amount of creditt reasonably needed by 'an

r eer iMPHIniY. I think'thatjsmprba4ly ,.
Senator Kcuaa. Does it have the power to do that?
Secretary HvMPHR),,Y. I think that is probably correct.
Senator Ka, And the resources?
Se. rotaryy HUMPHREY. I believe so.
Senator Ksmt. What was the total public and private debt on

Decmber31 1952?
Secretary iumpHpny' I beieve.I have got that figure right'hero.
The tot of all, $637 bifIoni . . ,
Senator K~ix, $637'billion.' Can you break that down forme?
Secretary HUMPHIWY. Yes, sir.,
Sensto-mwt. Wi1 you do that?
Secretary HUMPHuEY. I.think if you look at page 35, it is broken

,'Sonator Kim . I think it i, too, but I want to getit broken dow.

i (When the following was subsequenly submitted by the Secretary,
it was discussed further. See p,'209.)

5.as*d cAan it gro ptl and, prila" debs Decembmo]er9 to Ma 9,

DcMemb May

h... ............... . .. 31 1+
,-Ow,- .............--------- _..... _

_4- 34.......TrOW ......... ...... ...... ..... ..... ... ......... 2I7 2 0 ! 1% . . --
8 ad boal govement.-...,-..... ..."i, '," '"i, ........ ............... ... ... ..... .. , .. l ." ,

-n - - -- .. ................. . .. - .- ,.. -
.......-------. fix-- -- 275

"Senator Krxu.m The-Federalwas $267 billion, wasit not?
S" 8re aaHu~Mzasa. Th Federal was o28,A' billion. i" :' '

Senstor~x, State and locl?.
Secretary H m y. State, andlocaf W $31.2 billion.

Sen~~ortAa. And privat et

Secaetaryfitmu' . Cor p rte is$202.9 billion.,
SnaMilt7Ou,&IR $202.9 .,billion.
Sec teta. . l r, And individual, $135.5 billion .

Senaor X L n~t~atWdsujio$637 blioiff?'!1/
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Secretary HuMPHiuny. That is right?( < / 
SenatorKmru. What is it now? -

Secretary_ HuMPimu. $783.5 billion.
Senator Kinn. That figure is as of December 31, 1956?
Secretary HuMP y. 196.
Senator 'Fnan. Yes. , . , ,
Secretary HuuPHnRY, That , i right. I think that is the las com

parable figure I have.. I have that right here. -
Senator KERR. Give it to me, This is 12--
Secretary HUmpHRy. This U 4 months.agoi .
Senator' Kza*t'It igi Ationtha. '

Secretary HUMPHREY. Five and a half. Time flies.
Senator KRnt. 1956, State and Federal-I mean Federal?Secretary HUMPHItBY. Federal is $276.,billion. :,

Senator K inn. $276.7 billion Federal.
State and local?S secretary HuPgniY. billioni, , " . ;
Senator Kpim. Corporate?

S ereyHuMPr .Y, $249.3 billion.
9enatorK'n: Private, or individuAl?
Ser HUMPuSzy, $207.5 billion.
Senator1KjER. Now, you can get those figures-and that adds

up to?
Secretary HUMpHXFY. $783.5 billion.,
Senator K ER. $783.5 billion.,
You can get that by next Tuesday on at least a respouible estimate

of the Federal Reserve Board and the Treasury as of May.81, can you
not?
'Secretary HuMPREY. I think so,.
Now, wait a minute. He says it is &,hard job. They are published

within a week, he says.,
Senator KnIR Now, Mr. Burgess put-them into the! record, 3

months ago.-
Secretary HUMPHREY,. We made some guesses. .

Senator Kqnui. They were not far wrong.
Secretary HUMP.ragY.. They were not far wrong. We will make

guess for you, and it will not be too far off.
Senator KERR. This, was an expansion of $146 billion in 4 yeas,

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right..
Senator Kzm.. You have a statement in here as. to how that was:,

provided. 0 4_...
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes sir."
Senator., Krm. J hsve, a little difficulty in;.understanding t. I

believe it is on page 35.
Secretary HuMPirY. Yee, .,6
Senator K BRLTellme nowtorexplain to me, just where that$148

billion came from.'
Secretary Hduxaxm. Well; if you Will just.follow the same pattern

that you did before, th thtal is$146.A billion. The Federl Goven
Government increase is $0.3 billion. Theprvate icreas total, oth
than Federal, is $137.2 billion.. . : . '

Thi6;itte;ndthe liveduent issI1i billion; -th-. o me is
$46A billion;sandthe individual" is $72ibilloh. 'a±
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Senator Kona. Now, the thing I am trying to get at, over on the
next page, Mr. Secretary, you say that the sources of that credit are:
Savings, $135.8 billion.

Secretary HuMpawny, Yes.
Senator Kimn And yet, 2 or 3 pages before that, you said that the

total savings was $75 billion on page 32.
Secretary HUMpNnY. I tidnk that is a different figure.
Senator Keiou. That was in personal savings,
Secretary Hu MPnRY. This is just people.
Senator 'kimt. What I am trying to find out is where the rest of it is.
Secretary HuMptenny. Well, it is in all of the things except the

banks. It is corporate increases and all other increases.
Senator KeaR., Well now, corporate increases could not be over

$10 or $11 billion a year, because that is all they had after taxes and
dividends

Secretary HuMPnnuY. It is corporate savings and loans and funds,
and all sorts of things, pension funds,. everything except bank expan-
sion.

Senator Kirm. Was that $146 billion in the form of currency?
Secretary HUMPHREY. What?
Senator KnRn. Was it in the form of currency?
Secretary HUMpHimY. You mean the dollars added up here?
Senator "Kn. Yes.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Oh, no.
Senator Krum. In what form was it?
SecretaryHuMpui.y. It is in the form of credits.
Senator z at. In creditsT,"i
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator KERR. Well, is it not a, fact that,, one way or another, it

represents the degree of expansion of credit that had been made
possible by the Federal Reserve Board?

Secretary.HUMpHREY. -Wel I would not think so. It includes,
this includes real gains, and the savings that are made of real earnings
and additional production,: addition creation of wealth during that
period. - 1 .11 1 ''"I

Senator, Kmt. You saythe people do ndt have the money, they do
not have currency.

Secretary HuMPH~qY; They have, ot the credit,
Senator 'KEr. They have got credit in a bank or savings bank, have

theV not?
9cretary ,,HuMPREiY. It, is, the production .'added, ' whatever

expansion of credit is here is in this, but the large factor here is the
creation of wealth.

Senator KWm.l understad, but I am trying to Aiud out what form
it is in. It is not in land.

Secretary HUMPHREY. It is in the form of credits;.
:Sena mrKuP.. It: is in (the Iorm of credit, in financial institutions,

is it not?
f v Secretary HumParmy. ,Welli it.ify largely financial institutions, or
Ai e tto.individuals mi financial institution, including pension
funds, And various .other th.'i ....

Senator KE. r Whohasit? e m e d
Saestry, Humu'auur Insurance companies and .pe~nsion funds.'
Senator Xmw In wh~foim?,
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Secretary HuMPsaRE. They have it in the form of credits or
securities.
0 Senator KEtR. But securities are just credit, are they not, if a
security is a debenture or a bond?

Secretary HuMPUanY. Well, it is not necessarily a Federal bond.
It can be any kind.

Senator Kirunt. Not at all.
Secretary HUMPHREY. It is not'just expansion of credit within the

realm of the Federal Reserve. This is representative of any in-
creased wealth.

Senator Knu. Well, but in what form?
Secretary HUMPHREY. It can be a dozen different forms, it is a

dozen different forms ,
Senator KEaR But they are all credit.
Secretary HUMpHREy. AU credit., It does not mean immediate

credit. , Itmay be property account or various other things.
SenatorKcna., No, this is not property account.
Secretary HUMPnREY. Well, it may be represented br property

account, it may be obligations of municipalities or obligations of cor-
porations, or anything of that kind.

Senator KERR. That is credit.,'
Secretay -HUMPRRmY. That is credit, that is right .
Senator Kan. And in the final analysis, that credit is implemented

through the operation of the Federal Reserve bank or banks. •
Secretary HuMPHtUy. Well, I do not follow that, Senator; no. I

do not see what the Federal Reserve has to do with that.
As to the bank credit, you are right, As to. the increase in other

credit-.Senator KEim. Do they not all go back to banks in some way?
Secretary HumpPHN3Y, 1No; I do not think so" They may, go.

through a bank if you want to use them. But as they stand, I do not
think the Federal Reserve Boawd has a thing to do with them, except
the bank credits.

Senator KERR. If a.man has a checkbook in his pocket, that he can
go down there and.',nite a check, on and, get a suit of clothes or an
automobile--

Secretary HIMPHUREr. That is in.a bank.,:
* SenatorXERR It has to be byreason of the fact that he has got,
credit in that bank, either through depositing somebody else's c k
or currency or sontething.•

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right. But if he owns S mortgage
onyour oil well, he still has increaseA his credit, but he cannot write a

heck against itt.r'-I
Senator KER.. I can, or I do not give him the:d mortgage.

[Laughter.)
Secretdy lUMPi m rmtzr You, may-have written your cheek. .
SenatorKERL I have, and that's the way to-write it and somebody

furnishes that credit, and I am asking you if it is not a fact that thei
fountainhead of it isthe Federal Reserver System.-

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I think you will have to ask. M4:
Martin about thait.' Ido not believe sw..

Senator KERR. Let me tell you. something,- Mr., Martin may, be
harder to get along with than you, but he does ,not know any more
than you know.
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S secretaryy HuMPMazy., I sm afraid he knowsmore about th Foderal
Reserve than I do.

Senator KERR. Oh, no.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I am afraid he does.
Senator K rj. Well, you told me a little while ago that theFederal

Reserve had the responsibility to provide the expanding credit for, the,
reasonable requirements of an expanding economy."

Secretary HUMPBRzy, , That is right.,
(SenatorKiaRR. And the banks cannot do it unless they either have.

deposits or go tothe.Fed, can they? . .
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.

t SenatorKizai. In speaking of this debt that we have and the inter-
est rate that we have, they (the Federal Reserve) can determine
conjunction with the Treasury, whether or not these bonds issued are
going to sell at par or! above par or below par,. can they not? ....

Secretary, HUMPHR. , Well, I think this is true: I think the Federal-)
Reserve, by stepping into the market to purchase all of thebonds that
sell below par, oan peg the bond price at par..

,SenatorKuii. Well now, you said -
See 4. MHUMPHREY. The way. they do. that,. and of course the-

only way they can do that, is by print money.
Senator KERR. You said the Federal Reserve did not have any

rhore bonds December 31, 1952, then they had December 31 1956.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is about right. ,  

.4.

Senator ., That is what you told mesa while ago.,
Secretary HuMPHR&Yi I think that is right.'

nSeator.KRR. Well, they did pot have t9.print any money to do
it in 1952, did they?,

Secretary HUMPHRY. " They did. Lord in .heaven, they printed: a
lot of money. That is what,.happened; to our dollar. It went- to
SQ. ents. .

.Senator KEuRR. I thought you saidtthef had just as much in 1952,
as they had in 1956. and that

Secretary Hu* PaEu. They mafitained it, and that is vry largely
why., the dollar maintained its value, very little difference.

Senator KERR. Well, bonds have not retained their value..
Secretary HUMPHREY. They have, not gone. in and bought, bonds,

no.- They'stolped Oegging bonds about a year and a, half before weO & I m e O i n J -: , : i J . , , , , , ,4i , , 4 4

Senator KERR. How much did they have December 31, 1951?;
, Secretary- HuMPiait. $23.8 -billion..'

.You see here, let me. just)read you about -the. way this went, pid,
just to make it short and not long, I will start with 1939.
.SenatoruiR. NO. :4G
Secretary HUMPHREY. Let me just start it, and it will illustrate it.
Senator. Xa%; I do not wantyou to detour me here. - 1, have a

hard enoughtixe keeping my mind on thetrack aking you what I
waint to ask."

Secretary HUMPIHREY. It will ilnust'ato y.u ,what, you want ito,

Senator KERR. How much was, it in Deceinbe 1950?
Secretary 'HuMpifIeY. About21l. 4

Senator. KvRR. $21 billion?, -

Sertr ~Thteh e1trudiue.
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Senator K-nrtn And'Dcember 31, 1951? r

Secretary HUMPHREY. 24.
Senator k RIw. $24 billion. ,

Now, in 1950, you say they were pegging the market.
r, Secretary ;HUMPIREY. Thalisewhen they began to let go. -

Senator KERR, Not in 1950.
Secretary HUMPHREY;" Wait a minute,.
It- was 4Itrch 'of ,1951.
Senator KEuR4,I That is ,what you told me., That was.after Decem.

ber 31 of 1950.. :
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.

'Senator KERR. 'You mean to tell me that they were able to peg the
inA.ket and, keep the bonds above par by owning $20; billion worth,
and that they cannot do it now by owning$54 billion worth?

Secretary HUMPHREY Owning how muh?.
Senator KERu. What did you say they had December 31, 1956t
Secretary HUMPHREY. They had $24.7 billion in 1952; and they

had $24.9 billion in December of 1956.
Senator KERR; How much did they have in December of, 1950?
Secretary HUMPHREY. 1950, it was $21 billion.
Let me readyou down the list:, 19, 23, 28, 23, 24, 19, 11, 6, 2, 2, 2,

and out. it just wentrightup.
Senator Ktiu. And they could---
Secretar HUMPHREY. As they bought bonds, it wentirightup,' -

Senatw* Kvsiw. Since they' have quit pegging the market, it has
gone up,..

SecretioHvMPHRx, x. No., When they quit pegging the market,
it stayed even, it did notchange.

S46leator -Ken:. hj ci~nnot~flgur is-i~
'Secretary tvMPHnEY. After they quit pegging the market, here

they sit.'.
senator KzniC: It they could hold thi bond market at pat for the

benefit of the urchsers-
Secretary Vif, oazrl. IBy buying a lotof bond#, and they went

from $2 billion uo to 22 billion..
.Senator KxRR, When did they have $2 billion?

u'8Seeretary *u y.P !Y., They : had- $ billion in 1941; And it goes
$2 billion' $2 billion, t6 billion, $7 billion, $11 billion; $1 i bilonj
$1S'bilion $92 billion, $24Cbillion, $23 billon, $24 billionI$23 bfllibn
and then it just flattens out pretty well and it runs alng at 4boat
$24 billionfro'ni thonon .. . rune ao atab iiSenator KERR. How much- w i in Dee~mbe.-- ': Secretary iuisai, $24 billion. r "

Senator KERR. How much was it December 31, 1956? . '

Secretary HUMPHREY. $24.9 billion, just the same, '

SexatorhKERR. Let's see:.
Secretau7 HuMPHREY. It was $24.7fbillion in' 1962.'L Sentobr K RR $24.0 billion? ... :
Secrtury HumpitaY. $24i7 billion.

, Senator Krtiani;he last year they,pegged the price -was 4050;
according to what you told me; is that correct?

Seciletsry emli myuw That is when they began to let go. They
*tillibougbt some;
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Senator Kmtut. But the last year, youlsild-they stopped pegging it

SecrtAry *uuPnt icy, That is when they, boigwi to stop,.
Senator K wt ARl right, Then in Decombor of 10 i

SertKaV~tMPXASY. 1951; 1in Julis of w~fi aa b 8, and, In
Deombr it was 24.

Boo rtar I{uVN'REY. It lIms boon there evet-lncei*
8.totn~aa.z December of 1050,Wiwas how ituch?
Socvtar IHuMPuIEy. Deizember of 1950, it was 21.
Senator XniSI. $21 billion? J;"r
S"emr lIUMV11RAtYb Yes.
Senator Km=a. So ,titsy were #We, io, Me It at pqr irbetttr~wlth

$81 billion;, but they vvo not Wbl to do it with, $244.billion .11 !'111'
Seoretary HUMPHREY.' his just standing sti you ,Oe-"iyoware

*dne i keep119 pgigVou h.vto iucretso,
bn~r lp aY he bonds in their portfolio have At stod till

the value of the bonds has not, stood still, nor has the expense -f4Ib
Government, i n the matter ,of interet beew standitig still,

Secretary H umitt.: That is becaussethey did, not keep increasing
*be bonds. As, long, as, you stand still, you, hav,v I no effoobi It is
Whie you increase or decrease it you have an offoot. '

Senator KsiwL But they increased '-from 1950,to 1988.o
SecretaHomuiuiav Almost thesame.,

= t wa$21Ubilon. the one timev, and! $24 billion th
next.

Secretary Uuunpaiay Nok , The next time it became effectiv,:*a
tko following yea. ,It has been 23, 24j,23, and 24._

geatorlKaiui. 1050 was th last year they pqg~ed the oarkobi you

Secretary HUMPpREY. No; it was not effective-it begins, yor
stual bogIning of not pegging the!xnsarket waa* LIM2. 14 )1

Senator TEmt. That is not what you said.
socreta Uuv ian.Welt, tkey stopped i n15.4-
Senator gamR. You looked at Mr. floigachere teother 40das

red the report of his committee where, the poist *ws reached, iW-1001.

* -~r tja 'oh~#lng ey JAopW he i rivjJt4x A,

ftCretarY VAn'uauNY. No, sir; the 1tpeaoiiig*ib
Senator Kam, If 44 w" 42 ;b

Secetary Humpaxtay. It was $2&bli~zr *alt to s uowi$24.9
bilion. nA r -

Senator Knm Ith*,tt MOt i~'ot 41 -' ft _Y1 I 1t

Secretar.ZHuIIpBEy. In al those yeams, ii'.1 .45 f, f ' 1141';
Senator Kaium.: 1,t0ti4hOr? .I,;i Ii
Secretary HumPHREY. Just a fractOw, as mpared widthlgoi Ifoom

$2 bilion-4he difference, Senstoroizithis: ,Theyiffweit frbi~i $ l don
~ P4 bllion a wpi theyve goue 1 4 fntr5hilin

and there is ats' lo"fd~r~v .!h r ~ (~~Ih( f
- $qaow. guiA -Te, ler and fQ lviQwi "0 -it110(~k5IWO.to

in. Itl~os t meikethey do not have to buy anyiiod
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feg the market but, Whatcthe dwu to aprage itl othatboth

hey and other borrowers wouldgetinores4nterot.' 4( 1,,f"o

Senator X1mun (continuing. At the expense otUncle Sazai of
every Vemt e lah'Nton. ~ 1

, Secretary HvUMPa , What they tw i trying to, d4, Senator, and
wht they have.bonsquite, suoce itdA-tow, whesthe it is eXctly
right or not, I am not prepared to say--I do not know what would
have happened, qUitesj I they had continuWd, Etitif,*ey badtone
from $24billion up, in their purchases of bonds, at the same rate they
went from,,$Zbillion to $24, billion, I think our. dollwiwould eave
greatly depreciated, I think our ob of lViag *ouldhavi soard 4ht
through tie roof, and I think you could have pegged your bond prices
at par. We would have saved a billion or $2 or 3 billion M interest,
and the American people would have spent billions and billions morefor the cost of livin-g. ":.oSentor e st. You know, Mr. Secretary, there are two things

aboutl,(hat,.
In the firt place, you are speculating now.
Secretary HuMPemoY. I am speculating based on history.

Senator Knar. You are speculating now.
Secretary Humpwnimy. I know what happened during two periods.

In one we had a terrific loss in the dollar, we out it. in half, almost,
and we increased these bond purchases.

In the subsequent period, we held the bond purchases practically
levelL and'we hold the cost of living practically level at the same time.

Senator KRn. I will tell you something e-
Secretary HiumtPiEy. And the dollar level.
Senator KxRR. I will tell you something else about cutting the price

of the dollar. We had a World War. *

Secretary HUMPUimY. Yes. You had a lot of things.
Senator Koumn. Yes.
Secretary HUMPHREY. The thing that affected it--
Senator KoRR. You do not think it affected the value of the dollar?Secretary HuMPXunY. It affected ,the amount of money you bor-

rowed.
Senator', Kia. I say, you do not think it affected the value of the

dollar?
Secretary HuMuaeaaz. Not as much as. the purchases of the Federal

Reserve as pegging the prices.
Senator Kim, . You, think the war cost how much? How much did

World War Ii cost us? How many hundreds of billions?
Secretary HuMPH y. I do not know,_ but I think it cost us alot

more, probably, than it should have.
Senator KwuR. I asked you about that the other day. You should

not make those statements unless you are able to be specific about
them, Mr. Secretary.

Secretary HUMPHREoY. Well, I think you are right.
Senator KERR. You should not make those statements.
Secretary HuMPHavy. I think that is correct. I do not think

anybody can say what would have happened under other' cfcum-
stances. .

Senator KS.. do not think they can, either. I do not think
even you or I could, smart as we are.
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Secretary HuMpHREY. 4I think, you Ware'right about it. I might
come a little nearer than' you., ,(Laugh ter.] J

Senator KERR. You know what I think about that? I think that
is speoulative , (Laughter,]

Mr. Chairman, in view of the iact that you indicated you were
going, to quit hro at 1 o'clock, and there are so many things I have
sked, the Secretary for in their way of information, if you think it

T OAIRMAN. We willadjourn at this time until Tuesday morning
at 10 o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 1:05 p. ln., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
at 10a, mi, Tuesday, June 25, 1957.)

* '•
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INVESTIGATION OF THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF
THE UNITED STATES

TUESDAY, JUNE 95, 1957

UNI D STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE'

Waekingtn, b. C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a. In., in room 312,

Senate Office Building, Senator Harry lood- Byrd (chairman) pre-
siding.

Present: Senators ByrdKerr, Frear, Long Smathers, Anderson
Gore, Martin, Williams, landers, Malone, 6 arlson, Bennett, and
Jenner.

Also present: Senator Goldwater; Robert P. Mayo, Chief, Analysis
Staff, Debt Division, Office of the Secretary of the Treasury; Elizabeth
B. Springer, chief clerk; and Samuel D. Moliwain, special counsel.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair would like to announce that this
morning's session will continue from now on until 12:30, and that there
willibe an afternoon session from 2 to approximately 4:30.

Senator Kerr is recognized.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE M. -HUMPHREY SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY-Resumed

Secretary HUMPHREY. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Secretary Humphrey?
Secretary HUMPHR Y. Mr. Chairman, I have available now 1

number of the things that were asked for to be presented at previous
times, and the first thing Mr. Chairman, is an item you asked for
which is a comparison of[udget expenditures for the years 1955 and
1958, which showed approximately an $8 billion increase that, you
called attention to, and l have the details of that.

I will present that statement to you, and just refer to it very briefly,
You will see, for the benefit of all of the other---
Senator KeR. Do you have copies of that?:
Secretary HUMPHREY. I haven't copies, Senator, but we will put it

in the record, and if you want copies we will have, them reproduced
later. I just have these. But I will refer to it so it will be perfectly
plain to everyone.

This is a statement that the chairman asked for, sbowig the
increase mi expenditures from the year 1955 to the proposed budget for
the year 1958.

The military expenditures went up during that period $2,776billion; Agriculture, the Commodity Credit and the soil bank just
about offset each other, being $1.21 billion, a: credit, and the other a
minus, the rest of Agriculture went up about $8653 million.,
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Atomic Energy went up $483 million.
The Commerce Department $277 million.
The Mutual Security went down $172 million.
The Export-Import Bank went up $344 million.
U ealth JEd aton, and Welfare went up $838 million.
Gener 4 Services went dow# $319 m.ion.
Federal National Mortgage As4cia tion weni down $97 million,
The postal deficiency went down $298 million.
Veterans' Administration went up $663 million.
The interest on the public debt went up $930 million.
4nd all other went up $1.714 billion.
Now, that last includes items on the sile of assets and a large number

of items, some of the detail of which I# included in the No. 3 footnote
some of the largot items, but mostly it is a mass of relatively small
items$

The CEAiMMJ4.i Under the committee rule, I may not miterrogate
at this time. TPhe znte will be inserted in the record, at the plaee
where it Was requested. Ishall take it up i turn.

1?9-t giay Fine#ee . 1.

02h NJAIROA1X. Seuatot Kerr has the floor now, and I will ask
questions later on, but at this point as on page 51 it should be noted

at $595 million in highway expenditures has been deducted from the
1958 total. With the figure included the 1965 total was, as recorded
by the budget, $4.6 billion, When the $1.8 billion highway ex-

tenditure estimate is added to the 1958 estimate, the total is $73.0
billion, an increase of $9 billion, instead ot $7.8 billion.

$ecretary HUMHRBY. I have here a longc statement, and I titink the
airman- askedkr thisi a stAtbei t on, the lbug-6ftnge coxnmitlfet

and contingencies, the contingent items. It is a long statement. I
tovers a large number of items. It runs into very substantial sums of
money.

The net of it-there is no practical way to add up totals because the
items are so confusing as to the degree of rsponsibility, and what
would bring, them into play.

It shows, generally speAking, that out of about $250 billion or
$ 7 billion of gross contingencieo, there are about $100 billion of

our present, Governmnent bonds deposited as collateral, so that a lot of
this is security by our own debt or debt held by various agencies,
like trust funds aind things of that Jkd..

It is extremely diff&rit to list all of the possible contingent liabili-
ties. These are the legal contingencies. ' There might be, and I
believe perhaps could well be, other contingencies which would de-
velop ractically that may not be included in this list.

U, again, we w& have tht lt mimeographed #0 that everybody
wil have that.

The CHATRWAP. It will be inserted in the record at the place where
it was requested, and I shall take it up later..(Sees rp. 80

SeffetaryUMP )Y. Now, S nator Iew asked about floating
Aebt. . ..

This statement I am submitting shows the marketale debt matur-
jng within yimw 4, total outstiading in. Decepaer -102, 1466, anA
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at the present time, that is, May -31, the last date, less thatheld by
the Federi R ve.and. G06venmentaccounts..

The CHAIRMAN. The statement will be made a part of the record
at the place it wa requested.

(See page 132.)
Secretary Humwnazy. This shows a net held by the public, of debt

maturing in less than 1 year, of $42.9 billion in 1953j $45.8 billion in
I95, and $46.1 billion at the present time.

It also shows the nonmarkotable demand notes held by the public
in savings notes in 1952, now all paid off; the F, G, K, andJ savings
bonds, and the miscellaneous debt which has a demand prerogative,
and shows that those amount to $31.8 billion in 1952, $18Abillion in
1956, and $16.8 billion at the present time.

This makes the total floating debt and demand obligations out..
standing $74.8 billion in 1952, $63.9 billion in 1956, and $62.9 billion
at the present time.

Again, as I say--
Senator KPvnn. I would like, if it is all right, Mr. Secretary,, to dis

cuss these with you as we come to them.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Fine.
Senator KER. That means, as I read it, an $11.7 billion differential;

is that right?
Secretary HuMPHRzy. That is right; less today than there was in

1952. 1 1
Senator Kai. How much of that is in long-term bonds?
Secretary HUMPHREY. You mean--
Senator KEaR. How much of that differential thatis not now in-the

floating debt is in long-term bonds?
Secretary HUMP IEY. In the I yea--.
Senator KERR. Well, this is a tabulation--"_,,, I t
Secretary HumpuwIay.i Actually maturing- '
Senator KRmt. As I understand, this is a tabulation of the loatin

debt as of these dates. o fl, tn
Secretary HuMPHREY. That is, this is the debt that we may -be

called upon to pay within less than a year.,
Senator KRR. Well, it is what you referred to as the floating debt?
Secretary HumPmaY. That is connect, that demand can be, made

for payment within less than a year. Some of it automatically ma.
tures; and some of it is payable on demand.

Senator KERR. We still owe that $11.7 billion? i f
$ecretary Huivuray. No, That has been reduced.,
Senator KERR. Well, we owe more now than we, did-

Onrear~JumpRRoy. No -we owe less.
tor (continuing. Thmn we did in December 1052 total

Secretary HUMPHRvY. Oh, you naean the total, 9f all, debt?,
Senator K Ra. Yes.
Secretary HuNI'JIRY. Oh, yes;' yes, sir. The total of allnebt: is

higher than it was 1952. .
setor KzRR. Thisi-

Secretary Humpy aY. Ths is simply the debt-- IT
Senator KJORR. I understand.

Secretary HumPHRy (continuing). ,,Owhich the demand for pay.
'eMnt can bemade within 1 year..
8Wtor KERR. What I am trying to find out is where it is now.
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.Secretary HUMPHRme. It is right here, May 31.
Senator KERR. I have not made myself clear. You still owe this

money- _ . .

Secretary tuMPHREY. Yes, sfr.
Senator KERR (continuing). In one form or another.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator KERR . In what form is it now?
Secretary HUMPHREY. It is in, longer torin than 1 year or demand.

'Senator KERR. In how much longer term than 1 year?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, you did not ask that.
Senator KERR. I know I did not.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I will have to try to find out. It will be

more than a year and up to 40 years.
Senator KERR. Well, now--
Secretary HUMPHREY. Most of it, I would guess, would be in 5,

6, 7 years, something like that, in 3 to 7 years.
Senator KERR. In 3 to 7 years?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Something like that. Of course, I am just

guessing at this, now.
Senator KERR. But it is-

* Secretary HUMPHRY. But it is more than I year, and we have
some that go to 40 years, and the others lie somewhere in between.
The longest term is very small.

Senator KERR. We have some that go 40 years?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I believe it is about 40 years; 1995.
Senator KERR. That is 38 years.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is what?
Senator KERR. That is 38 years.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. How much of that?
Secretary HUMPHRBY. It is relatively small, $2% billion.
Senator KERR. Those and the 3 s are the only long-terms that

have been issued, are they not?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Those are the only two long terms.
Senator KERR. How much are the 3's?
Secretary HUMPHREY. $1% billion, a little over $1.5 billion.
Senator KERR. So the 2 of them together total $4 billion.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. The overall increase in the debt is how much since

December 31, 1952?
Secretary HUMPHREY. To $276.7- billion from $267.4 billion-$9.3

billion.
Senator KERR. So that $9.3 billion less $4.1 billion is $5.2 billion.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Deducting the long term; yes.
Senator KERR. So that, if we contemplate that the increase in the

debt is in part represented by the long terms, and for bookkeeping
purposes we may just as well assume that some other of the reflnanc-
;ng has -been put into it, that leaves $5.5 billion of the increase, plus
$11.7 of the decrease in the floating debt, for a total of $17.2,billion
which has to be in the form of something more than 1 year and less
than long term.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is about right.
Senator KERR. Is that right?
Mr. MAYO. That isn't far off, air.
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Secretary HUMPHNEY. The total increase is $9 billion, but there is
a $17 billion increase outside the floating debt and long-term bonds,
somewhere in there.

Senator KERR. It is now in a different form.
Secretary HUMPHREY. It is in a different form, that is correct,

different maturity.
Senator KERR. What issues have you made of longer than 6 years

since you came in?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Mr. Burgess is really the person to answer

these questions, because he has allthe data.
Senator KERR. I know but I am just seeking information.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Roughly, there is a $6 billion increase in the

E and H bonds.
Senator KERR. E and H is $6 billion?
Secretary HuMPHREY. That is right. And special issues are up $6.4

billion. And, wait, there is one other item.
Senator KERR. $6.5 billion-
Secretary HUMPHREY. Special issues.
Senator KERn. When do they mature?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, those are varying maturities. That

goes into the trust funds.
Senator KERn. I know, but are they due or callable in a year?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No. These are fund deposits. They are

bonds deposited in funds.
Senator KERR. What I am trying to find out is their term.
Secretary HuMPHREY. Their term is mostly a year, or over.
Senator KERR. Well now-
Secretary HUMPHREY. They turn over.
Senator KER. If their term is a year, would that affect this table?;
Secretary HUMPHREY. No; they are not floating debt. They are

longer term credit. They are fid deposits where the obligation
is for a much longer time.

Senator KERR. In order that I may understand this now, and
let us see if my understanding is correct, you are referring to the trust
funds?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator KERR. Of which you have control, and with reference to

which, as they accrue or as they-
Secretary HUMPHREY. Mature
Senator KERR (continuing). As they come in, you invest them in

Government securities of one kind or another?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That js correct. They are special issues

for that purpose.
Senator XiERR. Special issues for that purpose. Of what duration

are they?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, they are mostly for a year, because

we have annual interest adjustments, and they turn Ovet wit tp
revisions in interest yearly.

SenatorKERR. What f am trying to find out-what i your name,
sir?

Mr. MAYO. Mayo.
Secretary HUMPHREY. M-a-y-9, Mayo.
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Senator Exiui. What I am trying to find out, Mr. Mayo, is this:
You sy'that you put $6 billion more in the special issues

Mr. MAYo. Yes.
Secretary HuMPHaEY. Six and a half.
Senator,.&, a..- Of. 1-year duration when you turn them over.
Mr. MAyo. That is about right.Senator XLinox, iow, is that $6.5 billion: included i thi $62.9

billion? osr-Mr. MAto, -No, air. ;:
Secretary HUMPHREY. No that is not part of the floating debt.
Senator KXnm, "But it is due withifi a year.
Secretary HUMPiaUY Wellj it can be for whatever is proper. -We

make it that because you have these adjustments that you make an,
nually. But it can be made just as:well for 5 years or some other
petlod.

Senator KaRR. Well, the reason you'-do not do that is-
Secretary HUMPHRi.Y. There is no obligation'---
Senator K&Rr (continuing). That1sthe law requires you to adjust

that interest? , ' I . ,
SecretaxryHvMP9ahy.' It is a convenient way to do it.
Senator ZuIRR. Yes.
Now t $68 billion, this first, $ billion, that you said was in E

and H Ind--'
Secretay HumpnI~v. That is right.
SenatovRibXta continuingg). They are- callable at the will, of the

lender.
Secretary HUMPmRnY. That is correct.
Senator Kir. And the $6.5 billion of special issues you turn them

Over; ev"r er
vm:tiia 4&. E; a d they keep turning over, that is

Senator KRUi. And the special issues, you, keep turning them over?
'Seotn g u~airlo That i correct.
-8enait Kmxt Now: the othersf, $5.7 billion,-Ur., Mayo, which ithat---• ,:'
Secretv HtzIRUy, Her6 itis,. Ii 1954---

Secretary HUMnzry. In 1954, we issued 5- to 10-ye ,i b6ndsi of
various issues, totaling $21.7 billion. .

Senator Kl31. $211 billifi.
Secretary H mPR tE., Soz of thoie !hae come down in term, and

domidart-Otiloret 5, and you woUld have*to sot out each iwtie to '6e
just where youwere.

Seiihtor JXi, How much, of th $21.7, billions" was longer than 5
years?8e reta'H~tMHn t, eWell, 1*t $44 billion, we sp6ke of bd,*e,
you alresi havW Utlit i; 1W!I~~~

Senator Kvian., No.
Sedr~tery' XtTriwt.. "Tis tweo5, to 10-year -raigo,1 hat

was in .1953.
Senator Kwzx. What did you issue?
Secretary HUMPHQIY. $4..6bin.
Senator Kz 6 For how long?
Secretary HUMupI RY. Somewhere between 5 and 10.

/ j.
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Senator KERR. You do not know-they. are not bonds which are
payable at the end of 10, but callable at the end of 5ye'ars?

Secretary HUMPHREY. No; .they* are different maturities. We
would have to get each issue.
Senator:KERR, I think he has it there in the'Treasury Bulletin,
Secretary HUMPHREY. We have all of them here, If .you.want to

read them off.
Senate r KaRR. I just want to know what yotu issued of 5 years or

longer, since you came in.

Secretary. HuiM R.e Well, let's start right at the top of the sheet
here and pck them out..,

Senator KERR. I tell you thatfellow Mayo can beat either you or
me. I havethe Treaswy Bulletin here, but I have to have someone

Secretary H umpaSy. "So do L We are equal., [Laughterj
Senator KiERR. Maybe this fellow can guide us both.
Secretary HuMPHRY. Here you go right up--.." ,

Senator KERR. Tell me Mr. Mayo, so we can put it mitherecord.
Secretary HUMPHxEY. jou pick outthe ones that are over 5 years.
Mr. M!ro. In Februaryof 1963, the Treasury sued a 5-year,

10-month bond of $600 milhon.
-Senator KERR. How much?
Mr, MAYO. $600 million.,
Senator KERR. All right.
Mr. MAYO, And then, of course, in May of 1953--
Senator KERR. That is May of 1953?
Mr. MAYO. Yes. The Treasury issued this $1.6 billion of these

30-year 3s.
Senator K R. We have that in, a separate category
Mr. MAYO. All right' we wiJl keep that separate-. I0 November of

1953, a 7-year 10-rnonth bond, $2.2 billion.
Senator KSRR. All right.
Mr. MAYo. In November of 1953,, 5-year 10-month bond, $1.7

billion.
Thatiis all for 1953.,
Senator KERR. All right.
Mr. MAYo. In 1954, February, 7-yer 0-month bond, $1 2 biion,
SenAtorKERa. $11.2 billion?.
Mr. MAYO. Yes, sir.
SenatorlKaR. Allright. ..
Mr. MAYO. August, 1954, 6-year 3-month bond, $3.8 billion.,

oSetor JlaAR. -All right.
Mr, MAYO. December, 954 8-year 8-month, U$.8 billion.
Senator, KrNAR. All riht.
Mr. MAYO. We have given you the 40-year bond. We Will skip

that.
Senator Kztas. All right.-
Mr. M o. That i p11, over 5 years i believe, enstor.

$enAtor KESH. That had been suedl?
.,'Mr. MAYO, That is correct.

Senator KEzR. Well now all ofthese except the Pecember of.1954,
$6.8 billion, mature in 196 or before; do thy.: not?,,.
Mr MAxo. That is correct.

$izptor~ An th Pecrabr ofZp5mmatr~"'-0
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Mr. MAYO. In August of 1963.
Senator KERR. August of 1963.
Then to the degree that the floating debt as you have defined it is

less than it was on December 31 of 1952 there is actually a substan-
tially larger amount that will be due within 5 years from this date.

Mr. MAYO. Yes; close to 5 years. Some of it is closer; that is right.
Senator KERR. Al right.
Mr. Secretary, what is the next item, now, that you have there?
Secretary HUMPHREY. All right.
Senator KERR. I wonder if we might do this: You know, we were

discussing when we left here, as I recall it, the amount that was due
within 5 years, and you were going to make a tabulation, I believe, of
the amount and classifications due in less than 5 years or callable by
the owner, as of December 31, 1952, and as of May 31, 1957.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Here it is; yes. We have that statement
right here,

Shall I read this for the record?
Senator KERR. Yes, sir.
Secretary HUMPHREY. In 1953, I made the statement that nearly

three-fourths of this debt matures within less than 5 years or is
redeemable at the holder's option,

This statement was based on an analysis of Federal debt outstanding
on December 31, 1952, which showed that 68.8 percent of the Federal
debt outstanding was in this category.

By December 31 1956, the percentage computed on the same basis
was 68.4 percent. 'hat part of the public debt includes:

(1) All marketable securities maturing in less than 5 years, regard-
less of the type of the holder.

(2) All demand debt, such as savings notes, savings bonds, inclUd-
ing E and H bonds as well as F and 0, J, and K bonds, depositary
bonds, matured debt, and noninterest bearing debt.

(3) Investment series bonds, both series, A, which is redeemable
on demand, and series B, -which is exchangeable on demand into
5-year marketable notes.

(4) Special issues to Government investment accounts, such as un-
employment trust account, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporiti6n
Federal Housing Administration funds, and Federal Savings and
Loan Insurance Corporation, which accounts may involve demand-
type obligations.

senator KERR. Now, you were going to bring it as of May 31 of
this year.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not think we were, Senator. I do not
believe we can get it up that close, but we might.

I think we can. We have not got it, but we can try to revise it
to bring it to May 31, if that is possible.,

Senator KERR. It is a little hard-
Secretary HUMPHREY. We might bring it up to April.
Senator KiERR. It is a little hard for me to reconcile this with 'what

seems to me to be the situation because, on the basis of what you
have just told me here, everything that was due within 5 years at
that time, plus an increase of how much in the debt?,

Mr. MAYO. $9.3. billion.
Senator KERR. $9.3 billion-is now due within 5 years or "less,

excpt the $6.8 billion which would be due in 1963, according t this,
Mr. Mayo.i
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Mr. MAYO. That is right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. And the 4; ----
Secretary HUMPHREY. The 4% --- 3
Senator KERR. Which is how much, Mr. Mayo? Is that right,4 %?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Of the two longs.
Senator KERR. Which is $11.3 billion, plus anything that was due

in more than 5 years but less than 10 years; is that not right?
Mr. MAYO. That is right.
Senator KERR. Was there no outstanding debt at that time due

within 5 and 10 years?
Mr. MAYO. Yes, there was. These are on different concepts, if

I may answer Mr. Secretary.
Secretary HUMPHRBY. You tell him just exactly what that is.
Mr. MAYO. This was done to illustrate the total of demand debt,

including the E- and H-bonds, this statement you have here, Senator,
in 1952. This is a classification that we no longer use. We have
preferred to use this floating-debt concept in more recent years.

We have for your purpose, however, brought this up to date to
illustrate what it would be on December 31, 1956. It includes Series
E and H bonds, which the floating debt concept does not inculde
because that is a self-sustaining program. The sales and rederaptions
are just about equal all the way along.

This includes certain types of Government investment account
special issues, which we have not included in the floating debt now.

Senator KERR. Nor in the amount due within 5 years?
Mr. MAYO. They are in this amount due within 5 years, this old

concept that we are referring to here, because. technically speaking,
like unemployment trust account, you could have a wave of unemploy-
ment which would make you pay much of that money out immediately.
So it is in a different-

Senator KERR. Here is what I am trying to do: When the Secretary
came in, on innumerable occasions he was critical of his predecessor
and of the situation which he said he inherited, because, he said-
sometimes he said two-thirds and sometimes he said three-fourths of
the outstanding debt is either due within 5 years or redeemable at the
will of the owner,

Now he is about to leave this post, and he is going to have a successor
who will inherit a situation.'

Secretary HuMPHRzY., Perhaps I can clear this up for you.
Senator KERR. And I was-
Secretary HUMPHREY. My successor can be critical of me, because,

using this measuring stick, we have not made the improvement that
I would like to have made.

In these times of great demand for money, we have not been able
to extend our debt and to put out as much long-term paper as we had
hoped Xe mi ght do and'as I'think it is very desirable to do whenever
the opportunity will permit its being done.

Now, you can do it sometimes. Sometimes the market will take
the long-term securities, and sometimes the market will not,

We have had markets during a substantial part of the time--be-
cause of the large demand for money and the high rate of prosperity-
where the long-term obligations could not be put. out, and where it
was not desirable to put them out.''"''.-
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We have niade progress, Senator Kerr, bUt not as muchs "I hoped
we would be able to make. On this meauring stick we h &ve about, held
our own. On the floating debt we have dne, betternMd *e h*ve
put out some long issues, -

Senator, Kir. Well, 'you see-
Secretary HUMPHREY (continuing). And we have about- -
Senatoi KIM. Well, tuAly we, have not held our own, on the

basis of your statement.
Secretary HUMPnREY. Well, we have comepretty close to it. "
Senator; KDRI Beaust on December 31)i 1952, according to this

statement, it was 68.8 percent of how much, Mr. Mayo?i Mr, M vo, Wel~that is approimately-; i

Senator K iR. It is 68.8 percent of how much?
Mr. MiyOiif Of $287billion.
Senator KE 9. 'Of $267 billion,
Mr. MAYoi That is correct.
Senator Kirnt According to this statement:of December 31, 1956k

it'is 68.4 percent of how much? J
.Secretary HuMPRsiY. *.Of a larger amount.,
Mr. ,MAYo. $276.7 billion. ,
Senator Kuua. Of 827&7 billion, which means, we, had a greater

Mr. MAYO. That is correct, by this way of measuring,.
Secretary HuMPimuzy. A slight difference.
Senator Kmtm (ontiuing). A greater- amount outstanding on

the basis of this
SSecretary Humphrey A very small amount.

Senator KR&- I a m not certain of this but-,it would seem to-me
that as of May 31i 1 57 there wouldnot only be a substantially larg4
volunie, but perhaps a larger percentage of the total, Mr. Mayo?

Mr. MAYo. We can figure that for you' Senator. iThe debt 4a a
total ha gone down a little since Decm ber, and the shorter-term
debt ha-*if.

Senator KuRia., (ineu p
Mr.: MAYo(continuing). Has perhaps gone up sightly according

to this definition;-
Senator Kimu . Yes. At least, as much as the debt has gone down.
Seoretary Hvmpmwna,. Whf don't we see ,if we 0an get theexact

figures as of May 31?
Senator, , KviiR.I think it would every intructive.
Secretary HUMPgUWY. I think Wecan get Whm, certainly as of

(The .mae lrfre owas. later submitted as follows:),

By May 31, 1957, the percentage computed on the namebasis was 8.3 percent
Senator k mt. Yo se, 9ri . Secrta,, w t h any w I gSIeV ai e,

#rmd I hape to-n o l is thatlthe poliQ whch:yulp4t
impemntand wihhash~* a -At i t heeidrdr~~v

Bard, ad, in.,which you. tl us ah~ D4u io~elyspot&e

national debt: 4001 iog~p ~ s ,

Sntoy" ANiutAse in etra'~~al~r~ ora-P4

must'say that, I 4nd mefina rahrpcla iutoereo.tf
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quoting from that publication,, % an argument with you. -LAughtei.jSecretary HUMPnH Y. Well;, :do n t know why you would not.
Senator KEzn. You and , it have, not been very far apart, usually.
I see this article. headed as follows: . <

Moaw PtUrs Popoim, ,Ko.LEPANsIO PitAs &s IrMuuR6 Costs SA'
One delays bond gle, calls market dlsorganiW4,, new, rate hikes forecast,

Uncle 8am is squeezed, too,
Tight money is twistinji the plans of a grow ingnumber of Amerioan business,

men; Somne are. postponing or canceling arefully laidi eXpanlon plans. Many
are keeping a closer eye on inventories soas to limit costly borrowg. 0tkere aro
reshaping financing plans In the hope of minimizing higher intexest osts.

Mr. ~C~rmon, waft tli- etoo, i Aide t int t4e VeOO4 &t, this
point, bui t .nly walito read'abouttwo more p aagphs.

There's :n6' qustion that interest rates are high by any recent' standards, U6
matter where a businessman may,turn, , The banks',rate for their biggestborrow.
era, with the best credit ratings--the prinae rate--is 4 percent, the il'hest t has
been.since 1933. And. that is onlypart'of the story.

Up above is the statement:
Bankers generally look for Interest rates to go higher still.
-A6 money <has tightened, mord and, im borrowers have found that in th9banks' eyes they no longer qualify for the minimum rate. Banks also have-be!

come more insistent that borrowers keep close to 20 percent of an? money they
borrow; on, deposit with the banks a !tep that increases the actual cost" of, th

Then there was this very illuminating comment, Mr, Secretary:,
Higher interest rates, of course, are pInching govern nts a rw businesses.

The Treasury last week hadto pa1 8.404 1t ralse $1,6 billion on Its regular
offering of 91-daybills-the highest rate It had paid on sOh securities In 24 yeMr~a.
State, and loal governments alo are being forced to Pay higher-and higher, n
terest rates t raloo fund f9r ohools, highways and otler facilities. * . '4!
STighter money is helping t6 efeat one of the pr alms of the Eisenhower
administration-to stretch out the average maturity of the FedeaW debt., On
Purpose of the proposed itretohout was toutdown the sies of the ove _ et's
future debt refundingohor. Xk addton,bYoierin longer tt' securities 1.th .
administration hoped to place ;more f 'the0 e : t handsof n a

Investors. ,* .
The current interest, rate upsurge, with 6Wnl inlnor nteruptonsi, dates from

early 1955. As business began to pull, out ofthe Inveno y recession of late 1958and 1964' demandfor credit grew-for rebulldlAg deplete4 !hv~ntorIpsand building
Snew fcuties. The redera R -,seve system, whih dining, thQ recession piribd
b ad supplied the banks with ar the fdtisf they needed, and more, began"to limit
the funds the banks had available to, len1. In,trest rates rose steadily.,

In late 1956, the Federal Reserve hesitated, somewhat uncertain as to the•,businesszfuture. But as buslnessplo.eahead Withtremendous rapI4 expansionprograms, (spending on new plant d equlpmpnt this year fo r vt t 37;4
objin, an increase of over 8peroent in 196 igh), Ahe rt ve ystem took a

and again grabbed the credit reins tlghtly. ..,Now, ,t~is writer says~ , .., ..... b....at- :,-, .
"Tighter money is helping,to defeat one ofthe prime-oims of -the Eisenhower

is no wy foryou to knOW hat you Widhave t pay to issue ong-
te n bonds tiday? . .. .. . ... .. . ..... . ....,.

"Secretary Hytpg~niw. I think that is rih tIdb i6tlt t ith
market is available to sell long-term bonds, and I do not believe you
wouldwant to try.

(The article referred to is as follows:)
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TJGoTUR MO y---1(o* Fmus POSTPONE, KILL EXPANSION PLANS AS INTEREST
CosTs SOAR

ONE DELAYS BOND SALE, CALLS MARKET DISORGANIZED; NEW RATE HIKES FOR.
CAST-UNCLE SAM 1S SQUZSED, ,TOO

A Wall Street Journal News Roundup
Tight money is twisting the plans of a growing number of American business-

men.
Some are postponing or canceling carefully laid expansion plans.' Many are

keeping a closer eye on inventories so as to mit costly borrowing. Others are
reshaping financing plans in the hope of minimizing higher interest costs.

Those are the major facts turned up by a Wall Street -ournal survey of business-
men and bankers in 13 major cities around the United States, as both bank
borrowing and bond financing costs continue to mount. Other findings:

Bankers generally look for interest rates to go higher still.
High Interest rates--and the scarcity of loanable funds-chiefly deter marginal

projects; many companies are pushing ahead With expansion plans, convinced
.that the resulting profits will more than offset tle higher cost of money.

American Businessmen and Federal, State and local governments are,
finding it increasingly difficult and expensive to borrow money., This is
the first of two articles examining the impact of the steadily tightening
credit squeeze.

WIDE RANGE OF BUSINESSES

Reports of stymied expansion plans come from a wide range of businesses,
however.

"The recent rise in interest rates killed a $1 million expansion program we had
planned," says Gilbert Schnitzer, president of Industrial Air Products Co.
Portland, Oreg., supplier of oxygen for industrial and medical uses. "We had
intended to open plants in other Northwest cities, but we simply can't afford to
pay current bank rates."

"We're not bidding on some jobs we'd like to bid on, because if we get them we
would have to have new facilities," says an official of a southern California aircraft
company. "We think ue'd have to pay too much for the money to finance the
new facilities."

And the senior credit officer of a major Chicago bank reports, "Several of our
customers have reduced or postponed expansion plans because of high interest
rates, They hope to borrow later when rates are more favorable." A number
of these companies he says, were utilities; one was a railroad.

There's no question that interest rates are high by any recent standards, no
matter where a businessman may turn. The banks' rate for their biggest borrow-
ers with the best credit ratings-the "prime" rate-is 4 percent, the highest it has
been since 1933. And that's only part of the story. As money has tightened,
more and more borrowers have found that, in the banks' eyes, they no longer
qualify for the minimum rate. Banks also have become more insistent that
borrowers keep close to 20 percent of any money they borrow on deposit with
the banks--a step that increases the actual cost of the loans.

A PRIME RATIO BOOST?

More bad news for businessmen: Many bankers maintain that an increase in
the prime rate itself is overdue. Any such increase sooner or later would affect
all borrowers, since all bank rates are scaled upward from the prime rate.

When a businessman turns to the bond market for long-term loans to finance
expansion programs the picture, if anything, Is even more bleak. The yields on
top-grade corporate bonds outstanding, as measured b Moody's Investors Serv-
ioei. have averaged 3.7 percent so far this year.. As shown by the chart below,
that's higher than the annual average for any year since 1934. And -the average
is sure to go higher, since the yields on new bond issues for several weeks have
bIein running well above 3.7 percent. , 5 I .... s
-,,Only last week, Southern Bell Telephone Co. had to pay 4.91 percent w en
isold $70 million of 29-year debentures. That's the highest rate paid by any
I3ell System unit sigce 1930.,.

/
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Michigan Consolidated Gas Co. last week paid 6.145 percent to borrow $30
million on 25-year first mortgage bonds. That's in sharp contract to the 3.39-
percent rate the Michigan utility paid on a $30 million 25-year bond issue less
than 2 years ago-in November 1955.

Kerr-McGee Oil Industries, Inc., this week will offer $20 million of debentures.
To make its securities more attractive in the current bond market, Kerr-McGee
has coupled to each $1,000 debenture a warrant entitling the purchaser to buy 5
shares of the company's common stock at $80 a share during the period from
April 1, 1958, to June 1, 1964.

-The rise of bond market interest costs has been so swift that some companies
have simply thrown up their hands. Associates Investment Co. last Tuesday
postponed a $20 million debenture issue. The reason according to E. Douglas
Campbell, treasurer: "The disorganized condition of the market."

Higher interest rates, of course, are pinching governments as well as businesses.
The Treasury last week had to pay 3.404percent to raise $1.6 billion on its regular,
offering of 91-day bills-the highest rate it had paid on such securities in 24 years.'
State and local governments also are being forced to pay higher and higher interest
rates to raise funds for schools, highways and other facilities. The Dow-Jones
municipal bond yield index last week rose to 3.48 percent, the highest level since
October 1935.

Tighter money is helping to defeat one of the prime aims of the Eisenhower
administration-to stretch out the average maturity of the Federal debt. One
purpose of the proposed stretchout was to cut down the size of the Government's
future debt refunding chore. In addition, by offering longer term securities, the
administration hoped to place more of the debt in the hands of nonbank Investors.
Banks prefer short-term securities; such purchases set the, stage for further in-
flation . k .... . .. ..
*At the end of 1952, Just before Ike took office, the average maturity of thed

Federal debt was 46 months. By mid-1955, the average had reached 55 months.
But, as money tightened, the Treasury decided it could not sell additional long"
term securities at any interest rate that it cared to pay. So It has relied more
and more on short-term issues. Result:' The average maturity, as shown by the
chart below, had dropped 4, months by the end of last month:
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The current Interest-rate upsurge, with only tnioor Interruptions, dates from
early 1055. As business began to pull out of the inventory recession of late 1953
and 1084, demand for credit grew-for rebuilding depleted inventories and build.
Ing new facilities. The Fed~eral Reserve System, which during the recession
period had supplied the banks with all the funds they needed and more, began to
li1i tthe funds the banks had available to lend. Interest rates rose steadily.

In late 1956 the Federal Uestervo'hesitated, somewhat uncertain as to the bus!.
ness future. IQu as business plowed ahead with record expansion program
(spending on new plant and equipment, this year Is forecast at $37.4 billion, anl
increase of 6 percent over the 1950 high),t the Reserve System took heart and again
grabbed the credit reins tightly.,

BORRiOWED RESERVES

Just how strapcd the 'banks are for funds showed up last week in the weekly
statement issuedby the Reserve System. The banks are required to keep oft
deposit With the Rerve System funds equal to a ecified perce

pIts on their own books,, for the major'New York City banks, for example, tbis
etage'is 20 percent. To meet these requirements, the banks this past week

to borrow fro the Reserve Syster wdioly average of $1.1 billion.
Whe .money. began to tighten early In 1;55, manybusinessmen decided to,

finance nexpason programs, te porarily"- ometiie for several years-with
banjk loam. WhOA money' became more plentiful'a~d interest rates eased, thy
expected to ra uontermt funds ith the bond market.

Despite the fact t a more than 2 years have passed with no drop in iateret.
In t e companyn es perlit on that coUrpe;ev heit te, , u I I 1 Dual.

he re Ba been considerably more brrowith rom banks lately bycom-
res thato6 not ant teo c6mmit themselves on l yng-term loans" reports E. Z.-

Adams, ptesdent of $in Fraiscols Bank ofCalifornia.,
Pne t. norm n s~lnncing patrFts~g' quitbe Gas Co. this ye~ar

l oot 4 attern, nv ,ltU W: E, UAW

could hve solddedbtures atoprvide the'funds eeed fo a ew $8.7 wlyo
t emical plant in Kentuck. But because of high Interest rates , o x. oJ

vice president a treas e u at a last Ontagt orraned

posts o Ir n oth bank, 106i

But a growing fnumb o erb yte andk ti aw fborrowerS lh6 want, t a..
range new loans for expansion purposes or to renew old ones. Several factors
underlie this trend. For one thing, with the prospect of si higher Interest rates,
banks aren't eager to commit their funds for long periods at current interest rates.
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"The money market still is uncertain," says John H ay,preident pf tbq MIohi-

an Bank in Detroit. "Rates might go even hlighrand we don't want to getlooked in.' +....

Another factor is that the Rieserve Systei for some time hs been, gent66 p
during the banks to avoid even temporary loans for calital purposes.
System artgues, with considerablo!oonviotlon; that such oans f6d, inflation.
And, with the demand for bank credit still outrunning the supply, spore and moq
banks are finding it deariable tp go along with the Reserve $yotem. I

Bankers, trying tactifully to shove customers into the bond market, emplsize
that businessmen may have to wait a long time for rates to come down. Wn t
worth P. Johnson, a senior vice president of Fidelity-Philadelphia Tust Co., goes
farther than most in that direction,

DROP IN 106i? C

"Once interest rates begin rising," says Mr. Johnson "they rue for a period ofabout 13 years before falling off again." He figures the most recent lo0 point
was 1946 (the downturn of 1953-54, he figures, was not sharp enough to Interrutt
the overall uptrend). He concludes: "It seems likely that rates should beginto
drop by 1981, according to all historical data available."

Borrowers pushed out of banks have been largely responsible for the bond,
market squeeze. The squeeze has done more than send interest rates soaring,
Many bond dealers have found it impossible to sell their securities without mar-
ing down prices-an action that in some cases has meant losses for the dealeits

To protect themselves to some extent dealers are Insistingthat newt bond
issues be made more attractive-both with higher interest ratos and in oth;
ways. An example of the latter: When interest rates are high, some compazla
solf bonds, fully expecting to refinance later when interest rates decline. Dealers
now, however, are stipulating in some oases that new boiif tdaant be called in
and refunded for at least 5 years. .... ' , i,

Unlike expansion loans, bankers find there's no strong upward pfesure under
inventory loans. Businessmen generally have been trying to ol[ their stocks
in check. The high cost of money is only one reason for this." Most pfoductA
and materials now are plentiful, so businessmen find it unnecessary ti sookplle.
But interest rates still are influencing a number of iventory planners,

VOWLUB PLANS OUT,

"We plan to out Inventories 15 percent in the next 6 months to reduce operating
costs," says Paul Fowler, president of Fowler Manufacturing Co., Portlmd,
Oreg., manufacturer of water heaters. "We use ageM dead of steel, and, If wecan cut down the size of our orders and order at more frequent intervals, we won't
have to obtain so many of these expensive loans."

Aluminum 'Company of America, while It says 1t is not directly affeted by
tight money, believes many of Its customers are cutting inventories bec4,e: of
high nt rpst rates.,

,Many companies concede they're concerned by tight' mney-but not enbub
to alter any plans or programs. 4.,

"High money rates won't affect 6u major expansion plans," says laurence F.
Whittemore, president of Brown Co., Berltnj, N. U-, paper and pulp maker
"Marginal projects wouldn't be started, but we have none In that catego6.y now."

Other companies unworried bytight money include those wh ifnantce operations
large by retaining earning s. enough ch within the companyto take care of all our needs, says tn ofloial of a big Chicago-based manufacturing
concern.

A. number of public utilities, while woi ried by higher iterest oots expect to
offset them through higher charges for their services; a number of r'tqIn*
requests already are pending bpfore State regultor ageucel . ,

Many businessmen ae phuosophlc a about :ht' lionyi Wth t
top corporate tax rate of 52 percent, Uncle Sam-pays aIat hlft
interest costs, figures W. A. Parish,'president W Ji oustoi Lighting 4. ?4werco.
Interest oo , are deductibe fro rona rongures Its taxes.

Whavel', the i*lpactohi 9 Int h 4"t rates oU bus , 6 tbo# it
tmoney'feeds on Itself s businessmenbegiA ' frt , tS Q t credit, they rush to pne up. loans-wietime n

.)Ar4, it .4 -oo13ifJ1 i I i k '.II ithy
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"Tven on the same Interest rate, oredit tend to got tghter on its own * * *
tends to acouinulate rirne pressure says Dava M. Kentdy, Vw.Ident of
Continental Illinois Natlon*t Bank I Trust Co,, o Cldoso , "We reeing no
letup In the demand for borrowings,"

Senator KnalR. Do you think you could sell them at a rWe within
the legal limit?

Secretary HUMPumiRM. I would not recommend trying to sell any

Senator Kimnu. Now--
Secretary HUMPHtBEY. I do not think it is a proper time.
Senator KmR. Well, is that not because of the tightness of the

money market?
Secretary HUMPHT11Y. Well) partly that, and partly because of

the great use of money that is being made, the great demand for
money.

Senator Kin. Regardless of what causes the tight-money market,
it is because of that situation that you would not try to sell long-
terms?

Secretary HumitnEy. There is no complication about this, Senator.
The reason there is not a market for long-term Government bonds at
the kind of interest rates we would like to pay, or that we should pay
for that kind of a security, is because there are so many other people
wanting to borrow money.

Now, when you have lots of peoplein the market.wanting to borrow
money and a lot of industria concerns wanting to borrow money,
they bid for the money. And the only way we can take it away from
them would be to go in and bid and take it away from them.

Now, I do not think the Government would be wise to go in and
try to take money away from business and industry.

Senator KERR. That adds up to a tight-money market.
Secretary HUMPHREY. There is a tight-money market, there is no

question about it, and the reason it is a tight-money market is because
it is better to have the cost of interest rising than to have the cost of
living going out of sight.

Senator KERR. Well now, we are going to get to that in a little
while.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that those are the things you have to
keep in mind.

Senator KERR. Do not try to detour me, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I am not trying to detour you.
Senator kERR. Yes; you are. We are talking about a situation in

which you tell the committee that you would not try to sell long-
term bonds.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. And, for the moment, regardless of what causes this

tigbt-money market, it is the tight-money market which causes you
to reach that conclusion?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right. I do not want to go out and
bid for this long-term money.

Senator KERR. This same article says:
In 1956, the Federal Reserve hesitated, somewhat uncertain as to the business

future; but as business plowed ahead, the Reserve System took heart and again
stabbed the credit reins tightly.

Now, that indicates that the Federal Reserve had something to do
with the tightness of the money market.
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Secretary Huzwnnzy. The Federal Reserve has a lot to do with it.
The Federal Reserve, by law is the functioning body that influences
the amount of available credit and the amount of available money,
and it is their job, the Federal Reserve's job, to do that thing.

Senator Knun. That is what I was trying to get you---
Secretary HuMPHHEY. And the Treasury either agrees with them or

does not.
Senator KnuR. You agree with them?
Secretary HtIMPHIMY. At this time we agree with them pretty well

on what they are doing.
Senator K6mxn. You agree with them and have agreed with them?
Secretary Htm' HuEY. Pretty well. We have had some variations

in agreeing with them; but by and large, we think their policies have
been about right.

Senator KRn, Regardless of the merits or demerits of the tight.-
money situation, then, the Federal Reserve Board is responsible for it?

Secretary HurPumniP', Primarily responsible, yes; plus, of course,
the heavy demand for money. That is their legal function.

Senator KLmn. And that has brought about a situation where there
is more demand for the available credit than there is credit to meet
available demand?

Secretary HuMpitraY. Well, you haye to take into account both
demand and supply.

Senator KERR, Well, I say----
Secretary HUMPHREY. And the demand has been exceeding the

supply.
Senator KERn. And, as you said a while ago, compels the Govern-

ment to compete with itself.
Secretary HUMPHnEY. Well, or not to compete.
Senator KER. When its maturities come due, it has to borrow.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Then we compete.
Senator KEnn. You have to borrow.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator KERR. And you do that every Monday morning.
Secretary HUMPHREY. We do it every Monday.
Senator KERR. Every Monday morning. And State and local

governments have to compete.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator KERR. And when State and local governments and the

Federal Government, which together had over half of the total debt
in the Nation December 01, 1952, are in the posture of competing
with each other, and with both competing with industry for credit,
and the Federal Reserve holding the reins tight so that there is an
inadequate amount to meet the demand, it has to force the interest
rates up, does it not?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Of course-
Senator KERR. Is that not the situation?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Just a moment-
Senator KERR. Let me ask you just this question
Secretary HuMPHREY. Please-
Senator KERJ. That is what makes it impossible, in this environ-

ment, to sell long-term bonds?
Secretary HUMPHREY. It makes it undesirable, and I do not want

to try.
9868.-4-12
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Senator Kisait, I say therefore, Mr. Secretary, that the policy which
the Federal Reserve hs implemented and now follmo, and m wa 4
you have suppo ted them and do now support them---"

Secretary ulm"wny. That is right.
Senator Kmus (continuing). Is what make it ianp_ iblo for you

to achieve the objc ve of putting t" Govername debt au 19W
term issues?

Secretawy HumPUBeY., That is right, because I thisk we g as h
more in other ways. It's the heavy deand for money agw&

Senator KaRR. But regardless of what you think it does fot u---
Secretary Humpqany, We are not doing one thing because I think

we are getting a lot better off the other way. *
Senator Kiii j , In other words, we are getting a lot better off,

then, to---
Secretary HUMpIRamY. With this high prosperity that is going on,

I think the way we are working, it is more desirable to have that than
it is to have no use for money, to have nobody wanting money, and to
have money a drug on the market, so that we can get all we want for
any period of time we do want it. ... ..

Senator Ku. R. Whenyou came into office Mr. Secretary, you said
the worst thing about the fiscal policies in the preceding adninistra
tion was that they had resulted in two.thirds or three-fourths of the
debt maturing or being callable in 5 years.

Secretary HUMPHREY. No; I did not say it was the worst thin
I said that was a thing that was desirable to correct as soon as it col
be done. I

Senator KiiRR,. You said that Was the mess. you inherited.
Secretary HumpHRw.y. That was one of the things. There was a

lot more to the mess than that. [Laughter.]
Senator KnRR% And your successor, if that is a mess, and to the

extent that it is a mess
Secretary HuMPHREY. It is just a part of the mess..
Senator !KRR (continuing) . And to, the extent that is a mess-
Secretary HuMPHiREYu. UMing your measurement, my successor is

going to find no improvement in that little part of it.
S§enatr KERR. He is going to inherit a worse one than you did.
Secretary HUMPHREY. No, it will be just about the same, but we

have cut the floating debt and put out some long. bonds.'
Senator KERR. Now then, Mr. Secretary, do you have a statement

there of the goods that are in short supply?.
Secretary: HuMPHRy., Yes, I haye, a substantial statement with

respect to, that, but first, let me submit a short one for the record,
This is a statement of what issues are still outstanding that we have

not refinanced. 4You asked,; you know, if, there were some that had
not been refinanced, and here is a statement of the, issues that have
not been refinanced. (Requested on p. 138 ),

Senator KzRci. Yes. That is of the! total debt in existence ,when
you came in? Ta

Secretar~HummaEy4:.T isligt "I8
Senator ERR. Yes.

-(Ih td to

'A~*~ ~) ~ ~ PI' ~)ia~i..f~~LU 1~'I --
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Unied State. Government public marketable and namarketablk issue qUja"4ft#

May 81, 1957, which were iesued prior to Jan. 1, 1958
Am "*tW.dn

Marketable issues: (4o4 dr
Ceis ate.......... ............ ... .......
Certfoates

Bonds. ----- 50.

Total - 51.6

Nonmarketable issues:
Savings bonds:,

Series E and H.. 2. 8
Series F, 0, J, K. 12. 1

Total 89.9

Investment bonds:
Series A. .9
Series B ---------------------------------------- 10.8

Total------- -----. 11 6Deposa y' bonds ......------------------------------

~ttL-------------------------51.7

Total, publiclssues-103.8
zxcludes special mssue matured debt bearing no interest, and nondInterest-bearing debt.

Secretary'HiuPHniEy. And it, shows that there are here. a total, of
$103 billion of those issues that are still outstanding, They are just
certain issues...

Senator KiuR. I would think that there were more than that,
because we have all of the 2s. Are they included in this?

Secretary HUMPHREY. They are included; yes, sir. They are up
there in that $50 billion item.

Senator Kxn. That is the bonds? ,
Secretaxy HuMPniHv. That is right.,
Senator Ka n, In the "Marketable issues" item,
$eoretaryJuMHail. That is right.
Senator :K it. The series E an that have not been refinanced

are redeemable on demand.
Secretary HuMPiaRY. At demand.
Senator KXirtn. Series F J, and K, tell us what they are.."tea HUMP Y. Those are svms bonds. We have stopped

issuing them now. They were' bonds that were issued to large m-
eto the at the wll'of, t holders
Senator KiiR. Ar t,~yi~en~
SecraryHuMeJr Y, Th1ey o.re redeepab e on de oand. They

Sre like saving bonds; we stopped issuing the' bigones .a4 ozly issuee
Wasto smaersavqns,

'Senator KRR. Investment bonds, series A, 's th t.whai,

E. Wh*no are d R iUhU Y

Senator KER hnaethey due1PN j ?*hyiaeA~xi
hre-.-~
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'Secretary Humptni. Series A is due in 10650
Senator Knan. And series B?
Secretary HUMPitanY. Callable in 1075 and due in 1980.
Senator K ina. 1975 to 1980.
Secretary Humottoy. Yes.
Senator Klin. Then the only part of this which is not going to be

subject to refinancing petty soon or which could be redeemed at
the will of the holder, is the $11.6 million total of series A and B andthe $50 billion of bonds?

Secretary Humpuuin-. Well, these demand savings bonds are, of
course-theoretically, they can be, but probably willnot.

Senator Kaint. They were what you referred to back in 1953 when
you said they are redeemable at the will of the owner?

Secretary I[UMPHRiY. That is right.
Senator K mt. And they still are?
Secretary ~tIMPuInI:Y. Still are, but the chances are they will not be.

They are extended.
Senator Kion. Sure.
Do you know what chance you will have on that if you let this

interest rate get away from you? If you let that interest rate get
further away from you, those holders of 3 percent will say, "I will
come and get my money and put it over in 6 percent investments."

Secretary HUMPRoY. There are lots of reasons why you would not
make those changes.

Senator KiRR. You say if it gets to 6 percent?
Secretary Humphrey. Yes. I thought you said if it got to 6

percent.
Senator KERR. Well, this article I just put into the record said that

Michigan Consolidated Gas Co. last week paid 6.145 percent to borrow
$30 million on 25-year first mortgage bonds. That is in sharp con-
trast with the 3.39 percent rate the Michi an utility paid on a $30
million 25-year issue less than 2 years ago, November 1955.

So when I talk about the 6 percent high-grade, class A bonds, I am
not talking about a possibility; I am talking about a reality here.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I told you once before in a meeting that
these Government bonds, I believe, are the highest class security in the
world.

Senator KIRR. We have been talking about that.
Secretary HuM)HRzY. And I am not anticipating they will pay 6

percent in the near future.
Senator KERR. I am not, either; because the law says you cannot

Pay over 4i.
T will tell you what I think, Mr. Secretary. I think that before we

hit that ceiling, both the Treasury and Federal Reserve are going to
be doing what they should have. been doing before this, and youdoL too, d o you not?. . . . .. ....

secretary HuMPHREY. I think what we have been doing is what we
should have been doin'.

Senator KER. Butbefore they- .,
Secretary HvMPREY. Whether we will change or not, Senator, will

be just, as I sad iMY statememorg le policy is a flexible
AliOcy It must be a texible policy to n't conditions as they exist

from time to time.
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Senator MRR. You know that is a nasty word to the farmer, that
word "flexible."

Secretary HMvPHiUY, I do not know whether it is nasty to farmers.
It fits here,

Senator KER, Before jou do that, will you answer my question?
Secretary HuMPHinuy. twill just answer this one first.
Senator K EiR. You are going to go back and read me some more of

that campaign speech. [Laugfiter.]
While your staff is looking for it, I will tell you what let's you and

I do-
Secretary HuMpHRy. I will find it in just a minute.
Senator K Rn. I wonder if you would not answer this question:

,Do you not think that the Treasury and the Federal Reserve will ad-
vocate a change in policy at or before the time the required rate hits
that 4Y legal ceiling

Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not know. It will depend on condi-
tions, and I hope they will have the courage and the ability to do
what they ought to do all the while, and not be pressured into doing
something wrong;

Senator Kunt. They will either have to do something or come to
Congress and ask Congress to raise-

Secretary HuMPHREY. Only if conditions justify the change.
Senator KERR. I say, they will have to come to Congress and get

Congress to change the legal limit..
.Secretary HUMPHREY. The legal limit is a good deal like the debt

limit, you know. You do what you have to do. I believe in these
limits, because I believe they are appropriate to work with.

But no limit is going to stop the Government from financing itself
if it has to, under whatever the conditions may be.
The Congress, when the pressures are such and the conditions are

such that Ie only financing the Government can do is at something
different than the limit then the limit will be changed. That is only
commonsense. But I believe in limits now.

Senator KERR. You believe in limits?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do. And the chairman will tell you that

nobody has worked harder to stick to the debt limit, and I believe in
it, and I do not want it abandoned. And we did not abandon it, and
we have held to it, and I hope we are going to live within it, and I
hope for all the future time they will live within it.

Senator KERR. Would you do this-
Secretary HUMPHREY. But if the time should come when they could

not, you would have to do something about it.
Senator KERR. Would you do this: Would you agree that it would

be appropriate for the Treasury and the Federal Reserve Board to
reappraise its policy so as to make credit less tight in reference to
coming to Congress to ask for a raise in that legallimit of 4 percent?

Secretary HUMPHREY. They reappraise their policy daily, Senator,
These, are the few words that I think cover the situation better than
anything else, and they are taken from the Douglas report which'was
made about 7 years ago, and I will just read ybat they sid in that
report.*

Senator KERR. Who was it who said, "Oh, liberty, what crimes are
committed in thy name"? [Laughter.]

I want to tell you, if Paul Douglas had known
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Secretawy HUMPHREY. Let me read it.
Senator KRR. The kind of a mantle that he was going to provider

for you boys to, wrap yourselves in; I believe he would have let his
tongue cleave to the roof of his mouth before he would ever have
issued, those comforting words. [Laughter]

Secretary HuMPHREY. I am sorry he is not here to hear me read it,
but I am sure it will do you good to listen.

Senator KERR. I will tell you right now, errors, sir, do not attain
any dignity even when repeated by one of such eminent prominence.
as yourself, [Laughter.]

Secretary HUMPHREY (reading):
Tiimely flexibility toward easy credit at some times and credit restriction at

other times is an essential characteristic of a monetary policy that will promote-
economio stability rather than instability.

That is the base upon which the Federal Reserve Board operated,
and I think it is the proper base.

Senator KERR. Now that you have injected that at this point, I
want to show you a chart, Mr. Secretary.

I want to show you a chart because it is going to disclose to you that
a greater increase in the money supply in the years previous to your
time brought less increase In the Consumer Price Index than a lesser
percentage of increase in the money supply during the last 12 months
has brought under your administration.

Now, in 1949 through 1953, which includes the years of the Korean
war, the Consumer Price Index went up 2.2 percent per year. The
wholesale prices went up 1.2 percent per year. Industrial prices
went up 2 percent per year. The privately held money supply went
up 3.5 percent a year. The gross national product, according to the
1resident'i Economic Report of 1957, on the basis of the dollars
adjusted -o the 1956 price level, went up 4.8 percent a year. t Unem-
ployment averaged 3.5 percent a year.

Now, for 1956 plus 5 months of 1957 on an adjusted basis gives it
the posture of another year so as to make it a 2-year average.

Secretary HUMPHRiY. I do not quite understand that. How do
you do this?

Senator KXERR. Well, this 2.6 per year average is on the basis of
1956 plus 5 months of 1957, to give it the posture of a year.

What did you tell us the price index had gone up in 12 months?
Mr. MAYO. Four points or 3.8 percent.
Senator KERR. 4.4.
Secretary HUMPHREY.- Points?
Senator KiiRR. Yes.
Secretary HUMPHREY. 3.8 percent.
Senator , ERR. But take all of 1956 and that part of 1957 and give

it a 2-year average, and il is 2.6. If you just take the 12 months and
divide it by 2, it is 1.9 percent.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I see.
Senator KnRR. tut if you take the additional period this year

that we have the record on and the 3 months of last year that was not
in the 12 months, it gives an average of 2.6 percent, as compared to 2.2
percent for 1949-5a. In other words, the Consumer Price Index
risen more rapidly -im 1956 and 1957 than it did on the average
from 1949 through 1953.

1,76
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The wholesale prices have o up 3.1 percent as compared to
1.2 percent. Industrial prices have gone up 3.8 percent as compared
to 2 percent. Privately-held money supply has gone up 2.8 percent
per year in 1956-57 as contrasted to 3.5 percent per year during
1949-53, proving that a larger percentage increase of the available
supply of credit was not as inflationary as a much smaller increase in
the supply of credit has been in 1956-57.

The gross national product has only gone up 2.7 percent as com.
pared to 4.8, and you yourself have said that that is one of the primary
tests of the growth of the economy. Industrial production has gone
up only 2.1 percent as compared to 5.4 percent, and unemployment
has been an average of 4.1 percent of the total civilian labor force, as
contrasted to 3.5 percent.

So it seems to me, Mr. Secretary, there should be a reappraisal of
the money supply considerations which you told us should determine
the action of the Federal Reserve Board.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Senator, have you the 4-year period average
figures to compare with the 4-year previous period average figures?

Senator KERR. Yes; I do have. But you see-
Secretary HUMPHREY. Are you willing to put them up there and

show them?
Senator KERR. I would be glad to. But the reason I use this,

Mr. Secretary, was this: I read into the record the other day the state-
ment of the Federal Reserve Board in its report for 1952, which you
agree with, which said that economic stability or stability of prices
had been attained in 1952.

Now, the fact about the business is, Mr. Secretary that in September
of 1948-and if Mr. Mayo will get his Consumers Price Index I want
him to check me on what I am saying-in September 1948, the Con-
sumers Price Index stood at 104.8. Twenty-one months later, in
June of 1950-have you got those figures, Mr. Ma o?

Mr. MAYO. One second and I willhave that. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. Twenty-one months later, in June of 1950, the

Consumer Price Index was 101.8.
Mr. MAYO. That is right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. Or a decrease actually during that 21-month period

prior to the Korean conflict of 3 points. The purchasing power of the
dollar was increased by 2.56 cents.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. And then in 1951- and 1952, according to the Federal

Reserve Board's report that I read into the record price levels were
constant, and you yourself said in June of 1953 in that interview that
I read here to the committee the other day and put into the record,
when you were asked when did you think you coud achieve a stable
dollar and you said, "We have got a stable dollar now."

Secretary HUMPHREY. That ii right.
Senator KERR. In 1953?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. Now the reason that I have used 1956 and thus far

in 1957 is that that stability has been jarred. After achieving almost
2 years of stability, and proclaiming you were in a stable situation in
1953 and that you maintained it in 1954 and 1955 you certainly
had a foundation for continued stability. But we do not have it, j
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and the figures for the current period are the ones I have used here,
and I have used them because I think it is fair to compare them with
the 5 years-1949 through 1953-which includes the Korean war years.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, you see, Senator, I think that it is the
same figures, just put up again in a little different way, that you used
the other day, where you compare an average period, a pre-1953
average period, with a worst year in a later period and make a favor-
able comparison with that, as compared with the average in the later
period which is much better.

Senator KERR. Well, it has this advantage, Mr. Secretary, it has
the advantage of being accurate, and the statement that you make
ondour stability was not accurate.

ecretary HUMPHREY. Well I will challenge that.
Senator KERa. All right. Tfhen we will look at it together, and I

will let you determine whether it is accurate. In your prepared
statement you say:
We have accomplished a tempering of inflationary pressures during these years,
with a decline in the purchasing power of the dollar of only eight-tenths of a cent
in 4 years.

Is that your statement?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. I want you and Mr. Mayo to examine it and see if

it, according to the exhibit you gave us, represents 4 years or 3 years?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, it is the average-
Senator KERR. It does not say the average. It says, "with a

decline in the purchasing power."
Secretary HUMPHREY. Now, wait a minute.
Senator KERR. Is this what it says?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Calendar year average; Do you read those

letters?
Senator KERR. Why, sure.
Secretary HuMPHREY. All right. We will accept that.
Senator KERR. Well, you cannot take the average of 1953 as

representing--
Secretary HUMPHREY. Why not?
Senator KERR. As representing the increase in 1953. It is the base.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I am showing the changes in the calendar.

This speaks exactly, if you will read the words.
Senator KERR. Yes, sir; you are showing the changes in the calendar

year.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I am showing the calendar year average for

each of 4 years.
Senator KERR. Yes.
Secretary HUMPHREY. And the difference in the calendar year,

your difference is e ight-tenths of a cent.
Senator KERR. That is correct. That is not what your statement

says.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I do not know how you can say it any

plainer. It is all written out just as plain as it can be,
Senator KERR. It depends on whether you want to state it accu-

rately or inaccurately.
Secretary HUMPHREY. It is just stated as plain as it can -be, a

calendar year average.
Senator KEaR. It does not say that,
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Secretary HUMPHtuY. Calendar year average, and it states it.
Senator Mo.nt. I am talking about the statement. The calendar

year average is in the table that was put in there to substantiate the
statement. The statement says-
with a decline in the purchasing powor of the dollar of only eight-tenths of a cent
In 4 years,

Secretary HuMpmuov. That is right.
Senator kionn. Now, actually the decline represented the difference

between 1956 and 1953, did it not?
Secretary HUMimmRY. Between what?
Senator Kitu. 1956 and 1953.
Secretary HumPIImp. Just what it says, the difference between the

averages of those 2 years.
Senator Ktaw. Is that correct that it was the difference between

1956 and 1953?SEcretary HUMPHR1Y. It is exactly what it purports to say, Senator.
It gives you the average for-Senator KiR. Answer the question.

Secretary HUMPHREY. It gives you the average for 1953, 1954,
1955, and 1956.

Senator KmiR. How did you get the eight-tenths of a cent?
Secretary HuMpmRY. You deduct the average from 1953 to 1956

and you find-
Senator KHRR. I think you deduct the average of 1956 from 1953.
Secretary HuMPimEY. That is right, and it is eight-tenths.
Senator KERR. It is only three years in which it, of course-
Secretary HUMPHREY. Pour years.
Senator kERR. Oh, no, it is the difference between the first and the

fourth, is that correct?
Secretary HUMPHRFY. No, it is not correct.
Senator kuRR. Ask Mr. Mayo.
Secretary HUMPHREY. We have taken the Average for 4 years and

deducted-
Senator KVIRR. And deducted the fourth from the first.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That right.
Senator kERR. All right. That represents a 3-year gain.
Secretary HUhtPHREY. Well, but it is not from the end of the year.

It is the average of the whole year.
Senator KERR. All right. And you averaged of the whole year?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. How long is it from January 1, 1953, to January 1,

1956?
Secretary HUMPHREY. You want to put in another year, is that

what you are seeking to do?
Senator KERR. No, I am taking your figure.
Secretary HUmPHREY. Because if you want to put in another year,

it is perfectly easy to do it.
Senator KERR. Yes, sir.
Secretary HUMPHREY. We have got 4 years.
Senator K ERR. Yes, sir.
Secretary HuMPHnRY. And the average of each of the 4 years and

the difference-
Senator KERR. And the decline in the purchasing power as you giw-

it here is the difference between 1953 and 1956, ;
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Secretary HUMPnRnY, Yes.
Senator Kmt. Is that right, Mr. Mayo?
Mr. MAYO. That is correct.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator Kmiu, How long is it from any given date in 1953 to that

same (late in 1956?
Secretary HuMPHui.Y. It is a difference of 3 years of interim, but

it is 4 years, four calendar years.
Senator KvRn. Oh, yes. But your decline there has to be a 3-year

decline. Just ask any member of your staff if that is not correct.
Secretary HUmPuRny. But if we take the figures on 4 years-
Senator KmXu. I just say ask anyone.
Secretary HUMiuRE'. l3ut during the 4 years that is the decline

that has taken place during the 4 calendar years.
Senator KEnn. It is the decline when the average of 1953-
Secretary JumpunnY. It is the decline of the average of 4 years.
Senator KEiuR. It is the decline in the average of 1953 to the average

of 1956 is that not correct, Mr. Mayo?
Mr. MAYO. Yes that is correct.
Senator Kr.Rn. Is that not a 3-year period?
Secretary HUMPIREY. It is a 3-year period of 4 years. [Laughter.]

It is a difference of three.
Senator Krmn. Mr. Secretary, that is the only way that it can be

made accurate. [Laughter.]
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is a perfectly accurate statement.
Senator KER. I want to tell you right now that is a rationalization

I had not contemplated even you would be capable of.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, it is very good for you to find that out.
Senator KERR. All right. Now, let us go to the shortage. Do

you have that statement?
Secretary HuMPHREY. I have a statement, a very full statement on

exactly what occurred which I will read, Mr. Chairman. It shows
exactly how this change took place.

Senator KERR. Now, that is not what I wanted. I did not ask you
for another speech.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, you are going to get one. [Laughter.]
Senator KERR. We are eventually going to get down to that point

of the tabulation of the shortages. The other day you gave me two,
line pipe and railroad passenger cars.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator KERR. All right. You make any speech you want to,

but we are going to get down to those shortages.,
Secretary HUMPHREY. All right.
In response to a request from Senator Kerr on Friday, I promised

to provide the committee today with a more extendod statement
describing the pressures which initiated the recent rise in the general
price level.

This rise began to show up at the wholesale level in mid-1955.
Senator KERR., May we interrupt there?
Secretary HuMPHRE. What is that?
Senator Mop. May I interrupt right there?
Secretary HuMPRE Y.yes si.
Senator KERr. Where is the report of the proceedings on Friday,

the transcript?
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Now you say:
In response to a request from Senator Kerr on Friday, I promised to provide
the committee with a more extended statement describing the pressures which
initiated the recent rise in the general price level.

What you promised to get me Mr. Secretary, was a tabulation of
the consumer items in short supp y.

Secretary HuM*tPHUKY. Well, what we are seeking to do, Senator,
I think you and I both, what we are seeking to do is to bring out the
facts for the benefit of the committee to see what the pressures are
and how they operate, trying to develop the problem.

Senator KimtR. I think the committee is entitled to participate in
deciding what facts we want.

Secretary HUMPHat1wY. That is right, and so am I.
Senator krtnu. That is right, and you gave us a tabulation.
Secretary HxiMpiHm-Y. And I will present it to you, you wanted! to

know about this difference in price levol, and now I am prepared to
present it to you.

Senator KRR. Well, to go back now, you said that this inflation
was caused by a bigger demand than-i want to tell you, you put on
a promising act here the other day that was as good as I ever saw.

Secretary HIMPHREY. Well, I am doing the best I can to help you.
Senator tK it. I will read it and then you may see it. [Reading.J
To go back now, you said that this inflation was caused by a bigger demnd

than productive capacity could supply.

Secretary HuMPnittY. That is right.
Senator KtRm (reading):
Secretary HUMPHaicY. That is right.
Senator KUaR. And the only one you have told me so far was line pipe.
Secretary HUMPItmRy. That is riglht.
Senator KEa. What others?
Secretary Huhmimaay. I will get you a list.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KErit (reading):

Senator KmmR. Do you know of any other, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary ItUmPHRY. I will get you a list.
Senator KnnR. Do you know of any other?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I will get you a list.

Secretary HuMPHuimY. I have a list. [Laughter.]
Senator K mt (reading):
Senator Kswt. Do you know of any other at this moment?
Secretary HuM IREY. I will bring a list which will have the statistics to backIt up.

Then we had a little colloquy there.
Senator Ka.aR, Do you have any independent knowledge of any other avenue

of productive capacity in which this country is short of productive capacity?
Secretary HuMPJIR€Y. I will bring you a list.

Secretary HUmpHRimy. I have a list.
Senator iRH. Well, do you remember what it was to be a list of?
Secretary HUMPHIUIY. Y.es, sir.
Senator K.mRR. What?
Secretary HUMPHHEY. It was to be a list of things that were in

short supply.
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Senator KiRit. That is fine. And you have that there?
The CHAIrMAN. The entire statement will be made a part of the

record where it was requested. (See p. 115.)
Secretary HUMPHREY. I will just go ahead. I do not think you

would know how to use the list, so I am going to tell you how to use
it. [Laughter.]
I Senator Knit. I want to tell you that is a degree of candor to be
commended. It is an attitude of helpfulness that I had not antici.
pated. [Laughter.) And it is a situation which we will let further
discussion itself verify or cast some doubt upon.

Secretary HUMPiRfY. I am sure, Senator, you are socking the
truth, as I am, and I want to show you just how I think this applies.

Senator KIKRit. Fine.
Secretary HUMPhRniy. This rise began to show up at the wholesale

level in mid-1055, and by early 1956, prices of consumer goods and
services began moving upward.

While the Wholesale Price Index has been relatively stable since
January, the Consumer Price Index has continued to move upward.

Now, what has caused this rise in our price level particularly during
the last year? This is the question with which we are all under-
standably concerned, and to which I want to respond here.

During late 1955 and 1956, price increases stemmed basically from
a massive increase in capital expenditures. During this same period
there was a substantial accumulation of inventories, which accentuated
these price pressures.

As the accompanying tables indicate, the capital goods boom which
emerged in 1955 was of enormous proportions. Industrial construc-
tion contract awards had increased 55 percent during 1955. The
volume of new orders for durable goods jumped 34 percent.

Percentage changes in unfilled orders; selected dates, major durable goods industries

From Janu- From Janu. From Janu. From Janu.
ary IU to ary 98 to ary I9 to ary 1957 to

January 1956 January 1967 January 1957 April 19671

Durable-goods Industries, total ................. +20 +11 +34 -3
Primary metals .................. +73 +8 +82 -2
Fabricated metal products.................+26 +9 +37 -1
Machinery I ................................ ±23 +16 +43 -2
Transportation equipment. ..--........... +10 +12 +23 -8
Other durable-goods industries ............ -3 -3 ( -5

80lected commodities:
Railroad passenger oars .................... +5 +5 +10 -2
Railroad freight cars ..................... +073 -23 +499 -6Railroad diesel and diesel electric locomo-
Uves ..................................... +76 -6 +67 -5

I Preliminary.
$ Includes electrical machinery.
8 Includes professional and scientific instruments, lumber, furniture, stone, clay, and glass, and mis.cellaneous.

Source: Oiffce of Business Economies, Department of Commerce.

The percentage change in new orders for durable goods was as
follows: Durable goods, primary metals went tip 31 percent; fabricated
metal products, 29 percent; machinery, 47 percent; transportation
equipment 46 percent.

Senator K~aR. How much in the 2 years?
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Secretary HuMpnnIry. r In the 2 years, durable goods total went up
34 percent; primary metals went: up 31 percenfl; fabricated metal
products, 29 percent; machinery, 47 percent; transportation equip-
ment, 46 percent; and other durable goods, 1I percent.

Though shipments increased very sharply, the backlog of unfilled
orders mounted rapidly for the hard-goods lines generally during 1955,
and continued to move upward through most of 1956. Indeed,-by the
end of last year the backlog of unfilled orders was equal to more than 4
months of shipments at the December rate, and was 34 percent above
early 1055 levels.

Senator KERn. May I ask you a question right there?
Secretary fHuMPunnY. Yes, sir.
Senator kiRnn. Now, is it not a fact that the so-called backlog of

unfilled orders is a tabulation or a compilation of orders, the delivery
dates of which are specifically sot for sometime in the future?

Secretary HuMPitAEY. That is right, and the general reason for
that is because they cannot get prompt shipment. That is the best
evidence I know of inability to get prompt shipment.

Senator Ksnn. Well, you say the bacldog is the best evidence?
Secretary HumimnmY. That is the best evidence of shortage.
Senator iRRmn. You and I know that when industry gets ready to

expand, it may not have all the money on December 31 to pay for all
it is expecting to get within the next 2 years, and if it got it all, the
construction organization would take maybe a year and a half or 2
years to do it.

Secretary HUMPHRE;Y. Now, Senator, when you--.
Senator KER. Now, this backlog is not of materials the delivery

of which is past due, is it, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary HUMPHiREY. You have to find some index of what is a

shortage, and the best evidence of a shortage is an increase in the
backlog of unfilled orders, because that means that deliveries are
having to be postponed and people are getting their orders in so that
they will get delivery dates that they can meet.

Senator KEnR. All right.
Secretary HuMPHREY. The magnitude of these rapidly mounting

demands, concentrated in such a short time span, led to a sharp rise
in the pnrce of producers' equipment and in the prices of materials,
components and supplies usedl in durable goods manufacturing. These
price advances, you will note were much greater than those for prod-
ucts less directly related to this capital goods boom.

Now, the durable prices, there is a tabulation showing the durable
goods prices that went up during these periods, and during the period
rom January 1955 to January 1957, durable goods total went up 34

percent; primary metals, 82; fabricated metal products, 37; machinery,
43; transportation, 23; and so forth.
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Percentage change in neW order for durable good.

Ohane during L-

1988 19ON lo8 Old 1956

Durable-oods industries, total ................... 34 0 LIA

Primary metals ........................................... 32
Fabricated metal products ................................ .2 0
Machinery I .............................................. 37 +47
Transportation equ ipm nnt ................................ 55 4
Other durable good ..................................... 2  - 1

Change between fourth quarters 1954, 1955, and 1958.
3 Includes electrical machinery.'Includes profelional and scientiflo Instrumonts, lumber, furniture, stone, clay and glass, and misoel-

laneous.
Source: Ofice of Business Economics, Department of Commerce.

The course of this rapidly accelerating capital goods boon during
1955 can be traced in the various lists of shortages published from
time to time by the Association of Purchasing Agents, and that is the
list I have that I will give you in a minute.

At the beginning of 1955, only nine items of basic materials were
reported in short supply. This list built up persistently through
subsequent months until by March 1956, 17 items were listed in
short supply: aluminum, cellophane, cement, copper, nickel, paper,
selenium, steel products, titanium dioxide, steel pipe steel plates,
structural steel, steel shapes, stainless steel, synthetic rubber, methanol,
and newsprint.

This list is, of course, illustrative only. The basic pressure on
resources was being exerted by the rapid increase in capital outlays
generally, and the even more rapid increase in new orders, unfilled
orders, and industrial construction contract awards beginning in 1955.
The increased prices of materials, components and supplies led to
cost increases for producers of other goods, such as consumer durables,
Consequently, even in lines of industry where demand was not
rising so rapidly, some price increases occurred, as producers passed
along at least some of the increased cost of materials.

Pien it shows that wholesale prices increased very much less.
Wholesale prices of all items at that time were plus 6.8 points; farm
products, minus 3.28 points.

Senator KERR. How much?
Secretary HUMPHRE;Y. Minus 3.28 points.
Senator KERR. Corn products?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Farm products.
Senator KERR. This says minus 3.2.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator KERR. Which is the correct figure?
Secretary HuMIHREY. 3.2 is correct.
Senator KERR. All right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. All other products, plus 10.
Senator KERR. What about food?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Processed foods is 0.5.
Senator KERR. Half a point.
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Secretary HUPi jHxmy. That is right.
Now then, the selected groups of industrial prices, just for com-

parison, was:
Rubber and rubber products, plus 8.2.
Itulp, paper, and allied products, 12.3.
Metals and metal products, 22.1.
Machinery, 18.1.
Noinetaflic minerals, 10.

Wholesale Price Index

f1947-49-100ol

Points change in the Index

Price group Fiom January From January

1955 to January 1957 to April 1Q57
1957

Wholestah pricv:
,All Itet s ................ .-................. .................... +6.8 +0- 3
V. . ... .........-- .. .. .... ..... +.2 +0.8
Prt'.m wis~ t4d----------------------- +-65
All other industriall). ---- --------- +10.0 +. 2

Selected groups of fixnustrial prices:
ublber and rubber products ---- -- ------- +8.2 -. 5

Pulp, paper, and allied products....-----------.--------------- +12.3 -. I
Metals and metal products . .. .................. 0---------+22.1 -2.1
Machinery and jiotlvr products---------- --- --------------- -+ 18. 1 +L1. 1
Nourmetallic minerals, structural ---------------------------- +10.0 +25

Not only did prices of materials and supplies increase, but labor
costs rose substantially in 1956. Wage increases were sizable, and
output per employee man-hour failed to rise appreciably in 1956, so
that the higher wage costs per hour were more fully translated into
increasing costs of production.

Consumer prices generally did not begin to rise until early 1956,
and consumer commodity. prices (aside from food) did not increase
until mid-1956. The rise in consumer incomes and in the demand for
consumer goods was substantially less than the increase in demand
for capital goods.

And Iwil just interpolate this: That the increase in employment
and tie great, expansion of capital goods was gradually supplying the
funds, the wages, to later press on consumer goods.

In general, tie supply and capacity situation was also easier in the
case o consumer gos. However, rising employment and wage rates
led to an increase in disposable income of about 6 percent per year
between mid-1955 and early 1957. And this was large enough to
permit the pass-through to consumers of increases in the wholesale
prices of many consumer goods.

Then consumer goods, consumer prices:
All items moved, from June 1955 to December 1956, 3.3 percent,

and December 1956 to April 1957, 0.9 percent.
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consumer Price Index

Percent change
Price group 'une 1O05 Deoem'ber

December 105lo4rIl
D56 q%1b~r

Consumer prices:
All Item s ----------------------------------------------------- ----------- & $ 0.Commnodities ......... ................................................... 2. 7

Food ................................................................ 1.8 .9
All commodities, except food ................................. .8 .$

Consumer durables .................................. 3.4 .6
Consumer nondurables -------------------------------------... 4.3 .8

Services and rent ........................................................ 3.7 1.6

' December 195 to March 1905 used.
Source: Based on data from the Department of Labor.

Consumer commodity prices, particularly those of durable goods
and of food, had been declining for a number of years prior to 1955.
Retail margins on durable-goods commodities had apparently been
falling for some time, making absorption of further cost increases
difficult.

Services prices, on the other hand, had been steadily rising through-
out the postwar period. Many service prices are directly affected-by
changes in wage rates without any offsetting effect of productivity
gains.

The recovery of farm prices from the low point reached in late
1955, and the continued rise in food-marketing margins, led to in-
creases in food prices early in 1956. After June, other consumer
commodity prices joined in the rise, responding to a number of in-
fluences-the earlier increases in wholesale prices, rising labor costs,
scattered increases in State and local sales and excise taxes, and in
some cases price increases (made possible by rising level of consumerincomes).In 1c55, and again in 1956 the introduction of the new automo-

bile models at hi gher prices aiso provided additional consumer price
increases, although the actual amount of the increase to the consumer
varied from place to place, and from time to time, depending on the
degree of dealer discounting.

With food and other commodities beginning to rise, and prices of
services continuing their rise, the whole Consumer Price Index moved
up in 1956. Despite the stability in wholesale prices during 1957 to
date, consumer prices have continued to increase-

Senator KERR. Do you happen to know what the increase was for
May?

Secretary HUMPHREY. The last figure which came out, I think
it was 0.3.

Senator KERR. Three-tenths of a point?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right, 0.3, I believe.
Senator KERR. It just came out this morning..
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right. I think it is 0.3. Consumer

prices have continued to increase, reflecting earlier rises in wholesale
prices, a further increase in food prices, and the steady climb of
service prices and rents, evidencing the normal lagin the effective
timing of this pattern.

98688-§,7---18
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And that is the real meat in the coconut, the normal lag in the
effective aiming of the pattern.

The mi, or factors which led to the rise in industrial prices, beginning
in mid-1955, and to the rise in consumer prices, beginning in early
1956, were substantially modified during the first half of 1957.

The most significant features of the first half of 1957 have been.
1. The slowing up of the rapid increases in plant and equipment

expenditures which took place in 1955 and 1956.
2. The decline in inventory investment, from an i .,nual rate of

$4.1 billion in the last quarter of 1956, to -$1.2 billion in the first
quarter of 1957.

3. An apparent resumption of gains in output per man-hour, after
a year in which only small increases were forthcoming. Although
wage rates have continued to rise sharply, the higher output per
man-hour has lessened their impact on costs of production.

4. Growing production and stocks of many raw materials, among
which the most important are the nonferrous metal§-copper, lead,
and zinc.

As a consequence, wholesale prices stabilized during the first 6
months of the year. Consumer prices, howei er, continued to m-
crease, reflecting the normal lag to earlier irncreases in wholesale
prices, a seasonal upturn in food prices, and , continued upward
movement of service prices and rent.

The bacdog of unfilled" orders in some lines is decreasing, and the
pressure on deliveries and shortages is declining, andl, in many cases,
has almost entirely disappeared.

Whether this, is evidence of the effective restraint on inflationary
pressures by the policies we have pursued, it is as yet too early to
tell, but it may be that the natural correction is just beginning to
emerge. If this proves to'be the case, our flexible policies will' take
it into account as soon as the evidence is definite.

The tabulation shows-these are items reported in short supply by
members of the National Association of Purchasing Agents for those
months during 1955, 1956, and 1957 for which 'we have records and
it starts with relatively few. It increases to a large number, and then
it declines until now there are only four items that are in short supply
today.

Senator KERR. What are those four items?
Secretary HUMPHREY. This month it is nickel-.
Senator K4. Wait a minute. Nickel.''
Secretary HUMPHREY. 'Stee'plates.
Senator KEnR. Steel plates.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Structural steel.
Senator KERR. Wait a minute. Steel plates.
Secretary HUMPHREY. 'Stainless.
Senator KERR. Stainless?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. Stainless steel?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator KI R..What eIsv,2
Secretary HvMPmREY. Those axe thq four.
Senator KERR. Well, I only got nckei, steel plates, a"d. stanless

steel.
Secretary IHUMPHREY. Structural.
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Senator KERR. Structural.
Senator HUMPHREY. Now it has included at one time or another

during this period, it has included these items-
Senator KERR. All right.
Secretary HUMPIREY (continuing). Which were in short supply:

Aluminum, electric equipment items--
Senator KERR. Wait a minute. Have you a copy of that?
Secretary HuMPimEY. It is being mimeographed so you will have it.
Senator KERR. Go slowly.
Secretary HuMPUREY. Aluminum; electric equipment items--
Senator KERR. What does that mean?
Secretary HuMPHREY. It is various items of electrical equipment.

[Laughter.]
Senator KERR. Does that mean items like electric shavers or eiec-

tric ice boxes?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No. This is motors, generators, and elec-

trical machinery of one kind and another.
Senator KERR. Electrical machinery.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator KERR. Electrical, machinery.
Secretary HUMPHREY. These are primary items. These are not

consumer items. These are all primary items.
Lumber-
Senator KERR. Lumber. When was that short?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Lumber was short in April of 1956.
Senator "KERR. April of 1956?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KEin.. In that 1 month?
Secretary H-UMPUIREY. That is right.
Senator I(ERni. Any other month?
Secretary HuIMPHRIEy. No.
Senator KERR. All right. What else?
Secretary HuMPi.iEY. Bearings.
Senator KERR. Bearings?
Secretary HUMT'HREY. Bearings, machinery bearings..
Senator Kmun. When were they. in short supply?
Secretary HUjTMPHREY. It is an important item. They have been

short 5 months.
Senator KLmRm. Five months; all right.
Secretary HuMPinEY. Aluminum; if you want the number of

months, aluminum was short almost all the way through..
Senator KItig. Yes.
Secretary HUMPIHREY. Practically every month.
Senator K ERR. But not, now?
Secretary HMPHRNE:,y. But not today.
Senator KERR. Yes.
Secretary IluMPmh0EY. Brass, short in 3 months.
Senator Ki(Em. All right.
Secretary H UMPHREY. Cellophane, short in 9 months.
Senator KEmp. All right.
Secretary lIuMprmiEY. Copper products-that is produoqts.hortb

in 3 months; and copper wias short in 10 months.
Cement, short 10 months.
Carbon--
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Senator KEnn. Sir? What was that last?
Seoretaiy mPutr. Carbon tri.hlOiide; just I month,Senator KERn, Whati 'l that? ' • i / '

Secretary'HUMPHREY. 1'Olass.
.Senator KUiR. Carbon' tetrachloride is a glass?
Secretary HuMPHRiy. No; 9la is the next item.
Senator Km. Wht is, that?
Secretary HuMPURNY. It is, ai chemical, basic chemical, used in

industry.
Senator Ka. How do you spell it?
Secretary HMPHzY. T rc-h-o-ri-d-e.
Senator KvRR. How long has that been short?
Secretary HUMPHRzy. Three months-wait a minute-I 'am on the

wrong, line: 1 month.
Senator KERR. What else?
Secretary HUMPHRcY. Glass, 5 months.
Senator KERR. All right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Nickel, 21 months.
paper--
Senator KERR. Is that newsprint, now, or what?
serkotary'HUMPHREY. This is paper-industrial paper.
Senator KERR. Industrial paper.
Secretary HUMPHREY. 9 months.
Senator KERR. All right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Steel products.
Senator KERR. Consisting of what you outlined there, plate-.
Secretary HUMPHREY. 6 months.
Senator KERR. Structural?
Secretary HUMPHEnY. No; these are steel products, 6 months.
Steel alloys, 3 months.
Titanium dioxide-
Senator KEiRR. What?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Titanium, dioxide, that is a thing they use

a lot of- --

Senator KERR. That is a consumer item?
Secretary HUMPHREY. None of these are consumer items. These.:rebasic materials.
Senator KERR. I knew most of them were not, but I thought thisOQs waf. "••
SecrEktary HumPHREY. No- these are primary items.
Senator KERR. Titanium Aioxide?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Titanium dioxide,-it is the base of paint,

among other thing9-7V'mnths,
Senator KERR, All right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Steel tubing, 2 months.
Steel pipe, 8 months.
Steel bars, I month. ' ' " : " ''

Steelplate, 13 months.'
Struotural steeli14 months. ' . "~ ''

Steel castings, months. ,
SWIdpej. 'months.

Stainless steel, 10 months.
Then there is scrap and wide flange beai i, nm0nth each. ,
Synthetic-rubber, a month. , '

I '
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Fuel oil a m o uth.
Newsprint, a month.
Monel metal; that is type of stainless, 5 months.
Senator KERR. What w that fuel oil?
'Secretary HUMPHREY. Fuel oil was only month.
Senator XERR. What was after that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Newsprint, only 1 month.
Senator KERR. All right.
Secretary HUMPgREY. And zinc.
That is a list of items that we sought where we could find lists that

have some accuracy, and this is the best we could find with the
National Association of Purchasing Agents.

Senator KERR. Which one of those items is a consumer item?
Secretary HuMPHREY. Not any of them. They are all basic goods

to production and hence necessary w produce consumer goods.
Senator KERR. Let me ask you ts: There had been another item

in short supply all during these mantas, had there not?
Secretary HUMPHREY.' Wiat?
Senator KE.' Credit. .
Secretary HUMPHR . es, sir.
Senator KERR. Wat really has been a short iR, has it not?
Secretary H utr r. Well, it has not been as vaiiable as the

demand, btias been more ava#0 1an ever befo' .
Senator 4 RR. Now, ret ., sert"Bsly, I woulike to have

you tell m o what de eh coni naonf skort items reflected
in the ConSumer * dex. k

Secret HUMP EY.t r, just I afhave d in the
paper thlt I read to you7,O r no er Pvlce ndx refie ts these
shortage and this big deve e tha\we rave gone throu h, and
I think that, as inall the! ses- there ts lag, One of t most
difficult problems ~w v 0f haveIn t~jg estima future
trends i the appacation 1& 1lacee econom , and I
think i we do nt reco e these e will be-we can e very
well led tray.

On th other haid- .< (
Senate KERR. aets look at * -. nsumner Price Index.
Secret HuPE. I cre so 4 6at that t is very

Senator HR. Let's taQi at it I 6 Wpage 23 Om of your
Economic Indators. , J

(The table re red to follows on next page.)
Secretary HUMP Y. Yes.
Senator KERR. As . d that Consumerice Index, it is made

up, No. 1 of foods, which titutes at least 30 percent
of what dhe consumer buys.

Secretary HuMp*I1Ey. And food has been very level during the
past year after a short rise of about 2 months.

Nowi Senator, you will notice that food prices took a sharp rise
just about 2 months in 1956, and then it has been practically level
ever smce..

Senator KziR, 41l right. :.
Now' housing." -
Secretar f IUMP"i., Housing.
Sentorj s., Rent.
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Secretar HuMPhR Y, Wait a minute.
Senator Hit. nt h# gone up substantially ail the way through.
Secretary HUMPEY. ,yes: .
Senator KERR. But there is no shortage in housing, is there, Mr.

Secretary?
Secretary HUMPnn y. Rents have teen going "uj0idhadif for quite

awhile.
Senator KERR. Has, not the construction 6f ho0iik teen going

down each year for 3 years?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That i right.
Senator un. So there cannot be any shortage.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Not generIly.
Senator Kz. The only item that you mdntif6h.. here at goes

into housing was lumber, and you say that was shit i inon.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, housing starts are down of course;

you know that.
Senator K4RR. Well, that is right.
Secretary RuMmnY. 'That is right.
Senator KERU. Now, a pa el-
Secretary UMPlIREY. ot at rents, I think, rae risen..
Senator R 1a Apparel That comes .under textiles, oes. i not?Secretary HUMPHREY. Textiles, apparel. And you will notice-
Senator K ERR. They are in a very heavy surplus supply, are they

not?
Secretary tUMPHREY. They have been relatively stable.
Senator "KERR. There is a heavy supply, i there i6'?
Socrehrdy Hu*,PHREY. Well) what we are t aling abut what you

a tring to talk about is tincroae in the CoSt 6f 1tee f]tiis.
That ts you am rea y talking about.

Senator KERR. What did you say-
Secretary HUMPHREY. Now, the incre'se in cost 'f hes iteis has

been brought about, as I tried to explain, b i iat surge ofprosperity and by kbis great sur e of actiiy hat his taken place,
and the lag is just beginning to effective in th sPending for the
consumer iten, and you can sep it bogap about the middle Of J11#66;
uptothenddle of 190 6it had Len farl leave

Senator KERR. Mr. Secretary, you sayB re in i numhefr boplaces
that iasfar as any pressure in the supply.6f consiume goods s con-cmelt consumer price of food, servces.rces, aiia rent, a ad tall
now, Mr. Secretary, you just must adiiit there is nol any skoreage m
any of those fields.

Secretary HUMPHREY. there are increasing dmaknds in a4l,6 'those
fields,Senator k1 RR. tut there i mceasim n surplus In mos ti

Secretary HuM ipy, Well now, wait a minute. I do non n
that I can go alongwith that. , ,

Senator KRR. Well, 'there is an increase. i bopd and ologb..
Secretary HUMPHREY. There Is increasing volume, 1tst , it

t.t w KY
Senator itR 'lere is a'nincreasing surplus inautoninlles.
$Wcat" HUmSjIjIMr Well, automobiles vfe not on here.'Sento~(~zn Welit, 14 a vey xtbsania par o;, Llie %4nsume)price level IMis it ,~~ * I . <.

j , .
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Secretary HUMPHREY., No, I'm not sure they are in the Consumer
Price Index at all. Are they not in the semi-

Senator KERR. Ask Mr. Mayo about that.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Where are they?
Mr. MAYo. They are in the transportation item.
Senator KERR. Then they are in it, are they not?
Secretary HUMPHREY. They are in it.
Senator KErR. But there is no shortage in them, is there?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No, sir.
Senator KERR. I heard you talking about the great increase in

durable goods, that is, home appliances, freezers, iceboxes, TV's.
There is no shortage in any of those? I

Secretary HUMPHREY. There is not. There was, but there is not
now.

Senator KERR. I know there is no shortage, in plywood, because
there is one member of this committee who is tremendously interested
in it, and he has called our attention to the fact that it is another
item in surplus supply.

The point I am making, Mr. Secretary, is that it seems to me that
you have confused the effect of a boom in capital expenditures and
plant expansion, with pressures reflected in the Consumer PriceIndex.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is what gave the impetus to it, that is
what supplied the money, put the money in circulation to put the
pressure on these other prices.

Senator KERR. Fine.
Another thing you were going to get for us was the itemization of

the $313 million of purchases of direct public and guaranteed securities
covered in the Treasury release on its operations for the month of May.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. Do you have that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I have that right here.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection it will be placed in the record

at the place it was requested. (See p. 132.)
Secretary HUMPHREY. There are pluses and minuses, as you will

see, in the list, and I will put that in the record.
Senator KERR. As I understand, that was the net.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That nets out at $313 million. The big

item is the purchase of the 1%-percent notes of $363 million. Most of
the rest are minuses.

Senator KERR. May I see that tabulation?
secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, sir.

Senator KERR. The l%'s due May 15, 1957, was that the issue that
you refunded, Mr. Secretary?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes; that is the last one refunded.
Senator K ERR. Was that te $4 billion refunding?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. Now, is this-
Secretary HUMpHREY. These were in connection with that refund-

m9enator KERR. The Treasury bought from the holders of those
'%.-percent securities $363 million worth of them; is that right?

Secretary HuMPHRY. That is right. That is correct.
Senator KERR. Is8that amount included in the $1.150 bilhon?1f
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Secretary HUMPHREY. No; it is not.
Senator KERR. The other day when I said that there was about

$1.2 billion of them that were not converted, you kind of got on me,
because you said it was not but a billion, one hundred fifty-some-mil-
lion.

Secretary HUMPHREY. No; I do not think-
Senator KERR. Well, you corrected me.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well
SenatorKERR. ' Was that not it, Mr. Mayo?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not recall it.
I think what I said was that the total outstanding, not converted,

was the $1,156 million, but there is this additional amount which
was purchased by the Treasury.

Senator KERR. They could not have been converted, could they?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Oh, yes. These are converted and still out-

standing.
Senator KERR. How could they be converted by the holders if you

bought them from them?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, these are now in funds.
Senator KERR. But I say, in that refunding how could they have

been converted, if you wanted them, if you bought them?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No; because the trust funds that own them

converted them.
Senator KERR. But the private holders of them could not convert

them after they had sold them to you?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No; they could not.
Senator KERR. So that in reality, the Treasury sup orted its pro-

gram there by its becoming the purchaser of $363 mi on of that re-
fundable item; did it not?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator KERR. And that, plus the billion, 100 how much, Mr.

Mayo?
Mr. MAYO. $1,156 million.
Senator KERR. That was the $1.156 billion?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator K ERR. And $363 million. Actually, then, there was more

than a billion and a half-
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR (continuing). That were not converted-
Secretary HUMPHREY. Not by the original holders.
Senator KERR (continuing). By the original holders.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. Now, would not that operation, Mr. Secretary, be

in the nature of the Treasury supporting its own issues?
Secretary HUMPHREY. It did.
Senator KERR. Well, then what is there sinful or evil about the

Federal Reserve supporting tle issues?
Secretary HUMPHREY. i do not think there is anything sinul

about it.
Senator KERR. Well, did you talk with them about that issue before

the date for the refunding?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well we talk to them all the time about how

it will be done and what will be done about it, and. how much credit
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will be available and i# is a thing that we discuss every time before
any financing. it'has to be. You cannot put these

Senator Kvs4. Did they buy any of these?
Secretary HuMPHRY. No.
Senator RKRR. They did not buy qny?
Secretary HuMPrnumY. No. You cannot put these tremendous

amounts of money out without knowing the dnd of mgyket you are
going to be in andwhat the demlpds are.

Senator KERR. That is the point of the argument.
Secretary HuMPmazy. Thepe are big transactions.
Senator KERR.' They are and they aregoing to get bigger.
Secretary HuMaHxY. Well, I do not know.
Senator KEU.. I saw in tie paper the Other day, and I would like

to have you ter1 me, it said the Treasury had reappraised the situation.
It had intended to offer about 4 to 6 billion in the last of Juno and
durg July -

Secretary HUMPHREY. NO.
Senator XEnu continuingg). But they were going to just offer about

half that.
SecrOt&ryHUaPH1mEY. No. We never-
Senator KER. 'Thp New York Herald Tribune was in error?
Secretary HUMPHREY. They were.
Senator lioi. You saw the story?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No; I did not see it.
Senator 'KRR. Did you see it, Mr. Mayq?
Mr. MAYO. I did not se the story.
Secr tary HuMPHHURy. I did not see it. I am just taking what you

say. You know, the'newspapers often know mote qbput our busiuies
than we do.

Senator KmiR. Well, I Nyant to say this: I rea4 more obout it in
them than I can'get from you, and it seems to be more available.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is right.
Senator KORR. But iy eperience has proved to me that they make

errors.
How much qre wq goin,_t have to refinance in the nex 12 weeks?
Secretary HuMPHR1 . Well,' it is just tie" Agupt issue, the $16

billion.
Senator KE3tR. What is that $16 billion?
Secretary "iuPHia Y. 'it is two ipsuep. It is a 2% percent note--
Senator KEXi. I nn,' what was the term thede? What was the

term of those issues beigk refunded? .
Secre ary *u.H, EY. -The t ofirt ne,-ipqued in JUly 1956, $12 billion

and $86 ip was' apereent 1-year note. Tat is o be refinarced
now.

Sepatqr pit. Wlat interest did 4 draw?
Sece ta'yHVMPHEY. %*.
senator :ERR. What s the her to bp rVfunded?
Secret IthMPHREY. The-other is a 2 percent note-,
SonJstorK f. How mugh?
Secretary tHu M , ir(cntinuing). Issued i February 195. It

3.792 billion; 9aU i $3.8 llin.
Seniat3CoRTKRtn $3.8 billion
Secretary MPARIY. Issued in February of 1955..
Senator Rim. That, then, is about a 2-year and 4-month issue.
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.Secreary HuMpunvy. Something like that; 2 years and inOths.
Senator KERR. What rate of interest di4 it drw?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Two percent.
Senator KERR What are you going to offer to replace it?
Secret~r HUMPHREY. I do not know. We are selling $3 billion

tomorrow or cah and-
Senator KRni. What are you selling tomorrow?
Secretary HUMPaRzY. We are selling tax anticipation TrwWsm7y bills

running 264 days.
Senator KERn. Have you ever sold any of them before?
Secretary HuMPHtEY. Oh, yes.
Senator KEi. Of that duration?
Secretary. HUMPHREY. Yes, sir. Well, I do not remember th]e epact

number of days.
Senator KERR. Is it not a fact that that is the longest torm tax

anticipation bill that has ever been offered by the Treasury in it#
history?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, it might be by a short time. We try
to fit them into tax dates, you see.

Senator KERR. What rate of interest are they going to draw?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not know, We are going to lt the

market settle that. It is to be an auction. .

Senator KERR. You are out there just bare, bold, and alone, and
just going to ay them what they make you?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Now, yesterday we sold $1.6 billion regular weekly bills, .44 t hq

rate was down a little. The rate yesterday was ,
Senator .3.231.
Secretary'HuMPHiuy. And it was down from the wq* before
Senator KERR. 3 .40 1"
Secretary HuPsREY. Yes 3.40.
Senator KERR. The $1Q bi~lion that pre coming dpe in i .igu hnw

much was the annual nteest cost , thqem? -ap r. tvayo bre

that for me?
Secretary HuMPmIiR. We can fig.re that out,
Mr. MAYO, 2, permn an $i2 .iq i .4$30 mi an4 a4 pep

on $3.8 billion is $76 ion.
Senator KERR. What do you think, Mr. Peeretcw, yoi will hayv to

pay on when you do that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, if we 1old theo at tho 0a4Q r$te we

did yesterday, on that assumption At W d be al A Qf Jess
than 1 percent, I think, o9 twow aveae w

You see, you have ot t0 igwe a wejgh to avqge,
Senator KERR. Let s see, you spid i y terdqy 4t 3.43? d 4 1id

Monday 3.40. Are yo4 gang tQ r lOyeAr 4t40 on twi; ;441
wheat you aroing to sefl?

Secretary HUMPHRY. That is right--to .9ipaon ' ..Senator KE=R. On the $16 14 Ason? Mid | w say, aJ t t
between the two, Mr. Mayo, 3.30 wjt wi th b?

Setary KERR. y W4 I apM tldn n~~t~Ip1
Secretaryte f*~~nr a VrnQ =4 Q* areD9W ,utsomething different. I thought you were abOut w rt WoW¢WO

selling tomorrow. W n
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Secretary HumnIREY. I do not know what we are going to do with
that. That is still in the offing.

Senator Knan. What is that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. You can make any estimate you want to

on that.
Senator KERR. I want to make the one that you think is the most

nearly accurate.
Secretary HuMPHuY. I am not prepared to make any estimate on

what we are going to do when we come to that. We are not rea(Iy to
make a decision with respect to that, and I am certainly not going to
guess ahead of the market, and you do not want me to guess ahead
of the market.

Senator KERR. I do not want you to guess.
Secretary HUMPHREY. You do not want me to.
Senator KERn. But I thought after 4% years here, that you would--

when is that due; when are you going to have to do that?
SecretarT HUMPHREY. It will be between now and the 1st of August.
Senator KERR. It is going to be within the next 30 days?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes..
Senator KERR. I want to tell you right now, I am always in the

posture of owing a little money, but I and the bankers go ahead to
figuring out between now and maturity what they are going to do to
me, and they do you, too.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator KERR. I bet you know right now just within three-tenths

of a percent what you are oin to have to pay.
Secretary HUMPHREY. If I o know, Senator, I am not going to

advertise it before I sell some securities, and you do not want me to.
Senator KERR. Is the Federal Reserve going to assist in that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I hope they will be considerate.
Senator KERR. Let us assume you have to pay 3.30, Mr. Mayo,

how much will the increased interest on that $16 billion be?
Mr. MAYO. 3.30 times the $15.8 billion coming due gives $521

million.
Senator KERR. That will be, then, a little over 25 percent higher

or an annual increase in cost on that one item alone of $125 million a
year; is that correct?

Mr. MAYO. $115 million.
Senator KERR. $115 million a year.
Mr. MAYO. Yes, on that assumption.
Secretary HUMPHREY. You had one other-
Senator KERR. I had a request for a tabulation of the reduced

market value of Government bonds outstanding as between June 30,
1952, and the latest figures available.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Here is the statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection it will be made a part, of the

record where it was requested. (See p. 140.)
Senator KERR, Is that $i.487 billion?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KnRn. To what amount of outstanding does that apply,

Mr.' Mayo?
Secretary HUMPHREY. $267 billion.
Senator KERR. Well, there has not been any depreciation in, E

bonds, has there?
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Secretary HUMPHREY. No. The marketable bonds are $148 billion.
Mr. MAYo. That was as of December 1952.
Senator KFmnn. I asked for the figure as of June 30.
Mr. MAYo. You have it both ways.
Senator KERn. Where is that?
Mr. MAYo. The other, just to the right.
Secretary HuMPHRnyY. The final column over there, June 21, 1957.
Mr. MAYo. $7.199 billion.
Secretary HUMI)HREY. Look to the next to the last column on the

right.
Senator 1 KERt. You mean the market value is down $7 billion?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right, $7.2 billion.
Senator K]iRn. And that applies to what part of this debt, Mr.Mayo? .

Secretary HuMPHREY. $160 billion.
Senator Kunn. What?
Secretary HUMPHREY. $160.331 billion.
Senator KERR. In other words since June 30, 1952, or in a period

of 5 years, the holders of the long-term Government bonds have
sustained a loss in the market value of their holdings of $7.2 billion?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, no, that is not quite right. There is
a billion and a half of that which was in the preceding period.

Mr. MAYo. A billion and a half was before December 1952.
Senator KERR. How is that?
Mr. MAyo. A billion and a half of that loss was prior to December

31, 1952.
Senator KERR. I am talking about June 30, 1952.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Of the total loss in market value as of

today, or as of June 21, that total was $7.2 billion.
Senator KERR. Yes.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Now, of that, $1.5 billion-I am using round

figures-
Senator KERR. Occurred between June 30, 1952, and December 31,

1952?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Occurred prior to December 1952.
Senator KERR. No, during the last half of 1952.
Secretary HUMPHREY. No. Since the Federal Reserve-Treas ur

accord, between the accord and December of 1952. That was in
1951. From the middle of 1951 to December 31, 1952. It occurred
prior to January 1 1953.

Senator KERR. Where is the figure that shows the decrease since
June 30, 1952?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, all you have got to do, is it not, is just
deduct a billion and a half----

Senator KERR. Not if the billion and a half occurred prior to June
30, 1952.

Secretary HUMPHmEY. Well, this is a December 31 figure 'instead
of a June figure, that is the difference here. It is not split in the
middle of the year.

Senator KERR. The reason I put it on that basis, Mr. Secretary
is that the fight was on in the last half of 1952, and after the result of
the election, the advocates of the policy of supporting the bonds and
cooperation in connection with the Government issues really put into
effect the policies which have been followed since that time.
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t6vtetaiy Htmnir . I did not think the elietions had anything
to do with this at all.

Senator KERR. Didn't yoti really? [Laughter.J
I am glad you smiled when you aid that. [Latughter. .
Secretary HUMPHREY. We will split that yemr for you, but we

weren't even m Was ington during that 6t months.
SenatOrt.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not know just how we eatu do it, but

ve will find it way td split it. -
(The information requested is as follows:.)

Te market value of Treasury. marketabte securities, on June 0, 1952, was
$189.985 billion, or $0.839 billion below theft pit value o $140.315 billion.

Senator CiRR. I take it it would be quite simple.
Secretary HUMPHREY. According to my list, Senator, you have

just one more paper here, I believe.
Senator KERR. All right -what is that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is the paper on the Federal cash pay-

ments to the public, which you gave us in the list of things you wanted.
Senator KERR. No; receipts and expenditures.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. Yes.
Secretary HUMPHREY. It was cash payments.
Senator KERR. You made the statement that you had reduced

Fepiral expenditures.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. And I have been trying to find out how much.
Secretary HUMPHRE-Y. That is right. And I have got it for you

right here. I checked the items so that you can try to help ind
them here.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection it will be inserted in the record
at the place it was requested.

(Seep, 126..
Secretary HUMPHREY. this total shows the total cash receipts A.fli

expenditures according to a list of items which you gave me which
includes not only the expenditures of current operation but it ilso
includes expenditures by some of the trust funds from their incme or
assets,.as thfey have to pay money out.

Senator KEnR, No ; I did not ask you for that.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, that is the toto 'cash out.
senator KFRR. ° What I asked you for was total cash and receipt,

by the treasury.
Secretary HUMpIB-Y. Wel, the Treasury has to write the checks
Ao them a, so we have put them all in.

A4,flatoar kERR, All right. Now, major national security in 1953,
$50,507 million U

~~trHUMP Y,;That is. right.
.u1II58 ij is estimated at $43,570 million?

"Secreta' UMPEREY. That is right.
a t ter4 it i?% d affiiswa, $2,177: n
J 9 $2'illion

and $5,048 iiho~
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Secretary !UuMPn nY. That is right. That is one of the funds thatincludes some expenditures from the trust fund.
Senator K isR. The veterans' benefits?
Secretary Hump RY. That is h t.
Senator KERRt. ou mean that thsols not a Baternen 6!d what theTreasury itself received ad disbursed? t w
Secretary HuMPHREY. No. Some of this w s taen o11 of trustfunds. Some of these disbursements were taken out of trust funds.$enitor KERR. Well, hor much in 1953?Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, we have not got that. We will getthat exact figure for you.. ..
Senator KERR. I would like to get it for 1953 and 1957.
Mr MAYO. $600 mfilliox in 1957 and 1988.Secretary HUMPHREY. We will have to get it exact.
Senator Kimt. How much?
Mr. MAYO. $626 million in 1958.
Senator KERR. How much?
Mr. MAYO. $626 million.
Senator KERR. Hbw much in 1953?
Mr. MAYO. I will have to look that up, sir.
Senator KERR. Has he got it there?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No.
(The information requested in as follows:)

1I6 tMe fldcal yedf 1953 disbitrfi6ith ffom thd vethrAt life Inurntne trust
fund were $660 million.

fSifi6i KEAii. Th Itgfibult&ie and 4ri(iiltfiral .turba are$2 953 million and $4,890 million?,
Scrbgea HUi4fqiREY. That i' right.Senator KEAR. Interest $4,715 million and $5,4§8 milli6i ?
Sefci.tJA, HtjMhkftijf. 4 %;t iA fig t.Senator KERR. I thought you told us the other day it, *a $78

billion.
Seitm'i H iRapimi. Y61 b6 Sbfiatd, Y3hI;tal abdtib bull,; You

Wt*ited cashdg nn~Senator KERR. That is right. But now we have it and I vftit te
see Abbnlt ho ifrterM.

Secrietfzty HUMIhd!JY. Thd ffM'n l~e ri 6sty int'et &tctfas ttrtist ftuids,

Senator Kx~RR. l iiAt.Sebretiiy Htn ixpIkht. Th6 diff&ehe is acr d & t0 tr it fundh,
Senator K 11uut. Coh~i~Plitt th6 'dciiiald at 4*#in* bberi addbd,what was, th i flgrb f 953,
Mr. MAYO. t is the budget .bkxitutb,
Senator KERR. You havi it - -Mr. MAYO. The computed inteftfWas $8.2 bilfisn M'ol Dbcener1952 and itwent to $7.3 billion 4 years lter.
Senator KER i. Ahd Oei f h$r51i0tead Of $i48 )ltU , w

Secretary HUMPHREY. $7.3 billibi , thw btidgbt 6xpenditt%'e figtiri, tbhin it is $1'biilini tp. $7. billion 6i abOut the roandfigure, visit not? t;iiln ita i$6. 5 ' WdT l •

Mr. MAYo. It is actually $6.504 billion to $7.3 billion.•eerdety HUMPHREY. $6.5 billion to $7.3 billion are the real figures.
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'Senator KERR. Here, interest on the public debt-.
Secretary HUMPHREY Wait a minute.
Senator KERR. The estimate you gave was $7.3 billion.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is the estimate for 1958.
SenatorXKKua. We are talking about 1953 and 1958.
Secretary HUzPHREY. That is $7.3 billion; $6.5 billion and $7.3

billion.
Senator KERR. You said $6.2 billion.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, $6.504 billion for actual expenditures,

That is for 1953.
Senator KERR. $6.503 billion and $7.3 billion?
Secretary HumPHuY. That is about right.
Senator KERR. Then the public assistance is $1.439 billion and

$1.684 billion?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Wait a minute. You skipped the trust fund.
Senator KERR. Yes. The trust funds were $4.580 billion and

$10.550 billion?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. IS there any other item in there that should be

different from the budget expenditures?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, highways, of course, is not in the

budget.
Senator KERR. Well, are highways in this figure?
Secretary HumPHREY. Yes, sir, highways are in here. If you will

look down-
Senator KERR. Well, but highways are an item with reference to

which you have income and outgo.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, that is correct. You asked for them

and we put them in.
Senator KERR. If you will indulge me the courtesy of figuring these

on the basis-
Secretary HUMPHREY. Sure.
Senator KERR. Of what the actual receipts and expenditures are.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I am trying to get exactly the way you

want it.
Senator KERR. Now, then, the only difference that should exist

here for bookkeeping purposes in differentiating 1953 from 1958
would have to do with veterans' services and benefits, social insurance
trust funds, and the interest on the public debt?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well I think that is the big thing. There
is a little in the housing, but those are the principal items.

Senator KERR. Now, this shows for 1953, $76.773 billion?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. A-,nd for 1958 $82 billion---
Secretary HUMPHREY. $83 billion.
Senator KERR. $83 billion.
Secretary HUMPHREY. '$76.8 billion and $83 billion.
Senator KERR. And on the veterans' benefits now, there is not going

to be a substantial difference in the--
Secretary HUMPHREY. That might be, I would think-
Senator KERR. It would be substantially the same?
Secretary HUMPHREY. There will be some difference, but not a big

item.
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Senator KERu. So that actually we should reduce 1958 by $6
billion? , 

03

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. For the-
Secretary HUMPHREY. It is just about a standoff if you eliminate

the interest which is a credit.
Senator KERR. If you take off the difference in the so-called insur.

ance trust funds and add the difference in the interest-
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, the interest, you see, is just a credit; it

is a book item. You are talking about cash items.
Senator KERR. I understand. But if you are talking about cash

items, Mr. Secretary, on the basis of your statement here-
Secretary HUMPHREY. Your difference-
Senator KERR. On the basis of your statement here, there is $6.2

billion more in 1958.
Secretary HUMPHREY. The casa items, you see, that you asked for

here are $6.2 billion-
Senator KERR. That is the total cash income and outgo, is it not?
SoIetary HUMPHREY. Right on this statement just as it is written.
SeyaYr KERR. Right here.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Not as it is changed, just as it is written.
Senator KERR. On that basis, you are going to spend $6.2 billion

more in 1958 than you spent in 1953?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Except that there is $6 billion of that and

a little better than $6 billion that comes out of trust funds and not
out of income.

Senator KERR. If we take that off, we are going to spend $267
million more plus the additonal amount that you owe for the interest.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, that is not a cash item. It is just
about-

Senator KERR. That is like those boys that were burying their
father the other day I told you about.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. The only reason it is not cash is that you put your

I 0 U in for that year?
* Secretary-HuMPHREY. That is correct. That is right. It is just
about a standoff between the two.

Senator KERR. It is about a billion more, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary HUMPHREY. What is that?
Senator KERR. It is just about a billion more.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Not on cash transactions, which is what you

asked for.
Senator KERR. Well, it is $6 billion more on cash transactions.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Of which $6 billion comes out of trust

accounts.
Senator KERR. That is right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Trust account.
Senator KERR. But added to it must be the difference in the inter-

est you owe?
Secretary HuMiwnwi. What we owe and what we pay are two

different things. If what you are going to do is put it on an accrual
on what we oe then you have got an entirely different statement;
then a number Of these other things would be changed.'

9 c33357---14
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Senator KERR. You are departing from the actual cash receipts
-and disbursements because of the difference in the social insurance
funds; and I am not objecting to it because I think it is a valid adjust.
ment.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right. I think so in bbth cases.
Senator KERR. And I am sure you acknowledge that the extra sum

we owe for interest is also a valid adjustment.
Secretary HUMPHREY., It is not a cash item.
Senator KHRR. But it is a valid adjustment. We are adjusting off

$6 billion which is an actual cash item, are we not?
. Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I think Senator, that you have either
got to go on your budget basis or you ave got to go on a cash basis.
We wilI go either way, but you can not do part one and part the other
.and know where you come out.

Senator KERR. If you go on a cash basis, Mr. Secretary, your dis-
bursements are going to be $6 billion more in 1958 than they were in
the Korean war, 1953?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator KERR. You said the other-
Secretary HUMPHREY. Of that $6 billion -

Senator KERR. Then the statement you made the other day that
you had decreased Federal expenditures on the basis of 1953 and 1958
is not accurate.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I beg to differ with ou. I think it is accu-
rate because I do not think this is the way to figure it because I do not
think these figures-
",,'Senator KERR. These are the cash receipts and outgo?

Secretary HUMPHREY. No, you are talking about income and outgo.
When you spend part of your outgo-

Senator KERR. I offered to do that; then you backed away from me
.on the interest.

Secretary HuMPHREY. When you spend part of our outlay in trust
accounts, Ido not think-

Senator KERR. It is a cash receipt, is it not?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No, it is not a cash receipt.
Senator KERR. You mean you do not get that $10.550 billion

from the American people? .
Secretary HUMPHREY. We got it years ago, and it is now being paid

tout. That is no part of this year s transaction on the income side.
That is previously-

Senator Kft'R. You And I had better talk to our staff.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is money that came in before and it is

,now being paid out.
Senator XERR, You mean these trust funds?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right. That is a checkout- of trust

-funds.
Senator KERR. Well, is not that a' checkout of the' Treasury to the

tfust funxds?
Secretary HUMPHREY. These are payments to people, not tota

hfid aid they, are ohaiged ot*the fund'- They~ are .~t charged to

Senator: Ks' hen they a. ei paidoit ofthe fund,' arethey not?
Secretary I'mpalmRY. That's right. Thoy are paid out of the fund

That is what I am saying.

20 4-
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Senator KEnR. Well, this is Federal cash payments by the Treasury.
I thought I asked for before-

Secretary HuMPkRzt. That is correct. We write the check, but
Part of it is charged t the fund and part of it is charged to our income.

Senator Kinn. All right. Then giving effect to that-
Secretary HUMPHREY. If you take that out you take out-l
Senator KMom~ Ifjod take out $6 billion there, you &ie still goingto spend $267 million, on the basis of this statement, more ih 1958

than was spent in the Kbrean War year of 1953.
Secretary HUMPHREY. You spent $200 million more, less what you

.take iut of the veteran6' accounts.
Senator KERR. Plus your accrual that you o* 6n interest.
Secretary HuMi'miY. Well, I do not know how-
Senhtor X-mmt, The difference between $6.;5 billion and $7.3 billidni

which is $800 million,
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is an accrual ecotift, and it is not at

cash Aebount. I dd Aot kiiow how you dat frtik thfit tip and mie
-out with a story.

Senator KERR. The only way you do it is that you are the debtor
.and the trustee fMY th# crdditor; that is the way you do it. You are
the trustee for thd tfuui dcfuntA?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Sedfatfor KjorR. Ad iftstedd of paing then as S"bfetery of the

'Treasury, the interest you owe them, you give them an I 0 U.
Secretary HuMiPnti, Welt- -.
Senator KERR:'. Is th6tnot right?
Secretary HUMPuli w That i right. Itlik what y6u havoc to do,

Senatoi', I think y6 i ditit h~ti d togo 611 budget bkold of haMve t6 go
.to a. cash basis. If y6u go 6n .& 6= ti 1iAis, Wha/ this t 6fta tit Ahb
is this: This statement shows that there is a difference, an increase of
$200 million in the expefditired . hi 1958 oVef thd 0 p lnditt6of i953,
the cash expenditures 61 1953 less tho ftld ite#i, that ate included in
the other items.

Senator KtRR, That was your administration in power during all
.of the year 1953, w&*ibdd n?

Se,r6tary HUMtj'u1Ar. That is rights-calendar 1953.
Senator KEIRR. What is the last full Truman year?•eW e&at~ty UUMPHRnI.. 1952.
.Senator Kim. 1952?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator K.Rni, HoW much n Mr6 will yorx 1958 be than the last full

Trumali year ' "
Secretary HUMPAAIEY. Well, let -ue seq here, About.8: , billion.
Senator Kn. About $8.3 billion, plu the differential in the in-

terest?,
Secretary HEvPi#RUy.. Well, I cannot 8o for. your: differential in

interest.
Senator KgRiu . Just indulge me, in view of the faet that you. put

yfut I GU in thereit does meafn by putting that in there that would
be$8bVilionxp lu sil bout. billion more interest or about094. billibni
is it not?

Secretary Hfl*140Ak r Thatis about, the flguNire, l theater a
fe w o ther items* h .v.rid items.
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Secretary HuMPusEY. I would say around $8 billion just as a
round figure.

ISenator KERR. So your statement, Mr. Secretary, that this admin-
istration has reduced expenditures is one that has to be explained aud
understood and applied rather technically in order for it to stand on
its owns

Secretary HuMPyREY. No- I think not. I think that the budget
figures just speak for themselves.

Senator KERR. If the budget figures speak for themselves, you
spend- , . t

Secretary HUMPHREY. What you are trying to do is to confuse the
issue by taking out a lot and-

Senator KERR. If the budget figures speak for you you spent$9 billion more in 1958 than in 1962. You spent a billon more in
1958 than was spent in 1953 during half of which time you were in
charge and determining what was spent.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Of course, you are starting with a fiction
right off the bat.

Senator KERR. What is it?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Because 1958 is an estimate. 1957, if you

really want to get at the figures, what you ought to take, I believe, are
the budget figures between 1953 and 1957.

Senator KERR. Then take the budget figures between 1952 and
1957.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, take the budget figures between 1952
and 1957.

Senator. KERR. All right. How much more did you spend?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Let me see how much that was. You ought

to take 1952, which was the last Truman year, and you ought to take
ours.

There you are, splitting this into half years.
Senator KERR. Splitting what into half years?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, this budget year.
Senator KERR. No. Let us take 1952 and 1957. You have got

it there. You did not want to take 1953 and 1958.
Secretary HUMPHREY. 1953 was half gone, you see, when we came,

the 1953 budget.
Senator KERR. That is true. But you could have reduced the

expenditures in 1953, had ou wanted to.
cretary HUMPHREY. Well, no-

Senator KERR. The Secretary of Defense the other day told the
Defense Department to reduce expenditures by $4 billion between
then and the last of the fiscal year, did he not? [Laughter.]

Secretary HUMPHREY. I would like to see that figure.
Senator KERR. Give us the difference between 1952 and 1957.
Secretary HUMPHREY. It you split the middle of the year- .
Senator KERR. No. Let us take 1952 and 1957.
Secretary HUMPHREY. If you split the middle of the year.
Senator KERR. You have not got the amount there that was spent

before December 31 and what was spent afterward. Take 1952
and 1957.

Secretary HuMrmy. All right. We will split it.
Senator KERR. No. Take 1952 and 1957.,
Secretary H umpsREY. We will take the calendar year., We came

in January. Let us be fair about this. We will take the calendar
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year, the expenditures for the calendar year of 1952i which brings us
up to the-day we got here. I will give you the days in January.

Senator Kvi . Twenty days.
Secretary HuMPHREY. Twenty days, excuse me. I am not versed

in that. - will give you the 20 days and we will not talk about that.
We will just take the calendar year 1952, and the expenditures were
$70.682 billion. The expenditures in 1956 calendar year were $67.216
billion. So that is $3.466 billion less.

Senator KERnn That you spent in calendar 1956?
Secretary HuMpuREY. You spent in the calendar year before we

I ot here up to December 31, without counting the 20 days,: you spent
70.682 billion.
Senator KERR. $70.682.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Now, we spent in the calendar year, the last

calendar year, $67.216 billion.
Senator KERR. Which does not include what you spent on roads,
Secretary HumPixrwy. That is right.
Senator KERR. How much was that?
Secretary HumPHREY. What were the roads? We will have to add

that. I suppose they must have been $700 million or $800 million.
Senator KIERR. I would suppose they would be a billion.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not believe they would be quite that,

but they might, somewhere in there, $700 million or $800 million.
Senator KIERR. You are not going to like these figures before we get

through with them.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I am not? [Laughter
If you split it in half, it is $575 million,
Senator KERR. That is 6 months' expenditure?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I am talking about the fiscal year, and you

have got to split that to bring it back. It was $497 million.
Senator KERR. $500 million?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes; $500 million.
Senator KERR. How much more was the interest which is not

reflected here?
Secretary HUMPHREY. What do you mean?
Senator Kmat. I mean how much more was the interest on the

public debt that you put your 0 U in?
Secretary HUmpHREY. The full amount of interest is figured in the

budget.
Senator KERR. Oh, no; it is not.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Oh, yes; it is.
Senator KERR. Is it?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator KERR. That is figured on the accrual basis?
Secretary HumPHREY. Yes. There are no tricks in that.
Senator KERR. That gives you $67.716 billion, compared to $70.682

billion?
Secretary HuMPHRiy. That is right.
Senator K RR. That is practically $3 billion.
Secretary HuminMEr. $3 billion.
Senator KERR. What, wasthe difference of those 2 years indefense

expenditures?
Secretary HvMPHRMY. Well, yoi can get it pretty close here. De

fense expenditures, of course, are down.:
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Senator Kaint. Sure they are. That is the reason I said you are.
not goig to like these figures when you get through with it.

Secretary HuMPHUSY. We are talking about spending money and'
how you spond It-

Senator Kmi. Well, in making a comprin, if you are talking
about spending money, I am going to show 1n thip record what port
of it was for national defense.

Secretary HUMPHIUY. All right.
Senator Xinn. The average of 1052 and 1953 was $47 billion, and

the average of 1056 and 1967 is $41 billion. So that would leave a
differential of $0 billion more that the defense program cost in cal-
endar 1952 than it did in calendar 1957.

Secretary HUMPHREy. You are just charging us with doing a better
job in defense than we are doing. It is very complimentary.

Senator KX-RR. No I am not, because whether you remember it or
not , we were in the korean war in 1952.

Secretary HuMPHReY. Policing action, as I recall it.
Senator KERR. Well, there was quite an argument, and, as I

remember, you were on the other side of that argument in Novenber
of 1952. Were you one of the voices in the country saying it was a
police action?

Secretary HuhtPumoY. No; I was not.
Senator K ma. You were not?
Secretary HUMPHRY. No.
Senator KERR. And in November of 1956, as I remember, in

November of 1956, as I remember, you ran , campaign on the basis
that the country was at peAce.

Secretary HuMPHREmY. That is right.
Senator K ERR. All right.
Secretary Hum.PHiY. Now, Senator, let us be fair about this.

What you started out to do was to prove my statement was wrong
that I said we were spending less in our last year than you were
spending in your last year.

Senator KERR. That is not what you said. You said, "We have-
reduced Federal expenditures."

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is what I said, we have reduced them,
and, as compared with your last year and compared with our last year,
we spent $3 billion less. And we 4l1 #gree to that., so let us let it stay
right there.

Senator KFRR. But on the basis of nonxiefenose expenditures, you,
spent $3 billion more.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Ifs, ands, and buts, but the fApt is we spent
$3 billion less in our year than you did p yours.

Senator KERR. But on the basis of 1958, you are going to spend
substantially more.

Seoretaxy Humpawy. I hope not, but we will see.
Senator KERR. On the basis of'your own estimate.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator KERR. So if wo take into consideration the reality of the,year in which we now are operating, yo are g9Ang to have t9-
8qmtoy uv~cpqw. WO a not tjpro y9t.
Senator KERR. You are going to have to put a footnote on t .nt

statement,"P. 8. As f Dee ber 31, 957"-
Secretary HUMPHREY. We re nq9t thpr# yet.
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Senator Krna. "This estimate will have to be amended."
The CiAIRMAN. The committee will recess until 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12:40 p. In., a luncheon recess was taken until 2 p. m.)

,&PTLHUNOO1 sussiU)k

The CHmi.tMAN. The committee will come to order.
Senator Kerr?
Senator Kimr. I am sure the committee would be interested, and'

I am confident that the people here would be interested, in knowing
that the leading slugger of the National Leagi~e is in the room Stan
Musial, of St. Louis. Mr. Secretary, if either one of us could bat as
well as that old boy does, we could come out in good slutpe.

Secretary HuMPituY. Let's put him up here, and we will go back
there.

Senator Kimn. Let's see; there was one other item you wore going*
to bring back.

Secretary HuMPHREu . That is right, and that item, the last one, is
the estimated changes in the gross public and private debt sinci
December 1956.

Senator KnRR. Yes, sir.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Have we a copy of this for the Senator?
Senator KER R. I do not have them.
Secretary HumPintIY. It seems as though they are getting them

typed, but I will read it to you, S(nator, and then I will hand it to you.
Senator KEm. All right.
The CHAIRvAN. Without objection it will be inserted in the record

at the place it was requested. (Spe p. 146.)
Secretary HUMPHREY. The individual mortgage debt--now, this it

from December, you asked for, from December of 1950 to May 1
of 1957.

Senator KEiR. Yes. On December 31, 1956, we had $793 billion.
Secretary HUMPHREY. $783 billion.
Senator Kru. I believe he told me $793.
Sacretar HuMpuzuY. $783% billion.
80n4tor XE'Kj. I see.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is made up as follows: $131 M billion

mortgage debt, which increased $4% billion to May 1; $42 billion
consumer, which went down $0.5 billion to May 1; $34 billion in
"Other," which is estimated to be the same.

so, the total! of individual has gone up from $207% billion to $211 X
billion, or up $4 billion.

Toi corporate ins $249% billion; it has gone to $25,5 billion; it isup$US billion.'
State and local government were $50 billion; they hve gone to

$52% Whlon they are up $2% billion.
So that the total, other than Federal, is $507 billion; has gone to,

$519 billion; and is a plus $12 billion.
Now, the Federal has gone from $276% billion to $g75 billion,

which is a minus $1% billion.
So that the total has gone from $78H bjlliQn to $794 billion, ad.

it i up a total of $0 billion.
Senator KERR. I want to thank you verymuch for prov4di gthj

which, as I understand it, is th.e best estf4mat th*-youlr soa-1! -W
make,
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Secretary HUMpHuRY. That is right.
Senator KEiaU. And it is helpful. The other day, by process of

applying tie increased interest rate already in effect on that part of
the public debt which has been refinanced, the public debt in its
entirety, it was estimated that the increased cost of servicing the
publi debt, over and above what it was in 1952, would be about $4
llhon a year.
Secretary JIUMpiteHY. [f it was all refinanced at present rates.
Senator 7K n. Yes, sir.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, sir.
Senator Krm, Now, this indicates a total priv ate debt. of 510 less

52 ; does it not?
Secretary HuMmHnioy. That is right.
8onatorK Xua. $460 billion.
Secretary HIUMPHtRY. That is right.
Senator'Kiuit. The increased interest which individuals pay has

actually gone ii more than the interest which the Federal Govern-
ment pays, has it not?

Secretary HuMPrucuY. Well, it might be. I am not absolutely sure.
Senator 'KiRRt. I mean, when we find out wlat interest Uncle Sam

is paying, everybody else, of course, pays more, and, as one goes up,
the other one goes up a little bit more than that one (toes.

Secretary IUMPHRUIY. I believe it may have.
Senator KERR. I believe our estimate was, on the part you had

refinanced, the increase had gone up about 1.75 percent.
Secxetary HUMPHRnY. If we took it all, yes.
Senator KzRR. I me,%n on the part which has been. I believe what

you paid last Monday was 3.40; and the average for 1952 was 1.76.
Is that right on the nose?

Secretary HuMPHRmY. That must be close.
Mr. MAYO. That is right on the nose for bills.
Senator KERR. Then the increase is 1.64.
Mr. MAYO. That is correct.
Senator KERR. How much would just that amount of increase, Mr.

Mayo be on the private debt, that is, if you did not go up any more
than the interest rate on the public debt has? $7 billion, would it not?

Secretary HUMPHREY. It is $7 billion plus.
Mr. MAYO. That is right.
Senator KERR. A little over $7.5 billion, as I get it.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I Was taking it at 19.
Senator KERR. Now, you do not think that interest rates are going

to be reduced much in the near future, do you?
-Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not know just what you mean by

the "near future," Senator.
Senator KERR. Well, in the next few years.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Not in the next few weeks. I do think that

there M a chance for interest rates to come down over a period of
months.

Senator KERR. You know you talked about-
Secretary HUMPHREY. Over a period of years.
Senator KERR. YOU taked about unpaid obligations that the

Government had, c. o. d. items that had not been collected for when
you boys came in.

Secretary HumpnioY. Yes, sir.; $80 billion,

1 ,
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Senator KI itzt. If you add the $4 billion on the public debt 'and
about $750 million on State and local, which would be 19 percent on
$50 billion, and $7% billion on the private debt, you know, it looks to
me that this policy may leave the Amercan people as individuals and
stockholders and taxpayers, with a continuing obligation of about
$13 billion a year for the foreseeable future over and above what they
were paying in 1952, in excess interest.

Secretary H UMPHanY. Well,I suppose that would be possible, but
I would not think that it would be likely.

Senator KynnR. That is a pretty substantial continuing obligation,
is it not, and that will have to be reflected in the price of everything
the consumer buys, will it not, Mr. Secretary?

Secretary HuMPRjEY. Just a minute, Senator. I have got to get
this straightened out.

Mr. Mayo says the figure we used on interest rates is only the
increase on Treasury bills. The total isn't up that much.

Senator Kjiin. What I asked you was the difference in the going
rate of interest as you are now refunding, and the comparable rate in
1952 on the same class of debt.

Mr. MAYO. Well, that is just Treasury bills, you see, and there
has been more fluctuation in the rates on Treasury bills than there
has in the total debt.

Senator KER. Well, sure. This $103 billion, that was out when
you came in, the interest rate on that has not increased.

Mr. MAYO. What I mean is the change from 4 years ago on Treas-
ury bills to their present rates is higher than the change on other
parts of the debt. It is a greater change.

Senator KERR. There is not much difference, Mr. Secretary, and
I will tell you how I arrived at that.

Now, your long-terms in 1952 were being financed, I believe, at
2% percent, were they not?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is about right, I think, 2.68. That is
awfully close. You guessed 2%. It is 2.68.

Senator KERR. Now, last Friday, long-terms were selling to yield
3.90.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That would be 1% percent higher.
Senator KERR. That would be 1.30.
Secretary HUMPHREY. If you take 1 % as the total on that basis, it

would not e far out of the way.
Let Mr. Mayo figure here a minute, and we will just see. I think

it probably is not too far off.
That is just under 1 percent.
Senator KERR. I do not know what the 3Y4s were selling for, but

the longer terms were selling last Friday at 3.90. I put t at in the
record.

Secretary HUMPHREY. 3.67 was the figure.
Senator KERR. On one -
Secretary HUMPHREY. That was on-
Mr. MAYO. The Friday opening was 3.67 on the 3%/s; 3.64 on the

Senator KERR. Go'right on down.
Mr. MAYO. Well those are the two longest.
Senator KERI. Those are about $4.5 billion.
Mr. MAYO., That is right.
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Then the Victories, which are the December 67-72's, 3.09; 3.75
for the Septbmbor 67-72's; 3.71 for the Juno 07-72's; 3.80 for the
March 00-71's.

Those are our longest term bonds.
Secretary HitMPtilY. Those are the long-terms.
Senator kina. Was that oiA the opening Friday?
Mr. MAYO. This was the opening.
Senator Kenn. I put into the record an article from the New York

Herald Tribune, the headline of which was that-here is the Washing-
ton Post on June 21. What day was that?

Mr. MAYO. That was Friday.
Senator KMn. It says 2Y's 62-59, soiling to yield 3.90.
Mr. MAYO. That is correct,
Senator Ksiu. The Treasury 2%'s due in 1009, callable in 1964,

were selling at a yield of 3.91.
Mr. MAYO. That is right.
Secretary HxrMPxtlity. That is right.
Senator kERa. Well-
Mr. MAYO. The longer ones are the ones that we read off. The

intermediate ones are the ones you just read.
Secretary HUMPgREY. The longer ones yielded less.
Senator KRR. If you are going to average thom out, 3.80 is about

what the long-terms are selling to yield.
Mr. MAYO. Yes.
Senator KtRna. And in 1952, it was-sometime during the year

they were selling at par, were they not?
Secretary HUMPHREY. You can say 1 percent to be sure. The

difference is over 1 percent.
Senator KRit. $3.5 billion $4 billion a year, is what it is.
Secretary fHumpHitaY. That is correct.
Senator IKCEt. And 1.64 percent on $406 billion of private debt is

$7.5 billion' and 19 percent on $50 billion of State and local is $750
million; and $7.5 billion and $750 million is $8.5 billion, plus about
39 to 4, will get you up to $12 billion, is that right?

Secretary HuxtPuRttY. That is right.
Senator KERR. And it sedms to me that that is the heritage that the

t xpavers and stockholders and borrowers are goihg to receive from
this policy as of today.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Of course, there are an awful lot of people
receiving that, as well as paying it. You have always got to have that
in mind, too.

Senator KF.RR. There are a lot more borrowers than lenders.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not know. By the time you get through

the people "who participate in the loans, there is an awful lot of interest
paid on Government bonds. There are 40 million individual holders,
and by the time you get through counting the people who are partici-
pating in pension funds and all sorts of funds of various kinds, you get
up into many, many millions of people Who get the benefit out of
interest.

Senator KJORR. You know what that reminds me of, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Not the boy who put in the I 0 U's?
Senator IKERR. What is that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Not the boy who put in the i 0 U's?
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Senator Kimnn. No, This is really worth something. That reminds
ine of what Mr. Roosevelt used to say: "Well, whit of this national
debt? All of it is owed to some of us.'

Secretary HuMpitiY. Don't lot me remind you of Mr. Roosevelt.
Let's just stop right there. [Laughter].

Senator iuhti. As I understand your testniony, the Government
securities market can only be stabilized if the Federal Reserve in.
creases its portfolio of Governments, which thus increases the money
supply and causes prices to rse; is that one of the bases you laid
down here with roferonce to the Federal Reserve supporting the
Government securities market?

Secretary HumiPrm'y. Well, I do not know that I expressed itjust that way.Senator Kmt. If I did not-

Secretary HUMPimnI. What does that say?
Senator Keaut. As I understand your testimony the Government

securities market can only be stabilized if the Federal Reserve supports
the market.

Secretary UUMI'J.R:Y. I think that is right, or if the demand for
money falls off.

Senator Kotu. And if the Federal Reserve supports the market,
then you said that that will increase the money supply and cause
prices to rise.

Secretary I]IUMPHRmr. Yes.
Senator K imit. Then I would like to have you explain---
Secrotary HUMPiJmfY. Under existing conditions.
Senator KimRR. Then explain to the committee why Governments

sold at par or better from 1945 to 1949, although the Federal Reserve
reduced its holding of Governments from $24.9 billion to $18.9 billion.

Secretary HuMPEuy. Because you have entirely different condi-
tions. I said this would obtain under existing conditions. The
existing conditions are that there are a great many citizens in one
form or another who are seeking money, who are borrowers and
are in the borrowing market.

You go back to days when the citizens are not seeking money, and
the Government is the only borrower, and it takes the pressure off
the market and thd whole picture completely changes.

It is just how many buyers there are for money, how many borrowers
there are for money. If you have a lot of borrowers, why, you will
push it up. If you have a few borrowers, it will automatically go
down or stabilize.

Senator KEm. We had a greater percentage of increase in the money
supply, we had a greater annual increase, percentagewise, in the
money supply it, 1949 through 1953, then we have had in the last 18
months.

Secretary HUMPHREY. You did not have the same demand for
borrowing.

Senatoi KXtit. Well, you ktiow why the tightness of demand was
not there: Because they increased the available supply.

Soretatiy IMutptt. Wtil, there whs hot nearly so much borrow-
ig going on there. The number of dollars borrowed was very muchless. ..

Senatot Kata. Let's hee if thee *as not, The available motley
suply, I believe, for 1949 was $174 billion, and it went up to $180.8
billion mi 1950, and $189.8 billion in 1951, and $200.4 billion ia 1962.
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Now, that is actually on the basis that you figure where you said
that if you have 3 years, that makes 4.

Secretary HuMpirnyv. That is right.
Senator tinut., You remember?
Secretary HumpanEv. Yes,
Senator Kinn. There was not only a greater amount of actual

increase than there had been from 1956 to the first quarter of 1957,
but the percentage was much larger.

Secretary HvHrrnrny. Well, I have to get the years here,
Senator KInn, Mr. Mayo will correct me if I am wrong.
That is the total money supply, and surely not in the form of

currency or gold.
Secretary HvMPnimy. But it is not the total borrowing, either.

What I am talking about is the total borrowing.
Lot us look, let us go back and look-
Senator Kiatn. According to your estimate here, the total bor-

rowing, 5 months in 1957 has been $10.5 billion.
Secretary HvMPunIv. No. Let's look back here.
Senator KXnn. Is that not right?
Secretary HUtMiPHImIY. No. Look at pago 30, and I think that may

give you the picture.
In the 4 years-
Senator KErnR. Wait a minute.
Secretary HvMnPHnu . You have got 3 sets of 4 years on page 36.
Senator Klan. What page are we going to?
Secretary HumPnnR. Page 36.
You have got 3 sets of 4 years. Now, your borrowings increased in

the first 4 years.
Senator Kunx. You have got 3 sets of 4 years; that will be 12 years.
Secretary HvunoREY. That is right.
Senator KERR. On page 36.
Secretary HtiMPBHlRLY. That is right.
Senator Krmu. The increase from 1944 to 1948----
Secretary HUMPHiY. If you take-
Senator'KsaR (continuing). Was how much?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Take the item "Total (other than Federal),"

and it is the private borrowing in that case, plus the State and local,
was $64 billion.

The next 4 years, it was $127 billion.
Senator KERR. All right. Let's take those 4 years.
Secretary 1'UMPnIREY. Yes.
Senator )kEaR. 1948-52.
Secretary HUMPHREY. 1948-52, it was $127 billion.
Senator KERR. Let us see what the change was in the ownership

of bonds by the Federal Reserve.
What years are we going-
Secretary HUMPHREY. 1948-52.
Senator KaRR. In 1949, it was $18.9 billion. In 1950,it was $20.8

billion.
Secretary HUMPHREY. $24.7 billion. It went up a billion, and a

balf dollars.
Senator KERR. All right.
Now, during that time, private debt went up here, debts others than

Federal, $127 billion. .
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Secretary JIiimitiiY. It was $127 billion.
Senator KflJt. It went up l'roin-that says the increase.
Secretary If IJMPHnE Y. That is right.
Senator Ki:nn. So that is how much it went up. It (lid not go up

to that in the holdings of the Federal Reserve.
Secretary IIMmIRI. That is right.
Senator KTlin. So it went up $127 billion, with on1y an increase

of a billion dollars.
Secretary tUMP1in,;Y. A billion and a half,
Senator Kmu. $23.3 billion to $24.7 billion, $1.4 billion.
Now, to show you that they do not--that that is not the controlling

factor, according to your own statement there, it went up $137 billion
in the next 4 years, 1952-56.

Secretary HIUMminHuY. That is right.
Senator Kimnn. During which time Federal Reserve holdings only

went up $200 million.
Secretary HluMptIIUtY. That is right.
Senator Klma. So they do not have to greatly increase their

portfolio in Governments.
Secretary IuMpel-n-Y. Again, I say it depends entirely on what

the demands are for money, and how rapidly they come.
Senator Keam. But the record is that from 1945 to 1949, Govern-

ment holdings by the Federal Reserve went down from $24.9 billion
to $18.9 billion.

Secretary IuMPIr mt'Y. That is right.
Senator 'Kjamu. That is the record, is it not?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is the record,
Senator KEiR. In your testimony here you have developed a kind

of puzzle in my mind, and I believe together maybe we can resolve it.
In your testimony you said:
As the cost of money rises * * * there is more incentive to save that money

and to put it out at rent * * *

A ou also said:
Now, as you stimulate the savings, why, of course, that generates more money

for use in the development of the country, in the building of equipment and
machines, and increasing the productive power of the people.

In other words you were outlining the principle, and defining it or
establishing it, that one of the principal objectives or benefits of
permitting interest rates to rise was to stimulate savings in 'order to
increase investment and capacities.

Secretary HuMPRmEY. That is right.
Senator KERR. Yet, you told the chairman:
* * * there is a deterrent effect that rises from an increase in the cost of

interest, in that people are deterred from taking on obligations that require that
additional payment. They do not expand quite so rapidly or they do not expand
inventories quite' so rapidly, or they become more cautious.

Secretary H UMPHREY. That is right.
Senator KiIR. As I understand it, you are saying that increasing

interest rates discourages investment so as to not create inflation.
Secretary HUMIPHREY. That is right.
Now, as between the two-
SSen0tor 'KRR. ' I wantyou to tell us how, on the one side-
Secretary HUMPHREY. It is peifectly simple.
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Senator KER (continuing). Increasing interest rates encourages
savings to make it possible for more expnslion-

Secretary HuMprqtuY. That is right. I

Senator Kmiui (continuing). And at the same time, wheni you

increase them you discourage investment and dotor expansion.
Secretary HUMPHREY, And between encouraging the savings and

discouraging expenditures, you finally bring thon to a balance, You

operate from both ends, and you come to a balance. That is e&tly

where you want to be, and produce some stability,
Senator Kimut That is all right, Mr. Secretary. It may be that

that just makes it perfectly clear.
Secretary HUMPHnVAY. Well, it makes it perfectly clear to me,. Tho

way you got a balance is to work from both ends, and finally you
meet in the middle and balance it out.

Senator KsRR. In other words, encouraging them i% oue way and

saY you can expand -
Secretary HUMPHiuNY. Encouraging one group to save, and another

group not to expand too fast, and then between them you bring the

savers and optimists together, and between them you have got a

balanced position.
Senator KMn& I want to tell you, sir, that I am glad you do under-

stand it. [Laughter.]
Secretary HuMrmncY. I do.
Senator KM l. And I will not worry about it, because there just is

not any use of both of us worrying about it.
Secretary HUMPHREY, That is right.
Senator KMan. Now, is there special provision in the tax law treat-

ing with gains and losses resulting from batik transactions in Govern-
mont securities?

For instance, if a bank sells a million dollars worth of long-term

Qov ,eMt ndl for wlid it paid par, at say 85 cents on the dollar,
is tht a deductib ? loss against current income f r ta purposes?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not remember, Senator, whether it is a

deductible loss against current income or capital gains, but it is one

or the other.
Senator icRn. Cw yqu Aqd tl4At?
Serety H uPhrmnsY. It is a deductible loss, but whetler 'it is

.~p~iceae to curre t Income or capital gqins. I a m pot sure.

Sertr 1uRR. And there is nobody here to' tell us?
ereta rylUMPH REY'. No, we do not have any tax people here.

Senator KERR. Put me on your staff beeAuse I can tel you.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well. ood. ' Wat is kt?
Senator KERR. It isa deductible loss against current Income.

Secretary HIUMPHREY. All right.
g4. I will tell what I would ie, if it is:

. know many'bauks wh9 in December Qf 1956 spo4 su bbtta quan-
tities of governments, early mi Decemer, at about 1 89 or 9, wlich
w6 te Pnc( at which they were then sqli n g, tkm a loss aga.st

tercurtfzi taxableio6 for 1956 . A week or so lter, thpv

iito the open 'market and repl~ce4 in thei r portfolios t~e bonde they
had sold with others of a smar maturity dqte. By these trans-

actions if h sold a million dollars' wortlW of bwads, tiy showed a
lof , savi .. e....... $521,O it for thatYea"losw of"fO0, saving 1. 1 es S ,0 " ... ,.":fo
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But when they made their financial statement for December 31
they put the bonds for which they had paid about 89 or 90 in at par.
That is permissible for a bank, is it not, to carry Government bondsatjpar?

Secretary HuMPiREY. I think that is right except that if they buy
at 89 or 00 that is the way they go on the books. They don't go on at
par in that case.

Senator Knn. So that, if there were billions of doUars of such
transactions, it meant that the Government lost hundreds of millions
of dollars in taxes last year, by reason of the fact that the banks were
permitted to take what amounted to a paper loss, taking advantage of
the depressed condition of the bond market.

Now, if' I am correctly informed as to the law, if they keep those
bonds until maturity, let us say, in 10 or 15 years, they Pa a tal.
gains tax of 25 percent on the difference between what they paid for
them and the 100 cents on the dollar that they will receive from the
Government at maturity.

Assuming that what I have told you about what they can do and
did do is correct, do you not think that that is a penalty the Govern-
ment bears by reason of the policy of management of the public debt
now in effect?

Secretary HUMrpHnEY.. I think It is the penalty of the failure of
proper tax law, if that is the way it works. I doubt whether they
ought to get the deduction of losses against current income and then
pay capital! gains on profits.

Senator KERR. Has there been any recommendation of the Treasury
that you know of?

Secretary HuMPHREY. 1 do not know, but I will find out.
Senator kERB. You are going to issue next week, did you say about t

$3.6 billion of 283-day tax anticipation certificates?
Secretary HIMPiItEy. Tomorrow.
Senator kEni. Tomorrow.
Secretary HUMPHREY. $3 billion.
Senator KER. In the New York Times of May 17, 1957, there is.

a story about a Treasury offer of! a billion nd4-hafN,4oar .ye.
"119-day tax bills to be sold on bidding to, meet drain on eaz hold-ingys."

Ncretary HUMPHREY. When was this?
Senator KzRn. This was announced May 16.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, May 16.
Senator K RR. Of this year.
SecretaryHUMPiiY. Hes.
Senator on R. (reading>:
Details of the new offering will be released Friday morning. Today's announce-

ment said banks could pay for the new bills by establishing a credit for the Govern-
ment a the Treasury tax and lon accounts they hold. This makes It unneceesar
for them to pay for the bills until the Treasury calls for the cash. Meanwhile,,
they will collect in q ,et a an added inqentv!e.

Will that arne privilege be available on this $3 billion issue?
8Qqre HVV?REY cot six.p
Senator KERR. If .I understand that correctly, Mr. Secretary,

lat tt meqns is this: The Tros -y's tax and lou furqls vajo kept on
W.e94 by 1e Govenment ip tle l4ak ap4te th Wry tep PW,

the banks interest on th. money
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d Secretary HUMP11i-, We gay interest on the bonds, and then
draw out tho mnotoy out of thie account as we need it.

Settator KMqit, Do you write checks on private banks?
Secretary flubtPwau'r, No, It goes through the Federal Reserve

account$
I Setiator Kutnt, You do not do that without giving the bank
notice?

Secretary 1lumpitcav. No we give te bank notice, I have for,
gotten exactly how much, It varies among banks.

Senator KHnM. Of notice?
Secretary 1UMPRUlY. Yes, on withdrawals.
Senator Oitn. What it amounts to---
Seretary Humpunmy. What it amounts to is we get all the money in

I day and we spend it over a period of time, whatever it may be.
Setator Kut. Mr. Secretary, have you got somebody here who

can tell us how much notice you give that batik before you draw on it?
Secretary HumtinoY. It's payable on demand. You will have to

ask Mr. Burgess that. He can tell it to you exactly.
Senator Konn, Will you let me put my own estimate in the record?
Secretary HI7emptncy. Yes.
Senator Kimt. Not less than 7 days.
Seetary Humpnnisy. I cannot tell you exactly what that average

notice is, but it is a comparatively few days.
Senator KMn But during those days, whatever it is
Secretary HuMinE. During those days they have both the money

and the bond,
Senator Kinnit. During those days the Government pays interest

to the bank on the deposit which the Government has made in the
bank?

Secretary HuMPunnY. It pays interest on the bond.
Senator K'ist. Well, but they buy the bond by giving you deposit

aetratary Huatpgmay. That is right.
Senator KioR. They do not pat with any money?
Secretary HuMpHwIgy. That is right.
Senator KzRw. Now, on the issue you put out in-what was the

bit tax anticipation issue you put out in the fall of 1953?
Secretary HutmRnz. I would have to look it up, I cannot

remember. Just before wt leave this last question, that is taken into
account, you know, in determining the rate which people bid for the
bond, for the tax and loan deposit, so we get a little better rate because
of that fact.

Seator Kxait. Whatever the rate is, that bank gets interest on
your deposit for the time they have it? , I

Secretary HumpiiRzy. For the period the bond is there but we pay
a lesser rate over tie whole period than we would pay if tihat privilege
were not granted.

We think that it is a proper way to sell the security.
Senator Kr,". Do you know of any other depositor hi the United,

States that pays a bank interest on the money that he has deposited,
in the bank?* -Secretary HtuMit-.- Everybody'who sells a bond issue gts paid
fot their bonds on a certain day ana. they put the money inle ban
and theydo not draw it an out the samt w "ay"
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Senator Kin. No-
Secrotary iIUEY, And they are paying interest. Wait a

minute. They pay interest on the bond just he way the Government
does, and they have their own money laying in the bank.

Now, anybody who sells a bond issue, you yourself will have a lot
of money in a bank tomorrow or the next (lay.

Senator Ki(iut. But just for a (lay or two,
Secretary -umpnnny. Not for a day or two.
Senator Kmm. Not for 2 weeks?
Secretary lumi'nny. It will be there for whatever it is, just for a

lay or two, and you will be paying interest on the bon(ls just the way
the Government does.

Senator 1(Eun. Do you know why I have got to keep 20 percent of
what I borrow at a bank?

Secretary 1ItuMVminy . No I (1o not; but it is a common practice.
Senator Kmu. Because o1 your fiscal policies. Laughter.)
Secretary HUMIiRIIY. I get blamed for an awful lot, but I did not

know I was to blamo for that.
Senator kmKt. Whatever rate of interest I pay that bank, I have

got to pay then 25 percent penalty because they only let me check
on 80 percent of it, but I have to pay them interest on 100 percent of
it, and I want to toll you that they can thank you and Mr. Burgess
and the Federal Reserve Board for that subsidy that they get from
every borrower in this Nation, including the Government,

Secretary iltJm, HRiy. No. The Government has no 80 percent
limitation or no time limit. We can draw it and we do draw it exactly
as we need it.

Senator Xit.u. But there is a difference between you and me. I
can check her out when I get it, and you have ot to give that bank
7 (lays notice before you even chock on them. Did you know that?

Secrotary HUMPHREY. Yes, I know that, except that I don't agree
the average notice is 7 dtiys.

Senator KERit. All right.
Now, this issue you put out in 1953 of tax anticipation certificates.
Secretary HuMPHicEY. Yes.
Senator Knuu. When was that and how much was it?
SecrotaryHuMupanEy. It was on the 15th of July, and it was$5,902 million .

Senator KEaR. Was that handled the same way?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I would not be surprised.
Senator KERR. My recollection is that it was.
Secretary HUMrHREY. It probably was, but I am not sure.
Senator KERR. Did that issue have a coupon on it, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator KXERR. Whereby the Government continued to pay inter-

est on that $5 billion how much.
Secretary HUMPHREY. $5.9 billion.
Senator KERR. For a period of time after the tax holder had sur-

rendered it to the Government in lieu of taxes for its face value plus
accrued interest?

rSecretary HUMPHREY. I think it did. It went for a period of,
from the 15th to the 22d of March. • , • ..... *
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Senator Kmaut. In other words, the banks that handled that not
only got interest on the money, part of which time they still had the
money-

Secretary HuhtpHnny. Whether it was a bank or a corporation or
individual, whoever it was, they all got the same,

Senator Kxim. Oh, no.
Secretary HUmPHRIEY. Oh, yes, they did, and these certificates-
Senator KERt. You do not deposit with individuals.
Secretary IUMPHtEY. Well, the individual can buy it.
Senator Kuant. I know, but then when he does, he gives you a

check for it. He does not give you a deposit slip for it.
Secretary HUMPHRFY. That is ri ht.
Senator Ki. So there is that difference.
Secretary HUmPHREY. That is right.
Senator kmRR. But the taxpayer who bought that and turned it in

on the taxpaying date following-
Secretary HUmpHRnY. That is right.
Senator K nRR. Got credit for all lie paid for it, that is for all the

Government got for it, plus the interest on it until it was surrendered
and then, in addition to that, he got a coupon which, if he clipped and
kept it for 7 days, he could get interest for 7 days after he surrendered
the bond?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct; that was a 7-day period.
Senator kimu. Is that on all these?
Secretary HUMPHRY. No. Those are different things that are

done. It is on a good many of them.
Senator KERu. I think Mr. Mayo tells you they are on all of them.
Secretary HUMPHREY. It certainly is on most of them.
Senator KpiR. Do you think it is good fiscal management?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, I do. I think it all is in the rate. I

think it all depends on what the rate is when you sell these securities.
It is just a matter of the computation of interest.

Senator KERR. You know we private fellows have to sweeten up
the kitty for these fellows.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator KERR. If I were you, I would look into it to see if they were

not getting to you.
Secretary HUMPHREY. See what?
Senator KERR. If they were not getting to you.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I will be very glad to let you sell the bonds.
Senator KERR. If I had one institution that was the source of all

credit and another one that used about a third of all credit, I would
get them acquainted with each other so that the one who was determin-
ing what the other had to pay for interest would operate on the basis
that they are some kin to each other rather than blood enemies.

Secretary HUMPHREY. When we have to borrow money, as you
well know, you have to meet what the market demands. And what-
ever the market happens to be, you have to meet that. You work it
out about to that, or you do not sell your bonds.,

Now, I am sure that your experience is no different than mine and
I am sure you would be an excellent Secretary of the Treasury, but I
would not want to be a Senator. [Laughter.

Senator KERR. Well now, Mr. Secretary, there is not anybody in
here today who could be any better Secretary of the Treasu than
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you. You see, the difference between you and a lot of these officials
who have been down here is they did not know what the Federal
Reserve was doing to them. [Laughter.] You do, and you are en-
couraging them in it. [Laughter.]

Now, you said that the purchasing power of the dollar had declined
only eight-tenths of a tent in 4 years--and I found out 3 years and
4 years are synonymous there.

Secretary HUMPnREY. And figured it in three.
Senator Ximpi. Did you hear the statement read by the chairman

the other day of what Mr. Wilson said, that it took $38.5 billion to
buy in 1958 what $33.4 billion bought in 1954?

Secretary HuMPuREY. I did not happen to hear that statement,
but 1 would not be surprised.

Senator Kmn. Was that correct Mr. Chairman? Was that the
statement made by the Secretary o Defense?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. It was so quoted in the newspapers.
Senator KER. That is a little more than eight-tenths of 1 percent;

is it not?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, we went over those figures this morn-

inrg, Senator.
Senator KERn. I know but we did not have this application.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, but-
Senator KitR. What we did this morning was we were talking

about whether it was 4 years or 3 years.
Secretary HUMPHREY. No. What we did this morning was to talk

about the kind of things and when the prices in various kinds of things
took effect. They didn't all at the same time. The purchasing power
of the dollar was not affected equally in all sorts of things and the kinds
of things that the Defense Department was buying, largely because
of their very large purchases, there was a greater pressure on those
prices than on anything else, and I think their prices-

Senator KERR. You mean the more volume they buy, the higher,
the unit price?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, the more you try to buy in a hurry, the
more you are apt to pay for it.

Senator KERR. Well, now, I am not saying in a hurry. I-notice the
other day the Secretary of Defense told the Secretary of the Air Force,
"Just slow down and just postpone $4 billion. We are not going to
spend it this fiscal year."

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think he has slowed down a little, but we
have been buying a lot of things in a hurry, and I think we should have
bought them in a hurry.

Senator KERR. Have you got the President's Economic Report
there for 1957?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes sir.
Senator KERR. Let Mr. tayo see what your statement discloses

as to the prices of Government goods and services as between 1952
and 1956.

That was actualy the 4 yem, Mr. Secretary, that you wbreitalking
about when you showed $3 billion-

Secretary HUMPHREY. Nineteen -what?'
Senator KERR. 1952 to 1956; whatvtheindex-- .
Mr. MAYO. For the Federal Government. . .
Senator KERR. Prices of Government goods and services, for 1952is
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Secretary HUMPH RzY. 119 looks like here.
Mr. MAYO. Federal.
Senator KEnR. What was the 1956?
Secretary HUMPHREY. 127.8. It was up about 8.8. That is all

Government purchases. That is all Federal\ buying. That is not
just military.

Senator aKER. Well, that is right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right. So that would not be up as

much as the military, I do not think.
Senator KERR. But it was a good deal more than eight-tenths of

1 percent.
Secretary HuMPHREY. Oh, yes. That is the kind of things-you

see, the great bulk of it is military, and those are the kind of things
that had the first price rise.

Senator KERR. May I see that now, just a moment.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, sir.

Senator KERR. What is this column, Mr. Mayo, that says "Gov-
ernment product"?

Mr. MAYO. That includes State and local, sir, as well as Federal.
Senator KERR. It shows 1952 to be 124.7 and 1956 to be 149.4.
Mr. MAYO. 149.4. That is gross Government product.
Senator KERR. What does that mean, "implicit price deflator"?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not know what that is.
Senator KERR. Well, all right.
Mr. MAYO. All I know is what it says here for Federal, State, and

local.
Senator KERR. You gave us some figures on how you had increased

savings percentagewise, on page 32.
Secretary HUMPHRgY. Saved $75 billion in 1956.
Senator KERR. What I am looking for is that percentage.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is the percentage of savings of dispos-

able income. Let us get disposable income.
Senator KERR. Yes. I believe I said:
During the 4 years of the Eisenhower administration our people have saved

more both in terms of dollars and in relation to disposable income, 7.1, as com-
pared to 6.4.

Do you have the figures there percentagewise for 1951 and 1952?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, you start here in 1948. Wait aminute.
Senator KERR. Where do you get that, that you were quoting from?
Secretary HUMPHREY. From the, economic. report; it is page 136.
Senator KERR. I mean, is this the economic report?,
Secretary HUMPHREY, Yes, ir.' It is the econonc report, page

136.
Senator KERR. What does it show for 1951?
-Secretary HUMPHREY. For 1951, it shows 7.8.
?Senator KRR. And 1962?
Secretary HUMPHREY. 1952 is 8.0.

* Senator KERR, What years during the Eienhower administration
exceeded those?

Secretary HUMPHREY. 7.9 is the next year. - ..
Senator MKRR. That is'1958 7.9? , .
Secretary HUMPHRNY. Yea. ,.+++ . ++B.\I9, 4+ ,j'
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Secretary HUMPHREY. 1954 it is 7.0.
Senator KERR. 7.0. 1955?
Secretary HUMPHREY. 1955 it is 6.1.
Senator KERR. And 1956?
Secretary HUMPHREY. 1956 it is 7.3.
Senator KERR. If you compared the 4 years of the Eisenhower ad-

ministration with 1951 and 1952, you would get an entirely different
result; wouldyou not?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, we averaged it for the two 4-year
periods, and the two 4-year periods are the figures we gave you here.

Senator KERR.- I understand. I am not disputing that you did..
Secretary HUMPHREY. If you will take the average of 4 years with

the average of 2 years, you Will get 7.1 as against 7.9.
Senator KERR. The fact is if you will take the situation as you

found it when you came in, you found the people saving 8 percent
of their disposable income, and as of this time, they are saving less
than 7 percent of it, are they not?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, no, they were up over 7 for last year.
Senator KERR. I am talking about the first quarter of 1957 when

it was only 6.9 percent.
Secretary HUMPHREY. It has been running along about 7 or 8

percent right along.
Senator KERR. But there has not been a year during the Eisen-

hower administration in which the people saved as high a percent of
their disposable income as they did in 1952 has there?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Wait a minute. kot for a whole year' no.
They have done it for quarters, but not for a whole year. They have
been within one-tenth.

Senator KERR. That is right. One year.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Several quarters have been higher.
Senator KERR. Now, then Mr. Secretary, I would like to go back

to this chart up here because I think we have not paid enough attention
to it. You gave me this morning a list of items that had been in
short supply in recent years. In the years during which unemploy-
ment was 4.1 percent of the civilian labor force, and in the years or
period during which consumer prices went up 2.6 percent, wholesale
prices went up 3.1 percent, industrial prices went up 3.8 percent, and
the privately held money supply went up 2.8 percent. Do you
remember those items you read me this morning?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, I do.
Senator KERR. I would like for you to tell me which one of those

items was in as short supply in the 1956-57 period as in 1949-53?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well I do not know as I can go back that

far. You see, you are going way back there into another period.
Senator KERR. Well, it is the period you were comparing it to.
Secretary HUMPHREY. My figures do not go back that far.
Senator KERR. Those are the years that icluded the Korean war.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I have not got any figures -back that far.

MY figures just go for 2 years.
Senator KRR. Would you hazard a guess that a single one of the

items that you said was in short supply in the last 18 months was not
in shorter supply during that time?

Secretary HuMPERsY. Well I do not know
Senator Kara. What do you think?
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Secretary HuMPntIY. I have not any idea. I do not know.
Senator Kntn. What do you think?
Secretary Huupuzay. I say.I just have not any idea. I just do not

know.
Senator Kian. What about aluminum? - Do you not think it was

an short in supply during the Korean war a it has boon in the last 18
months?

Secretary HUMPaiRNY. I would think so, but it has boon short right
along.

Senator KvRoR, Bearings, brass, copper products, stoel products,
titanium dioxide steel scrap, rubber-do you not imagine, if you
chocked into it, tiat every one of those items was scarcer during the
Korean war than they have been in the last 18 months?

Secretary HUMParnuy. I do not know. You have got to chock
them, you know, to find out. I really do not know.

Senator KuRu. Well, now if you want to, if you think there is any
chance that that tabulated list was in more abundant supply during
the Korean war than during the last 18 months, I would appreciate
your bringing back the record and reading it to us,

Secretary HUMPmtvoY. I will check it.
Senator KliaR. Let us assume just for the sake of this discussion

that they were in shorter supply, and that is not an unreasonable
assumption, is it?

Secretary HuMPiRvY. Well, certainly not as to some of them. I
think as to others, perhaps it is.

Seiator KEia. As to whichever ones it might be, you will tell me?
Sectary HuMptwRm. We will chock up.
(The information requested is as follows:)

There were shortages during 1050 and 1051 but the Interpretation of shortages
in periods of direct controls will, of course, differ from the interpretation of
shortage at other times of heavy demands, so no conclusive comparison seems
possible.I.Senator Kioiu On the basis of this chart, it looks to me that the
item that was i truly scarce supply during the last 2 years is right
here, credit, privately held money and credit.

Secretary HUMPRHRiY. Credit?
Senator KiRit. Because during the 1949-53 period the money

supply went up 3.5 percent a year. During the 1956-57 period it
has only gone up 2.8 percent a year.

Assuming that the basic commodities that you referred to this
morning were in scarcer supply during the Korean war than during
the last 18 months, it seems to me that it is going to be a little difficult
to explain how it was that with industrial production' increasing 5.4
percent, compared :to 2.1 percent, with the gross national product
going up 4.8 percent compared to 2.7 percent, with 3.6 percent un-
employed -as compared to 4.25 percent : unemployed in the past 18
month-it seems to me that it is going to be very difficult to explain
.how it was that the consumer priceslandwholesale prices and industrial

prs went up substantially higher during this 18 months than itdid

.Secitvuwy Aampailayi What: period during that time did yu- have
price and wage controls on?

Senator KERR. During 199 900; 1052, and -195. ;

i ,,kI* .l
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Secretary HuMVJnny. Yes, you had price and wage controls on,
dlid you not?

Senator Kignn. Let us see if we did,
Now, my recollection is that price controls terminated in 1946.
Secretary HuMpuiJUY. I do not remember exactly, but I think

that's right.
Senator KMon. Is that correct? That Is my recollection.
Secretary HuMminzy. Ye. That's right for the period after

World War II. But you're talking about the period during the
Korean war?

Senator Kionn. 1949, 1950 1951, 1952, and 1953.
Secretary HUMpiIIoy. Well, we had price and wage controls on

during the Korean war.
Senator KimR. Well, now, let us check that Mr. Secretary.
Secretary HuMPinzY, Well, they were on when we came in. They

went on in early 1051 and we took them off.
Senator Kinit. Wage controls?
Secretary HuMpHuzy. First thing we did was to release controls.
Senator Kicurt, Wage controls?
Secretary HuMPmmy. Yes, wage controls and price controls were

on, and allocations were on, and you had a lot of things that were on
at that time) a lot of physical control.

Senator KICHR. They had regulation W?
Secretary HUMPnHREY, Sure, and you had price controls.
Senator Kmna. I will tell you what you do.
Secretary HuMPHinY. We had thousands of people administering

them, as I remember it.
Senator KEnR. Suppose you tell us in the morning what wages

wore controlled during those 5 years.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I will see exactly what controls there were,

but there were a lot of controls on at that time.
Senator KERR. All right.
Secretary HUMPHRVY. One of the first things we did was to take

them off.
Senator lzRR. I think that the real shortage, a of today, Mr.

Secretary, asI said a while ago, is the shortage in credit snd the result
of it,.in my judgment, has leen almost catastrophic, because during
this time, according to the Department of Commerce and the Council
of Economic Advisers, we have had some rather amazing, and I think
very detrimental, results. For instance, during that time labor's
share of the national income has gone up 3.7 percent, which is a very
limited amount.

Unincorporated business' share of the national income hai gone
down 4.5 percent. The farmers' share of the national income has
gone down 36.5 percent. Corporation profits after taxes, their share

,of the national income has gone up 164 percent. And the net interest
share of the national income has gone up 40 percent during the ad-
ministration of these policies. These results mean that the oppor-
tunity was made avaib-ble and has been taken advantage of for big
business to reinforce its position and greatiyexpad iso.reenta gef
the national income; for the farm industry as a whole to be almost
bankrupted; for small business to be greatly impaired; and for those
whose business it is to lend and collect interest to increase their share
of the national income by 40 percent.
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Secretary Humphirey. Do you not think you ought to add to that
list the cost of living?

Senator Kiiot, Well, the cost of living in the last 18 months, accord-
inut to Mr. Mayo there, lIrt gone i) 4 percent,
_st rotaryy 111MPHI.RY, LP18u ta ho t t same porio(l you aro taking.
Just put U in for tohe samile porio(i,

Senator Kquit. 1 amIi talking about the last 4 years.
Secretary TithitM iov, Just add tle--
Senator k'mt, I ant talking about the last 4 years.
Secretary ItXIMI'!IUNY. So am I talking al)out the last 4 year. bet

us put it in to the last 4 years, and I tdnk It will fit very well into
that tabulation.

S nator K utl. Well, that certainly is your opinion, and you are
entitled to it, and that is just; what you put (own into this record
and I thought tlat it was well for me to put into the record t brief
observation of what I thought the policies had done to the various
elements of tho economy.

Secretary itmilimm . I an sure you want to put in tho whole
picture, so you just add it all in-all 4 years, not just one.

Senator K mcn. If we got in all of your viewpoint and all of mine,
we will have nearly all of it.

Secretary IvMt hnIm. I think that is right.
Senator KNun. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Secrwary HUMmUNY. Thank you very much.
Senator 1BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, while we are at a break between

witnesses, there have been three very interesting charts presented to
us. Is it goin to be possible for the rest of the committee to have a
copy of that fhart?

Senator K~ m. They are going to stay right here, and my purpose
was for them to go into the record.

Senator BPNNNTT. I was wondering how they were going to get
into the record and when.

Senator KERR. I would like, then, Mr. Chairman, to ask permission
that they be made a part of the record at that point in the record where
they were first referred to and then later referred to. (See p. 177.)

Senator BENNmE'. Will they be copied, photographed?
Senator KERR. They would have to be. They will have to be to

get them into the record. .
Senator BENr. I just wanted to be sure they were going to be

in the record in chart form, and not simply in schedule form.
-Senator KErm. Yes, sir.
The CAIRMAN. Senator Martin has advised the Chair he would

prefer to start in the morning. He thinks he can make better progress
at that time.

Senator MARTIN. I think we can make time without breaking in.
The Cammuti. The committee will now recess until 10 o'lock

tomorrow morning.
Secretary HuMPUREY. That is very agreeable to me.
(Whereupon, at 3:20 p. m., a recess was taken until 10:80 a. m.,

Wednesday, June 26, 1957.)
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INVESTIGATION OF THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF
THE UNITED STATES

WEDNESDAYT $UNX 90t 1987

UNITED STATES SSNTA ,
COMMICI3 ON FINANCI.

Wahington, b. 0.
The committee met, pursuant to recess at 10:30 a. m., in room 312,

Senate Office Building, Senator Harry hlood Byrd (chairman) pro.
siding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Kerr, Frear, Long, Anderson, Gore, Mar-
tin Williams, Flanders Malone, Carlson, Bennett and Jenner.

Aiso present: Robert P. Mayo, Chief, Analysis StaFl, Debt Division
0111mc of the Socretary of the Treasury; Elizabeth B. Springer, chief
clerk; and Samuel 1). eliwain, special counsel.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, before you start, I was interested

this morning in an article in the sports section of the Washington Post,
by Bob Addle. I do not know how many caught it. It reads this way:

Harry Byrd stopped off the train Just in time to pick up a victory for the Detroit
Tigers last night as the visitors came up with 3 runs in the 10th to beat the Sena-
tors, 7 to 4.

Senator GonE. Mr. Chairman, may I also call attention to the fact
that yesterday our distinguished chairman received a letter addressed
to "Senator Aldrich." [Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes Senator Martin.
Senator MARTIN. Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE M. HUMPHREY, SECRETARY OF
THE TREASURY-Resumed

Senator MARTIN. I think you have a copy of the statement I am
about to make.

Secretary HUMPHRruY. Yes, sir.
Senator MARTIN. Mr. Chairman, this committee is fortunate to

have a man of the courage, ability, and understanding of Hon. Harry
F, Byrd to lead us in this most important investigation, which can
mean so much for the well-being of our country. While we do not
always agree on political philosophies, yet I have eat admiration
for the ability andobjectives of the distinguished senior Senator from
Oklahoma, Robert S. Kerr. o N a
This committee, composed of men from all partsof the Nation and'

representin& many political ideals, should bring forth recommendations,
which will improve the monetary and fiscal policies of the United.
States. That will be my objective, and I know 'that it H illbtlhe'
objective of my colleagues on this committee.
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Mr. Chairman, we all greatly appreciate the time that the Secretary
of the Treasury has given to this committee. I have been greatly
impressed with his superior knowledge of the financial problems
confronting the United States. America is most fortunate to have a
man of his ability and patriotic inclination willing to head one of the
most important departments of our Government.

Before questioning Mr. Humphrey, I want to make some brief
comments.

One of the most difficult functions of a free government is to
maintain a stable currency. At the same time, it is one of the most
important objectives of government. Inflation has the power to
crush any economy upon which it fastens its grip and, thus, it can
destroy a nation.

In fact, more great nations have been overthrown by inflation than
by invading armies or destructive bombs. A nation destroyed by a
military force can rebuild itself, but a nation where incentive of the
individual is destroyed has very little opportunity of recovery.

Let us look at the inflationary figure and the dollar purchasing
power.

As shown by the Consumer Price Index, the inflationary figure
rose from 59.4 in 1939 to 119.3 in 1957.

In 1939, the dollar was worth 100 cents in purchasing power. In-
flationary pressure during World War II forced the value of the dollar
down to the level of 78 cents.

The decline continued during the postwar years, and at the be-
ginning of 1953 the dollar represented only 52 cents in purchasing
power. For a time it appeared that the value of the dollar had been
stabilized at that point, and for the next 3 years the index remained
practically unchanged.

However, in 1956, the downward trend was resumed and the value
of the dollar sank gradually, month after month, going down to 50.3
in March of this year.

Unfortunately, the spiral of inflation is still creeping upward, and
in May of this year the value of the dollar dropped to 49.7.

Let us briefly look at the causes of inflation. They fall into several
categories:

1. Excessive governmental expenditures, deficit financing, a stager-
ing burden of debt, printing press money, and unsound fisca policies.
InIlation from these causes is one of the reasons for the high Federal
budget that now confronts us.

2. Increase in labor costs with a corresponding increase in the cost
of production. There is no danger when rising wages are accompa-
nied by corresponding increased productivity. Inflation results whenoverall productivity doep not keep pace with rising wage levels.

3. Too much expansion of business and purchases by Government,

corporations, and individuals on borrowed money, particularly money
borrowed from banks.

Mr. Chairman, the size of our Government and the debt of the
United States are of deep concern to the people of our country. The
increase of all kinds of debt was set forth i your statement at theopening of these hearings and totals $800 billion, which is an increase
o $200 billion, or 83 percent in 4.years.

This iso important that T feel it should be repeated.

ii
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According to an official Department of Commerce report issued on
May 27, the American people, at the end of last year, owed a total
of $803 billion in gross private and public debt. This total is an
average of about $4,700 for every man, woman, and child in the
Nation, or about $18,800 for the -average American family of four
persons.

Net corporate debt went up from $939 billion in 1946 to $208
billion at the end of 1956.

People have been buying out of tomorrow's paycheck. At the end
of 1945, they owed less than $6 billion; which in 1956 consumer debt
had increased to $42 billion.

Net State and local government debt has increased from $13g
billion in 1945 to $42.7 billion at the end of 1956, and has greatly
increased since that time.

4. The great expansion of Government. More than 7 million are
now employed at the three levels of government. They are not
producers. This payroll puts into circulation nearly $40 billion per
annum.

Let us briefly look at the results of inflation:
1. The dollar loses its purchasing power. This damages all with

fixed incomes and inflicts severe hardship on millions of our people.
The person with a pension, social security, or interests on savings
cannot escape the evils of inflation.

There are now in the United States more than 16g million on
social security, corporation and Government retirement, veterans'
pensions, veterans' survivors benefits, and military retirement pay.
Many are widows and orphans.

2. Values built over a lifetime, or even over generations are
reduced or wiped out by inflation. Continued inflation is a threat
to the economy. It ultimately can lead to disaster and economic
collapse.

Those damaged by inflation include the many millions of savers in
the United States, the owners of bonds, owners of life-insurance
policies and savings accounts. Men and women paying into social
security make up another great list of savers. Ten mimon are now
receiving social-security benefits.

3. Another danger brought on by inflation is the difficulty of
industrial replacement. An individual or a company in the past,
laid aside so much per annum for replacement of plant, machinery,
and equipment. The dollars they have accumulated for that purpose
are now deflated and do not have the value necessary to purchase the
new equipment.

4. National debt and national expenditures are another great cause
of inflation, particularly when financed by sales of securities to banks.

Experience has shown that there is no limit to human desire for
goods and services, but there is a limit to the means by which these
desires can be satisfied.

We must remember that even though we are the richest nation on
earth, there is a limit to -our resources. We are not rich enough for
everyone to have everything he wants. Therefore, when Government
attempts to carry out competitive political promises and undertakes
to supply the wants of groups ad individuals, the cost is certain to
exceed available revenues.
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In That event, increased debt is the natural consequence, and
inflation is brought on unless a definite policy of debt management
and, retirement is adopted. This calls for Iloal and monetary disci-
pline and a high level of official responsibility, but it is the only safe
course.

Mr. Chairman, we all enjoy prosperous times but we want that
prosperity to be based on sound monetary and economic policies.
Prosperous times have often caused the people to become overly
confident and even reckless.

There have been many financial depressions, panics, recessions, or
crises during the history of the United States. Let us briefly review
some of them:

The panic of 1819 was caused by the policy of the Government
fostering reckless purchases of public land on credit.

In 1837, we had- a crisis which was also the result of speculation in
frontier farmlands. Again, too much borrowing.

In 1857, the crisis was brought about by speculation in real estate
and by the new railway lines opening up over the countiT. Again,
too much borrowing.

The collapse of 1873 was the aftermath of speculation in railroad
stocks and frontier lands. Again, too much borrowing.

The panic of 1893 was caused by the optimism in borrowing money
and the apprehension that the Government would not be able to
maintain the gold standard.

The 1907 crisis was caused by violent speculation making heavy
demands on banks and discount rates rose to an abnormally high
point. The $500 million borrowed in Europe added to our difficulties.

The crisis of 1929 was the result of excessive speculative activity in
the stock market. Again, too much borrowing.

I have great confidence in the American people when they under-
stand a problem. This hearing is not for the purpose of advancing
any political party or individual, but it is to help build a better and
stronger America.

Mr. Chairman, yesterday afternoon, we talked a little bit about
controls. I want to state that controls for World War I were ended
November 9, 1946, by President Truman.

Maybe I should remark that it was a few days after the election,
and the election of 1946 was based mainly on two things: Communism
in Government, and price controls;

We had controls put on January 26, 1951, for the Korean war; and
on February 2, 1953, President Eisenhower announced his intention
to let the price control authority die on April 20, 1953.

I felt, Mr. Chairman, that ought to be in the record.
Now, Mr. Secretary, ls it not true that the inflation which has cut

the purchasing power of the dollar in half since 1939, has hurt the
holders of marketable United States Government bonds far more than
the decline of the market price of the bonds below 100?

-Secretary HUMPaREY. That is correct.
Senator MAR'IT.* Did not by far the greater part of this inflation,

6cur while bond prices were pegged and interest rates were kept low?
Secretary HuMPaEiYr. That is correct, Mr. Senator.
Senator MAmr~; -Mr'. Secre*ly, -how many-billions of, dollars of

the United States Government bonds are in form which rendersthem
immune from t fluctuation?
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Secretary HUMPHREY, Just 1 minute, sir.
It is all of the savings bonds, special issues and nonmarketables.

I will have the figure in just a minute. $114.9 billion.
Senator MARTIN. Now, Mr. Secretary, are these not the bonds

that are held by the great mass of people?
Secretary HuMPnREY. That is correct. Savings bonds are held by

about 40 million people.
Senator MARTIN. n, the cue of marketable United States Govern-

ment bonds, will not most holders either hold them to maturity or
until the market prices have recovered, with the result that they will
not sustain any losses?

Secretary HUMPHRzY. Anyone who does hold them to maturity, of
course, sustains no loss.

Senator MARTIN. Well, are they not held by a group-
Secretary HUMPHR1Y. They are largely held by holders or institu-

tions that do not sell them at losses except for special purposes, or
where it is advantageous for them to do so.

Senator MARTIN. They usually buy them because they have a
certain amount of money to invest, and they figure that the United
States is about the safest investment that they can make, the bonds
of the United States are about the safest investment they can make?

Secretary HuMPHREY. It is the best investment in the world,
Mr. Senator.

Senator MARTIN. Mr. Secretary, have there not been wide fluctua-
tions in the prices of marketable United States Government bonds in
the past?

Secretary HuMPREY. There have.
Senator MARTIN. And in every case, did not the holders of the

bonds get 100 cents on the dollar at maturity?
Senator HUMPHREY. The Government has always paid a hundred

cents on the dollar at maturity.
Senator MARTIN. Are not freely fluctuating interest rates, in effect,

the safety valve Of the monetary system?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct; if you are going to operate

in a free economy, you must have fluctuating interest rates.
Senator.MARTIN. In other words, is it not likely that measures

taken to keep interest rates low will create pressures within the system
which will lead to an explosion of inflation?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is one of its causes.
Senator MARTIN. Am I correct in understanding that the alterna-

tives to the Fedeial Reserve type of control which let interest rates
rise in response to demand for money, are more inflation, resulting
from the unrestrained creation of additional money?

Secretary ]luiMPanzY. That is correct.
Senator MARTIN. And second, rimentatin in the formikof specific

controls, including not only controls over specific commodity pricesbut ao controls which would limit or prevent certain types oflo-rrow-
in or compel additional savings? + t+ the+ecretary HUMP1,,EY. Well, *just as soon -as you ein t
natural controls, you have to soubstitute artificialoontrols ,.or you will
l4ayv a swing that+ will be so ,wide that it w be disastrous.

~0A44 ~ I 44, Secretay 'Ws~ ~ud hv ou~ontros, but that'is a verve dffic
'Scrtsry ,Hu~r V74"t jaeotmep iflut ~ .
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Senator MARTIN. Of course, it is the thing that the President, in
his message on the state of the Union, suggested that corporations
and individuals would restrain borrowing as much as possible.

Secretary HUMPaRIEY. You can have, I think, Senator, voluntary
restraint, but you cannot have real voluntary control.

Senator MARTIN. It would be impossible; almost to have a control
that would be sufficiently effective unless you had a large police power,
something which the Amferican people would esent---

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is exactly
Senator MAiTIN (continuing). Very greatly.
Secretary- HuMPpREY. That is exactly right. You would have togo into rgid phyical control, arbitrary controls, if you remove the

present Federal Reserve monetary controls and eliminated their
operation.. Senator MARTIN. For example, we tried here a few years ago what
President Hoover termed a "noble experiment," the 18th amendment,
and we had a large police force, very able attorneys in our Department
of Justice, and very courageous judges. But, nevertheless, the people
did not want to be controlled into their desires, in what they wanted.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Except during war periods which everyone
recognizes are most unusual and requiring most unusual handling,
arbitrary controls have never worked. ., .

Senator MARTIN. Well, of course, the ideal thing would be if cor.
porations and individuals would control their borrowing so we would
not have high interest rates, and things of that kind. Bit that seems
to be impossible.

It seems to be impossible to have regimentation and controls, and
then, about the only thing left is a plan which we now have, which
was the result of a hearing of this committee about 50 years ago, and
that is the Federal Reserve Board.

Secret HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator MARTIN. Mr.' Secretary, I notice that in your statement,

you say that you have conducted your affairs so as not to interfere
with the Federal Reserve monetary policies.

Would you tell 'me just how you have worked with the Federal
Reserve, and what the relationship between the two organizations is
at the present time?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, as to the way we work it is just the
simple, ord way in which two groups of people with independent
responsibilities woud normally attempt to cooperate.

We have system which has worked all the time we have been here
in which Mr. Martin comes over to the Treasury and we have a visit
every Monday at lunch; and then on Wednesday, a a rule, Mr.
Burgess and 2 or 3 of our people go over and visit with the Federal
Reserve Board and their staff.,

So that we have a constant contact between the two organizations
all up and down the line, s that each knows what the other is talking
about and what the other is planning.

_Now then, in ,ur movements we discuss, each of Vs with the other,
what' we plan to do and how we plan to" do it. We hear what the
other has to 'say about' it. Sometimes , can .tke iWto account
criticisms; sometimes we vetver wokhwhile ciitiiss th* 1eAd us
to alter our opinion sotiewhat..

Other times, we find that *e st'iokt6the opiionthbat we'originally
had, andpro id.
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But we operate together each with his own final responsibility, but
each knowing what the other is doing and each hearing the position
of the other before final determinations are made.

Senator MARTIN. Your association with the Federal Reserve has
been considerable.

Now, the legislative and the executive and the judicial in Govern-
ment are entirely separate, but at times they cooperate in order to
strengthen and improve the things of our country.

Secretary HUMPHREI. I think it is the most satisfactory way,
Senator Martin, to have two departments of the Government who
have responsibilities, independent responsibilities, working with each
other, and we have had a very satisfactory relationship in working with
Mr. Martin.

Senator MARTIN. Mr. Secretary in the questioning yesterday, the
Senator from Oklahoma indicated that he felt that the Treasury
faced extremely difficult problems, and I think introduced into the
record a day or two ago an editorial from the Wall Street Journal.

I am sure that that paper reaches a good many men in business.
But, with your permission Mr. Chairman, I wotld like to read, or
rather, place in the record an editorial from the New York Times
of June 6, 1957. This editorial speaks relative to the work of the
Secretary as it relates to financing of our Federal obligations, the
difficulties he has had, and so forth, and I think it will be very helpful
to the members of the committee to have it before them.

The CHAIRMAN. If there is no objection, it will be inserted in the
record.

(The editorial referred to is as follows:)
(New York Times, lune 6, 1057J

A PROBLEM Is NOT A "CRISIS"

When he takes over the reins as Secretary of the Treasury as successor to
George M. Humphrey, Robert B. Anderson will take over at the same time a
number of pieces of unfinished business that rate the designation of "problems."
Generally speaking, these problems are to be found in the area of debt manage.
ment. They are the sort of problems that might be expected to beset an adminis-
tration that (1) inherited a huge public debt, consisting in the main of short term
obligations, and (2) has been compelled to do its refinancing for 2 years now under
conditions of uninterrupted prosperity and tightening money rates.

It would be unrealistic to deny that these re resent very real practical diffi.
culties, and certainly they have constituted a malor setback to the Treasury in its
plans to put the Federal debt on the sound permanent basis it wantsto see it.
but when political opponents and other critics of the administration employ the
term "cris" to describe this situation, publicly lament the danger of risig Go
ernment interest costs and speak darkly of the "threat to Government credit,"
they are being even more unrealistic.

Interest charges on the Federal debt amount at the present time to roughly
$7 billion a year, and certainly this is a very substantial figure, judged by historic
standards. But let us keep things in perspective. Only a very small fraction of
that figure is attributable to the present and recent high cost of money. Lest
we forget, the Federal debt, which Is now in the neighborhood of $280 billion, was
only $50 billion as recently as at the end of 1940. No nation can increase its
public debt by nearly fivefold, even under artiicially easy interest rates, and not,
expect a pretty spectacular rise in that part of the budget representing interest.
What 1i the answer, then? If you to believe those critics who, one suspects,

are less worried by the Government rifanding problem than the tionveniences
to which they findthemselves subject as a result of tight money It lies in a return-
to cheap money. There is nQ question that such a program would help simplify
theimmedlate problems of the Treasury, but o stop there toonslder only one
side of the balance seet.
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The purpose behind the current policies of our monetary authorities in the
prevention of all-out inflation. As against the effect of a restrictive monetary
policy in this $7 billion annual figure, it is necessary, therefore, to consider for a
moment what a removal of the anti-inflation brakes could mean in terms of Gov-
ernment costs as a whole.

A glance at the most recent figures on the gross natiQnal product shows spending
on goods and services by the Federal Government alone to be running currently
at an annual rate of approximately $50 billion a year. A rise in prices and living
costs everything else being equal, therefore would mean an increase of $2.5 billion
in this figure; a price inflation of 10 percent would mean an increase of $5 billion
and an increase of 14 percent would raise it by $7 billion, the amount of the total
"burden" of carrying the public debt.

This is the simple basic arithmetic behind the fact that, while the Treasury
may not be particularly happy with conditions as they are, it realizes that, though
it may not be able to finance, for the time being, on as favorable terms as it would
wish, it is not complaining about the Federal Reserve Board's monetary policies.
And it is not complaining because it knows that despite the immediate cost of those
policies they represent the best insurance man has yet devised against the infinitely
more costly danger of inflation.

Senator MARTIN. Mr. Secretary, the Senator from Oklahoma in the
course of his interrogation gave me the impression that he felt the
recent rising trend of interest rates might go on into the future for an
almost unlimited period.

It was my understanding that he made certain calculations or asked
you to make certain calculations on the assumption that all of the out-
standing debt be refunded at present rates or even higher rates.

Do you believe that it is reasonable to assume a continuation of the
present interest rate level or a continuing increase in that level for the
next few years or indefinitely into the future?

Secretary HUMPHREY. No; I think that it is apt to be very mis-
leading and contrary to historical fact, to pick any particular trend
line and say it is going to continue for any particular period.

The trend moves in a jagged line rather than in a straight line.
Senator MARTIN. And the Government moves along similar lines to

business movements and individual movements?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is exactly right. Pressures develop,

and counteracting pressures develop with them, and after a while the
counteracting pressures have an influence on the original pressures,
and you move back in another direction.

So that I personally do not think there is any reason to expect that
there will never be any change in the present direction. As a matter
of fact, as I said yesterday, I think there is every reason to expect
that we will fluctuate in the way in which we move forward.

Senator MARTIN. Mr. Secretary, have savings been low during the
past 4 years?

Secretary HUMPHREY. No. I think savings have been high during
the past 4 years.

Senator MARTIN. In your statement, you made a point which
seemed very important to me. You say that the higher interest
rates paid in the past few years have encouaged greater savings.

During the 4 years 1953 to 1956, inclusive, our people savedmore,
both in terms of dollars, $75 billion of personal savings, compared to
$56% billion in the preceding 4 years, and in relation to disposable
income, 7.1 percent as compared to 6.4 percent, respectively, in the
2 periods.

I feel very strongly that the only way we can improve our living
standards is, through increased productivity, and the only way we can
increase productivity is by increased savings, and the investment of
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those savings in new tools, machinery and equipment which'onable
the working man to produce more goods per hour.

Now, that was discussed yesterday. Would you go just a little
further into that, Mr. Secretary, because I feel that it has a very
important bearing on the possible conclusions of this committee.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, savings, Senator Martin, are stimu-
lated, first, by earnings. When there are good earnings, and good
employment, then savings are stimulated. Also stimulating savings
are better rents for the money, which is interest, a better return on the
money. And another necessary element is a feeling of security in
the value of the principal.

If you do not have any earnings, why, you do not have anything to
save. If you do not get any rent for your money, why, it is not
worthwhile.

If you have saved money, even though you have it andyou can
get high interest, if you are fearful that your principal wiU not be
returned to you, you will not continue to save. You spend the money
and turn it into goods if you are afraid the value of the money will
shrink away.

So that it takes a combination of those things to stimulate savings;
and when you have such a condition of affairs, that is when savings
move up.

Now the whole world is short of savings, and the whole world is
short of capital. This is not just in this country alone, but every-
where in the world.

Senator MARTIN. Well, Mr. Secretary, we are having inflation all
over the world, practically every nation.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Many countries have inflation that far ex-
ceeds our own.

Senator MARTIN. That is right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. And where inflationary pressures are far

greater. There are many countries in rather serious condition.
They also are short of money. They are short of funds. They all

want to buy more tools, more equipment. They all want to supple-
ment their labor with physical aids of one kind or another-power,
machinery, and transportation.

There is hardly a country in the world which has not been here
seeking help from us as well as in their own fields, to get more capital
to invest in more tools to make more and better jobs. •

Our job is to see that we have enough in this country. We have a
million more people coming to work every year. There is no way in
the world that anybody can make the kind of wages that we pay in
this country unless he can earn them. You cannot get more than
you can earn except over a limited period.

And if you are going to earn the high wages we pay here, you have
to have tools. You have to have equipment to work with. You
have to have all of the things that our modern inventions have pro-
vided to work with to give you the earning power to permit the kind
of wages we want in this contry and the kind we ought to have, and to.
maintain and increase our standard of living.

Senator MARTIN. Thank you, Mr, Secretary.
In the discussion yesterday, there was some colloquy about the.

relative rates of savings in relation to disposable income during this

9868 ------ 16
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administration and the preceding 4 years. Emphasis was placed,
however, on only 2 preceding years.

I note that in 194, savings as a percent of dsposable income were
only 2.4 percent; in 1948, only 5.3; in 1949, 'only 4 percent; and in
1950, only 5.9; as compared to an average of over 7 percent during the
past 4 years.

I am particularly impressed with the rate of savings during the
past 4 years in view of the fact that savings are almost high in a period
of war,, and generally decline thereafter as they declined from 25
percent of disposable income in 1944 to 2.4 percent in 1947.

The fact that savings for the past 4 years are higher, represent a
larger proportion of disposable personal income than in the preceding'
4 years, is doubly remarkable.

Secretary HUMPnREtY. Of course, Mr. Senator, when you have as
we have had in previous times, periods when you have limited goods
that you can buy, and controls on what you can spend, why, naturally
those conditions tend to increase savings rather than spending. . ,

Senator MARTIN. Mr. Secretary, has credit been unduly curtailed
during the past 4 years?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think not.
Senator MARTI. I would like to read these figures, and you correct

me if they are not right, if I am incorrect:
First, contrary to the impression that some people seem to have,

the amount of credit has not been reduced M 4the last 4 years, but
substantially increased. It increased $146.5 billion: from December
81, 1952, to December 31, 1956.

As I would figure that it would amount to an increase in 4 years of
about-23 percent. Are those figures, which I have given you, correct?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is correct. It i up about a
quarter, I would say.

SSenator MARTIN. About 25.
Now, I would like to make this statement: The fact is that ap.

prximately 93 percent of this additional credit came from savings,
and that only 7 percent came from an expansion in the money supply,
and on page 36 of your statement you point out that this compares
with 88 percent from savings and 12 percent from the expansion in
money supply in the period 1948-52 and only 75 percent from savings
and 25 percent from increased money, supply in the period 1944-48?

Secretary HUMPaREY. That is correct.
Senator MARTiN. Mr. Secretary, I have been impressed, while listen-

ing to these hearings, with two related items; namely, (1) the extent
to which inflation robs almost all of our people; and (2) the importance
of personal saving as an anti-inflationary force.-

Most individuals endeavor in one' way or another to prorde for
their' later years,, - Millions , have sought protection through life and
other forms of insurance. Many persons are covered by private pen*
sionplans, social security, retirement systems, and so forth.IU addition, the Governmenti has instituted a series of programs to
aid the less "fortunate, including aid to. dependent children, to the
blind, the disabled and veterans.

Mr. Secretary, do you not think there is a strong national interest
to protect these private and publicprograms of insurance and protec-
tion of the individual?.  

' :'w ' .

Secretary HUtMPskRzY. I certainly do.

/i
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Senator MARTs. Do. you think it is more important that those
dependent on these various programs should be protected by a rela-
tively stable price level, or that interest costs should be artificially
kept down?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I think that the movement of interest
is one of the principal things which helps to protect them, and I think
they are the people who are least able to look after themselves, and
they are entitled to th maximum of protection that we can give.

Senator MARTIN. Mr. Secretary, I am not asking you to verify
these figures, because these are figures that I have secured from the
various-bureaus downtown and I feel they are accurate.

There are 106 million lile.insurance policyholders as of December
31 1956. Are these savers?

Secretary HUMPHREY. They certainly are.
Senator MARTIN. Xr. Secretary, there are 14 million persons

covered by private pension plans in 1956, according to the Depart-
meet of Health, Education, and Welfare. Do you consider those as
savers?

Secretary HUMPHREY. They are.Senator MARTIN, Mr. Secretary,- there are 10 million persons re-
ceiving social-security benefits in June 1957.

Secretary HUMPHREY. They are.
Senator MARTIN. Mr. Secretary, there are 2% million persons

receiving old-age assistance.Secretary HUMPHREY. They are interested, they are very interested,
in the protection of the value of the dollar, but I do not know whether
you would call them--

Senator MARTIN. They would be very greatly damaged by deflated
dollars.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is Correct.-
Senator MARTIN. There are over 600-----
Secretary HUMPHREY. And I think that also is true of the preceding

classifications.
Senator MARTIN. That is correct.'-
There are also over 600,000 families receiving aid for dependent

children. They would also be adversely affected-by deflated dollars?
60Cretar6 HUMPHRIY. That is correct

S ator MARTiN. There are over a hundred thousand receivmg aid
to the blind, and they would be greatly damaged by a deflated dollar?

Secretary HuMPHREY. That is right.
Senator MATI. And there "are almost 300,000 receiving aid for

6otal and permanent disability. They would be adversely affected
by a deflatd dollar?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct,
-7hiator MAiTN. There are 1,165,855 veterans drawing pensions.
V aofoMtarc ,r31, 07."They Would be giN tly af ecte by4 elated,

dollar?
Secretary HvvmaRr. They would.

4,t!VATXN. And -there Are _ovei2 mrillon veterans reoei
compensation for service-connected disabilities. They would e a-
very; affected by a deflated dollar?

8eoetry~uu~a~. They would.
""S6tM6, md their survivors, about 385,2 tey 0uld

be affected by the deflated dollar?
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Secretary HUMPHREY. Everyone who has a fixed dollar income is
adversely affected by the shrinkage of the dollar.

Senator MARTIN. Well, you have in addition to that,, those receiving
railroad pensions, pretty nearly 700,000; civil-service retirement,
270,000; military retired status, almost 200,000. They would all be
affected?

Secretary HUMPHREY. They are all affected.
Senator MARTIN. I am told that there are about 40 million holders

of E-bonds.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator MARTIN. And of course they would be affected by a de-

flated dollar.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator 'N{ARTIN. Now, that adds up to 180,755,592.
I realize that there are a great number of those that are in two

categories.
Now then, we have in the United States 52,539,396 savings accounts,

and they would be affected?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator MARTIN. And that should, of course, be added to the 180

million that I indicated a moment ago, with of course many duplica-
tions in that total figure.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce into the record at this
time an editorial from the Wall Street Journal which the Senator from
Oklahoma and. all of us read, sometimes very critically, and some-
times-it all depends on whether we approve of what it says.

But this editorial, the subject is "The Forgotten People," and they
go into what I have just discussed. I would like to have it printed in
the record.

The CHAIRMAN. If there is no objection, it is ordered.
(The editorial referred to is as follows:)

[Wail Street journal]

RzVEw AND OUTOOK

THE FORGOTTEN PEOPLE

Almost everybody is now familiar with the fact that when the monetary
authorities take to the printing press the victims of this generosity are the citizens
of modest means who depend on their insurance, their pension funds, and their
personal savings to safeguard their future. t

Almost everyone that is, except some politicians. If, in Presi4ent Roosevelt's
solicitous phrase, there are any forgotten men, they are the ones who during his
administration were beguiled by the dreadi of 'How to Retire on $100, a Month"
and, let us say, entrusted their savings to the bonds his Treasury was then selling
In large number. Those people, at any rate, have learned the difference between
money and a paper dollar.

Curiously, these are still the forgotten people. Tday the villain of many a
politician is something called hard money meaning simply that of late the supply
of it has been kept fairly stable while the demand for it lias been growing.' Result:
Those who would borrow must pay a higher price.

To a great many politicians this is just a nefarious plot to enrich somebody
called the bankers. It is supposed to be al the fault of the GovernmeAte' mqne-
tary policy-why is it so stingy about printing dollar bills?--and it is supposed to
be a terribly wicked"thing -todo to the little people.

That is one reason why we hope some attention will be paid to the remarks , of
Secretary Humphrey to the Serate Finance Conimi~te f "Among other things
Mr. Humphrey reminds the Seniorsthat not all Qf their costituents find larci
money a hardship. " -
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Most people are savers as well as borrowers; unlike their Government, the
generality of Americans still attach some virtue to thrift. Many people have
savings in bonds of the Government of the United States. Many have their
money in banks, in savings and loan associations and in insurance annuities.
Many are taking a part of today's pay in contributions to pension funds for the
future.

As far as these citizens are concerned, the bankers, the insurance companies,
and the managers of the pension funds are trustees. But the real trustees are
the Government's managers of money, including the Secretary of the Treasury.
The bankers, the insurance companies and the pension managers will pay out
dollar bills tomorrow, as scheduled. The value of those future dollars depends
on the money managers.

Mr. Humphrey points out, as is true, that these citizens may profit directly
from higher interest rates; the brokers of money will pay the citizen more to save
his money. But that is only a small part of the point. The real gain is not in
the higher interest rate itself, but in the reason for the higher interest rate--
namely, the fact that so far the money managers have resisted the temptation to
make money cheap by cheapening it.

Governments being what they are, we cannot say how long that resolution will
be held. But at least the Senators have learned there is one Government official
who remembers their forgotten constituents.

Senator MARTIN. Mr. Secretary, of course we have, on the other
side, the number of borrowers. These others are pretty generally
savers.f Of course, there is much duplication in this, but I feel it is only
fair that it be inserted in the record.

There are 121,209,300 who we would term as borrowers in our
country. Of course, they are interested in a low interest rate; but
on the other hand, Mr. Secretary, should they not also be interested
in stability-that when they arrange a loan, they figure the future is
stable?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that stability is a very great benefit
to all of the people, with the possible exception of very agile specu-
lators.

Senator MARTIN. I feel that is a very true statement.
Yesterday, Mr. Secretary, my good and distinguished friend from

Oklahoma spoke about banks requiring .the borrower to keep a
certain percentage of the loan that he receives in the bank.

Is that not just a business practice which has gone on over the
years? It is not just forced, but if a man expects to get accommoda-
tions from a bank, he is expected to do his business at that bank?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct. It has been in vogue for
aRlong time in varying degrees.Senator MARTIN. Yes, that is correct; there is no question about
that.

Now, Mr. Secretary, we will take up another line.
Is it not true that the total supply of goods and services did not

increase as fast as the total supply of credit and money which entered
themarket for those goods?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is right.
Senator MARTIN. In the current market products and services

generally are scarce only in the sense that t1ey cannot be bought at
lower prices or those of a year ago?Secretary HUMPHioV. Well, wherever prices have advanced, of
course they cannot be bought for the same prices they had a year ago,
and that affects a lot of goods.
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Senator MARTIN. The price of goods has gone up because of in-
creased costs of wages, raw materials, transportation, and so forth;,
is that not correct?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think cost is at the bottom of it, and cost
and demand are the two things, I think, that most largely affect
price.

Senator MARTIN. Inflation should not be applied to any particular
product or products, but relates to the whole economy, all types of
goods, and so forth?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is what we are talking about- yes, sir.
Senator MARTIN. Mr. Secretary, I have some statistics aenirom

the June issue of Economic Indicators; and I would like at this time,
Mr. Chairman, to read these and ask the Secretary to make whatever
comment he may desire to make.

Gross national product increased from $390.9 billion in 1955 to
$412.4 billion in 1956, and $427.1 billion rate in the first quarter of
1957, a 9.3 percent increase in the period from 1955 to the first quarter
of 1957.

Personal consumption expenditures increased from $254 billion in
1955, $265.7 billion in 1956, and $275 billion rate in the first quarter
of 1957, an 8.3 percent increase from 1955 to the first quarter of 1957.

Compensation of employees increased from $223.2 billion in 1955
to $239.1 billion in 1956, and $248.7 billion rate in the first quarter Of
1957, an 11.4 percent increase, 1955 to first quarter 1957.

Disposable personal income increased from $270.6 billion in 1955,
$286.7 billion in 1956, to $295.4 billion rate first quarter 1957, a 9.2
percentage increase, 1955 to first quarter 1957.

How do these rates of increase compare with actual production
rates of goods and services covered by the Consumer Price Index?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, you mean how does the increase in
wages and total income compare with the increased production?

Senator MARTIN. If you want to compile that and put it in the
record-

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is what we had better do,
because this will take a little computation, Senator, to figure it out.

Senator MARTIN. I think it is very important the committee have
it when we go-

Secretary-HuMPHREY. If we may do so, we will figure it out and I
will bring it back and put it in the record.

(The information referred to is as follows:)

Increases in selected economic indicators, 195-7
In billion otdollars]

Calendar year 1957, lIt Percent, . (darter

1955 19 rate lot quarter

Grossansnl product....................... ... 9 412.4 4973 +.
Conumere diture-.............................2...... . 0 26& . .
D potable v income ...................... 9 8.7 ... 1 --K7

.............-- 22& 289.1 4. 1
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Senator MARTIN. While the means taken to check inflation have
helped to cause rising interest rates and increase the total interest
outlay of. the Federal Government, is it not practically certain that
the checking of inflation has saved the Government much more money
in its other expenditures than it has had to pay out in additional
interest?

Secretary HuMPHREY. Many times.
Senator MARTIN. Is this not true, also, of nearly all other borrowers-

including State and local governments, business concerns, and
individuals?

Secre tury HUMPHREY. It is true for everyone.
Senator MARTIN. Should not special measures designed to sustain

or stimulate particular parts of. the economy be reserved largely for
use in times of lessened business activity?

Secretary HUMPHREY. What is that?
Senator MAARTIN. Should not special measures designed to sustain

or stimulate particular parts of the economy be reserved largely for
times of lessened business activity?, For example, Mr. Secretary,
many have advocated over the years that Government ought to do
its work when things are down, and, when things are up, should
leave that for individuals and private industry.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think, of course, it is always helpful if
Government expenditures such as can be postponed, do not compete
in times of high activity In the private economy, because it simply
puts that additional pressure on the private economy.

That does not mean that you can suspend Government operations,
but it does mean that anything the Government can do toward leveling
out its own activities is a very helpful thing, because it removes part
of the competition for men and materials and money.

Senator MARTIN. There was a school of thought in governors
conferences several years ago, and you will note that the President
in speaking to the governors conference Monday evening, suggested
that, if the States would assume some of these liabilities, it would
decrease the cost to the Federal Government.

Of course, the unfortunate part is the Federal Government has the
choice of taxes, and then what is left goes back to the States and the
local government.' That is an unfortunate situation.

A few years ago-they are talking now about a conference-the
chairman and myself and a few others met in conferences for 2 or 3
years think, Mr. Chairman, trying to work out something along that
line, but it was most difficult to accomplish anything. I am not sure
but that you, too, Senator Kerr, might have been on that conference
at one tine..

Mr. Secretary, is it not ture that interest rates have risen materially
in other countries as well as in the United States?

Secretary HUMPHREY, It is true.
Senator MARTIN. Is it not true that higher interest rates benefit'

millions of savers, both as to interest returns and protection of sa&"rn
from depreciation resulting from inflation? We discussed that a little
m detail, but I wanted to-

Secretary HMPemUY. That is true' yes, Sir.,
Senator. AmrN. It Is helpful, rely, as to both?.,
Secretary HUMPazY, ,That is right.
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Senator MARTIN. Do changes in interest rates in themselves have
much effect in restraining or stimulating borrowing by business
concerns?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Over a period of time I think they do.
None of these things are effective immediately. There is a lag in the
effect that they have, and, over a period, they will become effective.

Senator MARTIN. Would a material increase in savings relieve
tight-money conditions?

Secretary HUMPHREY. It would.
Senator MARTIN. Have the actions of the Federal Reserve and the

Treasury encouraged or discouraged savings?
Secretary HUMPHREY. We are trying to do everything we can to

encourage savings. We believe that our activities are encouraging to
savings. We think we have the conditions under which the stimula-
tion of savings is best promoted.Senator MARTIN. Mr. Secretary, do you think a year-by-year
inflation of 2 or 3 percent would discourage savings?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, Senator I do not eieve that there is
any way you can have a creeping indation. I just do not believe
there is any power which will permit you to be just a little bit inflated
all the time. I think, if you pursue that course, and unless you
attempt to reverse that course, it will get beyond control.

It has been the history of every country in the world, so far, that
it has been impossible to have just a little bit of controlled inflation.

Now, over along period of time, prices may rise. But what usually
happens is that the quality and kind of goods so change that it is
almost impossible to get longtime price comparisons.

Senator MARTIN. Of course, Mr. Secretary, there are a lot of indi-
viduals, corporations, and so forth, that like easy money. For ex-
ample, we talk about housing. Men who are building houses now are
complaining of tight money because, of course, if we have easy money,
their sales are easier. I am just using that as one example. There
are many others.

Secretary HUMPHREY. If you could just have the benefits of easy
money without the obligations and the detriments of easy money,
why, of course, everybody would like it.

Senator MARTIN. Just like everybody now wants to curtail, they
say, Federal expenditures. They want to reduce the budget. But,
in my letters, I get a very good letter to reduce expenditures, and then
in the last paragraph, "But we need-."

Secretary HUMPHREY. "But not for me."
Senator MARTIN. "We need to build a dam here for flood control

on this," and I am talking about Pennsylvania people now; I am not
referring to anybody else. Would not, if we aT a little inflation
every year, would that not make it harder and harder to finance the
public debt?

Secretary HUMPHREY. It would. I think controlled, creeping infla-
tion is just an idle dream. I do not think you can control it to have
it come out that way. And I think it is a good deal like taking just
a little dope.

Senator MARTIN. One highball may not be so bad, a lot of doctors
prescribe that; but when a fellow takes several, he is in trouble. -

Senator ANDERSON. What was the answer? I did not hear you.
[Laughter.]

!'
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Secretary HUMPHREY. I think the answer should be, the witness is
disqualified. [Laughter.]

Senator MARTIN. Mr. Secretary, do you believe the average saver
is just as interested in maintaining the value of his savings as he is in
the interest rate he will earn, or even more so?

Secretary HUMPHREY. He is even more so.
Senator MARTN. Mr Secretary, has your Department ever figured

the real net return to investors, say, on E-bonds or any other bonds,
Government or private, taking into account also the effect of inflation?

Before you answer that, I would just like to use this illustration:
A $750 investment in May 1942, was to mature in May 1952, with a
value of $1,000, or an effective interest rate of 2.9 percent.

In 1952, what do we find? To get an equivalent value to the $750
of 1942, the investor would have to get about $1,400, but he got
$400 less. Also, out of the $250 cheaper dollars earned as interest,
the lowest income-tax payer would have had to pay about $50 in
income tax. So he actually only got $950, compared to $1,400
necessary to equalize his $750 investment value in 1942.

The $950 repayment represents about a $450 loss in real purchasing
power. It figures out that that investor, instead of making a real
rate of return of 2.9 percent on his investment, that small investor
has lost about 2.9 percent a year, instead of a gain.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well,I think that again, if we might have
the privilege of checking it out, it would be desirable.

Senator MARTIN. If that is agreeable with the chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I have been talking about the high cost of Govern-

ment and of inflation, and a young farmer stopped me some time ago
anid said, "I would like to give you a good illustration."He said, "Ten years ago, I bought a bond, paid $750 for it. The
other day I cashed it, and got my $1,000. When I bought that bond
in 1942, I could have bought a Ford car or Chevrolet. Now," he
said, "it won't buy half of a Ford or Chevrolet."

And I thought it was a very, very good illustration of what inflation
does to us.

But you will give us your calculation?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I will.
(The information referred to is as follows:)
The attached table illustrates the net effect of inflation between May 1942

and May 1952 on the purchase of a series E savings bond-or any other fixed
dollar obligation like a corporate bond, a municipal bond or a savings count.

Restoration of confidence in the purchasing power of lie dollar is an added
incentive to save in all of these forms of investment.

EffecS of injalio on a $760 in ment at .9 pawn$ made in May 1945 and maturing
in May, 1960

Without Consumer Adjusted for
price adluWt price (May prc

mea 14200100) oa~e

(May 1942) ........ 1......................................0 1 0 $70

vae at mfiturity (May 1952) ...........---............ . . 000 1.8 l14
ain or 1os (-)........................................ -- +20 +U38 -13

r r...........-.......... -.........

ICompounded semiannualy'
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Senator MARTIN. Mr. Secretary, I think We have this, but I think
it is important to have it clearly:

How many holders of E bonds do we have?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think it is about 40 million.
Senator MARTIN. I think that is right. I think that is what we

have.
Mr. Secretary, do you not think these investors are far more in-

terested in protection of the capital investment than in the cheap
money, low interest rates advocated by many?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I believe it is far better for them.
Senator MARTiN. When they would understand the situation as to

what it means, they would be much more interested in their invest-
ment than they would be in the interest rate?

Secretary HUMPHREY. In the stability of their investment.
Senator MARTIN. That is right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator MARTIN. Mr. Secretary, is it not the purpose of restrictive

monetary and credit control to protect these savings as well as all
other savings?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is the purpose of it.
Senator MARTIN. Does not the experience after World War II

teach us artificially induced low interest rates and swollen credits at
any time, must be paid for by inflation?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I believe that is inevitable.
Senator MARTIN. Is this not, in effect, a kind of defrauding of all

who make savings provisions of any kind?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, it is an injury. I do not know that

you can say there is a fraud, but it certainly is an injury.
Senator MARTIN. I am using the word "fraud" because a very fine

economic commentator made the statement, I just read it last night,
that he considered it the greatest swindle that was ever imposed upon
the American people.

Now, I would not want to go that far, but it shows how many
people are beginning to think about these things.

Mr. Chairman, I am having a tabulation or an estimate made
which will show the many billions, several hundred billions, perhaps,
which have been lost by all who have saved since the inflation began
in the early 1940's to date, and I hope I may present it to the com-
mittee and for the record. The effect of inflation upon millions of our
citizens is appalling to contemplate.

i would like to submit it at a later date.
Mr. Secretary, have you any conments to make on the large num-

bers of bankru pOesvhich have been referred to in these hearings?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No; I think not. I think that the bank-

ruptcy and, failure figures were brought out. Most of these bank-
ruptcies weren't business failures.

There are other failures than just business failures. And I think
we had those figures all put in the record the other day.

Senator MARTIN. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your courtesy in
permitting me the opportunity of examining the Secretary ofthe
Treasury. m ... .

-nd, Mr. Humphrey, I want to thank you for your help and, I ithink, the, fine and intel6g ent manner in which you have answered 3
these, inquires I
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Mr. Chairman in my opening statement I said that I hoped this
committee and I felt that we would because we represent so many
different ideas of political philosophy and things of that kind, that we
would get together and make some recommendations which would be
helpful to our country.

Because the fact is, Mr. Chairman, the greatness of our country,
the reason we have been able in less than 200 years to clear out a
wilderness, to cut the timber and put it into useful purposes, to explore
the mines, to build bridges across these great rivers, it has all been
done because the people had an incentive to save their money and to
put it into things that would be useful for all our people.

Mr. Chairman, there never has been anything like it in the world.
And, personally, I feel that it is because of the free economic policy
that we have enjoyed in our country.

Of course, we have had a hard-working, thrifty people, and again,
I feel that we will be able to make some recommendations which may
be helpful in stabilizing our economy.

Personally, I feel that the great danger in our Nation today is too
much government. We have too much government at all three
levels, the Federal, the State, and local. But it is largely because
the people demand it.

In our country, it is we, the people, who are the Government. And
if we can arouse, in this committee work, if we can arouse a greater
interest in the financial condition of our country, and the individual
responsibility, I think this hearing will be very well worth while.

Thank you very much.
The CAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Martin.
The Chair recognize es Senator Frear.
Senator FREAR. May I inquire of the chairman how long we will

run or propose to run today?
The CHAIRMAN. We will run so long as the situation in the Senate

permits. There will not be an afternoon session.
Senator FREAR. We will not have an afternoon session?
The CHAIRMAN. There will not be an afternoon session. I have

not been advised as to whether there will be a calendar call.
If they call the calendar, I assume we can run until noon.
Senator FREAR. Mr. Chairman, I hate to delay this, but would you

permit me a few minutes to take some figures over the telephone
before testimony, with the permission of the Secretary?

Senator BzNxNtrz. Mr. Chairman, I suggest we take a 10-minute,
seventh-inning stretch.

(Short recess.)
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The Senator from Delaware, Senator Frear, is recognized.
Senator, Fnazu. Mr. Secretary, before starting to ask my few

questions, I want to reiterate a statement Imade on previous occasions,
and that is that I have great respect for your ability in business, your
devotion to America, and as Secretary of the Treasury.
In spite of our differences, I believe you have made an outstanding

and enviable record as Secretary, and personally,' I am sorry that you
are resigning.

Last. Wednesday, I believe, -you stated iM your testimony during
Senatr.Byrd's questioningthat, and;I:quOte:

tPressureioflwtlon inreased during ihe last 12 months due tohligher ! otnoe
and greater desires for goods and services. -- $
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Is it not true that there is a surplus in most all goods, especially
farm products, automobiles, most types of steel, household appliances,
soft goods, and others?

Secretary HUMPHREY. They are beginning to be looser, in freer
suIply all along the line.

Senator FREAR. You did give to the Senator from Oklahoma yester-
day, I believe those goods that were not in surplus.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I gave him a list of various things that had
not been in surplus, and various dates when they were not.

Over the past 3-year period, I think.
Senator FREAR. Yes, sir.
If I remember correctly, during the hearings on the Internal Revenue

Code of 1954, when you appeared before this committee, you testified
that it was your opinion, I believe, that in lieu of increasing personal
income taxes as a reduction to taxpayers generally, you thought it
better to give a reduction in taxes to corporations or to large businesses
in order that that money might be used to increase the facilities of
production of this country.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, Senator, the tax reduction at that
time was largely to individuals. It also went clear across the board.

Now, I think perhaps the testimony you are referring to might be
at the time we took off the excess-profits tax. You remember that
was scheduled to come off first under existing legislation.

But you see the corporation tax was not reduced. The taxes
reduced were the individual taxes.

Senator FREAR. I am goiig to get into taxes a little bit later in
your testimony.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I am talking about rates.
Senator F REAR. Later in your testimony.
What I am trying to gather now is this: Is it or is it not true that

it was your opinion at that time that in lieu of greater tax reduction
to the individual, we should take into cognizance that if we do give
any tax reduction, it should go to the people who have facilities for
increasing production?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I do not know that I can recall the
figures now, but just roughly, that was about $7 billion of tax reduc-
tion involved.

Senator FREAR. Let us not get into that, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Now, you-
Senator FREAR. Really, I want to get down to questioning on that,

and I am afraid this will not bring out the point I am leading up to
right now.

Secretary HUMPHAVY. I think perhaps what we had better do is
to--if.you want to cet into the tax field-I might get Dan Smith to
come in, who has an these figures. It is awful hard for me to try
to keep them in mind for 2 or 3 years. But, as recall it-

Senator FnEAR. i am going to ask you questions on the $7.5 billion.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I can only answer you by giving you, as

nearly as I can----
Senator FREAR. This is your theory or opinion?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No.
Senator FREAR. If I am wrong in that, I want to be corrected.
Secretary HUMPHREY. You'are wrong in that. I favored a tax

reduction all across the board. I have favored an individual tax re-
duction.
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We did not have a corporate tax reduction in rates. I favored
individual tax reductions across the board.

Senator FREAR. Yes, sir.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I figured if we did have an excise tax re-

duction, then I figured we ought to have some readjustments in the
code for particular hardships which affected both individuals and
businesses.

Senator FREAR. Yes, sir.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Now, that was by far the smallest part of

the total reduction. That was about, as I recall it, all of the reduc-
tions in the code revision-all of the readjustments benefiting both
individuals and businesses-totaled about $1.4 billion out of the $7
billion.

Senator FREAR. Do you recall-I think it was between you and
myself, Mr. Secretary-when we were debating the advantages and
disadvantages of raising the personal exemption on income taxes?
The Democrats were in the minority and I was sitting over on that
side; the light was pretty hard on my eyes over there and I was not
quite sure of the reflection of your face at the time.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Oh, yes.
Senator FREAk. And I thought it was your statement, or your

opinion, at the time, rather than raising the personal exemption, that
if and when we were going to give some tax easement it might first be
applied to the producers of goods. That was general.

Secretary HUMPHREY. No, that was the last thing that was applied.
Now, I objected to the increase in the exemption, and I still object

to that.
I think that the proper method of tax reduction relates to rates, and

I think that rates are the first things to be investigated.
I think that any tax reduction, any proper tax reduction, should go,

all across the board. It ought to affect every single taxpayer, and
every single taxpayer ought to have his share of whatever is done.

Senator FREAR. Yes, sir.
Well, in your refuting that piece of legislation or in your objections

to that piece of legislation, did you in any way state that you thought
some relief should be given to the producers of supplies and materials?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think one of the things to be taken into
account in balancing out an across-the-board reduction, is the things
that will stimulate further activity.

That is one of the elements to consider.
Senator FRIEAR. Was it not your opinion at that time that we had

quite a large reservoir of money in the hands of people that they
wanted to spend, and without an ample supply of products and sup-
plies and other manufactured goods in this country, that it would
tend to inflate, because they would be bidding against each other for
these materials and goods that were available, and rather than to
have it that way, that is bidding against each other,, it might be better
to increase the production of this country to avoid it?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, of course, I think that we must look
forward in this country to increasing our facilities. We must look
forward to increasing jobs; to make more and better jobs is one of the
principal objectives of this country, and by having more and better
jobs, that is the best way to get more money in the hands of the people.

senator FIAR. Also during that time, during those hearings, I
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believe we had the rapid amortization before us, or at least it was
discussed at that tim e --

Secretary HUMPHREY. No. I think you are thinking the right
line, but using the wrong words. It was not rapid amortization. That
did not come up at that time. That wa all done prior to that time,
and I was objecting to it, not as part of the law, but in its application.

What we were talking about was a revision of the depreciation.
Senator FREAR. Yes. We did have-
Secretary HUMPHREY. We did revise the method of depreciation.
Senator FREAR. Yes, that was in that code. But during the debate

on that, was not rapid amortization brought into the picture at that
time?

Secretary HUMPHREY. No.
Senator IFREAR. Yvu do not recall it?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do recall there was no change in rapid

amortization at that time at all.
Senator FREAR. Mr. Secretary, I recognize that perhaps there was

not any change in that, but during the hearings and during the debate,
did we not discuss rapid amortization at that time?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I really do not recall it. I doubt it,
Senator, because it was not a subject that would be germane to the
issue at all.

Senator FREAR. Sometimes we get off the track a little bit. [Laugh-
ter.]

Secretary HUMPHREY. I stand corrected to that extent.
Senator F REAR. But you do not recall any discussion on the rapid

amortization?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No, I do not recall it.
As I recall, the situation with rapid amortization was this: That

law was passed in connection with the war, and it was for the purpose
of-

Senator FREAR. Which war?
Secretary HUMPHREY (continuing). Of providing war materials.
Senator FRm3AR. Which war?
Secretary HUMPHREY. It was during the Second World War; I

believe, that it started.
Senator FREAR. Yes, sir.
Is it not "true that we had a rapid amortization or something similar

to that in depreciation in World War I and the World War II situa-
tion was somewhat similar to what we Aad done in World War I?

Secretary HUMPHREY. As I recall it in World War I it was done
in quite a different way, And then in World War II we had the rapid
amortization, and them I took the position, I think, before this very
committee,- Mr. Chairman, with the, chairman's backing, that that:
should be curtailed, that it had outlived its usefulness and we ought'
to curtail rapid amortization, and we went to work about 38 years, ago
to curtail it and we have curtailed it very materially since then.

Senator FREAR. That was the theory of de recitation that we had'

in World War I and World'War II, was it not.
Secretary HUMPHREY. No.: This rapid amortization was a special

provision that was outside-
Senator FRkAR. When did that come into effect?
Secretary HUMPHREY 1 willhave to look up the date of tat. It

was a war measure, and I will, find the date and give it to you. ; (The
'i
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emergency amortization during World War II was authorized by the
Second Revenue Act of 1940, approved October 8, 1940.)

Senator FREAR. Yes, sir.
Now, what didwe do to that act in the Revenue Code of 1954?
Secretary HUMPHREY. We did not touch it, as I recall, Senator.
Senator FREAR. Did we do anything to it between World War II

and the revenue code change to it?
Secretary HUMPHREY. It was reenacted in the Revenue Act of 1950

for the Korean conflict. Perhaps the chairman can help me. But I.
do not recall any change in that law at all except what we did, which
I instigated, to reduce it, to reduce its application and its use because
I thought it was no longer useful, and it had outlived its original
purpose, and I recall no change proposed in that law in any way until
the chairman introduced a bill here about 2 months ago to curtailit.

Senator FREAR. When did it get the name "rapid amortization"?
Secretary HUMPHREY. At the time enacted.
Senator FREAR. It is depreciation?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No, it is not depreciation; it is rapid amor-

tization to stimulate increased productive capacity.
Senator FREAR. It was done for a specific purpose?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator FREAR. As I understood it, it was to stimulate the effort

on the part of some of our people to produce war materials.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is exactly right.
Senator FREAR. And it was mainly for erecting buildings or making

machines or something that would be of no use to the domestic econ-
omy of the country and only for war purposes?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That was the original understanding.
Senator FREAR. That was the original understanding and that

continued on during the Korean war?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, it did.
Senator FREAR. And it has been practically the same except for

the modifications, as you suggest and the chairman has suggested
since that time?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That continued on until we started its cur-
tailment about 3 years ago in practical application, and closed out one
goal after another until it was reduced to say 15 goals or something
of that kind from a great many, thus reducing its scope to very insig-
nificant amounts, at the time the chairman introduced a bill of his in
the Senate here about 2 months ago, 3 months ago.

Senator FREAR. Yes.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Restricting it to about its present applica-

tion,
Senator FREAR. What is the difference between the rapid amortiza-:

tion which requires a certificate from the ODM and the changes in
depreciation that were made in the Revenue Act of 1954?

Secretary HuMPmHEY. Well, it is quite different. The depreciation'
changes were a method simply of computing the timing on when you
got your noney back on an investment you hadmade, that applied to
everybody.

Senator FREAR. Yes.
Secretary HvMPHREY. Now, the rapid amortization applied only to

special people who were awarded certificates that came within the
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terms of a narrow law. But the depreciation provisions applied to
everybody.

Senator FREAR. And the rapid amortization can only be accom-
plished through certificates of the ODM?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator FREAR. But-
Secretary HUMPHREY. Under circumstances prescribed in that law.
Senator FRVAR. Yes. I think they are circumscribed, maybe not

too adequately. RE_
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is what I thought.
Senator FREAR. Now, the depreciation schedule as it was passed in

the Revenue Act of 1954, did you approve that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, I did.
Senator FREAR. Do you think either of these acts, because of the

utilization at that time, is the cause now of any shortages or over-
supplies?

Secretary HUMPHREY. You mean either shortages or oversupplies?
Senator FREaR. Yes, sir. In your opinion, which way did it react,

if it had a reaction?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I think the rapid amortization stim-

ulated production of goods that were originally intended for war
purposes.

You see, the great difficulty of that law was when you get into a
war there are a great many things that are applicable to or necessary
for the conduct. of a war which are not just shells and guns. There
are many necessary things in a war economy. So that there were a
number of things of that kind that were stimulated.

On the other hand, there were a great many other things that are
desirable in the economy that could not participate in it at all and
that got no benefit from it. So that you had a cleavage between the
people who could get it and the people who could not get it.

Now, while you are fighting a war, you wanted to stimulate the
people who were helping particularly with the war, but to carry that
on after the war and to have a prejudice against a large number of
people who could not get the benefit, and yet who were active in the
economy, I thought was improper, and, therefore I fought for the
curtailment of its application, which was accomplished.

Now, depreciation is entirely different. Depreciation applies to
everybody all the time. That is & part of your regular accounting
procedures, and the only change that was made in the depreciation
was to permit it to be taken in the early stages over a somewhat
shorter period by an alternate system. You could do it either way.
You could take it in the regular way or you could speed it up and,
take it a little faster in the earlier periods than in the later periods.

Senator FREAR. That application is general, as you have stated,
just like the proposed application for tax reduction by giving an
increase in Personal exemption; is it not?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That goes to everybody.
Senator FRvAR., It is; across- the board?,
Secretary HUMPHREY. That goes to everybody in business., It is,

across the board.
Senator FREAR. And you approve of; the first but not the second?
Secretary HUMPHREY. When you are giving tax reduction, I think

you should cover everybody as widely as you possibly can.
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Senator FREAB. .Mr. Chairman, .if you will permit Vfq, e
several more questions in my mind regarding teis, but want t q Vq
sure of a few facts before continuing in this vein,.,May I!proceed with
other questions I have and come back to these later if we rt n overt:.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Fine.
Senator FREAR. If that is agreeable to yQ.u, :,
The CHAIRMAN,. Youma ask questions i the qrder you4 c00 Osir.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Fine.
SenatorF XRa. I 4id notwant t interTupt the trai of ghto

the Secretary. 4,

* Secretary UPOREZ'b Wil, that is i h. - *

Senator FREAR;. I1 shall try as best I con, MrjSeiwetary, to follow iy
questions in the manner 4n which they, were. presented, in ypourstate-
ment of June;18 before this committee, Y Tou ,bve a copy, 4yox w at
to follow it, it might be better. . , ,I : '.,

I am referring to. you. statement presented to the viaitto son
June 18, 1957. , .

Secretary, Hiuuiu~y. Yes,,
Senator FRwA.:, And all questions, when I refer to the statement,

will mean*this one,, mr.
Secretary uHRJIY, Tbatisright,,.
Senator FRBAA. You have family income at $5,200 as of the! kve%

age. That is the first line. , ,
SecdetaryHM*R~.Ys
Senator FREAR. Does that include farm f~Nilies?

Secretaryir EM 1x. believe it is allg iiie.I~
Secretary HUPHEY Yes I

/Senator F1 ARlo*;, you, stated farm incoine- per worker,. ThaO
isiin :thie econd f1p) agraph, farm income per W*re6 last yea Wag

ISecretary-HUMPUIP. Yes.,Senator :FREAxt, tWhy I did" yo0u - s ' "worker '" in: the paragraph
ref errng, 0o fa 0ersWhe op nitd ti thory 1

Secretary P W ,l "It,, s because i~st~ ~yi.~i
tabulationsi in'thetales I* *

1AenatrNi;R, I ' ch does it mea, sir?
SecretarH40h, r. Well, i is just what t sass 'Xt gir: t1

farm income per workr..
'Senator F.REAn;I Well, what was 1e, farm income, per fazifl: in

1952? 4 W t$1,86 or That is what I, trying W dte,
Secretary tu. trying Vt, ,

Senator FREAR. Which of those two figureslwaat?,
Secretary HtMmnInu. $5,200 is every family. That is in the

tabulation, that shows of all famiWeain America. ,
Senator FfEAR. Then thr ,wore grr workers i the fa family
Secretary HUMPHREY. Wel, not iecetsarily., Yu see, there

in average fiue This- 40~ no t" that eiry 1amily a lJ
there are f anies elw t ' Jiini tl ere are'familie b- it.es"Senator FREAR.' Tlen th $51200 'al ies t lilies? '<

Secretary HvuMp .Thti oret~
Thq Ji Corr
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Sens.,. VI'RAn. But when we get down to the other, the farm
Income per worker waa $1,862. That is per worker?

Secretary HuMPHwaiy, That is per farm worker.
Senator FRAn. But the farm income per family averaged $5,200?
Secretary HUMPHREY, No, not the farm income, That is both city

and farms, all the families.
Senator AZAtA . Yes, sir. Well, that is what I meant to say, if I

did not put the question properly.
Secretary HuMpmazY. Now, perhaps the farm income per family

might have been the same as the farm income per worker and the
average would still be this as it is offset by higher city family earnings.

Senator F1'tl . That is what I want to lind out.
Secretary HUMrpnm. Or maybe there are two workers in the

family. The two figures are not comparable because the two tables
are not comparable.

Senator YAW Lt. Yes, sir. I am trying to understand them.
Secretary HUMPifitIY. I do not know how we can get them com-

parable because the figures in the tables are not comparable figures.
. Senator FRIAR. If it is within the realm of possibility and not too
much trouble would you give me the average farm family income? -

Secretary UMpHRImY. We might get that from the Department of
Agriculture. I do notthink you can get it out of these flguies, but
we might get it from them. We will see.

When the following was subsequently received for the record it was
further discussed. . (See p, 271.)

DxAn SZNAT0R ANDERSON! In'answer to your question this morning a to esti.
mates of farm income per worker and operators' net per farm income, the Eco.
nomic Report of the President, transmitted to the Gongre January 23, 1957,
has a summary table on Income of the farm population, 1929-50, which shows
farm income per worker as $1,711 for 1955 and p802 for 196. The 1956 figures
especially were based on such preliminary materialss as were valuablee t ,11
through ember at the time, but such changesas we have made since or have ri
prospect indicate that these are still relatively gdod figures, with much of the
Increase in 1956 accounted for by the fact that the estimated average number of
farmworkers fell from 8,237,000 in 1955 to 7,869,000 in 1956.

The economic report for Jahuary 1057 also carried a preliminary estimate of
operators net income per farm of $2,268 for 1985 and $2,422 for 1956, These
figures relate to about 5 million farms in 1955 and to about 4,900,000 farms in 1956.

I have not been able to check the fgure of some 7 million farm families which
you indicated had been mentioned to you by someone recently. Our estimate as
of March 1956 was 4,900,000 farm.operator families and 700,000 farm4aborer
families, making a total of about 5,600,000 farm families.Meanwhile, all of the above figures are of course necessarily tentative and will be
subject to some slight changes when we issue our revised farm income estimates
based on a complete summary of sales, inventory, and such other check data as wq
have been able to obtain qver the last several months. f ,

These revisions will be released on or about the 16th of July.
Yours very sincerely,, 0. . W Adine atr0 .Vs W v~ht , Administrator.

Senator FREAR. Now, in your statement you say:
The record of the past 4 years is also one of increased leisure. There has been

a 19 percent increase in the amount of time Americans took for their vacationsi
My question is, Mr. Secretary, Doe this include Members of Congress,,
the Cabinet, and the President? [Laughter.j

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think, Senator, it includes everybody but
the Secretary of the'Treasury.

Senator FRUAR. That is a fair answer. [Laughter.)
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Secretary HUMPHreY. I know it does not work for me, and I will
even include the Senators in that too.

Senator FREAR. Well, I wanted you to, sir.
In the second paragraph on page 3 you mention substantial con-

traction in defense expenditures. It is the third line.
Secretary HuMruHpy. Yes, sir.
Senator Fmomt. What were expenditures for defense in fiscal years

1956, 1957, and 1958 estimated?
Secretary HuMotavy. Well, the contracting was done before that.
Senator FitWAR. Yes sir; but this' is-I see.
Secretary IIUMPaRnY. ou see, if you o to 1953, the expenditures

wore $50 billion. Then they came to $4f billion, then to $40 billion,
then to $40 billion, and then to $41 billion and now to $43 billion.

What this is referring to, Senator, is the fact that we dropped down
from a level that we had been at during the Korean war.

Senator FRnAR. That is acknowledged---
Secretary HUMPHREY. And the economy withstood that.
Senator FitOAR. That is acknowledged, Mr. Secretary. My quo.,

tion: Is not 1958 dgher than either 1956 or 1957?
Secretary HUMPitHRur. Oh, yes.
Senator FRECAR. That is your estimate?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator FREAR. And that is the alarming part of it, that it is on

the increase, but that is a fact; is it not?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is a fact; yes, sir.
Senator 'REAR. In yo*r statement you state:
This great widespread confidence of the people in the preservation of the

individual freedom of choice, in their Jobs-
and so forth. Do you have that, sir?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Oh Yes.
Senator FREAR. Do ou think the right to work is a preservation

of individual freedom o choice?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I do not know just what yqu mean,

I think this: that in this country you can work where you want to
work. You pick the job, you pick the places where you want to go,
the kind of work you want to do. That is the thing you cannot d6
in RusSia, and it is the thing you cannot do in a lot of other countries.

Senator FREAR. Yes. But I would rather----
Secretary HUMPHREY. I would say generally an American has a

freedom of choice. He may not get exactly the job he wants to get
and perhaps not the pay he thinks he is entitled to, but he has freedom
to choose.

Senator FREAR. Well, the right to work is one of the individual
freedoms of choice.

Secretary HuMpiHREY. To decide what you will engage in and where
you will do it.

Senator FREIAR. I think that answers the question.
Also:
The aveage tax burden of each American eltisen went up from $36 in 1930 to

$413 in 1952 -
what was the average tax burden for each American citizen in 1957t

Secretary HUMP.RY. Well, in 1957-we ought to be able to esti.
mate that right quick. All you have to do is divide thetotal ntunber
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of people into the total number of dollars.' About $416. It is almost
the same.

Senator FREAR. Well, the increase in the average tax burden after
the individual tax reductions in' 1954, are still about the same then?

Senator HUMPRti Y., Well;, Iwould think that would be correct.
Senator FiiFa. In other words the individual taxpayers': burden

was relieved ,somewhat, in 1954 *nd now its back up- towhere-it was
'back in 1952 is that correct approximately? Yousay $410?'
. Kecretary IIMPMJY. 'Wel, yes, I think .that is right, because you
have a higher income and the higher the income, of course,-as you
well know, -the more tuhe tax

Senator FwAs *,Yes, sir. We referred to-
Secretary HuMpmREY. Onthe same amount of money. If you

were to take, Senator the tax paid this year per capita, per average
taxpayer, as compared to the tax paid before the tax reduction on the
same amount of earningsI that he had before the tax reduction, you
would find., t1at it would-be e,but because he is earning more money
today than he was.then; he i paying more dollars on the same amount
of earnings. I . I : , . ..... , " I -I , I "

Senator FnBAR. Of course I like those words "tax burden.",$
Secretary HuMPHREY. I like it, too. You could even say heavy

burden.sV.'.; r FRAR. In your statement you mention one of the goals set
by the administration with regard to taxes in 1953 was, and I quote,-
reducing Federal expendituree to the safe minimum. '.

That is the second line'of the ,etvy prnt on page 9.
Secreta ~ ~ ~ ~ i HUP.6. e. 1

Senator FREAR. What is a afeminium, in your Opinion, as t was
expressed by the President? I think they were the words expr
by. the President.

86crt HUM RY. Wel1, that is one f the most diftfdt things
there is to determine.in this Goverument. The expenditures required
to ie u'nii lti s0curity Ii this world,s' compared with the -threatSour e nemies i'one ofthe os Pdiovult things i the world t deode.
I k'eIf think that the; runtry' - tem y fortunate to ae aa

-i th 6Presidet; who! Is. so':lled and i" n military affairs and
in, thebthat tbI security) throughout ,the world, to - try to reach this
very tangible, indetem at kndi .f a' thing,to try, to prepare, to
make sure that. we have what is afl adequate and n6V an excessivemilitary posture as coppared with what weight have to meet..

SenatokaaFlt.W ell,r isgree within you ih 'some respect I think *w
_re, rather fortunate in. having the e t o pant o the' White

House as resident H0w~er, I'agre with you that there is a tig
of debate in what theafe minimum]Pnay b . .'

'Secre~tarsr Itsy iH u Thee, ;very#d efinisely i. j I
Senator FREAR. That may differ between, idividuals. ''

Secretary H U .' That is right. ,
SenatorF'AR. And it may differ between generals of the Aryn,
Secretary HtMnax u . It does,: The:generls hate2 .l1 kinds of

ideas [laughter], and you have to trust somebody. I think' we"ard
vyfQtunats in, hom W thand, ofo &Vico ad; hel in, ugt

ay g, 0 U10
~ '~ ',I.o

J1
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Is your opinion the same as that. of the President? You quoted
him here, and I assume that it is; is that true or not?

Secretary HuMiu'niy. He is te best authority I know of.
Senator'FREAM Well, you agree with it?

'Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, when I do not know myself, I go to
the very best authority there is.

Senator FRiaR.; Your agreement is the same as the President?
You agree with him on thi-? .

Secretary HuMpHRnY. I agree,
Senator fasAR. You do not always agree with the President?
Secretary HUMPHRmY. Not always.
SenatorF qFAR. But you do on this one?
Secretary HuMPHRzY. Yes, sir.
Senator 'FaAR. I think that statement opens the door to a few

other questions but I am not going to pursue -those at the moment,
Mr. Secretary, because I know everyone is anxious to get through as
rapidly as posi~ble.

Next, in your statement, "Increase the supply of goods," Mr. Sec-
retary, the farmers have increased the supp1r7 of o despite the
soil bank, and their-that is, the farmers'-- prices are pretty low.

Do you think increased supply of farm products helps to check
inflation?

Secretary H UPHR*r. I do not think you help check inflation by
an increase of somethin that is already in. excess supply,. Where
there is a shortage or a fear of shortage, then I think an increase in
supply is, helpful. But when you' have an excess of supply, the fact
that you. increase the excess, I de not think is helpful. And that is
the case in some of the farm products.

Senator FRuAR. I am glad to hear that clarified, because in this you
do not make that exemption or exception, because it says, "to increase
the spply of goods," but you would exempt it where there is an

Secretary HUMPHREY. In general.
Senator FRiAR. I ask you to refer to your statement, "The debt is

being reduced,"° do you include the amount owed by the Government
to te civil service retirement fund?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not know just exactly-I do not
think I understand exactly what it is you mean, Senstor.

Senator Fia,&s. I am not an authority, but I will do my best to
give you the background that I have, Mr. Secretary.

Secretary HUMPHREY. All right.
Senator 1m. The civil sermaretirement fund, istompoed of

resource frommembers of the civil service employees and the Qovern.
ment in some type of a matching fund or matching program

Now,, the Government employees that is, those who are in the
civil service retirement fund, have deducted from, their wages their
pension or retirement funds each tim e they get a check,

Secretary HuxManie. That is right.
* Senator Fnwt. Now, the Government at time pays its part it
has agreed to by statute. Now, then, my question to you is; Does
that; when you pay the debt is being reduc4, does that include after
or before the Gvemnment made its payment ,to the civl serve
retirement fund?

Secetay~bM~azr.Itl is After it, mAd tpyinen
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Senator F ax&n. After it has made its payment?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, sir. -
Senator FmaAa. Well, now, will you give. me for the record the

amount of appropriations requested by your administration year by
year from 1954 to 1957, inclusive, that is, for the civil service retire-
ment fund?
' Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, sir, we will supply. those to you, I
think, to save your time.

Senator FREAR. If I might, may I try to help you supply them now?
Do you have the 1954 report of the Civil Service Commission?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Whatever figures you have, we will take.
Senator FREAR. I would like Mr. Mayo to look at these figures.
The only difference between the question I- asked you, I think

and that book, is, and you may not have them, is my statement; was
the budget request for those figures and that is what the Government
actually appropriated, sir.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not see the budget listed here.
Senator FREAR. The budget is not listed, as I say. That is the

difference between my question and the book.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think we would have to get figures outside

the book here to answer your question. Would we not have to get
the budget figures?

Senator FaEAR. My question was on the budget figures, yes.
Secretary Humphrey. Yes. I think we would have to get that.
Let me ask you, Senator, if this is what you mean. Maybe we can

answer it this way. Contributions, total contributions, on salary
deductions is $570 million plus; Government appropriations is $237
million plus. You are thinking there was & difference?

Senator FREAR. That was for 1 year, but I asked you to go back
to 1954. That was the year, I think-the fiscal year 1954, the first
year that you claim a full year for a budget, your administration?

Secretary HuMPHREY. That is right.
Senator FVxAn. 1954.
Secretary HUMPHREY. And it dropped down very low that year.
Senator FEAR. That is only about $33 million, if I remember, but

I am not sure of the figures.
Secretary Humphrey. ' That is right.
Senator FREAR. But what I want to know is what the budget

request was for that year and each of the following years? I

Secretary HUMPHREY. We willhave to get that. That is not'here.
We Will supply that to you. 0

Senator FREAR. A great deal of my questioning does hinge on the
answers that you are going to give to that, Mr. Secretary, and if we
are not going to be able to-Secretary HuMPHRY. Can I answer your question this way: That
these total contributions over the whole life of the fund have been
$5.6 billion, in round figures, and payment by the Government so far,
all appropriations from 1920 on have been $3.6 billion. -So there is a
difference there of about $2 billion that is not included in the debt.

Senator FREAR. Yes, sir. But I am attempting to show, Mr
Secretary, that the claims that you have made about the debt ii
being reduced, when you add these figure in, I think we will. get$
little different picture.

Secretary Hurxi- nia. In other words, if you added in the difference
here of about $2 b Ilion. 1But that is over a 87-year period. Of ouri
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the difficulty in this, Senator, is that it isa great problem as to whether
you should do it on an insurance computation.'

Senator FREAR. Actuarial?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Actuarial computation as to whether you

get a fund that is big enough to cover all your demands or to pay
currently.

Now, there are two ways of doing these things. One is the strict
actuarial computation. The other one is a sufficient fund to provide
against a run of heavy current claims.

Senator FREAR. Yes, sir.
Secretar HUMPHREY. And then &current payment.
Senator FRzAR. That is right. But is not this in the statute?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, f cannot. tell you that. 1 think it is,.
Senator F I AI. You. will recall, Mr. Secretary, that last wyea. We,

I t.ink, passed a bill, and the President signed it and made into a
public law, that each agency now must contribute its share and includQ
it in its appropriation, rather than having the budget request for, the
total amount.

Secretary HUMPHREY. For the total, that is correct.
Senator FREAR. It has been in existence, I believe, for 1 year.'
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator FREAR. And I think the ills we had in the past will be

corrected by that statute.
Secretary HUMPHEY. But you. still have the basic problem i

think, as to whether that share is an actuarial computation or whether
it is a share of current expenditures behind a sufficient backlog. You
see, you still have that basic problem before you decide, and that is a
very difficult problem.

Senator FREAR. Yes, sir. But I believe the statute says, and i
may be in horror in this, but I believe the statute says that the budget
request should include the appropriation to this fund, each year.

Secretary HUMPHREY. On an actuarial basis?
Senator FREAR. It may not, the statute may not claim an actuarial

basis.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I donot think it does.Senator FREAR. But in addition to that, I think the statute aso

states that it must pay its interest to the fund annually,.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I see enough of what you are driving

at so we will get the figures and present them to you., I see what, you
are trying to reach.

Senator FREAR. All right, sir. I think then we had better just'

hold this until you have your figures Mr. Secret&
Secretary HUmHiRmy. Ye win and we Can ettat for you.
Senator FiAu. With the permission of te chairman and you,

Mr. Secretary, we will pass over that, temporarily. I do not want toskip anything, so! Want toube sure to mark these, find t wil only talk
a6 moment.

Secretary HuMPIH zY. All right.Senator IRIAR. Mr. Secretary what i your opinion 6o a
mndatory public debt ceiling reduction?

Secretary HUMPHRRY. What is that. Senator?
Senator Fe AR. Wh"at isy d

debt ceiling reduction,
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'8 eretay Ht-m, mxy. Well,, I do' not believe, Senate,- that a
mandatory reduction in the debt ieling' each year would)do much
good,

Now, that is, perhaps a little inconsistent with my feeling that thep aent debt tellng isa" pro,.per thing to hate, And I havle fought 'to
hold to he resent debt ceiling because I think that the restraint the
lj!'esent deb% ceW ipggive to tlie Executive tothe Congress, t every.

onoernedits e~ry whblesoe thing t have; and I thin thatit, is
like breaking through a sound baier; there is ai explosion when you
go through it and there ought to be one.

It has weight'with public sentiment, and I think it is a deterrent tospending i id above that amount. So, I am In favor of it
On the otber hiand, to 9ay th6t that' c&Ding ought, to -be, broght

do!b' a~~_y~sydifio amount every year I think, k quiidle, because
0ift* *at you do eaph ye is i n the ha..ds ) ;theFxeottve ani
t61 Obtos, betwe en th ih At leat; and, tlmately,'thenl pn
ibility' rests wth the 1Congress. And the Congress I do not belifv;

woulcbe particularly restrained in doing *the things they felt were
req uired of them"'t.'do' just, having smem arbitrary elimination
po on every year' in that ceiling.

Senator FIm.t. Well,,the President, or the Executive, can goup to
the Ceiling withoutauthority from the Congress, can he not?

Secretary HUMPHRzY. No. Nobody capi spend a dollar of this
(overxmeat's money without th autthonty of the Congress.

-enito 'flA, Throug approprains
SecretwyH miwwu'. in any Pay.i .
Son ator F iAIX 'But' is itnot the responsibility:.of- the administra-

tion to submit a budget on which, appropriations re based?'
Seoretx, li wHRZY$iv ThatU I6ftret

SSenator A Then the: inititive oins from the administration,
Secretary HimpMnHrE. Well; the request bomes from it, but you do

oot need to give it to them.SSeriat~r FPua . Well, they are tryig awfully'hard not to right now,
I do not know how successu we are oing to be.

Secretary1 HumpHRwft 1 do not; 'efthef.
"Senat~r ii *: think you~igree With re,' ' ' . Secretary; I, glve

you great credit fcif that.
SSenat;or __( believe itie something we shouldgo at very

I1thiud it sh6od 6 done with great restrt~iit,
.a 'nd I am or it.,,

Senator FAi". But unless the de"t eiig, is reduced In some'for.
oi* another, :We * kt going to rack that' ouhd Lbar'er b because it is

*kiy oj i tht the a straion can' have omple.e authority to
o -t tlfpft 6eCog d aroves tay apupiati-ons submitted

or the requested appropriation submit by the administration,.
Therefore, we are not going to get their pubt sehtitnett unless werackthe nd ibatiri, d; ifw reduce o ,r we ae ' ot

attention to the public more dh so;, ttimore, I think tey .
going to 'moist we reduce, the ceiling ra thhavi6 g it "up to the
auhiiaftratln 66d Menilberi df theT Cexire~s.

Secretary HuMPHmRY, I think there is somet]lft'Iih whatyOU 'Not,
Have to go along witi that, 0 a certain extent. My feeling about i6%

/ , , . i ;
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at'the present time is that we are having trouble enough to get within
what we have got, and there is not much use lowering it until weget
long further., Now if e'hh4ppen toget $5 billion below it someday,

then maybe I think I wuld turn around and be on your side. , i
r- Senator FREAR. Then the reduction of the.public debt is one of the
best ways to fight inflation, and that is on page 23 that you say that.

Secretary HUMPHEIY. It iS wholesome restriction that believe
in.

Senator FsA& And you think this would fit into the pi6ture ,
Secretary HumPpxY.,x iOn. the. other hand, I must say, -there,

Senator, it really is, not effective except ao it affects the psychology
of" the situation~. I! th-i' rze~e j

Senator FR 'Az. I At*,that, is pretty, effective,
i.,Seretary, HTumpnMPiR And I thinkthavis pretty inportot.
Ssnator;Fuit.s.: You do rotlay aside the pychlogy of theo. ehn

can itaxpayerat Mr. Secretary. ', "i' ~
Secretary HAuMPnasy. I certainlyy; do not. Vithink At is.; very

lIp~ortantC
Senator FREAR. I think you do not, either. I thinkour, opinions

are practically the same. In your statement, you say:
Th 1064, ift order that the people might beilefit from he substantial reduotjon

in Government expenditures, we brought about a tax cut that has provided thetri
with annual savingsof abqujt# 7.6 bJ)Ioo.

,What do you mean' by.Hwe" in that statement .Mr. Secetr? ".
Secretary Huie.uwit:. It is right in the pr eig ewwords
The Eisenhower a4iniistration* and' the gres, workIng 'together 'have

already made poeeble'thdgifMtet single t eut in hksty. Theb ate ddthis.
That is, the administration and the Congress, worng together.

Senator FRnA. Includes the-Congres and the' ec u ave?
§, retary •tMP 1 That, is wats itas senator.

Senator Fnt&n.-A right, Now, then is it not true that over
two-thirds 4f the $. . M on wereeductions by law eat d
tne previous administration? I r...i' b

Secretary HuMPREY. Well, there were reductions by y,lwWhethei
it is exactly two-thirds or not, but there were aUtbstu reuctions
thsat:ha4 ben Voted plvousl thAit we had not yetbe be to ilei
good on." Some' had'.een postponed until, 'as r sayb re, by

dminisration and the Conpess working together, we ,!de pible'
the'talg effectof those thigs.

Senator FnzAX Let us anayzetht'just minute, W Vtwere the
reductions that made up e .$?.5 bi0on, ai you sated?

"Secreto r y i W ,whtWwAt e t1ho 6 'e "Witi~
Soat r 'W"A.We 06 alk bo,0ut, W reduction.t o o.t xpnditur. ' teyarO

*'~ ,b it easj, $74 billion; next: .Ye, $67 bilon: . ..":i, / ''
' "'enatoi RIAR l+:I d .not :thin o uderstood my quest9n, Mr.Secretar, Iv. quetin w. Wh t we the redUCtio Pns, whM i ade
t p thi-ruc~tio ' of e, $ ,J$WioiO Triht $ A.5 included

4erai tlilti . WIlha t ' ere lheV
r y imqu x Yo r~ ~~e taes le~lq?

~~~c 4, t'dW~ O d~ tZP
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Secretary HUMPHREY.' In what the taxes were?
Senator FRAR. Yes, sir.

LQ A AYdl~A0B..fl)~flfi t~
UIUID5~kIJ &LAUD I£5t~'5 J5IdJ. ,J5tp JW . V' A 4Wd WY,,, v Ie ...,,, .,.-b,.. ...,, [.6 ,,,,..

tax.
Senator FREAR. How much was that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. As I recall it, that was about $1.8 billion.
Senator FjAR. The excess-profits tax?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator 'ft iw. You stated that was about $1.8 billion?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is my recollection,
Senator FREAR. Yes, sir.
Secret_ HUMPHREY. I will have to check these, because I had

not thought about them for 2 or 3 years. But as I recall it, it was $1.8
billion. Then we had $I billion, as I recall it, of excises, $2 billion and
$1 billion, of excises. We had about $3 billion of straight individual
income tax reduction, and we had about $1.4, as I recall it, of adjust-
ments. That is $7.4 billion, and that is close enough.

Senator FREAR. I think, as a matter of fact, your $1.8 billion ac-
tually is $2 billion.

Secretary HUMPHREY. What is that?
Senator FRmAR. I think the first figure you gave me of $1.8 was

$2 billion.,
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well yes, it must have been.
Senator F REAR. Well, now, can you tell me when that was enacted

that from which the decrease was made possible,-and when it expired
Secretary HUMPHREY. It expired, I do not quite kpow what you

mean by that. These tax laws were enacted at different times.
Senator FREAR. That is right, sir.
Secretary HUMPHREY. The excess profits tax was scheduled to go

off first and it was postponed. You see, it was supposed to go off in
the middle of the year and we got Congress 'to postpone the reduction
until the end of the year. That went off December 31 of 1953.

Senator FREAR. That is right., You postponed it for 6 months
from June 30 as you recall?

Secretary HtUMP pREY. Yes.
Senator F9EAR. When was the law, the excess'profits tax law,

enacted, and did it not, have a termination date at the time of its,
enactment?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes; it did, and it would have terminated
6 months earlier, and we extended it.

Senator FRiEAR. So that the termination dote was in thelaw that
was enacted by the previous administration?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes; but it was carried on and then released.
Senator FREA . I thik,"yes" was the right answer, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary HuMPHREY. That is right. Then' the excises, there was

$1 billion off on the excises, and that occurred on April 1, 1954.
Senator FREAR. Yes, sir. I can concur wholeheartedly in that,

that I think that was the act of 1954 that gavethe taxpayer the
benefits of $1 billion.,

Secretary HymPH11eY. And if you will recall, I" protested against
t. LaUghteF. I begged you not to do it, but you' did t just te

Secretary HUMPHREY. Wel/iii glad to have that brought out.
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Senator FREAR. All right, sir, that now accounts for---
Secretary HUMPHREY. Then there was $3.2 billion in the tax reduc-

tion bill on individuals' taxes, and then there was $1.4 billion on the
tax revision bill. There were four different steps in the proceeding.

Senator FREAR. I think the only difference we have in our figures
is that you have $1.8 billion instead of $2 billion, and I have $3 billion
instead of $3.2 billion.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is close enough.
Senator FREAR. May I ask a question or two on the individual

income tax reduction?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator 'FREAR. When did that expire? The reduction that was

granted then expired on what date?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that must have been December 31.

I cannot be sure.
Senator FREAR. Would that not be 1953?,
Secretary HUMPHREY. I cannot be sure. It is 1953 or 1954. If

you have got it there--
Senator-FREAR. Well, I like to have you concur in my figures.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I am just trying to remember something

from 3 years ago.
Senator FREAR. I believe it was on December 31, 1953.
Secretary HUMPHREY. All right.
Senator FREAR. Do you agree to that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator FREAR. And the same question, that was in the law enacted

by the previous administration that gave the termination date--that,.
was the law of 1951, if I remember correctly.

Secretary HUMPHREY. And we did not ask to have it extended.
Senator FREAR. You did not ask to have it extended. So that is

$3 billion that expired by statute.
All right sir. We have gotten $6 billion out of that $7.4 billion.

You are stll going to give me a little more, $1.4 billion.
Secretary UMPHREY. That was the code,Senator FROAR. Sir?

Secretary HUMPHREY. $1.4 was the code revision.
Senator FREAR. All right, sir.
Secretary HUMPHREY. But you know you could not have had any

of it unless somebody saved it, and we finally between us got it saved
and that is what made it possible. Without that, you could not have
had it at all.

Senator FREAu. I agree, but there are two pressures, that iiht
cause you to save it, too. It might have originated from the adnfin-
istration, and I will give you credit for that, which you tried to do,'
and I think aso, that there might be some credit given to the ta-..

r tyMPREY. Well, I am not trying to point out just

where in detail. I am simply stating a fact of what happened.
Senator FREAR. Yes, sir.
Secretary HUMPHREY. This is what happened.
Senator FuEAA. Well, there are usually causes for those things that,

happen, and I know you want to give credit wherever it is.ue, yoUi
always have been that way, sr, . due, you
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Now, in this $1.4 billion in the Revenue Code of 1954, what amount
of that went to individuals?"

Secret HUMPHREY. I think I will have to get the figes on that,
I donot dare trust my memo". ,  I I 1 i I e on-

SenatorFRAR.- If I said $827 million-I believe that is correct
because it is quoted from the report. , *As a matter of fact, I think we
can give you that and let you roer to it.

Secretary Hvrmn wzr. No. I think I would rather get the figures.
And Iwill do that. , I will bring them back this afternoon as to just
how it works.

Senator FRvAn. All right.
And, also, when you bring those figures in.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Also on the $1.4 billion.
Senator FaimiA. Well, this is part of the $1.4 billion I amreferring

to, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I see.''

;Senator FREAR. The 'part of the $1.4 that went to individuals and
that which went to corporations.

SecretaW HuMPEtY. I see. You said there were $800 million
something out of the $1.4 billion to individuals?

Senator FREAR. I believe it is $827 million.
Secretary HUMPHREY., Well, that might be correct. If it is not, it

would not be far off.
Senator FREAR, And the corporations received $536?
Secretary HUM'PHREY. That would not be far off.
Senator Fawtn. You-can see this is going back to some previous

questions we had of which you are going to supply some information'
a little later, Mr. Secretary . "

Secretary Humt Yes.-
(The Secretary subsequently advised: "The figures referred to by

Senator Frearare correct.")
Senator FaxAR. In your statement, you state:
Many Of us belong to a pnion system and'our benefit payments ted to nlo

crease as interest earnings rise. o eye

My question, Mr, Secretary, is: Do you think this is fiscal rfepoisi-
bility when you increase Government interest rates in order t gve
greater benefit payments?

rSeictary HUMr'HRY. Well, we do not do it for that purpose, ut
this is part of the epet,

Senator FRzAia. Tat'is the effect?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
senator 'EALR,. BUt that is included in the fiscal responsibility ,,

it, not, sir? htpuSecretary HvUMPHuR . That)is part of the effect. Of e e the
r test effect is the stabiity of the money they get from the penWon.,
tisohighly important and can amount to much more hanthe ierst.

Senate r FREAR.° Sena toiByrd has already kd q"Ot yis Uo
statement under thi& Veing, "We HaVe RedU d th yen*G o e t
Debt."

Now, the little quston I have can be asrd " s o 0 4No' if
you care: to.

Senator FREAR. Is not the present administratt6n's i 'pose rdget
for fiscal year 1958 'he largestpeacetime budget i history?

202,-.
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Secretary HumPHnim I Well, i think I will answrthat, Y,"Yeou
can beg the question onit & to the Korean war budget, but I think I
,will answer i "Yes".
.,Senotor Famx.. Just to go back to! that little word we bad, ,'weYV

including the administration and the Congress, do you want to include
'Haryruman in that "we"P? [ Laughter.J

SecetayjHuUwipsy. -In what connection?.
h, Senator Fxt A. ,will leave that up to you. [Laughter.]

Secretary HUMPHRJY. I might like to know the connection.
Senator FRaIt. Maybe web ad better drop that.
Next, you further state:!

During the past 25 years far from restrioting credit to+ houlng the Gover.
ment has rveatly increase the volume. of credit available to this InduStry.:, l!

I would just like to ask a few questions on this matter for the reod,
With your assis tance," sir.,

These i think y0ucando rather rapidly, Mr. SecretarY.'
'It is true, is it not, that the statute creating the Federal f'otteng

Administration to Insure eligiblee' home xtortgigo wa eactedb oa
June 27,,- 1984?

'Secretary Huxiuuzy. think sci.
S 8enatr FISA.' Which, ofcours'e, is a previouss admiiitratine ,

Secretary H uuMPR . That is correct.
Senator FBAR. It is alo true, is it not,, that the Servicemen'sReadjustment Act' of 1944 providing for the guarantyor insurance of

veterans home mortgages was also passed under previous adminis-
trations?

Secretary HUMPHRzY. That is correct.
Senator F nA . Is i# not also true that the direct loan pzr of"

veterans' housing was enacted in, 1950, Priuslo h er

SecretariyHuMPutI. I'think that iscorrect.' .
Senator spAr I also gather that the present Wbnitratio*ili
*+ "nt support proposals to increase the effectiveness of that

'redt loan pro$ am 'iisthattrue? fi .,  ; + : , +

Sentr ' At let, Mr. Stone of the Vet ans' Ad iniratlo

so, indicated in that respect: .. . "
S64 ' Eorvfy H P RHe sad So.o'
Senator FxuEAs. Is that not " 'e? Is it not true thit trder these

prog s, all ' of which are still+ on the statute books, more lioupm
etait -were madei 10)50thanr ini any' othe erfo I34 th
present?

Secretary HUMxPHutE. I think that 'i correct.
Senaor Fr AR.,: A inottru that m W597 nonresiental housing

i litom ha4eclineday4 36tiqnall adjustd r06 "Of 99,0 iitiitb?
Im Thati iht, fMay, -

'se or FiiAit. T9;it6 ot also trUe that'665,50 units of the .1950,
-Korean war year, the 1950 starts, were financed without diect
government t asstance, that is; neither FHA nor VA .nor public

l &ai tA U M1Iki ' Well I, am sure, *Ify Sy sit wai i
faniot verify that from zn yob6i knowledge.

Se~toi R. %M.SC"eay there is. Wny istak Ildi&~
016*1&ei6te, VO li4 hi~d, their rtd 7~:
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Secretary HUMPHREY. I am suie if you saiy so, that is correct.
Senator Fiiax. And, of course, the question is, then, is it not true

that while 665,000 units in 1955 starts were financed without direct
Government assistance, in 1956 only 634,200 units of the 1956, which
was a peacetime year, starts were so financed?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, that sounds about right, too.
Senator FREAR. Does not .this indicate that even apart from

Government financial aids to housing, the'amount of housing starts
has declined? I I

Secretary HUMPHREY. Oh, yes, they have declined.
Senator FrtAR. Therefore, Will you agree that leaving the Govern-

iment aids to housing aside, your present monetary and fiscal policies
are. not accompanied by an increase but rather show a decrease in
residential housing starts?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, that is true, right, just in the last short
period here, but I think that over the total average number-the
total over a period of years, if you will take 3-year periods or 4-year
periods, you will see they took effect in this 4-year period. And
I think if you will look, Senator, at the last line in the last full para-
graph, you will see that I say, everything I say here, I add this sen-
tence: "That was true under the prior administration; it is true
under this administration."

Senator FREAR. Yes, sir.
Secretary HUMPHREY. In other words I am not trying to claim that

this housing business all took effect under this administration.
Senator FREAR. No, sir.
Secretary HUMPHREY. It did not; it took effect under both.
Senator FaYAit. I do notwant to have that, impression left. either.I think what I am trying to bring out, Mr. Secretary, is that there

Was this, and the significant part is now the change in the opposite
direction, and I think we are trying to level the point at May or
June-of this-year. ' .. 1Secretary HuMPHIREY. That is- riht. And rightnow, or certainly
a few months ago, there was a declming trend. Now, that has changed
just within the last month or so.. But it has only been up very
recently.

SSenator FREAR. Is it not also true that during the same period
Government-aided houses declined from 730,500 Units started in 1950'
to only 486,000 units started in 156?

Secretary HuMPHReY. The big decline was in the Governmant-aided
houses. The regularly .financed house's kept pretty much on an even
keel.

Senator FREAR. I may state if you want to check these that the,
figures, 1 have came from the economic re ort of January 1957.

Secretary HUMPHREr. They sound as t oughthey fitted right in.
Senator FRIAR. During the a e periodro 1951 to 1956, did not

the number of farms in thie United States decrease from 5,520 million
to 4,9 million?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is right.
Senator FREAR. But during the same period, did not farm z'e4'

estate debt as a percentage of real estate value increase from 7 percent
to 8.8 "percent despite the fewer number of farms? ' . 4,,

oSecretary [HUMPHREY. I would think that would be very logical.
Senator FRE4, As I said, before, if you find any imperfections il

this, you will correct then. ..
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Secretary HUMpgRapy. I will bring them to your attention. -
Senator FREAR. This would indicate we have fewer farms but more

farm debt and fewer additions to our nonfarm housing supply.
Secretary HUMPuREiY. -1 think. that is right. I thiv we have fewer

farms. I think they, are becoming more mechanized and with more
equipment in order to be more productive, and that naturally in"
volves, additional money to equip them . • _ . - .

Senator FREAR. Do you also agree that significant factorsinmhousing
are the amount and quality of shelter rather than, the absolute
amount of housing financed expressed, in dollars?. In other words, if
an increase in dollar volume of financing does not increase that is;
produce an increase in number and quality of housing, it seems of no
great significance to concentrate on an increase in housing industry
credit?
* Secretary HuMp!iRmY. I do not quite know what you mean by that.

I am sure of this, Senator-
Senator FREAR. We are talking about page 37.'
Secretary HUMPHREY. I am sure that the quality of housing'in the

last couple of years is moving up rather than down. They are run.nfing into a litt her quality houses in the last couple of years, and
they are more cost,. b '

Senator FisAR. Itis what the credit dollars will by rather than
their absolute amount, lch is important in the availability of hous-
ing goods and services? . . b .Secretary HuMmpany; They b ng a little less now because
the c~~ of housing has gone up, On the other hand, the 4ead ,
osentor FbAttr h W,ou r.:Secretary,if we usethathy stick ,o

do, you claim ou, current 7nta and fisa policies ar resulting
in success in the fieldof housing?,Secretary, HIeuM~n . I think that. dUring this period housing wa
in very large volume, the largest volume that it has ever been.

Now, 1 think that our policies and during that same period te cost
of housing was rising, the latter part of t - period,' the cost was r gvry. rapidly, iitink our police ae Aending to.tabilize and'Will
tend to stabilize the cost so the price of the house will not gop so
much, and in that way it will again stimulate the develop ent Of
additional housing,

Housing, Was, getting -to a place where it was bqpginningto price
itself out. ofthe'market
. Senator 1xia'" . 1Has, that condition changed materiilly?

Secretary HuMPIUgY*. Well, I do not know as you can say it has
materially, changed but I believe it is begin ...
• senator FREAR, You think thereis &trend in the o ther direction?

Secretary HuMPHnjx', If you get over hre on to pae 46, where it
is discussed in a good deal of de4ta. . i
SWe have been all overt 'before, but it shows quite a bit as to. the
relationship between the interest cost and the material and laborcosts. The material and labor costs, just to put it ia ,wr4,,)ave
increasedd very much more rapidly thantheinterest costs have in the
,total, ost of,.4a house

Senator FREAR. I think that opens up further questions, but .or
.the sakeof going through,, aud I, guess we willb back1 Oigain tomor.

'3O1 9 :we~il jstf~ishth~queston olosgaiteni w



is anthig YOu wVt t ,id Mu to l, yeod ou- will' have ithe
anytdurng the recess to d&Mit

i~tRnt.Yi not*; the number, of xninlWface
t~okeig uiteiiithe firgt' 5 months of-1957 were--slightly',higher than

in ~th~ 6h espondikj period for 958,f but let' Us loo ,ttereodt e
how th? 1958 and 157F starts c mP'retO'e;arli6i! years far more produce'

Pithe, entire .*eAr of ',1958, there were 034,200 nonfarm houses

Ili 1955, ,tbhie Ikmbor*as, 639, 900.
b~erle yabA ack to. 1950, 'the statletkso are as follows, at least

~a& b~' tem~1954, 818,400; 1953, 689,700;, 1952',.647,300; 1951,
607,900; 1950, 665,50.

In~ ~ beesn&yas'the oompdr~nt of 'h using financed with FHA

or VA aid was obviouly much higher than Ptt isent, a you -hitve
noted.

Sevrt~r !I~nkNY.That is right.
lSenator lFRICAt. To keep the, leV1s. of housing atsa up, to the

1~Ilion'plus, p.er year'leel contempolatedby t66 Congress as lOng, ago
as 1949, the compoen ocnvtily financed housng starts

§houijd ihm .rese aher than, remain eonstant or-decrease. .- *

Why 'hks this, fit happened,, #iie thee -i '§n6. rOetrictiv6' statutory

limit on the conventional home mortgage intedt rates?,

&&drt&&~ HiiuMPER. 'Well,'it apparently is' iust'hbout a level kind

bihdeMan here at eritain "prices, And" iat, lokihg 'At; it-1 X tmn ot %4i

expert, on housing, but just. looking at it--I gol ay that' is about

tWhniormu demid Wfo 4W 11u~fthis lseA nd'in. '"

,that is about, where you are heading.
SentokFjt~f. Thee ae evealrePorto which thow that the need

and denitnd inm#Any re~ t~ 61f about' I30%00 per yar
Se 'tr.~ UH R%UUY

SentorExAR~Doyou- d"sg~ wih that?'I
'SOr~tryUUM~tRY.We~lI do 6ot kftOW. ? no expert oni

Secret HqUMPHREY. But I think that is pretty* ih.-

of building materials or building labor that" %Vould h4 nper, hbin6
construction'if ade~ut iFaii eet

Secretary #YMPHi~ I Mhnk it wol'epn pntheb:o' u
that o p t ,n a 1 , ~ biltAnythin iit the lat -,few' months or

ile ae'yaro~~oy~ kowthat" aI w1ltdomplicationis rise

in trying to get delveries, a'nd in getting the thinggonebh.,

A~I said ' yet raa,(that; ii gettiftg better''ft -yot -tee. Owi lsbor,

'tte 'pinterials, be-tween the hdavT con~t~uctlo~i and the fightofton&.
bi1ttibW I the iAteils 1e qi te different.

I It' li~r -dbeis intoehnge toagraer exbnt than, themaeil

interchange, and I would say -that I have seen, '6 ovidene 40~
jibstx46of buldinglb

£ S3iatoi ' ssulnd thi administrati~ii idherfe to the. d&%Yi

tIM "' o rI4,, Oi*n Ply VY bde n tr' osn to 91
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which sought to realiZethe joal of'a decent home.and suitable liviig
environment for every American family. .
At' least, I :have, iee tio requests from the Administration; for a

change in that declaration of policy.
Secretary HuMpuPeY. I, do not think therels any.
Senator FREA. In' The. same policy, the Congress also declared the

need of housing production, toward this goal to: enable the housing
industry to make its full contribution to an,economy ofmaximum
employment, production and purchasing power.

lIassurne the: administration adheres" t6, that policy, Ialso,: since it
has requested no change in that statutory declaration, either.

Secretary HUMPHRY.I. I think that is right."
Senator FRbAR. In view of the admitted substantial drop, in.,resi.

dential housing starts in 1956, and so far in 1957, ompsred with most,
years since 1949, how does the administration ropoas to achieve the
goals of the congressionally declared national hoCusing policy?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think it is just simply thatyou cannot doeverything at once, and yotinmove ahead'invaryingdegree.' You do
not want to !shift too much;, but when we have tis terrific buildingprogram in the heavier lines, why you naturally eect that-it would[
take something away from the otAer lines.

And it will not be long, in my opinion; before 'there -issomo shiftimg
in that, and you will see the other beginning to move, largely de-
pendent upon costs '

Senator FREAR. If, as you have said on page 40 of your statement,
i the result of free money market is to limit hotising finance to those
who can pay higher down payments and higher interest rates what
remedies do .you suggest I.to move more financing selectivity into he
field of housing construction in order to help meet the statute i goma
of th9 currnt national housing policy?- 4

Secretary Htrml aiRY. I think . that the whole thing will adjust itself
oveirjust a relatively short period. '

Senator FREAR. in other words, you think that-.-
Secretary Ht7MOeRtY, 7I do not: think you cand6 everything at once,

And, I do not thinkit is wise to try'. n
4Sento FVAR' No, i .Butd th trend is in the opposite dhwtior

Secretary HUMPHREY. Just temporarily.,
SSenatorYnRMAn.'You think that is only temporary?

Sedtitar Hvmnntm&. 1 think so.,
SQnator FREAR. You do not think' from a really practical tand- -

point,, that the administration is abandoning the national housing
policy?.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not; no, sir.-
SIATO FReR Ji, your -statement you) claim Government has

greatly increased the volume of credit avaiable to the housing indusay
Yeet, you later note ' thf' Is "only 'A relitlvely limited Wapply of

mortgage credit availabe for VA-guaranteed loans, and insistence on
higher down payments on FAA loans: at the higher 5-pereent interest
rate.,

We have already noted the VA and the'FHA programs worked well
at lower interest rates from 1949 until recent y ,ars .

Yo, i , o i 6lude yOur" oommtits oii housing on page 40 by. claiming
that prospective ,home buyers who are ,revend from I beaming
~i 'tut hlite b uy , utde your ,pr t monetary and ,fil policies

5868&.47....-.-18ieie
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should be consoled, because they could not buy homes, anyway, under
runaway inflation.

You seem to conclude with no attempt to help these potential
buyers become actual buyers, I

Have you no constructive solution to offer to these potential home-
owners and the home-building industry, apart from your implied
suggestion that statutory interest rates on VA mortgages should be
raised which would increase the cost of the home still more to thebuyer f*., ... .uSecretary HUMPHREY. Well, it would increase it only slightly, and

the real answer, of course, as I said a minute ago, the real answer is
the shifts in the economy that continually take place, and you shift
from one thin$ to another which, as I have already said, I think
willbe developing if it has not already started.

Senator FuEAx. Mr. Chairman, I think that concludes my uestion-
ing, except the questions that may be brought up when the secretary
brings in his answers.

The CHARMAN. Do you wish to continue tomorrow?
Senator FiDAr. I do not believe it will take more than 56or, 10

minutes. It will just depend, upon the information the Secretary
brings in.

Secretary HUMPHREY., We will try to bring it in so you do not.have t. , , , . ..
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Frear will have the floor tomorrow morn-

in he Chair would like to announce that the committee will not meet

thisafternoon.
We shall meet tooiwrrow morning, and tomorrow afternoon if

possible.
OnFriday the committee must consider other legislation.
The committee will continue this hearing Monday and Tuesday of

next week, and then adjourn until the first of the following week. -

Secretary HUMPHREY. Fine.
The CuAtUMAN. Mr, Secretary, I asked you the other day to furnish

a list of the contingent liabilities, and youropinion as to whatpart of
thrse liabilities may become actual liabilities. In order to' believe
you I have a list tentatively compiled by the Comptroller General.
I wil send you the list. .gave yesterday h. I iled

Secretary HuMPHREY. I gave you a listyesteray which 1 compiled,
and I would be very interested to see the Comptroller General s list
to see how close we can check them.

The C"AIRMAN. If you wish to work on the basis of this list, I will
send it to you.

Secretary HuMPHREY. Fine.
(The list was transmitted to the Treasury' Department staff, June

27, 1957.) (See p. 269.)
senator Km. Mr. Chairman; as j understood your request in

that regard, it included a tabulation of obligations or expenditures by
the Government outside of those included in the official budget
statements.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Official debt statement.,
The CHAIRMAN, Yes.'
Secretary IImupy. ,-These are things that, a I understand it,

-are outald4 of the OLJlci ae dt.
* SenatorKEZF,- i thought you ,- ked.also,, ir. Chairman, for'
expenditures outside of the budget.
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The CHAIRMAN, That is, right, expenditures under authority to
spend directly out of the debt.

Secretary HUMPHRY. Expenditures as well as obligations.
The CHAIRMAN,. Yes.
Senator Kin. Or by the Treasury, outside of the budget.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I did not understand that. Sol am glad

you brought that up, because I understood it was the liability you
were talking about not liability, plus expenditures.

Senator KERR. The statement that the Comptroller General fur.
nished may not have included what we have just mentioned.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think what you asked me, I believe,
Senator Kerr, what you asked were the-let's see, he said:

I would like you to furnish to the committee the total amount of the contingent
liabilities of the Government, and then give your opinion as to the possibility of
these contingent liabilities becoming aotial liabilities.

It did not relate to expenditures.
Senator KERR. If I had not thought it was included, I would have

asked for it.
Secretary HUMPHREY. We will, then, if you want it, include it.

But I do not think it was previously requested.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like for it to be in a separate statement.
Secretary HUMPHREY. We have given you material on contingent

liabilities and we also will give you our comments on the Comptroller
General's tabulation. I

The CHAIRMAN. Will you work from the statement tentatively
compiled by the Comptroller General? ' . - ; ....

Secretary HUMPHREY. We will take that as a basis and check.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. When the statement

on long-range commitments and contingencies is received, it will be
placed in the record where it was requested. (See pp. 80 and 156.)

(Secretary Humphrey subsequently submitted the following for
the record:)
TREASURY COMMENTs o0' CONTINGENT LlALItT TflATUMO eNT Com x b? V

COMPTROLL.R GNRAL's Onl,'wu+o+
We have reviewed the material on oontingont liabilities which we understand

was prepared by the, Comptroller, Ges'ls office, including. thb following
summary:

[on Millionsi _ _ __ _ _

+ + ++ + Pub ar
Itsm Date Gross debt

Anaont cu' tlo held

General contingent liabilities of the Goverment:
Loans and mortgagee guaranteed or Insured by the Government. June. 80,. 108 I $407
government insurance In force ...................... o ........001 7%2
Postlsavlngs deposits ......... :- .. ..... .......... .......do ........ 17
Federal Reserve notes (loe amount) ......... ........ do ........ 28.82 2878
Obligations Issued by Goverment 61 ...le..-.-,--.....--..do...... .2,08
Commitments to mak, guralite and ira 1 io. purchae.do.......6,042 -'-

Unaidlrptlons----------- ------------------- do 2,5.......

Other ....................................... - do ........ ......

Unused borrowing power of Government Vn...............do------. 88.
Trust fund oon t Ilhlltba ..... Various. 7, 284 .... .

Total .....................................................A..... . sm 131,0

We have a number of comments to make about these figures and the explana.
tory notes which accompany them.
tn response to the statement attached to these figures that "there is no require.

ment that all long-range commitments and contingent liabilities of the United
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8tatO&GoVe'Amenlt be reportil regularly to th Treasury, Department-or .a.ny
other agency," let us poni out that-the Treasury Department has been compiling
figures on long-range commitments and contingencies and reporting these from
time to'time o congressional c'omfntttees since 1946'. Such figures are secured
from Government agencies by the Treasury through'various reporting require.
ments of the Department wlich were codified in the form of Department Uircular
m, 966 dated January 1, 1956. ' The resultant data as of December 19586 have

ready been, ma4e a part of the record of these hearings in answer to a request
by the chairman.

As will be noted in the Treasury's statement of long-range commitments and
contingencesp_ we do not attempt.to add up all of the various contingenciesn i'the
way that the, Copptroller'General's statement does, as we do not believe that such
totals have any significance. The only conditions which would create the ieed
for the'Government to make good on any substantial part of these contingencies
would be national financial disaster and world upheaval. If the Governinent
Should be required to pay any such obligation it would only be after allowance for
offsettIng assets, with.many of the assets in the form of Government secilrities. .;

Government guaranteed or insured loans and mortgages (including cotnmIt-
ments), Government insurance In force, Federal Reserve notes, postal savings
deposits, and unpaid subscriptions involving, as they do, a variet of degrees
,of responsibility, all have a place in any overall appraisal of the Jovernment's
financial condition. At the one extreme, the Government has specific statutory
liability in respect to Federal .Reserve notes. At the other extreme the leal
liability of the Government for the insurance undertakings of the FDIO'trlhe
FSLIC Is limited to the insurance fund and Treasury loans. Nevertheless, in
appraising the Government's' financial condition, we have generally included a
reference to the FDIC and FSLIC as a part of the Government's "long-range
commitnients and contingencies." Others of the listed items fall between these
two extremes, In most cases, the possibility of the Government being required
to make any substantial outlay is remote.

Thle following items in the statement have never been considered by the
Treasury to be properly included in such a list: '

1. Obligations Issued to the public by Government agencies --------- $2, 680

A3. Unused borrowing power of Government agencies-. . .-------4 4 83
4. Trust fund qontingent liabilities -------------- 271, 254

Total-- -------- -- 32, '698

The reasons for the exclusion of the above items from the Treasu*-statement
on long-range commitments and eontingencies are as f0gows:
1. Obligao ion. issued to ge publi, by, (owrhmu,*ag s
'' These represent debt obligations of the. banks for cooperatives the Federal
home loan banks, the Federal intermediate credit banks, and the Federal National
Mortgage Association. These obligations are not guaranteed as to either-principal
or interest by the United States. They are direct liabilities of the issuing agencies,
and aft purchased and held "on the -basts of the financial strength of the issuing
corporation. (Furthermore, if there were any liability on the Government, and

there isot, it would be;limited to any excess of these agency debt liabilaities over
t ou't ofl Government securities and other assets owned by the issuing
agencies. These assets are not listed s offsetting items in the Comptroller
General's tabulation.) - o I I .

These items represent $1,179 million of undelivered orders and contracts, $138
million 'of grants, and $14 million of other items.

Undelivered orders represent future deliveries of goodq an4 services for which
the Government will presumably receive full value. They are a part of the whole
financial picture of the Government, but-the Treasury does not list them as con-
tingent liabilities any more than do commercial or industrial firms list their
obligations to pay for future deliveries of merchandise. Upon delivery, they will
become not contingent liabilities but direct liabilities amYd payment for them will
be made from the general fund of the Treasury, In effect, as taxes receivable actu-
ally.materialize as budget receipts.-.

~ Od
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S. Unued borrowing power of Government agencies

This authority of Government agencies to borrow from the Treasury is not
-considered by the Treasury as being in the nature of a contingent liability although
it-along with the carryover balances of appropriations from one year to another-
may become the basis for a real liability some time in the future.

Even if it were proper to include such items as contingent liabilities, the amount
of $48,433 million of unused borrowing power presented in the Comptroller Gen-
eral's statement is apparently overstated by $28 558 million, which represents the
total of mortgages that could be insured by Federal Housing Administration.
This latter item does not represent cash borrowing authority from the Treasury.
Any mortgages insured by that agency which go into default are replaced by PITA
debentures, which securities are guaranteed as to both principal and interest by
the Government and which, at the time of their issuance, are included as part of
the Federal debt. They are therefore, a real rather than a contingent liability
once they are issued. Also, there appears to be double counting involved because
the first item in the Comptroller General's statement, "Loans and mortgages
guaranteed or insured by the Government," already includes $19,152 million (out
of the maximum possible $28,558 million) of outstanding insured FHA mortgages
on June 30, 1956.
4. Trust fund contingent liabilities

The Comptroller General's statement includes $271,254 million as "Trust fund
contingent liabilities," including $251,000 million for the Federal old-age and
survivors insurance trust fund.

This represents the unfunded liability of the old-age fund, as computed actuari-
ally to be payable over a long period of years. It is not a present liability. An
evaluation 6f future trust fund obligations should be coupled with an evaluation
of future trust fund income to be meaningful.

Furthermore, the Congress intended that this program should be completely
self-supporting and specifically provided that benefit payments were to be madl
only from the fund.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Whereupon, at 1 p. m. the conunittee adjourned, to reconvene

at 10:30 a. m., Thursday, Yune 27, 1957.)





INVESTIGATION OF THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF
THE UNITED STATES

THURSDAY, TUNE 27, 1957

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess at 10:30 a. m., in room 312,

Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Plood Byrd (chairman) pre-
siding.

Present: Senators Byrd (chairman) Kerr, Frear, Long Anderson,
Gore, Martin, Williams, Flanders, Carison, Benleott, and Jenner.

Also present: Robert B. MyhkiT i lysia.3trff, Debt Division,
Office of the Secretary othe I Treasury; E1izabeth Bi, Springer, chief
clerk; and Samuel D. )Mcllwain, special counsel.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will mone to order. \
The Chair recokizes Senator Frear.("
Senator FREA. Thank you Ai . Chairman.

STATEMENT iFHON. "'fiORGE M. V* REY$CET O/ THi -TR s X RYzqmied/

Senator F EAR. Good mornird/ r. 1secrete yr I tr st you hai a
good night'sl rest, with-aait inter q4enco.. , s ha

Secretary fHuMPHRtY."St oyin,.Oer ,yu-questns, Senatbr,
that is all.\

Senator FEAR. I a~n sure ti t was icq woin to you.. [Laught~r.J
Mr. Secretary, yesterday, wie we weoe dVjaigifing the farmworcer

income in 196 in you rep 6rt, I-Wtdrst)t the SeiAtqr from ew
Mexico reciv d a lettr from the D tiratrmelt of Agr7i~ulture Clari-
fying some of lose figures. \ \ / /

Would you object if thatwere made part of.,the record .at the
proper place in tIh testimon? . "

Secretary HuMPItEY, I believe that is"very desirable. 7
The CHAIRMAN. If'tere is no objection, it will be i . rfkd in the

,ecord at the place it wks.requested. (See p. 252.) ,-

Secretary PvmRmRY. D-youhave the copy -- ,
Senator FREAR. No, sir; I do not....
Secretary IIMHRnEY. Shall I read it, or hand it in?
Senator FREAI. Just as you like.
Secretary HuMPiREY. I might just as welf read it.
DEAR SENATOR ANDUnInON: I n answer to your question thick morning as to esti-

lates of farm income per worker and operators' net per farm income, the Eco-
iomic Report of the President, transmited to the Congress January 23. 1957,
is a summary table on income of the farm population, 1929-56, which shows
Rrin income'per worker as $1,711 for 1055 and $1,862 for 1956. The 1956 figures
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especially were based on such preliminary materials as were available to us
through Lecember at the time, but such changes as we have made since or have in
prospect indicate that these are still relatively good figures with much of the
Increase In 19056 accounted for by the fact that the estimated average number of
farmworkers fell from 8,287,000 In 1955 to 7,860,000 in 1956.

The economic report for January 1957 also carried a preliminary estimate of
Opor to' f et incomV per farm of $2,261 for 1955 and $2,422 for 1966i . These
fldiresreate to about 6 mIllon farms In 1955 and to about 4,000,000 farms in 1958k

I have not been able to chec* she figure of smet7 million farm families which
you indicated had been mentioned to you by soneone recently. Our estimate as
of March 1956 was 4 900,000 farm-operator families and 70,000 farm-laborer
families, making total of about 5,600, 00 farm families.

Meanwhile, a of the above figures are of course necessarily tentative and will be
subject to some slight changes when we Issue ouir revised farm Income estimates
based on a complete summary of sales, inventory, and such other check data as we
have been able to obtain over the last several months.

These revisions will be released on or about the 16th of July.
Yours very sincerely,' 'O.. WBLLS, Admninistrator.

And, Senator, this checks, out the figures we were talking about
yesterday.
. Senator FRnuAR. Mr. Secretary, does that not, according to the

estimate, prove that the total income of all farmworkers was less in,
1956 than in 1955?

Secretary HVumPmaY. Where are these two figures here?
Total farm income figures are not here, Mr. Senator.
Senator FREAR. No, sir, but if we estimated and multiplied the

number of workers by the income, or divided, as the thing may be
I think we will find the total, overall amount would be less for all
farmworkers' income.

Secretary HvMPRiEY. You see, both the number of farms and-
workers went down, but whether total income went down, I just
do not know.

This indicates, Senator, that the number of workers went down
and the amount of income went up.

Senator FREAg. That is right. And if we multiply the number of
workers in 1955 by the income as stated in your report, and the
workers in 1956 by the income stated in your report, I think you
will find that the total would be less in 1956.

Secretary HuMPHaHY. Well, these figures indicate the opposite.'
These figures indicate that the workers! income was a little less in
1955 than it was in 1956.

Senator FIEAR. In the Economic Indicators for June 1957--
Secretary HUMPHREY. The figures I was referring to were on page'

187 of the Economic Report. And that is operator's farm income.
Senator FRnAa. Yes, sir,.
If you will have Mr., Mayo turn to page 7, I think that is, next to

the last riaht hand column, and you will see the* 1955 dollars are
$2,385 net come per farm; 1956 is $2,364; and for the first'quarter
of 1957-

Secretary HuMPHREY. $2,384; $2,364.
Senator FRomt. Yes, sir. You see those two figures?
Secretary Huuvmazy .Yes, sir.,

"Senator InL~. And it is a , small amount; but less.
8. Wel, the total was a little less.

S "ry HUMPHREY. But, you see-
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Senator FREAR. If yoU will refer---
Secretary HUMPHREY. But, you see, the number of people you

divide into that also went down.
Senator ]FRCAR. Yes, sir.'
Secretary HUMPHREY. So the people might get more, even though

the total was less, the lesser number of people.'
Senator FREAr. That is right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. .f the people went down a little faster than

the money then per person would go up
Senator FREDAIR. I think that is actually what it did, per person

went up, but the total workers' income was decreased.
Secretary HuMPHRY. That is right. But there were fewer workers,

so that the individual worker got a little more.
Senator FRiEAR. That is true, as I see it.
Now, on that same page, 1957, the first quarter, gives the figure of

$2,340. That is the last figure down there.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator FwmAR. Which is a little bit less than the $2,364 the

previous year.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Again less, but also it might be more per

worker.
Senator FREAR. Yes, sir.
That means that fewer farms got less per farm, however.
Secretary HUmpHREY. Well, no, because farms decreased, - too,

the number of farms went down.
Senator FREAR. I think if we multiplied that out, it may not be

too much, but it will be a little less.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I see.
I think per farm and per worker is moving up a little, although the

total is moving down.
But the other side of the coin is that the worker, farm worker, who

previously was on the farm, is now working somewhere else, so that
his income appears in some other place.

senator FREAR. Well, I think there is probably some substance to
that, sir. However, the figures that we have given-

Secretary HuMpHREY. It is a shift.
Senator F.RiA., You agreethat the figures you have just given are

as accurate as you know how to get them?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is right.
Senator FREAR. Yesterday, Mr. Secretary, I think we skipped over

the questions that pertained to your testimony as given on page 22,
and youwere to supply some figures in response to my first question on
that page.

Secretary eUMPHEY. s Y, Senator. I think that the first thing
you asked for was the Government contribution to the eivil service
retirement fund

Senator FREAR. May I just restate the question.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, if you will.
Senator FREAR. I think I asked for the amount-of appropriations

Sreqested by your administration, year by yeer, from i54k to 1957,
inclusive, for the civilservice retirement fnd. .

Secret HUMPHREY. I have at here.
In 1954, the figure'as submitted in thee budget document of January
.. 1053,hih was*1 neer changed' and Which Was scared through,

$a 427 uidilllio.
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That figure, because of the Kaplan committee's investigation which
was going.on with the Congres s, was reduced'when it came to the
matter of appropriation, because it was thought best by the Congress,
and there was no objection from the administration, to iwait,the
determination of the Ka lan committee's findings, and that $427
million was reduced to, $3 T million.

In 1955, the request was made for $30 million, anid the appropriation
was $30 million, awaiting the Kaplan report ,

By the 1956 budget, the Kaplan committee had made a report;
the request was increased to $216 million, and the appropriatiQn was
$233 million.

In 1957, the request was for $295 million, and the appropriation
was for $525 million.

And in 1958, the request was for $641 million; and that is, of course,
pending.

Senator FREAR. Yes, sir.
What is the Kaplan report?
Secretary HUMPHREY. The Kaplan Committee was appointed to

review the retirement policy for Federal personnel, and they were
studying what those amounts should be and what the revisions should
be and so forth, and studying this subject. ' .

senator FREAR. I assume when you said the administration agreeA
that the appropriation not be made to the fund, that you concurred
in that.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, you mean me, myself?
Senator FREAR. Yes, sir.
Secretary HUMPHREY. As Secretary of the Treasury?
Senator FREAR. Yes, sir, as Secretary of the Treasury.
Secretary HUMPiucY. I have no recollection of it. But I have no

doubt I did. There was no objection from the administration.,
Senator FREAR. During the time that appropriations were, tempo-

rarily set aside, so to speak, did the Kaplan Committee or Congress
suggest that this money be made up later on, that is, the Government
contributions to the fund, since they were not going to contribute for a
year or 2 years, as the case was here? Was there any statement,
either from the administration or from Congress that these shortages
in contributions would be made up in future years?

Secretary HUMPHRE-Y. I do not know, Senator, whether it was.or not.
Senator FREAR YOU say in 1956 the budget request was $216

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator FREAR. And the. House raised it to $237 million, is that

right?
Secretary HUMPHREY.- $233 million was the amount appropriated.
Senator -FREAia. $233 million. That is not too far off, but the Civil

Service Commission's report of 1956 states $237 million. We will
not quibble about that.

Secretary Hump EY. There might be an error somewhere.
Senator IF'RAR. ut it is close enough.
.Was it :anticinted by the administration,. the Budget Bureau,

and or the Secretary ofq, the TreasurY, that these deficits would be
made up?
•, Secreta HuuPi . Well; I will iSay'. so'far as I personally was

cern ,We, Uas not., Bt I cannot answer that. Mr. Folson :was
in the Treasury'd1fngh i paticular time, and thlw his gpatc

/
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field -and the basic subject. they were considering was whether, and
to what extent it was practical to putmoney into these funds.-
. If you went tostrit insuranceclculations, you would accumulate
thes6efunds very rapidly and the question was whether it was desira-
ble todo, that and build some great fund, on these theoretical basis
of these calculations; or, having accumulated a suf.cient backlog in
the fund to meet any foreseeable emergency, the thing to do was to
revise it down onto a more nearly pay-as-you-go basis.*

And the result of the discussions was sort f a compromise.
Senator FREAR. "Yes.
Was that not the intent of the statute, to ioake it on a pays-you-

go basis, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary HUMPHREY.. No. You see, this is all highly theoretic4

It is all -what sombody computes will occur years hence. .:
Senator FREAR. I recognize that. But there has to be a computaT

tion for the contributions by the civil-service employees; and at the
same time, there should be and apparently has been a computation
for the Government participation in the retirement fund.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Employee payments are about $2 billion
more, cumulative over the period, than the Government payments.

Senator FREAR. Yes, sir. That is right.
Apparently the Kaplan report-which I am not familiar with----
Secretary HUMPHREY. I am not, either.
Senator FREAR. Apparently it did recommend that the Govern-

ment make annual appropriations to. the fund, since you or the Bureau
of the Budget has requested them since that time.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, actually, I am sorry that I cannot
answer the detail of what went on, because, as I say, Mr. Folsom had
charge of this. I personally did not.

Senator FREAR. Yes.
Secretary HUMPHREY. And I have no definite recollection about it.
Senator FREAR. Yes, Sir.
Has the request of the Budget Bureau been put into effect and

Congress had made the appropriations for the year 1954, how much
would that have increased the Federal deficit for that fiscal year?

Secretary HUMPHREY. About, a little less than $400 million, three
hundred and ninety-odd-million dollars-,

Senator FREAR. Then your deficit for that year was how much?
Secretary HUMPHREY. 1954, $3.1 billion.
Senator REAR. Yes, sir.
Secretary HUMPHREY. This would have made it about $3.5 billion,
Senator FmDAR. $3.5 billion; yes, sir., "
Now, the same for 1955. You made a request for $30 million.
Secretary HUMPHREY. The request was for $30 million, and tho

appropriation was for $30 million. That was the agreedbasw, ap-
parently.

Senator FE.&nAR. Yes, sir. So that had the same, thing appled iM
1955 as in 1954, how much would that have increased your deficit
for 1955, if you can give it?

Secretary HUMPHiEY. Well, the request and the amount appropn-
ated were eactly the same in those yea . There was no difference.

Senator Fw.R. Yes;I recognizett, sir. But-
Secretary HuMPIaIRE. You meanwtwe had requestedagai 19550,

thepaome-'..
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Senator FnnA.a. Had you followed the previous administration's
plan of requesting it, and I assume the plan during the first year
of your Administration, since you did request it but because of the
Kaplan report you did not follow through , assuming that the initial
request had prevailed how much would that have increased your
deficit for 1955?

Secretary HuMPHRzY. Well, if you had had the same amount-
you see, this is all a very highly technical, theoretical computation
that you are working with here, which gets into all kinds-

Senator FREAR. I agree, but it proves the point.
Secretary HUMPEr.:ut if we had used, as you suggest, exactly

the same request for 1955, of $427 million, that was made n 1954, yot
would havehad another $400 million deficit.

Senator FREAm. Then what would that have made your deficit for
the year 1955?SecretaryHuMPHREY. It would have gone from $4.2 billion to
$4.6 billion.

Senator FREAR. In 1956, you requested and received, as I under-
stand it-

Secretary HUMPHREY. We requested $216 million and got $233
million or $237 million, whichever it was.

Senator FREAR. You reported a surplus in 1956, did you not, in,
the budget?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, sir, $1.6 billion.
Senator FREAR. $1.6 billion. Well, had the same figures applied

as you had used for the 2 previous years-
Secretary HUMPHREY. It would have been $200 million less.
Senator FREAR. Or $1.4 billion.
Now then, in 1957, you requested $295 million.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right, and we got $525 million.
Senator FREAR. And you got $525 million.
The $525 million, I assume, will be included at the end of the-

fiscal year.
Now, how much of a deficit or surplus do you anticipate for 1957?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, we do not have our figures yet

Senator. But it is going to be around a billion dollars. I cannot tell
within $200 million of $300 million-

Senator FREAR. That is a surplus sir?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is rigit.
Senator FREAR. You anticipate a billion-dollar surplus, or there-

abouts?
Secretary HUIAPHREY. One way or the other from a billion dollars.
Senator FREAR. Does that include your contribution to the civil-

service retirement fund?Secretary HUMPHREY. That will-include whatever the appropriation,
was.

Senator FREA-R. If we take those 4 years together, bow much would
that change the total of your surplus or deficit of the 4 years?

Secretary HUMPHiREY. It would be about $800 million, I think,
would it not? There is 4 and 4 is 8, aid 2 is 10, less 21here is 8., I
should think about $800 million.

Senator FwtEAR. What does that make your budget for the 4 years?*
Secretary HUMPHREtY. Make what? .
Senator FREAR. What does that make your plus and minutes ftr

the 4 years, in the Fderal budget?
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Secretary HUMPnjtEY. We will have to add that up.
I do not know what to'use for this year. Do you want to use the

budget figure? I suppose that it----
Senator FREAR. If the billion 'dollars is close enough we can use

that.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I ,do not know whether it will. be, a billion

200 or 300 or 400 or 800 or 900 million. I would think that prob.
ably-let's put a billion and a half in to figure it. That would be--
actually, we have had deficits of $7.3 billion and credits of about $3
billion. We have a net deficit of about $4 billion.

Senator FREAR. I wish you could promise me that you will have
credits and I would be happier about it. It will only total about
$2.6 billion?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, it will be somewhere between $2.6
billion and $3 billion.

Senator FREAR. So that even at your figure of $3 billion, the deficit
for the 4 years is something over $4 billion.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator FREAR. I think it would hardly be fair to assess the total

deficit of the civil-service retirement fund to the past 4 years, so: it
should be only 25 percent or 20 percent, I do not know the exact
figure; but the question is Do you and the administration now, ,as
requested in your 1958 budget of $641 million, believe that the Gov-
ernment should supply its part in cash to the retirement fund?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I believe , there is-,and again, now, I am
speaking not of my personal knowledge, because somebody else has
been handling it, but I think the Budget Bureau and the committee
and Congress and other people have arranged that there will be higher
amounts in order to offset this differeice----.

Senator FREAR. Yes.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Over 'a period.
Senat6r FREAR. IN order -at least, to make up for the 2 year in

which only $30 million was put in, therefore it is anticipated, that i
will be brought up to- date?

Secretary HUMPHREY. It will be brought forward over a period
Senator FREAR. It will be brought. forward over a period in the

future.'
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator FREAR. Of course, it is by statute now that each agency has

to include cash contributions ip the respective budgets.
Secretary HUMPHREY. The present budget puts it all back to the

agencies themselves. There is no lump figure, but each agency con-
tributes its own.

Senator FREAR. So this $641 millionJ.is a contribution of all of the
agencies.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct. It is spread all through
the budget.

Senator FREAR. Yes.
Who handles the investments for the civil service retirement fund?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Mr. Burgess..
Senator FREAR. It is in the Treasury Department?
Secretary HUMPHREY. It is in Treasury; yes.
Senator FREAR. What are the investments of the fund?
Secretary HUMPHRnEY. Well, they are all Government special

issues.
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Senator FaiAR. The same: policy is followed in the fund for the
retirement of civil service employees as you follow, in the social
security fund?

SSecretary HvuPinavy. That is right.
Senator itxWA. Yes, sir.
In other words, you take out the cash and put in Government

bonds, y S general
Secioetary'polio''

I think it might be well to just tell a little incident about that, as
a part of this.A rAnumber of years ago, 2 or 3 years ago--it seems a lot longer,
these are a very long 4 years, so it seems longer [laughter--but 2 or 3
fears ago, a businessman was a little critical-of the fact that we took
the money, s he said, out of the funds and put in an I 0 U, which
is not an 10 U, it is a Government obligation. And I asked him
it he did not have a pension fund, and lie said he did. And I asked
him what his pension fund was invested in. He says, "Ours is in-
vested in Government bonds.". I said, "So is ours."

There has been a lot of criticism,
Senator FxAVA. He was a satisfied customer after that.
Secretary HuMPRimY. But it is entirely unjustified, the criticism.
Senator FREAI. If yourefer to the, 1956 Annual Report of the Civil

Service Commission, why was the interest in 1956 less than the 3 pre-
vious years, even though the principal was higher each year?

Secretary HuM,trupy. I think you will have to ask Mr. Burgess
about that. This is Mr. Burgess' function to handle these things, and
I cannot give you the detail. He will save a lot of time in answering
them.

Senator FREAiR. Yes. All right, sir.
Mr. Secretary, what pxrams suggested by the President have

not been enacted by the Conress?
Secretary H aitiicy. I d-o not think I could tell you in detail,

Senator.
Senator FicA. One of them, you know, was Federal aid to educa-

tiom.
Secretary HUMPHREY., You mean that were suggested in the present

budget which have not yet been enacted?
Senor F.Rai. No. The programs that were originally suggested

by the President, either in his state of the Union message or-
Secretary HUMPHREY. For this year, or the whole 4 years?
Senator FRDAR. The whole 4 years.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I couldn't tell you right offhand.
Senator iRAR. I see.
You do not know whether Congress has enacted all of the programs

suggested by the President?
seetary Humm .No I do not think so. I can think of one

that means a great deai to me that was not enacted, and that was
putting the Post Office on a pay-as-you-go basis. [Laughter.]

--Senator FREAiI., I think that:is very good one.
Secretary HUMPHREY. It is one I have been very interested in. '
Senator FREAR.. The President could have corralled a lot, of extra

;pport , I think, had his suggestions ben ina little different form,
ewiR not debate the Postte Dqartment niow,, Mr Secretary.

But had those programs been i effect, what difference do you
think it would hav- made W t64dgt ?-
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Secretary HuMpaRwy. I could not tell you. The Post Office would
have helped us quite a lot,

SenatOr FRAL That would have been one in your favor.
Secretary HuMPairy. Yes, sir.
Senator FREAn. I suppose, just as a parting shot, we ought to go

after something, Mr. Secretary. [Laughter.J
Yesterday,, Presi ent Eiefihower, asked business to refrain from

increasing prices. Do you'believe the steel industry.should cornOOl
with the president's request?

Secretary HUMPHRY. I do not know whether he asked them not
to increase at all, or not. I think what is intended, and I think what
is correct is that this matter of inflation is a very, ve serious problem
for all of us, for everybody in this country, and Zthik that the
Government cannot do the job alone and should not be expected to.
I do not think the Government can do any of these economic jobs
alone.

I think that the economics of this country are very, very largely
dependent upon the conduct of the people of the United States and
what they do.

And the people of the United States, and specifically, I think, both
employers and employees, in making their demands either for wages
or for prices, should take into account not what is going to happen justin the next quarter or the next half-year or the next year, but they
should take into account the effect of their actions on the whole
economy. Within the limits of successful business operation and fair
wages-you are entitled to both and this country will not be any
good. without both-but within tle limits of a reasonably successful
operation and fair wages, that longer-term view should be taken and
the demands of both should be harmonized, as far as possible, looking
to the longer-term viewsinstead of what is going to happen just next
week.

Senator FREAR. Do you think in the President's request yesterday
that 1he should have excluded the farmers? In other words, he
referred only to business. Is farming a business in that category; or
is it not?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I assume he was talking about business,
not-

Senator FREA 7. Business industrial, and not farmers?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes. That would be my assumption.
Senator FREAR. But you certainly feel the farmers should not

refrain from getting a little more of the consumer's dollar on these
increased prices?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not know too much about it, but I think
the'farm problem is a little different problem from what, is called the
business problem.

Senator FREAR. Yes, sir; I recognize the problem is different, but
the money in his pocket means just as much as it does to the industrial
man.

Secretary HuMPHREy. What- I mean is this, - Senator: You would
"o have exactly the same, things; it is a dikerent problem. You

Would have different ways of getting at'the problem,
Senator FREAR. I concur in that statement very, very much. As a

matter of fact, I think perhaps we have tried to do things for different
type of industry as they relate to fta .g, and a to farming
= t, andha ve not been too suessful i it. i
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T will make this the last one and this is from memory:
I believe earlier in your testimony, you indicated that the people

of this country, including, the industalists should refrain from sub-
sidies as far as possible.
, Then you went on to'say that, all of these people who had been
affected 'by budget cuts were hore crying on the shoulders of the
administration, saying that It was all right to clip the budget for some.
body else, but not where it affected tdtomr s ine

i think d 'ing that conversation you said to your knowledge, that
no group of industrial people or no sogmont of our economy had so
far come forth requesting that subsidies be eliminated.

secretary HuMeimmy. That their own subsidies---
Senator FiIAn. Their own subsidies be eliminated.
Secretary I{UMiIIinfy, I have not Son anly.
Senator lARAIt I think in some testimony before this (*Onuittee

a couple of farm groups did state that they were ini favor of no Federal
sabsi ies whatsoever for anybody, and that they would a ree to'start
the "ilo subsidy" appeal if there was some indication tflat industry
and others would follow it up.

I just think those farm organizations, at least, should be given a
little credit for their initiative in trying to eliminate Government
subsidies,

Secretary Humi ntiy. I think that is right.
&nator FnitiAt. Thank you Mr Socretary, for your kindness in

answering the questions, and tie manner in whiich you have answered

I twink after we have read this record, that they will be very re
flective. Thank you. T

Secretary HuMMAn .Thank you,.Senator Frear,
The CI3A1iitmAr. The Chair recognizes Senator Williams,. of Dela-ware."" r

Senator FamAum, This is a. Delaware day. [Laughter.]
Senator Wt.imsM. Mr. Secretary, first I 7ould like to refer to

questions asked by my colleague in connection with the civil service
retirement system, and I think this should be put into the record in
order to clarify it at this point. The Hoover Commission in studying
the reorRization of the Government found that we had about 18
to 20 different retirement systems and made a recommendation that
a committee should be appointed for the purpose of studying these
retirement systems with the thought perhaps of consolidating them.
In 1952 Congress passed a resolution setting up such a Committee
and appropriated $250 000, President Truman appointed this Com-
mittee, of which Mvhr. KJaplan was the Chairman. - • .

In 1953 the Committee asked for an extension to complete its work
and President Eisenhower asked for an additional appropriation of
$167,000, which Congress approved. He then reappointed the same
Committee to continue the work, and pending the report of that
Committee, Congress did holdup appropriations.

Now, the Committee in thewreport to Congress:made the recom
mendation that we should combine these systems and the civil service
system all with the soCial-security system, which proposal was rejected

b-Congress.
SeetaryHuPumar. That is right.
Semtor WIuAMs..And in place of that, Congress passed .a lW

putting the contributions of the employees on a fixed 6%-pernt raoW
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and: w fixed the Governments contrbdtio 'a,64. percent, whiob is
mandatory, and your budget estimate thisyear of sez;bunidre(4.-milon.
something dollars is an .estimate onlyi, but it, is payable idenioaly,
I mean in direct proportion to the amount of sala-,es paid? .' .

Secretary Ht7uPnazY#. That Is right.
Sopator WLAM Us, This rate is fixed under the law, and whether

there is an accumulated deficit or whether there is not is something
the Congress will have to face in the future, I suppose,

Secretary fm, Hrnv.y At some other time.
Senator WILLIAMS. At some other time.'
Secretary HuMmHiRi. 'Thank you very mu&a . .
Senator WILLIAMS. Furthermore, under the Jaw the investments

are required by law all to be In Government bonds
Secretary fIuMrnuIvY. Yes, sir,
Senator WILLIAMS. I thought it should be cleared. It just so hap

pens I have here the report, but we will not go nto the trouble of
reading that report here and the reco mmendations.

Secretary HIUMPuntiY; That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, I was interested in a report

that, came out this morning, or a release to the press,i which I -think
should be commented upon. It is a report of the Subcommittee on
Fiscal Policy of the Jofnt Economic Committee of.the Houe and
Senate, under the chairmanship of, Congressman Mills. It is com-
,prised of Conrssman Curtis oIMissouri; Senator Douglas, a member
of this committee; Senator O'Mahoney and Senator Goldwater.

I would like to read just an excerpt from this report, because they
rather strongly endorse the monetary police. of the administration
as I interpret it. This report reads--I am reading from page 2 of
the report:

Inflation Is a grave economic problem facing the American economy today.
Failure to deal with it forthrightly will result In Increasing hardships for millions
of Americans. It will impose the costs of economic instability on future genera
tions by making achievement of steady economic progress Increasingly difficult.

And continuing reading over on another page of the report, it says:
The basic problem is an inadequate level of savings out of current Income. An

ever-increasing volume of ro' 1 Savings Is needed to meet the economy's require-
mentd for replacement of pint. and equipment under inflated prices andl for
growth based upon full exploitation of rapid technological advances. Fiscal and
monetary policies should be directed toward encouraging a higher level of volun-
tar' ' reAl savings' under the present conditions of Inflationary pressure

Since' these objectives htve not been fuliy accomplished, public policies toeope
with increases In the price level must take the form o general fiscal and monetary

.restraints on the expasion of total sending. It is recognized that the buiden
of such restraints may not bI, evenly distributed throughout the economy. The
burden of Inflation, however,ris far more inequitably distributed. The alternative
to general fiscal and' credit controls i* some form of direct Government control
over wage and price determination.. The use of this type of control would eruce
results as badj If not worso, than the, I4tionagait wich Is would, b
,and ehoud be avolde . :

Was'wgnderilkg, Mr.,Seeay it: Yu would wae to cxnzt 19P
this report at this time?

Secretary 'IuMH=Y I testified before ,that committee o Friday,
Jiine'4 ,; 'andI was ery~gratified.a~d'please,4 t read the report att
that. onunitee iiiadei f ecauso the commiti &weets reeo$ j Isemactl T 4_ 9 R41hi linek .of. the pollty h tht JWoeI hove ben;oowing. v Iti f.o"1 w t he
policy that we have been following ' tl, 4t, rp et
thatit be continued.

*8088--57--19
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Belator Wua4AUs. That is the reason I thought itwaworth calling
tA- the atteon of the ooflh0flittool

oaeta,-y- I,,wnnt. I think it4s very desirable to bave ihis report

for your oaideradics. Therheard a large xlunber of; outside it-
nesses as well as the administration witnesses. ,

S.e nator, WILLU . Mr. Chairman, ,I think kt would be wel-, is

rVery shorttAf here we Imight have mde,a part of the record this
complete statement.

The CHAIRMAN. If there is no objection, it will be inserted,.
Senator KMaR. I reserve tho Miht to objfct, Mr. Chairman. I see

no reason to clutter up this reeor b i cldingwithin it a rather offi-

dWl lgbhy document., It cdabo
Senator WILLIAMs. ii wil withdraw the request, but the partI

wished included is only a page and a half.
-.Senator KIRP I &Ave not ,objected. I will reserve my right to

senator WILLIAm. Youmay be ri&.
Th CHeAIRMA;. The secretary to the committee says it-would be

duvlicating. So it fvill be filed,
Senator WwuxAvs In' the interests of economy, then, we will

-withdtaw it. .
Senator 1(tii. Still reservrin~ the lriht to object, and -that is the

only way I can speak at thie tme, ri Ch.irman, Ihope that the

-memibers, of the committee will radr that, report, because I thiAk
if they orfully-disorn it, they will flid, from fit wbat should not be

in our report. u
Senator WIL IS. The reason I was askbigthat it be ut - as

part of the record was. that I thought the comuniwttee should read it,

but we will see that the committee is supplied with copies.

Mr. Secretary, a lot has been said duinnq recent months, and in
:particular during the recent days before this committee, as to the

question of high Interest rates, and the question has come tomWy mia

as to whether or not niterest'rates aref high if we go back and compare

them over a period of puiorr years, or whether we just are considering

izt rest rates gh tsd beca, e we, are coi.panng tem with two

periods in which there. were arc ogtro, sin operation?
Secretary HumPHRRY., I think the latter is ,the as,,Sen"tor.

Senator 'Wk 4xvs. For instance we O~pare -interest rates tda
with the period'. betweer '141 WA 1951, at which time they w rb

supported atpar by the ,ederal aeo've System. -l that noit true

gec r iiattwsY That is- correct
Senator WILI.IIaB. And, prior to 1941, goip$ baok -to around 1920,

I thnk t was, Governent bonds wre ,Iarlall taY eep_

that not correct?--and some of them wvre W] y tax exempt?
Secretell Htmmniuwr. That is right,
Sector WfLLAMS. Therefore, the Ax&exempt feature ai those

bonds would make a great difference in the comparative rates? It
~~~th~~~~~~~r~ u*~s fOr'tteftb wr a zittday, -would

have a more-
Secretry H at*. AYO OWoud h&ve a lower interest t.oo

$enitor Wn~t.-Mu. A oe neetn~Nw opurse t

thought: ,How does the ihterest ia nto ubiolpuis today sma7
$rth *hat it was. 29 r 25,yebms &07o? 1X Ahinkiv thtnorMatim ma~f

* 20,
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the year 1929 and goesn tp e th vrsiio d imt6present Orottdth
years, but the amo.iwmto, sand you w get tb way they flUu ated;
4.27, 4.07, 4.01, 4.65, 4.71, 4.Oa, 3.4O, $.Q7, 3.10, 2.91, 2.76, 2.50, 2.1oY
2.36, 2.06, 1.86, 1.67, 1.64, 2.01, 2.401 2.21, 1.98,2.00, 2:19, 2.72, 2.37?
2.53, 2.93. That 2.93 is at thie sentt ihme. lhat was 9.

SnatOr WwXMAMS. Ia,$her words, State-,I mean mnwde~pals--

Secretary HuMpunirr. They have increased in the ast year again
to--they run this year starting with January-at 3.40, 3.26, 3.32, 3.334
3.52, 3.44, 8.44, 3.51, 3.57, 3.64, and 3.70 on June 8.

Senator WILLIAMS. They have averaged this year around 3.751 i.
that about right? I ,

Secretary HUMPHRY. Just a littie less than that. They are around
3.75 now, and they might have averaged a little less than that.

Senator WILLIAMs. And the period 1929 to, say, 1939 that 10-.yeperiod, they averaged a little better than 4 p nt; is that right?
Secretary HuMPHREY. Yes, for, that period.'
Senator WILL'AMS. In the erly thirties?
Secretary HUMPHRmY. That is right. They were all better thaftl.4

percent.'Senator WILLIAMS. Of course, municipals::re tax exempt, but Ub
ren lity they are financing today on a comparative basis c*Per tia
they were in that period; is that not true?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, sir; that is crrect. The- low pon
was reached in 1946, and they have been going up steadily since 1948.
almost steady.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes. But, at the low point ina 1946,, Govern-
ment bonds were being supported at par?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. And interest rates were being kept at ani ar,-i

ficially low level, which would have had, :an effect on. thel?.
SSecretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. How ar e interest rates on AAA corporativa

bonds?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, they follow t6e same pattern, almolt

exactly, and they start with 4.73, 4.55, 4.58, a they finish with3.386,.
,and down to the end here at 3.82.

Senator WILLIAMS. But they, too based Upon Moody's reports' ofAA bonds, are lower today than they were * the average of thos
prior years?

Secretary Humiw'ra. Yes, sir. They got up .s hig as,01 in
those years. .

Senator WILLIAMS.' NOW, I asked yoMr eiay to op( '
record of the interest' rtes on Oov'erent b~nds alone. Do yom
hav.eth re ortthere wih you?,

Ai lxv Ou *are!,~ zw~u t~~-
~iI~L T-4M8 7EOplicae 44

8ecro ~ ?uW6o dobt ovw wrog p j
Senator W tIIAMS. .1 askedwyoui to go back-a far ps MA-AI_

and Will uot a yq#,z tw Fea l tJ ewbtyuovd
it, perhaps, 'and wewl *M cOrorat 4~ '4 -qo ~ or~
1 think you went back a hundred years,did yoVU non?
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(The table referred to, "Computed interest rate on the public debt
4nd yields on 0ng-term G0vernments,"fis as follows:)

Qomputed interestt 'rate on the public debt 1 (1856-1957) and yields on long-term
GOwrnments (191-57)

IPercnt per annum)

June3s I Oomput
rate

IBM ......................1855-----------------
1858 -----------------
18571-----------------

1861 ....-...............

IM .............. ......
185 ..............

1859-------.....-

M8 ............... ...1880 --------...... 
.------187 -------- ----.------

1873 ..........
1884 ............---------
1878 ......................1884 --------------------
1865 --------------------
1878 .....................

187---------- ------
18808----------------

1889 .....................

1870------------------

1883 -------------------
184 --------------------
188 ---------------------
1884 --------------------
187 --------------------

186.................
1877------------------

1889 --------------------

18901.....................

1891------------------

189 ......................
1893 -------------------
184 .........--------

188 ...............-------

1885------------------
1888------------------
18987-----------------

1899 ..................
1900 ....................

1891-----------------

19042 . .: . :... . .:..

1890: --------------

1905 -- ------------------
1086 -------------------
187 ---------------------

8.5
5.8
5.8
5.4
5.3
5.8
8.66.0
5.9
5.81
6.21
6. 216A28.21
5.8(
5.83
5.83
5.83
5.77
5.78
5.73
5. 67
5.66
5. 49
5.32
C.44
4.68
4.61
3.98

3.95
3.08
4.02
4.15
4.16
4.14
S 4.14
3.87
3.91
3.91
4.00
4.07
4.06
4.08
4.063.0

2.8
2.79
2.70
2.70'
2.60
2.42

d Long-term
yields'

8.Z.........
----------

r ...... ... .

S.... ...... ......'.".....

8---------
8---------
7---------

2...........
3----------

----------

-----------

..........

----------------
--------

I Interest-bearing.
IAverage of monthly average for June/and July each year, 1919 through 1952; June 30 each* year, 193

W1019 through 1941;, fuf taxable 1942 through 1951.

Secretary Hui rusy. Yes. This is on the Government debt and'it
goes over a very long period of tiie at 6 percent and 5 Percent.

Senatr WILLIAMS. I would stiggeSt just in order that we iiig t save
time, we jiis, take 10-year intervIs.' They are ifiblock there where
y we wgie them.

Si~dtay~ flntIf1'HR Th~o Aeoni to be in 5,-yeei i ntdrVA-lsi

me 80 Cot Lon -term
yields I ,

low0 ............. .........190 .....................

1912 ......................loll .......................
1913 ---------------------lots ......................1914 ......................
1015 .................... .
1918 -----------------
1917 ......................
1918------------------
1919 ......................
1w......................
1921 ......................
1922 ..................
1923...............
1924 ................ |!
1926 ...... ........
1926... ... ........
1927 ........

1928 .....................
1932 ......................
1930 ....................1931 ......................
1932 ......................
1933 ......................
1934 ......................
1936 .....................
1937..............-----
1938......................
1930 ......................
190 ......................
1941 ...................
1942 ......................
1943 ....................
197..4....................
1945 ....................
1946 ......................
1947 ................
1948 .................
1949 ......................
1950 ...................
1951 ................
1952 ......................
1953 .................

1956 ......................1055 .. ..............
1057:

May 31 ..............
June 25 ...............

uPuted
rate

2.35
2.33
2.33
2.33
2.36
2.36
2.36
2.37
2.38
3.12
8.91
4.18
4.22
4.34
4.24
4.21
4.18
4.10
4.09
3.96
3.88
3.95
3.81
3.57
3.50
3.35
3.18
2.72
2.56
2.58
2.59
2.60
2.58
2.52
2.28
1.98
1.93
1.94
2.00
2.11
2.18
2.24
2.20
2.27
2.33
2.44
2.34
2.35
2.58

2.75

........ ..

5.58
S4.19

4.34
8.98

8.79
3.68
3.85
3.38
8.66
3.25
3.14
3.67
3.20
2.95
2.70
2.65
2.74
2.52
2.14
2.34
1.00

'2.44
2.45
2.49
2.384
2.17
2.24
2.42
2.32
2.34
2.64
2.61
3.05
2.52
2.80
2.9
8.49
3.64



Secretary HuuPHtzE., Yes, thpe spem o be in -y ter i s'trs I
dan'puCtbi in 10o ''t~ 4lo0. .

Senator WILLIAMS* A ig ht.'I
Secretary HUMPHREYv S.taring; way back wt !855 2t$Q5, i$

was all between 5 and 6 percent mor6 nearly 6,
Senator WLLIAMS. It started outin 1855 at 6.53 percent?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right...
Senator WILLIAMS. And it got down as low as 0,80 during that 10-

year period?
Secretary HUMPHREY. It got down as low as 5.39 at 1 period.
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
Secretary HUMPHREBY. It Would be between 5 and 6, averaging

just under 6.
From the year 1865 to 1875, about the same thing would be true,

the high point there being 6.20, and the low point was 5.73.
The next period, 1875 to 1885, it would be around 5 percent. The

top was 5.67 and the low was 3.95. • Wait a minute. It was 3.88.From 1885 to 1895 it would be around 4 percent,. a little better
than 4 percent. The high was 4.16 and the low was 3.87.

From 1895 to 1905, it began to drop down. It went from 4,07
down to 2.70, and that would average around 3 percent, a little
better than 3.

From 1905 to 1916, was a low period. It went from a high of 2.70
to a low of 2.33, an average Of about 2.5 percent.

From 1915 to 1925 it was running up again and Would average over'

3.5 percent, I would say. The low was 2.37 and the high was 4 34
but many more 4's. It was above 4 percent for the greater part o1
the time.

Senator WILLIAMS. During those intervals there were some long-
term bonds sold as high as 5.56, is that correct?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct. The long-term bonds sold
at 4.70, 5.56, 5.26.

Senator K11nR. What period was that? Pardon me, I did notget
that?

Secretary HuMPURRY. Well, in the year 1920 there vere long-
term-1919 was when the long..term bonds were sold at 4.70; in1920
at 5.56; in 1921 at 5.26; 1922 at 4.19; 1023 at 4.34;and i924"at 3.96.,

Then from 1924 on-well let us take the next years now. It is
a little easier to compute. The next 5 years-from 1925 to 1929-the
average would be about 3.75 percent, or between 3.75 and 3.5 percent.

The next 5 years, 1930 to 1934, would average about 3.5 percout.
The next 5 years, 1935 to 1939, would average about 2.75 percent.
The next 5 years, 1940 to 1944, would average about 2.25 percent,

I would say, a high of 2.58 and a low of 1.93.
Then from 1945 to 1949 the average would be a little over2 percent.
And from 1950 to 1954 the average would be about 2.35, between

2.25 and not as high as 2.5. Then in1955 itwa's235, andin 1956itis 2.58.Senator WILLIAM. Mr. Chairman, I wonld like wtooake thi0ettnre
chart a part of the record because I thin it does sh that t6,0ghout
the history our interest rates. hav utro .
percent. ucttt4Overi6.o .

Secretary u IfumPERY. O-er.6. . i .

BEST AVAILABLE COPY



Senator Down to around 2.95 2.5 at times; ad that
these fluotuatioig av occurred on 2 or difrent occasions from the
low to the h during this perod.

cretar ry wttpazy. We have been up and down 2 or 3 times.
Senator ,W XAU.. Those j eoncusions are safely supported from

'that report.
Secretary UMUPmY. A number of times.
SenaoIr UMWLIAtS. And based upon the record of how rates on

municipals have declined it can be said that interest rates on Govern-
ment bonds today are high only because we are comparing them with
two artificially low level periods of interest. Would you agree with
that?

Secretary HUMpHUtY. I think that is about right.
Senator WLLIAMS. Would you recommend that the Government

go back to'the policy of the Federal Reserve System's supporting
Government botids?

Senator HyMPHiIpY. I would recommend very positively agains it
as a standard practice.

Senator WILLIAMS. And that position was concurred in by the
report of this committee to whic-b we referred just a few moments
ago?

Secretary HUMPnREY. That is correct.
Senator WLtlim6. Are there not only two ways, you might say,

in which interest rates, could be forced at a lower level; one would be
66 go back to the old policy of supporting a Government bonds, or
perhaps the printing of some money to pay oft these bonds?recretaryHuMIPnIY. Or a much reduced demand for money.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. Secretary, perhaps this is in the record before, but just who

owns our national debt when we speak of this $7 billion interest that
is being disbursed? Who gets that money?
. Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, sir, I can tell you who owns the debt

;and, of course, the ones who own the debt would be the people who
get the interest.

Government investment accounts own $54 billion.
Senator WILLIAMS. Those are mostly the trust funds, such as the

oiviI service retirement fund?
Secretary HumpilItor. That is right.
Senator VLLIAMS. Social security fund, and the other trust funds

admWinistered 1y the Oovernment?
Secrdta r mkiwRy, That is correct.
Senator WtILAMS. And to the extent we* pay larger amounts of

interest into those fund, we would automatic y have to appropriate
less money ultimately to make them good if there was a deficit?

SecretairyHuM?1nt. that's right.
Senator W urmAs. And, on the other hand, if interest rates were

reduced to those trust funds, our obligations to appropriate would be
greater? r • •Sretr A ht be increased if we ran a deficit.

mentorr WlL.'AM .. FederaS keerve banks- I will read the figure
to the nearest billion instead ofgetting into detail.

Secretary HuMPHREY. These figuresare all as of December 31, 1958.
Federal Reserve banks, $25 billion. .

Senator WILLIAMS. Might I ask you at that point, the interest that
is paid in earnings of t~ie Tledeal Reserve bank--
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Secretary HuMimsy. Oomuo back 90 prcnt to the Treasury.Senator WmiLZAMS. Ninety peroent-of that comes back to the Treas.
Secretary HUMPanEY. That is right.
Senator WZAMs. Yes .ir,

Secretary HUMPgRaY. 1d0P expenseAs They pay their expenses,
and 90 percent of the rest is paid back.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
Secretary HUMPHRnEY. Commercial banks total of commercialbanks is $59 billion. Now, that is divided, if ou care, between vari.

ous kinds-reserve city banks and other bank but it is commercial
banks.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is all right?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes. Total about $59 billion.
Life insurance companies, $8 billion; other insurance companies,$5 billion mutual savings banks, $8 billion; savings and loan associa-

tions, $3 billion; State and local pension funds, $5 billion; corporate
pension trusts, $3 billion.

I am reading in each case the rounded figures.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Which comes out to $91 billion.Now, those are private financial investors.
Senator LONG. Could I ask at that point the chart be placed in the

record?
The CHAIRMAN. The chart will be put in the record.
(The chart, "Ownership of the public debt," is as follows:)
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Ownsrehip of the public debt, Dec. 81, 056..

Amount bold

Billons of Percent
dollars

Government Investment accounts:
Federal old-age and survivors insurance trust fund ..... d........ ..... 21.8 8
.Ralroad retirement account ..... ...................... 8. 1
'Federal employees retiremei funds ................ ...... 7. 8
Veterans life insurance d ................................. ...... 6.7

ett ud ............................ .t.u.......... 9.1 8A~o ..... ,., ...................... .................... ,& . .

Total ........................................................ R 0 20
deral Reserve banks ............................................ 24.9

Private financial Investors:
Commercial banks:

Federal Reserve members:
Central Reserve city banks ........................ 8.3 8
Reserve city banks .................... ......... ... 17. 6
Other banks ......... ............................ . 22.4 8

Nonmember banks . ................ ...............-............... -11.1 4

Total, commercial banks---------------------------... - 59.4 21

Life insurance companies....-............................................ 7.8 8
Other insurance companies .............................................. 8.3 2
Mutual savings banks ................................................. 8. 0 8
Savings and loan associations ............................................ 2.8 1
State and local pension trust funds ...................................... 4.9 2

orpoftto pension trust funds .......................................... - 2.8 1

Total, private financial investors ...................................... 90.7

Other Investors:
Individuals (naluding personal trusts):E and H savings bonds ............................................... 41. 4

Other savings bonds ............................................... 8.7 8Marketable securities, eto ........................................ 1.5

Total, individuals ...............-........................... . 66.6 24
Nonfinancial corporations .......................................... 19.2 7
State and local governments ........................................... 10.8 4
Nonprofit institutions, eto ............................................... 7 1
Foreign and international accounts ...................................... 7.7 8

Total, other Investors ................................................. 107.0 39

Total, public debt ................................................ . 26.7 I00

A Other than pension trust funds.

Secretary HUMPHRE&Y. That is $91 billion that go to private in-
stitutions, of which $59 billion are banks.

Now, other investors-these are individuals-the E and H bonds,
$41 billion. The other savings bonds, $9 billion. Marketable secu-
rities, $17 billion. Or a total for individuals of $67 billion.

Now, then, the nonfinancial corporations, which are business corpo-
rations and others, $19 billion. State and local governments, $11
billion. Nonprofit institutions, $3 billion. Foreign and international
accounts, $7 billion. Or those other investors are a total of $107
billion.

So that the total of private nonbank investors are about $138 billion.
The banks are about $60 billion, and that plus the Federal Reserve is
about $85 billion. And that adds up to a total of $276 billion of
total debt.

Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to have that chart
ut in the record in its entirety at this point because I think it should
e noted at this time that of this debt, $54 billion is paid to the trust

funds operated by th 'Government, and, of the other $90 billion item,
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about$30 billion of it goes to insurance companies, and it is individual
Americans who own most of the insurance.

Secretary" HUMPHnmJy. Tt at is right; ain, to go back
Senator WILLIAMS. To go back again, the same thing is true of thecorporate pension trust funds and a ou $40 iilhon of E and H bondsand other savings bonds, which include J's and K's, I understand, are

guaranteed at par and have fixed interest rates so far as the American
people. are concerned, and there is only the 'remaining portion of' itwhich' is subject to any fluctuation or demand as far as sale is con-
cerned?
Secrptry HUMPHREY; As to'what?
senator WiLLIAMS. That ire Subject to fluctuations on the market,that is on the open market, that is the part that is not inthe invest-

nert, trust funds?.
Secretary, HulpHRF., Oh,' no; that is not correct.
Senator WILIAMS. They are noV--
Secretary HUMPHRE Y. The pai. in 'the funds are not--
Senator WILLIAMS. They are* fixed?
Secretary HumPHRE . Theyare fixed;
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair has no objection to insertion of the chart

in the record, but for the record, did the Senator from Delaware saythat these trust funds were owned by the Government? Is it not
a fact that some trust funds are not owned by the Government?
How are the social security and railroad retirement funds classified?Secretary HUmPH. Ry, The Government is the custodian of the fund,
I think, is the proper way to put it.

The CHAIRMAN. When such a table is placed in the record will itshow those which are exclusively owned Govetnment trust funds, andthose for which the Government is only the custodian?
Secretary Hu MpH4y. We will itemize that.,
Senator WILLIAMS. I might say, Mr. Chairman, these are not put in

as Government-owned trust funds, but Government investment
accounts of which we have charge.

The CHAIRMAx. The Senator stated they were Goyernment-owned.
-Senator WILLIAMS. I did not mean to state "Governmentowned,

but operated. '.' -. ?- -'''" 1, ,j '.The CHAIRMAN . The, Chair, raised, th point only to clarify ei
reocord.

Senator WILLIAMS. They ire not' Governinentwned, but' there is
a Government responsibilitybehind them. -Is: n UH mm .! te're - i '' o b3- ii . " t. Vi' ',,The' .CHAI•MA. j .the is In o o, with that' modificition,
the tab66 will be insertd in the record.

Sen~tor. WIILLjm. H w 6, fi o think we ea e"~j t6
fci hat the' ci .il rv*e relifmei~t, fuhd and4 the social secyiiit fuhdare to a certain extent responsibilities& of, the Goveriiment 'aiid ai

as po~9nted out before, if either of theni geta t difficulty, amto reh ornpent l be prom.,ptly asked-
necie r. H -PIiREt. To R gobd; -
enatr WILLIAMS. TO make oo4.

SNNw, Mt.w Secretli'tt dfsditss thea pdhaSind power
ofhtheAoar briefly h, ah i iedo a 4 , 6 i*qW~~ol "llk~ t eie i. that.tprpe car ld 1

Iaked ite, Sertr to' rearthi~ cha't wich hbs thW lit&-
eh'aolnghr powro Onlai au'~gie
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shows that 10 cents was lost prior to our entering World War IT,
between the period of 1939 and 1941; and 13.5 cents was lost during
World War 11 that is, the period 1941 to 1945.

Secretary guMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. And 18 cents was lost from August 1945 to

June 1950?
Secretary FIuMpnnEy. That is right.
Senator WLwAMs. And 6.5 cents was lost between June of 1950

and July of 1953?
ocrotary HUMPHRFY. That is right.

Senator WILLIAMS. And 2 cents was lost since the Korean war up
until April 1957, is that correct?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. And you will agree with me that this is an

alarning trend. While we are glad to see it is leveling off since
1952, that is, the rapid tendency downward, the recent 2 cent decline
is a matter of great concern and should be to all of us, do you not
think?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is right, Senator although this
line looks very level on this chart. The matter of the iast 12 months
is a matter we should be paying strict attention to, as we have been,
and J said these swings occur in the economy, as they always do.
This will level off again.

Senator WILLIAMS. It was the recognition of this danger of the
downward trend that was behind the policy of the Fdderal Reserve to
16t interest rates seek a little higher level?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, it has been suggested I put this

chart into the record.
The CHAIRMAN. If there is no objection the chart will be included

in the record, but it should be made clear that from April 1956 to
April 1957, 2 cents or 4 percent of the purchasing power of the dollar
was lost in inflation.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. I think it should be clearly indicated that this

chart was-
Senator LONG. Would it be in order, Mr. Chairman, to continue

the line there to bring it up to the present date? I think the chav is
very helpful.

Secretary HuapHRY. It does go to the present date, I believe.
If you willjust look at the thick line, tien you will see a little dot.
Then it brings it right to the day.

Senator LoNG. Would it be correct then to say as of now you have
a 50-cent dollar compared to a 100-cent dollar in 1939?

Secretary HUMPHReY. 49.71 is the exact fire.
The CHAIRMAN. The 49.07 cent present value should show clearly.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is drawn right on thQ chart if you

would look at it.
Senator LQo. I do not object to it. I would be glad to iee the

chart in the record. It would be very helpful.
Senator WILLIAMS. I think-and that is the purpose of putting it

into the record-that while it does show a certain even 1ine, it is
this downward trend, which gives us concern. The 2 cents which,
as the chairman has pointed out, is a 4 percent drop.

290
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Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
SenatoWILLIAAMs. But it is the trend we want to stop, and we

want to stop it before it gets out of control.
Secretary HUMPHREY. And as the chairman has pointed out, and

applicable to these questions about creeping inflation of the other
day, a. 2-cent drop on a '50-cent dollar is twice as much as a 2-cent
drop on a 100-cent dollar.

Senator WILLIAMS. I do not think we can overemphasize that.
Secretary HUMPHREY. So it doubles up.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection and with that modification, the

chart will be inserted.
(The chart, "Purchasing power o. the dollar, 1939-57," is as

follows:)

\\ .. \ \\ o

,/,... ) .. ,
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I Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Secretary, there has been some question
raised that perhaps the monetary policies of higher interest rates may
have had some adverse effect on housing and perhaps the administra-
tion had been unwise or the Federal Reserve Board had been unwise
in promoting these higher interest rates on the basis that it would
curtail building of new houses, and I was interested in a speech that
was made a couple of days ago by Mr. Roy M. Marr, the president of
the United States Savings & Loan League, at which time he was
speaking before the New England convention of savings and loarn
associations, and Mr. Marr made the statement, and I will quote here
from the report on his speech. He said that the Government's tijht
money policy in the mortgage market has "kept the lid from blowing
off the housing market."
I Would you care to comment on that statement, and do you think
there would have been danger in the loose money policy as far as the
housing industry was concerned had it not been checked?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think there is no doubt, Senator Williams,
that the cost of housing was rising quite rapidly in these latter years,
and I think that if additional pressures had continued that the cost of
housing would have continued upeven faster than it has been going up.

Senator WILLIAMS. You think that those building houses, while
they are paying higher interest rates-

Secretary HUMPHREY. They would have paid a lot more in other
costs.

Senator WILLIAMS. In the actual cost of construction?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct. And I think the figure in

my statement, that I read previously, conclusively demonstrated that.
Senator WILLIAMS. I noted that they did, andthat is the reason I

called attention to his statement, because it supported that position
even more affirmatively than you put it.

Mr. Chairman, I have here just that portion of Mr. Marr's speech,
a page and a quarter, from which I have just read, and I Want,to
have that put into the record.

The CHAIRMAN. What is it?
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Marr's statement before the United States

Savings & Loan League in which he defended the administration's
monetary policy and said had it not been for the highei.icreed
interest rates, the lid would have been blown off so far.&* tho .,Ing
industry is concerned.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there any objection? If not, it will be received
for the record.'

(The extract from the speech of Roy M. Marry is as fl0lows;)

EXTRACT FRoM SPrusd or Roy, M., MARS, 'PRESIDENT OF ?RPGUtNJiTbb STATES
SAVINGS AND L6AN' LAUov DaLTVUD Jums 24, 1957, Barns run; Nxw
ENGLAND CONFERENCE OF SAVINGS & LOAN AssocIATIONS AND CO0DPWKIpva
BANKS AT Yo4i JUARBOR, MAINED

The fecnt revival in housing starts, In the face of a continued "tight money"
mortgage market, suggests that the housing in4try i not, as dependent. po
government help now as some grup, balilveit i. Weage gotig to build close
to a iWMon new houses in t57', despite th 'fact thht, .overnment Insured and
guaranteed lOans are less attractive now tb inveotos thxi they ha#4 bedn it
almost any time since World War I. '1The housing industry was so btsy foj the Ilrst !0 yearv ,(tei Wori4 W# U

g~n.tn the 1ation's housinghote,4attewa Utatezo ygit
the~rta~uetlo o $utJw ipokb epca'th,(ernei ashot A"v In

20a
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hoteinal. But the housn$hoh~br$ i oveto and It is time to take a long look where
vOs areaqedo

While inuh of the Oovorinment'a help In houslng was deslrable and commond
able, not all of Its aid was sti unixed blessing. IKbollevo any objective observer
would have to Agree that sotue of tie Federal program to make plenty of 'oy"o

awdit avalibble to home byers h a boon at last partly rwponsible for thK
ltiatioriary spiral in houslg coets. Tie rise in hoe building costs since World

tor 11 has bon greater, nuoely 85 percent, than the rise In the cost of living
which Is 83 percent and In per capita, Itncome, which Is 50 percent.

An theme cost inocases catio stlong they were translated Into price increases fot
view houses. To help sell thi houses at higher prices, Congross was implored and
steadily reduced downpaynrit meuiremont, first on 01 loans and later on FHA
lowas. ThIs proodure sold homsoa, but It alo promoted inflation In housing cost*
and prices, since it delayed a showdown In the vital Issue of how to stop the con-
tinual trend upward in builltig costs.

Even during the years 10)3 to 1950 while price levels and the cost of living
emalined largely stable, oonstrution owto continued to mount at the rate of 4 to

o percent a year, If it hd not boon for the tightening credit conditions in the
mortgage market during this period And It% 1957, there is no telling Just how high
building costs would have skyrocketed by now. The widely discussed mnd sone-
twmas condemned "tight notley" policies actually kept the lid from blowing off.

Senator WILLIAMS. vr, Secretr, do you think it is a fair state-
ment made by some that the result of a 50-cent dollar is, in effect,
a 50-pereent repudiation of the public debt?

Secretary HuMpnnrta. We-
Senator WILLIAMS. Perhaps "repudiation" is not the proper word,

but would you say-
Secretary HuMpuri. It docs certainly definitely affect the man

who, at the time the ,4ol1ar was worth a dollar, bought a security
with it. -He certainly has lost in the purchasing power of his money
that he had at that tiIe. .. .

Senator WILLIAMs. I think it was one of the Rotbschilds, I do not
have his exact quote, vlJo once stated that inflation was a painless
method of extracting the life sayings frobi the people without using
the unpopular procedure of lovyig taxes."

Do you think it is possible for a government to adoptan inflationary
policy and syphon the ernings or the savings from the people away
from them in such a master?Secretary HOMPHIY. It is not only possible, Senator Williams, but
it has been done. It has occurred i A good many foreign countries.

Senator Wn iMC 'Abd right,
Secretary HUMPHnsiy. Where' life Savings' have been completelywied out....,.,.winato WtitAiks. Ad the depmciation imi this country of the

dollar to approximatey 50 ;ents has eliminated half the savings ii
this count

Soq qety Hussars, It- oves in that direction.
,SenatorWi~w~t A . far a the purchasing power , of the dollar is

Secretary HUMPHREY. It moves in that direction'; ye, si'. .
• "6tVU=.; nh 'uldyou go so far a to claiy inflation as

Sec~~ti 1!tiirua~.WeI, Idlh~t 'krO*. -It is 0O ea tl get

value.Now, whether you would define it as a tx--..:7,T I . ..L I ,
I fthakir WiJU&M. Vkkl, it is iot eretly a ;tax?. tl olwltw

reduce e o Wal bot e nave ma tb.

'I
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Senator WLLaUs, If an administration or a government whether

it be our Government or any government, wished- they could, through
deliberate inflation, take the savings away from the people without
their consent?

witcrot&F r. nupunzy. They could wipe out l of their #avSWPwithout thoir consent,
Senator WILLIAMs. That is correct.
Now, Mr. Secretary, in connection with the $4 billion refinancing

problem which you had a, couple of months ago, at which time a
portion of that was not subscribed for and which transaction has been
dicussed previously here, I would like to ask this question. You
offered these 5-year bonds at that time to the holders of the bonds;
was that not true?

Secretary HuMPnmy. That is right. They had two choices.
They could take a short one or a long one.

Senator WILLIAMS. Could anyone who was not a holder of one of
the bonds have a right to subscribe?

Secretary HUruIInY. He could not subscribe directly to either
of the issues that were offered. He could have indirectly done it
by purchasing the previous security from one of the holders and using
it to come in, but this was a privlzoge that was given to holders ol
those maturing securities.

Senator WILLIAMS. Holders only?
Secretary HuMPuitEY. And unless you were a holder either through

previous purchase or through purchase at the time, you could not
subscribe,

Senator WILLIAMS. I other words, we read sometimes of the bond
issues being heavily oversubscribed 2 to 3 times. In this instance
it could not'have possibly been oversubscribed and it could only be
undersubscribed to some degree?

Secretary HuuvmnE That is exactly right, there could not have
been any oversubscription,

In that connection pherh1ps want to report on the sale of billswe made yesterday_ .w4ic ha been dis e i have mte
here which were released today. The $3 billion that we Aereid for
sale yesterday, and, as you wil recall, Senator, was not a tUover
such as the one you have just been refer t. This wa a sale
tlmt was open to the public for public bidding. These were $3
,bilio of tax antiiao bills tiiat would, run or 264 dAyt 464a&td*aul¥y 3 otz. 7 to mature on1'ramoh 24 of 1958 and the were
ofrred on June 24, and the books were ope. at toederal I e
banks on June 26. The results were as oUlows:
4The total pplications, weo 4 #*tl 4 ver $.5 bilion for the amount

The range of the competitive Ads was from a )Ow of 8.20
to a high of 3.68 percent, or a.4ag yr M j1 :of
that was, occepwe4 Of 5,4

Senator Pi WI ''tAM5 I~i4srt~1ta

-Ytr The hot h e bil4S,
3Ai aee ago Monday and 3. l lrly,,,, .i,:i
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Now these subscriptions were-and 'these will all hee Published" '-!
Were well spread out throughout Ie i oufi ry among t vanous
Federal Reserve d stricts. r h u y mo hvru

Senator WILLIAMS. The reason, that I have brought the question
up and' i, connection With'the other issues because I think there has
been some misunderstanding as a result of the fact that the previous
bond issue was not oversubscribed, as'is customary with Treasuryissues.Secretary HUMPHREY. It could not be oversubscribed because only
people holding those bonds could possibly participate.

Senator WILLIAMS. And on this recent issue anyone could bid, and
that is the reason it was oversubscribed?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct, yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. Now, Mr. Secretary, who actually gets hurt

worse as a result of inflation or devaluation of our currency in the
country, what classes of people get hurt worst?

Secretary HUMPHREY. The person who is hurt the worst, Senator,
I believe, is the individual citizen who is a relatively small saver, who is
not a speculator, who is not conversant with and active in financial
markets, but who is just a good common citizen of America, and the
respected right kind of a citizen of America who is trying to save to
protect himself and his family with some nest egg for the future for
the purpose of sending children to school or to cover sickness or getting
ahead, "romoting his own position, and who is unable to and not
qualified, and does not want to, study financial markets and/or be in
and out of markets and all that sort of thing.

He is the fellow who really ets hurt in Inflation.
Senator WILLIAMS. It could-be said that' the man who can really

afford it the least gets hurt the most?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is exactly right.
Senator WILLiAIS'. IS it not also true that *in th history of all

these instances where we have, had wild inflation' that the exttrenly
wealthy of the country involved are usually the ones who c6me out, the
best in that their investments are, usually in fixed asSets?
'Secretary HUMPHREY. The fellow -who0 comes out the best is' the

Senator WILLIAMS:. Yes.-Secretay HuMPHREY.' The next are the fellows %who have advice
and helpili the handling of their affairs, and *ho are -people of larger
affairs;'the people who really get hurt are-the people who are j ust
going along about their own business doing the. right kind of a job
and being the fine citizens of the count- y.

Senator "WUL.AMs. And whosese security ii pietty much tied up
either in life insurance, pension aq count, s6ciglsecurity, or retrU4nt
steis 6r some type? 1' I
Sedretar_*H WpaaY. That Ng right." .
Senator Wmmui s. And hei usu , felOw who gets'it'the wo*t?
Secretary HuMPimy. He" is thd ffillWho gets ittlb, WOrst.'

'Snao WIaudAs. YUi -made "the' ouggst, in yor pein
statement before the committee here, or bi replo one of the q11 -

ti'I I ' fet, which, that inflation: grow. I a degree proportionate to
the refthe coIt'y 1 an4 while ,Ithk I: understood&v it

Secretary uaaI1.T4it'6aiu .)".IJ
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Senator WILLIAMS. That we are bothered with inflation as a result
of our prosperity. I ,, I • .

Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not think I said inflation grew. I think
I aid ' the inflationary pressures grow.

Senator ? VILLAMS, The pressures of inflation?
Secretar .UMPHREY. That is right, the pressures tending toward

inflation; and the more prosperous you are, Senator the more watchful
you hive got to be to see you do not succumb to those pressures.

Senator WILLIAMS. I think I understood what you meant by that,
but I would like to ask this question now: Is it possible for a country
to-,have wild inflation in a period of depression or a recession?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, you usually do not have wild inflation
in those periods.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, the reason-
Secretary HUMPHREY. It is perfectly conceivable that,, having

succumbed to the pressures of inflation 1n a ier.od of prosperity, and
started the printing of money,, that that might be continued clear on
through a depression, and keep going on and on and on until you had
the whole economy completely destroyed.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, that is the point I wantedto bring out
because I was of the opinion that while you could have the pressures of
inflation in a period of prosperity--

Secretary HUMPHREY. The result might go right on through.
Senator WILLIAMS. Correct. The result might extend.
Secretary HUMPHREY. The pressures would not be as heavy, but

as it accumulated, those pressures would continue and-----
Senator WILLIAMS. And has not that been the historical result of

inlatioti in many of the countries' of the world?, - ,
Secretary HuMianicy. That is exactly what has happened ina good

mhny place.,
Senator WILLIAMS. Do you have a record of what has happened ih

some of the other countries in recent'years?
$eortary, HuRu RPiNn well; of course,. oze of the most s potaoWar

was China; I do not happen to have record on China. That *#AVrers pectacular.., . , ,, . . , , ., ....: :,,
Senator WILLIAMS. And was it not the result of prosperity?,, . i
'S cetary- HtVyM Prn . That finally: wound 'up in disterf, oom.

plete disaster, when' it finished.',
Ialy has had ' very marked inflation in comparative ely few years.

Italy, what youi bought' for; $1.64 in 1937 you paid $112 for tst

Of course we are not talking bout dollars.. . " : , -
S&tiiItO WLLUaMS. In thefrourrenO~? " ,

Secretary HuMplnujy. Their currency. . ,,()
SenatoriiLLIAMS. Tliat,is0111extagewise i)f 1)
Secretary HUMPHREY. But expressed- in terms of their currency.
Senator WILLIAMS. Percentagewise.' I think that in that perid--
Secretary HUMPHREY. In other words, things cost 68 times as much,

let me put it thatway."
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
Secretary HUMPgREY. In whatever it was.,
I Franc yot wentfron 4.27 to 103.S~nator WILLIAMs. Dollars? """...
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Senator HummW. Relative to dollars.
Senator WILLIAMS. Relative to dollars.,
The CHAMAN. Can I ask what year that was?
Secretary H nnumrp. That was from 1937 to December of 1956.

The figures that I am giving you are during that period.
That was 24 times as much.
Senator WrLLAMS. Yes.
Secretary HUMPHREY. In Belgium you went from 25 to 105, or

4 times as much.
In the Netherlands, from. 38 to 110, or 3 times as much.
In the United Kingdom, from 44 to 114, or about 2% times as much.
In Norway, from 45 to 111, or 2%.
In Denmark, from 48 to 114, again 2%.
In Sweden, from 49 to 111, about 2Y.
Canada 54 to 104, or twice.
United States, 54 to 103, or twice.
Switzerland, 59 to 105, or something less than twice.
Senator WILLIAMS. I would like to put that complete chart in the

record, Mr. Chairman, because it shows that inflation is not a problem
confined to, the United States alone but that it is one con renting
many of the other countries as well and one which has wrecked many
of the governments of those countries.

Secretary HUMPHREY. It is worldwide Senator, and where it is not
fought against, where it is not controlled, it ultimately lands in com-
plete disaster.

We are fortunately in the low brackets. We are in one of the places
where it has been controlled the best.

Senator WILLIAMS. And we are largely in the low brackets or will
stay in the low brackets because we are recognizing the problem, and
are taking what at the time may be unpopular steps to correct it; io
that not true?

Secretary HUMPHRmY. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. When you insert that in the record, would you put

in Turkey and Greece or some of the Middle East countries?,
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, sir; we would be very glad to. We

will be very glad to do that.
Senator WxWAus. I happen to have one for Brazil. I 4o not

think Brazil is in your report. We can add that to it, too.
'The CvAjRMAN. Add the South American countries.
Senator WLLAMS. I had asked for .information for more of tooe

countries, but this was all that was available at this time.
The CHAIRMAN. Mak It as complete as possible.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Mr., Chairmane we will add that and svoral

others.
(The cost of living indesm es follows:)

298
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-OW* OfU i. (Or r.awi P,*g *&do" jir uleed cOmas

itepnrtod Index Increse, 197 to
1(198I00) December 1958

Dec61)) Deopm- Per. Mu~tfplfos
J9*7 ber ber oent tion of pries

1962 198M

Orem ................................................... 0. 26 91 126+0.300 5(4.0 times,
. ............... ...................... . .. V. 100 112 .720 times.

,n.. ....... 14.27 101 .312 24.1 times.Brazl ......................... ,51o . i +1.,( 18Sl& smeg.
T Aw l.......... ............... .. 26. + 9 t 435 6.4tImes.
Betherlant$ ... 00 0 110 a80 2tmes.
United Kingdom................... ---------------- 0 11 0 2. imes
No... ........... 4500 1 1 +147 2.5 tm.D r n m a. . 48.00 101 '114 1. 2.4 tmes.

Sweden .. 49.00 101 111 -127 2.8 times.
Canada ............ ................. ........ 54.00 100 104 s8 1.9 times.
United States ... : .......... ........... . 00 W 9 1.9 timl
SwItt9 9 .................... 69.00 01 10 +7 Aitimes,.

I Index'for 1988.
8 The index for Franoe, wbtch Is bsed on seated rotall pros in Paris alone, has outrantJy been artilalF

held O'wn by the Government through subsi4es and other devles.
I Index for 199. An Aguream for fto Pavlo.
4 JMauarY 195.

ourts: Tatrnatlonal Pinunolal Stat0i.

The following figures for Italy, covering retail apparel and food prices, are
-cited as an example of wartime and postwar inflation in Europe:

1989 not available.
I Not available.

Data for OBlauil, one of the tmutitrWe for which publfhed Index flgures are
available for an extended time perod and lot .vaed oategqriWs of eomotMOltlee,
indicate an inflation problem in Mabn Amerie :

re"y 1o , 4... 5 104w" P " Tt-a, TOM* 4@

.90 . .... '.. I . . . .

I Converted roughly to 19 base.

Senator WILLIAMS. In connection with this same subject, Mr. hair-
man, I will put into the record-I will not trouble to read it-a story in
Newsweek of July I, 1957 t by Mr. Henry Hazlitt, entitled, "The GreatSwindle." It is a rather interesting tabulation showing thedegree of
inflation inall of theicountries thrughout the world.

The .oou.offer that for the record?.
Sens'tor, WLAMS "I Would. like to insert that in the record.



The CoamAuw . If there is no objeetioni it is so ordered.
(The article, The Great Swindle, is a follows:)

(wswak, July 1, 10671

THE '04MAT SWINDLE
By Henry Haslitt

A year ago (Newsweek, June 25, 1956) I printed here, under the above title, a
table showing the depreciation' In terms of domestic purchasing power, of the
currencies of 53 countries in tAe 10 years from 1946 to 1055. This table had
been compiled by Franz Pick. He has now carried it forward, for the 9-year
period from January 1048 to December 1956, in the 1057 edition of his Currency
Yearbook. I present the results below, showing the depreciation of 56 currencies
in that period.

It is important to keep this appalling worldwide picture constantly before our
minds. For it reminds us that inflation Is nothing but a great swindle, and that
this swindle is practiced In varying degrees, sometimes ignorantly and sometimes
cynically, by nearly every government in the world. This swindle erodes the
purchasing power of everybody's income and the purchasing power of everybody's
savings. It is a concealed tax, and the moat vicious of all taxes. It taxes the in-
comes and savings of the poor by the same percentage as the incomes and savings
of the rich. It falls with greatest force precisely on the thrifty, on the aged, on
those who cannot protect themselves by speculatifnor by demanding and getting
higher money incomes to compensate for the depreciation of the monetary unit.

WHY INPLATIONt

Why does this swindle go on? It goes on because governments wish to spond,
partly for armaments and in most oases prepondetantly for subsidies and handouts
to various pressure groups, but lack the courage to ax as much as they spend.
It goes on, in other words, because governments wish to buy the votes of so me of
us while concealing from the rest of us that those votes are being bought" with
our own money. It goes on because politicians (partly through the second- ' or
third-hand influence of the theories of the late Lord Keynes) think'that thisis the
way and the only way, to maintain "full employment," the present-day fetish
of the self-styled progressiveness. It goes on because the international gold
standard has been abandoned,; because the world'o currencies ar :esentially pa er
currencies, adrift without an anchor, blown about by every.political wind, ancrat
the mercy of every bureaucratic oaprie. , And the vyry government., that, are
inflating profess solemnly to be fighting " Inflation. roughh cheap-money
poliIesor-the printing press, -or both they Increase- the supply of money and
credit and affect to deplore the InevitabI' result.

'The following table is based on Offitial cvt6o f4Ivlng; Indexes, many of which
understate the real extent of currency debasement. Russia and its satellite
bi5U hUes ar*'edttAd because dfsparitideetweenactt&1and 'Offloi'al""prI leVels
are so wide and the statiatips are meaningless. Mike American dollar, to -which
so many other currencies are ostensibly tied, Itt1 f shows a depreciation of 15
percent in the period. The British pound Sterling'.the world's moat Imnortant
trade unit, lest 34 percent, the French frand 82 jereent, the currenesn o? Chle,

araguay, BollvIt and K~rea, fr9i# 93 td 90 pere4. ,
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CURRENCY SRRINKAG.

>P~~~agededi~~npurcha pguower of monelarZ units, Januar 1R4$-

Dominin '
..... ..- ....

oaitin..... ....-.-.- .. .'

Swiss-.................. .

Burmese- ...
Dutch Antillean ---
Ecuadoran,,
Pakistan-...
Belgian.-. :........
United States....... .. a. -

Indian -----
West Ger'nan------
enezuelan-...............

n--o---...------------
Honduran-------------
Costa Rican----
Irish------------
Malayan ------ --------
Danish --------........ .
Swedish --
Netherlands---------------
South African--------------
Iranian ... ...

6
8

10
III19

12
13
14
15
15
15
2810.
23
23
25*
2526
27
28
28

30
3

Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Secretary, the present high interest rates
are being defended by the administration, and I think properly so, as
anti-inflationary, but now in order to know what effect they have had
on the consumer prices, I would like to ask you to furnish for the record
at this point the consumer index for the years 1939 through 1967 along
with statistics showing the purchaing power of -the dollar for the
same period.

You had those in your previous report, but 1-think it would be
portant to have ain t pointAin the record. We will thenhave the trend of cost of living i this country as well 9he countries
Secretary HUMPHREY." I will see if we can not get it right away.

Senator HUMPHREY, I have the tabulation here. It is more d-
tAiledthan the onoi y emot..•

SenAt*r WiJh6LIA44. i e.', Secretary UMPHR1 i And this shows the calendar y be g
With 1930 and 'tunnftg tWough each calendar yb =through 1958.
Th6~ iI shw h irs iat'l o'15;bgnnWIth April
195.6. and its' shows tlie nts, January, February, March and April
of:15"; Andit" ihbo th pice index for eadh of those :years anditonth0; hib -pocentage o0 the chng i piits and ,thMet Schange in
erenit, Ti the Viirchang !oe ifh'e dOlkr 4d tho change for each

of 'ese pqrio d _ and I 'Nrad iny p'art'of it that you woul. ,'

co entvou wish, ld,0 the

Secretary IIuMPHREY. Well, it a IQw the same pecehtagee of
reduction ihat we have discus" I NaIoily"r. ,

Sol:

Norwegian.. .... 8New, Zealand -:-a .aq ..ow .... W_
------------------------------------------- 34

United Kingdom 9 ' .. .. 4
Thailand.. ... ... 85
Turkish .... 86

l Salvador----.....--..------ 40
Nicaraguan--.--------~--.--- 40
Mexican----.... ........ 45Co1ombian,... 2...... 48
Uruguayan.. -.

Finnish ------------------- 49
Icelandic- ---------------- 51
Australian ----------- ------- 52
French. ------------------- 52
Japanese------------------- 55
Austrian- 55Pe liv an .. .. ......... ... ...... . 5
Greek -----------........ 58
Indonesian---. ------------.- 59
Israeli ----- 66
Brazilian ...................... 70
Argentine----- ._. - - 78
Taiwan--...........-- . 85
Chilean ---------. --- -93

Paraguayan ----------------- 96
Bolivian ........... 9 9
Korean-----------------. 99
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Senator WILLIAMS. Yet.
secretary Huwpgazy. Except that this does it not in groups but

for every yea. It Is all shown, for eah year; and for the months I
have referred to.

The CHAIRMAN. If there is no objection, it. will be inserted. But
it should be noted that the Coumner Pre Index figr inthis
table are on a 1947-49-=100 bUe and the value of the dollar figes
are on a 1939 = 100 base.

(The tabulation, "Consumer prices and pprohseing pow , the
doar, 1939-47," is as follows:)

Coneumef Wi" and purchauisf po~er of te &tr, 1#9647

- M u 3?dUL fong pow

I-= ====================................................. Z l ........... ........... ,, o-, , ...........fa4?49 #. 44 -

I ................................. -* af ' +-I
1to" .................................. 74.0S -19..948 ........ ........... l + .3 +_. 7.8 -198. ....................................... --.. .

to . ....................................... is 70.8 Z!,1948 ....................................... 1 & 0 2 -to
194 ....................................... . 70. 111 14. 6.22 -.
11 ................................ 14 +6 7.9 --4
1947 ...................................... 14. +1.1 +1.0 08 -. 6
190 ....................................... in 9 L 1 -7.9 -4

1964 ....................................... 11 .6 .. 1 21. 518. -.8
1980.............................. 1t4.8 1 1.1 -. 4
19: : ................................ 114. .. -. 8M1..................................11it.8 +2.6 +2. 5.8 -1.2

1988...... .......................... ,18.1 .7 +-. 1 .. ,
19W eA y ............................... 114.5 ...,.1.+1 J6U.. ...... ...... .......... 117.2 +17 +.5 !. -8
196-Janr.........................1...... . ? a a

July ....................... 11.I +2 1 508
Oct........................... 17 +78.

A % ...ur........................111I2a 3 . 1 ..

As nuure4 by Duwfsn of IAWr Btatb~lc Coriawzwa Prdce Index, 46lt %Xit rhosf power 41
1no oeits In low9.

BOro: D6Patnmt of Labor.

Senator WILLIAMS. I would like to refer to your statement in which
you said-

We first balanced the budget and then entirely eliminated planned deficits.
The budget in effect when we took office in 1953 produced a WA.4 billion deficit,
a&d the budge proposed for the a v ,e.r I4 "ad for a $9.9 bion deAiit.
Our administration immeaditely went to work with the help of the Congress to
reduce the planned deficit for fiscal 1954, and Indeed the final deficit, $8.x billion,
was only one-thir4 of that anticipated bry the priot administIon.

Now, in connection with that i wouid like t review with you just
what steps have beea taken by t Miatr to 4.O mplia this
objective and ..-- the compaxso with" the acious taken by the
precedmi a&wnatntia, bacau.4e the h&ve Neut qoinpare4 oiw.
I.woud kse t start out with i questwou: What was ,t debt at the
time that you t4 onnrol $nJ4f ay L8 I I , , ,

Secretary HUMPHREY. At the end(0 1952, oefeub of 195, it was
$267.44 billion. ,,

Senator WILLIA7. $2674W!6qi,?
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SecetryHUMPRIuuy. Yes,

'Senator WILLIAUs. vWhat was yor cash o hand at that time?
Sea y HUMPImw., 8.04 billion.
Senator WILIAMs. That would be a difference of about $261 billion,

is that correct? I, 1 . .
Secretary HUMPHREcY. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. What were the contractual obligations or un-

expended appropriations outstanding at that time? 1

Secretay Hmaz.About $80 billion.
Senator WIL.IAMS. Do you consider these contractual obligations

in effect, obligations of the Government, contingent liabilities?
Secretary HUMPRRHY. Well, they are not strictly contingent ia.

bilitise, but in general, they of course are obligations that have to
be provided for. Some can be reduced, as we did at that time, my
recollection is, that about $11 billion were canceled off that year, and
then the remainder was substantially reduced in the next few years.

Senator WILLIAMS. What was the debt on June 30, 1946?
Secretary HUMPHREY. 1946; that was December 31 that I gave you.
Senator WILLIAMS. Whatever comparable figure.
Secretary HUmPHREY. Well, the comparable figure, if you want it

calendar year.
Senator WILLIAMS. Well, we will put it January 1, 1947.
Secretary HUMPHREY. December 31.
Senator WIL iAMS. Have you got June 30; that was the figure I

had here.
Secretary Humwunzy. I can give you both.
SenatorWLLIAms. Let us have June 30, then.
Secretary HuMPHREY. June 30 of 1946, practically $270 billion,

$269.898 billion.
Senator WILLIAMS. In other words, between the period- June 30,

1946, and January 1, 1953, the debt had dropped $2.4 billion, is that
right?

SecretyHut MPwiuY. That is right.
Senator -WILLIAMS. What was the cash on hand on June 30, 194 ?
Secretary Hiyhunpjny. It was high, $14238 billion.
Senator WmAus. $14.238 billion. Cash On hand wa $14.2, and

when you took over it was about $6 billion, is that correct?
8ec etariy HuMPany. That is correct.
Senator WLMAMS. Therefore, while the debt between 1946 and

1M3 had dipped $1.4 billion, the cash had dropped $8.2, is. thatcorrect? - . , ,, .

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Sensto WLLITAMS. What were the contractual obligations orunex-

pended appropriations outstanding on June 30?
SetormMEsY1.: In -946?

Sieretasy HuM olm. I do-not have those with me, Senator.
Senior WitziAmS. I happen to, havs them hre which I will pu*

in the record. The figures wen obtained from the Libraryof Oonorms
and they gave t $28 022 633,816.,
Onhe.he (jhai. objects to' putting those gunw -in the

reod as '1 ntractuAl Oihatiobw." 0 ey apear o Itepret t ony

under contract., And as of 8Jn 30, 194 AW&c 01thatij 300
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in funds deobliated by cancellation of: war contracts. ,,t wouldd
bee&n1 that to ca-those alances "contractual obligations" woid )e
misleading, and the Chair hopes the Senator fro Dolaware wiln ot
insist Upon such an insertion in the record.
Senator WILLIAMS. I had not asked to put it in the record, Ar;

Chairman.
,The CHAIRMAN. The Chair misunderstood..,
Senator WILLIAMS. NO, I just quoted the figure of contractual

obligations as furnished by, the Library of Congress at that time, and
I.think if you will just wait until.I get throygh;.you wilJ find I OW not
just defending these as being fixed, obligations of the Government bu
tit I am trying to establish the fact that it is an unusual event for, the
Government to carry this large amount of unexpended obligations- in
other words, it is not normal. It has only been in recent years that
*e have had any such amounts carried forward. .... :
.?Th) CHAIRMAN. I ask the pardon of the Senator for interripting
him, but it was understood that he had asked to have it insertedin the
record.

Senator WILLAMS. No, I had not. In fact, to save time, I will not
ask .to-put anything into the record.

These unexpended appropriations on June 30, 1956, were $28
billion at that time, and the cash on hand was $14 billion.

Secretary HUMPHREY. 1946?
i Senator WILLIAMS. In .1946, unexpended balances were $28 billion,
and during the period 1946 and 1953 they had increased from $28
billion to $83 billion on January 1, 1953 is that correct?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, that is what those figures-
Senator WILLIAMS. Approximate?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is approximately it.
Senator WILLIAMS. What in that same category are the unexpended

appropriations as of today, or the most recent day you have?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think about $46 billion.
Senator WILLIAMS. About $46 billion. And they dropped from

$83 billion down to $46 billion?,
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is about it--very roughly.

i.'Senator"WILLIAMS. That is a drop of about $37 bi'on
Do you think it is possible for this to be brought down further in,

light of the fact it was only $28 billion at the end of June 30,1946,
whichh was a period very, close to the end of World War Ii when
.onceivably there could be more excuse for it being higher than than
it would be in peacetimes. Am I correct in that assumption or not?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I am -not sure, Senator. t dy + .
The, problem of course, is this, and our great problem today is this:

that the expenditure per unt for these defense items is so great-48
million for a B-52 milions of dollars for a single airplane, or atef
sum for an aircraft carrier. The value of the units has mcreased so
that it is pretty:hat4 to keep .enough units ahead , in the backlog to
have What ,you need coming along and, yet. gt this total, amit" of
moi=ydown to -*hereyou would like to bave it i

Senator WILLIAMS. I noticed that---- .

91-Secretary HuMPivuEr. I am not sying there cannt be anypim~rove,
ment miadw; because w.e are: itill worln . oi lurth im jnproyet.
WtasY, 90, , own it*Ati thhmtnmehhroerii J i0140,e Yo,141 $PI

OR .. . + . -

+ ++ • ~~~/ + + ++ ++: +
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:Sentor WL.ums. I hadrthe 1[brarydfr .Congress compile this .to
hoil-whother 'it 'was customary! or- historical' to carry these, large

amounts of .unexpended balances, and! it seems it has not been; thai
they reached their alltime high presumably in 1951 and 1952.,

Sertry tiUMP*IzY. 'That -is right.,,
Senator WILLIAMS. They now are on the way down, and I am gla4

to see they are on the way down.- I.kit not a fact, with-this large
4aount of unexpended balance omnaining or'unexpended appropri-
ations, Congress has, in effect' lost control of the spendinF policies?.:

Secretary HUMPHRnY. Weli, their control , has been impeded. -I

would not say that they had lost it, and; of Course, you have to have
this in knind, Senator: We are-now spending a great deal more money.
Both administrations in these later years -have been spending a great
deal more money in total, and as your total expenditures go up, why,
of course, your forward commitments go,ip with it; so thatit would
not be possible to have as low forward commitments if you, werb
spending, let us say, $60 billion as it Would if you were spending
$6 billion.

But'I do think that every effort should be made to reduce theni as
far as possible in order to let the Congress have a closer control, the
closest possible control over the expenditures.

Senator WILLiAMS. It has been pointed out by many, including the
chairman the other dav, and I think correctly so, the fact'that even
though we at this session reduced appropriations we will say, by $3
billion to $4 billion, spending next year as a'result of these unexpended
obligations could even be higher than it was this year. Is that not
true?

'Secretary HUMPHREY. I think it could..
Senator WILLIAMS. You think it could?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think it could, and it is something you have

got to watch every minute.
Senator WILLIAMS. Do you have any recommendations as to how---

and first I want to congratulate you on the progress you have made
because I think bringing those down from $83 billion to $46 billion
which is quite an achievement-but do you think they can be brought
down lower, or do you knowof anything that we could do in Congress
to help bring them down lower?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, under the present, system, it is just a
matter of working at it continuoUsly. I am not. sure myself that the
other system is not a better systen-the system of accrual accounts
with authority:to contract and annual appropriations-there has been
a great deal of discussion of that.. A couple of years ago, with the
approval of the chairman of the Finance Committee here, and with
the approval of the chairman, of the Senate Appropriations Com-
mittee-and with. some approval of the Ways' and Means Com-
mittee-we finally got hung up in the Appropriations Committee. of
theliOusein trying to. put in &revision of the system of appropriations,
total appropriations, and the method of handing them, which I th
would liave been,:agreat step, forWard in' giving, a. better, not.on!,, a

bettert. control but a betterknowledge of the Congress fromwhich they
could exercise control of the finances of this country.
?ovcilator W~AMs.: I ammin agreement with~~ you i and wao, bringingthis u becai.U.I,thi&that suppoithe ,poit i~tfr youi t~Ok QYo~a
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Secretary HuMzEUy. We carted tha, -as I recall it nealy 3
years ago, was it not, Mr. Chairman, and we worked at it; i thought a
year and a half ago we pretty nearly had it done; and then it ran onto
some rocks,

Senator WILLIAMS. Even without that, you have made substantial
progre in bringing it down.
SetAry Huumirtay. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMs. Now to get back to the other point, I would

like to get to, on the cash differences of the expenditures: On June 30
of 1948 our national debt was $269.8 billion, and they had cash of
about $14.3 billion. Therefore, the reduction in the debt of $1.4
billion during the period between June 30, 1046, and December 31,
1953, is more than offset by a reduction in cash of $8.3 billion.

Secretary HUIMPHRERR. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. Now, what is the cash on hand as of your nearest

date today?
Secretary HuPmnnzY. Today?
Senator WILLIAMS. And your debt.
Secretary HuMPHraY. Let us see, June 24, I think that is the last

day we have a figure for.
Senator WILLIAMS. What was your cash?
Secretary HUMPRRIY. The balance was $5.320 billion.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is the cash. $5.3. What was your debt?
Secretary HUMPHREY. The debt as of that day was $270.587 billion.
Senator WILLIAMS. That would leave a net of $265.2 against $261.4

when you came in?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that would be about it.
Senator WILLIAMS. Now, at that time in 1953 the contributions to

the road-building fund were made out of direct appropriations?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. Now, they are carried as a trust fund, is that

not true?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right, from additional taxes. That

is partially additional taxes.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is right. How much is in that trust fund

as of today? . I
Secretary HUMPilREY. I might not be able to get it for the day, but

maybe for the first of the month.
senator WILLIAMS. Well as closely as you can.
Secretary HUmaPHREt. We can get it close enough.
There are a lot of papers in this Government, fLaughter.]
I guess we had. better get it for you, Senator.Senator WILLIAMS. You can., furnish that for the record.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I will furnish it.
We ought to be able to give you the estimate for June 30.
Senator WILLIAMS. That ought to be fairly close,
Secretary Htr-pmivy. Yes, fairly close, The January budget

estimate of the fund balance was $400 million.
Senator WILLIAMS. In the road- building trust fund?
Secreutry Hurnsnart. Yes That would be an estimate, and that

is an estimate.
Sentor- WILLIAUMS. During this some period between) we will say,

June 30, 1948& which was practically the end of the war, and. up to the
present time, the Government has disposed of a lot of surplus property

, /
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in the sale of various surplus war property and surplus rubber plants,
and so forth?

Secretary HtMPaEY. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. Do you have a breakdown of the amount that

has been received for the.surplus property throughout these years,
and, .f not, could you furnish that for the record?

Secretary HVMI'Rzr. Yes, sir, I am sure we could furnish it. I do
not know that we can give it to you without delay, but we can cer-
tainly furnish it, and we will.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes. If you could, and as to the years in
Which that was received, I would like to have it.

Secretary HumPHREY. Fine.
Wait a minute. We have it here. This goes for a period of years.
Senator WILLIAMS. If you do not have it here.
Secretary HMPHwcY. I think we will check it for you.
Senator WILLUMS. Yes, that will be all right if you furnish it for

the record.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
(The matter requested is as follows:)

Sale of surplu tmatriaU or activities, fisal yeare 1046 through 1949
[In millions of dollars]

1046 194? 1948 1949

Not proceeds from surplus Wropwq~ in Unitod Stat................4..2M 1,914.7 ZOO4 31 a1.
Net proceeds from surplus property In foreign areas ................... it 0 1 41 71.0
Proceeds from surplus vessels................................................ &1 50.2 04
Proceeds of sales or dispositions from strategic and critical materials

stockpile ................................... .......................... ........ ------Recoveries, defen ai d, <*~mo9t1i Vlohsp~ and services.. ................ 111. 4
Recovery of costs, nioa derm %, war, and roonverson tRFO ............................................... ..... ..... ... 0........... ........ 10D. 0
Sale of scrap and salvaged surplus mat- - - -....-.-.................... --------- . .... 24.8

rveloe and expenses reverse lend lease .............................. ..........
.Old condemned surplus property Navy DepartMe -.................. 27 . & ........
Capital equipment (tnludes trucks, horses, etc.) ....................... 40.8 84. 8
Ordnance material (war) ................................ ......... . . .9 &a
Proceeds of Go Ygrnmit owned scurltes eale of war -ppUes ..... .2 .4 .48drVUPNuOom tpI*Py .................................. . ....... 71 6 14 ..............

TOW ............................................................ o e.

NOmU-ftuYW are roaded and wil nes noemrlly add to total.

W0
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(In millions of dollars)

11057 eat[-
mate

1950 1961 1952 Io .105, 19536anar. .. . I 1964j 9 7 bud.

NtV rooeeds for plus prolwty in United
tates ..... ... o# . . Ue46 140.1 66. 47.4 51.5 87.5 43.4 54.0

Alet procoods frm urlu popry in foreign
.P........... 81 43 .8 3.5 a$1.6 9

Prooeds of sales or dispositions from strategic
and orittcal materials stockpile ------------------. 20. .t 4.2

Net proceeds from surplus property in foreign
aasot actOt. ,194, foreign exchange * 2.2 0. e 8.s. ..... .. .. ...... . .. 2,o0

Net proceeds from excess property in foreign
area,, act of Juno 80, 1949, foreign exchange
conversions .................................... ... ...... ..... 1 1.6 4.2j .3

Recoveries deene aid, ommooditles, supplies
" nd serve e...........-....................... 8.1 18.8 22. 2 32.1 24.0' 83.2 53.2 i 100,0

Recoveries defense aid, oommodities, supplies
and service, foreign exchange conversions..... ........... .1.8 1.6 2.0.

Recovery of costs, national defense, war, and . "
reconversion, activities, RVC ..----------- .20.0, 50.1 118.8 1I8 1890.37.....

Sale of serapand salvdsurplusmaterials..*. * &88 27.1 1L7 1.8 94.1 9.9

Total ...................................... 6 31.1 873.4 311.0 846. 0 61.5 517.8 20.1

I Budget estimates.

Nos."F-gutr are rounded and will not necessarily add to totals.

Senator WILLIAmS.- As these surplus properties were sold, surplus
war goods, th6 receipts were put into the Treasury in the general
fund, is that correct?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. And they were, in effect, nonrecurring income?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. And the deficit, while it reduced, the deficit

to that extent, had the property not been sold, the deficit would have
been greater, w hatever years these were?

Secetary HUMPHREY. I think that is right, except for this, Sena-
tor: =hat this is a sort of a continuing thing.

Soxvator WILLIAMs. That is right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. While you say it is, a one-shot, credit, that

is true as to the particular item; but there are so many items that the
Government has that, with continual work at it, you keep finding
new items year after year

There are credits year after year, although they are for different
items.

Senator WILIAMS. Yes, I recognize that, and perhaps as we have
sold one, we have built something else.

Secretary HUMPHREY. We buifd something else, and a little while
later we sell that and build something else.

Senator WILLIAMS. I Was speaking of that from a reflection of the
cash position of the Government that it was a cash income at the time
it was sold.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct. It is a cash income, and as
to any particular unit, it is a one-shot item, but the units keep re-
curring; other units keep recurring to a point where it is almost
a continuous item.,

Senator WILLIAM, Yes. -But-

/ ,
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secltetiry HuMrultR l ,It gets "larger when you hove wer and
lesser when you have not.

inaitr. L IA.' i 0 Obngress ado ted the -Mills pl0" which
was an a'ccelerated'plah fo r payment of taxes forl rpodrtiofs., I would
like to ask this question: Was not the net effect of the, Mills plan
tihe 'advan&enien of Oorporite taxes by one-half fiscal year before it
was completed -- ; ' i " ' I

Secretary HUMPHREwY. That was the objective- ' ''  , * '
Senator WILL AMS. That was the objective, and it was, the accom-

plishment. But was not the net effect financially of that plan'that it
advanced about $8 bilon more in the period in whieh that plan was
operating than would have been collected had the, Mills plan not
been adopted?

Secretary HuMiRicy. 2J think that is right. It advancedit from
one fiscal year to the other.

Senator WILLIAMS.' That is right and that advancement resulted in
an accelerated income; I think the figures figured by Mr. Bu rgess -

Secretary HuMPnRnY, About $1.5.billion a year, asI remember.Senator WILLIAMS. About $1.5 billion a half-year, but thecumula-
tive total was around $8.8 billion all 'together bru ht in between the
period of 1950 when this plan was adopted;- and tie net effect of it
practically vanished at the end of the 1956 fiscal year?

Secretary HMPmeY. That is correct.
Senator-WILLIAMS. And ' that-
Secretary HUMPHRY. Well, the net effect vanished a while before

that.
Senator WILLIAMS. The bulk of the-effect-
Secretary HUMPnREY. There, was a I very little-after the ' fiscal

year-after June 30, 1955, there was practically no change.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is correct.
The only corporations that had 'an odd fiscal year were, brought in

to even it up?
Secretary HuMPHREY. Just minor adjustments,
Senator WLLALAMS. Durirfi that period it was really we had about

an $8.8 billion nonrecurring income coming in during that'period?Secretary HUTMPrHR. That is right. •Ii fiscal years. It does not
chnge. the total dollar, but it did crease the amount per fiscal year.

senator Wimums. lAnd the report 6f the Budget BreaU as to the
deficit at the end of each fiscal year as it is shown in their, reports,
during'thatpe64d', i ould' have been • changed and Wdhul Vlbeen
4b0ii $8.S bllohion aratr deficit hai' it not been for thbMl $an
'd6pted,'6r 4 ome6suc hsiilar plan.,

SecretarWHu~mRnyI tin that is cret
heiqdtz' X*%L~,w H * ian peaking otffit and "Oldgetp

piw nnyt s iast budge en balainced in- t h ~t 30 ypsy'
J S tneti rnha Ti r :436' isg qut hl 'S M

~ep*it

;-L "i ,ON , L~r 6 'k h
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Secretary HUMPHREY. What were the year there? ,
It was balanoed in 1929 and 1980. That i two. Then there is a

series of 16 deficits from the period from 1931 to 1946, both inclusive.
Then in 1947 there was a surplus of $764 million. In 1948 there

was a surplus of $8.4 billion.
Senator WI ULJ$S. That was the, "doetlhw* 80th Congres.

They did not do bad on balancing tha budget, did Ley?
Scretay HuMPMMY. $8.4 b n.
Thou there are 2 years of deficit. Thon 191 there was a surplus

of $3.5 billion.
Senator WILLIAMS. 1951?
Secretary HuMPnaEY. Yes ir.
Then there are 4 years of deficit; and then there are 3 consecutive

years of balanced or anticipated baanced budgets.
Senator WILLI&MS. In other words, since 1980, we have had six

balanced budgets; is that correct?
Socreter J[uMPoREY. I think that wold be right.
Senator WILLIAMS. Two in 1947 and 1948?
Secretary Hump'Hoxy. Two in 1929 and 1980.
Senator WxLLIAMS. Well, 1929, 1930.,
Seeratary HUMPHREY, And two in 1947, 1948. That makes four.

Then one in 1951.
Senator WILLIAMS. And three under this administration?
Secretary HUMpHRxY. Then three in a row.
The CHAIRMAN. Two are anticipated they have not yet---
Secretary HUMPHREY. Two of gem i think, are real.
The CHAIRMAN. As of this date only one is actual. The balance

for fiscal years 1967 and 1958 are estiaated-
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, one.
The CHAIRMAN (continuing). For the record.
Secretary HuMPHREmY. We are 3 days off, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. One of the three is a year off'.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
The CmiwAN. That onewas included.
Secretary HUMPHREY. The one a year off is simply the budget

estimate.
The CHAumn;. .3ut that isincluded in your list, is it not?
Senator WiLLiAMS, That list was prepared by counsel-
Secret HUMPHREY. Mr. Chim if you want to be specific

about it tha balancing of the budget is the preseatat4on of the budget,
and a balaced budget has been presented. Now, whether it will work
out in practice or not, remains to be seen. ..... a

The QCuUmAx. Actual 'bal ce occurs only when income is in
excessof utgo. There is a vast difference between balanced budget
estimates and actually balanced budgets. IU the past 25 years there
have been more of the former than the 1ater

Secretary fluau~x &gra many o them. at isXiglit.The uu8. Z bg your paidou 8ator Williams. 'I just

wanted to make it clear that m this list o-tbaxiced budgets two are
anticipated. One may be 3 days off, but the other is a year.
iS senator Wzilu . I tinkthat t he -efor .d4,y can be acCpted.

Secretary HUMPaREY. I will underwote one, of them, but nt the

£or~o Vimlnaing th 40 w# W" ~~iu
tion where it w". balanced in 1029 andt right?-,

810
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Secretary Hu mzay. That is right.Senator, WuLzAMs. And it was balnced a in 1947 and 1948?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right, and balanced again in-
Senator WaLut~s. In 1951?
Secretary Imnue y. 1951.
Senator Wa uA Ms. And it was balanced again-
Secretary HuMwHRny. In,1955 and 1956.
Senator WxuWAMS. 1055 and 1956?
Secmt aryHumw uy. No. 1956 and 1957.
Senator WIntsums. 1956 and 1957.
So when you boasted of the balanced budget, you had two balanced

budgets under your belt, and 'you ihad a listowioal record of being
associated with an administration which had balanced some budgets
prior thereto?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator WiLumMS. I think that it is. I would like for that complete

chart to be put into the record, because I think it is well for us to pay
attention to that since unquestionably the Government deficits over a
period of years do contribute to inflation.

Senator HUMPHREY. Perhaps more than anythin else.
The ORAIRvAN. There is no objection to that being Put in,

but the reference to so-called obligations and unexpended balances
should be clarified.

Secretary HupniPREY. Have we got a chart on that?
Senator WILLIAMS. There has been no request to put such a chart in.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand, but the Senator real figures of

eighty-odd and forty-odd billion dollars which may be balance figures
but not necessarily obligation figures, and it is not cdear whether that
is the total of the unexpended balances. They appear to represent
only balances in appropriations. That is by no means the total of
all unexpended balances. For example, they do not include balances
in authorizations to spend out of the debt.

Senator WILLIAMS. I do not know whether it is or not, but this
chart was prepared by the Library of Congress in Washington here,
and it is our Legislative Reference service , and it was prepared in
reply to my request or inquiry for the various Federal fiancial data:
their letter reads:

In reply to your recent inquiry for various federal flnaoial data, the -lowkzg
~laO aon Is stbmitted: Mo. . Unczpuaded oppropritions,

And he has in parentheses, "General and special accounts."
The CHAIRMAN. What is the total of that?
Senator WILLIAMS. On June 30, 1946, it was $28,022,633,816. On

June 30, 1947, $17,720,154,104. On June 30, 1948, $19,632 952,700.
•And on May 31, 1953, actual, $91,280,853,215, And on Yune 80,
1958, at that time it was estimated it was $88,298,486,271.

The CHAntmAx. There it no objection - to the Senator reading it
into the record, but the record should be clear as to what the figures
represMt, and 'that unexpwned appropriations are not necessarily

8eaao. WrI• This was tiished by the Library Of (rngress
and the reason I was bringing this up wasto show during the period
of 194 " 1947, and 1948, 7&d 0pate the Oo erumenti assuming
they ae rwe ht over there-end if they area not, *ev had better Pt
,Ahitore"11f14o the jeb--weoperated#ith u ended a p

sit
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tions ranging from $17 billion, to. $28 billion, and later" they ran up
as' high as, $01 billion, and, dropped back t $83: billion around 4953
at thetime he came i-

The CHAUrMAr;. Senator, unexpended balances in, appropriations
are one thing, but appropriations are only one method of authorizing
expenditures. Other'methods include the growing practice of au-
thorizing expenditure out of debt receipts, which requires no appro-
priation. There are balances in this category. There are balances
in revolving funds. There are balances in contract authorizations,
and so forth. The total of these balances now is approximately $70
billion, but-this cannot be called $70 billion in firm obligations atthis
time. The chair makes this point in the interest of a complete and
clear record.

Senator WILLIAMS. I would like to have the record printed because
I believe we should have it.before us.

(The tabulation, "Budget receipts and expenditures," is as follows:)

Budget re"Vips and ezpnditures
ain mlmous] l

Fisc1a year Budgt Dudge x- oex. uo Ffsosl year B Buget uget . d8rplub or
receipts pendlture dt . reoolptb pentr decit (-)

1 -.......... - $4,038 $$299 $ 4 .......... $4, $95,00 -$51,428
1930 ---------- 4,178 3,440 738 1945 --------- 44,476 98416 941
1931 .......... a4,- - 673 104 ......... 39,7 1 0,44 S 7
1932 .......... 14 4.60 2,Z 1947 ---------- 39,789,032 754
,9m .......... %2 4,623 -2,802 M..-- - 41,488 33,060 8,419
1- .......... 064 8,694 -3,830 1949--..-- -37,98 89, 5 -1,811
1936 ...... 730 3,521 -791 15 -38,495 398? -3,122
1933 ........ 4,0 4 932 -,2 51 .......... 6,568 44,05 3,510
1937-----------°4.9 7758 -%M7 1982 .......... ,391 85,406 -4,017
1938-----------30615 8,792 -1,177 1953---------8..6825 74,274 -9,449
1939..... 4,9O8 8,858 -3,882 1954........ 84,855 67,772 -3,117
1940.----------,144 9,062 -3918 1955----------0,390 84,570 -4,130
1941-----------7,103 13,262 -8159 1958----------88,%185 68.640 1,26

1942 ........ 155 84,046 -21,490 1957 ........- 70, 88,900 1t728
1943 ........ 21,987 79,407 -57, 420 19581 ........ 73,620 71,807 1,813

Estimated.

The CHAIRMAN. I did not recall that there was a balance total of $91
billion in appropriations alone.

Senator WLLIAMS. I do not know whether there was or not.- I am
only reading the official report.

The CHAIRMAW. If-there were appropriations:large enough-to-result
in carryover of, $91 billion, they must have been to the military for
conduct of war.

Senator WI;LLT4MB. What were they atl the time we caie in, Mr.
.+ecretary?

Secretary HV'MpHREY. The figure from the bud et report was $78.,
The CHAIRMAN, Would you break them downy department? .
Secretary HUMPHREY. We could do this, Mr., Charman.

. The CHAIRMAN. I think you will fin4 there is authority to sp d o4
9f eb,and s o.forth, in addition to balances in: the propriaioq7 .,.,

' Secretary HuMPHREY. It might be, but'it would bereltive.i we

used these fiurep, "and I will just pitl tse figures k, y; t4 8v
'k o. imeec ewcies or credits, +
,Inw 193 r termws$7n 8 .4 ' In 195 tli5ey ere$6.$ i 19 + 4hely

r15r m , moakingUj sNt, gi,. j,
ee+ i ss "as 1thr , items therein uDbe clawed as
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unexpended balances or something else, they are comparable figures
for the different years for that particular category that you are talk
ing about.

Secretary HUMPHREY. The ones I have just read are comparable.
Senator WILLIAMS. Comparable. And -
Secretary HuMPHREr. Those are the budget figures for each year.
Senator WILLIAMS. Those are the budget figures, and whether the

Library of Congress got those figures correct or incorrect, they are
the same as yours. I never made any estimate, they were compiled
upon my request by the Congressional Library.

The CHAIRMAN. No one is more critical of these carryover balances
than I am' but I do not understand that reduction in them can
accurately be counted as savings.

Secretary HUMPHREY. No.
Senator WILLIAMS. No.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Mr. Chairman; no. There is nobody, as

am glad to testify, there is nobody who has been more critical, 0these-of the size of these balances or who has been of greater assist-
ance to the administration and to me than you have personal in
trying to get them down, and with other Members of Congress, Sen-
ator Williams and others, in trying to get them down; and we have,
that is one place where we have made some progress in reductions.

Senator WILLIAMS. I think the chairman is correct they do not
represent savings, but I do think they are an item which ihould be
brought under control, and I think, Mr. Secretary that you have
done an excellent job in bringing them under control. As you bring
the unexpended appropriations down to a more realistic figure com,
parable to what was done in prior years, we will have a better control,
both executive and Congress over the expenditures of the Government.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I tiink that is right.
'Senator WILLIAMS. I do not think we will have any control over

the expenditures until we do.
The CHAIRMAN. I concur with Senator Williams in that and that

is what some of us, including Senator Williams and the Secretary
have been trying to do. As I recall, Mr. Secretary, when you came in,
you gave much attention and effort to reducing the balances.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. But reduction in balances is not directly reflected

as savings in terms of the actual cash position of the Treasury. I think
the chief objection to excessive balances is that they cause Congress
to lose control over expenditures. Spending agencies can use an unr
expended balance at their will, subject to some limitations, of course.

Secret ary HUMPHREY. It certainly helps in better control.'
The CHAIRMAN. I know Senator Williams did not intend -it, but I

do not want the record to leave the impression that reduction in these
balances as such can be counted as reduction in spending or actual
savings.

Senator WILLIAMS. They were not put into the record with the
thought they were reductions in spending or actual savings. But'let
us put it this way: They can wefl be reductions and saying over a
peiiod of yearsif they are brought under control; is that not correct

'Secretary HYMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. And to the extent they are outstandg, they

cali all represent expenditures if neither the Congress nor the adminis-
tration makes any effort to curtail them?

9868-7--l _.
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Secretary HUMPnREY. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. Therefore, it can be said when you have got

$80 billion or $90 billion outstanding, it can be expenditures and it
can be a savings when we bring them Under control.

As to the statement that as they are brought down under control,
they do not represent immediate savings, I am in agreement.

The CHAIRMAN. They are not down under control now.
Senator WILLIAMS. NO.
The CHAIRMAN. Even forty-odd-billion dollars in appropriation bal-

ances alone-
Secretary HuMPuHRY. Is pretty high.
Senator WILLIAMS. Is too high.
The CHAIRMAN. Results in substantial loss of expenditure control.

I think this is one of our great problems. I thoroughly agree with
Senator Williams. We have discussed this repeatedly. Some way
should be found to reduce unexpended balances and give Congress
control over expenditures. Until around 1944 or 1945

Secretary HUMPHREY. 1944.
Senator WILLIAMS. But the fact we operated the Government in

the years 1946, 1947 and 1948 with unexpended obligations of only
$17 billion to $28 billion, I think, could well be looked at. The fact
that it was operated with that amount at that time shows that it can
be done and I think the fact, Mr. Seeretar, that you had brought it
down from eighty-billion-odd-dollars to forty-billion-odd-dollars
is a step in the right direction, and you should be commended
for it; however, I agree fully with the chairman, we should not sit
back and take too much pride in that because it is still far too high,
and I have supported his position many times. We have got to
bring these outstanding balances under control.

The CHAIRMAN. The only reason I took the liberty to interject
was to be sure that the record did not create the impression' that
reduction in balances, desirable as it is, necessarily results in direct
and immediate savings. As chairman, it is my responsibility to
make the record as accurate as possible. There may be, as Senator
Williams says, some savings in the future.

Secretary HUMPHREY. It is a step toward saving.
The CHAIRMAN. That may develop. But reductions in balances

and savings are neither synonymous nor simultaneous.
Senator WILLIAMS. In that point we are in complete agreement.

But we are holding these hearings with the hope of working out
something that can help us in the future, and not for the iipt ediate.

The CHAIRMAN. Much credit is due this administration, Secretary
Humphrey in particular, and to Senator Williams for the progress
made to date in reducing balances.

I apologize for interrupting.
Senator WILLIAMS. No. ihink it is well enough to get that point

clear.
Mr. Secretary, I would like to refer to your statement, and I will

read the paragraph to which I am referring:
In 1954, in order that the people might benefit from the substantial reduction

in Government expenditures, we brought about a tax cut that has provided thet
with annual savings of about $7.6 billion.
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Then continuing you said:
More than 60 percent of that reduction went to Individuals.- Every taxpayer

benefited.
Now, in some of the questioning during the committee hearings

questions have been asked concerning this tax reduction as to whether
or not it was possibly a contributing factor toward inflation; and
reference was also made t the tax reduction, which occurred around
1948 as having perhaps been somewhat responsible for inflation;
and I would like to ask you this question:

Do you think that tax reductions in a period when the budget is
balanced are inflationary?

Secretary HuMPHRwy. I think it depends, Senator, on other things
besides just the balancing of the budget as to what the contribution
of the pressures miglit be.

By and large if the tax money that is taken from the people is used
by the Government for the purchase of goods or services that do not
in any way contribute to the supply of goods and services available
for public purchase then I think that a tax reduction which would
go to the people and would become available for increasing the supply-
of services available to the people would be deflationary.

If it were the contrary, if the opposite were true, under circumstances
of high employment, of high prosperity, it might be inflationary.

Senator WILLIAMS. In other words, you feel that when we-
Secretary HUMPHREY. In other words, you have to take more into.

account than just the fact of a balanced budget.
Senator WILLIAMS. I agree with you. But in a situation where

you have a budget balanced to the extent that you can make a rea-
sonable reduction in the debt, it is advisable, if you can, to pass the
tax reduction on?

Secretary HUMPHREY. What was that?
Senator WILLIAMS. When you have a budget surplus sufficiently

whereby you can make a reasonable contribution on the national
debt, would it not be wise at that time, if you have enough left over
after doing that, to pass it along in the form of a reduction?

Secretary HuMPHREY. 1 think that is correct.
Senator WILLIAmS. Do you not think it would be a dangerous

philosophy for any administration to adopt, where it would even be
suggested, that the way to control inflation in this country would be
to adopt a high-tax program, or one that would siphon off the excess
spending money, as some of them put it, from the taxpayers in the
form of high taxes?Secretary HUMPHREY. It would be extremely dangerous if the
money was used by the Government for purposes that were not
productive of goods and services 'fr the people.

Senator WILLIAMS. It would be equally inflationary for the Gov-
ernment to siphon it off in taxes, and then spend it as a Government
e.xpenditure?

Secretary HUMPHREY. It might be v uch worse, depending-on what
they did with it.,
' Senator WILLIAMS. The suggestion or the question was asked as

to whether these %x reductions went to the group that needed it
mIost, &d I think"you made, the dtatemnt that yot felt, it webnt to

31&
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all individuals and helped those of low incomes as much as it did
those with large incomes; is that correct?

Secretary HUMPHnRY. That is correct.
* Senator WILLIAMS. And particular reference was made to the

exemption status, whether or not the exemptions could be raised from
$600 to $700, and I think your testimony in that connection was
quoted a couple of times here, and I would like to ask this question:

When was the exemption raised from $500 to $600, this present
rate? Was that not in 1948 by that "do-nothig Congress"T

Secretary HUMPHREY. I cannot tell you, sir. Will have to check.
1948 is correct, he says.
Senator WILLIAMS. 1948.
The exemption now is $600 only by virtue of the fact that they were

raised at that time, and if I recall correctly, over the veto of the
President.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not have that in mind.
Senator WILLIAMS. I was particularly interested in this, and this

report I have was assembled by a member of our staff: I asked him
to get the historical record of personal exemptions, because I think
that this Administration or any Administration is interested in seeing
that the exemption be as high as possible. I read from this report it is
interesting to note that in 1913, on March 1, when the first Federal
income tax law was ado pted, the exemption at that time for single
persons was $3,000, and For a married couple, was $4,000.

In 1917, that was dropped to $1,000 for a single person, and $2,000
for a married couple.

In 1921, it was left at $1,000 for a single person, but the exemption
for married couples was raised to $2,500, and that stayed in effect
until 1924.

In 1925, and continuing through 1931, the personal exemption was
raised to $1,500 for a single person; to $3,500 for a married person,
and at that time the credit given for each dependent was $400.

In 1932, and continuing through 1939, it was reduced to $1,000 for a
single person, $2,500 for a married couple, and $400 for each de-
pendent.

In 1940 the personal exemption was reduced from $1,000 to $800 for
a single person, and for a married couple was reduced from $2,500 to
$2 000, and the exemption for dependent children was the same, $400.

in 1941, a single person exemption was further reduced to $750. A
married couple was reduced from $2,000 to $1,500, and exemptions
$400, the same, for dependents.

In 1942, that was reduced to $500 per single person, $1,200 for a
married couple, and exemption for dependents, $350.

In 1944, it was left at $500 for a single person, and reduced to $1,000
for a married person, and $500 for the dependent children. And the
$500 single-person exemption and $1,000 married-couple exemption
which was adopted in 1944 was the all-time low in exemptions, and
this trend Wvas only reversed in 1948 when it was raised to. $000 and
$1200.

in 1948 it was also raised to $1,200 exemption to those ovr- 65 and
the blind.

Do you see any possibility of that being, raised further inte tore-
seeable future?

3 16
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Secretary HumpaRzy. Of course, that will all, depend on whenmoney is available, when a surplus is available for the payment of a
tax reduction.

When that time comes, I personally think that more attention should
be pad to a revision of rates than to a shift in exemptions.

Senator WILLIAMS. I pointed these exemptions out at this time
because I thought the historical record of how the exemptions had
been treated would be good for the committee, as well, in their deliber-
ations, and also it was interesting to note that those who were criti-
cizing you the other day for not having raised them higher, their
administration had never raised exemptions when they were in power.

The last increase in exemptions was in 1948, the "do-nothing
Congress" again.

Also, I refer to the first tax bracket or the normal tax rate which
today is 20 percent, that is considered the tax which is applicable to
the low-income group; is that correct?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS.. What was that rate when you came into power?
Secretary HUMPHREY. What was the 20-percent rate?
Senator, WILLIAMS. In 1952, the normal tax rate, the first bracket.
Secretary HUMPHREY. 22.2. It was a 10-percent reduction, 22.2;

that is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. That was in 1952, and you dropped that to

20 percent?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. Do you happen to have before you the his-

torical background of those rates?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I have not, but we will get it.
Senator WILLIAMS. I have'it here, and we will put it in the record,

because this is the tix which is most applicable to the low-income
groups; is that not true?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. It started out in 1913 at 1 percent. Not many

of us can remember that year, but we would all like to try that rate
again.

It was raised to 2 percent in 1916; and in 1918 it was raised to 6
percent. In 1919 and 1920 it was dropped back to 4 percent.

In 1923 it was dropped to 3 percent. In 1924 it was dropped to 2
percent. In 1925 it was 1% percent.

In 1928 it was !3i percent. In 1929 it was one-half of 1 percent.
And in 1930 and 1931 it was 1% percent. In 1932 it was raised to

4 percent. In 1940 it was 4.4 percent.,
In 1941 it wasraised to 10 percent. In 1942 it was raised to 19

percent. In 1944 it was raised to 23 percent.
In 19846 it was topped, to 19 percent; and in 1948.it.was dropped. to

16.6 percent"--the "do-not Congress" got active again.In 1950 it was 17.4 percent; it was ra sed, Md i981 it Wa
raised to 20.4 percent.

In 1952, it was raised to 22.2, which was an alltime hgh, or repre-
sented an noreaseof 550 percent in tht 2 -year peiod._And I ask the question again, f that increase .intat nornn,
bracket does not represent the tax which is t apphcle to, the
low-income groups of Ameria?," PP to t

$ocretaiu That is coec..
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Senator WLLIAMS. In other words, it was a 550-percent increase
n that group of the applicable rate, as well as a inductionl in their

exem( tion from $1,000 to $500 for a single person during that same

Secretary HuMPwasiy. That is correct.
senator WILLIAMS. So I do not think that'the record of our critics

lor your critics on that particular poinithas been too good when it
*comes to considering their actual legislation dealing with the low.
-income groups.

Would you agree with that?
Mr. Chairman, I would like to put this chart into the record, too.
The CHIAIRMAN. If there is no objection, it is so ordered.
(The chart referred to is as follows:)

Individual ineom taz: Comined exem tione and credits for married per-on wth $
dependents and first frackettax rate, 118-41 ,

Combined First Combined Fht
Income year exlemptions bracket Inoome yer exemptions brkot

atid crdts rate and Orciitr, rate

19)4....-------4,0 10 1932.3................3700 4.0
. .......... 0. 2,0 1949- .................... 7 4.0

1917 ......................... 0 1940 ........................ 3,200 4.4
'......... 0 60 1941 ........................ 2,700 10.0

............ I . .0 194-43 ..... .-.......... - 2 0 19.0
1- .0............ 4.0 1944- ..................... 0 23.0

........................ 700 & 0 194847 ...........-......... ,0 19.0

........................ 3, 700 12 94-4 . .......... 18........... .16
4,700 ........................ 8,000 17.4
4.7W 1.8 1951 .......... ...... 3000 20.4

19o--------------4700 .8 1952-.-------------8000 2z2
190-- -................. 4,700 1. 9 ............. 8,000 20.0

'IBeore deluctions and disregarding earned inoome credit.
'4800 credit for each dependent allowed against surtax whioh begins at 20 peroent. Sub credits not used

mn computlngl 8 percent normal tax.

Senator WnUJAMS. Mr. Secretary, do you think-I asked this
question before-do you think that tax increases as such, over a period
bf years, either increases or decreases as such, lave much relation to
inflation if they are geared to balanced budgets or to balancing the
budget?"
, Secret HuMri zaY. Well, as I said Senator, I do not think the
only' consideration that affects the inationary or noninflationary
effect is the balanced budget. I think-there are other things, too.

But they' certainly are less effective mi connection with a' balancedbudget than without it. '
Senator WLLIAMS. Do you have any information there as to the

number, the changes that have been made in our tax structure, in-
creases or decreases, over a period'of time? ,

ySecreta_ HiuMpHiIY. No 'I have 'not. Again we can get it.It i snnpr I did no6t''bring a lot of ta* data here. i did notknow 'we
*ere omg tgtinto, a tax inquiry, -But1 wi lbe very glad to'get

thing you want.
ri t . .'W IAM6s, The, question had" beeh brought up as -to the
implications of these two reductions, aid I thoUght it would bewell

toto ~ fo ioit"ypo
Senator, u nz .MS Would ou W to r11 mnien a utheri as to

the distribUtion of this $7.5 bUfli, o diction; " t th€ categoies?A I
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Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, this distribution was discussed the
other day, and I can divide it this way: The total was $7.4 billion
embraced in these various reductions.

Now, of that, as nearly as we can allocate it, there was $2.8 billion
that went to business of one kind or another; there was $4.6 billion
that went to individuals.

Of that--I think that is the main division.
Senator WILLIAMS. I also have here a chart which I will read into

the record and only comment on briefly, which shows that since our
first Federal income tax was enacted, in 1913, we have had 10 reduc-
tions in taxes throughout those periods.

Those reductions are as follows: The first one was in 1919-taxes
were reduced; that is, for individuals I am speaking of-in 1922 there
was a reduction; in 1923 there was a reduction; in 1924 there was a
reduction; in 1925, taxes were reduced; and in 1928 they were reduced;
in 1929, they were reduced. And during that period we did have
balanced budgets and therefore, I do not think it could be charged
that they were infationary.

The next tax reduction was in 1946, and the next one was in 1948,
and then this administration had the one in 1954.

During that same period, we have bad 15 increases.
In 1916, taxes were increased; in 1917, they were increased; 1918,

they were increased. They were increased in 1930, 1932, 1934, 1936,
1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, 1950, 1951, and 1952; they were in-
creased.

So I think if we will examine the record here, we will find the effect
of lowering the taxes when the budget was balanced was certainly
not inflationary, and whether-of course, the increases, the bulk of
them, were in a period when the budget was substantially unbalanced,
and whether that had too much effect or not, I do not know.

But certainly I think we could be in agreement that taxes themselves
should not be utilized as a source of Siphoning off the money of the
people just to curb inflation.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I agree.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be in recess until Monday

morning at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12:55 p. m., the committee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a. m., Monday, July 1, 1957.)
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Senate Office Building, senator Robert S. Kerr presiding. p .12
Present: Senators Kerr (presiding), Long, Smathers, ore, Martin,

Williams, Flanders Carlson an
Also present: Robert P. oChief, Analysis Debt Division,'

Office of the Secretary e easury
Elizabeth B. Sprin chief clerk; and Samuel D. special

counsel.
Senator K~iuR. he commit b in or
The Senator in Delaw
Senator WIL AMS. T you, r. airm
Mr. Cba" , I he one ovey qu o that I ad

plannedto ,and I e on a f
Wth the S entry, can more
Burgess wh he, comes down, or C'a rn f e~
Board.

Therefore, shall d er qu a i Over
Mr. Long.

I w&o u-d to mak thiss ment, ou this repir
perhaps- the st apple th S before
committee n these gsare c e; one of
I wouldlikto in with hisman ixte reosing ta
decision of sepa tiq from th vern t, d to
00rtulations a the excel t ob yo ve6f

STATRXUNT OF RON. BORGR X., HUXPIRUY, 0 TOY, Or

Secretary HumeiVkiy. i appIreciate that Very x4Uch 0In'jee4,.
Senator, very much.'Senator WILLIAMS. I wiU.withhold the rem inder of my question
for the other witnesses, Mr. Chairman .

Senator Kxa. 'Tho Sentor from LisUua yI" .logSenator LO ., Secreta$y I m oiyopmabth las
time I will baye'the Qcasin t z,~ n 0,atcdil.W~~i

Gvoatt44atto to otaib"
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You explained how high interest rates help some people and hurt
others.

Is not the same thing true at least to a considerable extent, of
inflation? It helps some and hurts others?

Secretary HMueumay. Yes, I think that is true, but ,I ,think not
nearlY to the same extent.', I would think far more people are hurt by
inflation than are helped by It.

Senator LoNG. Does it not oftentimes depend upon where a person
stands? For example, just by a textbook study of economics, I gain
the impression that any person who is in position to have his income
adjusted may have some net, gain. For example, a workingman who
gets a cost-ofiving incree when prices rise, but continues to make
tixed payments o nhis home, may be somewhat ahead because there
happens to occur some degree of inflation.

0f course, I am not speaking of a person with fixed income, in which
case a person is not in position to adjust himself to price ihcr~ases.
But those who get an adjustment to increase their income as a result
of inflation, insofar as they owe some fixed debt, are helped by, it, are
they not?

Secretary Th yH nn. I suppose there are people who are helped by
it. I think mostly, after a period, it is peo le who are very agile in
their trading, in their ability to trade andadjust.

Senator Lowo. The point is that perhaps to a lesser extent, but the
same thing is true to a considerable extent, there are some people who
are helped by inflation as well as those who are hurt.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is correct.
Senator LoNe. Is not the principal objection to inflation the social

injustice to those on fixed Income and those whose incomes are heavily
weighted by assets in savings accounts,cash or banks?

Secretary HUMPHREY. We , I think inflation hurts a great many
le and, over a period of time, all except a comparatively few, are

hurt by it.
Senator LoNG. It does not particularly hurt the Government in

trying to service or pay off the national debt, does it? I mean;. if we
had not had such inflation, with the huge debt we have, it pro.bibly
would be much more difficult to service or reduce.

Secretary HUMPHR)Y. If we did not have an inflatiQn, we rould
not have as huge a debt.,

Senator LoNG. We would have a lot of it, even if we had not had'
inflation, would we not, and it would be more difficult to service
or reduce? ... , .

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I do not know. That, of course, is
a subject of conjecture, and nobody can tell. If we had not had
the inflationary prices, why, we would, not have had as big a debt, and
whether it would be harder to pay a smaller debt or not, I amiiot

&natrtoay. My principal objection Vo inflation is h 'social

injustice that occurs to a lot of people, although I think it does, help
.uite.A. few,'but, I think i is quits an injustice on thoe, bemsip creates more injustices tha it d o, goo' i Whle b i, iu

S~rtor HTU* nlaz. I1 believe, hatisrhSeto, an So thir;
ih u r~nt,6 trt I it t~~ ~$ ~SthruuIo 9  Wn

Senfer LONe.With rekd to interest rates, considering h

interest rates ntir~yon their own account, and separate fromth
tIy
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problem of inflation, is there .not ,a considerable: amount, of Esoeial
ijusice i high interest rates?

Secrer umpam , Is there not?, 0
Senator LoNG.' Is therepno,. yes.
Secretary HuMpanHoY. Well, I think anything which gets u=duly

out of line can cause difficulties, yes.
Senator Loxo. I have always been somewhat on the low-interest.

rate side since I read that quotation where bX1ist:chas the money,
changer out of the temple.' It seems to me as though, in the main,.
8 percent, 8 percent interest with people trying to buy homes, that
sort of thing, is not social desirable..

It seems to me to be deirable to have the interest low.,,
Secretary HmPixaY. You, can certainly get interest rates so high:

that it is not right.
Senator LoNG. You have told us that high interest rates discourage -

borrowing, and to that extent tend to be anti-inflationaryi. But does.
a, rising 'interest rate not also encourage lending? In other words, a
person who can get a high interest rate is more inclined to lend than.,;•
otherwise,

Secretary HUMPHmiy. I think that is right; it stimulates savings,
too.

Senator LoNG. To the extent that high interest rates encourage
lending, would they not be inflationary?

Secretary HumPuavy. Well, it is not the lender that causes the
inflation. It is the creation of the debt and the spending of the money
which causes the inflation..

Senator LoNG. The point I have in mind is that while it might
tend to discourage somebody from borrowing money, it encourages
another to lend, and mi that respect one tends to offset the other; is,
that not correct?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, to some extent.
Senator LoNG. Mr. Secretary, you have supplied me with a con-

siderable amount of information that we will put in the record later on.
There is additional information which Iwbuld hope you ,could ,

obtain for us, and I do not know where we can get it except from your,
Department, and I would like'to have you supply this for us.

Ido not believe you are goimg to have much of it available at the
moment, and some of it will take a considerable amount of study. I,
will be. lad to supply you these questions.

Secretary HuMPrnY' Fine; and we will get the information and,%
bring it back..

Senator LON . I would/like to know, for example,: what have'been,
the changes in interest rates, year by year since te beginning of 1950,
and on into the middle, of 1957,. in the case of new borrowing, on the
part of homeowners.

Do these figures include discounts; and, if so, how much discount,
and what is the effective rate of interest considering the discount?

I am asking that as at the beginning of 1950 because interest rates
did not begin to rise just when your administration came in. They
b to rise in 1950.

would like to know what have been the changes in interest rated
in the e of new borrowings on the.part of tarmers from the begin.

Thegof 1950 to mid n pe957.s
The same thing for unincorporated business.

828;---
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And I would like to know the same thing for consumers in obtaining
installment credit and noninstallment creit.

Then on the basis of these trends, what would you now compute to
be the current annual rate of interest charges, in dollars, on all out.
standing indebtedness other than public borrowing, and how does that
compare with the figure in 1950 and 1953?

Also, what would this amount now be, in dollars, if all outstanding
indebtedness other than public borrowings were at current rates of
interest?

Further, how many years would it take before refinancing put such
outstanding borrowings under current rates, assuming no further
increase in interest rates, and what would be the percentage of the
totals nonpublic indebtedness refinanced in 3, 5, 10, and 15 years?

I would like to know, also, what has been the dollar trend in busi-
ness investment in plant and equipment and construction since the
start of 1950, the start of 1953, and on until the middle of 1957.

Further, a rough approximation of how these, investment trends
would break down according to corporate and noncorporate invest-
ment, and according to business size and corporate structure.

For example, what proportion of this investment had been under-
taken by firms with assets in excess of $100 million, and what pro-
portion bY firms with assets in excess of $1 billion.

That is a bi job but I think you have assistants over there who
can do it. It is a big job, but it seems to me this is information this
committee should have.

Secretary HUMpHitzy. It sounds like a big job, but we will go to
work on it.

Senator;LONG. Thank you so much.
(The information referred to is as follows:)

Question: What have been the changes In interest rates year by year since the
beginning of 1950 and on into the middle of 1957 in thecase of new borrowings on
the part of homeowners?' Do the figures include discounts, if so how much and
what Is the effective rate considering discount?

No satisfactory figures are available to show average interest rates paid on
mortgage loans, particularly the more significant figures that take into account
the sale of such loans at discounts.

Some information -on the trend of mortgage* rates in recent years, taking dis-
counts into account, may be gained from Federal Housing Adiministration opinion
surveys mde at various times in the year 1953to date, indicating typical prices
offered for FHA-Insured home mortgage loans. Prices compiled from these
surveys are shown in the following table, wi h computed yields based on the
assumption of an effectiVe maturity of 15 years for A 25-year mortgage, after
allowing for amortization.

The usefulness of these figures is rather limited, however, since they cover but
one area of the national mortgage market, they are based on opinions rather than
actual transactions, the basis for the survey has changed somewhat over the
period, and the difficulty of computing accurte. yields Is complicated by amortisa-.
tion and prepayment problems.

!(
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Average typical price. offered or FHA-inured (ee. f8*) home mortgage loans k

and indicated yield to effective maturity, for selected date.

Date (lot day of month)

434 peren l0a08:: - _. -o............._ - ...... ........

........... :........ ................. ..*..... 0..........
log4anqar ................... 4.00-6...........................

il ...............................................................
O br............. 0, .......... 0...............................

00~a 1;;;+ v ............ ....................
$ y...................... .......A4 -.......... ...

App ri. . .........................................................

Idlybo ............ ............... ..................................
Augustr............. ..... 4............................. 0........
September.................. ................0-4uber ............
Ap br................................. .......

DoM er ......... ........ ...................................
10 - .. o. ..... * ....... .. o ... ..............

July .............................................................

Aprilt...=...... ........ .......... .............. 0................Se p . ..............................O .... b..............e.................................. ...
November .........................................................

l -anary.;...... .......... ......................... 7............
rt ... ................... ............... .....i.;............Deee .............................. r.....................

April .........................................................

Ma r o...........

ApiJ....une ......

United States Indited
average aty"j

*lu e  maturity I

.97 t 70
9 4.94

97.7 4.85

919l 4.87
99.4 4.,
W.8 4.58

99.8 4.51

09 9 4.17

96.2 4.77
910 '4*

91 4.77

We ted tteM t prob-

9&,4986
98

97.8

OZO
97.8

97.1

4.74

4.88
t.so
4.
4.94
8.01
& 04

& 42
so

IIn market areas .of FRA i=un ofte etles; immediate delivery tranasatics. Begtnng Isuary
1956 data are specifically for mortgagee with 25-year maturity, 10 percent downpyment.
'8 i srtls~onisasumed to rWds s5year mortgage a aveF4 *ffetlw maaut.s Of lS r.

Scores: led"ral Houdn Admlhatmtl data, and derived ompuatkm&.

Question: What have been the changes.in interest rates on the part of farmers
from the beginning of 1950 to date to mid-1957?

Average Interest rates paid by farmers for real.estate and non-real-estate loans,
as estimated annually: by the Department of Agriculture, am given In the following
table. neetre.fi'ecd

.....iW MW :o lboa to f*rmnren predr

etatelooa j"n";tton)em

9- - --............-........ 0.0 1 & ..................... 8, " 4
I I.,..,.;..;... ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~g ... . '.,,€ ,.:4. [I ... . ,....... .... .... 8""'.>

l4w ................ ,, t8O ....... .,- . -. .....

I Nonal-estate lon by banks to farmers estimated average rate for r. i ' "
.4 Rat p fW=a~rRRmop de~tj all nders as of loot L,

Question: WhAt ihave- been the changes -in interest rates on the pt;of -unkp-
1o00 ted bueinedi fromthebegtmiIng of 1050 to dte-to ;mid*957?'

. Wvknow of: no eOmpllationoa ntere rate on loast~ounAiorprlt buuluem.
Howey., some indication of the trend in such rates way -be eeiW V aFedel
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Reserve BohYd compilation of interest rtes oi Short-term business loans, olass,.
fled by else of loan, as given in the following table.

Bank raee on short-term business loans, 19 cities
Percent)

itze of loan (thousands of dollars)
All-

loans
1-10 10-100 100-200 200 and

Over

e ........................................ 20 4.1 8.1 2.8 1.7
Jue ...................................... 2.0 42 81 z 1.1
Keeem2r .......... ............... 0 40 8.1 11 1.7
- r ............... I ...................... 2 .1 4.4 8.2 4 .1 1.8

I - Grne ................................. 2.8 4.45 8.54 2.94 2.81
runs S. to 4.50 8.8 2.94 2.89

2,3 4.51 8.8 2. 05 2.84
D er ...................................... 84 4.0 7 . 2.57

390-March.------------------------------8.,02 4.68 3. 827 2.76
S ......................... 4.73 3.9 3.32 2.81

.ept.mb,................ 0................ 08 4.74 8.99 s8 2.78
Deemb6 ............ .................. 8.27 4.78' 4.08 349 3.08

1905- 0h.................................6 t 485 4.16 8.68 8.24
.ne ......................... 8 .8 4.9 4.21 8.72 8.29

9..................... 4 4.91 4. 22 8.74 3.27
1 96 eemac. .............................. .51 4.88 4 21 3.77 3.29
19 r8.84 4.890 4.26 8.75 8.82

June ................................. .78 4.98 4.88 8.91 8.53
September ...................................... 8 .74 a. rI 4.4 8. 98 3. 54
Dceb.. 3............................. 86 4.98 4.89 8.98 8.57

8Mr....................................8. 4.99 4.8 .94 a8 .82
June..... .................... ... 0 60- 4.97 4.8 8.89 8.37
September ...................................... 8.5 4.99 4.82 . 8.2
Deember................85 4.92 4.29 8.8 8.8

.19-Mrch................... . N5 4.98 L 29 8.83 8.80
une........................ .8 4.92 4.29 & 8. 8.38

September........... .................. 8.7 98 4. 8 4.99 8.58
, eember.. ........................ 8.9 8 5.01 4.82 4.14 8.78

9s66-Marh ................................. 8. & 05 4 8" 4.1 8.14
June ............................... 4.14 5.8 4.89 4.4 8.97
Seteber...............4.84 5.30 4.88 4.5a2 4.19

Deeber .............. ...4,8 5.82 4.91 4.68 t 20
-Mrh ...................................... 4.88 5.88 494 , 4.59 4.21

So"~: hrel Rwr DOAd.

Question: What have been the changes in Interest' rates on the part of con-
sumers obtaining lmstgllmettoredit nd noulIntaliment credit from the beginning
of 1950 to date to mid-1957?

We know of no compilation of interest rates on loans of this type.
Finance charges on Installment loans vary from one locality to another and

,with respect to the terms and conditions on specified transactions financed. go
far M we are aware, the only general data on: finance charges are contained in the
recently published study of consumer installment credit by the Board of. Gov-
ernors of the Federal Reserve System.- This study includes an index of finance
charges based on information reported by a sample of sales finance companies
which operate on a nationwide basis. The inlex measures financing costs to-the
purchaser per $100 of unpaid balance of a 12-month contract on a 1w priced
popular model passenger car. On a 1946 base of 100, the index was 99 in 1952
and 105 in 1956. For further Information on this subject, see" pages 49-60 of
consumerr Installment Credit, part I, volume 1, Boaid of Governors of the
PUederal oeserve System 1957.

Question On the, basi of these trends, what do you now compute to be the
,current annual rate' of Interest charges in -dollars on all outstanding indebtedness
other than public borrowings, and how does- this compare with the figure at the
beginning of 1950, 19,53 ?

We know of no compilation of data that would provide the base for authi-
tative figures on total Interest charges on outstanding private indebtedness.

Question: What would this amount now be in dollars if all outstanding indebt-
.dozss. other than pub Uo borrowings wer at, current rtes offintert?. ,

QuestlozIHo many yNo would it take,,before refinancingg puts such now
.oasmdng borm l .dg :eurrenttate,, labauminno further inoreai6 In

lut~egta 2 .I . . inTh ~j J~

826
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We are unable to supply estimates In answer to these questions, sinco the neces-
sary Information is not available on the rates of Interest paid on the outstanding
indebtedness in the various categories, nor on what the current rates would be.

Question: What have been the dollar trends in business investment in plant
and equipment and construction since the start of 1950, 1953 and on into the
middle of 1957?

Question: Will you make a rough approximation of how these investment
trends break down according to corporate and noncorporate investment, and
according to business size within the corporate structure? What proportion of this
investment has been undertaken by firms with assets in excess of $100 million?
In excess of $1 billion?

Business investment in plant construction and equipment for the years 1948
to date is given in the accompanying table. A breakdown is shown as between
corporate and noncorporate investment. We are unable, however to supply
figures or estimates of corporate investment by size of firm, for we know of no
available compilation of such figures.

, Busines expenditures for plant and equipment 1048-66
[In billions of dollars]

Non. Corpo. Non.ra' orj~ Tot rate o rc- TOW

Calendar years: Calendar years-Con.
194.................... $88 $2.1 .................. $2. 2 $48 $a. 7
1949..-.............1..8 8.S 0 19.8 19568--------------8.. 0.0 &1 85.1

19.0--------------1.9 8 20.8 Quarters: 1967 (annual
19s .................... 21.6 4.0 5.6 rates):
19528................. 28.9 .4.1 28.8 Istquarter 87.3.....
1952--------------...22.4 .4.1 28.8 2d quarter 889.....$.
194 ........ I2........... 2)4.4 2

I Not available.
Source: S criltes and Exchange Commission and Department of Commere.

Senator LONG. With regard to the problem of inflation itself you
recognize, of course, that there are other ways tis problem coudbe
approached'. For example, the Federal Reser e has powers over
rediscount rates; it has powers over the amount of reserves a bank
must earry, and, while I do not believe the powers exist at this time,
Oongrdss could, if it wished, give price controls to an appropriate
agency to the extent that it wished to, or that it should authorize
credit,'controls.IIt would seem to me, if any were to be considered, that the indirect
methods mentioned above certainly would be more appropriate at
the'4resent time than price controls.
2.ha- your reaction to the appropriateness of these various other

.measUres Which could be used to control inflation?
Secretatry'HumpREY . Well, I think they all, except the physical

controls, have been employed in an appropriate way. Of course, Mr.
'Maftihis the expert on that, but I think they have changed the dis-
count is%&. and the reserve requirements from time to time, and those
are all copAtols which the'Federal Reserve, in the proper exercise of
ito ffuictions, can carry out.'
- Seriator LoN. Do -you believe that the reserve lquirements
should be increased?

"Setretary HuMPHREY. I think that all has to fit into a pattern,
Mnd that' is strictly within Mr., Martin's field of activity. That is
something that the Treas.r 'does not control,, and I would suggest
you,", M. oMartin.;int 8fdr iLo?#o. YOU, d0 -not feel in position to comment -on" that?
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Secretary Humpnu c. I think that is strictly within his field of
,activity,
.1en ator Lotio, Of course, that does affect your responsibilities axl
your ability to fiance and man e the Federal debt, does it not?

Secretary HUmptriHa. It certainly does, and, in fact, any action of
the Federal Reserve Board does affect us. But, nevertheless, they
are an independent agency that operate by themselves.

Senator tLa. Inasmuch as they are supposed to be an independ.
et agency, it seems to me it Is more appropriate I ask you the ques-
tion, however, because you aro the mait who has to advise the Presi.
dent on these functions.

Secretary HuMPImaIy. Not on these. That is the Federal Reservefunction.
Senator LoNo. Are you not his principal financial adviser, though,

as far as the Cabinet is concerned? They do not sit i at these Cabi-
net meetings with him, and you do. Aid, I imagine, when he has a
fiscal-polioy roblem, he asks you,

ecretary ftympi'niy. The Federal Reserve Board reports to the
Cofigress and not to the President.

Senator Lopia. Does that not make you oven more so the man to
advise the Pr ident on those matters?

Secretary HtTMpHimr,, If it were desirable to change the law, or
something, of that sort, yes, I think that w6uldlbe. But there has
been no thing of that kind, that I know of. :

Senator Lotre. Have you considered recommending any type of
credit controls?

Secretary HuMpinucy. It has been considered 2 or 3 times, and t&
Federal Reserve Board made a veri elaborate study on it. I think
the President's economic advisers took the matter up, and I think
pou will find on one of their reports some comments with respect to
it. Each time, it has been decided it was not a desirable thing to do
under the circumstances existing at the time.

Senator LONG. Of course, part of your judgment on that would be
guided by the fact that you, perhaps, do not believe that credit
controls are an appropriate measure to control inflationary tendencies
inpeacetime but they should only be resorted to in emergencies.

Secretary luuipHay. Well, it is pretty hard, Senator, to make an
ironclad rule on these things, but I certainly would not feel that, up to
the present time, it was desirable to put in physical controls, credit
controls. We had them in wartime, and we abandoned them, as yod
know. I do not believe there has been anything up to this time which
would justify their being put back in force. I do not favor it.'

Senator LONe. Looking at the single problem of a man buyng a
house, I had some moving about voting for the last housing brito
reduce downpayments, as it did seem to me we were not doing a man
a favor in reducing down payments if it would contribute to higher
interest rates, on the theory that, for example, an increase of 1 perceirt
in intermt on a $10,000 house would cost a man more than $1,000 by
the time he paid his mortgage out.

It would not be doing bu- any pa ticular fav9r to reduce his down-
payment by $200 or $300 if the efect of that would be'to cont4bote
to aninrweaein the inte.s t.-rates,. and threy requirehim tp w
about $1,000 more.by the time he got through buyJngthe hose.

We soul& etainly consider thl problems we cona4r ,the
amount of the downlayment, should we not?

828
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Secretary HUMPRinoY. I think that Is right.
Senator LuON. Mr. Secretary, you supplied us with certain material

which I requested, and I appreciate it. It was, for the most part,
overythingi was seeking to obtain; I believe there are I or 2 respects
in w ich you were not able to supply me just what I wanted, and
perhaps you might be able to get the rest of it.

There has been so much said about these inflationary tendencies
that occurred In earlier years that I thought it might be well to
review those and review the factors which contributed to them.
For a while we have had quite a bit of disctsion of the degree of
the inflation, but very little has been said about the cause. .

You have supplied me with the actual percentage increases in gross
national product, the Increase in civilian employment, the Federal
budget position, year by year, and the budget expenditures and the
budget surplus.

It seems to me it would be well to place in the record at this point
the gross national product, in 1956 prices, and annual rate of increase
from 1940 to 1957, and I will ask that that, be placed in the record
at this point.

(The document referred to is as follows:)
(ress national product, in 1906 prices, and annual rate of increase, 1940-57

Perod national PMerestae chaege, y to Yr

ttto .......... .............................

1947..,~-----------------------3g
194...............--- -- 317

14...........................................I l1 90p m t fIY mIV .... ....... ....... 0...0........... .. : +74.

------------------------ l.( l +.0 percent for, 4--a.

19 ...................... .............. . -- 81............................. 290. • ., , ,

196 ............. ............... . 7 +4L

...rce: Deprtm of O.I. .s hY
19- .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... : ,, , ...... ... ...

Senator LoNe. I asked for this in constant dollars because it seemed
to me that would be about the only way to calculate it to gain some
perspective of the point.

-I notice during the years 1940 through 1945, inclusive, there was a
9 percent annul average increase in the gross national product; the
greatest incres'e occurred during the early war years.

That.tended to creats great inflationary pressures, did it not?
Secretary HuMpHaRY. , think--wel, that is one of the tug that

occurred.
Senator LovG& During he middle period, from 1946 through 19W:,

inclusive, there Ivaa a 1.9 percent avae annual increase for those 7
years.9 "
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And during the period 1953 through 1056, inclusive, there was
a 3 percent annual tivorago increase for those 4 years; and I believe
that so far the average annual rate for 1956 and 1957 is running about
2.7 percent. That is not shown in these figures you supplied me, but
the figures I have available indicate that.

Secretary Itufimniov. For 1956, this tabulation shows 2.7; yes, sir.
Senator LoNe. Yes, sir.
Now, we did not have much choice about expaoding our gross

national product during those war years, and it was completely
desirable, was it not?

Secretary HUimnpinno. Oh, yes; I think so.
Senator LoNo. And when you expand at the rate of as much as

15percent, as we did in 1041, 12 percent in 1942, 11 percent in 1943,
and 7.4 percent in 1044, that is so much greater than our average
rate of national product expansion that it does place a groat amount
of pressure upon our industrial capacity, and those are inflationary
pressures, are they not? A

Secretary HuMmnim. They are inflationary pressures.
Senator Lo.a And against that, it was almost inescapable there

would necessarily be a considerable amount of inflation.
The 3 permont average from 1953 through 1956, plus the 2.7 increase

most recently, does not create any such pressure upon our economy
certainly not to compare with a 9 percent increase pressure does it?

Secretary Humptiamy. I think that is right, but we haA unused
capacity right tip to the war.

Senator LoNe. And, that being the case, it would indicate that
during those war times, there was a very great pressure upon our
facilities to produce; there was a tremendous increase in national
product which did impose a tremendous Inflationary pressure.

Here is a table which you supplied me with respect to civilian
employment, and the annual increases during the years 1940 to 1957.

I ask that this be put into therecord at this point.
Senator Krun, Without objection, It may be i1'serted in the record.
(The table referred to is as follows:)

Civilian employment and annual increase, 1940-47

Number
(thouandsof

pPeona. 14 Percetap chmse, year to year
adover)

1941......................................... ..
lltl............................... ......... 0 

194-...-....................................... . r Avera

10? .............................. ...... A "

14 -...... ......................... .... A 0'27 6.....8 " +2.2 percent average, for
•1 ..................... ....... ........ .. .............. ... .. % ... 10 -1,1105 - ------ -,07 2.1 7 YM1947----------------------------.---5,0Z7 V$.?

I I ........... :......... ..................... oil +.8
Ion5 ............. ..... . ....... ............ + .Perent or

,m............. & .... ....... ... ...... , M + : +
...... ......... . ....... .... .+.9..8 2, ,

+l~ m)m, 59,967 +2.1 .,"-" '

....................... * -------- ,M5 +.7

1941----------------------------0,9

... . .. ~~~~~~~..... .. . . .. . ... ... .. . • . . -, ,.... ..

yamI
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Senator LONG, There again, we find there was an increase.
Secretary HuiMsnnRY. I st haven't that paper yet, Senator. We

will have it in just a second.
You go right ahead.
Senator LoNG. There was an average annual increase of 2.2 percent

in civilian employment during the yoars 1940 through 1945--the
computation I have had made is 2.5 percent-and in some years the
increase was as much as 6.8 perent; and, even that does not make
allowance for the increase in working time.

As ou recall, there was a great amount of overtime employment
duming:that period.

Secretary H vPnrv. Well, you see, we were going at that time
right from a period of largo unemployment into a period of substantial
employment. If you go back to 1938 and 1939, there were between
9 and 10 million unemployed, just prior to this time, and then as the
war needs took effect-

Sentor LoNo. What would be the figure for 1940 for unemployed?
Secretary HuMpa nmY. That is right where the change began.

Here are the unemployment figures:
Beginning 1 938 it was 10.390 million; in 1939, it was 9.480

million in 1940, it was 8.120 million; 'in X941, it was 5560umillion.
It was going from a time of great unemployment which extended over
a long period of time, to high employment during the war.

Senator LONG. During the war years, even with those large in-
oreases in civilian employment, we were also recruiting a vast amount
df our manpower in the armed services, wore we not?

Secretary HuMPHREaY. That is right.
Senator Loso. This wartime strain on the civilian labor force is

just coi non knowledge, because:you know as well as I do we were
ebruitipg people from among housewives, old people-

Secretary HuMPimtY.- .Mothers, . -

S Senator LONG (continuing). M4mos t everyone we could find, and
labor was extremely short.

Secretary HUMPHm;zY. That is right. -
Senatr LoiG. In order to recruit labor during wartime, to get

women to qqit their homes and O to work,'and to induce people who
were not i the labor force to join the labor force while so many men
wee in the service, we had to pay to get those people t do it, unless
WO were going to recruit, them the way of Stalin or Khrushchev, the
wa.tgout and tell people,. "You are it.",

t vpay people to do It in. our.AmericAn way, we had toincrease our psyrols anourrates of pay bya onideable amo unt,
id wo not?
.... etay I*U aflJJZEX. That is right.
. e fiator LoNG. DO we have those pressures at the present time to

Nontibute to inflation?
, ecretacye H I UMlRJY. Very inuch less..
Senator LONG. In 1958 and 1957, we have been increasing civilian

,,34ployment by about. 1.5 percept as an Annual average andwe have
onlyabout 3 minillio.n peoj-1 e in the armedI oeces. here is not i
g t . tptr of overt ne eploymentnow -.

r..-n n W, - 4 /bss?-,,-.
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Secretary HtuVmmiata. The employment we have had during this
period has been very high, I think perhaps higher than the average,
but it is nothing like wartime pressures.

Senator Loero. I asked for a statement of the Federal budget
position for the fiscal years 1940 through 1958. You have supplied

.me with that, but I wanted those figures computed on the basis of
,constant dollars because I thought this would enable us better to
'analyse inflation ary pressures.'

You have supplied me with the Federal budget position based on,
not whatI woudd call constant dollars, because that calculation was
not made by you except with regard t' the purchase of Federal goods
and services, but you have supplied me with the calculation based on
current dollars and I have that table here and will ask that it be put
into the record at this point.

Senator K nta. Without objection, that may be done.
(The table referred to is as follows:)

Federal budget position, fiscal years 1940-68
M bMon of dolim)

Not 13udgot WPlIUS M+ Not Budget Jurplu.(+)
PINca year budget epena. "o Fbsl year budget expend. or'

reeipt um deficit (-) receipts 4tures dehl"t (-)

Actual: Actua-on.1940---------.. 581 0.1 '-3.0 190--------- ,. 86.8 30.6 -8.1
1042......... 1.0.......

1943 ......... 4 1084 .......... U 74.8 '-9.4
194 ......... 4.6 9.1 -61.4 iSOL 4. 7 67. -S. I
1945 .......... 44.6 96,4 -88.9 19M ......... 00.4 64 -4.2
1946 ........ . 00.8 (54 -0.7 196 .......... 682 6.5' +L6

8 9.0 +.8 Eainao . 0. 0:1 ...... 06" ...... 7. 6.9 J1
1i49 ...... RJ, a 'a -1, 8 M 98 .... 7 1. 8 +L&

Senator LoNG. I notice that during the war years there were, tre-
mendous deficits.

For example in 1942 the deficit was $21.5 billion. In 1943 the
deficit was $57 billion.: these deficits are expressed in current doas.

Do you believe that we could, have avoided those deficits?
Secretary HuMpRn-r. Well, I am'not in any position to say, Senatot.

We had a war on our hands and we had to prepare for war and I au
not in any position to say, that it was well done or poorly done. We
did what we thought was required, and we were all working at it.':

Senator Lo0ro. Well, it, occurrs tome we might have, been able to
'do it a little' more efficiently.' I saw some evidence of waste where I
was, and perhaps you did Where.you were. But m time of war, I do
not think we were going to try to sbve a few nickels if it might iduce
'our fighting capAcity.

Secretary HUMPHiaRY. That is right. And while I think y0i *
some waste and I saw some; and probably everybody else did, maybe
afew days' extra speed was worthit."

Senator Lomo. Wehad, me' pretty good peopleWho uiad, areord, and have-gone ahead since that time, who did what*t&'ycotld,
I am sure, to keep the costs down. 1 think Mr. Knudson, 6f GeneM
t otrsP, didP and Iam ohn General Flienhower'did allbe ,cblild over

in Europ'e to hold the costs down, and General MacAtthu*Idi ( *M
he could in the Pacific. .I
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But with a budget deficit running $21.5 billion in 1942, and $57
billion in 1943, in current dollars' if yoh adjusted those figures to uni-
form 1956 dollars, a $57 billion deficit as of 1943 would compare to a
deficit of almost $100 billion now, would it not?

Secret HUMpapiY. WeRl, perhaps it would.
Senator: oNG. And the same thing would be true, to a lesser degree,

of the $51 billion deficit in current dollars in 1944?Secretary HUMPHRnY. Well now, wait a minute. I do not think it
would be as much as that, quite but it might be a substantial increase.

Senator LoNG. Well, it would certainly be at least 50 percent more,
expressed in uniform 1956 dollars.

Secretary HUMPuIniY. The 1944 budget dollar---
Senator Lowo. The dollar was estimated at about a 75-cent dollar,

about an 80-cent dollar in 1940 by the chart Senator Williams put into
the record, compared to a 50-cent dollar now.Secretary HumHRuY. Well your 2 big years are 1944 and 1945,
and the dollar was a 77.cent dollar then, as compared with a 50-cent
dollar now. That is a one-third shrinkage.

Senator LoNo. Yes.,
Secretary HUMpaRzY. So you perhaps could increase this by a half.
Senator LoNo. No. if the dollar shrunk one-third from 1944-45

to n w, thie dollars spent in 1944-55 must be increased 50 percent to
translate them into 1956 dollars.

Secretary HuMPaREnY. I would guess it would be about a half upon,
that basis.

Senator LoNG. The computations I have had made, expressed in
unifornt 1956 dollars, come to a deficit of about $39 billion in 1942,
about $07 billion in 1943, about $85.5 billion in 1944,- and about $90.6,
billion in 1945. Perhaps your people can give you some suggestions'
as to making a computation.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not believe we can make a calculation
without a terrific amount of work, because, you see, you have to
readjust all your revenues on a new base and everything else. We
can ve you, as we did on the following table, the cost of goods on a
level dollar basis.
-Senator LoNe. Here is what I was thinking-
S'e!retaryHvxHREnu -.,But to makeup a budget on a level-dollar

basis, if we went into that, and to get one which is anywhere near-
right is a terrific job.

Senator LONG. -What I was attempting to do was just to gain some
perspective about this matter, and it seems to me about the best way
to do it would be to sy what was the deficit in dollars at that time,
in current dollars, and then to- translate it into 1956 ,dollars for pur.
poses of comparison. In terms of 1956 dollars, as I have hWd it
computed, the average annual deficit, 194345, was well over 490

Secretary HuMPHzEY. That would not be right.
Senator LoNo. How far wrong, would you guess it to be?.Senator HUMPHnEY,. If. yOU would do it on this rule-of-hnb

basis, you would increase it about a halt. But, I do not know whether
that would take into account all of these other calculations which you
have to make. It is, Avery complicated thing, Senatori when you,
start, into .it.

We trie, and it got awfully complicated....

33:
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Senator LoNo, Welli, one of the urpose*- ,
Swrotary Humllitttv. I do not bellovo thorn is a quick way to do it,
Senator Loo, On your oubsoq Itont table just Oil the purelhoses

of services and goods alone, you 0stimated, In torms of 19561 prices, that
the purchases would have amounted to $131.4 billion hi 1J43 and tluit
did hot Include a gleat number of Governmet services, ft did not
itclude interest on the debt, veterans' betneflts, atd public asistawte%,,
and various other things.

We were paying less than half the cost of the wnr duihtr titat t, tt,
out of current tWation, wore we not, somewhere it that v clitity, itt
tho balime by borrowing?

Secretary 1umplt tm', I think that is itbout right during the last
years of tho war

Senator LoNs. But the precise amount is not too-important to theo
Wueto I have in mind because here Is the point I am thinking of:

"vtn a deficit of *87 billion in 1043 in 1043 dollars was a deficit of
enormous, size, contrasted with ae mall, surplus now, Even if you
used your one-third calculation, you would got a 1943 defloit of about.
$76 billion in 1943 in 1986 dollars. Actually the dorreoct adjustment
Ift, the $57 billion to $97 billion, as I have had it computed.

Semtary HuMprmnua. I just do not know for sure about that,
because, you see, you hraye your income also affected, a. well as your
expenoes- do not think you just pick out one figure and apply a,
taio to a single figure. You have got to apply your ratios to every-
thing% r er

Sinator LoNG. Might I suggest, Mr. Secrtary, that you-
Secretary Humuniy. I rMy o not think, senator, that I could'

ny quikfigure herm which Is any pood, We looked it over.
nd 'f ou t ajus t one et of figures, it leaves out entirely the

Woalulation of the other set of figures.
you have to go through md adjust it all, and that is a terrific job.

Senator LOeo. ,Well it does not make too much difference to me
how you calculate it, because I do not think your answer is omg to
be too far different, Whether you attempt to go through and ta every
item, one by one, or whether you just say the purchasing power of the,

dollar defined a certain percentage, and you multiply by your ratio.
To me, it does not make too muceh diffeince. I just want to gain
some perspective of the matter.

Secretary HumPHaREY. But you cannot take a net figure and multiply
that by the ratio without adjusting both sides. You have got to ad-
just both revenues and expenditures, and I am not sure but what you
would come out pretty near the same place,

Senator LoNoe Well, if you take----
Secretary H mphrey.+ You cannot just adjust the cost side and leave

therevenue side out. You have got to adjust them both. And if
you adjust them both, I am not sure you will not come out in the'
ame position.

Senator Lose. + As a man who did not have a doctor of philosophy in
ewomicsX, I would start out by taking our revenues -in a, war year,
and subtract that f from our expenditures, and then attempt to

translate the deficit nto 19586 dollars This method does take account
of what you call both sides. U the expenditure aad revenue sides.
were adju sep tely, subtraction would give the same ure aifis+:
meey adjusting the deficit.! That is what i wastying -to drive at,

ii1
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to see, first, how much we Went into the red in those war years, and
then to calculate from that how much of a deficit that would have
been. askedd on uniform 100 dollars, thus making the comparison#
morse meanitiful by adjusting for Frice change.

secretary HUMPvmnnyr. We I, it is a very tricky calculation and I
cannot do it. You can't just take the revenues the way thley are
published. Maybe you can, but I cannot, We tried, and we could
not get anything which we thought was satisfactory.

Senator LoNe. Well, would you, then, supply me, with regard to
the subsequent table you have hero, where you show the Federal
Government purchases of goods and services in 1950 dollars, with the
Government income during -those years, to correlate with those
calendar years, and would you supply me, in terms of current dollars
with the amounts which were spent on the items which were pol
included, which would be interest on the public debt, veterans'
benefits, public assistance, and so forth?

Those figures should be available.
Mr. MAYO. In current dollars?
Senator Long. In terms of current dollars, as of that time.
Secretary Htuvntusw. What do we do? Do we use the tax rates

In effect at that time, or the tax rates in effect at this time?
Senator LONe. The tax rates as of that time. •What I am attempt..

Ing to arrive at, Mr. Secretary, is a calculation, for purposim of per-
speoctive, to see what the inflationary pressures were as Of that time
compared to now. I would like to aive at the deficit during those
years in terms of 1956 dollars, so we could have better indication a
to what the inflationary pressures were as of that time.

Secretary Huupnnsy. We will see what we can do but I-
Senator LoNG. The question I was getting to is, looking at a $67'

billion deficit in 1943 in terms of the then dolas, which would be a
far geater deficit in terms of 1956 dollars and similarly as to the
$51 illion deficit in 1944, the $53.9 billion deficit in 1949 --'

Secretary HuMpannY. 1945.
Senator LoNa. 1945, pardon me -certainly we would both agree

that those created tremendous inflationary pressmres.
Secretary HUMPIIY. I think that Is iight.
Senator LoNG. Now, compared to that, in 1956 and 1957 to date,

the Government does not have a deficit; it has a surplus.eca-etary HuMPygREY. That is right.
Senator LoNe; Do we, then, have anything like even the beginning

of the pressure of deficit financing to compare to anything we had
during those wartime years?

Secretary RUMPiuRzT. No, sir. It, is in very much better control
now than it was then.

Senator L N. In fact -
Secretary HuMPniEy. It is in better control now, Senator, than, it

has been for many years, wartime and no wartime. You go back'a
long time to get it in as good control as it is today.
4Senator LosG. Here is your statement of the Federal Government

purchases of goods and servces., I would suggest putting those in tbe
record at thm point, even though I would like to have the additional
calculatoont to give the whole picture.
.Siator Kut. Without objection, that may be done-.
(The table referred to is a follows:)

386.
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MoraGLJowgnmont pt..hsae f ooods and services, in, 4956 prices, and annual
change,;1940-67
[In billions of dollars

Period Amount hanw, year to year

A W .... .. .............................. ..............

1944 .............. 1................. ... . 3.8 _.L 1
too4 ........................................... 147.

1 .. . * . .. 1.8 2-9. average (or5 years

194 ............... 8............................ 71.
I 0 -............... ......................... 128.7 -4.9
1981 ........................ +1................* M 1 -97.5
Wgq. ......... .... ............................ 21.0 -9.
IM O ... O ...................... " ...... 24.3

195 ................................. *.......... 3 -9 .8 average for 4 years.

1986 .................................. * 47.0 -. 8

low ........................................ ... 70-.
1957------------------------...I

Sewmnally adjusted annual rate.'Not available.
Scores: U. 8 Department of Commetc.

(The additional material previously referred to follows:)
It is not possible to take the Federal deficit in current dollars and convert it

-directly to dollars of constant purchasing power, and get an answer that has
any real meaning. The only way to approach the problem of what the Federal
budget surplus or deficit would have been under the theoretical condition of
constant dollar purchasing power would be to pick a base-say 1956 dollars-
then work out inde ndently both budget expenditures and budget receipts in
constant pfrioes, and then subtract receipts from expenditures. It is possible to
work out figures on budget expenditures on a constant dollar basis, although it
would take considerable time since no official figures have ever been developed.
In attempting to convert budget receipts to a constant dollar basis, however, a
great many new problems would enter the calculations.

Federal Government revenue cannot be converted to constant dollars for a
period of years by a simple adjustment for changes in the purchasing power of

hthe dollar. This is tfue both for total receipts and for receipts from the separate
tax sources. In the case of the most important receipts source-the individual
income tax-the deduction for personal exemptions, as a dollar amount, fixed
by statute, would be a very large constant figure unaffected by price changes.
Of even more importance, the progressive rate structure would preclude any"
simple price adjustment. As an example in 1944 a' married man with three
dependents, earning $5,000 would have paId $680 in Federal income tax. Con-
verted to 1956 dollars, his Income for 1944 would have been $7,900. Since the
increase in overall prices was 58 percent, his income tax, however, would be upj
1ll percent, Instead of 58 percent, because the tax would have risen to $1,30W

as a result of, applying 1944 tax- rates and exemptions tor the higher income.
An attempt to convert the 1944 income tax receipts to the 1956 price level by.
assuming that the increase would equal the pries rise of 58 percent would thus
bo very misleading.

Serious problems would also occur In the case of the corporation income tax,
particularly iM the area of fixed costs, such as depreciation. Several of the
most important excise tons; notably on liquor and tobacco, are specific taxes
(per .r , per unit, etc.) and the revenues are not directly affected by price
S : the foregoing reasons we are utahle to, supply.the requisted-

Senator LONG. And here is the statement which you supplied me,
of ,the private money, supply wod the, anual ehane,1940 to_ 19i7.
I will ask that this.be OUtmto herebord at thispomt, .

t
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(The table referred to is as follows:)

Private money supply 1 and annual change, 19406-67
(In Mons of do1lk1

Period Amount Ohange, year to ye

Bad of December:'1040 ................. 0................... ... 42- $ ......... .. .1041 ............................. .. ..... 4& 8
1 0 4 0 42.819M4 .................................. f.t9 +1-.8

1 . ...................... ...... 79.0 1 7 +110Avwauetfra7OAM
C ................................. ... 00.4 l.

1M .....-............................ ... .101
1 9 4 8 ......................... ........ . 110.0

1 7.*........................................ I A..a I198 ................. ................... 111.8 -2.1
1 .......................................... 111.7 +. +.8 v for
1 950 ............... 1..+............. ......... . iM 8. .
1981 ............................. ±0.......2...... M.-
198 2 .................................. 129. M .

1 984 ............... ......... ... ..... ........ 184. 7
198 ... ..... 6-..... 0.... 189.8 L 6

19 87......... ....0........ 1M.7 +L.6

'Demand depotots adjusted and ourncy out& dqen.
The lof December wi gwe m soily tW Whwt of t year.

Sourm: Federal Reserve Board.

Senator LoNG. We find that there was a tremendous increase in
the money supply during wartime. This was in current dollars, year
Ae crease in money supply, for example, was $6 billion in 1941;

in 1942, it was $14.3 billion- m 1943, it increased by $16.7 billion;
1944, it increased by $10.8 billion; 1945, by $11.9 billion.

Such huge increases in the money supply_ probably did create stiRl
additional inflationary pressures, partie-ulaiy when compared to the
much smaller amount of money supply that existed as of that time.
How would you-

Secretary IHuMPlRwY. If we had gone on in the way we weregoing,
and I am not sayng there is any occasion for it, but if we had con-
tinued, as you have indicated, at the rate we were going, this country
would have been just like some of these other countries; our doll r
would have been practically worthless. We would have had a terible
catastrophe in America.

Senator LoN. Yes.Secretary HuMu'Ry. There is no doubt but what inflationary
pressures have been very greatly reduced.

Senator LONa. There was an average annual increase of $12 billion
during those war years in the money supply.

Wit o allows for the diffarence in the value of money as of
today, during the perod 1953 through 1956 there was: an. average
anual increase of only $2.6 billion in the money supply,- In other
words,& the increase was about one-fifth as, much during thewe more
recent years as it was during those war years.

Secretary- Huwmniva. It has been a great stabi influence.
Senator LoNG. That would also indicate much less inflationary

pressre from the increases in money supply during thesirecent yeaa
than" during the war years?
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Secretary HuMPHRiEY. The inflationary pressures have been very
greatly reduced, and we have had a much more stable condition.

Senator LoNd. The next item you supplied me with is a statement
of the Consumer Price Index, and the annual changes, 1940 to 1957.
I notice, during the war years 1041 through 1945, the average increase
was 3 points, or 5.2 percent, during those 5 years. It was 5.2 points,
or a 5.8-percent increase, during the 7 succeeding years, and it was
0.7 point, or 0.6 of 1 percent, as an average for the 4 years 1953
through 1956, and it was about 1.5 percent in 1956, and May 1057
indicates about 3.6 percent above May 1956.

It looks like it might be growing somewhat more rapidly during the
last month or so.

(The table referred to follows:)

Consumer Price Index, and annual change, 1 40-67

Period Inde Change, year to year
(1947-49-100) Plt een

Points Pront

Oalendar yeesrs:
1940................................ ............

19441.................................02.9 +6 .0 +1-.0194 .................................... 87 +.8 +10.8 0A pointsor .2pernt,
4 ..................................... 74.0 '.8 2 averageforsyew.

1944 .................................... 2 +1.2 +2 e1.
190 ............................... .. 76.9 -1.7 -:2. a
i4 ................................... 6.8 - - 8

1989................................102.8 = +1. 1.0 avrg oy8
1981. ............................... 111, 4.0 +8 .8

1988............................. 11140. +14.5
1...................... ........ 11. +.,s 27.8

1984............................... 114.8..4 +0.8 +5.7 point or 0."peroent
198............................. 114. -0.8 -0 8 verge for4 year.
1 ..................................... 11t +.7 +18

198 .. . ................... 1........... IM .. .8
198.:......................... 112.8 +4. +ill,

souree: Department of Labor.

* Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, that is not just for the month. That
is for the period May to May, for 12 months. But it has gone much
"more rapidly in this last 12 months than it had for the preceding 4
years.

In the preceding 4 years, we had a very. stable situation. Tho
economy was on a very stable basis, one of the most stable baseswe
have had for many years, and it lasted "over, that 4-year period:

Within the last 12 months, we have had this move upward that we
talked about the other day.

Senator LONG. Here iS the question that occurs -to me: If. you com-
'pare the war years, where you had this tremendous increase in the
money supply, in the amount of civilian employment and production
and because of the war tremendous increases in expenditures and
enormous Government deficits-and I do not know how you could
have avoided them-if you compare these war years with the absence
of any comparable inflationary pressures in the most recent yem ,
how can you account for a 3.6 percent increase in the cost of living
*,h.s last year as co ared with+ oly. -5.2 percent increase during war
time when you had a +of these tremendous inflationary pressures? i

wi?
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Secretary HuMPHnaY. Well, I think I answered that as best I could
the other day when I read into the record a very complete statement

-as to just why I thought it had occurred....
Senator LONG. Can you give me, in general terms, why it has

occurred?.
Secretary HUmPHRY. Senator, I can go right back to that. That

is all set out in great detail in answer to -Senartor Kerr, and I can read
it again if you would like, but that is the answer.

Senator LONG. Could you summarize it?
Secretary HUMPHRuY. I do not think so. I think that it takes a

full explanation. You just cannot say it in a word. I was very
careful to try to get it exactly as I thought it was, and I gave it.

Senator LONG. Well, would you regard keepig consumer price in-
flation at the 5.2 percent annual average level du'ng those 5 war
years as being a good record, as against all the many inflationary
pressures that existed as of that time?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, frankly, I do not think I am in position
to answer that. I do not see any reason to criticize it or comment on
it, frankly.

Senator LONG. If you do not have any suggestions as to how it
might have been improved upon-

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, you cannot go back, It is a fact that
that is what happened. It occurred. You know exactly what the
facts are and there they are. There is nothing you or I can do about
them. They are there, and I do not think that it gets us anyplace
to go over it.
* Senator Lo.G. Viewing all of your discussion of the inflation that
occurred during the -war period, I do not see why we had all this
discussion if it is not to be enlightening to some extent, or if there
is nothing we can learn from this period, or if you cannot find anything
that was wrong or that you think should have been changed or
different. I would like to have your advice as to how you think those
years might have been unproved upon.

I was not a part of the Government. . I do not think you were, either.
We were doing the best we could in other capacities.:,

Secretary HUMPHREY. That was a war period, and I do not see a
thing,,to be gained, Senator, by you and I sitting here discussing
what might or. might not have been done during the war.

Senator LONG. Then why did ou--
Secretary HuMPHREY. I frankly do not know about it.
Senator LONG. Why did you make considerable reference to those

years in your opening statement?:
Secretary HUMPHREY. I stated facts. I stated the, ats, just as

you have.
Senator LoNG. Well, in stating those facts, you ,do not offer any

criticism as to how it might have been different or how it might have
been otherwise?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Not at all. I am simply reciting the facts
as they occurred.' I see no point in criticizing it or comnmendinj it,
ietherone. It is a fact, and we stated the facts to have them in review.

Senator LONG. It does seem to me, when you. review the inflation
that occurred--during wartime -with great inflationary pressuress,
without saying that anythingdi ent could have boen- done then,
you shed no light on why wehave had a 3.6 percent. inflation during
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the past 12 months. We have no Government deficit, we have no
genuine pressure on the labor force, we have no great increase in the
money supply. What do you think is causing all this inflation we
are having now?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I answered you that just a minute ago.
Senator LoNG. It is not--could it be, an increase in the money

supply?, Certainly, there has been only a very small increase, com-
pared to some we have seen in the past. Could that be it?Secretary HUMPHREY. Why no, enr,. answered just smimue
ago, and Iwill b verylad to gthrou it agin if you would like
to have me. It is righthere, and I an read it right over auan.

Senator Loso. Would you just tell us what are the highlights of
that as to why we are having this great pressure now?

Secretai.H v MPnRnt 'r. I will read it all.
Senator LONG. This inflation----
Secretary HUMPHREY. I will be glad to read it all and then you cal

select what you think is desirable.
I Senator LONG. Why do you not read it for your own benefit and

lift out what you think would be enlightening. It seems to me it
is not necessary to read that statement if' you hawe it bet, in, the
record.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Senator, I think Igave you a careful analysis
of what I believed was the situation. I did the very best I could.
I will be glad to do it over again, but that is my anaysi of what I
think is the situation today, and I do not care to do it any other way,
except to state it the way I believe it is, in full text.

Senator LONG. Well, would you pass me that statement and I will
just take a brief look at it. If it has been read for the record, I was
not here.
" Secretary HUMPHRIInY. Yes, it is all in the record.

Senator LoNG. I would not like to fill the record up with it again.
Based on this statement here, if I understand this statement, you

believe that most of these increases, most of these inflationary pres-
s-ts, seem to be related to the demand for durable goods and indus-
trial expansion?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is the way it began.
Senator LoNG. Do you believe that the increase in interest rates is

contributing to holding down prices on industrial expansion?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I believe it is helping; yes, sir.
Senator LONG. In what industry do you believe that-and I take

it that you believe it is desirable to postpone at this time further in-
vestments or ended investments id plant machinery, equipment,
and other durablegods?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Just some of it, there is some postponing.Senator LoNG. Do you think imdustr.s postpng ej[pe

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think some industries, are postponing,'
definitely.

Senator LoG. 1 In the main, which ones?.
* Secretary.HUMPHRY. .Well, in the main I think the most obvious
one is machine tools.,

Senator LONG. Nevertheless, we do, hve larg expansion plans
g on in most of, the industries in great number of themf dicwe;

goin # t
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Secretary HUMPHREY. We have large expansion plans that are in
course, now.

Senator Lowo. I -believe that the information that I want on. that
subject is'more detailed in the questions that I supplied you in the
beginning, and, therefore, we can look at that when those calculations
are prepared.

Secretary HumpuRzy. Thank you, Senator.,
Senator LoNG. Now, with regard to the cost of housing, is that not

increased by an increase in interest rates?
Secretary HUMPHREYu. Yes, I think it is increased somewhat by4

interest rates.
Senator LoNG. I do not know how you calculate it, Mr. Secretly,

I have got just a rough approximation that.I made during an examina.
tion of it here the other day on the increase in costain interest rateson.
hou .

In the prepared questions that I have handed you there, I have.
asked for the average increase in housing, im interest on housing loans,
but I do believe I have a calculation here of about what the difference
is in interest rates on houses which I will find in just a moment. , I

I calculated, Mr. Secretary, just the difference,: for example, on a
20-year .mortgage- between a 4-percent mortgage and a, -percent
mortgage, and the difference in mortgage costs would be $1,294.4L
on a 20.year mortgage. Now, that is a difference of about, well,: it
amounts to about 12 percent of the original investment by the time
it is paid out. 'A

Now, the same thing on a 25-y.ear mortgage for 810,000 would be
$1,6094 and if we had one of these long-term veterans' type mortgages,
the difference would be 82,249.78.

Do you believe that the increase in financing on housing has in-
•creased(1s imuchas 1 percent?.

Secretary HUMPHREY. You mean from 4 to6 percent?
Senator LONG. As much as 1 percent, let us say, from 1950 to the

present time.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well I think I had better check it. I cannot

tell you whether it, has or not. That is in part of -your questions you
asked here.

Senator LoN. Yes; I have, asked that, and I believe it is necessary
for, lw raord.;

Secretary HUMPRuRY. i think we had better get the answers to
those questions and we will do that. I cannot tell you eight off the bat.

Senator Lome. Now, assuming there is that much .dfference--and
I know it is as much as 1 percent different in Louniiaa, where I
am trying to do some financing myself right now; I am in process
of buying another home and Lam paying at least I percent morm
than- I wis paying some time ago-for a man _buying a $20,000 home.;
he .could bep ayv* as much as $4,000,exltr by the time he paid of:
the mortge> Of course, fn a short term, a shorter term, let my
for a 20-year mortgage, he could be paying, t much as $2,500 more,
and that is not too big a house that you get ior $20,000.

That is a very serious matter, .it would seem t me, for a person,
buyig a home. Do you find it that way?

Seietary HVMIHERSasuYppoe that, ial bout. V1 a monthon a
*20,000 house."o YU M.y. -,S e nstor' L 0,, ,Wellj by; the tiine you Pt th : : i . : ;!
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. Secretary HUMPHREY. On the other hand, Senator if that helps
to hold down the other costs of the home, the other costs of the home
which are so much greater than the interest costs if the interest cost
helps to hold, it down, I think it is very worthwhile.

Senator LONG. Do you think the higher interest costs are going to
hold down the cost of labor? Is not labor going to bargain for an
increase ever year. and try to get a better working contract if it can?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that higher interest costs tend to
level the whole thing out, and I think it affects all costs over a period of
time.

Senator LONG. I would like for you to explain to me how is a
hi her interest cost going to cause a laboring man to ask for less wages?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, as the whole thing levels out, as your
whole industry levels out, I think you will find that that is the
way it will work. It always has worked that way, and I believe over
a period that it will again.

Senator LONG. It seems to me, Mr. Secretary, if I were a laboring
man-suppose I was doing what the junior Senator from Louisiana
right now is doing, trying to buy my wife a larger home, and I proceed
to sell the house I have got and buy a larger house, but in doing so, I
have got to pay about an extra $10 a month in rent, that is, in interest
charges on that home. Then would that make me ask for a lesser
wae increase because then I was having to pay more of my paycheck
on interest on that home?

It would seem to me I would be demanding more.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Not right at the moment, but over a period,

as the whole thing levels out, all your costs will begin to level out.
It will help to level them out.

Senator LONG. Well, now-
Secretary HUMPHREY. It would not do it all alone.
Senator LONG. As far as that laboring man bargaining for the wage,

he is going to ask more if he is having to pay a higher interest on his
own home, he is going to want more wages to build someone else's
home, is he not?. Secretary HUMPHREY. It will depend pretty largely on what the;
other costs of the home are, what amount they have gone up, and how
much the other costs keep within reasonable bounds.

Senator LONG. Let us take the materials that go into that home.
If the man who is cutting that lumber and timber is having to borrow
some money to stay in business, as most of these fairly small concerns
do, is he not going to try to pass along that increase interest charge
in the price of his product?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes. And to that extent, as I said the, other
day, to that extent the interest is inflationary. On the other hand,,
if there is less demand for his lumber and the lumber sales are strung
out and there is less demand for lumber, it will tend to stabilize the
selling price of his lumber and it will tend to keep the lumber from ris-
ing in price. If the lumber does not rise in price, it will tend to keep;
the whole thing steady and will decrease the cost of his house.

Senator LONG. He is certainly going to try to pass that along, is
he not?
" Secretary HuMPHRzY. That will all tend to level out, and interest

is relatively so small a part of the total, as I pointed out, that the"
difference if you can save $50 in the cost of the lumber and it costs
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you $3 or $2 in the cost of the interest to do it, why, I think it is well
worthwhile.

Senator LoNG. Is it desirable that we reduce the number of houses
built? And if I understand correctly, you say to reduce the demand
for his lumber you have got to cut back on housing construction, have
you not?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right, that is what is happening.
Senator LONG. Do you think that that is desirable, to, cut down on

housing construction?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do. I think it is far better to have more

houses available at reasonable prices than to have the price go through
the roof so nobody can buy a house.

Senator LONG. Do you have any indication to tell us that houses
are costing less because less'of them are being constructed?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think they are costing less than they would
have cost if you just let it go, yes, sir. I think if you let all of the
demand for housing come on, I think you will further push up the
price of the house and the price of the housing will go up much faster
than the'price of the interest. So-you will be way ahead as compared
to the price of the house'and the price of the interest.

Senator LONG. Do you feel, with a decrease in housing starts, with
the housing industry starting 21 percent less than it did a short time
ago, that an increase in housing starts would be inflationary?

Secretary HUMPHREY. What do you mean, what increase?
Senator LONG. I mean according to your statement here, your

housing starts are down about 21 percent over what they were a short
time ago. - f

Secretary HUMPHREY. Do you mean if we were building 1,500,000
houses instead of a million? If we were building 1,500,000 houses
this year instead of a million?

Senator LONG. I think it is 900,000 as against 1.3 million some time
ago, and that would be about 21 percent. less than the figures to
which you had previously referr..,Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right. If we were trying to build 3.3
million houses right now, as well as the other things we are doing in
this country today, I think it would be very inflationary. It would
be another thing to add to the inflation, and it would add to the cost
of your house.

Senator LONG. Suppose we do not go that far in one step. We
are 21 percent below what we were doing a few years ago in terms of
housing. Suppose we took up half of that slack, and increased housing
starts by about 10 percent, and that lower interest charges were part
of that picture. Would you regard it as being inflationary that we
just went and moved 10 percent back up toward what we were aehiev-,
mg some time ago?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Nobody can tell you, Senator, which straw
it is that breaks the camel's back., You can keep putting a straw on
at a time until finally the back breaks and nobody can tell you which
straw it was, whether it was the first one or the last one. So that I
cannot tell you at exactly what point-and you cannot, either, and
nobody can-at exactly what point you get this added pressure. But
I am sure, very sure, that if you attempt to, if you want to illustrate it,
if you attempt to double or if you attempt to increase by 50 percent
the amount of housing that we are building, you would in I the
cost of hoaises, and you would increase them very substantially., -,
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Senator LoNo., You say if I attempted to increase double or by,
.50 percent, but if we increased by only 10 percent the numberiof'
housing starts, and mind you, we would otill be far below the capacity
to whi h you referred-

Secretar HuMiPntRy. Well, t cannot tell you, Senator.
Senator LoNG. Would that be inflationary?
Secretary HUMPuRE Y. I c anot tell you which straw breaks te'

camel's back. If we went back to where we were 2 years a oto
the number of starts we had 2 years ago, I feel very sure. itwould be;
inflationary and it would cause creases under present conditions.

Senator LONG. Well, do you agree.with those who say the housing
industry is a depressed industry as of this moment?, 1 ,

Secretary HUMPaRY, I do not think it, is particularly depressed,
Senator LoNo. They cold certainly build more.
Secretary HUMPinuRY. They could build more houses if they were

not doing something else.
Senator LONG. Would you agree that it is a depressed idustry

a number of areas?
Secretary Humpmaisy. Well, I do not know. I do not know whether

there are areas where they are ,depressed or not.
Senator LONG. Because some of my builders contend it has fallen

off tremendously.
Secretary HUMPHReY. I know as I go around the country I see an

awful lot of new houses and a million new houses is a lot of houses."
Secretary LONG. Mr. Secretary, you are referring to 900,000 housing

starts as a good housing record?
Secretary HxyMPHRY. It is 990,000, which i, in round figures',

million.
Senator LONG. Compared to your reference to 1.3 million housing

starts a short time ago-I guess that was about 1952 or. 106537-n
you also made reference, quite correctly, to the fact that we should
have an expanding economy. In other words, our labor forces in.-
creasing by about 1.5 percent a ye8r, and our economy is grow 9g
at the rate of 2.7 for this year,-!: tink a, 40-year average would be
a percent.), In a properly expanding economy, should .not hOUSing
stte be up at least by li percent a yei r?

4 $ocrotav vypir Wel 1 of course
Senator LONG. Would not 'it indicate that as far as t he using

industry is concerned, it should not be at all inflationary just to tke
Up, the slackth has been lost during the last 4 years?

Secet~y fupwt The Q o -ggjust year by year. These
tiungs aveage out. ougo more one yearan4sl not er, and over
a erpeiW you aveng out into a geneFal mcr bUt it doe not always

go up every year..
Senator LONG. Let Us talk about the rent situationfor a moment

because that is an item which has incree in recent times.,
Would you, regard, the inteest cst money as beg *one.of th Pein

]=ldi riiplo?
ecoary'IHuMnAuIx. Well, ' I it knowr.1 Iupse it. *vae

•with different landlords&
.,,,Senator LON$. My impression on some of thee long-erm mortg .e
is that the :mortgage payment is exceedin4the payment of, the pdnco-
pal. Certainly fyoustrng it out toa 30-ycar mortgage of 5 pee
or moreit We*k out, tht way. The i et aesgctualyecede
thep 00ent on prmnip ' over *,,ped 9,,-0 .M, , :1
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Now, 5X-percent money is not at all unusual in Louisiana, in fact,
some folks are having to bid 6 percent for it; and I assume it is that
way in other parts of the country. When those interest charges
increase, does not that increase the price that the landlord is compelled
to charge for rent?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator LONG. To the extent that it does, it is inflationary, is itnot?
Secretary HUMPHREY. If it is done to excess, I think that would be

true.
Senator LONG. If it is done at all, is it not inflationary?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No.
Senator LONG. It is part of corporate giving?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No. I do not believe, if it is done at all-
Senator LONG. Well, you were referring-
Secretary HuMPHREY. These things have got to balance out.
Senator LONG. You were referring to a house where the increased

charge increased $10 a month on a $10,000 house. If it is an apart-
ment, the unit cost of which is $10,000, would not that $10 a month
increase the man's cost of living just as much?

Secretary HuMPHREY. Yes, sir; I thought we figured $10 on a
$20,000 house a few mome~ats ago.

Senator LONG. As any other item he has to pay?
Secretary HuMPHRE'r. An other $10 item.
Senator LONG. And woulknot the landlord feel compelled to raise

his rent in order to catch back the additional interest?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right; just the same as any other

$10 item, his costs have gone up $10.
Senator LONG. In that case, Mr. Secretary, insofar as this squeeze

on housing discourages the construction of new housing, does not that
further tend to increase inflation in that with less houses available, the
landlords are in position to demand a higher price?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, if you get into real shortages, I think
that would be true.

Senator LONG. You have spoken in terms of supply and demand
here?

Secretary H-TMPHRREY. That is right.
Senator'LoNG. If you have a shortage in the supply of rental

housing and if you cut down on housing starts, those who have housing
for rent are in position to demand a better price, are they not?

Secretary HUMPiHEY. That is right, if the demand keeps up. But
at some point, of course, the demand will level off and that Jill ease
it back again.

Senator LONG. Mr. Secretary, just over the weekend, in fact.,
several things happened since we met last ime, one of which is the
tragedy of Louisiana which we were discussing before this session
started, and I will not get you into that, but starting this week, we
have had this large increase in the price of steel. Is not that going to
contribute to a considerable amount of inflation?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that that will contribute to costs
pretty well over a rather large area of the economy, to an increasing
coat.

Senator LONG. I notice it is about $6 a ton; is that correct?
Secretary HUMPHR'EY. That is what I read in the paper.

98033--57--23
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, Senator LONG. I think you know something about the stool iunds-
try. Can you tell me about what is the average price of steel now as
aainst which that increase would apply?
' Secretary HUMpURmaY. Senator, I will have to look It up for you.

I have been out of the steel business 4 years and a half, autd what
know, I road in the paper.

Senator LONG, Even without that, you can toll me more nlbout
stool'prices than I can toll you,

Secretary HUMpHRiY. I have not looked at it; I' will have to look
it up,. I have not looked at It for about 4 yenirs tuid a half.

Well, hero are three dates. December 30, 1052, $0.04370---
Senator KwitR. How much?
Secretary HuMpinv. Cents. This is cents per pound, Senator.
Senator LONG. Four and how much?
ecretay HuMPHRiy. $0.04376. On June 26, the same comparable

figure, that is June 26 of 1950-the first was December 30, 1952.
This is June 26 of 1950, it was $0.05179 and the next dhte--wait A
minute, A year later, June 25, 1957-that is after this announcement?
Where is it after the announcement?

Mr. Mkyo. r We do not have it after the announcement.
Senator KlRn. What was it before?
Senator Gomo. What was it just before the announcement?,
Secretary HUMPHR1Y.' Just 'before the -announcement it was

$0.05670.
Senator Kiami. It went up $6 a ton?
Secretary HUMPHRaY. I do not know whether that is applied

ratably across the board. You divide it by 2,000. I do not kn6w
how that will work out.

Senator KERR. Is the price of it $155 a ton before the raise?
Secretary HUMPhReY. What is that?
Senator KERR. Was it not $155 a: ton across the board before the

raise?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Lot me just multiply it out. Let us got it

on tons here.
Mr. MAYO. Yes.
Secretary HUMPHREY.. This average would be $113.40.•
Senator Gout. $113.40 would be mY figure.
Secretary HuMpnREY. That is right. That is the composite price

for finished steeL
Senator LONG.' Would you tell me about what the percent increase

would be? 1 I
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is finished steel, not semi
Senator LONG. Can you-
Secretary HumpqRzy. What is that?
Senator L 0N. Can you tell us what :percentage increase that

would be?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I ead in the paper where it was 4 or 5 per-

cent.
Senator GoEc. About 5 percent.,
Secretary HUMPHtEY. The newspaper, I think, said either 4 or'5

percent.
Senator LONG. I take it that i going to contribute to an increase

in many other different things, is it not?
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Secretary HIum rimpy, I think probably it will as time goes on, yes,
sir. There will be a lag in it, but I think it will contribute to further
increases in costs,

Senator LoNG. Well, steel is a major part of the cost of building.
It is a considerable part of the cost of a groat number of fabricating
industries-automobilos and various others, almost too numerous to
mention, it would seem to me, ,

Secretary HUMI'H1Y. I think I saw somewhere in the newspaper
that this would be-what was that on, the price of an automobile-
they published what it was-$10 or $22 or something like that on the
cost of an automobile.

Senator LoNG. Do you think that this-
Secretary HvmPHmy. $10 or $22-I have forgotten now, but it

was some such figure as that, that would add to the cost of an auto,
mobile, 1 road it in the paper yesterday.

Senator LoNG. Do you think that those high interest charges had,
any effect one way or the other with regard to the increase int.h prices
of stool?

Secretary HUMPHEY. At this particular time?
-Senat or LoNG. Yes. This last increase.
Se.rotary HUMPHREY. Well, I really do not know. I do not see

just how they would.
Senator LONG. Do you think that these high interest rates did

anything to keep it down?
Socrettl.ry H uMPmgicy. As I understand it, the direct reason for this

increase in the cost of stool at this particular time is that they had a
21. or 22-cent wage advance that was agreed to a year ago that became
effective on July 1, and that increased steel costs-it is to cover some
part at least of that wage increase.

Senator LoNe. Well, the information that I have had is that every
time the stool companies finish negotiating a wage contract, they have
advanced their price either immediately thereafter or sometime shortly
thereafter, and that invariably the price increase, would be greater
than the wage increase in terms of dollars. They would advance
their price beyond that which they found it necessary to advance;
wages to a considerable degree; and that on occaslons--i do not have
the announcements here-but on occasions that the steel companies
have explained that in advancing these prices beyond their increase
in wages by a considerable amount, they felt they should do this in
order to finance their expansion pro am.

Have you seen or been apprised of any such infcrmatiQn as that?
Secretary HUMPaREY. NOI do not know, and I do not know to

what extent this covers it or whether it exceeds it. I do not know.
Senator Loe. Well, this is, for a person who is supporting high

interest rates on the theory they are going to curb inflation, it seems'
to me this is a fact that you would want to know a lot about as to
what is the basis of this 4- or 5-percent increase in the cost of steel,
what is the basis.,, Is there anything more you can, tell us aboutit
than you have told us?

Secretary HvaimnirEY. Not a thing. I only know what you know-
ov *lt,' read hi , the papers.

Senator LoNt, Have you inquired of the steel people or executives,
of that industry why they are increasing their prices, if they- think it
is justified?
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.Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I am sure it is perfectly, obvious that
It is related ito the increase in wages.- They made it effective at the
same time, and it is perfectly obvious there is a connection.

Senator LONG. Do you have any information, or have you at-
tempted to obtain any, as to whether or not this price increase is more
than inecesar to offset the increase in wages?

Secretary HUMPHRzY. No, I have not.,
Senator jON. Are you familiar with the profits of the steel

Secretary HuPmtnY.: In a general Way.- I read them in the paper.
Senator loNG. Well they pay taxes to you. I imagine that you

probably have some information on what they are paying you, do you

Secretary HUMPnRIvY.! Well, I don't figure out particular companies,
no, but they do, of corse, in the Internal.Revenue Bureau, and they
arepart of our iticome.- , I am interested in what is our income.

Senator6 LoNG. It seems to me, Mr. Secretary, that as of this mo-
mnent, at this point in our hearing that the increase in the price of
steel is going to increase the cost of living more than any one item that
is going to happen any time right away; and I would justbe, curious
to~know what, i anything, these high itere ratesare doing to hold

down the cost of living, or what they had to do with this steel increase.
, Secretary HUMPHREY. Well? I wish I could tell you, but I do not

know. i do not know that higher interest rates had anything to do
with the steel increase.:,

Senator LONG. Have you' ever heard of the concept?
Secretary HumPHIuIY. When you say I "high interest rates I do

not really think Senator, that we have high interest rates. e have
higher rates than they formerly were, but viewed generally, our inter-
esat rotes today are not unduly high, They are not unusually hi h
interestrate6s. '! They are interest rates that are within a scale of te
swing that has occurred many times before. They are higher than
they wereinp ' recent years,.

Senator oNO. IIuidorstood that one of the utilities, I believe out
in Puget Sound'or one of them out West' issued mortgage bondAs at
6% percebt.i That wasthe highestifor a public utility in 20 years or
mor6eth"i 1206 a~s

Sec ea~ bXumMRanmR Well, we have been more than 20 yearsin a
period' ofl0 rates; you see. First we had the-dep region, the, long
depresmon, when there was no demand for money, and the demand was
extremely low for agood many'years of the depression; it went on year

Thn 'after.we ot through the depression,we gotinto thewar and
hAd 5 mWegation, a d bt.n following, that ,i* lad those artificially
low rates thatWerejetablished by operation ofthe Federal Reserve '

.8fnator LoN4.l V have been' led; to -believe that" the'stel industryiand r itain o ' the other in_ jor industries,' 'rather than borrowing: the

money, which I understand high- interest rates would discurage, are
$61i ion witthe expansion qh theii idustries but, doingit byinmereas-
ing the price of, their product, and thereby parin or the expansion.
oUt of prfit. IDoyou have: anY information ot along that line?

SSwtetarHiMpa y.WellI think' industry I4 thip coUntry has
paid out less in dividends that it earned, and has built reserves, suph
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as the chairman the other day was talking about the Nation dong
and as individuals do when they can, to bUd some reserves to build
for the future; and I think that well-run business operates in that same

that extent, tlhey increase their business or increase their plant

capacity out of earnings that are not distributed to their stockholders.
Senator LONG. Well, insofar as any business or industry increases

its price, and in order to pay for the expansion of that industry, that
price increase would be inflationary, would it not?
"I Secretary HUMPHRDY. Well, I do not think the steel pricq increase

was related to that. I think that price advances do contribute to
increases in costs, and they contribute to increases in costs o all the
people who buy or use or consume the particular thing that has had
a price advance so that it does contribute to an increase in the)cost of
living; price advances anywhere do that.

Senator LoNG. Those are all the questions I have to ask, Mr.
Secretary. And I would like to have the information which I re-
quested, and perhaps I will want to ask some questions subsequently.

Secretary HUMPHIEY. We will see that you get it.
Thank you, sir.
Senator KzRR. The Senator from Vermont, Mr. Flanders.
Senator FLANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I wish to make an Opening

statement.
In the questions which I shall ask of you, Mr. Secretary, certain

assumptions are made. One of them is that we are in a period of
general prosperity., This is shown by a low level of unemployment
such as is not customarily reached except under war conditions.

It is shown also by generally high average weekly earning of
industrial employees, and by an increasing production evidence bL y
the gross national product. The figures are aerages ;and wit the
avertdges, there are some industries, some goups of individuals, Which
do not share in the general prosperity. However, I take to be a valid
assumption that there is general prosperity.

When -we look at the Imce levels, however, we are faced with an
unpleasant fact. After remaining quite stable for a , period ;, oft -2
years there , has,, been an, almost continuous rise in consumer prices.

Wholesale prices, had remained - almost constant for i 2K-yea*r
period; beginning and ending around 6 to 8 months earlier than the
consumer price level; they rose earlier and have now leveled ioff&' This
gives some hope that there* may be in the ordinary course of consumer
pricesa ~Wleveling off there, n a fAw months.

The clouded area in such a prediction, however, is the fact of a
continuing wage-price situation which .may delay or prevent the
return of a leveled-off consumer price index. This mutn be taken
ito, account as well as the normal relationships between 'the supply
of money in the market, and, the goods and services offered in return

Inflation isi our problem. This problem I conceive to; be' mad#
thp moke difficult , by its connections with the current rospeWity. I
would raise the questions as to "whether and how action can be
brought under control during a period of prosperity, except by return-,
ing pric controls and, r~fatilbg

What we seek to find W those hearings, itseemSto meisa prmtical
means of controllig inflatioW byOthe than such &rbitart:e controls.
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. In. the questions which follow, there will be found I hope no evi-
dences of a desire to attack the administration. There wili also, I
predict, be found no evidences of a purpose to defend the adminis.
tration, or that member of it who now sits before us and is subjected
to our interrogations.

The purposes of the questions which I shall ask are objective in
character and directed toward getting light and leading on this problem
of restraining inflation during a period of prosperity.

With that prelude, I move.on to the questions.,
Mr. Secretary, assuming that inflation arises from an increase iji

money supply as compared with the available supply of goods anW
services, what is the cause of the present inflation? Is it too much
money? ,

Secretary HUMPHREY. I rather think not, Senator. I think that
the money supply has been kept within quite reasonable bounds.

Senator FLANDERS. Well, is it too little goods and services?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that that has been at the bottom of

it; yes, sr.I
Senator FLANDERS. Conceivably it might he a little of both.
I have here a chart from the Federal Reserve charts, historic supple-

ment, September 1956, and it shows a steady decrease in the ratio of
money supply to the gross national product beginning in 1905 and
going down, so just at this point, I just raise the question as to whether
there may not be some deficiency in the supply of money.

Secretary HUMPHREY. It is very, very d'ficult to measure these
things with any exactness, you know. You have to feel your way as
you go, and nobody can tell exactly on this. This is not subject to
mathematical calcuation. You have to work at it and develop
along with it and see what the results are.

Senator FLANDERS. I have been puzzled by this classical theory of
inflation, being too much money .or the goods and services offered
because if thislis a case of too much money, the question arises, why
are interest rates high instead of low?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I do not think it is too much money,
Senator, and I think you have nearly answered your own question.

I think the fact that interest rates have moved up shows that the
demand for money exceeds the supply of money and credit at the
present time, the wish for money, the use, the demand that people want
to make of it,

Whether the necessity for it is there or not, nobody knows, because
demand can run above necessity. If people fear further increases in
prices of any commodity, money or anything else, they are very apt
to move to overbuy; and that may be going on with money, they
may be overbuying in anticipation of a rise.

Senator FLANDERS. There is another possible factor in there in
which I became interested a number of years ago, and that is the
question of the velocity or rate of turnover. That is something which,
When I was president of the Federal Reserve bank in Boston, I was
never able to get the Board here in Washington to interest itself in.

I wonder, do you have any indications, any figures, as to the
velocity of the money supply?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes. It is here in the chart book.
Senator FLANDERS. Will you give me the page?
Secretary HuMPRHN. You *ve the chart book?,,

I /I
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Senator FLANDERS. 1956.
Secretary HUMPHREY. 1957.
Senator FLANDERS. I do not have 1957.Secretary HuMPItEy. May of 1957 is the one I am looking at.Senator FAANDERS. They do not give it to me as soon as they do

tolyou,
Secretary HUMPHREY. Let us see if we do not have 1956 here,Senator FLANDERS. What page is that on?
Secretary HUMPHREY. This is page 8.
Senator FLANDERS, I imagine the paging is the same.Secretary HUMPHREY. Does that say "turnover of demand de-

posits"?
Senator -LANDERS. Deposits and currency. There is no turnover

figure here. . I
Secretary HUMPHREY. This shows it right here.,iSenator FLADERS. I wonder if that is a new chart.Secretary HUMPHREY. I cannot tell you. This is Mr. Martin's

field.
Senator FLANDERS. We will wait until we see Mr. Martin before wego further with that.
For the record, I would like to ask some questions about money'itself; and whether you can answer these questions immediately, have,the data, I do not know, but they can at least be put in the record.'I want to know about our money; i the volume of our money is ofmsortance, I want to know how it is issued and what gives it value.SWhat, about the change in my pocket-4silver and bronze and nickel,-'how much of that do you put out when, and what gives it its value?Secretary HuMPaREY. PWel, i hink we will have to get that for'

the record for you.
Senator FLANDERS. All right.,.
And silver certificates, the same.
Secretwry HuPHRExY. Yes. We will get that.(The information referred to is follows.)
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COMPARATIVE TOTALS OF MONEY 1- CIRCULATION

Date Amount DatePercapita Amount Per
capita 1

I-
May 31, 1957 -------------------------------------------- S0, EX 34,2 $120837 June 30,1935 ...................................- $5,567,092,519 $ 75
Apr. 30, 19957 ............................................ t 30 1 51977,498 17& 75 June 30, 1330 -------------------------------------------- 1,1, 987,9 M 3674
Dec. 31, 1 9 -----------. --- 3, 7--0,23-, W 9 1 187.38 Ju 30, 19Z --------------------------------------------- 4,815,207, 38 41.57
May31, 1656 ... 513,4 , 778 1181.70 Oct. 31, I= ------------------------------- 5,698,214,612 5.18
June 30, 195 ----------------------------------------- 30,2V 9,3M3, 21d I82.91 M ar. 31, 10!7 -------------------------------------------- 4,172,94L,914 40.49June 1019W0 --------------------------------------------- [ 27, 1%6 29C, 042 17R. 03 Jutne 30, 1914 --------------------------------------------- 3 ,459,434,174 34-90

June 30, 1945 ----------------------:_ 2,46,438,483j 19L ft JUL 1,1IM------------------------------------------- 816, 26,72lj 16.76
JUme 30, 1940 ..------------------------------------ - ,847, W501,324 54 II I

IThe money In circulation includes any paper rre y held outside the continental
himits of tba United States.

'Based on Bureau of the Census estbae of popu!ation.
8Does not Include gold other than that held by the Treasry.
* These amotmts Are not Included ia the total, since the gold or silver held as securit7
alalt gold and silver certificates and Trossury netes of 10 is Included under gold,
adardsilver dollars, and silver bullon, raspeclvey.

Ths total includes credits with the Tresurer of Lhe United States payable in gold
eertifieates in (1) the gold certificate lund-Board of Governor, Federal Reserve System,
In the amount of $l8,273,37, n.d (2) the redempt.on fund for Federal Reswve notes
In the am nt of $842,W6.095.

4 Includes $74,000,M00 lawful money depositzi a a reserve for Postil SavinW deposits.
IThe amonnt of gold and silver wrti5etos and Trea&sry notes of 189D sn-,xAd be de-

ductad from this amount before combining with total money heid in the Treasury to
arrive at the total amount of money in the United States.

$Lowest amount one Dec. 31, 1956.
' Highest amount to data.
IsRevsed.

Non.--There is maintained m the Treasury-() as a reserve for United States note,
and Treasury notes of it9-$156,039,431 In gold bullion; (1i) as security for Treasury
notes of 189--an equal dollar amount In standard silver dollars ttheie notes re being
canceled and retired on receipt); (iW1) as security for out.anding silver certifcates-
sflver in bulllon and standard silver dollars of a monetary value equal to the face amount
of such silver certificates; and (iv) as security for gold certificates-gold bullion of a value
at the legal standard equal to the face amount of such gold certificates. Federal Reserve
notes are obligations of the United States and a first lien on all the assets of the Issuing
Federal Reserve bank. Federal Reserve notes ar secured by the deposit by the Federaw
Reserve bank concerned, with L Federal Reserve agent, of a like amount of collateral
conslting of such discounted or purchased paper as is eligible under the terms of the
Federal Reserve Act, or gold oert f ates, or direct obllgationa oi the United States. Each
Federal Reserve bank must maitain reserves in gold certiflcates of not less than 25 per-
cent against its Federal Reserve notes in actual circuludtlon. Gold certificates deposited
with Fede Reserve agents as collateral, and those deposited with the Treasurer of
te Untied States as a redmpt on fund, are counted as part of the required reserve.
"Gold eertfflcates" as herein vd includes credits with the Treasurer of the United
States payable n gold certificates. Federal Reserve bank notes and National bank
notes are in process of retiremen;.
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Senator FLANDERS. Tell me, when I was a boy, or a young fellow,
the 16-to-1 controversy filled the air, and at that time there was a
great deal of talk about-what did they call that part f the silver
that was not coined-seigniorage, Was it?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator FLANDERS. What has happened to the seigniorage? Does

it still exist?
Secretary HuMPHREY. It 'still exists.
Senator FLANDERS. Do you have uncoined silver in your vaults?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I will have to put that in the record. I

cannot tell you.
(Secretary Humphrey later submitted the following:)
The Treasury has on hand as of Juno 30, 1957, approximately 1,8 billion fine

ounces of silver bullion valued at $2.280 billion.

Senator FLANDERS. That is just curiosity; that is all that is, but
I think we are entitled to have that satisfied once in a while.

I take it there is silver behind silver certificates. I wonder whether
you put a dollar behind it, or what it is.

Secretary HuMPHREY. What the value is?
Senator -FLANDERS. How are the Federal Reserve notes paid out,

and how do you determine how many to print, and how does the
Fadcral Reserve System determine how many to put out?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that these questions probably-
Senator FLANDERS. Ma be Mr. Martin knows.
Secretary HUMPHREY. t hinkk these areMr. Martin's questions.
Senator FLANDERS. I would like to know, however, how many are

out at the present time.
Are there any other kinds of money, that is, money that you car

hold in your hands and pass, besides those?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator FLANDERS. There are gold notes, I guess, that never see

the light of day. i
Secretary HfUMPHREY. I do not think there are many gold notes

out.
Senator FLANDERS. No, I do not think they ever see the light of day;
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think you mentioned about all that are

out now.
Senator GoRE. You are overlooking the Confederate money.
Secretary HuMPHREY. The Confederate money. [Laughter.]
Senator FLANDERS. Let us come to the-other type of money, which

is bank credit. That we have figures on, and I am interestedin this,
for the record: Page 26 of this document, which we all have, seems to
show a continuous rise in total deposits and currency; and of time
deposits, a continuous rise; and of demand deposits, a slower rise.

It does not look as though we were running into any deficiency of
money, from looking at that chart, but now I want to: ask: you these
questions:

I -want to ask you about the relationship between credit and debt,
which is which?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, it is a little hard to tell. It is
"chicken and egg," really. It is who-u one person has a credit, another
has a debt.

Senator FLANDERS. The money we actually ase in business when
a man writes a check to settle a bill and a man receives a check from
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having settled the bili and deposits it, is all based on debt somewhere
by somebody.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, it starts with a credit in a bank.
Before you can write a check, you have got to have a credit in the
bank. "And when you have a credit in the bank, the bank has a debt
of an equivalent amount. So when you write a check on it, you release
one debtor.

Senator FLANDERS. Yes.
Secretary HUMPHREY. One fellow cancels a debt, and you transfer

your credit to another man, and the debtor then owes another man
until he checks it out of that bank and puts it in another.

Senator FLANDELS. I am wondering what makes it increase, as that
chart shows it increasing year by year. Is not somebody increasing
or groups increasing their indebtedness?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, on currency, of course, it is increasing,
Senator FLANDEriS. Yes. But so are the bank deposits.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator FLANDERS. Can those bank deposits be increased without

a large increase in debt to correspond to the increase in the deposits?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, any bank deposit creates both a credit

and a debt. The debt-
Senator FLALNDERS. Iow is the bank deposit generated? That is

the question I am trying to ask. Is it not generated-if I go to the
bank and borrow money, I get the money and leave a note. I get
the money, I do not--

Secretary HUMPHREY. You get a credit.
Senator FLANDERS. It is a bookkeeping transaction.
Secretary HUMPHREY. You get a credit.
Senator FLANDERS. I get a credit, and I leave a note.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator FLANDERS. Now, that credit is good for money. I can

check against it.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator FLANDERS. But would it be there if I h.d not gone into

debt?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, that particular money would not have

been, no.
Senator FLANDERS. But take all the money in general, would any

of that money which is represented by bank credit have been there if
others like myself had not gone into debt?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is right.
Senator FLANDERS. I can tell you, I have a very vivid recollection

of a question I asked you, just in passing, 2 or 3 years ago. I said to
you "What would happen if everybody, the Government included,
paid up their debts all at once?"

An your remark was, "We would be in a hell of a mess." [Laughter.)
I do not know whether you remember that or not.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not, but I think I would still make the

same answer.
Senator FiANDERS. Well now, does retiring debt-these questions,

I may say, are not just for the fun of it, though they have certain
humorous aspects. •

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think, Senator, frankly I think these
particular questions would be much better addressed to Mr. Martin
and Mr. Burgess, who are experts in this-
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Senator F NDNs. I am coming around to your part of it-
Secretary HUMPHREY (continuing). In this particular field.
SmaMtorlUND S (continuing), If I reach my destination'
Secretary HUMPHREY. You have not reached me yet.
Senator FLANDERS. All right.
Now, does retiring debt reduce the money supply?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think it would.
Senator FLANDERS. Does too much credit make inflation by in-

reasing the money supply?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, it could. I really think, that you are,

asking some rather technical questions here which Should be, answered
by 'he technicians rather than myself.

Senator FANDER. Yes.
However, this is where it gets to your area of responsibility. Per-

haps you do not have to know how it works or whether It works, but
does not increasing the Federal indebtedness increase the money sup.
plyand does not the decreasing of the Federal indebtedness decrease
the money supply?

Those questions come into questions of debt management.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I think that that dqpends on where It

is. When it is in the banks, I think you are entirely correct. T think
t6 the xtint it would be in individual holders, it might not.Again, I think, your technicians would be better on that, but I
believe that is the correct operation..

Senator FLANDERS. I will leave that, then, for the technicians. I
But you have just said something which indicates that it makes a

difference, in your judgment with the money supply., as to whether,
in increasig your debt or, i presume, conversely, in paying it off,
whether it isindebtedness to banks or idebtedness to persons.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Investors.:
,Seator FLANDERS., Insurance companies?
Secretary HUMpHREY. That is correct.
Senator FLANDERS. So that would you say, then, so far as you and

I understand the situation--4 am, not putting you in with the tech-
nicians now-that bonds or certificates or bils, or what have you,
that go int the banks, would tend to be more inflationary than thos
that are taken up by individuals?

Secretary HUMPHRiY;, I think so.
Senator iFNbEs., Well, do pegged rates facilitate dispoa to.

private holders or the banks? It.you have pegged rates wl below
a natural interest rate,.do the biNs or bonds, or what have you, by,
the fact thatthey are pegged, tend to go'ito private handsor int
bank hands?

Seotaetary HUMPHREY., I think probably what would happen -would
be, if they were pegged at below normal demahdprice s , thatyou °
would increase very substantially the Federal Resee's holdings. 'They
probably would get more of them that way than any other,

Senator FM~nzs.. Here is another tehnical question which I will
leave for Mr. Martin or Mr. Burgess, but in general would you say
that massive Government expenditure tends'in the direction of infli-
tion through an increase in. the money.Supply?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, massive Govment expenditure,
Particularly if it is deficit expenditure, is mnlationary.

Senator FiANDES.' Put noW, inflation ocurs under !a balance
budget, apparently.,1
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Secretary HUMPHREY. I think it can.
Senator FLANDERs. Has it not?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator FLIANDERS. So that the Government indebtednes-.--
secietary HUMBREY. To some degree; not as much as it would

with an unbalanced budget.
Senator FLANDERS. NO. It, however, is not a sovereign remedy.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I think 'in there, Senator, that it

would hitve a good deal to do with what the money was spent for, If
the monet, a substantial part of the money, is spent by the Goverp*
meant, as it is now, for goods and services that do not contribute to the
capital of the country or to the current services or goods for the people,
I think that -that is quite a different picture, and more inlationary,
price-iuflationary, than it would be to the extent that the Govermnent
spent the money for things which do contribute to the capital of the
county or that build up the country. You sea, you are adding to
your payrolls and you are not addin- goods f r people to buy, ,Ad
when you add to the payroll and do not .dd to goods for people to
buy, I think you add to the pressure.

Senator FzxiNDts. Now, as an individual I may want to buy as
automobile.

Secretary HumpHrUn. That is right.
Senator LwNDzRa. As a citien, I may want to buy a sewage di.

posal system. What is the difference between those two things?
Secretary HuMPnREy. I do not think there is too much. But

when you talk about a B-52 or a guided missile, I think ther is quite
a bit of difference.

Senator FLANDRS.' Yes.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Because you do not buy those.
Senator FwtmzRs. Yes.
Supposing we decide to reduce, suppose we succeed in reducng

Government expenditures. What would you want to do? woui-
you want to reduce taxes or retire indebtedness the Art thing?

Secretary, HUMPHREY. it would depend largely on. how muchwe
hid available. If we had a sufficient amount awsii ble, of cor, the
ideal thing is to do some of both.

Senator FANDRS. Is one of them, ...tioa. .... .. r
deflationary, in your ju eant?

Secretary HumPEYWO1 -.N--
Senator FuNDRSV Or at: least one neutral an,4  tle oter, de'

-flatlonarsy?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that might be.
Senator V vDiRs. The reducing of taxes gives pePQpl-ore to

spend; Gover mebt st'ops. peLdin. aidi people strt,
Secretary HUMPHREY. Thti iht.i
Senator INDERS. So that, to that exteatj is neutral. i
Secretary HUMPHRYl .Well that aga i depend a 1it n this

.other ting We were talking a,;6ut,S Senator FLANDERS. Yes. ..,,.-' ,, : .,...,.,. .. ,,.- ,Secretary HUMPWmY. It depend on where the Pang is nde

Senator FL&NrDRS. Yes.
Secretary A&HUJUWY If I-the"" sving is zns, n16 a a sew~ge fd~sp~alplant or in a highway, it is one thing. if it is made in a B or W

thingofthat kind, it is another,.. .
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Senator FLANDmas. In the lastfewlyears, o'ur defense 1 expenditures
have been reduced, but our nondefense~appro nationss have increased.

Secretary HuMPtaZY. That is right.. ,.
$enatorlA kuiRe Does that worry you any.?
+:Seeretary RVMP11;VY# Wellifranly, thb reduction in our defense

expenditures does not, because I think that -had ' been done within

prboerl4mitition& I think our defense poiture, from aluwe can
Iearn* is adequate and, proper. .

Nondefense expenditure, I- -would hope could, be handled .in, a
-w that, Would not increase faster than .the services! really required
-f', tihe' , FederalGovernment,. laying - aside. obligations, that, States- or
k68o'a1 6minufities mightV property handle' for themselves.

,Senatox 'FLAIUnmns. MI a -noting that- very considered reply ofuyoUrs,
andvagre'ing' with you, too,

,VSe Ie MPRtI1Y I am very gl adof'that. it 7t

, S tiat~ti FLARt tR 8, We ,seem to, % b wage-prie. Spra, 8andthit brings me back agaia uto the question as to whether it ls an easy

,thingto ontrol'inflatiboi during a period' of prosperity. ,.'
Secretary HUMPHReY. It is an' extremely diffliultithing, -Senator,

'a.n. it'cah only, be dbne, I think, gradually,' by peristent, continuous

effort.
Senator FLANDERS. I am just wonderiiig -how--thii, 'however, I

*0l 'hove t6 hsk Mr. + Mattin and that is, how-, credit control 'can
affe Ot~hi parfticular elemet- of inflation.' " '

L+nd'!T'I all also want to ask somebodv- am not going to ask
Yb- 4 what the relation is between the classical description of inflation
as being a relation between money supply and goods, on the one h -a. d
or this thing we see at work which is the wage-price spirl.

I have had soeiiefolks +ei me that in connectionw ith this wage-

Price ,piral, it was the duty of the employer to resist te unn, ' and
the protectr the workerr,4 + JIave +you+-any thoughts, on that point
,*Sret~prtJothM6norY Well - , ,y.
'++Nto~RS. I .am not Ooing t. ask you. [Laughter. .

' [h..... nodines .of questionming Which eem to inmate that the

hh interest , rate in itself is being us4 &t tool, tofight' inftfatioik, I
;,ell;i 4 s thwe highinterest *rate a result or a tool of our fight' against
infation?

Secretary 'HUMPHREpY. I think it is a esUlt.:
SSetifor NLkN'is' -Itis- not being, used as."a tool?

Secretary HUMPHREYa No. I think that it follows from a restrict,
tion of credit. . .,.

Senator FtA *VDCRS9 .B Yes.
Well, I have a lot of 'stuff laid; up, here orMr. Martin.
Secretary HumwPnwY. Good. .
Senator ' ATl8.Thankyou .. '

Sedft k ujHtoMniUnY4 Thank you ve iuCh;
Senator KERR. I have talked t. the Senator from Florida, Mr.

Secretary, and, he tells me that it will require between an hour and 2
houif ld hf6o ask "the' questions" which he has in. mind, and gette
answo" from you on them.

i+ t+ew +ofthat, ieit Vi'wit until in th morning fo" him 'to begin

--And, so lhecoznttee will recess until 10 o'clocki* the irnoning.
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I have a statement which is being prepared, which I will ive to thepress, or any of them that are curious about it, as soon as itis received
Senator BENNmi . Mr. Chairman, before we adjourn, do you knowwhether it (Is the plan of the committee to go on into the afternoontomorrow, as well?Senator KRn. I do not believe that it is.We have a conference with the Ways and Means Committee on thesocial security bill we passed, and in view of the fact that it has aprovision with reference to the period beginning July 1, it is felt thatpf agreement can be had, it would b se to reach it.I do not believe the chairman had in mind to meet, tomorrow after-noon; and in the event he does not return, that will be the decisionmade.Senator Bm;Nm. Our next man up to bat is not here today; andif there were a chance he would come up tomorrow afternoon, assumingthat 2 hours would take care of the questions of the Senator from Flor-ia, I think he should be notified.Senator SMATHIIRS. I am satisfied 2 hours will be sufficient for me.In fact, it may not be that long.Senator BEr;Nnrr. We will go forward on the assumption there willbe no meeting tomorrow afternoon.Senator Kia-Rn. That is my judgment.(Whereupon at 12 noon, the committee recessed, to reconvene at10:20 a. in., Tuesday, July 2, 1957.)





INVESTIGATION OF THE, FINANCIAL CONDITION OF
THE UNITED STATES

T,3DAY, JU T 9,. 1987

UNITIOD. STATICS SINATIV,
CoMMrnTzO$ FNANoj' ' i gto, b. (C.'

The committee met, pursuant to recess at 10:20 a. in, in room 312,Senate Office Building, Senator Iarry -flood Byrd (b an) pr
siding, ,,. . • .Present: Senators Byrd (chairman), Kerr, Frear, Long, ,SMmhe.-,

Gore, Martin, Williams, Flanders, Carlson, and Bennett. 0 &...
Also present: Robert P. Mayo, chief, analysis staff, Debt Division

Office o the Secretary of the Treasury; Elizabeth B. Springer, chie,
clerk; and Samuel D. Mclwain,: spepe., counsel.,

The CAx AN. The committee will come to order,
The Chair recognizes the Senator from Forid4, Senator Smathero,
Senator SMATHRSs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATMIZ T OF HON. GEO00E . JUNP0 1rs, S(RTA41 O THI
TREA$U3Y-w"Resumed4

Senator SMATHIS. I may say at the outset, i have noope ning
statement, jAr. Secretary, but I would like to Pongratulato, you 'on
your durability and your resiliency. You come here each z0.o raig
looking vigorous sadrefreshed. 1 do not know just ho you dozi,
but hWpv er you do, do it, I hope you wl give s Athe sev e o it on
of these days.

,0., ,1, Iwantito ,commend you for, the, 'vigor with which you defend ithe
positigsWhich you have taken here, and I can t you thatI, for ,
consider, ita great privIlegeto be able to.it here and hear te ehn
of views. 'etween you and the mem.bers.of this nttee

This ii quiry being conducted into the fna i onditi0nof' thei
county s a gapt education for me. I mine there ae Oth ,
Senators here who are Iearig something about it, to.

Ina ay event, I do. believe that gret benetf! will reut to th
co 'Y py reon of thsW ag a w I VAP sure thtisw~tw l

hoj f oro
ani sure, Mr. Secretary, that a man of yourtalentsdan expri

ence in this economic and fi field ,*eogmzes, that, we -ar in anaea.w; pre there'are divergent views, andmthat a person who may
have drei view from that which you express0does not ,ea th

hisotives or hs patriotism s any less pur .0i. ow
S~ A Ad', Just beo.a w e An

~aw ~a. eonom view, o~r o~obr~s qsoi
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that one is politics and the other's is scripture, There is room for
difference and honest disagreement in this field; do you not agree?

Secretary HuPnmny. Agree,
SenatorSMATHsn8. During the course of the testimony as I have

listened to it, you have stated several times that the inflation which
*' hvwel hid i thb past, particularly the past I01monthl htis resulted
from the pressures of hig prspqrity.

That has been your stteinntj has it not?
Secretary HuMPnYmo, That is correct.
Senator SMATHERnS. Can one assume from the position which you

have taken that so long ad we have prosperity, we are bound to have
inflation?

Secretary 1jt~mPgUIY. No; I think not, Senator. But I think we
are bound, to have, with prosperity, inflationary pressures, and I
think' that as long as we have high prosperity, wq must be watchful
ind- gUard against, the pressures that come with It, to see that we (1
alithat we can to keep inflationary-pressures Under control. '

Senator SMATJRERS. Mr. Secretary, what have you specifically done
tW unhitch inflation from prosperity n the past year? : 1" -

Secretory, HuMrmnir. Well, J think that, the monetary policies
pursued by, tho' Federal Reserv eBoard have been beneficial, and will
bo, toke benficiii,; as' time goes on,- There is, always a lag in these
things. They never correspond exactly in timing. What you do
today has an effect tomorrow 'or some time hence, and I think the
polices pursued by the iFderal'Reserve Bogd in general, with which
we 'have been in accord; have been htnd willito helpful restraning

e inflationary pr .assures.
Sefiato. 8MATkrnss., W6ll, it is an admitted fact, is it not, that the

purchasing power of the dollar, has decreased by 2 cents in the past
year or 18 months?

Secretary Hmi'.PRY.' Two cents in the last year.
&iiat6r SMATHMS. IThat the Consumer Price IndeX has' gone, up

3,9 points,' believe it'is, in the lastyear.
S i, mit' your opinion that, these policies which you have insti-

tute4 may begin :to be falt, possibly not this year, but maybe, next
Wecrettry HuMPh1,Y Well, I would h ot say that. I think i eth.Ps

they are being felt ,all along, 'and "that they have had a restraining
influence,' that the Consumer, Price Index might have gone fUrther
up without those pessurem.

Infact I feel quite sure that' 'they *ovuld. But the full effect I
think, l be declared 'somewhat aS wego along. It takes time for
these things to begin to operate fully.

Senator SMATHmS. Do you think that if you had acted sooner,; or
instituted any new policies or different policies than those which you
have inptituted, you might have been able to stop the inflation -which
kisulted this' past year?.. I

.Secretary HUM Px . ,Well,: Senator , it .is always hard to say.
This economic machine of- urs is a delicately balanced affair, and J
thinfi k aftir nmost events you can look :back' 4nd think perhaps you
could hade done a little better.

-On the other hand if you h d begun earlier or had exerted greater

sioii ;rhi h ,'dk-have bbet, worse thai the present situation, we 'ar

i /*
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now having. You see, you do not want to go so far that you turn
the whole thing about.

I think the illustration I used the first yearI was here is about as
good an illustration as I can give in the handling of the economy and
the care with which it must be done, that isi the- Government's partic-
ipation in it. I likened it at that time td driving a truck, down an
icy hill. You are going too fast and you do not know what will hap.
pon whon you got to the bottom of that hill. You try to slow down to
Make a turn at the bottom of the hill' and you just have to apply the
brakes and gradually bring yourself Sown. .

If you slam the brakes on, you will spin around and wind up around
a telephone pole. You just have to do it very carefully.
!Senator SMATHnS. That is right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. And you could do it faster, but it might be

disastrous If you did. . I
S; Senator SMATHERS. Using, that same illustration, however, do you

see anything in the statistics of last year'to indicate that the brakes
you applied are slowing down this inflationary trend?

Secretary HuMPniaoY. I think I do. I said something about that
the other day. I think, as I said to Senator Kerr, that the short
supply situation has been ameliorated, particularly in' the heavier
lines, and I think there is some evidence that this whole thing is slow.
ing somewhat.,

Senator SMATHICRS. Would you not say that the-
Secretary HUMPHREY. All we wanted was, to slow it somewhat.

You do not want to spin this truck around arid wind up around a
telephone' polo.

Senator SMATHERS. That is right.
".What I am concerned about,-Mr. Secretary, is whether of not, in
all bandor, we are slowing it down at all, and whether or not there is
possibly something in audition that we might do,

Would you not aroe, that the interest rates, 'which continue to rise,
And; for example,, the recent steel 'price increase, which I know you
had nothing to do with and deplore as much as everybody'else; the
increased the debt-we saw in the paper yesterday morning wherethe
income ,th.4he Government 'was, goigl toiibe,. smew t,  less than
anticipated this year-would you not agree all of these factors indi-
cate that, rather than slowing down the inflationary trend, possibly
that trend is picking up-certainly this is true in recent months?

Secretary' UMPUREY. Well, Senator, these things are never plain.
There s never a crystal-clear view, I' think if, anybody was. so wise
that, they could gather all of tho factors in their mind and see Clearly
exactly where we were going,' it would not, be long before we, would
all be working for him.

So there is always a doubt, You, can always look at things In two
wary pwdinot be quite sure until Afterward.

But if you look back, many times Wt'looks pretty plain, and you
wonder why you did not see it more clearly.

Senator SMATHEiRS. Well, I think we a  agree that evervones
hindsight is better than their ' foresight. everyone's

However, I was just wondering if, we could not get an accurate
picture, -ifat allpossible, a to what is happening this yer,What I'.am interested in, s iahis questi as-' started out to say,
about'the inflation that we are havigathis particular time. t

g Ki pat1.lrtm
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, You say that possibly the policies which you have instituted will
have some effect a year or two from now. .

Secretary HUMPHREY. No, no. I think they are having an effect
current. think we are Utly restraining it from jgo'm further,
and I k that there are perhaps more evidences of their becoming
effective currently than there are evidences of the fact that they are
not.'

Senator SMATJWRs. Do you think we have to have some sort of a
recession in order to bring about: stoppage to this inflationary trend?

Secretary HUMP ixEY..-I do not believe so. I hope not. I think
that what we need is a little less pressure forward, but that does not
necessarily mean a recesion. It means some readjustmentshere
and there, but it does not necessarily mean that we go into a' difficult
timne,

Senator SMATHERS. Do you have any specific suggestions as to
what we could do in order to sto p these pressures from going forward?

Secretary HUMPiREY. Well, Senator, I do not know anything else
that can be done which we are not now doing, or that it is possible
to do,

I think perhaps some less Government expenditure would be a
helpful thing. But when you look around and see just where you
can reduce governmentt expenditure, you find that it is very difficult,
as the,. Congress i fWing, as we all, are. Everybody is struggling
with that,

I think everybody agrees that if we could render the proper service,.
and if we could maintain an adequate posture of defense, with some-.
what less expenditure, that that would be a wholesome thing in
retarding the pressures at the present.

Senator SxiATzns. I gather, you do not see anything specific we
mizbh do, at ,this particular, time- to stop this inflationary trend in
which we find ourselves.

Secretary HuMPawy. "I do not see anything, myself that we 'can
do which Ithink it is practical to do, or that we shod be doing it
or trying to do.

Senator SMATHE.S. But you recognize we are in an inflationary-
trend, a rather serious one, at this particular time?
. Senator HimuREY. The dollar has moved down in value and the.
cost of lying has moved up more than we would like to see it.

SentOr SMATHERS.S You wouthen agree, would you not, that your.
iot o v 6v ery shortly, you good friend and

ours, Mr. Andern, is not only going to inherit some of your pros-.
perity, but he is going to inherit a groat many of your probems?
* Secretary HUMrIu-.4 This job, senator, is going to be fille with:
problems or everybody who has it, every day that'he is inrthe job.
And if it is not one kind of a problem, it will beanther. -.

Senator SMATHER8. Mr, Secreta.y."--
Seretary HvMPugxY. And he willbe lucky if it is only one problem

at a time.
Senator SMATHzCS. I agree, it is complicated job. ,
Mr. Secretary, yesterday I w s much encouraged to hear you -sAy -'

that you were not critical of the pa administration th4 "g
of the 11,40~~w th ~renwr ad~~
think in w er & to Senatbor Kerr several days ago, you said yo.d
not have the job as Secretry of the treasuryy then and did ngtwat
to hazard any guest a to l1 w you would have done it.
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_ sy I was happy to hear you say that, and I assume that is
exactly what-you meant. I i .

In the light of that, in a speech which you made to the Detroit
,Economic Club in the sat of the eapain of I956; I presume that,
even though you made some references te manner in which-the war
was financed, that you did not intend to be critical of the administra.
tion that was then in power.

Secretary HuMpFi3Y. I do not remember what I said, Senator
Perhaps you can refresh my recollection.

Senator SMATnRS. I think 'tht, posibly I would like to believe
we ' iould just classify that, too, as you have characterized one of
President lisenhower's statements-that it was just sort of cani-
paign oratory, and we can forget that particular matter.

Well, here it is, before the lietroit Economic Club, October 8, 196.
You were talking of the prosperity of America, and you said:

Let's go back to 1939-before the last World War.-and come down to tody
In the period of about 6 years, from 1989 through the end of 1945, the year te
war ended, the value of the dollar in goods that it would buy was reduced from
100 cents to 76 cents, a reduction of 24 cents or about onequarter. During tM
period interest rates, by deliberate design of the administration then in power,
were artificially held at low levels. I I I

Then you go on to say again it. dropped off some more, and you say:
And, during most of that period, by deliberate design of the administration

then lxi power, interest rates were still being held to a low level.
"And all that time the cost of living was going up."
Since the election of this administration from 1952-

the value of the dollar, and so forth, have been stOble.
Interest rates have been allowed to fluctuate naturally, both up and down Ji
response to the extent of demand. I. I

Te record is all too clear. The evidence of the actual facts is too Oonvincing.
While we had arbitrarly cheap and plentiful money the cost of living doubled-
the value of the dollar was out In hif. Whereas With money advacing or de.
cltning more freely In response to"'the pressure of demand, we have eoed a
Ip~o~y-rewarkable stabilisation inthe co of. IOvig-a as s dound so
cn ever be had.

Secretary Humiwny. I would say that was a very dispasAionate
statement of fact, [Laughter.]

Senator SMATBRSS. I do not know how dispassionate it was, Mr.Secr etay That is what I just Wanted to ask you about. #a it
political or critical, or completely dispassonate?

In this statement where you say we have enjoyed a perfectlyremarkable stabilization in the cost' of living and as sound. a dollar
s can ever be had," would you agree that statement was made a
little prematurely, in light of the facts?.

Secretary HMmtpmww. No; I do not think so. We went throw a
periodof 4 years when I think that obtained, artd thinkastudy of
the record of history will demonstrate that.

Senator SMATmHs. You do not deny, Mr, Seewetary that since
mfdn this statement the dollar has not been verystable and the
cost has gone up considerably?

Secretary uMPNRiY. Well, just in the last few months, but--
,Senator SMA TBB . Since this speech was made.,''
Secretary HUMMER . Yes; that isright. What was the date? I

do not remember.
Se tor SuMTans. October 8 . O.
Secretary HuuM'a n. Ths was lo t fall?, '

Senator SMAui1au. Just before the. election.



Senow!r there, ar some
Senator SMATERS. And I know there are some people who can

make dkspassionate sta entejit before election.daes, but they
ae few and foar between-

Secreotry HVMVHRM.,Y But this was perfectly accurate at, he, time.o
Senator, MATHM. You. would agree, Mr, Secretary, that, at the

present moment you could not say that, "we hava enjoyed, a per,
feotly, remarkable stabilization in the coat of living and as sound a
dollar as can over be had"? ,

Secretary Hvunizmaa. Not for the last. several months.
.Senator rxiHMP. Son that respect, at least, that statement I

npt accurate even though it may have been dispassionstoi-
Secretary i.UMPUNY.,, No ,no., The .statement, was, accurate,

There is no question: about, t at. *.
Senator SMATHERS. At the time it was made.
Secretary Humpsuay. That is, correct.
Senator S Miuas. YoU coul4 not make that statement itday. ".
Secret HUMPHY. That is correct, not as to. the .lastfw

monthsThere has been a change.
- Senator SmArthss. 'Mr. Secretary, as I sit around here and listed
to these-

Secretary HuMpi Y. , hope, however, that afew months from no6
you will be able to make it again,

Senator SMATHEORS. I Would hope so, and -J am sure everybody
In this room hopes so, Wr., Sbcretary.

Secretary HUMPIRAIY. Z lam sure of that.,
Senator SuATHC1tsi There have been, some economists who express

the view that the best way to combat inflation is to increase produo*
tivity and production,.

Now, do you subscribe to that. particular economic there,
Secretary uwn v.well n; o goods'ae. aa -h~

is a relationship between supply an Ademand, _ and as -the supply in"
creases or the demand decreases, or a combination of the two, which
is usually what occurs, the pressures abate.

Senator SATI S. In:- eth.er words,- as there are more goods
which are available to meet the demand, then, of course, that lessens
the intensity of the demand.,

Secretary HuMPimzv. That, is. right. It works both, ways..
Senator S MriaHmS. If- you believe in that theory, then, how, ear

you subscribe the soundness of a theory which I observed you
doing yesterday - for example, in ,the field of housing, where -you
approve or aad "he fact that we are having less production---,-

secetary 91,PRY Wells it; all depnds-
SentorSu~nus(cotiuin) In the housing field.

Ofcourse, as you -understand, when you have less production i14

the housing field, you have less demand and prduction oTv' sets
and refrigerators anid furniture, and all that goes into those houses4

Secretary HUMPHR EY,.It depends, n where the demaands. are ithe
greatest. Sometimes, by lessenIng one demand, you, help in another
area and thatiswhat going on now.,

We have had these preures on 'men and materials we have -been
short of men and materials,' and we have had more pressure for. the
use of men and materials than we have aVailable,.

Now, as those pressures abate, this'thingwill balance off again, ad
think that isprobablyw ..ing,

In, ,, I-.



Senator SMATUZRRI., As I, gather, we are also having a deflation itnhois nag and "at, the. samze time inflation in other fields aed that pooluibls t 0a ,ednozio teory wbeA t0wo talk about says,, the! bes:w4ytocombat. inflation, Is to" produce thing is to hive more#goods, and to,
have more production, yet the point I do not get is how -you can takeboth positions on jt. It may be, that yoU can thoughJ Just do vot
understand how.Secretary HvMPnuty. Well, I think when you are uin' men andmaterials very fully, the thing you have got to rely on ,then is someabatement in demand, because you cannot greatly increase your sup-plies. Your supplies are large, and when you are runnig at largeroducton .and. argo supplies and large use "of men and, materials,then if you try to further increase the demand, why, you put the pre"sure on the price rather than on the increase m goods,Senator SuATmns, 'Mr, Secretary, Iwonder If that is exactly whatIshap ning. , - .: , ,... , ,

When we look at the Economic Indicator W0 see oonpae 10, forexample, where, expenditures for new plant and equipment havegoneup 33% percent in the last couple of years. iJs now indicated. that1$37.890 lon Isgoin! to be spent Jin 1967 for plant expanson. In1904 it was only $26 billion.; If welook on page 16 under productionand business activity, we see that even though we have a 33 percentincrease, in ,plant- expansion we actual lo not have any, largerproduction or business activity. Does that not indicat we are notgetting the: production and the business -ativity that ,we, shouldhave reason to expect we would get, Jn the light, of, thisexpausiouDoes it not indioste that we are not producing and that as a result wehave greater inflationary pressures than we should have? .Secretary Hvurmazy. , think it ilustrates actly what., I! )Aesaid, Senator. It illustrates that we are increasing productive eapscoity, And,: of course, during a process of increasing productive capacityyou do not got -the -full output., I That -comes after itp ; completedI
You d not pt the prduetion out of a new piAt until theh machinei ,in operation and untilthe whole th Is. sett ed down .and rung,Now we ,are passing. thrug, a peno here of lageexpansio andwe are now beginning to get some real results. During aperiowhen the Use of men aid materials is so, lagely Aevoted i that, feld,it is less devoted in the other fields. And f you try-to demand, itft, is drswn frotmthe othet field of expanding production capacity :If you try to increase the demand of *consumer goods; besides. theincrease in- demand. for, increased produotive capacity why,"you just
do not geot the produe.tionthat. ,requfed, and yourd nx exeedo

S senator aATSR. Tha'sounds l y .
Secretary HUMPH .n. That', Ibeleve, lie goae.on. "That as I saidthne other: ily, is, th' base fori this movement that is taking placeonddueto te lags in the operation;. all thoso thing take htizn-, e .i-

l gs ag l along heline..And I believe that our basic,-prices ;arestabilizin and have nbe
now for some months, as the pressures, ato begnning _toAAiansh,:thnk .that you are begndagto Asee soma sgps thatthePrepmres, re
going to di sh in the otherfields, btoo,

Sena tor SmATHzjas. Mr. Seceryo saY' thtadyou W ithat,1 butit i4s !P t aup~t4b-teefige, orj iA ats eb
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these charts, because, as I look at the chart on page 16, there is no
indication that production is going up. As a matter of fact, production
and business activity here looks lke it is going down, if I cani look at
aineand-detect whether it is up or down, and I think Ihave some
capacity to do that.

SFurthermore, this great plant expansion actually began-to take place
in early 1956.

Secretary HuMPaREY. That is right.
Senator SMArH!xtS. 'So wb'have had 18"m6ithi.
Secretary HUMPHitEy. It began even earlier than that. It began

in 1955.
I Senator SMATHEZ8 ,Mr. Secretary, all right, then, your'afiswer to
that is that you believe we will finally have more production capacity
and more productivity, I ,

Secretary HUMPHREY. I believe the whole thing will level off.
Senator SMATHERS. And you still believe that is a desirable thing

to have more productivity.
Secretary HUMPnrmy. I believe the whole thing, the supply and

the whole business, will level off and meet the market. .
Senator SMATHERS. If you believe that is a desirable thing, why do

you not encourage a little more productivity in the housing field, if
production and productivity are desirable?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I think you have good production in
the housing field, a million units.

Senator SMATHERS. We have production, but the indications are
they are turning down. We dropped from 1.3 million. , ;

Secretary HUMPHREY. No. But they dropped off further, and now
they are beginning to come up again.

Senator SMATHEnRS. Do you have any figures which support that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes. Yes. . I.
Senator SMATHEnS. As a matter of fact, I believe the home builders

estimate there are only going to be 880,000 houses built?
Secretary HUMPftEY. That is what they did SenAtor,, bkit lt me

read you the figures here on these estimates. I will start back here
with just November and December, which were a million estimated
starts.

Then it is 975,000, 923,000, 880,000, and then it changes. Then
it :is 040,000 and now it is 990,000.

Senator SMATHERS. And you approve of that? You approve of
more housing 4nd more productivity?

Secretary HuvMPimmy. As the men and materials become available'
I think that is exactly what will happen. The demand will shift and
instead of building plants and factories, and building heavy machinery
and all that, the demand will shift and the men and materials will
move over and we will again have more housing production,

Senator SMATHins. Is that the way you planned it? Did you plan
it to" go down atthisiparticular time?

Secretary HUMPHREY. No.
Senator SMAHS. Or is this just what your observation is, sort of

hindsight, or was this foresight?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No., I am trying, to show you what the

facts are as nearly as I can see them.
Senator SMATiHmS. That is right.
You say you are now satisfied everything is going up?xl /"
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Secretary HuMPHnny. I believe the capacity for production will beup yes, Sirsenator SMATHERS. Mr. Secretary, just to change for a second over

to another thought. You have been questioned a great deal about
the increasing cost of interest rates on Government bonds, and I
think in answer to Senator Kerr's question, you stated something to
the effect that if we had to refinance our Government debt at the
present rate of interest that it would cost us an additional, I think
it was, 2 or 3 billion dollars, was it not?

Secretary HUMPHREY. It was a large figure. Of course, it is purely
a hypothetical thought, because you will not do that. There is no
necessity for doing it. And that can only be done over a long period
of time.

Senator SMATHERS. Well, if you can-let us put it this way: You
have to sell securities to somebody in order to finance the Government.

Secretary HUMPHREY. We keep working at it, a piece at a time, all
along.

Senator SMATHERS. That is right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. But the whole job is a long job.
Senator SMATHERS. If you had to refinance, at the present interest

rate it would cost the Government in the neighborhood of $2 billion
would it not?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that was it, right in that area some-
where.

Senator SMATHERS. Now the question which occurs to me is -this:
You would like to avoid that and certainly all of us would. Have
you given any thought to the hct that cities and counties and States,
and authorities created by those agencies can issue bonds which are
tax free? Do you think there would be any advantage if the Govern-
ment decided to once again make Government bonds tax free?- #

Secretary HUMPHREY. We have been through that many times,
Senator, and I have. always been opposed to it. And I am opposed to
it for this reason: As it is now, we get back 30 or 40 percent of this cost,
so that while it would cost us, say, $2 billion, the actual cost itself,
we collect back quite a bit of it through taxes.

Now, the reason I am opposed to making them tax free, which
would automatically tend to make the interest rates lower and prob-
ably leave us in about the same position, because by getting back
these hundreds of millions we are taking a good big li6c- out, of the
$2 billion we pay out, anyhow. The way we are doing it, I thinkthat
is the fairest way of doing it, because if we made them tax free, tho
man who pays a 20 percent tax would only get 20 cents off; the man
who pays a 90 percent tax would get 90 cents off. And I do not think
it is f* to discriminate between the buyers of our bonds in that way.

I think so long as we have this steeply gaduated tax system, that
the thing to do is pay the interest and take it away in taxes on a
graduated basis rather than to charge the little man the same amount
w do the big man. I _ I ,,

Senator SMATHERS. Well, that is a very fine expression.
Secretary HUMPHREY. And I have been opposed to it always, foi

that reason.
Senator SMAMR. But the Treasury has considered that prospect,

and you do not think it is a good idea?Secretary. HUMPHREY. Weave considered it many times, and I am
opposed to it.

369
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.Senator SUATPns, If the interest rates continue to go up do you

think there might be a time when just a matter of arithmetic might
dictatee: thtifweare going to keep within our national debt limit, we
possibly may have to go to that extremity?

Secretary- HvMPHnEY. No; I would not think so. 1 think you
would come out pretty near the same place in the end, and you would
not have as fair a distribution.

Senator SMhATARS. Yes. All right, ir.
Mr. Secretary, I want to turnto somethingI am a little bit more

lamiliar'with, and that is this matter of small business, And I might
say to youi sir, that I am a member of the Small Business Committee,
I thInk there are other Senators here on this committee who are also
members of the Small Business Committee of the Senate.

In your statement you say:
We have encouraged small business.

And then you say:
Upon the success of small-business firms to prosper and grow depends much of

our production And our'survivel as A free competitive society.
And I am sure everybody would agree with that statement,

This Administration has sought in many ways to aid smaller firms' and to
relieve them of burdensome taxes and requirements.

Then you say:.
* * * small business has benefited materials from tax law ohanges-the

expiration of the excess profits tax law, the reduction In personal Income-taX rate
In 1954, and the extensive revision of the Internal' Revenue Code.

Then you say:
Even more important to the smaller firms is the general prosperity of the

past 4 years.,
Now Mr. Secretary, iTwonder if you, in looking at that in retrospect,

think that, may be somewhat of an overstatement, or is that whatyou
subscribe to?

Ser1*tary HUMPHREY. I, subscribe to it, Senator. I belies it is

Senator SMATuRts. Do you believe small business during the last
4 years has benefited for the reasons you have set out here?

ec reta HMPrnHiEY. i do. I think those ,are, all reasons. for
benefiting small business.

SenaiOr SMA sRS. Mr., Secretary, I want to direct your attention
to table No. 1-and will you'see that the Secretary gets that table.
We have, eight tables I wantyu to',look at.

(The table.referredto is as follows:).
Peft"rteo fae gong'I anufacturing to,rtions uitigsset undet $1,000,000

Os reaed as 04rc#Mag 4f Olt itraotwfoturig wp&r U" sale

1949.-........... 17. 311954 ..... 13.6
1950--------------------.16.9 91955 -..- .. 13.0
1949-- 95---- ---- -- --------- 14. 2

Twenty-five percent drop in their percentage of total sales from I947.
Qtr hol inRep"Ito fMnufact OMPcrtO (OoOK by eAte
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Senator SMATiERS. Mr. Secretary, I have taken some time tostudy these statistics, which have been prepared from the Federal
Trade Commission and the Securities and Exchange Commission
Quarterly. The reports are on manufacturing corp orations.

From tho inform&,t|onjound here, I do not believe the picture is
quite as promising for small business as one might be led to believe
from your statement.

For exainple--and I would like, Mr. Chairman, to introduce in the
record at this point table I-I find that the percentage of sales going
to manufacturing corporations with assets of $1 million or less has
declined from 18.9 percent in 1947 to 14.2 percent last year, or a 4.7
4rop, which is equivalent to 26 percent less of the total sales.

Secretary HuMPnaEY. Mr. Senator, if you will look at the table,
You will see that the entire drop took place before we got here.

Senator SMATH1RS. You say that it has increased-
Secretary H.UMPHREY. If you look at the period we have been here,

your table indicates that it has been quite steady, and is just a little
higher ip' 1956 than in either or any ofthe previous 4 years.. But the
entire drop occui'red during a period when" policies other thmai Ours
vv're, in efct.'

Senator SMAnIH s. Would you agree there has been 4o appreciable
increase or improvement in the sales of small manUdacturlng orpora-
tions, from this table; in other words, the difference between 13.7
and 14.2?

HSecretary Hrsnni.. I think they are a"lot better oflduring this
past'4 yeatsas seen from this table, than d ring the years which
this'table' shows.

Senator SMATHERS. In other words, you are going to take the posi-
tion that from 1953 on, you peoplelhave held groundon this?

Secretary JfvMomazy. And we were losing It pretty fat before that.
Senator SMATtERS. "Well, ' I Would Agree that small business has

lost ground but nobody made the statement, s far as I know, until,
y carn aong, that small business Wa really getting along better In,

lecretaiy MUMPHRs. Than they hadinth preVioUs years, andI
thin this table conclusively demonstrates' that.

Senator BzNNEzTT. Mr. Chairman, I do not want to interrupt theuestionig of my colleague, but I cannot understand t heading
Salesby whon, fwhbat? Are these purchases by the FedereJ Govern

Senator SMATHzRDS. No. These are, small business percentages of
tt, sales of all manufacturing corporations._ In other words, the
Sperceentage of such sales going to small business. .'

Senator. BENNeTT. You mean sales made by, and not sales going to?
"senator SMATHEnS. No; sales made by.:

Senator BEianr. Thank you.,
Senator SMATAEM.'Allrignt.
!t your statement', nowhere do I find 'any reference to thepositionSafsm all and b" busess firmsin terms of sle and profitswithinthe

past few years, I think this omiysion at ywas smewhat hun,
fortunate and I would now like drectyourttenti p.tble II.

The6 CO~mAx." hn whatd
~eatr I*EtsTal II rpo a t erl i -taxes.

$71
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Proj/ per dolar of sales after azes

After taxes,

Assets under Assets over
$4,0000V0 0 W 10000

1947 ........................................................... 4. 7.0 141
194 ..................................................... 8.6 7.4 10
1049 ..................................................... 2.8 6.8 173
1 ........................................................ 7.4
195 ........................................................... 2.8 5.8 13
1998 ........................................................ 2.0 4.7 18
1 9 6 ......................................................... 1.8 4.7 161

1ogo change..954 .. -................................ L4 50 2 
1955........................... 1.8 6.0 288

19w56-----------------------------------------------...... 2.2 &.8 168
194842---------------------------------------------...... 2.8 8.2 +221
1953-668---------------------------------------------1.8..5.4 +39D
Percent change 1948452 to 1955------------------------ 326 -183...... ....

Source- FTC-SE0 Quarterly Financial Reports for Manufacturing Corporations.
Oompiled by Senate Small Business Committee.

Senator SMATHERS. Once again we see a situation where the com-
panies with assets under $1 million have lost ground. In 1951, it was
2.3; then it dropped in 1952 to 2.0. Then in 1953 it went even further
down, to 1.8; 1954, 1.4; 1955, it went back to 1.8; 1956, 2.2. So
there has been some relative increase small increase, for small com-
panies with assets under a million dollars within the last year.

However, if you look at the. companies with assets over $1 million,
you see where their profits per dollar of sales, after taxes, have in-
creased considerably. In other words, it was 4.7 in 1952, 4.7 in 1953,
5.0 in 1954, 6.0 in 1955, and 5.8 in 1956.

This would indicate, would it not, that actually the small-business
firms are not realizing as great a prosperity as are the larger firms,
and that there is a growing spread between the small and the large
manufacturing corporation profit margins?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, Senator, as I look at the table, what
it shows to me is this: that going all through the period of years which
the table shows, the small businesses have never made as much as
the larger businesses relative to the capital investment, and that, I
suppose, is attributable to overhead and various other things. But
the same is true in all of the years.

If you will look at the years prior, beginning with 1952 and prior
thereto, you will see that the trend was steadily down in earnings for
both big companies and little companies in about the same proportion.

Senator SMATHERS. That is right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. If you will look at the rest of the table, you

will see that from 1953 on, the trend is up for both big and little
business.

Senator SMATHERS. Well, it actually went down, in 1954, to the
lowest point it ever hit for small business.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right, during that period.
Senator SMATHERS. Since then, there has been a slight upturn.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right, it has picked up. It has

picked up more for the small businesses than it has for the large
businesses since the low point in 1954.

Senator SMATHERS. But the spread, the percent difference, I
think we could work it out and say the percentage difference between
the companies with assets under a million dollars and those over a
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million dollars is spreading-well, it may be justified, I do not know.
You say that it is.

Secretary HuMPHREY. I do not know.
Senator SMATHERS. It is considerable.
Secretary HUMPHpY. I do not know whether it is or not. I am

just looking at this table and saying what I see from it, and you see
about the same relationships all the way through, except that during
the period prior to 1953, it was on the way down for both company
groups, and since that time it is on the way up for both company
groups, and the smaller companies have been going up a little faster
than the larger companies.

Senator SMATsExS. I would want the record to show that in 1947
the small businesses had the highest point in return that we have had
since then. In 1947, 4.7; and then there was a drop to 3.6 in 1948,
2.3 in 1949, back up to 3.8 in 1950, 2.3 in 1951, 1952 is an even 2.0,
and then in 1953 a drop to 1.8.

In 1954, it hit the alltime low of 1.4. Now it has gone up to 2.2.
I think you will agree, it is considerably lower than it was in 1947

or 1948. I do not think anybody would deny, who has looked at the
statistics, that small business is slowly being squeezed more and more
in the present economic picture.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Not according to this table. I do not think
that is so.

During the last 3 years, it has been moving up like the other, and
of course you also would have to take into account, I think, in order
to get a proper perspective of this, the various tax structures in effect
at the time, and all of that.

Senator SMATHERS. Yes. We will talk about that.
Secretary HUMPHREY. You see, you have the wartime and some

rather radical changes in taxes during these periods, and this is all
after taxes, so you will have to compare the whole thing, I think.

Senator SMATHFRS. If there had been any great benefit in tax
changes, it would have been reflected in the picture of 1954 and 1955,
and there is a very minute change.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I would not say that is taxes. But there
is a rather marked change that the smaller businesses since 1954 have
been increasing faster than the large businesses.

Senator SMATHERS. Mr. Secretary, I want to direct your attention
to table III.

(The table referred to is as follows:)

Concentration of total assets of manufacturing corporations, June 30, 1951, and
June 30, 1956

Cumulative percent of total
assets of manufacturing

Aet size of oorporatlon (in millions of dollars) corporations

1951 1056

All asset sizes ................... ........................................ 100.0 100.0
Over 100 ..................................................................... 47.2 88.6
0to -- ......" -------------...............-............................ 54.8 65.3lo toO----------------------------7.8 78.910tolO ..................... I......................................... .. ...... 70.9 M ,9

Sto -- ...... .......................... ................. _ .................. 77. 83.2
Sto -- ..................... . -...................................... 89.2 92.1

.---------------------------------------------- 0.2 97.4
....... ............ ......... ............ . 100.0 100,0

Source: FTC-SEC quarterly financial reports for manufacturing corporations.
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Concentaration of total asset of, tnanufacturing corporations, June $0, 1051, and,
June 80, 10 6-Continued

Assets Percent
Abwls by st groups# 1ol1 ad4 19wo 24 quarU'r (in millions obn iw

of1 low group to total' 19M 1986 aset4

Al laet sixs ........................................... 149,699 19,577 +30. "
100 and over ............ ..................................... 70,480 114,818 +62.so to 100 ........................... ........ ................... 10, 627 18,270 +24.9
10 to 80 ........................................ 0............... 24. OM8 20, 492 +7. 8
a to l0 ........................................................ 10,274 8,497 -17A
1 to & .................................................. ... 17, 07 17,899 +.a
Ato L ..... .................................. 10,8M 10,428 -1.6

Less than,(.......................................... 58,741 5,180 -9.8

Source: TO-sE0 quarterly financial reports for manufacturing corporations.

Senator SMATHERS. One of the most disturbing factors we see
developing here, it seems to me, is this steady increase in the percent-
age of total assets of, large manufacturing corporations, while,, ap-
parently, small companies assets continue to grow smaller.

In 1951, 47 percent of the assets of all manufacturing corporations
in the country were in the hands of corporations having assets of
more than $100 million each.

Anyway, by last year, according to the Federal Trade Commission.
and the Securities and Exchange Commission report, this percentage
had risen from 47 to 58.5 percent, an increase of more than 11 percent-

age points in just 5 years, or equivalent to a 23-percent increase in
assets for the big ones. And, at the same time, the aggregate amount
of assets for manufacturing firms in the $10 million class and, below
has declined about 5 percent between 1951 and 1956.

Would you say that this trend toward concentration of more assets
in the larger firms poses a threat to what you have described as our
free-enterprise system? Do you think this is a bad trend, or sort of a
dangerous trend?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I really do not, know, Senator, and I do
not know that I can get it, quite, from this table.

Senator SMATHERS. Well, if you do not follow this table, I think,
that Mr. Mayo and you gentlemen know that there has been a greater
and greater increase in the assets of the very large corporations, and I
thiik there has been a conseuent-

Secretary HUMPHREY. Itlnk that is right. I think what is going
on is that, as we are making bigger and bigger things and more expen-
sive things, and turning out larger voluxnes, tbat we are requiring, in
order to make costs reasonable, larger machinery and larger invest-
ment, larger machine tools, and all the things that we use; we require
much more power than we used to use.

For a man to earn the kind of wages he gets today, he has to have
more power, and he has to have bigger machines, and more of them.
And I think that our whole trend is toward bigger and more expensive
things more technical, electronic, and all sorts of devices, in order

't mutipyaman'4 earningpower.
Of course, that is what makes this country;'it is the ability to in-

crease an individual's productivity. If you can supplement that with
investment, with power, with all these new machines and larger ma,-
chines, and more powerful machines, and electronic devices, and all
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of the things we have, that makes that man more productive and as
he becomes more productive, it permits the mn of goods tIat
would cost less; it makes better goods, and it means that the man can
earn more mney, And I think that is part of this whole great, pro4
gram that is going on in America.

Senator SMATHERS. But does not that also mean, Mr. Secretary, as
ou have indicated here in your statement, that small business, may
el by the very nature of our economy, the modern vanishing Amen-

can, so to speak. As these larger firms get bigger and
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, no.
Senator SMATHERS. The automation increases and the need for,

power and big machinery; maybe it means the small-business man has
no place in this kind of economy ..

Secretary HUMPHREY. No; 7do not think so. I think the total
number of businesses in America today is higher than it has ever been.
I think the total number of small businesses is higher than it has ever
been, certainly in relation to starts and stops, aid I think there is an
evolution going on where some things require larger power.

But the very fact that you do have large amounts of money, and
let's just take power alone, that you have large amounts of money
and great powerplants in the country, means that those powerplants
can furnish power to, that many more small people as well as to large
ones.

So I think the whole thing is growing, but I do think there is a
trena toward more requirements for the individual man, to make
him more productive, and I think that is good.

Senator SMATHEIS. I think you would agree, would you not, that
these statistics which have been prepared by the FTC and Securities
and Exchange Commission reports, indicating that firms with assets
of $100 million and over are increasing their assets at a rate of about
23 percent, whereas the others, $10 million and less, are going down;
that it is a matter of concern?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Let us think about it for a minute, and I
am just trying to think the way things are.

Senator SMATHERS. All, right.
Secretary HUMPHREtY. Let's take the amount of money, for instance,

that it would take to double a great electric power installation in
order to serve twice as many small businesses as well as big businesses. ,

The amotint of money inVested.in 'stall-buoinesses wouldtbe much
less than it would cost to double the power that is going to serve those
small businesses. I would want to have a broader look, I think, than
just this table, to be concerned about it.

Senator SMAT=Eits. Let me put it to you this way hypothetically:
If it appeared from the statistics that there was a rather rapid growth
of large firms above $100 million in assets and over, and an equally
proportionate decrease in firms of. $10 million and under, would that
concern you? Would you think there was some danger to our free-
enterpr'isq ,syHten : I think what we want,S.enaor, atve

$ereWy -l~uv Well,' h~~ht*
all else, is to keep America the land of opportunity the yoUn man
who wants to work and get ahead.

Senator SMATJE1R. That is right.
Secretary Humpvaxy: And we want to promote, we want.t0 see

that America continues to be the great land of opportunity for the
young fellow who wants to work.
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Senator SMATHER., Right; to which all of us subscribe.
My hypothetical question is, if there were this large concentration

or growth in assets of companies with $100 million and over, and a
proportionate decrease in those of $10 million and less, you would be
concerned with it, would you not?

Secretary HuMPHREmY. No; not necessarily. What would concern
me would be when the opportunities to work and develop in America
get less. Then I will be concerned.

Senator SMATHEtS, And you are satisfied that today young men
have the same equal opportunity to go out and start in now business
as they did some 20 or 30 years ago?

Secretary HuMPHRnY. Except for tax laws, I think they have a far
greater opportunity, far greater.

Senator SMATHERS. Do you think the money supply is as available
to them today as it was 20 and 30 years ago?

Secretary HumPHaRY. When I first had responsibility for running
a business we had 8 percent preferred stock and 7 percent bonds, and
I was mighty glad to have them.

Senator SMATHERS. In other words, by that you mean--
Secretary HuMPHREY. That is actual experience.
Senator SMATHERS. In answer to my question, you say that you

think it is easier to borrow money today that it was back when the
interest rate, lot us say, was down to about 2 percent?

Secretary HUMPHREY. It was-well, you go back
Senator SMATICrtS. I have changed the date on you a little bit.
Secretary HUMPHREY. You changed the date.
Senator SMATHERS. Maybe, when you started, it was over 20 years

ago.-
Secretary HuMPHREY. It was. Quite a lot. [Laughter.] Quite a

lot.
Senator SMATHERS. But would you say that the increasing interest

rate has made it easier for small men to borrow money and go into
business?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not know. That is a pretty big ques-
tion. I think that a fair interest rate, as I have said before, and a
feeling of security in the value of our money, is the thing that makes
savings; and when youhave savings, it is much easier to get money.
Thatis where you get it.

I fear that when you have this very cheap, arbitrary interest rate
that you are doing two things, that you are discouraging savings in
two ways: First, because you are arbitrarily holding the value of
savings down and, second, because the value of the dollar that was
being saved was depreciating rapidly. And under those circum-
stances, I think it was difficult and would be difficult to get savings.

Senator SUATHEtS. I do not want to subscribe to some of the con-
ditions which you put into your statement, but I would just want to
say this, freeing myself from consenting to some of that but wanting
to get back to just one question: Do you mean to say you believe it
is easier for a young man today who is going out, trying to go into
business, to borrow money than it was back in 1935?

Secretary HUMPHREy. 1935--I am just trying to think back.
Senator SMATHEPts. Or 1936.
Secretry HuMPazy.- 1935 or 1936, 1 am just trying to think back.
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t You vyou are right at the,, edge there of-a ,time when you justOpuki notget any money, if you go back anotlher year, everybody, w"broke.I would say t1at it was quito a bit easier to get money today than itwas in 1035, yes.
,S0aat% rorMATIIZI8, You think that it was easier then. And do youthink-
Secmtai UHUMPSIY Money is much easier to getI today, I believe.Senator SUMATHERS. Do you think it was easier, to borrow money in)1937-
Secretary utJmPHnicy. It certainly was than,in 1933 and 1934.Now, in 1936 you are getting right around the edge somewhere.Senator SMATHERS. In 1937-38, do you believe t wa mo difficult,for young people who might want to get stae n s oe borr

money than is today?Secretary AumpHRzy. No. I think 1036, as I remember, 1936 and,1987, they were pretty good years, and then we dropped off in 1938.Senator SMATHERS. Do yOu think the interest rate has anything todo with the desire of people to get in their own business?Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, i will put it this way, Senator- Ithink that a difference of 1 percent or so in your interest rate, or even 2percent in your interest rate, with the kind of a tax structure we havenow, which means that half of it is paid by the Government, is-SenatorSMATHEiS. If you are in a certain bracket it means that.Secretary.lUMPHREY. No, no. Corporations we are talking about.These are all corporations, and they pay half of it.! enator SMATHERS. Well, there are a lot of busineoses which are notincorporated?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Oh, yes; there are. But we were talking

about corporations.
Senator SMATHERS. I do not mean to talk just about corporations.Mean to talk about businesses, two boys go out and enter a partner-
&cretary HhUnPw1azy. Take it on the avera-e, the average is aroundfour-tenths, something of that kind, so approximately about 40 percentof all interest is taken in taxes.
Senator SMATHErS. Now, Mr. Secretary, what I do not understandrgb there is this: As I gather, your testimony here over the courseoe the last, couple of days, and today, is that you approve of this highinterest rate because it has a tendency to slow things down and easethe demand for goods and services?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.*SenatOr SMATHE$s. Now you are telling me this high interest ratemakes it easy for a follow who wants to start a new business and.expand.
Secretary HUMPHREY. No.!;Senator SM6ATHERS. how can you be on both sides of it?Secretary HUMPHREY. No, I do not meanu that at all. You askedme about a few specific years, Senator, and we happened to hit yearswhen we were just emerging from a depression and there were t.-cities bedes just, interest rates.Senator SMATHEUs. I would like to ask you this question: 'HaveYour policies been designed to slow down the business activ, andthereby combat inflation, or have they been -. .... a
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Senator SMA-AnPR (continuing).: Orliave I they been designed, to
help the yiall, business man get started and make it pooible fot Uikr,
to expand?

Secretary Hturnauy.: We have done it both *ays ihi the *terest
rates.

Senator, SMAAwSii. That is just what: 1 am having/ hard tone
understanding how one policy can do both.

Secretary IHMPIRZY. If you will just give* me a Miiute, I Il
tell you how weoan do both. 1,1 will

Senator SMATHERS. Excuse me.
Secretary THimPmRE.'The interest rates are tending to ctrtail,

activity, they are tending in the direction of curtailing expansion.*
Senator SMATHuRS. That is right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. The tax changes that we made , wete tati

changes which directly benefited small business, which helped smtdl;
buins e ct gostssawicthledd.nl

So that smll business got omeadvantages whieh;were partic ularly'
advantageous t srhall business through the tax" law, tak revisi&n and
they were curtailed through the interest rate. But the larWe Were also
curtailed.

Senator SMTRS. So YOU are going to ay, then,, that ctually'
thitiprogram yu ;have was designed to ease the inflationary demands,,!
and sort -of slow down expansion for the sole purpose of combating
inflation; and yeti on the other hand, it was -very helpful to small
business because I--- I I I I',- I , ,,

Secretary HUMPHREY. No. ' I . i ! " ''

Senator SMATHERS (continuing). You passed a tax law which had
some hidden benefit to the small-business man, and thereby made
this sort 6f a double'-headed operation, beneficial both ways.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Small business got a better break out d -it
than the larger business.

Senator SMATHERS. What part of the tax law was beneficial to th
small-business man, Mr. Secretary?

se&retaky HUMPHREuY. Well, one of the principal things, I think,
wAs"the changes in depreciation.

Seinator SMATHERS. Changes in depreciation.
'Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
B'-UStor SkATH1CRS. The provision of the tax law concerning whether

y& , can file hs a, partnership or a corporation, which I think was
recmnended :by you people, do you, know whether or not any regula'.
tions have ever been put out under that particular provision?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I cannot tell you. I do not know.,
6SehAt0i'SMATH9RS. It I told you that no re gulations had been but

otdf,*vould'&6u want to disagree with'me? My information 1 that
none have been put out. .i

Secretary HUMPHREY. I will make inquiry and find out. -
Senator SMA tRS. You do not want to agree with me, but vou will

$ecretFtnuM PnzY. That is right. ,

'(Secretary Humphrey later subntted the following:)
No regulations have yet been issued applicable to section 1361, a new provision

of the Internal 'Revenue Code which gives certain paftnershItp and proprietor-ships the option to be taxed as corporations. This is one of the sections of the
code on which regulations are still in the process of preparation.



Senator SwATsas. You saytheYchlve benefitoduder the taxlwes.
Inw hareoeotw M t a ' . .. . ... ., ,

You think the 11 business irm benefited by the rpoa 0 of thwiexceo profits tax that waadopted m.iste wrt, the& 198, Coe,
1953O05o?'

Secretary HuMPHrEY. 1953, I believe, Senator. IV 
'

4
Sonator ..ATI ts. 1 Yes,'
Secretary Humeiy E Yes. I think they benefited by the: rpeat

of the excess profits tax.
Senator SM &TES. I hand you table VII, and aAk you to tale,look at that. I find that you are pu.tty, good at these tables. I *msure if anything can be made out of it; you Opndo it. [Aughter.] ,I would like to directyoUr attention, to the table. You wiIAnotethat in the first column are net-inoome classes, ! Let us just takesmall business,.for example, small firms, andcvs. those whicl ha&v,0 a.net ,iome of from $15,000 to,$20,000. We wi go on up if wew t,

to, but just take that for a minute.
Secretary HUMPHREY. 'Yes. . .
Senator SMATHERS. The number of returns Which included of course,excess profits tax, was 212. The net income was $3,771,600.) Theincome tax was $1,132,000. Excess, profits tax was $134,000. Youtr

see that?
Secretary HUMPHJlaY. '.Yes. , : . .. "7 ,"- .(The table referred to is as follows:) 7 ,

Type of tax libity-AII returns,. by. net ictca. incom e ta qdu4p.ft
tax,; 1,958

Number Net Wone Je ta xNinoine lamtetsi '(thoh"asds) (6h"u ad) txtb*

-- er $5A . ...
Under ,8 .. ... ....... ......... ,4' -4' " + '" " " " ,o 1,, ,oo .. .. ............ ........... . ' 6 6 ' , .o , : ,
0,0oto t ,oo - --. -- .....: ... ......... 1 tI.. 33 1470

,0to$ ,- .......... ..-- ..- - ...-- ;.. , 2•-12 8,71 ." , 34to os ...... "r ,0N 70- l[  ,
50 .-- -- -- -- ----------- --- - - - -o•

41430.96 8762 AO778
. ... ................. •- . - ,8.,m: _.' '':;; .... ... ..... .. -":'; . '98 's , ,m

t 0 0 ........................... 4.3 M' 701.o M 0ooDo.. ..:,........ ...... ........ , _1 :6.... 28'" , $a o~ , .

Total-------------------- -oo ,e&4t
0656 1078,2 0,8,0 1 AS4

Statistics of Inomt for 9U8, pt. 2, Corporation Tax Returns for Taxable Year 1ndng julyn106 TbhrmjbJune 195, p.. 99, U.S. Trwauir Department, Intenal Revenue S rvtoe.

Senator SMATHERS., Now, if we: added up the small business firms,those which I think were small, which are' those under $5,000, from$5,000 to $10,000, from $10,000 to'$15,000.,and from $15,000 to$20,000, that makes a total of 425 firms which 'had the benefit of'getting relief from the excess profits, tax,..'.,
Then I would like r to direct your attention- down to some otherfigures. For example, let us skip down to -the biggest crowd, whichis: the $10 million. il net income or more. The numb rof returns

which were filed there is 21o.
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. Yo~ kip over to the, excess profits .tax relief which they go;, and

they got $089,208,000.. In other words, of the64tal savings resultingt'
,r Ithb repeal of the excess profits tax, wefnd 'that these largetfirms
ok 010 illionor moregot over 60 percent,. There are only 210 firms
in that category, which, received over 60 percent of the excess profitl
tax savings.

So if you look at that figure, Mr. Secretary I. think you would be
forced to agroe-not fored to agree, but;I 'think your fairness would
cause you to agree there was- very little comparative benefit which
resulted to small.business firms from the excess profits tax repeal.

Secretary HUMPHavRi Does this purport, Senator, to be all of the
returns filed? I was just inquiring.

, Senator SMATTERS. Yes; that is all of them.
Secretary HUMPHREY. All returns..
Senator SMATHERS. These are statistics of income from the corpora-

tion tax returns for the taxable year ending July 1953, through June
1954, from page 99, United States Treasury Department, Internal
Revenue Service.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
This does not show the percent. There is not any way to figure

the percent of savings per investment.
Senator SMATHERS. No; it does not show the savings per invest-

ment, but if you look on down, we can take the $20,000 M firs and less,
there are a total of 425 of them. If we add up from $5,000 up to
$20 000, there are 425 firms.*hen you begin to get into the larger firms, you see that the $20,000
to $25,000 was over 1,000 in number; you see, $25,000 to $50,000 was
10,000 that is the largest number; and $50,000 to $100,000 is 5,000
firms tlatWere able th'enefit from repeal of excess profits tax. From
$100,000 to $250,0'00 there 'were 4,4$6 fims; and those with netincomes of $250,000 t6 $500,000, 1,877 firms. And it goes on up to
those with net incomes of rom $1 million to $5 million. In this
category there were 1,199 firms which were able to benefit.

And yet, I remind you that the small firms, those having net
incomes from $5,000 and under up to $20,000, totaling 425 paid an
excess profits tax of $284,000.

Secretary HUMPHRey. Would this relate to corporations only, or
does this relate to individuals?

tetr1 Kirn. Corporations are the only ones who pay excess
profits tax.,
0 Secretary HUMPHREY.- Yes; that is what -I was going to point out
tbhiiii;

One of your difficulties is that the corporations are only'about, 15,
percent, or so of small business, of this very small-

Senator SMATHERS. That is right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. When you talk about them. ,So that about

86 percent of those.people are not involved in this at all. .
Senator SMATHERS. But I remind you your statement is that,

during, the past 4 years small, business hos benefited from tax law
changes; -t %it, the excess-profits tax.,

Secretary.uMPmRxy*I hi it you were talking about corpora-.
tions, Senator, would not a fair split here be about $100 000, And
if you took corporations at a fair split of $100,000, then f think you
would find that the large number of corporations really were getting
some relief.



* Senator SMATIRs. If we took your figures that is right we iould
.i*ay t would add up, total up, o,& largenumber of corpowatis.

Secretary HumpHusy,'That is, right.
Senator SMATiunRS. I a01ee with 'you;, '"

Secretary HUMPHREY. Quite an amountof spread.
Senator SMATHORS, But the amount of money -which was saved to

them did not in any way approximate what the, biggest 210 firms got
for themselves--this $989 million.
..... Secretary HVmPHRvn.. Well, but you also would not know how much
money was 'invested in these, either, which you have to take into
account.

Senator SMAITHERS. That may be. The investments, we are not
talking about that particularly. We are talking about-naturally, a
small-business man does not have as much investment or he would
not be a small-business man.

Secretary HUMPHnrY. That is right, and relatively, unless you
would compare that, I do nok think you would have an accurate com-
parison.

Senator SMATrmERS. I -think it is pretty clear from that figure,
however, that reat savings in the repeal of the excess-profits tax went,
in point of dollars, to very few large, corporations..

Secretary HUMPHRvY. Well, in: point of dollars, yes; the great dollar
volume is 'in the larger businesses. They do the big dollar volume
in the country.
. Senator SMATHERS. And they apparently have the big. profit.
And, of course, as you say they have the big investment.

Secretary HUMPHREY. -hey do the big dollar volume, -that is
correct. I C I

Senator SMATHERS. But I would not want to leave it andhavo the
appearance that actually the excess-profits tax was of any appreciable
benefit to what we ordinarily call small business, though there were
some who did benefit to a small degree by it.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is right. I think the small
businesses really, if you talk to them, I think you will find they were
very, very active in their advocacy of the repeal of the excess-profits

,tax, and I think-
Senator SMATHERS. Actually, if you make a comparison with total

business-
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think the excess-profits tax was the thing

that deterred the opportunity for growth of: the small business about
as much as anything that could possibly have.: I really; think An
excess-profits tax, outside of extreme war necessity is s tax that we
never should have in this country. Thatwill kill off a small business
faster than anything else you can do.

Senator SMAT HERS. I do not want to debate that with you. I want
only to debate with you this point as to whether or not the repeal of
the excess-profits tax actually benefited to any appreciable extent very
small businesses, when there are approximately 4,125,000 smaHl
businesses and only 425 of theim were able to use it.

Mr. Secretary, I have statistics-
Secretary HpMPHRY, Just before we leave this, I would just like

to bring out this point, which I think might be helpful to you: The
biggest percentage of reduction, of savings as compared to total tax
is in the case of the smallest firms, those with the very firpt $5,000 arTd

Nil



under. In, I her words, the $5 000-man saved the highest percentage
of hlw inconme; by , the reie&lof th tax, of anybody on the whole tab e.

Senator SMATHoRS. That is right.
Secretary Huemnitiv. And as you go down-
Senator SMATijRS.'The*e were 44 of those people in the country.

'Secretary HUMPItgaY. As you go down, you will find, as you get
.-into: the toi bracket, that there is a 16 percent saving, where they
started out with a 3Q percent saving. . - I
: Senator SMATRNOS. -Would you say that 200--would that be higher

'where you have got 210 firms which saved $989 million?
.Secretary HUMPHREY. The percentage is higher, very much higher.

'r.hey had a 16 percent saving, and the small fellow had a 36 percent

: Senator SMATHERS. There were 210 large firms which benefited to
the tune of $989 million compared with 425 small firms which benefited
to the extent of $284,000.

Secitary HUMPhReY. That was a 16 percent saving; and the other
man had a 36 percent saving.

i 'eat or SMATHSRR. Well, the total amount of money which was
saved in the excess-profits tax was $1,613,424,000, and apprOximately
60 percent of that went to about 210 large firms.
" * Secretary Hty pHny.; Well,. of the total income, about 60 percent,
or a little better, of the total income was had by those same people.

Senator SMATHERS. That is right.
Secretary HUmphRJY. But the percentage of savings per dollar of

income was greater in the lesser brackets.i Senator SMATHER!. I must. just say this: You can agree that with
only 44 small-business firms in that low classification, compared with

',thetotil 4o:approximately 4 million of them in the country, is not a
'Very large: percentage of small, firms benefiting--

'Secretary HuMPHymRy The corporations, you start right out, you
see the coporations are only about 15 percent of the total, anyway.

,enator SMAWTIERS.' That is right. Corporations were the only ones
to'benefit by the repeal. But we are talking about helping small
business.'

Secretary HUMPHREY. Of course, the others had individual relief,
-you see.

Senator SMATH1RS. We will talk about the individual ratings in just
minuteut."-When youf statement said the: expiration of the excess-profits tax
benefited the small-business men, actually there were very few small-
business men who were incorporated, or in a situation where they had
to pay excess-profits taxes.

Secretary HUMPHREY. And those fellows got help.
ISenator SMATHfiRs. And those fellows got some help, you say?
The CHAIRtMANj. The advice comes from the Senate we will have to

vote on a treaty.,
(Dieission off'the'record.)'
The CHSAIRMAK. Suppose we just recess temporarily.
(Short recess.)
The CHARMAN. The committee will come to order.' ,

Senator Smathers?
Senator SMA!Eu1S. Mr. Secretary, i: have some statistics, which

°,have been prepared by the Federal Trade Commission showing the
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number of corporate mergers taking place in the. last few years.
These show the total has roen from 617 in 1934 to a high of, 905 in
1956, a 46.6 percent increase,

Furthermore, the record for 1957 shows 411 in the list 5 months,
compared with 406 for the same period last year.

I think it is also significant to note the rise in the number of mergers
and acquisitions in industrial firms from 288 in 1952, to 295 in 1953,
387 in 1954, 689 in 1955, and 638 in 1956.

There was a little bit of a downtrend in 1956.
The Federal Trade Commission data also reflect that 70 percent pf

the acquisitions of other firms in 1955 was made by businesses with
assets of $10 million or over. In other words, most of the acquisi-
tions were by the big fellows who can afford to buy.

Would you care to comment as to the reasons which may have
prompted this intensified merger and consolidation which has been
going on?

Secretary HuMPUREY. I think one of the principal reasons, Senator,is the desire for flexibility, and to cover a Wider field, to guard them-
selves against changes in conditions where one kind of a product will
go down and another kind will go up.

You see, this is, I think, largely two things: It is largely the transition
from war to more peacetime business, concerns, which sprang up
during the war period and made war materials or things which con-
tributed more to the war, felt that those things were not going to be

,in big demand, and they would join up with others. Or, if they were
largely in that business they would get others so as to look to switch-
ing from wartime goods to more peacetime goods, and rather than
starting fresh, they would acquire a smaller company which was
already in the business.

Senator SMATHERS, ]Xn other words more diversification.Secretary HUMPHRvY. The other thin i$s,with our, great advancen onew "things, the great technologioaal vances of all. inds, I think

c the tendency is t broaden lines, make new products.
You oee, a very large percentage of the goods that are made today

are the kinds of goods nobody ever heard of 15 or 20 years ago. So
when a small concern develops or is developing a line, it hates to have
all of its eggs in one basket, and one at a time it expands the lines
until it ha4 4 baskets or 5 baskets, in order to get a stabilization by

Another thing, of course, that has had a substantial effect are tax

laws. A man buildsup, a business, and has made it successful.. What-
.ever his family has is in that business, and his death taxes are high.
He feels he does not want to die and leave a heavy tax problem to his
children, and he seeks a way to remove it.

Senator SMATUSI. Do you think we should change that tax law
in that respect?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Of course, the tax law already provides
wherever there is a hardship; then he hasan extended period, a 10-year
period, within which to pay. That was done in the c ode to alleviate
that particular hardship.

Senator SMATHERS. May I ask you another question right there on
this tax matter.

You are familiar with that provision which, oversimplified, I will
put it this way, allows a big corporation to buy a small company which

M
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• ha not a favorable balance sheet; and increase, you -might say -,te
big company's aaseti,_ but use the carryover loss provislohe ,ltbe
small company t? at the same time lessen theft taxeP?,

Be;6 ctary Vum, RItRY. Well, that provisioa in th6 tax law was very
much tightened up. 'I

There previously had been an abuse, I think, of that privilege, and
I think companies had been acquired for their previous losses rather
than for what they then had. And the provisions of the tax law, and
of the regulations, both have been very materially tightened up iA the
last 2 or 3 years on that.

Senator SMATHR18. Do you thimk they should be tightened up
more, or do ou think we should eliminate that provision from the
tax laws? ow can that be a good provision?

Secretary HUMPitEy. Well, let us say you and I are stockholders
in a small concern, and we have gone through 2 or 3 years of pretty
bad times developing a business, and we finally emerge and in a year
or two we show a little earnings, and then we show some better earn-
ings, and then somebody who wants to diversify and take on our line
comes along, and we want to sell out to him and take a capital gain,
which we have a perfect right to do.

Senator SMATHERS. Sure.
Secretary HUMPHRY. One of the assets we have is, with this

growing business, and this business was turning: into a profitable
thing, we have a right to deduct our past losses which you and: I
paid out of our pockets in order to bull up what we now have, and
I think it would be pretty unfair to deny us any right to carry that
forward. I do not think we should be able to carry it forward where
it is simply for a tax dodge.

Senator SMATHERS. That is right.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Where it'is a legitimate business transaction.

I think it would be quite unfair for us to be denied that privilege.
Senator SMATHERS. Would you think it would be advisable for

this committee or the Ways and Means Committee of the House to
amend that law so that the acquiring corporation would not be
able to use the net operating losses of the acquired smaller corporation?

Secretary HUMPHhEY. That is what I have just said. I do not
think it would be wise, because that would be taking away from you
and me the right to recoup the losses we have made to build this btisi-
ness into a profitable concern, and I think that gver a period y0t and
I would have a right to recoup that loss.

Senator SMATXERS. Yes. As I understand it,--
Secretary HuMpIREY. If the buying concern cannot'take advantage

of it, then we have no way to get it back. 'So I think-
Senator SMATERS. In other words, then, we recognize that the law

makes it possible, I mean encourages an acquiring corporation to go
out and hunt one which has got--

Secretary HuMPHREY. No.
Senator SMATH i S (continuing). Which has got a loss carryoversituation that they can benefit ftom.
Secretary HUMPHnEY. No, I do not think so. You see, the law

ard the regulations are tightened now so it, has to be part of a real
business transaction. It cannot be just a tax dodge.

Senator SMTHIs. It is sort of getting off my point, anyway.
With respect tothese mergers we have talked about, whichhave

increased, as I say, 46 percent from 1954 to 1956; furthermore, the

/
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record for 1957 shows 411 in the first 5 months cotlpated to 406 in
the* same pveiol ast year Mr. Secretary, do yotrlbealive there will ;

come a point in our free-interprie system where a. further concety-
tmtion inin erian midustry' hold not ibe permitted?:

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, what is gong on, Sehiator, is: that the
number of business enterprisi s are nrot gbing downl,-,-They are going
up, and quite. markedly, in this country; And as long a they con.
tinue to increase 1, do not think we have anything to fear,•.

For instance, I will just take the two ends of this particular table,.:
just, to illustrate it.

Senator SMATHERS. Yes.
Secretary HuMPREY. It begins with 1929, in which there were 3

million enterprises, and it goes to 1956, in which there were 4,250,000
enterprises, or an increase of over a third, an increase of 40 percent in
that period of time, and there is nothing tricky about it. It has been
going up all the time.

The number of enterprises went down in the early thirties. It got
down in 1933 to 2,782,000, and then it went up and got up over 3
nilion. Then it went down in 1944 to 2.8 million, during the war;
and then it went up again.

It has been a constant rise from that time up until now, when it is
up above 4 million. We have had a 40 percent increase in business
enterprises since the war.

Senator SMATHERS. Of course-
Secretary HUMPHREY. So I do not think we have anything to fear

about business being cramped down. We are expanding our busi-
nesses all over the place.

Senator SMATJHERS. I have some figures which indicate that today,
in the industrial field, some one-seventh of 1 percent of business cor-
porations are hiring over 50 percent of all wage earners.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I would not be surprised at that.
Senator SMATHERS., Fortune magazine, I think, had an article on

it' this month----
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
'Senator SMATHERS (continuing). Which showed the top 500 in-

dustrial firms in the United States today, and that amounts to about
one-seventh of 1 percent, hired 50 percent of all wage earners.

Does that not indicate tremendous concentration of not only assets
but of employment and everything else?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, you are getting now out of the question
of the growth of small business, and getting into how big is too big?

Senator SMATRERS. Well, you bave asked the question.
Secretary HUMPHREY.- I do not know how big is too biq. I think

iti is ia problem which requires our, thoughtful consideration in this
country.

enator SmATHxus. You would agree, though, there would come a
tune wheii businesses could become too big, would you not? ... .

,Secretary HUMPtHREY. Obviously, you go to where there is one, and
I would say ye, then you have. got a Russia on your hands.

:1 really Ao not know. I thik i t is a very serious problem that,
needs, 16lt of-thoughtas to-*---4

Senator SmrATHvrn5., !IMt is right.
Secretary HUMPHREY continuingng)' As to how big is too big..
SornatorSMATHRS., Then 'you: would agree there is a pattern with

respect to concentration of assets and employment power, whikh:
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could become too big and thereby threaten, the free enterprise system
ad we know it though you are not prepared to say where that point is.,I

Secretary HuMPnHia. That is riht1 .
Senator SMATIEZS. B-ut you wod agree there is some point along

the road we should-
Secretary Huimpnuy. Well, I think it is a subject of very serious#,

concern, and I think we ought to give It a lot of thought. 'I,!
Senator SMATmoEs. -You think we ought to give it a lot of thought

now, do you not? ,
Secretary HuMPnitty. I think we ought, on all of these problems,

we ought to be thinking all the time; yes, sir.
Senator SMATHITs. You do not want to hazard the guess we are

approaching the point now where we should begin to greatly worry
abut this concentration?

Secretary Huupintay. I would think there was nothing to worry
about. I think it is a matter for thought, but as long as we have this
continual and substantial growth of total business, I think we have a
very strong anchor to windward.

Senator SMAHEas. Well, the statistics show that more and more of
the wage earners are employed by less and less of the corporations, and
that the few corporations on top are acquiring more and more assets,
and we know it from our experience.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator SMATHERS. You know that General Motors have gone into,

various fields that 10 years ago they were not in.
Secretary HumPaRitY. On the oher hand as you go through any

city, you see the outskirts filled with new little businesses, new plants,
new small businesses all oier. I

Senator SMATHERS. YoU agree most of the grocery stores you see'
are chainstores, and most of the drugstores you see are chainstores.

Senator HUMPHRxY. A great many of them.
Senator SmATms. And we are moving into an area where there

are less and less actual individual operations, even though there may
be more outlets for the big corporations.

Secretary HUMpHnY. No. There actually are more individual
operations, actually very substantially more Individual operations, as'
well as this othertat you speak of,

I am not in any way suggesting that what you say is not true; that
this is going on. But there are at the same time more smaller ones
grong upj or more other ones growing up.,
Sn& or MATHMUB. All right..
Let me ask you this question nowi D6 you feel that the tax polloes,

the credit policies, and the high-interest.rate policies such as they are
have encouraged this sort of concentration and this acceleration of.
concentration of assets in the bigger corporations at the top?Secretary HUMPHR3nY. Well, -do not know whether it would ene
courage them at the top so much as it would encourage theb inter..
mediate or smaller ones to get together for the very reason you and I
were talking about a few minutes ago where I want diversity andI
you want diversity, and we say to ee other, "Let's the two of uis
go together, and we will help diversify," and hen we go on -to the
Senator there, and we say, "lYou come mi with, us, and that gives us
three strin to our ball instead of one."

:I think tEt has been going on more than the large companies taking
onsmaller ones.,

886
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Senator SuATBU, You would not say diversity Is a new word for
monopoly?

Secretary Hu nisy. No, because I think these are smaller,
reltively smaller.I think the larger ones are developing. They have the resources
to develop on their own far more than you and I would have in
smaller, businesses. I am seeking sop* of your resech staff, OWd.
you want mine, and so on. ' .

Senator SMATmim. The exces-profits tax repeal, of course, as woi
have demonstrated a moment ago, dolrs, dolarww', however,'did,
encourage bj business. :

Secretary tluwP~iY. More dollas, lesser percentage of the total,
but more, total dollars.

Senator SMATHER8. More total dollars.,
Secretary Humimummy. That is correct •,
Senator SMATHmPs. That is right.' And when they had the relid.

of more total dollars, then of course they would increase their profits.F.
Secretary Humpgamo. That is right.
Senator SATBiDs. Mr. Secretary, in. the March 1957 issue of

Survey of Current Business, which is put out by the Department of'
Commerce, there is an article which is entitled 'A Jsiness Anticipations
of Capital Expenditures and Sales for 1957," and the lead paragaph.
says this:

Business expects to make Investment outlays of more tham $81 million thi.

Secretary IIUMPRnEiY. Billion.
Senator SMATHERS (reading):

$37 billion this year, 6N percent above the amount spent in the record year:ot
1956. , Final figures for last year show a 22 percent rise over 198 In the aggrete
about the same as was anticipated In the survey oondu[ted Just a year ao.,

Thenitgoesou'tosay"hi:
A breakdown by also of irm indicates that larg and medlum-ssed airms OsV

respotislble for the anticipated rise In manufacturing Investment In 1957., mall
companies, in the aggregate, expect a reduction In outlays.

Now here, it seems to me-'-this is a survey b he Departmont of.,
Comma-oo-that which we have been tag about aee to be true,
name, that the present policies which were designed to hold down,
ecemve use of credit for capital epaw49n, have actually 104d4 to
do so; and we have tbe figure here of th Economic Indicators, an,what has happened is that the smiAlsr firm whoI pap ]eat afford it
are theos, that these:policies are reallyhdgac, rahr hn
workipS on the biger ones. Aua4 thepjr t iok nposwho are o Ible
to expand.,

Sooretary Humpigmy, I. thn robably it. took'hold qf the smaller,
onsfirst, and r think it is taking hld of the other ones ow.
Senator SMuATnaS. You believe it will hold of the bigger ns
Secretary HuMsaPnxS I boliovo it will, I believe tat t4.-- t
senatorr SUMATRaS. You say that, of course, ine ligh& o thei f ao

that. toEooaoio Indicators show, that ppansion OX peditires f9r
now pjaut .an d oqwp*,eAt aveJ p up 843 mp t !, J1to4
couple of years.

S~ort~r Hvw z~.~qr hisyeOta is oetb lsc$'
oi year.
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Senator8SA~wzma s.' Al l right, Air. But you believe.
Secretary HvuMPxry. I believe it is leveling off currently.

*,senator]SMATrnis. You believe that--- .
Secretary HMuvmru . I believe that is what the figures show.
Senator 8 iATmirs. All right.
Now, with respect to this matter of industrial production which

we; talked sout jtat a few minutes ago, I understood you to say that
while you eI Mted capacity to be getting bigger in the immediate
ftMuro, you did not indicate whether you thought that production
would continue to-decline and level off or would increase.

Do you recall we were talking about that just a minute ago?
Seoreur HMuPasivS." Yes; I do. •
Senator uiTHzrs. I wonder if you would care to comment on

that. I forgot to ask you that question.
Secretary-HuPauvzT. I suppose that is going to be selective in

various industries. There are some industries where I think this
adjustment is taking place, and we are always adjusting, you know,
we are neyer static; we are always adjusting someplace, and as this
adjustment is operating, I think you will find that production will be
increasing in certain lines, and maybe decreasing in others.

Senator 80ATeIMRS. On page 16 of the Economic Indicators, it
shows that in' December of 195C; total industrial production was at a
figure of 147; that in January, February, March, April, May, it de-
ckfed until In May it indicated 143, total industrial production, which
would indicate that the trend, as far as production and business
activity, is down.

Secretary Humpuuy. Some leveling off.
Senator SMATHEnS. You fel that that trend will continue for sometime? ''
Secretary HUMPeRNY. Well, I do not know whether it will continue.

If the adjustment just rolls on in that sort of way, I think it probably
would be a very salutary thing. It would help us all along the line.
• enator SUATRSn. if it continued to go down just a little bit?

Secretary HUMPURNY. Just a little loveling out.
Senator SMATURRS'. It is your opimon that that would create un-

emplpy!e t and things of that nature?
,e etar HVukmi.tH. Not if it is just a little. Not if it just levels

Oft and we have just a continuing adjustment, first here and then there.
8Isenator SMATans. Do you think that that would result in les

operation at plant capacity in m of the firms?
Secretary' HumpazBi. -in some 'Ines there would be a little, and

ii' others 'hot. Ita is ata, as I'say, t .will be an adjustment, and,
thit; You se, Senator, is the happiest thing that can happen to this
country, because if we let these excesses grow, if you let demand gO
an d excesses do reach a point where the whole thing lets go at once,
teat is when we- have a lot of trouble.

N6*, if it ca just happen apiece here and a piece there, readjust
here and adjust there, a piece at a time, that is when we have our
hettirnes in Arnriog.'Senator$1Amu1s.§Aom 80M# peoPle might call this lessening of

tib h recession. How fa Wond It havetoo, do you think,
0o 1ht fall in that ca ?
Seeary wtead a lot of questions about terms

before, and we had the terms "rolling readjustment," and "recessions.",

/
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We had some people talking about a "depression." So you. can go on
down the scale, depending upon what happens.

Senator SMATrH&ns. That brings me to a thought about the incrwe
in prices.

Secretary HumPisy.. Let me just hasten to say, I do not see any-recessions or depressions, or anything of that kind, in the offing. All
I see is what looks tome like an adjustment which is taking place.

Senator SMATHxne. An adjustment.
And the fact that production, if it should tvntinue to go sort of

gradually down, that would not alarm you?
Secretary Humpiatsi. Here and there.
Senator SMATHRSS. Even though it might result in some twem-

ployment?
Secretary HUMP~tRay. Well, I do not really believe it will result in

any marked unemployment. I think that as one moves one way and
another moves another, that you will absorb it back and forth. I
think there may be some shifts, We are always having these things.
These things are always going on.

Senator SMATet RS. As we look at the figure which we just looked
at, where the decline in production was shovn, and look over on pago
10 of Economic Indicators to the expenditures for new plant and
equipment, we see that figure is going up; do you not think tiat miglt
result min a dangerous imbalance, so to speak, in our economy if it
continues that way.?

Secretary HUMPmmJY. I think that is levelig off in tho Iat few
months.

Senator SMATHOns. In other words you think the-
retary HUMPHIaInY. I, think it is beginning..

Senator SMATNRS. You think the plant. expansion is also leveling

Secretary HumpaRay. Beginning to level off.
Senator SUATuaRs. Do you believe our economic machinery. Mr.

Secretary, should operate at full capacity, or do you think as a Nation
we are better off if it operates at a limited capacity?

Secretary HuMPHnvai. No, I think that we want to operate at a high
capacity.

Senator SMAT1JR8. Well then, how can you believe we should
operate at a high capacity, and then say that you think this is a good
sqi where we see the hotal production is going down at a tnimwiten
we are increasing our plant expansion?

Secretary Huwpmuc. I do not believe it 1s going down enough to
interfere with the high capacity operation. ,Aain,I say I think this
is just an adjustment. All I see here are just adjustments taking placo.

Senator SMATHIR8. it is not a rolling rea.djustmoot. Lt is jus an
adjustment?

Secretary Humi'RnzY. That is right.
Senator SMATHSS. Mr. Secretary, do you believe tfiat the lvreeo

in the steel price of $0 a ton, I think it is on raw steei or $165 on
finished steel, do you think that is going to Jew, • -,

Secretary HUMpRRICy. It is not $155.
. SentorS ATUans. What was it,, $6-a11wa', $0, the increase

which is going to be brought about in the price otst p; do you think
that that wialessen the demandfor steel? ..... , ',,

if 4~ '1
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Sereta HtMiii . It is very, very hard to tell. Of course, any
commodity, as the price ris, it tends to limit the breadth of its
market.

And, as I said, in talking to Senator Long the other day, I do not
know what straw breaks the camel's back, but you know if a commod-
ity rises too far, it prices itself out of the market; and it does not p rie
Itself out of the market all at once it prices itself out of this little
market here, or that little market there, and as it continues to rise,
those little markets accumulate, and its market contracts.

Senator SMATBsas. You would aWree, would you not--
Secretary TUMPHRicY. And substitutes come in.
Senator SMATnUsS (Continuing). That steel is almost as important

to the American economy as oxygen is to the human body and that
there would be no way for us to operate the economy, under any terms,
if we did not have plenty of steel? Would you agree, therefore, that
there must be always a demand for steel?

Secretary HUMPRItxY. Yes. But steel can-and I will not limit it
just to steol-any commodity, including steel, can price itself into a
position where substitutes come in and. take part of its market.

And as those substitutes come in, it is very difficult to replace them.
* Senator SMATIIZm. Do you see any prospect of a substitute for
steel being immediately developed?
. Secretary HuMPiwati. Well, not so you are going to eliminate all of
steel, but there are lots of substitutes for steel that come into a market
when the price moves to a certain point--aluminum, cement.

Senator SMATHu JS. Do you think that is liable to happen in the
face of this inrease- .

Secretary HUMPIWRY. Well, I do not know.
SenatorSMATHsR8 (continuing). Of the steel price?
Secretary HuMnr ny. I do not know to what extent this will be

affected but, as I say, you never know which straw will break that
camNel's tck, but you look around as you go through the country and
sed the aluminum roofs and the aluminum sheeting, and all that is
going in.

Look at the tremendous growth in the use of aluminum sheets,
Which, except for aluminum, would be steel.

Senator AT ERS. You agree, of course, that this increase in the
price of steel will have an inflationary result, do you not?

Secretary H uyn.', I think it Will have. As I said yesterday,
I think thIs will have a tendency to increase costs over the wide area
in, which steel is used.

Senator SMATERS. In other words, when the cost of a necessary
Item goes up in some sense, It is inflationary.

8ecrtary i HMuuHaR.y That is right.
Senator SMATHRS. Is tha. true of money?
Secretary Humpuazl. I think that Is right, Interest Is both infla-

tionary aid deflationary, as I said the other day.
Senator SMACrNmS. You think high interest costs are inflationary?
Secret HuMwPUr. It is both, It operates both ways, as I saidthe other .~
Senator itas". Can you give me an illustration, real quickly,

of, how it operates both , I
Secrtar H aur, ,es;I can .
As the Interest rates go up, the cost to you as a manufacturer is a

little more, so that your tendency Is to try to increase your price to try
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to recoup those extra oosts, becauw, over a period of time you have
got to cover your costs or more, or else you go out of business.

So it tends to push the price of your goods up as your interest rate

At the same time, as that interest rate rises, it tends to deter you
from increasing your plant and from starting a new building program,
which will in turn have you entering the lumber market and the-brick
market and the labor market and other markets and bidding to bring
those things in, bidding against me to get the lumber and put the price
of lumber up.

It works both ways: It deters you from expansion, and increases
somewhat your costs.* Senator Sm.tHzUa. The question occurs to me, if it is inflationary
and deflationary at the same time what, then, is the purpose of having
increased interest rates? Why does this administration support in.
creased interest rates if it is both inflationary and deflationary at the
same time?

Secretary HUMPRzT. The interest rate is a result of a limitation
of credit, and you bid for that just as you would bid to get lumber.

I you and I both want some lumber, you will bid to get it and you
will pay more for it than I will and you Will get it.

Now if there is only so much credit available, and you bid for it,
then the Interest rate goes up. I o .

As between the two, while it has both aspects, both inflationary'and
deflationary, the deflationary, I think, is more effective in times like
thepresent than the inflationary.

t think the deflationary effect far exceeds the inflationary effect.
Senator SMATHUS. I am pretty simple about this, but if it has an

inflationary effect on the one hand, and a deflationary effect on, the
other, then the only purpose in letting interest rates go way uaptJe
only one that then benefits from it is the fellow who ag a lot, of
money to lend; is that not right? 1 0

Secretary HUMPHRDY. No, no. It helps to stabilize the price level.
Senator SMATNZRS. Well, it stabilizes it because it is deflationary

and inflationary at the same time. I I I
Secretary HumPHmU. Because it curtails the demand, It curtails

your demand. I cannot give it clearer than just you yourself running
* business. It does increase your costs, which tends to increase your

,"price. But it also deters you from going into the market. and bid-ing
for other things. I
*Senator SMATHURS.If--,

Secretary HUMPnRaY. And that Is a more important thing thanthe
efleot on your cost.S enator SMATiHuS. What, then, is the net gain to anybodynin
having high interest rates? I • ., ,

Secretary Humnnwy. The net gain is that there are less bidders
for short goods. .
I Senator SuATURiS. Well, those who have the necessities, just as
you have got in steel and a few items like that, of course, the interest
rate has little effect on them. 1

But let us take housing, where the interest rate plays a big pag,
there it just means people who have not, do without; and the people
who have, get some advantage, Is that not right? - .%

.ectary HUMPuRay. It means a postponement of some lines In
the bidding contest. 4.

Sol
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Senator SuA nSTr. And the one, who has to postpone, is the one
who is, unfortunately, I gumss, in our free.enterpriso system, the one

.. who has the least to start with.
High interest rates aggravate an already had sitUation, does it not,

iInthat respect?
,Secretawy IIUPJ y..; Not necesarily...
Senator SMATHRMS. You think it does not?.
Secretary HUMpmnawy. I think it imnproves the situation, because

otherwise the price of, that commodity would rise r|chlt more than
the interest costs, if the bidding continued for that cominodity.,

Senator SMATHIRn. Mr. Secretary, I (id not mean to got off on
the interest rate. I promised myself I was not going to ask you that,
and I know you are gottin tired, and we want to get through here.
I am supposed to be talking about mergers and small buliess and
things of that nature; at least that was the limit I set for myself and
I certainly have not kept to it.

Back to this matter of number of manufacturing firms--I have
, information obtained from the -United States Department of Com-

merce, Office of Business Econonuces, June 20, 1957, which discloses
f that as of December 31, 1052, tiere were in existence 320 900 manu-
facturing firms; June 30, 1953, one year later, 326,600; asof Decomber
31, 1953t 321,800; June 30, 1954, 317,600; December. 31, 1954, 312,500;
June 30, 1958, 311,400; and as of December 31, 1968, 308.000.

In other words, there is a loss of 18,000 manufacturing firms since
December 1952, a 5.8-percent drop,

(The table referred to is as follows:),

Number of manufacturilpf rms drop.
S,1,ip . . .......... . ... 321une 30, 1983 ......... . ..... '. . ................. 32; 60 ,'

Dee 81 10 3 . .............. , . ... .. .................. .3 180

Juo3-0 19-4 .... ,...................... ------- 31 00

Dec. 3 1 p IOU-------------------------------
JuLm 0 1t. ... ,... . ........ . , .......... 7 ......... 118090

8 PWeM9 droP.

PeMMo V.. 6S t COeuwtve, Om. Oft wlnul XWomsm J 3 0 , 1N?,

Senator SATum. Mr. Secretary, would this indicate to you, that
small-businass manufacturing &lns;--of. course, this may not actually
be small business, but I can presume from our merge figures and
consolidation figures that it probably was small business that was being

'Adroppe outl ,What do you think about thi& trend that we seohere?
Secretary HvuPHRIY. I think this .is part of the postwar adjuat.-

,meit of lifting from_ militay ,supplies to goods made for general
consumption. It is the kind of thing I was talking about a minute
a r Where if I was in a business making shells and something or other
and I saw that business was probably going to peter out, and so I
would join up with you, who were makizig refrigerators or something

Senator SMATIHIS. In other words, you. think that pibly thia is
lot a merger aud consolidation which we talked abouti.earlier?.
s I8efreasrr Hvpiuarr., I think that is what ,it is: ifortdivqrication
and shifting out of produots that Are declining and into anwvprbduets
that ar developing ., , , '1, ., 4 . ,: '- i: Ir s

Senator 8'nAism. 'But yo9 agree-- . " 0v, :jiiiid ow)
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Secretary HUMPHREY. 11 you do not do that, you sooner or later
just go out of business. If you keep on making nothing but horse
collars, why, after awhile, there will not be any deman-d for horae
collars and you are out.

Senator 0onzo. Don't you love horses?
Secretary HurmpJitY. I do not say saddles, but horse collars.
Senator SUATITERs, You are not particularly worried in this drop

in figures because you explained it away by saying there ' just a
megor or consolidation or diversificationr

Secretary luPHwRnM. I do not think the trend you indicate is an-
thing to be concerned about. I think it is a perfectly natural de-
velopment.

Senator SuA'ri.1ss. Well, all right, sir. Lot me just give you
another table.

(The table, Business Failure Statistics, 1900-1956, is as follows:)
Business fail r statistics, 1900-66

Year

m... .............. ...... ......
194....................*.. .... 4

395.................~.............

309-1....wo.... 0... 0..................
39524...... ........... ......
3949 ...................... q, .......
19................ ..... ... ...

397,........ ...........491

................ .......

1 43. . . . . . . . ....... . . .

196.......................

IOU....0........................... ....39......................... ....
lo4 ........................................
19 ................................ ........

392........ ...... ....... 0 U......
18...... ............ ...................... 0 ........ . ..

.....................................

93..........................
1936.........................

3I1...................... .
11.0.......... ........... .........

Isi3*8............. .....
l9ll.... 0................... ......

19108... ............... . 600.
393........................

193w.,...................

............... ...........
. .....~.~..~*............

190 ...................................

i :........................... ........

191 ...................................
39.................................... :
1901 .............................. ......
3900....................................

Business
fsluMw

kwso

9 248

314

3,3621 08

134 7

10, S4

Rate of
failure We,
10,000 fia

46
34
84

14

100
16,

101
10

0

104

108

3M

.03
00
1go

Toted i*iitw

28., amo
M, 363000

440 30A00

IM4032000

34 K 04000

oft, 000

48,211 00
a89 000

38201,000

13,000
103441,000.

3496000,

it

17,476,000
11 M OM,0

Number of

Over $100,0M

14071

410

VI1
371
325

46

6b6

.. ** ... 60-46

.......... 19

Iw.*m**
.47~wlemo
744

*1e Je~e

- " 'Ieem~e

*8688-47-.-40
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Senator SMAThaIs, You say in your statement:
Even more Important to the smaller firms is the general prosperity of the past

4 y Ars.
On the next page you say:

Durng the past 4 years, 600,000 new business corporations were formed in the
United Itates. Of course, not all succeeded. A free economy Is not a riskless
economy. During that period, 44,000 enterprises-noncorporate as well as
corporate-faled, but that is lower In relation to the number of new corporations
formed than during the preceding 4 years (84,000 failures and 865,000 new
Incorporations,

Mr. Secretary, this premise is based upon new corporations and the
use of these figures, in my opinion, is susceptible of a misunderstanding.
Is it not true that these figures could shift back and forth, in other
words, partnerships moving to corporations and

ScUretarPy HuuHRNY. Yes.
Senator SMATHR-RS. Just as you were talking about a moment ago?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, that is correct, they could.
Senator SMATHECS, With respect to businesses diversifyni?
Secretary HuMpnzp y. That is correct, they could shift from one

form to another.
Senator SMATH st8. Are you aware of the fact that not only has

the actual number of business failures been rising, but the rate of
failures in terms of the total number of firms in existence also has
been rising?

Secretary HUMPHRzY. Well, the total number have been rising, but
whether it is' in relation to the firms or not, I do not know, Senator.

Senator SMATHa. A Dun & Bradstreet report shows that the
rate of business failures-and I think that is what you have jot in
front of you.

Secretary HUMPHRiYS. Yes sir. This is your table 5.
Senator SMATHzEa. Yes. The rate of business failures per 10,000

firms has risen from 29 in 1952 to 33 in 1953, to 42 in 1954 and 195, to
48 in 1986, and for the January-April, 1958 period, it rose to 55, an
increase of 89 percent of business failures since 1952.

Now, if these past 4 years, Mr. Secretary, In your words, have been
so helpful to the small-business people, how do we account for this?
How do you explain that?

Secretary HumPHRzy. Well, I explained it just as I did before with
the other table. If you will look a little further down on your table,
you will see during the war yearyour failures got down to only^74
and 75 in 3 years. Now, if you * take those and relate them to any
of the others, you will see that it is a terrific percentage of change.
But I do not think that is illustrative.

Senator SMATHIRM. We can go back to 1932, the depression era,
and we can gat a lot of business failures.

Secretary Huunnwr. That is right.
Senator .uAvihM . But I am t5 just in the 4 ears or 3 years,

If we are going to talk about it in relationship to admistrations. In
the last years since 1952 failures have increased 89 percent.

secret R uM.RarY. Well I think that probably a fair way to look
at it is to take this rate per R0,000 firms column and then to take the
prewar years, 1940 and prewar for a few years and take these years.

I thn that this is a postwar adjusttnent that is taking place.

;am4
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Senator 8A¢TRuWs. I would say this to you, Mr. Secretary, I would
not even mention this past 4-year period if Yt were not for the fact
you say In your statement:

Even more Important to the smaller flrms Is the general prosperity of the past
4 yearm.

Secretary HuMPhR'Y. I think that Is right.
Senator SMATHEns. When you mentioned the past 4 years, I cannot

help but look at these statistics and see there has been an increase in
business failures of some 89 percent. It Is very difficult for me to
reconcile that with your statement.

Secretary HuMuPnzy. But it is relatively a small rate of total busi-
ness failures and the prosperous times have built many, many other
stronger businesses. There has been an increase in business failures;
these figures show that.

Senator SMATHRnS. All right, sir.
Now I wanted to have you look at table No. 6. We had this once

before, but we never did quite get agreement on it. I do not know
that we will get one now.

(The table "Number of bankruptcy cases filed in the years indi-
cated," is as follows:),

Number of bankrupicy we0. $ed in he iear indiomkd

1luoa yar Mwonto MwuA. the"In T"

94. ............................. I S 1,41

1961.........................

196.................................... ..
196 ............................. 11 4

f otr. 19dwft L OovoY, Ohie o~f tnk~mltl Uniutd It" 06Mtz

"Senator SMATHEzR. These figures obtained from the Chief of

Bankruptcy of the United States Courts indicates that in fc 1958the number. of bankruptcy ca filed by business conosrn was the
highest in the postwar era. The total number of such cas filed in
fial 1'986 was 8,86 which exceeded by better than 900 the number
ofs camleod n .1950, the worst year under the prior administration.

I also note that in 196 there were 3,165 oasm filed involvimg
merchants. This is 23 percent greater than the poorest year of the
,prior administration, 1900.

Now, this steadily mounting rate of bankruptcies seems to me to
be a serious thing, and I know you Are concerned about it.

Do you believe that this jutifle. your statement that-
Zven mor important to the smaller firms Is the general property of the pat
4 yeam.

Secretary HUMPHanY. Yes. You see, there is an increase in these,
as, is very obvious; it has been increasing almost every year since the
war, and I think here is probably a pretty good reasonIwhy It does
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increase almost every year since the war* But th total is still rela.
tively very nudl,, m l L I I ,

Senator SUAT1uuis. In other word's, even thought there. ix.an in-
Crease -

Secretary Huptnnmv. It is still very all; it is all vry smnall,..
Senator 'MATITMIS. You are, then, not concerned about it?
Secretary If m xy,. I an concerned, of course, about anything

of that sort, but I am not concerned about it as a factor which is
going to he disturbing to the economy.

Senator SMATIUrns. You do niot believe that the increase in business
failures and the increase iii bankruptcies have gotten to the point
where it is sufficient to disturb you yet?

Secretary uemptimy. Not to disturb the economy.
Senator SMATURS. Do you have any idea how serious it would have

to be before you would get disturbed about it?
Secretary HuMPHimy. Well, it'would have to be considerably more

than it is at the present time, as indicated by these previous years.
Senator SMATHEmS. But you agree there is a trend upwardwith

respect to bankruptcies and business failures?
Secretary HUMPHnRY. I think the postwar adjustinent is going on,

and it is taking effect in failures in places and it is taking effect in
megers in plmces.

senator SMATR1Jt. In other words, this is again in the nature of
an adjustment?,

Secretary HvMPnsan. It is still part of the adjustment that is
going on.

Senator SMATHERS. Mr. Secretary, you mentioned in your state.
ment:

In add tion, we hve nide yIgrous efforta to see more defense work is sub-
eontreo to male buuinm,
and so on.

I happen to be the chairman of a Small Busines Committee whioh
is trying to get the Government to do more with respect to small
business. According to the statistics furnished by the Defense Do-
partment, in fiscal 1954, small business received 25.1 percent of the
procurement dollar. In 198 this dropped to 21.8 percent. In 1986,

it dropped to 19.6 percent. The first 9 months of this fistal year, the
figure was only 16.9percent.? We had a very able Mr. M.Gure, from
th e Defense department, who was over just the -other *day, who
deplored this very much and said he did not quite know what they
would do about it, but they were going to try to make some effort,

I want to ask you: Does this look like the vigorous efforts of the
Treasury Department? , This was your statement:

We have taken very vigorots ste to e that more defense work g to
$maler firms.

It appears to me froi these figures, that it has not been. Instead
of getting more defense work, they are getting less.

Secretary HumpmixY. I think that is correct, Senator, and I still
think my statement is correct. The President is himself concerned

.about it. He has talked about it, and all ot us have talked about it.
,T;.e difficult.v with the taig is tihat--let us,.take a B-9. I just do
not knqwhow asrizalbusUe8F is goig to make. a B-52. i'Lt us take
a .ided missile. How is a small business going to make a guided
missile?
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,NoW, they may be able to makesome little parts of it,* and they
can farm out some little parts, but the *fact is that our governmental;
expenditures, our defense, expenditures, are going into highly tech-
nical, highly complicated, big thinp-expensivo, very expensive things.
And I just think that we would not get a B-52 mae in I do not now
how long if we tried to parcel it all out to a lot of little firms. You,
have got to have some big companies to build those big thi.

Senator SMATHPUS. On the surface, I would have agreed with you,
wer itnot for the fact that we had the Defense Department before
our Senate Small Business Subcommittee break down, the,am.ot. of
contracts which they thought were suitable for small business.

In other words, oven though they are making .B-62's, and even
though they are making highly complicated electronic items, there
are certain items suitable for small business. I want to read you what
the figures are in this particular field. The Defense Department shows
that of the total contracts suitable for small business, there has been a
steady decline, percontagewise, going to small business. In the fiscal
year 1958, small-business firms received 74.2 of the procurement
dollar contracts suitable for small business and 71.4 percent, a drop
of 3 points, in fiscal 1954; 69.4 percent in fiscal 1955; 63.8 percent in
fiscal 1958. And, the first 9 months of this current fiscal year, the
percentage droppdlto 57.8. This representsa.22-percont decrease.

Now, I remind you, this is in the procurement dollar suitable for
small business, and these are the figures of the Defense Department.
We do not make those up. It would indicate to me that TreasuryDepartment efforts have not been vigorous enough in this field.

is that not the conclusion that you would arrive at? ;
Secretary HMuupinv. It may be. I know that the intention and

the desire to accomplish it is there, and perhaps the accomplishment,
is not as good as it should be.

Senator SMATUnRS. All right, sir. We talked about the excess-
profits tax, so we will skip over that.

Iet me ask you this question: I noticed in a column the other day,,
and I would be interested in knowing whether you believe it would be
helpful to small business if we reped the 3.percent excise tax on
transportation?
#Smec-ary HuupntsY. I.think any reduction in tax is beneficial to.

business.
,.Senator SuATjums. As you know, common carriers have to pay

a 3 percent excise tax which increases the cost of transportation
to those who use these facilities.

Secretary HumpaiHsY. Yes.
SenatorSAMTHERS. Whereas what has happened is, as you well

understand, that the private concerns with rots of money are going
out and buying their own trucks and carrying their own oods, wits.
the result they do not,.have to pay the tax. Small business frm
say this transportation tax is unfair to them and it results in discrim.
nation against them because they do not have the money with which
they can buy trucks and have their own transportation.

?You say then that.you do believe it would be if we took
off this 3 percent excie tax?

Secretary HUMPnInsY, I said any reduction in tax.
Now, if you are going to reduce taxes, that involves a study of what

am the proper taxes to take off. But I am sure that you can find
anybody who pays any tax will feel much better if ia taxk reduced,

397,
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Senator SATitnmns, There is no doubt about that, but what I am
thinking of, trying to relate this to small busness- . .
Secretary HuMinnir. I am not prepared to say that the tax that

would do small business the most good--if you are going to just take
off a tax, I am not at all prepared to say that the transportation tax
would be the one of all tite things you might do.

Senator SMATanss. But if you are going to take off taxes.
Secretary HuiMvnv. Then you ought to study vy carefully to

we which of the various things are the best to do within the means
you Oah afford to give up.

Senator SMATIWas. You can well appreciate that particular tax has
a discriminatory effect on the small-busines man who does not own
his own transportation facilities,

Secretary Humpntcy, I think that would bear a good dlo0! of study
because there are a lot of small truckers very hungry for business, ati
I am not at all sure that the, cannot operate more efficiently at loss,
cost than a business running its own line.

Senator SMATH3a1s. Of course, If that were the case-- r

Secretary HuUMPURU. And the cost of a truck is not too great,'
Senator SMATHXAS. Well, the fact is that the more successful

companies who have the money to invest, own their own trucks.
That Is true of those who have got the money to invest.

SecretaryI HuMPUm-r. Investment in a truck is not so great that It
Is beyond the people's capacity-

Senator SuATpus. Of course, small business, Mr. Secretary--
Secretary HuMPnUtay. Dollars count, I know that.
Senator SMATHen. That is right.
Since they must borrow the money and pay an increased interest

inte on It it makes it pretty difficult for them.
Now, te President's Cabinet Report on Small Business made cer,

tain recommendations with respect to small business. Some of these
recommendations are as follows: One, that taxes imposed on business
corporations be modified by reducing the tax rate from 30 percent to
20 percent on incomes up to $28,000. 1

Two, that businesses be given the right to utilize, for purchases of
used property not exceeding $50,000 In any one year, the formulas
of aoleratea depredation that were made available to purchasers
of new property by the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

Threi, that corporations with, say, 10 or fewer stockholders be given
the option of being taxed as if they were partnerships,

Fourth, that the taxpayer be given the option of paying the. estate tax
over a period of up to 10 years in cames whore the estate consists largely
of investments In closely hold business concerns.

Now why in the light of that report which was made by thePresi-,
dent's .Cabinet Committee to help small business, has not some reoom-,
mendation come over to the Congress so that we could put any one-
of these or all into effect?

Se.aetary Huwasay. The Treasury's position, my own position
in the matter is this: that we are on such very narrow ground., that I
have advocated the retention of all of our taxes. I have not felt that
we had any room for tax reduction; and I have not favored piecemeal
reductions, just a little here and a little there just because there are
so many people who do have tax hardships and are entitled to some
onsideration. Unless you have enough to do a Job to help with a,
lotof hardships, I think itisivery unfair to just pck out ayone.

r-77.
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So purely because we did not have the money, because we cannot
afford It, I have been opposed to tax reductions. I an very much in
favor, always you know and have always been, in favor of tax reduc-
tion the minute we can afford it.

Senator 8iTUhSw. You said that you thought there were so many
people that were suffering hardships that we should not have a piece-
meal tax reduction bill?

Secretary Huuengsy. That is right.
Senator 8UATORns. Would you be in favor, when we do have a tax

reduction bill to take care of those people who had hardships first?
Secretary HUMpfIaRY. Yes, sir; first.
Senator SMATHmIs. And you would put in that category the small,

business man I assume?
Secretary RUMPHazy. Yes, aw.
Senator UMATIIE8. All right, sir, thank you very much.
Mr. Secretary, with respect to the rapid writeoft provisions, do you

know how much of that if any, in the last 3 or 4 years has gone to
what we would call small-business men?

Secretary HuMPHaY. No, I do not, but I would think that it
would be a relatively small percentage.

Senator SMATHs. That is right. The small-business share of the
total writeoffs certified by ODM for the period 1952 to 1953 was 13.4
percent; 1954, 11.9 percent; in 1958, 5.9 percent. We were unable to
get the figures for 1950.

Secretary Huurnwy. I have opposed that, as you know, Senator.
Senator SMATHURS. Yes, sir. All right, sir.
Now, Mr. Secretary, I want to ask you just 2 or 3 more questions,

and then I will stop. Are you familiar with the Standard Factors
Corp. of New York City, an organization which has boon making
some studies with respect to credit, the effect of credit on smal
business?

Secretary HumLnitir. No I am sorry, I do not.
Senator SMATHvias. They ave made a finding that small-business

bank credit is decreasing-the first Standard Factors survey covered
727 manufacturing companies. I refer you to table No. 8, if you
would care to look at it, sir.

(The table "Percent of 727 manufacturing companies having a line
of bank credit, March 1955 and March 1958 by size of company," is
as follows:)
Perow~ of ?A? m4ntufactsri Zkcompaxiss aving a lines of batik ar~i4 Marsh JAM

andarch1066by siso of company

$100000t....).................... ...... ...........
o ;),w !,0,00,.....,.............................p....atm ....................................

Ove I OQ 00 ... .

Bomr*z dtudW4 ,S. q.
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Senator SMATMIw., It found that, while in March 1965 89 peont
of the firms had a line of bank credit, 1 year later only 53 percent had
such credit line. And, s iently, the sinallest firms were the ones
hardest hit. Of the firms with net worth le than $26,000, 63 recent
had credit lines with banks in 1956, but only 18 percent had credit
lines a year later.

Where , on the other hand, firms with net worth of more than
$2.8 million suffered no los in bank credit lines whatsoever.

Then they made a followup study in November and they found
at many large corporations were turning to the banks to cover

capital spndIng utbsr than rely on the bnd markets. The report

This tendeney to lower Iong.term credit and use renewable short-term bank
loans decrease the pool of short-term bank money available to small borrowers
who have no other source of financing. This trend makes bank redit even
tlhtershau It would ordinarily be, mud It Is critloally pressnx sdll business,

Mr. Secretary, do you feel that the tight.money policy, in the
light of thee particular statistics, is helping small business get credit?

Secretary HurPunzY. I think it is helping the whole economy,
as I have said. All a line of bank credit is, is an invitation to come
into the bank and talk about a loan within a certain amount of time,
It dots not asure the making of a loan. It\is imply a rlationship
for discussion of a loan, if you qualify to get it when you ask for the
loan, and-

SQator SMATHIWHS. Do you consider the man who eomee in to a
banker and states that ho would be interested in obtain a lon-
that he is an applicant for a loan-would you classify hin as an
applicant for a loan?

beeretar, HUMpitUiY. The man who does what?
&inator M^ATHEit. The man who comes in and talks to the banker

in the firnt instance and says he is interested in getting a loan, and
says, "llero is what I need and hem is what security I have." Do
you consider that man to be an applicant for a loan?

Secretary H uMPHIIY. If he sought to borrow.
Sen-ator SMATHRRS. It he sought to borrow.
Secretary HumPutay. For what he wanted, then he would be an

aplicant for a loan.
801440 S THERas. Do you know the Sminl. Bushem A IU*,,,t

tion does not consider sucV a person an applicant for a loan?
Secretary Huupnauv. What do they call him?
Senator SMATKrtmS. They do not call him anything. As a matter

of fact, they do not even recognize him. That is one of the things
that is a little bit misleadig with the Small Business Administration.
The figures which we have indicate that they have made more loans in
the last couple of years.
Seretary HtuPMazY. That is i*Ltr .
Senator uMATHEzRS. But, -with respect to the total number of

applicants which are coming -- and, the best we can got, it is that
there are about an average of 8,000 a month going to the Smell
Business Administration in the various offices around the county,
Accord! to the Small Business Administration report they onlylist
that to ta, I think, of 4,000 applicants receiving it. TIhe way they
make these figures, jockey these figres-I do not 'say' 'Jockey" m
an unfriendly way, I ust mea they use them to thewi advantage.

400
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$ecretary 1lvMuHHiaY. 'ihey just, jockey. (lAughter.]
8enator 4MATIImns. TIhey only consider as applicants. those who

have actually had their aphpl tles processed up through the office.
and receive fAnal review.

Secretary lIHUUritu . I stO.
Stcator SMATU IM. I would like to reml for the record excerpts

from a report filed by the Select Committee on Small Business In the
House of'Representatives, which says:

Although the restrietion of the maximum loan lint was iiicroa.d from $150 000
to $280,000 by the 1965 amendment to the Small 1usirex Act, we find t~iut,
co0ftersly, tho average sime of loans made by the Small Business Administ ration
has declined. The .tvcrage Wale of Small Business Adminimtration loans declined
from $53,000 s of Deeemlxtr 31, 1064, to $49,000 for the 0 months ending Deemc
bet IOU tO approximately $39,000 by Jule of 1980.

From tie (oregolt It Is clear that, In a period who, small-buinsla credit and
capital problems had become more difflult, Government credit auiaitanco to
small businww declined drastically.

Then they went on to sayr talking about if you get a loan from
SBA you can certaiidy get it from a bank.

It would, therefore, appear that an Incream in ElBA builneso.loan applications
Ii 1955 w6uld reairabl y have been expected, Insteml, bualnoe.loan aplAd..
tions declined 27 percent and the amount of credit sought fell 31 percent below
1054. It would, tlherfore, appear that the Small Business Administration failed
to fill the gap wherever legitimate credit was not available to small business.
This failure must be attributed to the failure to make expeditlous disbursements
of aIp)roved loans or of the Imposition of restrictive contract conditions, In which
ease the agency must be censured.

Mr. Scretary, I think you would agree, would you not, that the
increase in the interest rate has made it more difficult for a small-
business man to bring about expansion of his business?

Secretary HvuP1tzY. Well, I think what you mean is correct;
you mean that the restriction of credit which h" resulted in an in-
creased interest rat--

Senator SMATHuJsS. That is right.
Seetr HuMxrn zy. Has made it more difficult for people to

borrow; that is correct.
Senator SUraTEas. The restriction in credit which has resulted in

the increase in interets rates. Could you reverse it--
Secretary HuM fluzuv. When I say restriction of credit, what I

mean is the restriction on the expansion of credit, because credit has
expanded ftbetantially. But it has not, expanded* a' much a* the
demand and, therefore, thereMk a restriction on the expansion and the
demand has gone on. Therefore, it I harder to borrow. The net is
what you want to know; that it is harder to borrow.

Senator SMATaIaS. It is harder to borrow?
Secretary HumPHRzy. That is the net.
Senator SMATHEits. And the increased interest rates,-
Secretary HUIImprit. Is a part of it.
Senator SUAmnMaw. If I am a mall-business man and I o to my

brother-let's say he is a banker-for a loan, I probably woud never
get it from him. Let's say I go to some other banker and say, 'ULt
me have some money," and he says, "I will let you have it at 4 percent,"

Senator Goetz. Five percent.
Senator SMATRERS. Six percent.
Seetary -Ilualpamy. Seven. ILaughter.,
senator Gonzt. That is the next move.
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8mator SMAoruans. That eliminates me. I am the small.business
mmi who cannot expand under those cirumstances, and, of course,
that Places great restriction on my particular operation. Mr.

tary for lie record, I would like to road, if I may--Mr. Chair.
man I wil not read it, either, because I do not want to take that
much time. May I insert it in the record?

The CHAIRMAN. It may be inserted In the record.
(The material referred to follows:)

I Ispsrn ts A MIUIfUg, ?,btiaar, Sit

Ans LiyO Cos" OuT o r OONnoS?

The 00ond side effect of monetary policy is on the competitive balance between
large and small business, It would be hard to find a elioy better designed to
*ncourueg the large and the strong at the expense of he small and the weak.
When trnks must limit credit, they are impelled to protect their oldest, strongest,
end most reliable customers. These, in general, will be the larger firm. (For
one thil the )arge firm has the strength and reputation to take Itself to another
batik It i doesnt already have multiple-banking connections.) As a result the
burden of the cut falls on newer, weaker, less reliable-and smaller-borrowers.
There will be many exceptions to this tendency, but the tentenoy is inescapable.
In recent months commercial bankers have been sensitive about the suggestion
that the smaller and weaker borrowers have been losing out. some have come
perilously close to claiming that their least valued clients get their first considers-
Uion. Tt* is hardly p sible. These are wonderful times, but banks are still
not charitable enterprises. Nor, happily, have bankers yet become completely
Unbusineasike.

But the larer and stronger firm has other advantages quite apart from Its
warmer reception at the bank. Its resources may make It more or less Independent
of loans not only for operations but also for expansion. Aid the market power
o* the large firm allows it to pas higher interest costs along to its customers in
higher prices. This the farmer and smaller businessman capmot do.

The effects of monetary policy to date have accorded with these expectations.
Smaller buai essmen and farmers, having failed to experience the privileged treat-
ment they are supposed to receive at the banks, have been complaining bitterly.
The big corporations are evincing no similar distress. The failure rate of small
business firms Is now higher than for years. Earnings of small firms ae at best
unexceptional. At the other extreme, earnings of very large firms are near record
levels, and their share of all corporate assets has been increasing. Curiously
enough, dee pits the squeeze, bank loans outstanding have also been rising steadily.
There is at least a possibility that those who havelost their line of edit In the
squeeze have merely given way to larger and stronger borrowers,

While In principle everyone is in favor of the small-bUslness man, It has long
been clear that this affection is largely verbal, We grieve terribly over his fate,
but not to the point of doing anyhing about it. And It is true that big business
Is here to stay and doubtless wiU get bigger. Nonetheless, we should reeognise
that monetary policy, as it Is now being practiced, is a magnificent Instrument for
promoting centralisation, A move at the present time to repeal the antitrust laws
would, without doubt excite considerable opposition. But it might contribute sess
markedly to industrial concentration than"a long continuation of monetary r
straints In their present form. These deny to the smaller and weaer firm the
funds on which growth or even survival may depend. The large and the strong
tend to get them. The consequences must be clear.

i~q 4 1^ NM YoritTwo
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(By Herbert Koshets)
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It sems, when Government monetary policies, unless they are changed, will
brlng trlss for small-business men.
in .vertontly perhaps Government policy has failed to take into account a

trend that has been building up for several years, Large corporations often
have found It expedient to utillso long-term bank credit for expanding opera.
tons Instead of going to the capital markets for funds. As a consequence, con.
mercil banks began funneling resources ordinarily reserved for short-term loans
into Intermediate- and long-term loans and soon found themselves in a tight
situations

15W 310 DSLAY5

There have been few delays in planned expansion for are corporate enter.
pises, but many small, and mkldlesixo business men whle they have been
*9ie to obtain funds for seasonable merchandise needs, have boon compelled to
a Anann Ideas of enlarging operations unless they have had personal resources,

The small-business man Is getting a heavy dose of "segmentationitis," a new
way to describe his diflfulties with the small-business segment of the total buei.
ness pie. While the total pie was growing larger, shrink&e of the small-buslness
segment did not bear down too heavily on the Individual operator.
*rlut where the pie stops getting larger, and It seems that such a time has been
reached, the fight for sares of any given segment can become bloody. It wil
be a as of small business fighting small business a well a large business. And
while the latter will find the going a lot tougher# survival will not be so di cult
a for the small merchant..

(lrnes 18, loS, 1omaaI of CowaweeJ

FINANCIAL SrmTtrorf

INISAS RATlS ARM WIING ALL ALONG IN11 US

Interest rates are rising again as It becomes apparent that the restrictive credit
policy will be maintained despite soter tendencies in the economy.

The trend of rates Is upward both In the short-term and the long-term sectors
of the market for credit.
Bond yields are moving upward briskly despite the drop In mortgage borrowing,

the ohle source of demand for long-term funds, This results from:
1. The sharp Increase In corporate bond financing, which is running well ahead

of expectations, Public and private corporate bond offerings In the first quarter
were almost tow-thirds larger than in the same period of 190.

Corporate managements are losing faith in an early downtrun In Interest rates,
and so are going ahead with bond financing to secure new funds and to pay off
swollen bank loans.

2. The upturn In financing by State and local governments. The tax-exem t
market Is alli the more seuslive to Increased offerings Ieause the commeri
banks, formerly the chief buyers of tax-exeampts, are -rgely out of the market.

As yields on new offerings are lifted to assure their successful sale, yields on
0utbt ndlng Issues look unattractive by ,comparison and bond prices are marked
dow in consequence.

Pressure on short-term rates no* stems in the first instance from Treasury
offerings, actual and prospective.

Despite the balanced budget, the Treasury has to come to the market repeated
for refunding for the attrition on maturing issues and to pay off savings bonds
presented for casb. Under present conditions such borrowingneeds would be
large even If the budget surplus were a good deal oreater than i8 the case.'

Hence, despite the slowing down in business and consumer borrowing, pressure
frbm nw Trasury offerings tends, to lift short-term Interost rates higher. -

As yields on Treasury bills and other short-term paper rise, both the prime
lenadng rate of the banks and the discount rate tend to become out of li, along
with other short-term interest rate&

?#o relief Is to be expected In this situation so long as the Federal Rsemr
authorities continue to make the checking of the inflation spiral the PiAM Y

-ebestiva of, edi policye ierdle of softam in the economy. , -
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As the Impression spreads that control of Inflation has taken the place of
economic stabilisation as the effective yardstick for Reserve policy decisiotns,
borrowers tend to become more eager to cover their requirements in advance.

This sustains the upward pressure upon hiterest rate&
Senator Gos. Would you yield off the record?
(Discussion off the record.)
Senator SUMTuums. Mr. Secretary, you are familiar with Dr. Ray.

niond Saulnior; are you not?
Secretary HumPInuoy. I am.
Senator SUATUIMS. And you presume he is a respected economist?
Secretary HuMPIItaUT. Yes, he is, and very able.
Senator SMATUMis. As a matter of fact, I think he works, does ho

not, with the President's economic committee?
Secretar, HUMPHRy. He is the Chairman of the President's Council

of Economic Advisers.
Senator SMATIH5iS, Do you believe that ho approves of the present

administration's policies with respect to small business?
Secret y HuMPiiRy. I do not know, Senator. So far as I know,

he does.
Senator SMATnERS. I would like to read you his answer to a ques-

tion when he recently appeared and tstified before the Joint Economic
Committee. He says and I quote:

I have no quarrel really with the policy that has been followed, one which since
late 1054 has been moving toward greater tightness. But certain aspects of that
policy seem to me to have been undesirable. Now, two in particular have been
mentioned directly. One is the effect on housing, on home building and home
purchases. The other Is the effect on snall business.

It was already becoming evident in late 1958 that small business concerns were
having rather special difficulty In satisfying their credit needs. We saw this In a
rather rapid pickup in the volume of applications for credit to SBA.

Another aspect of that interested us. Without changing their credit standards
at all, SBA was finding that an Increasing proportion of its applications qualified
for loan assistance. This meant that the average quality of the risk that were
coming to SBA was improving, What this suggested to me was that Increasingly
small-business concerns, not concerns in trouble but concerns of pretty good qual.
Ity, were finding it difficult to meet their credit needs through the private banking
system.

Here we find, Mr. Secretary, the President's own economic adviser
saying he is concerned over what I think we could call this tight-
money policy as it pertains to small business.

Now, do you think there should be any change in this tight-moiey
policy, wi there be any change with, respect to small business in lin
with what Dr. Saulnior apparently fools should be done?

Secretary Hustursy. Senator, I do not think the change should be
made until it is evident that we are leveling off, as I stated, and that the
inflationary pressures are within control. I think that to make a
change at a time when you have pressures that are pressing us up,
unless we believe we see them altering, I do not think there should be a
change made.

On the other hand, I think that just as soon as it is reasonable
to expect that these inflationary pressures are coining within control,
that then our policy should be to make adjustments to begin to relieve
the pressures on the other side.

Now, we are between two sets of pressures. I have stated many
times we must be flexible. We must not got into a grooveand stay
tere arbitrarily. We must watch the movements lust as closely as
we can, and we must move between the'gaining of inflationary pm-

A(U1XFV
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sures and stability, and we must seek to maintain stability in whatever
way we can, in an orderly effort to create It and to maintain it, and
we ought to change to do that.

Senator SMATHIe. Do you th'k there is any possible way thatany special legislation or coniderati'n could be given to small business,
which would relieve them of the sort of harsh situation in which they
find themselves under these present policies?

Secretary, u1b'P114 ; . I 4o not know just how you ooul do it.
8wAToa SMATJSIRS. You would'agree that, certainly, under this

tight-money policy, It is the small-business man who Is suffering
the most?

Secretary HuMPHitz. Well, there are many of them in number,
perhap..-I do not know. I do not know whether it is home building
or small businese-I really do not know which is the most affected.

Senator SMATHIeS. You do not know of any big-business man who
is suffering?

Secretary HUMPIWmY. Oh, there have been some big businesses
which have had some rather difficult times; yes sir.

Senator SMATHRS. Do not the figures show, however, that cor-
poration profits and things of that nature are up, and that It is rather'
a prosperous period for big corporations?

Secretary U PHuIO. 2'r -some, f6r the great- majority, yes; that
is true.

Senator SMATHERBS. Yes.
Secretary HuMPanmv. That is also true of small business, for the

great majority, but there are difficulties both with larger concerns
and with more smaller ones, more in number, but not in total volume.

Senator SMATHiEs. Do you know of any of these large finra with
$10 million in assets,ad over that have goneiintobnkruplty lately?

Secretary HuMpnauy.' No, but I know of some that have some
financial problems.
senatorr SMATIHiRS. But they have been able to go out and borrow

money where some small businessman has not. Mr. Secretary, I am
sorry you said that the majority of small businesses were better off in
your last statement, because that means I should go back to these
fgures and try to convince you that is not the case. I will not do
it, but merel will say this in conclusion, that the figures we hav,
looked at, which we hay. Aiscussed here this morning indicate that
the small-business man is suffering very greatly under this tight-
money policy. It may be that, in the overall picture, it has to be
done. I am sure, however that the small-business man does not
think so, and I am sure that he is wondering why, under these policies,
he has to suffer when it is apparent that very few of the others, cer-
tainly corporate enterprises and the larger ones, are not suffering.
The high interest rates weigh particularly-heavy on the small-business
man.

So, Mr. Secretary, let me just conclude by putting in the record,
if I may, Mr. Chairman, this statement about the number of applica-
tions which are being made to the Small Business Administration,
which is on page 67 of the final report of the Select Committee on
Small Business of the House of Representatives, which shows that
they are making about 8,000 applications per month but only about
4,060 a year actually were ever approved.

Mr. Secretary, thank you very much.
(The material referred to follows:)
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JXcap rqu#84t9.w d"~WO000 mM
In this committee report, House Report 1045, It Wa stated: uOn the basis of

SA's records submit to his committee, It is estimated that 8BA has received.
IuuuIrie. concerning loans at the rate of about 11,000 par month."

Subsequent to the hearings held by this committee in, March of 1955, which
reqire headmllstretion toretain All correspondence, rcrso nuest et4,,

tIe ?DA ubtte to this committee figures which kidioste that th% mnthy
Innu ries tot oan continued at or about 8000 e month

The decrease from the estimated inqulrois of I1,000 per month to approglmatly
000 per month was caused mainly by- the Intepretat n placed upon Inquirtby

and the additional restrictive proislons appled by SBA persnnel Notil
inuM" were olassiffed, s inquirie for nmnol asltn. Depits thos *,
strotlve Interpretations the rate of inquiries and the differentl of the zwtqlgr of,
appolimtlons permitted o be iled remain high.

It has been the 8BA's pooy, however, to siscourage small business peopib frm
Sling formal applications. 8 A lustruets Its field offlos lo discou te fling.
of an application unless the field oflce thinks the tou i or tO be a rve4,
From pat experience,, moreover, the Aeld oloces have learned that on1$ a few
applications will be approved.

in Its operation through October 31, 1050, the SBA received 11,787 applle.
tIon, These 'applications sueosfully pass d the SBA's screening operations.
SBA authored a net of only 4,511 oFth es applictions. Of this nesper, only'
1,879 were direct loans, committing 8A to 157,330,770. Dlbursements ha
been made on only 897 loans Involving a total disbursement of $36,237,890.',
*, By the definitions of "smal business" under which SBA has operate -iteloSi

program, there are at least 334 million business firms accounting for somnwhee
between one.thirA4 one4alf of a the nonagriqultural business done in the
Nation.

Secretary HuTPiRniiiy. Thank you, sir.
Senator Sau siu.i. I appreciate your courtesy and your willingness

to auswer my questions, and I hope have not been too burdensome
toyu O U•... .

cretay HutM'upIsIY. Thank you,

Senator SMAmu19R. You haye been very helpful to me.
The CnAxJwAN. The committee wiWl adjourn until next Monday at

10 o'clock, and Senator Malone will be recognized at that time.
(Whereupon, at I p. m,, the committee was adjourned until Monday,

July 8, 1967, at 10 a.m.) %
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INVESTIGATION OF THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF:-
THE UNITED STATE

WOlflAT, AM -9, 1087

UrNTXV STrATX8SXNATn,
COMMrnT&N ON FINAMC41

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a. m,, in room 312 v
Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flood; Byrd chairmani
preaaig

Present: Senators Byrd (chairman), Anenon, Martin, Flanders,
Malone, Carson and Bennett. I • I

Also present: Robert P. Mayo, Chid, Analye Staff, Debt Division,
Offic, of the Secretary of the Treasury; C. Dillon Glend'n'ng Deputy
Director Office of International Finance, Department of the Trasury.
Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; and Samuel D. McIwain, sp^U
c o u n s e l .. . . SIP

The.CaAxiAx. The committee will come to order.
Senator Malone is recognized.,
Senator MALONPJ Mr. Chairman, what are the ground tula?, Are

we on a time limit? z '1 ,!
The Cuau. .There is no, time limit, I will say to the Senator

from Nevada. 4 The only limitation is that the Senator, who i. inter,
rogating will not be interrupted. I .1 .

Senator MALON. That is god enough." 1, always Inquire about
the rules, and request they not be changed while I am in there.

The CRAISMAN We'll hope moderatibn will prevail,

STATBIXNT OF HON, GEORGE N. NUXPUIRY, SEOJETARY 01 TH
TREASUBY--Resumed

Senator MALONE. Mr. Chairman, I wish to sy first that I am
sorry Mr. Humpbrey -i leaving the Treasury. I think that, he has
done a fine job with a very bad situation. I think it is a marvelous
job just to keep it running, as a matter of fact.

How the Amerian system, has stood upJ under 24 years of this
beating mi a marvel to most of the folks that I know throughout the
country. Something happens to people when they cometo Wash.
lngton. I cannot define it myself, and I have been coming here for
30 years on different jobs as a private engineer, State engineer of my
State, andnow in the Senate for 11 years and I do not yet know
what it is that happens to people when they breathe this air east of the
Potomac for a year or two. -, 1 9 1 1 ...

Mri Secretary, I am glad to see you, and I am youare leaving.
I have enjoyed your friendship since we have been here.

'4W7
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I am going to ask you a few questions. 8omo may seem very
simple, but the people whom I know are very worried about the
situation. Many of them do not understand the money system. As
a matter of fact, I am not sure anybody really understands it.

It Is like politics. Just about the time someone says they under-
stured all *bout politics, ttey ar defeated, [Laugter.] Aw just
about the t1i10 they say they undrertand all alot money, they go
,broke,, if they are in OWlit 1AIsiteas; and *h' e they understandl all
about money and they are in Governumont, they break the Govern-
ment. As Ion as sonwone picks tip check,

Apparently it is a very twy thing to, make any system work as long
as somebody picks tip th|e check.

Secretary Hummtiy. That Is right.
Senator IAihOt. But you and I were in business for a long time.

I was in it for 30 years before I came here a very much smaller busti.
utes than you were in, but I had to pay the help ald the rent, and knew
that any time I did not, I was not in' business.

It Is a rule of business, of the free economic system that we started
with and I do not think we really have it now, that whenever a man
'ets himself involved to the point where he cannot pay his bills he is
through, We had certain safety values in buuines, we bladroNgr-
sil* abd- b'ankrapty (tirts, -Your usitniso mlid" b ti t, 6ver
And operated.

We have tied down most of the safety valves.
Or course, what happens within a steam engine when you do that,

it explodes. And if you find a piece bigger than a quarter, of anybody
who-has been close to it, it is a miracle.

We used to lot these things take their course; our system operates
coording to the book. I
Now, mce we threw the system out of gear and tied the safety

valves down through picking up the elick for the troubled corpora-
tions everybody seems to stay in business except the Government.
The b;vernment ends up with a deficit.

I am going to ask you first, Secretary Humphrey, just what is
money? What dots it represent? If you have $2 in your pocket or
in a bank, what does it represent?

Soeretai'y Humueentuv. Do you mean )'.dl,, Remewvo nots?
They are promises to pay.

Senator .MALONE. Suppose you had two silver dollars. I know it
is against the law to have gold.

Secretary HUMPHRIY, I do not have 2; I have 1.
Senator MALONE. Well, what does it represent? What can you

do with it?
Secretary HuMPHREy. It is a medium of exchange.
Senator MALONE. Suppose you had $100 in your pocket or in the

bank mi a savings account. What have you done that for?. What
did you put it there for? What does it represent?

Secretary HUMPHREY. It really is, from a practical point of view,
a convenient and easy way of making exchanges of services and goods.

Senator MALONs. It means, then, if you want a quart of milk,
and that used to cost you 7 cents and now it costs 21, does it not,
instead of having to lead the cow alon you can take 21 cents of this
dollar and get a quart of milk- is that td

Secretary HUMIPwnn. Welf, it is a way in which I can render
services and get convenient means of representing the service

408a
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I havewrendered, which I can hold, put -in a bnk for saekeeping, or
carry In my pocket and that I can use to buy that juart f iilk
when I want It. Money is nothing more or les than a owan"ent
way of trading my service for a quartof milk,.

Senator MAIONU. If you want a pair of shoes and they tost $ in
the old day and cost $25 now, or at least 3 times a-mucha they
did then, whatever It Is, Instead of having to become a shoemaker
you can buy the services of the shoemaker for $0 or $26, whatever it is#.
M Secretary HuMPWU, That is right,

8 aStor MA~iotM, And you can do this while you work at yoe
regular Job that you understand.

Secretary HuuPrcusy. That Is rights
Senator MALon,. What it really is, then, you might sal It stored

labor or you are laying up the services you have performed-and got
paid for, and It represents labor.

Secretary IuuimnuY. YM.
Senator MALoKI. Then if it cost you $5 a day to live in the old

days, or $20 now, if you have $20 in the bank you can go a day without
working, and pay tho regular price.

Secretary HIUMPHnRi. That is right.
,Senator MALONN. Well, then, it-is understood, or has been or was

for maybe 145 years, up to 1933 or 1934 that when you stored that
money, a toonti or 0 months or a year lat r, if you had stored $10
in your savings account, that It would still represent $10 in pur-
chasing power.

Secretary HuMpHIWY. Well, that was the idea, and it still Is. But
over periods there have been changes in the relative values.

Senator MALONN. Then if I understand you correctly, in 1933, we
went off the gold standard and started the inflation cycle?

Secretary 1IUMPHifaY. I think so.
Senator M ALONE. People were nervous about the risk of inflation

and the slogan started, "A dollar is a dollar."
Well a dollar Is a dollar only to a banker, is that not about right?

Even iR it will only buy 75 cents worth of goods after 0 months. It
is still a dollar to a banker, because he did not promise any particular
purchasing power of the dollar. He just promised to give the dollar
back in the savings account. But the dollar was not a dollar it the
purchaing power was considered? . -i

Secretary HUMPUlRY. Well, I think that gomig back as far as I a
remember, there have been fluctuations in the prices of commodities
and also fluctuations in the prices of setices. And if I have rendered
service and saved myself up a hundred dollars, one yew it; would
buy more wheat than it would in another year.

Now, it also might have bought more bed, or maybe they all did
not change in the same ratios, but the prices of commodities have
varied somewhat, which of course means that the value, of the dollar
for the exchange for that partial commodity vares with the
surplus or shortage of that commodity.,

senatorr MAoxs; Why do you emphasize that it bought more?
Did it ever buy more since 1984? i

Secretary tmay have bought more, it may la.
bought less.,

Senator MAWNS. Generay, it is les, Is it not? .
Secretary HUM~q . T Of recent times, it has been less.

sun, afd-
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Senator MALoNn. Well, over the entire 24 years time, it has been
s"ghy less, has it not?

Ssitary UvuPuitar. Yes.
Many, many manufactured articles and many things that we have

'today, YOU 96t More value for the dollar than you did 40 yersag.
8ozfaiAtrAO?3 Nowy you are getting into your busns, and I

think you should explain lit, Improved inventions and laboratory
work have held some prices pretty close to the same amount over
the years, But that has beon due to improvement in the manu-

-aotw'e and theless labor in the product, has it not?
Secretary HuMmptav.. That is right, and in the quality of product

that is produced, the kind of a thin you buy.
Senator MAtorNx. What I would like you to keep in mind, some of

these thin about which I am inquiring, I know something about,
and some I do not. But I want a record so that when the folks in the
mines and on the farms, and working it the factories, if they get a
chance to road it, which they have not been doing for a considerable
time, will understand it, so you will understand w hat those questions
are for.

Is it not a fact, then, that when you find a product which has held
its price pretty well over the last, we will say, 24 years, you find a
product which has improved in method of manufacture or producing
it through laboratory experiments and discoveries, and there is less
labor or les material or both goes into the manufacture than formerly,
and in that way they have overcome the inflationary trend?

Secretary HumPtimrY. I think that is right.
Senator MALONX. I did not want the record to give a wrong

imPron 011.
But when you come right down to it, any product today which

has not so improved its method of manufacturing, using less labor and
mimufmctrixing its products at less cost, being a)le to buy at less cost
for the mie reason, then you find about tWeb e the price, do you not?
I E....y Humittay. Well, the other side of that same coin is
this; that a good many products which have increased in price have
vey greatlyincreased in the value that you get.
Let us just take a Ford automobile or a Chevrolet automobile, and

compare it with a model T Ford, and while you pay a good deal more
money for your present car, you get a great deal more value for your
present car. ' . ' v

Senator MALONI, YOU are gtting into a ield, again, where I have
had some experience. The rst oar I ever drove was a model, T
pickup, and it probably traveled farther than those new ones would
go.

What do you get, then, for a man trying to make a living by mov-
ig things from one place to another, out of this now car t"t you
• did not get out of the model T?.

Secretary Huiruvt.. Y Well, I would refer you to an automobile
salesman and let him tell you. [Laughter.) It would be a long story.

Senator MAWNL I have talked to them, too, and I used. ick
automobiles for a long time, until i could not gOt them out of te

T.he last few years, about 20years, I have used Oldsmobiles, a'(
the first one cost me about $2,000 or $1,800; and I priced one a few
days ago with all this nice, up-to.dat4 quipm -, and yoQ know how
muc s $5,700 *

1410
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Now there is not anything they can put on that automobile which

makes It worth $3 700 more than the one I got in 1940 for 62 000.
So something has hAppened to this business, and that Is what I am
trying to find out this morning.

What kind of a money system are we using now? How would you
describe it?

Secretary HuMPualV. I do not know just what you mean.
Senator MA.S. -Well, suppose someone just asked you as they

ask me all the time. It has bon some time since you have Veen o t
there, but you are in back, I undertand, so you W bettor loo
this up. a unughter.]tu a b

What kind of a money system, are we using? Is it a "managed
currency," for example? - :

Secretary HumpuRaY. Well I do not know exactly.
Senator M ALONzi. Do your best to explain It to me.
Secretary HuMpHazy. 'I do not know just what you are driving as.

I just do not ktiow what you mean.
Senator MALONZ. What I am driving at is whether we are running

it on a principle of sound money or is it being managed by somebody
or a board or commission? What is behind the currency, or how do
you regulate the value of the currency?

Secretary HuMPHREY. Well, I do not know just how to answer you,.
Senator.

Senator MALONE. In your own way; put a little horsesense in the
thing. We do not want any of these p at answers.

Scrotary HUMPHJtY. Under your Federal Reserve Act, the issuing'
of money is tinder the control of the Board, and so are the limitations
on credit.
Senator MALONZ. Under the control of who?
Secretary HUMPHRzY. The Federal Reserve Board.
Senator MALoN. The Federal Reserve Board.
Secretary HumPHnRY. I really think, if you want to got into that

sort of thing you are far better off to ask itof Bill Martin.
Senator [ALONE. No. He is too smart. [Laughter.)
I assure you I did not mean that to be funny. I would not know

Mr. Martin if he walked through the door, and I have been hero 11
years. I know you, I know you the second day you were hero. You
are easier to get acquainted wit4, and you have not yet elevated
yourself above ordinary mortals..

You say he controls the monetary system?
Socrotay HuMPmmtEY. No; I do not think he controls it.
Senator Mjox. Who does?
Secretary Husr,.mv. Well, you really have got to get out the.

Federal Reserve Act and road the powers they have.
Senator MAwNI. Did you ever reiod it?
Secretary Huimniav. I have read it.
Senator MAxLopi. I have tried to, but you are in the busie. p
Now tell me about how it is done. Is rt a managed curre"cyt
Secretary fHouPRzy. There are some ways'of expanding and #0.

Senator MALOt4. Then it 0is t m4nagjed currency; is that It?,
Secretary'HviRwuiny continuen ). That are rdleted in the Ou-

rency; yes. " .
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$ ator MAWm. Well what does that "yes" mean to my question?
It s a mana d currency

SecretaryHuMuan. I do not know. It is entirely a managed
wrfency. I do not know just exactly what a managed currency is.
Senator MAlouU. Well----
8ecretary IuMPsnvy. There are, In fact, ways or power-
enaor tp~oxzm. Of manipulating it?

Socrotary HuMPmny (continuing). Powers within the Federal Re-
rve 8ys$em of contracting and expanding the credit.
Senator MALmar. There are ways of manipulating our money; Is

that it?
Secretary HuMPUnz. The net effect of It doen affect the relation-

ahip between currency and goods; yes.
Senator MoLoNS. Well is that not all there is to it?
Secretary Humipaty. I think that-
Senator MALO~z. The ordinary mortal I think, working on the

farm and in the mines or in industry , all he' knows about it Is, he
either has money In his pocket or he has not. And If he has, he canbilly something.secretary ItuMPnRiy. It Is a result, I think--

Senator MALONS. If you can manipulate the purchasing power of
the money, then it is a managed currency.

Secretary; Humuanaur. Within limitations. But I wouldn't call it
manipulation.

Senator MALONE. What are the limitations?
Secretary HumPHRzy. Oh, there are a lot of very definite limita-

tions, Senator, as to just what they can and cannot do in the Federal
Reserve System.

Senator MALONE. What are some of the things they can do?
Secretary HUMP! mIY. Well, they can affect the volume of bank

reserves, they can require greater or lesser bank reserves, which of
course affect the credit, and so they can expand or limit the amount of
credit. There are a number of things which they are authorized to do.

Senator MALONS. What Is something else they can do?
Secretary Humaitwcsv. Well, lot me get--I think the three principal

things from which results flow are the operations of the Open Market
Committee-

Senator MALONE. What is that?
Secretary HUMpnRzy. Well, that is a committee created in the

Federal Reserve System.
Senator MALOXn. Who created it?
Secretary HUMPjREY. The law you did, Congress created it.
Senator MALONE. What year was that?
Secretary HuMPHay. I ave forgotten.
Senator MALONX. Was it 1913, when, the Federal Reserve was

created?
Secretary Huianz:. No It was first organized in the twenties.
Senator MALON, Did Congress create: the Open Market Com-

Secretary HuMpiREY. They operate under that law. You had
better get the law and get it accurately. Let us get the Federal
Reserve law and I can read it..,

Senator MALONE. Does anybody have it?

412
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Secretary Hupugnzy. No. But it you are going to get into that
if you want to get into this sort of thing, I am not part of the Feder-
Reserve System and I do not operate It.

Senator MALONE. Do you operate with them?
Secretary HuMnuanY. Sometimes. We are independent of them.
Senator lALON. What time.? I mean, what are the things on

which you operate with them?
SecretaryJ VHuMHatY. Sometimes we are in agreement as to policies.,

We do not operate with them In the sense that we function with them
or that they function with us.

Senator MALONE. Do you consult with them?
Secretary HuMPuarY. Yes; we do.
Senator MALONE. Do they consult with you?
Secretary HuMPrnEY. Yes.
Senator MALONE. Then you cooperate.
Secretary HUMPHREY. As a matter of fact, we have had a system

by which, as I have explained before, Bill Martin comes over for
lunch every Monday with us, and Randy Burgess goes over there
every week.

Senator MALONE. Bill Martin?Secretary HuMPHREY. That in right. He i. the Chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board. And he usually bring I or 2 of his people.
So that we have a very close relationship with what they are thin kin
and planina.

Senator MiLoN. What is this Open Market Committee; what
does it do?

Secretary HuMPuREy. It is a committee that directs and regulates
the purchase and sale of Government securities, bills, etc. of the
Federal Rcserve banks. The transactions are confined mostly to bills.

Senator MALONE. Bills?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
Senator MALONE. You mean, actually, printed money?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No, no. Treasury bills.
Senator MALONE. What is that?
Secretary HuMPimEY. Ninety-day paper.
Senator MALONE. What is that?
Secretary HuMPmEmY. Treasury 90-day paper.
Senator MALONE. That means a bond
Secretary HUMPHRzY. No; it is a bill. A bill -
Senator MALONE. Explain the difference between a bill and a bond.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, a bond has a much longer term. They

are all promises to pay. They are promises of the Government to
pay, and a bond is a much longer instrument than a note, and a note
is a longer instrument than a certificate. A certificate is sometimes
related to payment of taxes, and a bill is usually a short-term
instrument 90 days, or something of that kind.

Senator UALONz. A bill is 90 days?
Secretary Hum ' Pimar..A bill.
Senator MALOn. It is a vey short term.
Secretary HUMPHmr. That is right.
Senator Mmwxo. And a certificate?
Secretary HuMi RY. They are sometimes related to the paymep

Oftaxe, 1 id they are not over a yea* im tenL

418
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Secretay Rumna~ic. A note ca be anywhere within a range of
I to 4 or 5 years. And bonds ar usually longer term.

Senator MsLoNz. Any term for which a bond might be issued.
Seorotary Huuazy. That is right.
Senator MAo?(. Now-
Secretary HuM .!naY. There is no maic in those determinations

at al. They are sinply the legal terminoog.'
Senator M4Aoxu. 'Ney are bond*--pronuses to pay that can be

changed at the will of the Fede Reserve Board?
Secretary HumpMEI. These are our designations; they are well

understood in the trade.
Senator MALONa. And no, doubt well understood by the banks, but

the ordinary citizen does not understand them very well.
Secretary HUMRuE. Well, anybody who deals in them under-

stands them prettywell.
Senator MALOma. Yes, of course. But the ones who really pay them

do not understand them pretty well.
Secretary HUMPHRrY. Perhaps that Is so,
Senator IALore. Now, taxes, how do you issue a certificate to

pay taxes?
rotary HuMPnrnY. Whatdo you mean by issue?

* Senator M ALONE. You say they are enera issued for taxes.
Secretary HRMPhnay. They are usable for the payment of taxes.

1hey are called tax certificates, and they are ssued so they will fall due
on a future tax payment diato, so that anyone who wants to save up
his money to paMY his taxes at a future date can buy a certificate and
know thatit will be usable for the payment oftxes on the date
when it s due.
'Senator MALONE. It will be redeemable at the time the taxes

are due?
secretary Huiwrnw'r: He can actually pay his taxes with it.

Senator MALONE. It is a meazis of savig money for taxes?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That isright. V
Senator MALONS. What these designations really are, whether they

are bills, certificates or bonds, is a promise to pay, just as if I gave
you a note for a hundred dollars, a promise to.pay at a certain time.

Secretary Humuiazy. They are all promises to pay. They are
IOU's.

Senator MALONE. Yes.
How many of these IOU's is the Government good for now, how

many of them altogether are on the market?,

Secretary BUMPHRE. It is about $273 billion or $274 billion.
Senator MALONU. An extra 8 or 4 ciphers do not mean much

anymore.
Mecretar ymiuitr. Well. [Laughter.]
Senator MALONN. Two hundred and seventythmree or four billion.
Secretary HuvMPauv. Yes.
Senator MASONz. We, i billion more or less does not mean much,

after 24 years of it. f I . I

Secretary HumxnIt. Well, it changes re8 1fe Itiy.
Wait minute, .Iwllg! epree exMoV n T, is only for

June-30. "... *•
Senator MAwNs. You me in 8.days it would chang quite a b0b
Do you have at hand the*ith nmbrof these 4, de rions, the

amount of the 4 desipg-tiOPO that are on the market now
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Secretary Huup u. As of June 30, i can give them to you.
Senator Mtzt. Well, that is good enough for us ordinary .P.6.Seertar HVRzUy. These i~ketable-iruss total $166 bilinft

s a WI 7l.u #t r ea&d ro u nd f res..' k
The bill are $22 billion; the tax anticipation bills and crtificte,

are $22 billion; Treasury notes are $31 billion; Treasry bonds are----
Senator MAwNa. $31 billion?
Secretary HUMPanzY. Yes $31 billion for notes. I am lust taking.

the nearest round figm. Tie actual flgure is $30.973 billion.
Senator MALONx. That is all right.
Secretary HVMWRRUY. The Trasury bonds are, well,' the nearest

round figui is $81 billion. And that will add up to about $15.?'
billion, approximately $1586 billion,

Now then, there is a series in addition to that of nonma'rketable
obligations, so-called which are compose of Treasury bonds such as
investment series ana saving bonds, which total up to $866 billion.Ienator MAioNI. What do you mean by the term "nonmarket..
able"? 'I-, I

Secretary Huminti ty. Well, they are not currently marketable.
A savings bond is, as you know, made out to the holder and it can
be redeemed at the Treasury but it is not a "bearer" bond. Yom
an't sell it in the market. There, are $68 billion of these savings

bonds and investment series bonds, and then there are special iusuew
thai add up to $47 billion, and there Is'also $2 billion of International
Monetary Fund obligations, and other miscellaneous debt that makes.
the total on this sheet, on June' 80, a total, debt of $270.527 billion.
, Senator MALON. In thismanged currency that we have&nd

that is what I understand you to say we are using, is that right? 1,
want toiget it straight. : It is managed within certain limit, and the
limits are the powers given the Federal Reserve Board, is thaitt t

Secretary H luPnnuy. That is right. ,
Senator MALONe. They have the power: to,, or do you have it, or

the combination, to fix the interest on Government bonds that ae
going to be sold, on a urent issue, that a certain issue will bear?

Secretary EUMPERiUY. No. The Treasury names the amount o.
interest that , It proposes to pay. It is rlly -the market that, fix"
theamount of it,

Senator MALW'N. You arrive at that from the market, what you
believe will be absorbed by the market?

Secretary HUMPaRaSY. That it correct.
Senator MALOND. YOU try not tomake it high enough so therevwil

beinovelvetinit. +' i $ ,
Secretary Huumwamx. And'yet high enough so that it will sell, sd

that people will buy. And we have a very accurate criterion of that,
because of the trading in our securities that poes on every day. '.''

The public makes a market in our securities, the buyers and seller
make a market every day and, guided by what that market is, and
taking into account the amount we are tyingto sell and what the
holders a re, and what ues they, have for -the money, and so forth, *'1
try to get a price that is as low as we can pay and still imll our securitiest

SenatorMApoxoz In other words, it is a good deal lik a merhant
*ith goods on his shelves. He had to meet hii market.,

SSeeretar Houruwn . The s thin as lingr cattle
,Snaol M:rr x aeling At what tha market w11 bea ..
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8ewlretary Huvimsmay Somiebody is soili them eveatv dayi, ed if
4 ut yawi prlo too W0 fep4 lW Peasm ' you by and goes
t26, next rahcher,

SenatOt MALOHM. Then It reAlly dependsupn*em ,,t sq,
W IU6.L ateTmu hi not In tradinglnbon~ds to see thocth.

teef tare TreuPRZ. thj fional! meponsibility is with'4 the
Secry of the TrnauZ Wil the a eprovoil of thePresdent.,

8enator.MAW OX , thp, President's opprovis s most autoo,
matio: ilt not?

Secretary JUwvww. go. Is guided largely by the Secretary of the
'b'tiator MuAotru, He would hava to be, with, no .eqwaiweo of. hib

oft and not watching it closely.
U" UM X.It is supposed- to be, the Secretary's job. -

U~wmi The aIt depends oA tho, W"- teity of the seretaryOf theesr to make, the biesttdeal tfor. the Uovornment, that he
can make#

Secretary Humpaftur. That Is right. 1t I.his Judgment.
8enatorAULoxa. Tell me, whatl Ithe-value, the purcasing power

ofNWJ Vjj:dtle us 093"~o we have, those
mxat dates?,
ISenator MAwitu- Or 1938j, bfoVO'all this w&agid currny, had

Ss tarHUPXI I us "a if we Can get the dates.4
Theoonl "Ason for the problem here In because you picked a odd

Senior AL01a I, ws vryodd year, I remember that we
left the sound money starand .4 Invited the low, Wage fowwgncompetition in our mariket..

8ecrtWYHAPXXSma. Itw! WWAn, odd year.
.t~maor V w~xAt vy eventful, you,IUwil ad,,

S""AA0 UUMPaaar. Let us say, that that dollar. vtas worth $1.02
SMAWMAWK., Wat Was it worth 4i.02 compared to What?,Let us take it at 100 cents in 1933 or 1934.

Senatry HtrNx.ar Y esw ae11 t10cet 94
Secretay HUMIRX5T. All right. .,Thun Is would be worth about 4&
Seor MAzON*a, It dosuo lao'elwt i~~io,"

dlw now at48ceits, basdon thevalua n I Ao
seun HUMPUNar. We~In 11939, the @l utr~o ewe

1934 and78 owas -a couple of -vents. T~r a eyltl hn
betweei1 A34 and 1939, soyou caa keithO" thop1yMa.%4Pdou
aaswithiAQOc oUletce t. J011

Senate MAtLOuMMIV Wh& ws the period there whe4Oa $oA,,f1
dolla is,& dolljaO" was a read to sil! t" Ooutry.W W W;;,Vm j*

SIM etar Hurniinv. Well then.was,, vyit.ecl4sp 14 4, you
remember, those wrtepetY1 ;og tilS idSenator MAz~orxe i~o then Iiakokbegato~oatch W11 wMARAi4It not, about that mxne, ead A ~ 4 go

8meitary HuVW"-we' o Ur twam e 193 twIsourtrouible,
We*e Jet u takb It fok the ea etaiod.,



These are all indexes. We will et, O1 rOrGl tf~ O0 9V6
Senator MALooNU+ Will juo tat?
Secretary HuMaPA Y. . How ar do you want aek

8~toy No w aWll as long youap NMOfn t

senator MALooxx. Stmt wU the doI.r worth 0 I9.,1934, and thn let us just flur. outable which W e. .
Secrtry HuMPsIUY.were ewil start with a dollx a 1 Owd atwil o b;& yarm arnd come forward to, d4t ; '.. . /

tor. MALoS, Welloo p b . ,i, ae erly Opt Lgo, Ong
A rO to, ~do the-Aug

s tor x. What I tyin g to have o o
Scro i just what effect ipth a tions ini the prcsogPower

of.the d s on wages ad th thinM we ive, for our own
personal banato, for th wae we sarn, TM wlb patof
objective*..

When did the Treasury c e it. base to 1039 for C oP"'n of
the dollar purphWng value, ratSer than 1933 or 1.0

Sretary HumpaB r. X tivmn'% say Ida. L 't Iknowmwe ovw
used 1934 as a bUsef

Senator MALoNS. You problyqa answer tho by look I P
the records, as to when the chan o base. ,Seretry HupMFmr. T ore is not ,ny a i the base, Yo

ea gt a bae for Ayyesr you want, W) just picked 1939
Senstor MALOIN. kere the I WW in the ase, Mr. eer tary.

They are now alking about 1948, t value of the 3doll% from 4"8.
The mago in the base is that if you took 1955 the value would pr
ably. be 95 oenta, would It not, or some h lk that. That ftIJI0
mama intthebase
.nd all the folks westof the sif you ait I s5 onts,hoy

do not know what you base it on, aadiw1oud like to get somethIn
t ble for companion.
8ieretery HmYMSHRBY. You are tldng about a lo of old people,

It Vou are Wkig about dollars before 1900.
Lnator MALOxI. And so are ou.
Secretary HuMPzRitY. Yes, lou and I would raleember.
Senator MALoin. That is the reason I am asking you bemuse

we as plng to ta youper ma in this job, aId h ihave to
lookatlte rtoor youm .ad.

Secretary Hu minc. That is ri*ht.,
,' Senator MAiom. I am Uyin to makeone for im.ii I think a lot

,of. Mr., Aoderon- and I am vWr gla at mappf ia~qpe 1tin TPur
$acifyouohaveto

~8enatOr MALQ hn ~ tg~~4 un~~wl do
#e best poss 1be job. .

S cre I sa sureof that.S Senator MALwN. And he wil nobe rfqnou the b +,eUd
:vhih has bets our wubl or'lo .time.
money waweeallw at,* -TIw.asuvg tod mapy
did t"h savings to hildI" _,&mAstWp rv*.a ,i
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8ecrotary TUMpltRny, That is right.
Senator MALON. You still think It is'a ood idea?

a HtaryUMPUMRT. I still do.
atr Atown. What happens to a man who saved his, mono
Woedt }atrd to° pit it away Wn the bank, and deprived .blzsotf,

his wife said children of tins the" really wanted in order to'save
what happens to that follow oWi le dollar is worth 48 cents instead
of the IOT oonts when he put it away, Mr. Socretay?

8orotear 1UMPUInY. Wol it jui, means that his Savings will buy
that much less than they wotdd have bought.

Senator MALONx. Lss than half.
Th gave him back a dollar out of the savings ncoount in the

bnk, bt they did not give him the purchasing power by 52 percent.
Sootary lu miuvr. That Is oxactlv right. That in what happens

when yOu got thee OncontrollOd inflations.
"SenatOrUMAoN. Is that what we have had, uncontrolled inflation?S 8ocrotarm Hrunay. It wasn't too well controlled for i number
of Yomr. 'M last 4 years it has boon very modormto,
SenatorMALONN. Well, the table you are going to give me will

show that, will It not? I
&Cretar. HMPurniv. It will show It exactly; yes. I think the

ihovement In the last 4-just very roughly, you can take the table
from 1939, which was the last prewar year, and during those war
Year and continuing on continuing on u nt 1952, the dollar was
just about reduced in half,

Now then, front 1982 on, there has been about 2 cents change or
a little more--it has dropped abo t 2 cents mn years, and ahnost
-al of that has been within thi last year.

(When the foUowing was subsequently submitted it was further
disMsed. See p.

COX414ev prime (low A#e PW'.A..i" power qf (As d*Uwr, 1918 to dcate



Senator MOONS. AS a matter of fast, 4 there not- a considerablelag in the olmgo in the actual purchaing power of the dollr from
the initiation of the causes for te changes in the purchasing power?

Secretary Humpuny. There is a great lag in most of these thng;

Senator MALONx. In other words, when this cheapening of the
dollar's purchasing power actually begins to take effect, how long
before tlat would you say the causes of that deceased purchasing
power were initiated or started?

Secretary IHumatuut. Well, there are a great many causes for thsi
I think the war and the governmental policies from 1939 on probably
bad more to do with It than anything else.

Senator MALONE. Did It have anything to do with it when you
went off the gold standard?

Secretary IIumnIRE. Yes; I think perhaps that had some con.
tributing effect. #.

Senator MOtoNS. How would that contribute to it?
Secretly HUMPIJRUT. Well, this all gets back largely to the confi-

denco that the people have in their money, and how much of it they
save and how much of it they spend, and all those thing. All these
things enter into this whole equation, and it is not any simple answer
You cannot just pick out one thing and say that did it. You have
to consider a great man things.

Senator MALONE. WRt are some of these contributing factors?
Secretary Humpsnax'. I just outlined a number of them.
Senator M.ALONE. Are there any more?
Secretary IPuUpanyN. I think so; yes. I think if you went into it,

you would find lots of contributing causes of various kinds.
Senator MALONE. When we went off the gold standard-we fol.

lowed England off the gold standard in 1933, did we not? I
Secretary HumpIIzY. I really cannot tell you, I cannot remember.
Senator MALONE. Would you look that up and answer it?
Secretary HUMPRHRE. Britain went off in 1931.
Senator MALONE. And we followed in 1933?
Secretary HumPImaIY. In 1933.
Senator MALONE. You might put the dates in, if you will.Another thing---I do want to ask you a minimum of things you have

to look up. I would like to have it answered, however, if you will
check. How many nations were on the god standard in 1931, or
before England went off the gold standard r Do you know now?

Secretary HuMPHavY. No, Out we will find out.
Senator MALONE. You can answer the question for the record.
Secretary HumPHtREY. That is right. We will find out.
Senator MALONE. How many of-them went off the gold standard

before England did, and bow many of them followed
Secretary Hupaawr. Well, we will look It up.
(h.e Secretary subsequently submitted the following: see also pg

So?.
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Senator MALomI Now we have determined we do have a managed
aaivency within the limits set by the Federal Reserve Board and
*itin the limits "et for the Traawury.,

The Trasury .. I understand your testimony, is responsible, 4ot
fInancing the pu~li debt. That is right, is it no?

Secretary IHuMPianny. That is right,
Senator MALoNI. And you have all the latitude you need to fix

the time on the maturn of such bonds or notes or certificates or
bilk, and the Intamet tobGe paid which you think will sell the bonds
or note or certificates, whatever they are

Secrtf Humu'aaa. That is rit
Senator Uttons. So the two of you together have a lot'of latitude

in maaig the currency.

Senator MAwns. You fix the interest.
Secrtary Hvwmar. Well, that really Is not management of the

Senate MAzWozu. t bs manaement. of the curren.. sytem#
SecetryHUWU rI In the Government, Acal OEM rs-
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Senator MALONe. It is managing to sel1 the bonds; fixing the Interest
so they will sell.

Secretary Humntiv. In fiscal affairs we have a good deal of tht.
Senator MALONE. Fiscal affairs and managing the currency is

almost synonymous in this cme; is it not?
Secretary ?UMpvnta, Well, no; I would not think so. I think

they are quite different.
Senator MALONE. You say that the-I think we had better go

back to this business of the Federal Reserve Board, because I am sure
you know more about it than I do, or any of our citizens who try to
make a ivIng the hard way and save a couple of dollar every now
and then, and do not find it profitable, at least from the conversation
I am getting from the country when I go out with the farmers, buck-
Aroos, and cowmen, and I have just come back from a week with them.

Who determines the amount of money in circulation?
Secretary HumPit r. I think that is as a result of the activities

in the province of the Federal Reserve System. You have to include
deposits, too.

Senator MALote. Just how do they determine it, and just how do
they arrange to have more money or 1ca money in ciculation?

Screttu HuMPvBuY. I think you wiU have to ask that from them.
Senator MALONX. Somehow, [ have an idea I am going to get

better answers from you than I will from some of these Federal
Reserve Board people.

Secretary HuMPnitsY. No, Senator. When you get into the tech.
nicalities of the Federal Reserve Systen, I think you ought to ask it
of those witnesses. I am not charged with that responsibility, and I
do not attempt to eozrcmse It in any way.

Senator MALONE. This is the fifth year you have been here; Is It
not?

Secretary HUMPHI&T. Yes.
Senator MALONE. It is I1 years for me. It seems Impoosible.
Secretary HuMPnimy. It is a long time.
Senator MALONE. Then could you give me your idea, how do you

determine the amount of currency that should'be In circulation?
Secretary Humprity. No; I think that----
Senator M~zoNx (continuing). The amount of money in ciroula.

tion?
Secretary HUMPuRzY. When you want to know the technicalities

of the Feeral Reserve Board and the law they operate underI
think you ought ask the Federal Reserve Board.
SentrMALON.. After you ar o, I cannot get you back.Is it Martin who is the &himn
Secretary HuMPanzy. Yes.
Senator MALONS. He is liable to tell me, 'Well, that Is the Tre

uys responsibility," and then I am lost.
Secretary HuMPaRY. Well, you can get me back. I will be here.
Senator MALONe. You are g0 gto ty here?
Secretary Humpxar. Yes, si;Iwill be avi abes long as You

went me.
Senator Muwmr. But this beag may go on, you know, tl eOn

the year.,
Secretary Aywpar, I will come bak' any yu want to k

me questions thiti ought to answer, I wi oom b .
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&nator MAN N. I approolato that moro tin you know.,
You do may tli Fel4ral lteorvo Doir! can dotormino the amount

of moley In c0rulation, and that onos biaek to you finally, because
you have to finance it, and sell bonds, and do the things necesary to
Pt the money.

8wrotarU HuMpiItay. Well, I do not know Just how you moan that,
Sol~aor 4ALUONN. Tho utore iiony we owo---
s$.otr Iu pranr. This-
SonatorALONw, The gonorld Puppositlot hits been lately, it the

;ask 24 years the ore oI owo, the waltior you are, a

Of 0ourso, I tried that ou a banker 25 or 30 oarago, and he cured
me pormanently. But It Is suppostKd that the 6ited Ktatos Is wealth-
er now beca"ui we OWe tore OlnoY r. . ad

Setary llumm utwy, I do not tink you spend yousolf rio and
I do not td1k the more you owo the riomr you aro, nocesarily.

Senator MALONN. I do not, olthlr, but we are just part of the ol
school, ar we no1?

secretary 1IuMr41tmv. I amn afraid so.
Senator M.ALON A. But you want me to get title Information from

Martin. I will do that.
Secretary tvumrnnwv. All the technicalities with resoct to their

Operations I think should properly come from him, not from inc.
Senator MALONN. He does have the power, the Chaimnan of the

Board, that is to say, if the Board ges along with hin---
Socretary IumpnitIAY. No,.
Senator I, Los . If tho lBoard gies along with him.
8jeretary iHuMpuR n. That is just the thing I do not want to got

into and do not watt to give any Imrmlons about. The Federal
Reserve System operates under the Foeral Reserve law, and I amumo
that they do it, that they operate properly under that law. Asar
as I know, they do.

And just how they do it and just the detail of the techniques are his
prper function and not mine.

Senator MAIoNN. The only tbing you are sure of is, you do not
have anything to do with It.

Sec tay Humuamr. I do not; no, sir.
tMAW MAWNW. Well does Congress have anything to do with It?

Somery Humranur. ifos.
Senator Wt.NA. How?
Soeretay Humpunty. They can change the law whenever they

like. They passed the law Wn the first place, and they have amended
it, and they can change it.

Seatr MAWN. But if they do not me fit to amend or change it
at the moment, they have nothing to do with managing It or the
amount of money in iroulation or any of these thlngs about which
you have testified.

! etary Huwmsann. Well, I do not know. You w have to ask
bim about that. I do not know of apy.

Senator MALown. That is r*ht. I do not know of any other.
Now, if the saver we aretalki g about , that eta , t to save

mney for about 140 yem, 145 yro, end then suddel'e to
teCh thelm to spend it and deen on socil security, that soied to6

ut, Ihow +  btt 4he x ers, t opl who'drisnwo as? -W ' O
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The Civil War boys are about aU gono the Sanish-Amoricn War

b ; and the First World War and the Reoond Worl War, and now
Korea, whonover corpOmtiop is, fzied for a&dsabled solder, ora
Heson, old ago or anything else, coapqplng of the mone t an has
the somo offoot, does It not that It has on a saver? I it only buys
48 por.'nt, that Is about tas way t, 14 . TI. pu.rsi power 1a
bon redueod 62 percent .

Soorotary Jlumusituair. Well, Seontor, they are all savos In vargus
forns, whothor you have a savings deposit, or whether you aroptting
yourof a pensaon, or whether you have an Insuranee policy, oI 
whothor you are In a mortgage and loan aMwigtion or q frate Ma
bonofit society. There are nay, many ways of saving and If youth
monoy dopreotatos in vaNlue in rtion to goods between the time you
save I& und the time you spend It, why, you have boon hurt. Ad alH
those people got hurt whe0 tlhn, occurs.

Senator MAJLoNI. Take a family which m an insurance policy on
a boy or rI when they are a year or two old, and they are looking
ahefd to high school and colleue, say 10 yonar, 20 years, before 1939.
or whatever it is, Whou that boy or girl a ready for colgeW, there as
boon donsiderablo question as to whether It will do what they had
pi id to do. I

Secretary iruMPiimY. That is right.
-onator MALoNA . Tie fund would bo 48 percent; 52 percent short.
Sc ucrvtAry 1 umninn. [hat is right.
Senator MALIoi. But the kind ofmonoy that this head of thefamil

paid in all the time, they just do not got that kind of money baCZ
1guplasuz .power.

ocretary -UMPuImay. They have not in the last 20 years.
Sonator MALONx. Do you tink that is good?
Secretary UUMPJ1Y. No, Ido not.
Senator MAONJO. The insurance salesmen over tlhe years, the lot

of them who have worked on me many are suceesaful the moment,
and thon I found what I thought wore better ways of *p"dng it;
even my World War I insurance ; let that go.

But their sales t& as far bak a I cm romenber-a-d suppoe
still i,-was that this Is a method of saviu. money, this mater of
insurance, paid-up insurawce. Is that not right? r , , I I, /

eeretary Humpay, That is right, ,
.SeLr MALON1. In view of wbat has develope4, What o you

think of that method? t * a rSecretay IUr1 I~Y 4i m, satJ, pde ti!.ctory
method of saving money.

Senator MALON18. Sayipg mone,, but what about the' iatLn?
Secretary Husinuwv. It has pivon ?rotectiorl in U~ Metie

and 1t014*xinure is a veryproper thing to have, &n4a o
to have. ,

I8on trMAzoQNx". I think It14s too.
,Would It be better o worse if the iflation were le1

Senator MALOWN. DoyOu w9uldbegoodf ,Secretary 1uHUay. BY,-es air. . , ,

Senator M oj,, You t e taught stiol b~t in
W hington we have deted the obj tvel atIrGi.) U,

$cretary UUM . Well, you did not def a, e 6bjt..
The objiWflve was leeened in value, but it was not defeated.
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Secretar RUMPtURP, TiIs rig4t

Sst to&MA1o*&, Over, tholperid 01 a few yeas. .
If ft keoup- r6etiiW a very famous man one time mae aItw whlc stuck'ihme, because It seemed to hit It on the

"do; '  T ev forgot it. I think Will Roe std, $-T -this keps
up .wo, will Paj the mortgage off with a pooum hides t P

Yinothappen, should it?
Sec ry luernwr, I hope it will not keep u~p: I have tried to

0 ev in It~hought could prevent it, or everytIng I thought wa
rc! 0 do to prevent it and I hope it wil not continue.
Senator MALONY. IteoulA continue could It not?
Secretary HuMrnAtr. It could continue.
Senator MAtosx. And Will Rogers could be proven quite a prophet

In 10 or 1 yoars if it keeps up, could he not?
'Socrotary Humpnny. He could.
SonatOr M ALONU. Is that not the way Germany paid off their

national debt after the First World War?
Secretary HUMI, Ar. They had a very sow .e inflation and de-

prociation of their currency
Senator MAo. It got so It took a whoolbarrow load of It to pay

for a pair of ham and eggs#
Secretary Hum'hnaxy. It got what?
Senator MALONS. It took a wheelbarrow load of their currency to

buy a I*fr of ham and eggs. And thoy Just paid It off by printing the
money, s that not right?

Se6istary Hu&wnsv. I do not remember just what the bonds were
paid off at, but they had avery severe inflation and, of course, that

would depreciate the value of their obllations.
Senator MALONI. I remember after the First World War, there

was an institution set up in New York to sell German bonds. They
had quite a time for thomsolves, but fnally it was all paW oil wit
paper. That Is right; i. it not?

Recretaryllumpany. Idonotrecall..
Senator MALo . Wil I hoped your memory would be better.
yecrery HUMrmmY. did not participate In that organisation

Senator MALoNE. But you do think that as long as this inflation
Ieeps up, the savers and pensioners and people who have paid op
Insurance for 20 or 30 years, are the f orgottn people; are they not?

1Secretary IlUMPutay. They are' dof~y forgotten peol, and
people who an injured..

,Senator MALoNz. They are severely inJurd..
taryjuM ,anazit. rhey are severely injured.

Snttor M ~~oA . Are there, not" many men you know who have
d the active age of being in business, where they. are depending

upon their own energy, past 65-0 70 ypars old, 6veh older, who-have
had to return to be apd try t' augmvent their income/ where
the had saved mono and iU1, have had P Ity nde ,Aesrtamif fie money hadnotN- c.oheipe!'r' ' ::,i ..,,'...

*1r0HuMvznwi. I thi* thst right.'"MiktoY~~m~T ou do MtZtlk tmfodt , ; ,

PJi
~I~vL' i~ ~d I~W ii1.)PP'-) ~i :'Ji
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Senator MALONU. A good deal has been said over the last 24 years
about- the supply of go-ods and services. Under the system we had
for a long time we understood that the supply of goods and services
bance4 itself If you let it alone, on principle, because everyone was
trying to make it work.. If a man is manufacturing monkey wrenches,
and Just could not sell his product, then he out down h output or
got hurt,"

And If he had a service to offer the public, if there were too many
of those servlem, too many people working at It, then be got Into
some other business naturally, if you let him alone.

Who do you think ought to balance this business, the people work
it out themselves under a principle, or should someone in Washington
try to balance these services?

Seceta R UMPaRtny. Well, Senator, I am i very great believer
in the commonsense and the ability of fre Amerljns to look after
themselves, and I think that the more they are permitted to look
After themselves, the better off they will be.

On the other hand, I recognize that there are certain limitations
which should be put on activity of individuals to restrain them from
interfering with the rights of other people.

And Just where you draw that line it is an extremely difficult thing.
I think our tendency has been to draw the line too far up, and to
greatly restrict individual freedom. I think that we have been
hterfering perhaps more than we should, but it is a delicate line to
draw, to preserve for the individual the maximum of individual
freedom, and yet prevent him from treading on the rights of others.

Senator MALW1. Now, on this tread on th rights of others,
do we not have the antitrust law, and do we not have laws on fraud,
and various other method. of preventing people from njuring the
rights of others?

Secretary HuMPxR' y. Yes; we have a lot of them.
Senator MAL on. Well do you believe that we ought to follow

that line, or that we ought to have a setup here in Washnwton, a
chairman of a co o n to d when we have too much money
in creation or too little Wi g in, or se taxed too low or too

o you think that ought to be balanced in Washington by a com.
mission or board, or should WashingtoNs the r Work on
principle and let people create a balance.Secretary HUMPIRI Y. Well, the Government has the responsibility,
it Is a basic responsibilit of the Government, to supply money. The
Government Ii the only place where you can olleet taxes. The
Government must be the taxing authority.

And I do not know how you could turn over the power to tax to the
people or to-

ator MALON.I had not mentionedd that, you understand.
Secretary Humpuayr (continuing).-Or to pfvae sources , or th.

40ngotaor , V iO. Pvas nourued
'Senator MALOND. iad not asked you about"x, hdI
Secretary Huxsur. I thought I was answaing your question.
Senator MAWoNi. No, I do not think so.
I asked you whether or not principles could be set down to prevent

people from taking advantage of other people, pd o a pinciple
im which you could invest youth mosyl you eould 0 Into * eer

425
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Wn busmem and fail if you could not mtJo It or make it if you coujd,
ad not tread on other people's tow. It ha nothing to do wi4
4sao Hum R I W you Mal

SmimtN2 Wonl, we have gotten awOY from that, bave wenot0 , - , ,
Secretary IIumnHRy. Well, to some extent. Whether, "r. said

a minute ago, we have gone too far or not, our tendency, the tendency
in this country, I think, is for the people whenever anything happeDs
that they do not like, to come to Whington .and to try to get it

Senator MALoNs. I wonder how that came about. Congre has
delegated almost everything to boards and commissions.

Secretry Humuanz. I tbluk the tendency is for them to come too
much; that there ought to be les activity or Washington rathieg
than more,

Senator MALoNz. Our people have to come to Washington to deal
with such people to which Congre has delegated it. power. Much
of it -to foreign nations, including, our foreign trade and national
economy.

The dock will be all right. Is your name Burge.?
Mr. GLxNDINNINo. Glendinnm g, sir.
Senator MALONx. Oleadizning. I never met you before, but I

do not want to hold you if you have other business.
There is an item In t~e Vonstitution of the United States--artiola

I, section 8, which says:
The Congrm shall have power to lay and collect taxes, duties, impost. and

And you believe that is where the power ought to be?
Secretary HuMPHRmY. That is right,.
Senator MALoN. It says:
The Congress shall have power .
To borrow money on the credit of the United States.
To regulate oommeroe with foreign nations, and among the several States, 4
You believe that is where it ought to be?'
Secretary Humunaur. Yes sir
Senator MALONx.' You do believe that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, sir.
Senator MALONI. It says:
* * shall have power to establish a uniform rule of natufialstaoU 400

untlorm laws on the subjet of bankruptoles throughout the Vnited Stat..
You believe that?
SZerew HUMPHRAZY. Ye.
Senator M~toiu. And:
To oin money, regulate the value thereof, and ot foreign coin .
Sectetary Huriny., And what?'
Senator MAwN . 1It says that-'an4 f0W' a uple of decades wo

have overlooked it:'.
The congress sha have power to coin "#qe roala t'And

of tlrsignot **
1, W

~~~~~]ay rw~ly ~ .
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Secretary HuMP anY. Yes.
Senator MALONe (continuing). That Is where it ought to be?
Secretary HuM mpimsy. Yes.
Senator 4ALONS. Is that where it is now?
Secretary HuMPnuRy. I think so.
Senator MALONX. Under the laws that we now have, what power

does the Congess have? They have the power to change the law,
but what do they know about what is being done with thewr constltu-
tional responsibility to coin money and fix the value thereof, f they
do not change the law?

Secretv umpanmv. Well, I think they have the same power they
have in all things. The Congrses cannot do everything every day. It
has to provide responsibilities for others, and lmIt those responsibility
ties and activity. And then it has the power to do just what you are
doing now, to call them in and ask them what they have been doing
about it.

Senator MALONe0. That is what this hearing is for, and I hope we do
something about it.

Secretary HuMPHRnr. I hope you soon get to Mr. Martin and see
what you can do about It.Senator MALONS. I intend to ask him, don't worry about that.
But I think you are a little more familiar with the way the country has
been operating. You have not been here in Washigton long enough
to get "Potomac fever," and you stay here another 5 or 6 years and
you will be just like the rest of the officeholders.

I have said this many times, if you do not get back west of the
Potomac River to see the folks who are making a living the hard way,
about 4 or 5 months you begin to believe ts Washington stuff; dO
you not?

S retar HMPuRzy. That is right.
Senator MALONz. That is the reason I rode in the Elko Stampede

and the Reno Rodeo last week with buckaroos and cowmenmi Nevada,
to keep my feet on the ground.

Secretary HuMpimisY. That is right.
Senator MALONS. Through that activity I hear a lot of things people

do not hear in Washington.
I have heard a good deal over the last 24 years about raising taxes,

or manipulating the taxes to balance the purchasing power. Siphoning
off the peoples money to prevent inflation. Did you ever hear of
that procure?

Secretary HuMpnRy. Well, I heard some years ago that people-
there were people who advocated redistribution of wealth, and all
sort of thi, through the taxation system.

I think, mysf, that the purple of taxation is just one thing, just
one, and that is to raise the money to pay the Government's bills
as fairly and equitably from the people as you can possibly do.

Senator MAoxn. And then Conagre should be the one to deter-
mine the amount appropriated.

Secretary HuMipnany. Congress absolutely should determine-and
Congress does determine-how much money can be spent. They
detamine how much money can be collected by paimin a tax law,
and they determine how much money can be spent by appropriations.

Senator MALoNu. I think that used to be te ae. I do not think
Congress had much to do with it in the last 24 years. I have never

427
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noticed, for that length of time, that Congress has changed a White
House-proposed b'dtt over 8 percent..

Secrewy H Rupa.y. Has changed what?
Senator M.LqN,. A proposed budget over 8 percent which comes

from the Whit, House; have you?
Secret tariyH oa asv. I do not know. I have not checked it.
Senator MALONE. You might look up that record, if you will, and
far back as at least under our administration--I say "ours,"

because we are both of the same political faith, but I do not think we
have done very well, either; that is, to change the trend towards
White House control.

I think Con s has adopted a lot of White House policies, in
appropriating thetaxpayers' money, that were never contemplated
under the Constitution of the United States. And I think if we do
not check it within the next 2 years, that the folks will move In and
change the picture.

You might check that statement, if you will, for the.laat 24 years.
Secretary HUMPHUfN. Yes, we can do that.
Senator MALONS (continuing). You have some holdovers in the

Treasury who lived through most of this 24 years.
Secretary HUMPHREY. What is that?
Senator MALONN. You have some holdovers in the Treasury that

have been through most of this for the last 24 years.
Secretary UuMipnY. We have some people who have been there

20 years; yes.
senator MUONx. They can get that information very saily.
Secretary HuMpRJzY. We will see if we can get that.
Senator MALONE. The amount that has come from the Whit.

House recommended to be spent, and the amount actually appro-
rlated by the Congress. Just find out what the percent of difference

Secret HuMPint'm . We can do that.
Senator MALONE. If you can do it for 20 years, I would appreciate it.
Secretary HUMPHRnY. Twenty years. We will try to do it.
(Secretary Humphrey subsequently submitted the following: see

also pap 508.)

CoMeOsaSoNAL Acmox ou BuDoM aSOUSM

I have been told by the Bureau of the Budget that data ae not available which
would compare Presidential budget requests for total new obligationa authority

overa pri~ ofyear wih te awuno o sueh au thosty aot*&y approved, by
Matenal has been published, however, on a comparison of appropriation re.

quests and appropriations by each session of Congrem from 1946 to date. Thi
Information was compiled by the Appropriations Cotumlttees and was published
onpge 110 o the harn ag on "The 844 for 1968" beonrth Reous Appro.
Vritlons Comwottee on Ja-uary 24, 1951.
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Senator MADONJI. Because I do not think Congrem has bad the guts
to take charge of theappropriations for 24 years; they just have not
had it., I am worry.

Secretary Huapinutu. I tink there could, be, a pod deal of tm.
provement in the way in which Congress functions wfih respet to both
Income and outgo, in handligths appropriation '

Seator MALONA. There W*s Fst one kind ot function for Coup...
and that is the vote for oonstitutional proceses. Ther is not any
other kind of a function that I know oL

We are appropriate just about 40 billion a year for national!
defense, are we not?

Secretsr Hutmwuar. Yes; that is about it.
senator ILALow . An average of around $5 bion to $8 Monlio, jo.

direct to foreign powers, does it not, through direct appro i
and our vaious trick financial istitutions lie World Mak xpotm
Import Bank, =4 oh,-; is it not pretty cloe to th amount.
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I Secretary HpMPitzrT. Of oou'se, Senator, those institution bring
their approp rations in and they are gone over in vey great detail.

Senator MALONN. That is right; they bring them in,
Just a general question----
Secretary IRmutwta. They are gone over in very groat detail, by

the Appropriations Committee, for each of those tnstitutions or do
partment of Government,

Senator MALONI. Well, you may remember, I know something
about committee procedure, and I doubt if Congress understands any
of it very well.

I ran ust asking you whether that is not a fact.
Secerey Humpantmy. That what is a fact?
Senator MANowa. That about 5 to 8 billion dollars a year, for the

last 10 ym at least, has gone to foreign nations on one pretext or
another either a loan or gift outright, or material going to them.

1484eer y umPnauy. Or troops in their country,
Senator MALoNs. Just leave troops alone a minute.
Secretary HuMPnmuy. Well-'--
Senator M AiONN. I am talking about that A to 8 billion dollars that

just goes to the nations in loans or gifts.
Srtary HUMPIUIMY. Well, I would have to again check that for

the exact fiuree
Senator MALONI. Would you do that for 10 years, or make it 12

Secretary HuMpittny. We will make it 12 years, mid sy it goes
from 4 to 7, and I would be pretty sure you would be right. You are
close.

Senator MAuao , That Is good enough for me. You have aisworodit.
Secretary HuMpunRy. That would be right close.
SnatorVMAWON. We just. give away, under some pretext oranother---
See&tary IwtMPumnty. Again, I do not think I want to say that we

just give it away. I think we get something for it.
Senator MAoN. What do we get?
Secretar Hump~inta. We get some military protection, quite a lot

of military protection.
Senator MAtOs. That 's what the people are told we get,. Never

thesm, is that all you have to offer, zmi try protection?
Seretair Huupnnny. I think very largely what we get Is what we

hope will be assistance in maintaining our security.
8MtMIO MALON2. Yes.
I notice lately there has been quite a change in attitude of foreign

nations. They ae getting tired of our troops among them, and t
money we are paying out in those countries perhapsis going to keep
certain governments in power; is that not about right?

Seer HUMPBRBY. It may not be in every plaoe.
Senator MALONS. Well now, In our controlled nflation, our oon.

trolled currency, then, we have not quite controlled it yet, explain to
me how the discount rate operates. Who fixes it and how does it

ecreta~y HuvnRay. There again, you ar getting into the Federal
Reserve Board technialties, and I suggest you got, it fm them .
That Is a technical operation of theirs.

48O
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Senator'MAwOu, What Is the rediscount rate and what effect doesit 'have?
Secretary Hvurnany. That is something the Treasury has nothing

to do with,
Senator MAJ, No. What is a rediscount rate? The Treasury must

understand what it isiI
ecret iryHyupj iov. But we have nothing to do with it.

S renteM ALONs. I did not ask you that,
Secretary Humuuoav. That is another witness.
Senator MALom. What is it? I
Secretary HuMPUiuvy. That Is not I.
Senator MAoiWn, What is It? You are the Seetay of the

Treasury of the United States. I did not ask you who manipulates Its
I Just asked you what It ..

Secretary Huram.u', Well, that Is the rate at which the banks cn
borrow from the Federal Reserve.
Senator MALoxR, Then when a bank borrows from the Federal
Reserve, thoy pay a certain Interest rate, is that It?

Secretary {UMpnRRY. That is right.
Senator MALONim. What does it generally run?
Secretary HuMPUIty. They change it, It has run over a very

wide range over a period of time.
Senator ALONs. What ha. It been during the latter period you

have been here? I
Secretary HuminRay. I would have to look it up,
Senator MALONN. Just approximately,
-Sertary leuUPauov, It has gone from a low of 1g to a top of 3

In the last few years.
Senator MALONX, When a bank borrows, buys Government bonds,

what is the modus operandi there? Can they Issue money against a
Government bond? -,

Senator HUMPIRIY. Now Senator I am just sorry, but I am not
going to get into the tohniaities of Federa Reserve Board operation.
You ave them coming here, and I am here for discussion of tf Treas-
ury's activists, and ram just sorry, but I am not going to get into
Federal Reerve operations. You will have to get that from them;

Senator MALOND. I thought you might have leared a little about
It since you have been here.'

Secretary HIUMPURY. No.
Senator MALOND. You can hardly operate separately, can you?
8ocrotary HUMPHAuRY. We are separate
Senator MALONN. Do you not ever talk to each other?,
Secretary HuMpmima, Yes r, we do.
Senator MALONS. Does what they do have anything to do with

vhat you do?
SSee7tary HuMa'wA. We talk to each other.
Senator MALOXz. Porw what they do have any effect on what yotw

need to do?
Secretary Humnuii., Yes, it does.
Senator MALONS. What is it?
Secretary HUxwmURT. They are very closely related with eachother.

** SenatorMALoNI. H w?
it Secretary EUPRwY.s Well,, they, have a, good deal of elect upo"
th& aount of credit availbl; the amount ofi credit availbl hasa
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sheway wesl them.
B-ieatW' MAxwf . IW~tjAradig How do yPwowsM?

mentorr M4LQZ0. Do yuen h r4tAabo
Secetary UvKRX'Wui is creit tha04WAople the gpkz

Senator MALOxN. How?, In ,WwhAY, Zieen, fyuoid~lz
it to me.t~

8ecretar HUMwrnlt5. wellt you ar goulor to get It, frm
Senator. am just sorryi-

Senator MALONu., I &M not 4vre C , tll Ui 1 nIe~ qwl
lUvosoaw y of dodui Wt.

Secrtar lUMlfgar. Will be gla to "Iawr, nyquestions about
6*Te ~sury but 1 oina Potgig to get IWtO WWW;Wn h*~d~a
le"v BOaW.

Senator MALovu.. You- say, youid ~~i~et~ neett1
paid on Government bonds. A

Sooretary HUMBRUY~. That i crnetof 1
senator MALONI. That is yoUr job.

8eceta 1~Uwwair Tat s my. Job#
t4 oyou consult withth 'erlRsavBod

on that point?
Sertary HUPHBUT. I get the benefit 'oft their thnl~about

thins, iad the bonsit of the tbikn of alot of Peopleau i91 1-
Sentor MALONrm. YOU arethe fias judge?,:

ean, before A% uaknguoy mind*
Senora mpwrs uT aete jd
Seaetary HumpH~Y scret
SenatOr MAWOND Do you have anthing t 4:Wilri

the Margin on the stookexhn?
Sears a7HUwxxxT., Not a ting.

Sntr MALONI. Does the Fedea Reserve Boar?
SecrtaY, HUMPH111Y. 1, do, not know whether it is FradVAr4

Senator MAiowlu. I think you know that
BOOMeazylUM'atUY. I have nothing whaer to do wUtl It#

SenatowMx*n..You hav aray to~its about t '~tpart -4 t
80rta7yHUMPRUY. What is that

Senator, Y~~za ou have aed tetfed'you do 4446, t9 lb ut
the jdwalReserve Board doeivcitd 40heyb? '

Senate MAWNR. Then, in your opinion, if oxlmene, p jnat
Whether it is Federal Rawy Bor rWbolver . ca4ern

the m arionthostoo Kchage, the pcnae YqiA~uavO toput up,
whete it be 10 percent or W0 would t&a notc bave om
affect on the amount of stock0),,j o tolaWe tcek ipq '$w ist

extchanges? ,- ; -
Secrt~sr~ux~aST Wel, 1do o bo w'llw Icw

peidit would, or not. Over short pends 0t would. ,& 4
meangea volume is 1r"tt high with hih agia, age Wept
Whhrit wn4 ti.y 216idu 'agm zanwsw ~qpf dw

Wn~ow Woowwr.
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,I 8oMnUat MAWONO.: What has been the latitude of regulation? HUs.
it run from 30 or 40 percent up to 75 or 80 percent? I
".Secretary Huxrgun, That again is there job, -Now, you stck
to the Tra ury, andI will. but, I am not goin to tot bout the
Federal Reserve and their particular functions.

Senator MAwxN. You do not even know what. have been the re.
quiremts? '* I

Secretary HuMPHR'nr. I do not. I do not buy sad sl stocks, and
I do not have-iargi accounts.

Senator MALON1. You are connected with some people who sell
stocks, are younot?

f SeAret*StYMHHuEnS. I do not pay much tetion.
s ell tor LSoa., An you not connetod with me people whosell stock?
,,Secretary HuMpuY. -What Is that?
yhSe tor 'M.aox Are you not connected with some organinaonwhich mHls stock?, , , ,

.idetwy Hum, anr, None whatever.
Senator MAi xim. None whatever?
Secretary Hummn,. No, never dealt with stocks particularly.
Senator MALONE. You never dealt with them you're, but are you

onnected or have you been connected wit Any oporations that
sel stocks?. Bought and sold stocks,no

Senator MALom..I do not. say bought the but sl them for
money to operate on, s4l their stocks on the market.

.ectetay H uM.wBut. They have bought sme and sold some, but
that is not a busAness

Senator MALONe. Is it not on the market?
Secretary Amouiasr, They do It vty al
-&M o ,.k it no on It =6 = the f 0&0 ou not buy

tock and sell it-8ecretwry Hu~muz. That isrih.Senator MA&ONM o (O0Utij). oVft compeas in, which

you are interestedP
Sere7r HvupmPBND That is right.

Senator MALOMM. I could buy the stock, or anyone oould buy it?
Secretary Huinaaa. The. ar quotedI on I theoc uchng •Senator MAONE, That II at.. .

Secretary Humpasy. Oh, yes. But that has nothing to do with

Sn*.to MALONE. No?, I I started, tbuy your, ock, it would
have:somoting to, do with the mar""A"the at"..ony hAO
would have to put up,
,8eCf ,tZ7-HUMUPEUr That would be your prblm.
Se n&t MAw L hen it would be, a litte m -or of a mbe,

Maybe,,"W as o a 40 pet man, than a70,80 percent a ,
8ets y u MarMT. It would depend-
Senator MAWNS. It m .Igt have somethio do with how much

*tock could be p rcWba' i dus.ls, ...

Sena.rALOn. In other wordon, pasiA ee th

wetM qt do es" o an-'os J05
whether it does over long periods, or notI ami not too sure. Sooner

EFT]
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6r later, It gets back to savinp and, of course, total credit outstanding,.
and all of tflose things.

Senator MALONn. We have already goeover that. We can take
the saving way from people pretty easily through inflation, can we
not?

Secretar HuMIunny. You can hurt them.,;
Senator MALo1tu. Continued inflation is a painless operation.
Secretay HVMI'nRIr, You can hurt them.
Senator MALONM . They have been hurt, have they not?
Seortar Rt uepnis. -1think so.
Senator MA wNU. What about the Installment period, the install .

month buying? -That is to say, the period and the amount, Did not
either the Tresasmvr the Federal Reserve have something to do with
that for quite a wile?

8eoretary HuMunmv. Well, they did. There was regulation W
that Was exercised by the Federal Reserve, which could restrict the
amount and restrict the terms. That was repealed after the wa,
and I think properly so. There has been talk about putting it bak,
but I would not'be in favor of putting it back, certainly under preetit
conditions.

There might be times, when it would be advisable. But this gets
back to just what you and I were talking about a few minutes so.,
I think the American people are pretty able to run their own afNus
pretty wisely, and I tnk they area little better jud as to. what
they can, properly owe and what they can properly .buy and what
they can properl*y py, than some burmau here in, Washingto. . , .

Senator MALONaI,18]But have we not taken that out of their, hands
through establishing boards and commissions to make- decisions,, in
stead of operating on a principle?

Secretary HutmwrMI. No. It is strictly in their hands.
Senator MAWo O. Well, just wait until 'finish that 'question.

Maybe you would not want to answer that way.'
In our method of operating now, whom you can chepen money,

and do, continually, yokx can fix the rate of interest, and'do fix it?
Secret Hum, 1pi1ay. Well, I do not fix it.
Senator MALON. A man goes In business-just a minute.
Sectery HyquPsaw. I do not fix. th r for everybody,, Ix

the rate for the Government. . 2 - - I • ' t '
Senator MALQoN. Just a minute. I am not ready yet -for the

You are more familiar than I am, pf course with forming oorpora
tions and oerating them. But if a man g nto btMine, makes up
his mind when he vete out of school or he has worked for somebody
for a long time an d wants to go into business and, borrow meney~tL
do $t, which we eXl had to do to start, andhe knows that it h can
bowow money at 8 parent or 4 percent, his business will be a success,
but aftes he has Invested his money the interest rate oes up is thier
not a tendency to break him?

That is the questioA to yu,
Secretary Huynmasr. TWell, it all depends of course, on how lne

he has borrowed his money for. If heas bori'o hcrt tm, why,
then his money will reflect the--

Senator MALoXU How long can a mas in busine borr mo
fort Jnot the, +a ttyp6areoulAO t thetl ,,

,I j ', ,!, -+ + ,
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Secretary Huurnasr. It depends on how you borrow it. If you

*1 mortgage bonds, you can borrow for 50 year.
Senator MAToNu. H1ow many small people are going to Sell mort-
Secretary HuMIRtaNY. Well, there are comparatively few that can

sell 50-year bonds. There are a good many that can sell 20.year
bonds, 12. and 20-year bonds.

.Senator .M4,oNj. Can a young man going into business, or a man
going in without too much' capital sell any-bonds at an?

Secretary Huronnv. Not until he gets started. You have to
have a reputation, and be established.

Senator MALONS. I am trying to get baok to the fellow in the
grassroots who always thought if he could get a few thousand dollars
together and go to Whe bank and borrow a little money, and go into
business. *1

Is it not generally a very limited time that be am borrow that
mofotr mavsot, Yes, I think that is rit. Whe he is firs

,sttin, that is true.
Senator M~xof. Is It not almost alw o callable?
Secretrv Huminayr. No; I do not thihk so. I think sually it Is

borrowed -for some peiod of time, 6 months or a year.Senator' MAtoxs. Fiveyear, 2 years, 6 months
Secretary HvUMPRay. Two yearsor years, or whatever It may be.
Senator MAsoNs, It Is a short peod. '
Secretary Hunm'raY. It is a reltively short period., • V
Senator M ovA, He has to make tha business pay, or he does not

hat long* I
Secre Humpavy. That is, right. You have got todo that,

whether you are big or little. .
Senator MAtss., That is right., All except the Government. It

print, it.
Secretary HUMPSnzY. That is, we could.
Senator MAwoS. When you come back to a Washi n, job, ar

they have to do is print it. That is right, too, is It not?
SSecretay Hvurm, nzny. Well- - .
-Senator MAoms. If we had a chance of going broke, and I will ge

to that before I am through with you, if there was some system sow
had to raise taxes or sell more b6nds, but could not just print it, It
right help.

Secretary Hxpnavr. Well, of course in a very broad way. What
happw In Germany was--when inflation earnes to theextree and
you finally devalue and start all over, why, that is about the mens thing
for a government, that a b.nkrupkoy Is for an Individual, , , :

Senator MA..N. I think you ae exactly right, and -there s4
mny people in this country who think we are headed for ft,- They
do not thEnk we Intend to psy -thes bonds at all.

secretaryy H Xmm1,v ihop that will never be true.
Senator MALONE. So do I But we certainly have shown nodisption to payany of them sofar. Webrougtyouhetosell

bonds fast enough to keep us out of bankruptcy, just kesp selling
them as fat as we* an sed it;is 'that not about right?

Secretary HVWmfnuR. Well wle have not mademuch reduction in
OVr 4&4taWV w0 ms~ lltie " .u ys, h&v. got .o 'st
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Senator MALN5 I remember there waso-,
Secretary HUMRar. You know the first thing you have got to

dols balance your, budget,. We balanced a couple of them, and we
have got another one In prophet. We paid a little bit on the debt.W* haveM least MAad tWLt.--

Senator Matzptjs I remember that on three different occasions
here we raised the national debt in this Committee. I did not vote
for Wt

8eerty Iuw'uyar, That is quite a lot better to be started in
the right reaction than to be going on the wrong read.

snator MALONO. I think you ar riBht. But we have been awfully
nervous about it, have we nottSecrew~drY HUdFKRST. WQ]--

Senator MALoNe. A little bit like a man with the D. T,'e, he goe
one way a while and then the other. That is about right, is It not?

Scritay Huu~anav. Well, I think we made a little progps.
Seastor MALONS. I think you have done a marvelous job with

the thing youte with, whieh as lanpoable Job to start with,
and you knew it when you took it. I think that is prot.bly one

mason you have stood about all of It you can, and I do not blame you.
Do you believe-and I note that there are several talking about it;

even the President mentioned it a few days ago-that if this
goet ay worse and labor insisted on more wages and he steel como

%Mies in W"ted on more or higher prios, .and ev.yting went ao-
cordingly we might have to put, on a pran frees.? WMat do you
think of leat?

S ecreta~r SUMansy. I would bope very much indeed that we
would not have to do that, I think if the country was plunged into,
wr, ome great catastrophe of that kind, tbtwe should "mediaty
do 80

I bdieve, in the event of a war, in an mediate freese of overytlhn,
right tcrom the board, and then very modest adjustment from time
tO time

And. I think we probably, looking back on it, and this is second
powg We TRbaby would not owe so much money as we do today

il we h done it previously and done It sooner. But that, of course,
invoves tbe aLU.y to get stdone, and awhole lot of Wags that make
It difficult to do lust what you would like to do,

SentorMALe.Well now, whenyou, ave, in, an e xtreme emery.
agency, and I agree with you we woul call it an extreme emergey
when we go to war, some of us go to warj: some of us do sometMng
ele, everyone akes a, sacrife, -we undmteandt , and you .fres

prices. 0ou do, it so tha it 46os, not become lopsidecd, when w"p
would be all out, o proportion or the p~rie o~estwamai" sniowammodty
be out of proportion.

Secr~aaHuaaew.That is righk
'Senator MALwNe. You do it for thateson;4o you not?
Seretary Rummamair. That Js., r ght., Iyo who6 MeOey JM-e to

8e"at"a Miwxn.. Do you believe ii'ixing-pre M peacetime?
~~ItSXF *mPBRy. I1 do not.

sento MANI., o:you thank that goodp o. can 1*
saw 1W zisPriemilkfroeaIwo

o nit Ro4~.
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Senator MAWNM. When you fix prioe In Peacetimeniw, Hke right
AoWj and you just Sy: "You must not have higher wa , regard-
less of what happens through inflated prices, you must, not ras the
price of any commodity on your shelves or wbleh you are manufao-
turing," is It not a good deal like putting your fi r on the snout nf
a teakettle without putting the fire out under It?

Secrecy uMPhirY. 7 think it is ver much like it.
Senator MALoS. You know It is gihg to explode or burn your

finger off, ony you do not know when; Is that it?
Secretary IM IstT. It is, when you first start, a long road.
Senator MALONU. Is It not an acknowledgment Of failure, i a way,

of your system?
Secretary HvM'prnr. You are talking about just In ordnay times?
Senator MALONX. POeetlme just like today.
Secretary HuMPiunY. Yes; I (Jink it would be.
Senator MALoNx. You think it would bean acknowledgment of the

failure of the system?
fSeeretwT H vupesuv. To do It today. ye, sir.
Senator MAOM3. Now, then If you Iileve that if we quit trying

to balance the system whether It is the Federal Reserve Board or the
Treasury-whatover the Federal Reserve Board does to augment this
inflation naturally you have to meet it with your Interest rates; do
you noty

Secrota wy HumpInu. That Is right.
Senator MALONS. SO you are helpless; are yolk not? In fixing

Interest rates, you have to take what the market provides.
Secretary Hvurnny. We hAve to take wit the market will

provide.
Senator MALOXI. You will pay the interst on Govenment bonds

that the vAfovwll bear; Is that not About It?-
Secretary HuMpnaY. Thatsrigjt.
Senator MAtUon. I am not convinced, by any means, yet that the

dollar is worth 48 centa on the basis of 1934.. 1 hope I will have
further opportunity tojo into it. I think the purchs"ng ower of
the doll based on 193 nexrer 83 eentth .48 enter. The men
working W the- mines the manufacturing institutions, the $& or
#a&Iay man in 1933-.4, thmatn has tomke $16 adaynow to live
in the Same way?

Secretary HumIWRaY. That is right.Be- torMALOre. Now the has to make $15 or P1,, doe he not, to
do. the same bobf

Secretary vumm .l think it Is in that order.l
Senator MALOS. I, for one, do not think yu van start on any pst

tioular strataor peaonstetoplsaIlafitone ., e ,I - '41 %
Youhbear People say, "Ueri ar the steel oompaas.. They ,

ot~to hav I" more a ton, and that is going to oause tnulatkon.1
You hear people sy, jsf you eould Fust old *wo ad never let

them, be aise, why, If aton would be stopped."
"But those people do not *to to think tWt the burd then would

be on one o f W ty are aeF to do ifnd a itpe
to dump the load. atu yIo oouldo irase wages to ineet
this inffaton so ho ouldW 1i in the eme kind of house or
keep' eat'ng, the - ,p nflttIozi fo a while, but it, is

Is ongil 60elas of Poo*i. , " I
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I do not know the steelbusiness. You have been in it for a long
.time. I do not know whether the $6 a ton increase is justified or not.
.But I know there are some pretty smart people in that business, and
they know that to sell steel they lave to meet the market,

What do you think about holding labor at one set prise, regardless
of what inflation does to stel or a bottle of milk, or anything els?
Do you think that can be done?

8eeretay Huemiazy. I do not think that arbitrary controls m any
segment of the moiety winoperate advantage usly. I think if yop
start it in one pac you will have to follow through in many, many
more, and I "44 ao not believe that In, peacetnie it wII work, no
matter what you do. I

Senator MALoJmI. In other words you cannot stop with controlling
one part of the economy.

.e ntary HuMPuRzY. And certainly if you did, you would destroy,
f yu put it in broadly enough to make it effective, you would destroy
our Needom of choice which% the heritap of the American citizen.

Senator MALON3. But when you stt-I think you said something
very significant there, in Washington they get to thinking if they could
fjustiU this one little thing, everything would be all right, but there

no stopping place.
Sectary RUMPUtR5Y. They cannot do that.
Senator MALONS. If they fix one thing, it leads to fixing something

else; does it not?
Secretary Huvtwsy. That is right.
Senator MALOS. So you finally ave to take over the whole thing,

and then it explodes in your face; "a that not about right?
S tary tlUMPURzy. Then you have another system.
Senator tAToN. We have been edging closer to that other system

during the lst 24 years, I think; do you not? We made a rather good
approach.

Seetary HUMPaaB. Well, I think we both agree that, as I said
a few minutes agO,,we have pt to watch our step se we do not
enroaa that we do not neelessly encroach, on individual freedom
In order to protect the rghto of other people.

e MALON. We yoknow Mr. Bulganin and Mr. Khrush-Chey, In an interview I had thX them in A _Mid a very sipnflo, t
thing to me, because we have had people i our country, and soi
have them, who think the Socialist system is pretty good, or at least
a touch of socialism, sort of produ4cmg for consumption, and that sort,
of thing, and holding down the pnco of various materials.

But what Bulgan. aid was this: Z asked him, because they C I 0a
theirs the 16 Soiali#& Republics, if you will remember, and IUslid,

wou youtell me dferezc tweti A I-&
H sadTI w1 be to." He seid, "We do nor have

pure.ommun 1sM. We have a So.ialiet form of government "
And I asked him what the difference was ana e said, "'&a§i,,Wi

is the fret stept, communYP, Toflrst lays *on
Said, "What is thedifrne"7J

4 e Wo ai "Under soc ialim, you work according to, your Ab4i0y
and get paid acowrdin to your work," 7Mo said, 11tder commipp
pm oonm m, which i our obj0tv,ad it ;qi ht' "e *m*4e

/ a
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before we reach it, you wprk according to your ability and get paid
according to your needs."

That s the rosy future they hold in front of teioi0 ]people.
So the ideal system, of course is that everybody would have

,ever yhghe needs for the work 6 can do, And under pure com-
munts, he would work according to his ability, and have everything
he needed. Under socialism, the firt step, he would work according
to his ability and get paid according to his work

Do you go along with that d Don?
8etaryu awUMrY. I do not want either one of them. [Laughter.J
Senator M&Lz~o. If we keep up what we are doing, I have news for

you .aughter,,we mzay wake up with the kind of government we think
me Aa fighting.

You motionedd something about the hair-ourli g business that
we might have a depression in this country if we just keep on thow
way we are going. What did you say about that?

Secretary HUMPBimY. Wel, what I said was that if we kept on
letting our expenditures get further and further out of control over a
long enough period of tine, if we did not handle our ial affairs in an
intfli t way, that we would got into a depremon which would curl
your uair.

Senator MALoNx. What do you think is going to happen if we have a
depression-just a nice little one, now, that would probably make that

-one in 1929 look like a pup-what do you think would hppen to our
form of government?

Secretary HuNPEmRY. I do not know. I do not see anything which
would make you anticipate that you would have a 1929 catastrophe
or a 1930 depression. ' would hope that we had learned enough to
not have that sort of thing happen agai. 41.

Senator MAwri. What have we learned which would prevent it?
secretary Humtaau. I think the first thing we have [eaned, and

I think perhaps the most importat, is to attempt to avoid excesses
on the up side so that we do not have to have them corrected by such
wide excesses on the down side,

I think that John L. Sullivan said, "The bigger they come, the
harder they tall." The hig you go, the further down it is.

Senator M O W, are 'iOer now than we bove ever been; e,
we not?

Sectetory Uuvx'mwr. Noknoeasarily, no. We are not higher now
from the point of view of excesses. We are higher involumes in m ythings, but not in exesses. It is the exces that get youIinto tobl.

k-8onAtOu MALONi., What do you call excesses?
fkq'soe ta uPa B. Well, excssive inventories, excessive spen4-
Ing Inkl_ samp, 4l the thigs that Inake nbalnces,.

senator Mu~ox*. Zxoessive savings?,
1080tr'upay No., L ack Of savng.

: Secretary. UHVrWX -The ae that you get in %ur econ-
Omy, wide imbalances.

Now, we do not have existing today. shexcesse tt meko for
4&v*errweston,I do not believe,.°axdI think tbat if we ci. avoid, if
we can be smart enough to avoid, the, aetmwlation of those great

,wse,, that wemdo not ly_ U* ground kork .or Su evere reacton.
v, O~tes M~.;o . W-IV st tkl. uVI 03b *0inVentMrq q~sioub

TeInventory on 4.io Wka"Or p~hligb As4004
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Soertaw H~I~PEvey. -No* It Is not bad.
Senator VALOt.S, It Is not bad at alI
Soreta" R VUPttMatrn . No.
8onator UALOR, Ro* about the inventory on farm product ?,
Secretary Humptauv. That Is a problem we have not yet found the

riht solution for. What it Is I do not know. But I think that any
Olus Includitg the farmers themselves, will agree that we have not
found the riah solution for that problem yet.

SenatorMALoNU. Well, without going too far into the Inventorie
do you think the stock exchange right now reflects the true value of
allthe major stocks?

Secretary HumPnny. Well, there Is just one thing I am sure about
on the stock exchange, what Mr. Morgan said. He knew quite a lot
about It, a lot more 'rhan I know. He said the one thing he was sure
about was that it would fluctuate. [Laughter.]

Senator MALomn. I suppose Mr. Morgan learned something about
It in 1929. He did not seem to be hurt too much you know, it 1929.

After 1929, I was talking to some people in Rew York one time,
including some newspaper people. I was the State engineer of my
State then, and I said "Tell me how you got hurt. You are here
right under the gun. Thoso of us 3,000 miles away, I cn understand
how we got hurt."

Tie flow looked kind of thoughtful for a minute, and he said,
"We thought It was going to happen the next morning, and it hap.
penod the night before." [Laughter.

You remember, and I know you do I know many people who went
into that stock market, like they are doing now, and got out of itl and
put the money in the bank because they knew it was unsound, and
then just could not stand it and got back In It because it did not happen
when they thought it would, and it caught most of them finally.

They all know it was an unnatural thing, as they know now, but the
next morning and the night before makes a lot of differone , does it
not?

Secretary Humpintax. It makes a lot of differne. ./
Senator MALoriz. And all of our public officials in office in 1929

were the most popular in the world. And the next morning, you
ould not elect one of them dogeatcher in the Ozark., and could not

since that time.
So popularity is not a very good indication In thi situation.
Secretary I nwemmy. It Is not a very good guide.
SonasorMALONS. It Is not a ver good gude.
If we allow prices and the suppy of go to take their natural

course, that you believe to be the crtrin of what prices should be,
to determine themselves in the long run through competition?

SeeetayHuannw. I think over a peod they will.
Senator MATONS. Well now, what about our inre eent abroad?

We have a system now that has resulted in quite a lot of investment
abroad, do we not? Is not the parent system conducive to ending
American capital abroad?

Secretary H unas. Yes.
Senator MALOm3 (continuing). To enooursging Investments abar?
SemierY MPt~vww. Yes.
SeAtor1MALONm., What is the system that seem to eaourap

Americanmoney to go oad now, rathe th invatg th-aMoeY
here? Just wbaicshit itvotiizt *broad? rw mHvi "Ail

AAA
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Secretary HJuMPnlY, Well, there are s great many factors. In
one cas, there are a good many American concerns whih are muccew.
ful here which are expanding their markets by putting in plants or
stores In foreign countries, so that they can reach a broader market.

There Is another group of people who are interested in natural
resources, and who are finding natural resources in various places
around the world who go there to develop them. There are parts of
the world which fiave natural resources which have not boon combed
over quite as closely as a good part of our own country, although I
personally think thor' aro a lot of resources In this country which
have not been dovelop,0l yet, that can be.

But there are-you can point to a number of very large and fine
deposit, of natural resources, and one of them, of course, and the
largest investment that goes from America around the world, Is the
oilbusiness. I think there is probably more money In oil around tho
world In various places than probably any one single thing you can
think of

So there are many reasons why there has been American investment
in various countries elsewhere in the world, different objectives
that--

Senator MALOmJ. These investments abroad In a good many ossd
are made to produce goods to bring into this oountry?

Secretary Humpnfrny. In some cases to bring them here, but Wn
other cases to expand market. and develop markets elsewhere.

Senator MArian. How do we exand our market. with these foreign
investmnts? You put In a plant In Englad or 4cotland or in Japan
you use the cheaper labor there, so that the cost of labor is balanced
against the market or the amount you can got for the goods, and then
you can sell them there, when you use their labor, at a lower cost?

Secretary Humpnnzy. Well, not necesarily. Let us take--thjer
are all sorts of things. Sometimes that is true. Other time it- is
not true. I

Take a Sears, Roebuck store. It Is a good place to have a Sears,
Roebuck store na Chicago or Washington. It is also a good place to
have it in some big foreign city.

Senator MALOs. Yes. I found several of them in foreign countries.
Secretary HUMPiEtsy. You find them most anywhere you go. You

find them In a lot of places.
Senator MALON. And, generally speaking, as soon as our American

Investors can establish the production of the material there, they sell
to the local people and ship their goods to our American market, do
they not?

Soeoretay HUMpYn'. Sure.
Senator MALONE. I found a Seans Roebuck store in Venezuela.

I expect we find them, like General Votors and Ford, you find them
in many countries.

Secretary HuManitRr. That is right.
Senator MALONZ. But they are selling a product which they

manufacture there with the loca low-cost labor, sellg it to the loal
people and also importing the goods into the American market.

Secretary HUMPaREY. Well, sometimes the7 make it there, and
sometimes it is parts shipped from here, and it i whatever happens to
fit the circumstances.

Senator MALONE. But is it not a fact that most of the stuff shipped
from here into foreign countries, that the respective foreign country

9eU8-41----5t
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charges duties or tariffs to prevent imports of the materials they
manufacture?

Sotetry HuMnn _. I do not think you can generalize too much
on it. I fink that Is true in some cases, and I think in other cases it
is not.

Senator MALosE. Well, do you have any case in mind where it
b not?

Secretary HumAeuwy. Yes. Our export trade has gone up a good
deal, and we have a large export trade from this country, moving
around in other countries of the world.

Senator MALONE. What do you call export trade? Do you call it
export trade when we give them the money to buy our goods or give
them our surplus agricultural products at below our cost?

Secretary Jiu~mpwwy. Well, of course, it is export trade, but in
that-

Senator MALONE. It is not very profitable, is it?
Secretary HUMPuRIY. In that situation it is a subsidized export.
Senator MALONE. And not very profitable.
Secretary HuMvuitzY. Well-
Senator MALONE. Except for the fellow who sells. It is not very

profitable for the taxpayers here, is it?
Secretary HUMPURnEY. I do not know. I think you have to-again,

you cannot generalize entirely, I think.
Senator MALON . If I had the time, I would like to particularize.
Secretary HUMPnHREy. You have protective tariffs against goods

comic in, to maintain some business at home, and subsid~izig of
exports to some extent for the maintenance of development at home
to go abroad.
r1 think you have got to be pretty careful. I do not think you can

generalize very well about it.
Senator MMoN. Who do you think ought to determine our im-

ports? Do you think some bureau here in Washington should de-
termine what ought to be imported, or do you think tere ought to be
a principle established by Conpen?

8ecrctary HUMPHREY. I think as largely as possible, the ground
rules should be adopted by the Congress, after very full discussion
and debate.

Senator Mo~sz. I agree with you.
Secretary HuMPHnEY. Then, ofcourse, you have to have adminis-

trative functions to carry it out.
Senator MALoNE. But to carry out a principle established by

Congress, and not to put it m the hauds of the executive or a State
Department, is that it?

Secretary HumPHRaY. Just where you break off in the handling of
every detail, as to what is discretion and what is detail, that becomes
a practical matter in each case as to how you want to handle it.

Senator MALONE. Do you know w" at it costs to send an American
automobile ito England, for example? I can go into detail if you
insist.

Secretary HUMPIWAY. No; I do not know.
Senator MALON1. You do not know. I do. It eosts 56 percent

of the cost of the car. So not many of them go, except to the anbasa-
dors and other officials. England protects her workingmen's jobs
and investors.
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Secretary HuMPimiEY. Yes.
Sonator MAoNN. Who have some way of getting the money to

buy the cars tere.
3ecrotary HuMPmuy. Yes.

rScnator MALONa. Thirty-five percent of the cost is taxes, and 20
peent tariff. We have a 10 percent tariff to.bring an English car
here, and of course as you know, we are importing alot of them now.'

I see General Motors is starting to import their cars from their
foreign factories now. They say it is self-defense. I suppose it is.

I could tell you more about American capital invested in foreign
cheap labor countries and selling in our American market under our
virtually free-trade arrangement.

Secretary HumPHPxicY. Well, that really is not quite Treasury busi.
noss, either.

'8enator MALON. Well, it is your business to collect the tariffs.
Senator HuMPuSaY. It is our business to collect, that is right.
Senator MALONE. I remember you had what you called a customs

simplification bill here, when what it really meant was a changing of
classifications, resulting in lowering of the tariffs. I denounced it at
the time.

Secretary HuMpHncy. Well, do you think it is more than we esti.
mated? We estimated it would be a very, relatively, small amount.

Senator MALONE. The small amount is enough to make the differ-
ence, the difference in the wages and the cost of doing business here
and abroad should be the criterion, and when you tinker with that
balance, there is only one organization that knowshow to take the profit
out of cheap foreign labor at the waters edge, and that is the Tariff
Commission. But you took it away from the Tariff Commission in
the 1934 Trade Agreements Act and continued the principle in your
customs simplification bill.

We could go over that again. We did go over that with you at the
time.

Secretary HuMPitnY. That is right.
Senator MALONz. And Mr. Rose your assistant was here.
Secretary HumupaaY. That is right.
Senator MALON. And the record roads bettor now, which we made.

at that time, than it did at the time we made it, because it is now,
coming to. pass-increased imports as a result of your Cuistoms
Simplification Act.

So whenjou go below, whether I percent or 2 percent or 20 percent
of that d erence in effective wages and the cost of doing business
here and abroad, you have done away with your industry hen if
they cannot reduce wages and costs to meet the foreign prices, have
you not?

Secretary HUMPHRaY. Well, if you cannot meet the prices here,
why, they are going to sell the foreign product, that is all there is to it.

eator MALONE. Have you any idea they can meet the prices
het on textiles, for example with 15 cents an hour labor i Japan
with our machinery installed by American investors?

Secretary HUMPhReY. Of course, the higher you go into gods that
require a high percentage of labor, the greater tbe disparity becomes.

Senator MALONE. I think that is a good remark just to let stay o
the record.
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Now Mr Secretary, in response to a letter to me doted Juno 28,
siged b; Mr. Burges&--s Mr, Burgto horo?

Secetary vurMiutitY. No, he is not, but he will be up. I believe
he is the next witness Mr. Chairman.

Senator MALONX. Dos he know anything that you do not know?
Secretary Hritrmuty. Yes; I ti nk he does, a groat deal.

[Laughtr.J
SMistorMALotra, You have boon associating with him quite a

while now, have you not?
Secretary H umiutty. I an not a very good student I fear.
Senator MALomN. Anyway, the letter was signed by in, but mine

was addro sed to you. I talked to you on the phone a time or two.
Secretary tiMipuRRiy, You probably asked for something that he

knows more about than I do.
Senator MALONN. I think that prevails in Washington. One of the

greatest harms, in ny opinion, one of the terrible t things done to this
country, Is when they sold its on a bill of goods that there are definite
answers to all economic problems.

You and I know there are not definite answers to them unless
somebody pitiks up the cheek. So far It has boon the taxpayer. You
agree with that, do you not?

Secretary Huw', tur. I tvre pretty much.
Senator MALoiN. I am sure you do, or you would not still be in

bus iess.
Hero in it table v.y interesting to me, table 1, United States gold

stock, monetary gold requirements, and foreign dollar holdings in
1934 to 1957.

Do you have a oopy of the table there?
Secretary HVMPHIUY. Lot's see.
Senator IMALONs. The letter was dated June 28.
Wait a minute. May 29, a month earlier.
Secretary Hu'mpaz. I have got May 22.
Senator MALOZ4N. May 22? May 29. I think this was the last

one. The first letter did not give me the answer.
Anyway, in any case, this is my question, very simply: The table

shows from 1934 to 196 and to March 1957, for each year the United
States gold stock in one column, United States monetary gold reserve
requirements in another column, total foreign dollar 'holdings in
another column, and the foreign official short-term dollar holdings.

My question: First, how much gold do we have that is owned by
the united States, in Fort Knox and the Denver Mint, or wherever
it may be stored, and In New York, and all such depositories? How
much gold do we have in storage?

Secretary b muwa. Now?
SenatorMA~oxa. Right now; that is,- March 1957.
Secretary HuMPHazy. In March of 1957, I think I have the same

table now that you have---
S nator MALONE. Yes, I an sure you do, or I would have told you

It is $22.406 billion; is that right?
Sorstsy HM"PREaY. That is right. That is the same table.
SenatorM ALONS. Is that right?
.Crta HuPmnwY. Yes.

SenatorM ALONE. Now, the next column, then, United States
monetary gold reserve requirements, shows $11.761 billion. What
does that meant

AAA
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Secretary 11vUiitRzy. Well, there is, under present law, a require-
mont of 25 percent gold reserve against the outstanding currency and
deposits of the Federal Reserve banks and this is that figure,

Senttor MALOpoG. That is oneofourth.
Now then, how much money Is there, then, in circulation, actually,

at tho present time?
8ocrot.ry Ilumanr. Wall, it would be up to four time this, on

the 1)8r of the currency that has to be protected in this way.
Let me see if I do not have the exact figure here.
The currency, the currency alone outside of banks, is $27.4 billion

outstanding on April 24.
Senator M ALOl .In current, what does that ropresnt,.what b

that, actually? I that printed money?
Seorotarj if umtuntoy. That is printed money and coins; printed

Molloy andcoins.
Senator MALOuA. That is the folding money and the silver, is that

it?
Sooretary HuMpunRy. That b right.
Senator MALONW. Because there is no gold in circulation,
Secretary ItUMpunIoY. Silver, copper, nickel,
Senator MALONS. Copper yes. Could you separate It for met
Secretary 1luMunuay Wefb, I think I con yes, sir.
$26.856 billion are printed notes " of April 80'1067.
Sonstor MALoNK. That Is the folding money, the little bills that we

carry around?
Secretary Humtav. That is right.
And the coin is $4.631 billion. Well now, wait a minute. There

are some in silver certificates there are some dollar bills in there.
Silver cortiflcates are $2 billon-the Federal Reserve certificates are

$25.855 billion.
Senator MALON. Federal Reserve.
Secretary HUMany. Then the silver certificates a $2.100

billion.
I think all the rest practically all the rest, are coins. There are

some old national banknotes, and minor items, but about $2 billion in
coins.

Senator MALONI. How much of that is in silver coin?
Secretary IIUMIuU0Y. Standard silver dollar, are only $2W0 million.
Senator MALONI. Then there are some---
Secretary T{unRPy. There are subsidiary silver coiws of $1.801

billion. I suppose those are the small coins, dim. and lvre and
quarter, and so on.

Senator MAONN. Yes.
Secretary HuMxaiY. So it would be altogther, including the

dollars, it would be about $1.5 billion of river cows.
Senator MAWONoN. Those dollar bills and silver oertiloate., did you

mytere were $2.100 billion? rigt.Scotwry Hvuptar. Thatisrgt
Senator MAoNs. That you can tke to the bank window *ad Vt

silver; can you not?
8 retard Humpmaaiv That Is rWght.

Senator MALONI It iS not a t the law to have sva., bt it
is against the law to have ld is that rightt

Skretay urmar.Tht right,
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Senator MA oNI Does this $22.406 billion of United States gold
stock represent all of the amount in the various depositories of the
country owned by the Government?

Secretary HUImRaIwY, I believe so.
Senator MALONs. At least stored by the Government,
Secrets UJMPHiIINY. Yes.
Senar MALON. That includes what, besides Fort Knox? Where

dojou have money stored gold stored?
seretary HUMPaT7. 'here are a number of places where we

have It,
Senator MAtWNS. Denver Mint?
8ecre HuMituarT, We have it in mints and assay offices.
Senator MALOUre. Would you get me a list, and the amounts?
Seenr HUM'IIN'r. Of where It is?
Senator ALONu. Yes.
Secretary HUMPiUtUy. Of vaults in Now York, and all over? Yes;

we can get you a list,
( etar Humphrey subsequently submitted the following; see

low basc asee of J , 50, ?00
Now York &my offes ........... $ ....... .. 8S lO,2868 70

United 8tare Mint, phiadelphl, P0 ..... 9. ....... 3......- 390,959.3
United States Mint, Denver, 05 . .3......... 6955 833,&838

nited OaNe Mint, San FrADoiso, al..i.... .. .... ..... 0 29, 745, 404.27
Fort Kno, bullion depository ..................... 12, 483, 414, 704. 3
Fede ve Bank of Now York...................874, 035, 07C78

Total .... ........ ...................................... 22731,700, 007. 28

Senator MAoNR. It is not classifed is it?
Secretary Humnrnur. I do not thinf so. You are not intending a

raid or anything, are youk mcduifterf e
Senator MLuom. Ido not thik It would make much dfferene.

I am just beginrin to understand what we really own. Now, how
much of this gold jAeld by-how much of this gold is foreign holdings,
altogether?

$crewtay HU'MPIRY. Well, I think there is just a little misappre-
hension about that*

Senator MALoE. I hone so. But will you answer my question?
Sc Hu~w . Will. None of it is held by foreigners.

Senator MAo Nu. None of it?
Secretary HunMaY. None of it. There is none of it that is

earmarked or none ofit that anybody has any special caim, on. What
the foreigners have in this country are dollar deposit.. Now, with

those dolher depoi ts, what we do is, a foreign offici bank can draw
agasut a dollar deposit and ask for gold to be shipped to balance the
account. That is not true of private accounts, but it is true of central
banks. Now, they have that right. It is very seldom used. There is
TOM, very little of gold that is used.
Senator MALON. If I have tlo of gold in the bank I do not gener-.

dy demand the last' $10. Is that what you mean?
86erettry Hum .. Y. They can; st the present time, a foreign

central banik can ask for gold as against a check for dollars..
s senator, MAroxa. How much do they have?,
Seastmi Humns T. The total they hsve in March, was,. 730
bilion
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Senator MALONE. That is not what I have hero. This says $9.108
billion.

Secretary HUMpHREY. Wait until I get the figures. That is Gov.
ernment bonds.

Senator MALONN. Foreign official holdings--
Secretary HuMprinzy. Well, the short term is $7.5 billion.
Senator MALON. There is something wrong with this table here.
Secretary HVMPmIRY. Wait a minute, until we find out. There is

something wrong here.
Senator MALONE. I know there is something wrong, but I think

your figures are right.
Secretary HuMPnuWY. Here they are. I had it in' two columns

hero. The foreign official is $7.530 billion. And the international
institutions is $1.558 billion.

Senator MALONE. What does this mean, then, in this official table
furnished me?

Secretary HUMPHity. Let me add them up; $9.088 billion.
Senator MALONE. Now, define the difference in those two terms.

You did not give me that information.
Secretary HvMi'ntnY. Well, they are the same, you see; the same

amount of money. One Is
Senator MALONE. They can demand the money?
Secretary HUMPHREiY, What?
Senator MALONE. They can demand the $9.108 billion?
Secretary HUMPHREY. It is two things. It is the short-term foreign

holdings plus the international institutions.
Senator MALONE. And they can demand, then, the combination of

$9.108 billion?
Secretary HUMPHnY. That is right.
Senator MALONE. Then it is merely a technical matter of decidin

what it actually is, but it is $9.108 billion they can demand in gold
and secure delivery?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator MALONE. Can they do that at any time?
Secretary HUMPaREY. Any time, unless we change the rules.
Senator MALONE. Change the rules while the ball is in motion.
Secretay HuMPaREY. That is right.
Senator MALONE. How would we change the rule without going

back on our commitments?
Secretary HUMPnRY. Well depending on circumstances, many

countries, under various conditions, have blocked currencies or trn.
pora withheld payments, and so forth. In the first place you
would not expect requests unless there was some world uphoava, and
if there were a world upheaval, there might be temporary moratoriums
or--the history of world upheavals has brought forth moratoriums or
suspensions of' one kind or another when you had a world upheaval,

Senator MALON.. Suppose some people wanted to cause a little
upheaval over here;, ould that be done?,

Secretary HUMPunnY. It what?
Senator MALONE.- If the people who owned this dollar balance, the

forign.owned currency of 60.108 billion-Secrtary H'MPmnEY. They do 'not own it. What they own
dollars. They do notown an gold. Nobody owns anyof this gol
but us, that is, of this gold. There is some other gold her that peopl
own, but that is not in these figures. There is earmarked gold.
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Senator MALOne. That is Interesting, too. How much earmarked
gohl beyond----

ecretary HumpiHY. That would not be included in the $22.406
billion, That has nothing to do with it.

Senator MALONE. How much of that typo of gold is there in this
country?

8,iret, ry HumisuRaY. I would not know.
Minator AIALoNE. Does it make any difference--
&cretary HtUMpIRIy. What?
Senator IALONX. Does it make any difference how much of it

there is, then for the purpose of my question?
Secretary iuminty. It would not make any difference for the

purpose of these figures because It is not included in those figures.
But nobody has any--the point I am trying to make is of this $22
billion, nobody has any claim, specific claim, on any of it. Nobody
has it earmarked; nobody ies a claim on it..

It is simply that they have a dollar-doposit account.
Senator MALONE. Then I will ask the question again.
S&rotary [ruMvuua. Now, a foreign central bank can write a

chock for dollars and ask to have it paid in gold, and, under present
practice, we would formally transfer gold to meet a foreign transaction.

Senator MALONE. Probably it is not a Treasury practice, but you
understand I am a very simple character when it comes to this money
exchange, and I am trying to understand it myself and get it in lan.
gtagi so people who would have little time to study it can understand
it, so i't does not mean anything to ay they do not actually own the
gold. They own it when they send for it.

Secretary HIuMPItNy. What is that?
Senator 'MALON. When they write the cheek, when they ask for it.
Secretary HUmpuREY. All they own are dollars.
Inator *,MALONE. Suppose they ask for $9.108 billion.
&,cretary HuMPHRzy. They would get dollars, unless we wanted

to let them have gold.
Senator IALONE. You could print the money and give it to them

and ktep the gold?
Secretary HuMpuarY. We could keep the gold.
Senator ,%IALONZ. It is a very interesting statement. I would like

to understand that better.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is right.
Senator MALoN. Then it is not necessary to pay any of these

commitments in gold?
Secretary Hum, mTz. I think that is right.
Senator MAwxx. I do not want you to "think." I want the

answer.
Secretary Hvuamy. Well, I will confirm it. I will state It, and

then I will confirm t.
Senator MALONE. Good. Now, total foreign dollar holdings-
Secretary Humamuiy, That Is why Mr. Burgess wrote you this

letter, you see.
Senate MALOXI. I will tell you, I have more confidence in you

than I do in Mr. Burgess, if I must say for the record. He ha been
in foray long tim., and a part of this plan which led up to what you
aw. trying to correct, and there is no reflection on him. He, no doubt,
Waive ll that buuinesa But I do not, so I am trying to find out
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now where the ball is, if that is of interest to you. Total foreign
dollar holdings-

Secretary HumpHnzy. You are talking now, and I am answering,
about most unusual conditions, I am not talking about ordinary
trade.

Senator MAJPoNz. I think we are headed for some unusual condi.
tions, if you will pardon my thinking so.

Secretiar RHumPzy. Well, that might be.
Senator MALONS. I think there are some people in other parts of

the world who do not have our best interests at heart, and I will just
ask this question, for information in the record:

How do they secure these dollar holdings? When we give them
money under the Marshall plan or any other plan-they have changed
the name so many times of the giveaway program, to keep vPople
from knowing exactly what they are doing that even I have difficulty
in keeping track of It. I think it is mutual security now; it was ECA
awhile following the Marshall plan.

But when they get this money as a gift, or a so-called loan, which
they never pal back, ca they buy dol ars witb that? That repre.
sent dollars, oes it?

Secretary HuMpHazY. Well, that take--you see those tdp
take many forms. A po d deal of it is in goods. Of course, where
it is in goods is not in dollars.

Senator MALONU. When they take it in dollars however--
Secretary HuMaitnwy. Some of it is in dollar credits for the purpose

of buying goods, and those dollars then would be used for specific
purposes.

Senator MALONe. It does not matter why you gie It to thom.
When they get their little hot hands on it, is it a dollar balance?

Secretary NIUMp~intr. Well, I am just trying to tell you. It may
or may not be., A great deal of it is in goods and not in dollars at all.

Senator MALONE. That is another question, is it not?
Secretary HuMpHxRY. No; it is not.
Senator IALONE. Then how much of it is in goods?
Secretary HUMPaRtY. I will get the figures and tell you, but it is a

lot of it that is in goods, and there ispart of it that s in actual money.

And when it is In actual money, then it goes into their money, into
their dollar balances.

Senator MALONE. Then when we give them cash it is a part of
their dollar balance. Let us go back to 1947 and 1948 when we
started all this funny business--which, by the way, I have never
voted for, and I am a little proud of that record.Will you then mat mot if u know, the amount of money we have
given t In ca under these appro nations? First was the Mar.
s plan. I do not think Maidl understood what was In his
speech, but the head of the British Government took the ball on the
fret bounce, and in 80 days he told us what it was going to cost us,
do you remember that? You remember that, do you not?

Secretary HuuMar. No; I do not.
Senator MALONN. I will refresh your memory.
a h with a ed r ht on thtoush, ymZh elme, too, If' m have all this. buaine straight, how .mn

obilons have we sent .6 ro, ar ppropna.ted for the different ti
and to whom and who got at,. rwvould just like for ;you tO o plt
that record.
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Secrotary luMennYs. I am not suggesting we go Into it.
Senator MALOII. You mentioned Kt You digressed on it,
Secretary HuMpunty. That is not a Treasury function. That is

these others,
Senator MaOXo .You did not hesitate to digress and toll me that

It was not all in cash,
Secretary HUMPUtRY. That is right, and It is not.
Senator M LONV. You would not go into the Federal Reserve

Board, so if this Is not your business, you had better keep out of It,
and If It is, you had better answer me.

Secretary HumMtmoy, I am trying to answer the best I can.
Senator MALONE, Then I want you to ove me the answer.
Secretary Humpuamy. It iW partly in goods and partly in money.
Senator'MALONE. I want the record to show that the cash we give
em Is part of their dollar balance-it is going to help all of us,
9m the time we started the Marshall plan, how much CYongroess hasapproiated which went to these trcky institutions, how much of that
went o them in cash, how much of it went to them in goods.

It is not what they are supposed to do with it, because I know they
do not follow through. It is what went to them in cash, and how
much went to them In goods,

Will you Just kindly give me that information for the record?
Secr tary Hu'unany. Yes; I think we can get that,
Senator MAoN, All right.
(When the following was subsequently submitted by the Secretary

it was further discuss d. See p. 08,)
INT2rNATIONAL CoorI TtoN ADMIPISTRATtON,

OmCan OP THn DInRiTQr

Ron, sosn No, HUMPHUT, Wtuukngton, D. C., July 1, 1957.

8creEry of ths Trmury.
DIMAS MIL SuciTAniy: Tho following Information Is provided In response to the

questions concerning foreign-aid transactions asked of you by Senator Malone at
the meeting Monday, July 8, of the Senate Finance Committee's investigation of
the fitiatclaQ condition of the United States.

The Snator inquired as to the total aid provided. The records of the agency
show that obligations and expenditures under the mutual security program from
Its inception In April 1948 to March 81, 1957, have been as follows.

Obltglons NapenditWe

.. ............ . ...... ... . ... ARC OO

senator Malone then inquired a to how much of this assistance was provided to
the country In the form of cash. Aid has been rendered under the mutual security
ptWagm by the Depatment of Defense and ICA and predecessor agencies through
a number of different procedures and In a variety ol changing categories. T
records of the agency are not set up to identify, In eaoh Instance, a cash transfer
asuc The great majority of all aid is provided through direct shipmnt of
goodsi or the providing of services. Howevert in an effort to comply with Senator
Malone's request for Cash transitions from the Inception of the program, the

o tabulation of transotions which might be considered of a nature com.
p t cash transfer has been compiled, though In fact some of them re-re.
ismt nbursoments to the aided government for procurement of goods wflch
tmy undertook In full conformity wIth ICA reulatlns:
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Cash franfer tp# ob~iagon,, Apr. 1048-Mar. 81, 1087
IThodanda of 44."sTotal.... ...... ....... ......... $2t 120,9609

France (to help finance the cost of war In Indochina) ... ..... 778,930
European Payments Union (EPU) capital fund ................ 30182
Greeoo (eP. .. .. 152,729
Iran .. ....... ...... ............ 135to

Israel.. ... .. .......... .. .... ... ... .. . . .... . 0"0ON* 107
Coal Steel Community 10000
United Kingdom (H P I s........ 9188Laos ............ . .... /.......~.*0M*0**..0.b.0. 83,81It (0....... .. ... .. .. .

sta 4 00..............
ambodt ............................................. 11000

Iceland (EPU) ............... ....... 1
Jordan ..... " . ................. .. ** ............ 8,000
China (Taiwan).............. .. 00

ibya........................ ,000
Bolivia .......... ".......... ...... 2, 000

Many of theme transactions occurred In the early days of the Marshall plan In
oonnecilon with settlement of European Payments Union balances. The areo
obligation for France to assist in flnanoIng the war In Indochina owo in l,

Yours very sincerely, Joulf B. 1o0LU M .

Senator MALONo. Now to come back to the question I asked you:
The amount they take in cash, is that the dol balance that you
are talking about?

Secretary IIuMpeiany. That would go into their general dollar
balances.

Senator MALONS. For which they could demand payment?
Secretary HUMruPuHY. That is right. It would al get into the pot,

but there would be that many more dollars that they would have, at
least temporarily, In their international balances.

Senator MAioi;. What it means is, we are dividing our wealth
with them to that extent; ni that not right? Whatever money we
give them is a division of wealth.

Secretary jiuMPIIItRY. Yes, I think so.
Senator MALONz. If you were to give me a thousand dollars today

without a note or a promise to pay back, you would be dividing your
wealth to that extent.

Secretary HUMrzutcY. In that sense, I think that is correct.
Senator MALONB. Well, that is the only sense I know. Horesense.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I think if I gave you a thousand

dollars. I probably would be expecting you to do something that
would be beneficial to me.

Senator MALONE. That may be. But you, would be giving the
money.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Maybe you would do it or maybe you would
not, but I would be hoping you would do it. # .

Senator MALONz. That is right, but I would not be prom to
do anything.

Secretary HuMPREYz. Well, I think probably you would be indi-
ain somae t that you would do.
Senator Mu&os. And I was your friend, but I might not be

tomorrow if you did not continue to give me the cash.
Secretary Huiwrn Ther might be a chmp ot coIdithoM..
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Senator MALoNs. Thej generally change.
Secretary HUMPHRiY. I do not know.
Senator MALotm. I am talking about individuals. Is it not human

nature that they cross over to he other side of the street when the
debt gets beyond their ability to pay?

S oretary HuMu y. Sometimes.
Senator MALON. Nations are not any different.
Secretary HuMI oxr. They are aggregations of individuals.
Senator MALONI. That is correct.
But you do say we give them, to the extent they take the money

In cash, that is a dollar balance?
Secretary HumptURU. That is right. It goes into their dollar

balances, and would increase their dollar balance at least temporarily,
by that amount.

Senator MALoU. I understood you to say a while ago, and this
intrigues me they could not take these dollars and buy gold.

ecretayW hUMPnRuy. Not unless we were willing to sell the gold.
As long as we are willing to sell the gold, they can.

Senator MAxoNja. But you have been willing, up to now, to soll
gold to foreign nations,,

Secretary Humpuny. Foreign banks, central banks.
Senator MALoxN. Central banks.
Secntaxy Hummiy. That is right.
Senator MALOs. And there is no reason you know of now, unless

you have an extreme upheaval like a war or national emergency,
which would stop you from doing that?

Secretary HuMpkRzy. I would- think that probably would be right.
Senator MALOss. In other words, then if they presnt it tomorrow,

the money, cash on the barrelhead, for tle $9.108 billion, you see no
rea reason why you would not give them the gold?

Secretly HIuMpnr. I think that would only be as the result of
some upheaval.

Senator MALONS. I did not ask you what you thought about it.
I asked you If you would see any reason why you would not sell them
the gold.
SSicretr HJMPBR5Y. I just answered that. I think that would
be the result of some upheaval that would probably make us--

Senator MALONz. George, you and I are better acquainted than
that, and I am only asking ou a question.

Secretary HUMPERST. I do not doubt, if we had $9 billion pre-
snted to us tomorrow, there would be some reason for it that would
make us look for quite a while whether we wanted to sell that much
gold or not. We do not have to sell it.

Senator MALOKL You do not have to let them have it?
Secretary HUMPRNYz. No, sir we do not.
Senator MALONU. What would you give them?
Sectay Hum, Bazy. We would give them dollars. That is all

they have here. I
Senator MALON. You would just give them a printed dollar?
Seawa Humiaxw . That is all they have got here#
SenaorM LONS. Just like you would give me. I could not get

any gold. An American ciien oanot get any gold.
Secretary Hum'naur. No.
Senior M om. You do not have a policy of giving us gold.
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Secretary HUMPnRieY. No.
Senator MALON&i. But you do have a policy of giving it to foreign

central banks.
Secretary HUMPniUUY. For balancing a trade account.
Senator MALNA. In other words, in a normal balance of trade-

dollar balances.
Secretary HuPitay. In a normal trade balance in the normal

conduct of trade, they can draw on dollars and ome to the Treasury
and ask to buy gold with it and we will accept it.

Senator MALOxv. Then If they presented a billion dollars, that
would not excite your suspicion, and you would send it?

Secretary Hruitav. I do not know what the amount would be.
If it was normal course of trade, it would not exite our suspicion.

Senator MAwNJO. Then something would have to excite your
suspicion?

secretary HuMPajaz. That is right.
Senator MAwrEa. And you would have to change your policy.
Secretary HuMPanvy. For some reason, we would have to revise

our policy of selling gold.
Senator Muomc. Who fixes that policy?.
Secreta7 HUMPaRtY. Well, it is the determination by the Treasury

along with all of our other fiscal polcies.
Senator MAwifs. ong has nothing to do with it?
Secretary HUMPiRnY. 'I think Congress could have if they wanted

to.
Senator MArWNN. Well, there are a lot of things Congress could

do but have not. They have transferred most of their constitutional
responsibility to commissions and boards and even to foreign nations.

Secretary HvuPawv. Let us get the Gold Reserve AcL I think
Congress passed the law which authorized the Secretary of the
Treasury to handle normal transactions in this way. Let us get the
Gold Reserve Act.

Senator MALON. Did it in this act sa1 "normal transactions"?
Secretary HuMlaRy. Well, I will out. Let us look ast it and

see.
This is the section that has to do with it. It is section 8699 of-

this particular section is section 9 which Is section 3699 of the Revisd
Statutes.

Senator MAoN1. What date of revision?
Secretary HUMPmy. This is the Gold Reserve Act of 1984, thip

Senator MALONN. Is that the one that took all of the gold away
from the American citizens?

Secretary Hu uwv . I think so.
Senator MAW.L Made it a pemtentiate offe to hae a, $a

gold piece in your pocket; is that it? a
Secretary HuMPingye.kre is what it says.
Senator MALoN . Was that the act?
Socretary HUxPIIRxy This is the Gold Act.
Senator MAwois. That will go down in the history boeks, that one.
Secretary HumpmZny. Well, it is in the congssonal records.
Senator MALoNU. And the Congre that pissed it.
Secretary HuvwaaBy. Yes, ir..
The Secretary of the Treasury-then this is quoted-
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may sell gold In any amounts at home or abroad, in such manner and at such
rates and upon such terms and conditions as he may deem most advantageous to
the public Interest, and the proceeds of any gold so sold shall be covered Into the
general fund of the Treasury; Provided, however, that the 8ooretary of the Treasury
may sell the gold which is required to be maintained as a reserve or security for
currency issued by the United 8tates only to the extent neessary to maintain
such currency at a parity with the gold dollar.

Senator MAtosz. That certainly Is very interesting.
Would you explain that system as to just what you think you can

do under this section? Can you soil gold at a higher price or at a
lower price than the $35 an ounce?

Secretary HUMPHRIY. I think we could,
Senator MAltome. Maybe we are finding out something.
Secretary HuampniY. Well, maybe you ought to read your own

laws. (Laughter.]
Senator N ALONm. You are not fooling, my friend. It is time the

Senators and the Congressmen of the United States read their own
laws and digested them and knew what they really mean. I will join
you in that advice.

Secretary HUMPmHna. Well, it is a long act.
Senator MALONE. It really is, and I do not suppose anybody has

tead it for 25 years anyway.
Secretary HuurHnay. Yes, let me see, it is 1934.
Senator MALOWS. Nobody has road the Constitution of the United

States for 24 years as far as I know. It Is the hardest thing to buy
downtown. You have to send down and wait until they dig it out of
the arohivos.

Secretary Humvaass. I see no limitations.
Senator MALONE. You think you could sell gold for $37 an ounce,

or you could sell it for $75 an ounce if you wanted to?
SOeretary HVuteAXw. I do not see limitations here. I do not

think there are limitations in this law. I
Senator MALONE. Do yon know of anything that would affect it,

any other act?
Ae rtary HuMPUmRY. Well, I think that we would not do it.
Senator ALONE. I am not so sure of it. You are not going tostay thar, and maybe the peo ple we know will not stay thee ~er

long if they keep this up. I think the people of the country are going
to take a handbi this one of these days, and it is not far off. They
cannot yet believe that the Congress would do the things they have
done.

Secretary H wnRutv. Well, you aro the people who can change it
Senator Mzown. I represent some of them, and that is the reason

wh I am questioning you this morning.
tary HUMPHRNY. You can. change it if you like; yes.

Senator oss. And in the most friendly manner Iwant you to
know-

Secretary Humi ay. Well, I am sure of that.
Senator MALONS (continuing). Because the folks are entitled to

know what you know about these manipulations, before you leave.
Secretary HemWsh. I think there :W no limitation here, Senator.
Senator'MAows. You think you could el gold at $40 an ounce?
Secretary Huamtar. I couldsell it.--
Senator MALONE. Whatever the traffic could bear?
Secretary Ht IspY. I oould sell it at a different price if that was

desirable. I think that I would want to check with the International
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Monetary Fund about it. This, of couxse, is all-all of this is with
the approval of the President. This say:

"The Secretary of the Treasury, with the approval of the President,"
which precedes all of this.

Senator MALONE. Could you sell it aA a lower price under those
conditions?

Secretary HuMPEy. I do not see any limitation In the law itself
here on pric.

Now under the arrangements with the International Monetary
Fund there might have to be changes in other situations to do it, but I
do not see anything in his law here that limits it*.

Senator MALONe. That is about the only act that affects the gold
and the International payment of dollar balances; s it not?

Secretary HuMPHRmY. That is the basic act.
Senator MALONE. But you are sure that no American individuals

can own any gold lawfully?
Secretary HUMPHIRY. Yes, sir.
Senator MALONE. No one but foreign governments could buy it

from our Government, the Treasur y?
Secretary HUMPRUDY. That is right, for balancing trade accounts.
Senator MALONS. Would there be any reason why you could vot

fix a different price for balancing trade accounts?
Secretary HUMPHIREY. We can sell gold, a you know, for the trade,

and all that sort of thing.
Senator MALONE. How much?
Secretary HiPHREzY. Well, those regulations are fairly broad.
Senator MALONE. Can you get more than the $38 more or less?
Secretary HUMPHREY. We can sell for all sorts of commercial aotivl'

tie, and tings of that kind.
Senator MALONE. For what price?
Secretary Humnesur. We would sell at the same price.
Senator MALONE. $35?
Secretary HUMPaREY. Yes.
SenatorMALONE. Could you sell it for more if you wanted to?,
Secretary HUMPhaRY. I see nothing in here in this law that liit.

the price.
Senator MALONE. More or less than. $35?
Secretary HUMP EY. Nothing here that limits it.

senator MALONX. What happens to this gold that you sell for om.
mercial purposes? Is there anying to keep them from making ear-
tai articles and sending them any pace in tdie wrld?

Secretary HuMw'Aaa. No, I thnk not.
Senator MALONE. Is there anytn to keep them from melting thagold after they get it and makn coins out of it in forei countries?
Secretary fUMPHRnY. 'They cannot make coins. Unless you ma

foreign countries?
Senator MALONe. YeM..
secretary' HuMPanzE. I think the foreign countries could mak?

coins out of it.
Senator MALONE. It would be one way of makiWng coins.Seetr MUMPrit. Yes.
Senator II sz. How much gold has been sold comuew lly

annually since that act was pased?
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Secretary HuMpwnzs. This is domestic industrial consumption?
Well here it is, I will read it for a period of years beginning--and
I i read the nearest round fiue; beginning with 1947-

Senator MALoNE. Just make that a part o the record.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes.
1947-$49 million; 1948-$45 million; 1949-$109 million; 1950-

$98 million; 1951-$869 million; 1952-496 million.
Senator MALoNz. What is it the last couple of years then, make

that a part of the record?
Secretw HMmazy. In 1953 it is $75 million; 1954, it is $44

million; 198, it is $48 million.
Senator MALONE. 1956?
Secretary HMpanvY. I do not have 19586 on here.
Senator MALONE. Well, then, you might just make it all a part of

the record.
Mr. Chairman, if you will allow that to be made a part of the record.
The Cu uuMAN. Without objection, It will be made part of the

record, at the point where it is requested.
(The document referred to follows; see also page 509.)

Usle of #old by as mint to Unid 8tat.e indu" and net iduetria consumption of
gold by Unitd tSat industryt 1947-45

(IMlca of dolur at 5N Ve One ouni

Calndar 7ea Blestb Net on- adaryea Baoss by Net con.
mint' sumptlon I mintI enmptIon I

....................... 44.8 49 ....... 484 V&4
................. 44.4,980..................8.5+ 97 .5 19.................. .. 4.7 45.

1961...................7.5 69.8 1966................... .0 (

I Includes grow Wes by mints and 'may offices and doe not Include return of scrap gold to monetay ue.
t ly=noud sales by minta and a oflie b tt eos be by private rs as rtur oap.
crolle om numerous private firma so at figure for 19 ar not yet avaale.

Senator MALON. Who makes the decision on whether or not to
sell gold; who would make It, providing a sudden demand or this
gold results;, but first I think we had better have the record show
just what this demand has been over a few years, foreign demand'

Secretary HUMPHREY. What we have sold?
The sheet which I presume you would like to have for the record-
Senator MALONIC. Yes, I would.
Secretary HUMPHniY. I will just read the last of it. It shows the

purchases and the sales and the net purchases which exceeds sales for
the period 1934 to the first half of 1957.

Senator MALON&. Then, I would ask that that be made a part of
the record.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I will just read a few.
Senator MAL NE. Mr. Chairman, I ask that it' be made a part of

the record. J
The C. mA. Without objection, it will be made part of therecord. +

(The document referred to follows; see also pages 489 and 518.)

!,/
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Secretary HuMPHRzY. I will just read, I will say I start with 1954
just to illustrate. In 1952 we bought $728 million and we sold $331
million.

Senator MALONE. You are talking about millions?
Secretary HuMPHREY. Yes, for a net gain of $394 million.
Senator"MALONE. In millions of dollars?
Secretary HUMPHaY. Yes, sir.
Senator MALONE. Does that include the commercial gold you sell?
Secretary HuMPHREY. This is United States gold transactions with

foreign governments, central banks, and international Institutions.
Senator MALONE. Yes. Then it would exclude the commercial?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right. In 1953 we bought $4 million

and we sold $1,168 million for a minus-
Senator MALONE. You sold $1.3 billion?
Secretary HuMPHREY. $1,168 million for a net sale of $1,164 million.
Senator MALONE. Yes.
Secretary HuMPHREY. In 1954 we bought $106 million, we sold

$433 million, for a net loss of $327 million.
In 1955 we bought $19 million, we sold $88 million, for a net loss of

$69 million.
In 19586 we bought $523 million, we sold $243 million for a not gain

of $280 million.
The first half of this year we bought $8605 million, we sold $5" million,

for a net gain of $660 million.
Senator MALONE. There seems to have been no hesitancy when

there was $1 billion more sent abroad than you bought.
Secretary HuMPuREY. That was one year.Senator MALONE . Yes.
Secretary HttuPmIEY. That is right.
Senator MALONE. Now, suppose they did demand $3 or $4 billion,

enough to excite your suspicions.
Secretary HuMPenY. Over the period here there is, of course; a

large net gain.
Senator MALONE. Yes. But my question is, suppose your suspi.

cions were aroused by a $3 or $4 billion demand; could you yourself
98888-5----80
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make the decision not to sell it to them or not to let them have it for
the dollar balance?

Secretary HuMuuPRy. Of course, I would not do it alone.
Senator MALONe. Could you?
Secretary HuMPnnic,. I think that I would finally make the recom.

mendation after studying the thing.
Senator MALONE. But you can make the decision?
Secretary HuMPumaY. I would make the recommendation to the

President, which would be the final decision.
Senator MALON1. Well, my question would then be answered, yes,

you do make the final decision?
Secretar7 HUMPHREY. No, the President makes the final decision,

but I make the recommendation to him upon which he acts.
Senator MALoNz. And if he did not take it, why, you would quit

anyhow so what it means is that you would recommend it, that is it,is it nkot?
SecrotaryRUMPHREIY. Well, it might or might not be.
Senator MALONE. The President is the only one who stands between

you and the decision?
Secretary HuMPizEY. That is correct.
Senator MLONE. Congress has nothing to do with it.
Secretary HuMPuREY, Congress delegated that authority.
Senator MALONE. Now, if you did not make this decision against

it, then, they could have $9,108 million any time they wanted it?
Secretary HuMPHRY. I could, according to the law, I could author.

ize the sale of that, or I could withhold the sale of it.
Senator MALON. But if you did not make the decision against it

it would be transferred to you, Europe or wherever the balance is held
Secretary HuMPHRzY. That is correct, I think.
Senator MALONV. Now, the question of foreign total foreign,

dollar holdings, that is another figure here of $16,246 million which,
I assume, includes the $9 108 million, is that right?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator MALONE. The difference there would be roughly $7,138

million, whatever it is?
Secretary HuMPHREY. That is right.
Senator MALON8. Who owns that gold? Who owns that balance?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Private holdings.
Senator MALONE. In what way do they differ from the regular for-

eign official holdings?
Secretary HUMpHREY. Well, these are dollar balances of the private

individuals in United States banks.
Senator, MALONE. Does it have to be in United States banks?
Secreary HuMPHRnY. Well% I think it is all in United Statesbn ks.

It is dollar balances,
Senator MALONE. Well, the dollar balances, the dollars they might

demand for currency, are not necessarily in domestic banks of the for-
eign official holdings; are they?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, these are not foreign officials. These
are foreign individuals.

Senator MALoNE. I understand that, but is it necessary for them
to be in banks here? Could they not be in a bank in Europe?

Secretary HUMPHRiEY. I do not know.
Senator MALONA. Could you find out for us?

458
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Secretary HvuMPrnY. I do not know. The money would be here
I thlnk-the obligation would be here.

Senator MALONE. The obligation is here, but not necessarily the
money. Is that it?

Secretary HuMPHRzy. I do not know. I think the creditr--.-
Senator MALONE. I will ask your expert there. He seems to know.
Secretary HuMPfiEy. The credit would be a credit here.
Senator MALONE. He seems to know. Ask your expert.
Secretary HUMe1nui. The credit is here. The dollar credit has

got to be here.
Senator MALoNE. But any money we may have given them might

be in foreign banks might it not, for which they could demand the
gold?

Secretary HUMPHRzY. These are private individuals. These are
not countries. We are not giving money to private individuals.

Senator MALONE. I understand. I am trying to learn, you under.
stand?

Secretary HUMpaREY. I am trying to help you.
Senator M ALONE. You said you did not know?
Secretary HUMpHREY. We are talking now about private individ,

uals, not about governments. #
Senator MALONE. But they are not na y private American

individuals?
Secretary HUMniDY. No, they are foreign private individuals.
Senator MALONE. They are foreign, private individuals.
Secretary Iumpatiy. That is right,
Senator MALONE. And the credits--
Secretary HuMPHREY. They would have dollar balances they could

draw here.
Senator MALONE. But their dollar balances .miht not necesarily

be dollars for which they would receive the gold, if they were to demandit--

Secretary HumpHtREY. They would not receive the gold.
Senator MALONE. Let me finish m" question.
If it were transferred to central foreign banks it could be demanded.

The dollars are not necessarily in domestic banks now; They, could
be in Europe or Asia.

Secretary HuMazwr. They have got to be somewhere. You have
got to get somewhere to et the dolla .

Senator MALONE. Well, they have the dollar balanco---
SecretaWy HuMPHEY. Whether they have a credit in a London

bank, and a London bank has a credit in a New York bank, it all gets
back to here
. Senator MALoN&* Well it does if they are going- to &mnd -it.
But when we give the dollars they pile up dollar balances we have
applroriae-

ecetary HumpiREY. We are not giving any dollars to individuals.
These are individuals.

,Senator MALONE. When our dollars go through the individuals -to
nations, is there not some way of interohan ag these dollar holdings
from individual to a central bank over there

Secretary HUMPHRay. Yes, and that bank would have a credit here.
Senator MALONE. That is right. Well, that was going to be the

next question. You have answered it.
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The next question is how long would it take them, the Individuals,
transfer it to a government centas bank over there whioh could dei.
mand it here?

Seretary HuMpuntsy. Well, I do not know. There are all sorts
of varying restrictions.

Senator MA ONE. Shenanigans, I know that.
SecretaryHuminY. I could not answer that.
Senator MALoN. Well, could you get me the answer?
Secretary Huomunair. It wold be different probably in each

country.
Senator MALONE. That is all right. We are dealing with a lot of

countries and supporting most of them.
Secretary HUMPHREOY. We can check it uf.
Senator M oNv. Willyou do your best
Secretary HuRzmutsy. Yes. For how many countries?
Senator MALON3. All of them which we are helping to support.
Secretary HUMPHaiEY. All of them?
Senator MALONE. All of them we support. You know our star

boarders. You have the list, do you not? [Laughter.] That is the
best way I can put it. I visited all of them.

Seern HuMPIrnuY. I understand what ]you mean.
Senator MALONm, I visited every country in the world, Mr. Secre-

tary. I did not go for social purposes. I went to see what they
manufactured what they produbed and how they are doing it. And
how high on the hog they re eating as a result of the money we are
giving them and who gets the money. I

I was Interested to wee if the little foltm got any of it, anIa uove

yet met one who did,
Mostly, the effect of giving this money is to hold the government in

power that gets It, is it not?
Secre tWHumPRY. Well, I would not undertake to answer that.
Senator MALON. No, I expect you would not. There are a lot of

things I do not- think you are quite satisfied with, otherwise you would
not be leaving us here in the lurch, so to speak. ,

Secretary HvMuMjPY. I am leaving for entirely different reasons,
Senator.

Senator MALONE. I understand, and I sympathize with your move-
ment. "F' he fact are though that within a very reasonable time these
individual dollar-dollar balances-*holdings can be transferred to the
nations' central bank holdings dollar balances.

,Secretary Hweua-wy. I will check that and let you know, because
Senator MLONE. I understood you to say it could be done.

Secretary HuuMmvy. I do not know, but I will cheek it and make
sure: what can be done about It.,

Senator MALONE. Well you think it can be done?
Secretary Huw'aaar; i I Ill check it and.make sure and then I

will tell you.
Se stotiri MAiLoN. Well, my next question hines on-Your answer.

I .wsa: to know the. total foreign holding, including the $9,108

i i
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m.llon plus the more than ST billion equalng in all'the $16,246

million, is that right, that is what you gave me earlier, your mu
Friay gave me that answer anyway

c HU xw r. That isht.
Senator MALONE. Well, now, iff that mone0 can be tmnferred

through their machinations and various Jugi that ges on in
Eurpe and Asia so that it is all central ban b alaso&no oe %d can
be demanded, realizing and sympathising with your stand that you
alone, you and the Piesident, can refuse to pay them, but you do
not do it, your pol icy is to give it to them, then theoretically 10,248
million of dollar balances ii in Europe or Asia. for which tMy could
demand gold?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I am going to check that and let you
know.

Senator MALONE. What is your impression?
Secretary HuMpaar. You see the two identical questions go

together, and I will have to check It.
Senator MALONE. What is your impression? You have been there

3 years, 4 or 5 yards?
Secretary Humupny. I will check it and see just what It is. I do

not want to answer it without checking
(When the following was subsequently submitted it was further

discussed. See pp. 487, 509:)
The conditions under wloh private residents of foreign countries may hold and

transfer dollar balances are determined by the laws and exchange regulations of
these countries. These laws and regulators are extremely complex, vary con.
siderably from country to country, and are changed from time to time by par.
tioular countries. The same concluons ae not necessarily applied to all types of
dollar holdings by their residents.

The details of the regulations affootlng dollar balances are summaried In the
Eighth Annual Report on Exchange Restriotions (1957) of the InternationalMonetary Fun. (The report referred to Is filed with the committee.)

The following list of countries Include those In which dollar receipts from
exports must generally be transferred to the monetary authorities, or to banks
subject to control by The monetary authorities.
Austria France Nicaragua
Belgium Greece Norway
Brail Iceland Pakistan
Burma India Paraguay
Cambodia Indonesia Peru
G-lon Iran Philippines
China (Talwan) Iraq Portugal
Colombia Ireland Sudan
Costa Rioa Italy Sweden
Denmark Japan Thailand
Ecuador. Jordan Turkey

Laos Union of South Africa
i bya United Kingdom

Fina New Zealand Vietnam
From information available from the International Monetary Fund, the regular.

tions of the following countries prohibit private citizens from holding gold:
United Kingdom (and British overseas possesions, except Hong Kong)
Ireland
Union of South Africa
Denmark
Norway
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Senator MAx Ow. The next- question is, Mr. Chm , how lonu
are we gomg to be here? It islunh time.

The CazxyAN. I would sugs---.
Senator MAx~on. I think-i could come with these ,aat~er

tomorrow.
Secretary Humnmany. I would rather come this afternoon.
The Ciuuar. We cannot meet this afternoon. . 'There may be

an afternoon season tomorrow. The committee will recess uni
10 o'clock tomorrow.

(Whereupon at 1 p.o ., the committee adjourned, to reconvene
at 10 a. m., tuesday, July 9, 1957.)
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The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a. m., in room 312,
Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flood Byrd (airman) peesid-

mwsl.reont: Senators Byrd, Kerr Anderson, Gore, Martin,- Fnds
Malone, Carlson Bennett.P ,

Also present: 4Zn idwator; Robe Ma oChidfLAnsis
Staff, Debt Divisi o of the Of y1551)0et
B. Springer and Samuel A Consl.o

Senator , (residing). I put a ve statement
into this rdbeoreth=o for opensGpt of onorable

moe Oka . I sht me some impor*
taut ne and inf ation 1hithrteto th( D $ '

He vised me *that tho a rse tio pro ting interest
rates, sod uo y the rece t govern r's co ca at
Wili bn . ledb mOra.Eveat to we it has son but

cant"l recog int rm. Despite the current
spotligt on fi poli the newspapers Som
srango reason e ly 0 t isu ap the
Nation' verno h Co d the on aoviate
this addi onalb non tho ers Amo .

UPonr yi the GUpc ving th o or' si_ t I[had not

Ih d ab ry Congresto
make aq whether or not Governor's

resolution bad n publicized here. I have a let oonfirmiu
that with one am exception, it has not.

want to exre deep grtitude vemnor Gary for his
teleiam it ii itw investigation because it
sets forth spocili& the financial crisis facing State and local govern-
ments and the consequent added burden of taxpayers, as the result of
soaring interest rates.Sine his protest is in line with the resolution pa
noM, I. am sure that in every othpr State both goo end
private industry are in similar difficulty g to meet the require
monts of an expanding Pop o0 n4 eeeties of Inormalprogress.ira
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This "hard money policy" is obviously exacting a penalty on
necessities instead of a brake on inflation.

I would like to have the telegram and the letter from the Legislative
Reference Service of the Library of Congress inserted in the record,
and it is my purpose to discuss this matter further on the floor of the
Senate today.

(The documents referred to are as follows:)
JULY 8, 1957.

Hon. RoBBRT S. Kun,

United Statee Senate, Washington, D. C.:
Increased interest rates ar causing a slow ng down In the industrial program

of Oklahoma. High interest rates are causing an increase in taxes upon the
people of this State because of higher interest rates they have to pay on school,
county and municipal bonds. In 1955 the people of this State adopted a cons..Itu.
tional amendment allowing them to vote twice as much building bond levies as
they had been able to vote prior to that time for school building bonds. The
reason for this is to allow the people themselves to take care of school building
needs. And since that times millions of dollars on school building bonds have
been floated. Interest rates continue to climb and we find ourselves struggling
under a heavy tax burden principally because of increased interest rates. The
t01l road program in this State has been brought to a standstill principally because
of high interest rates. The following is a resolution adopted by the Governor's
conference recently at Williamsburg:

"As a result of expanded requirements, the State governments, the local govern.
ments and school districts are being pressed to make unprecedented capital
expenditures. These accelerated needs for funds have resulted in the Issuance
of billions of dollars In bonds. These bonds have been floated at higher and
higher interest rates, thus increasing amortization costs. Therefore, the forty-
ninth annual meeting of the Governor's conference suggests that the President
of the United States and the Congress take cognizance of this additional burden
on the taxpayers of America with a view to alleviating this burden."

We appreciate very much the stand that you are taking in support of a program
to bring about a more reasonable interest rate for the people of this Nation.

RAYMOND GARY, Qovert of Oldahonma.

Tax LBRART OF Cooases,
LNOISLATIYN RaVArnnOn SuavwM,

HO. ROBERT S. Kun, Wtahington, D. (., July 9, 1957.

United State. Senate, Washington, D. 0.
DPAR SNAToN KBan: We have looked in the Washington Post, the Washington

Star, and the Washington News for articles and editorials about the governors'
conference resolution notifying the Eisenhower administration of the governors'
attitude toward the tight-money policy and its effect on financing school-building
construction. The only article that rebiy mentions that phase of the subject is the
one In the Washington Post, June 27, page 2, which we are sending.

Sincerely yours, EaT S. GxtmTu, Directr.

Senator MARIN. Mr. Chairman I would like to say at this point
in the record that this resolution had a very extensive play In the
newspapers of Pennsylvania, and there was editorial comment by
many of thepapers of Pennsylvana, and they discussed it from the
standpoint of what inflation s costing 'the various State governments,and what the increased cost of mterest was for the various govern-
ments.

I did not see anything in any of the Washington City papers.
Senator KzRR. he inator from Nevada.
Senator MALONN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I/
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STATEXENT OF RON* GEORGE N. NUMPHREY, SECRETARY OF
TIE TR URY-Resumed

Senator MALON. There were a couple of questions remaining
unanswered yesterday, Mr. Secretary. Did you bring the answers
this morning?

Secretary HUMPHREY. We do not have them. The ones you
wanted, the tables and things, we will have, and we will bring them.

Senator MALONE. Yes.
One question was whether or not the holders of dollar credit,

private holders, in foreign nations could, through the transfer to their
governments or central banks, demand the gold, the same as the
governments.

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is being looked up. It varies, I think,
in various countries according to what their own central bank's
relations are with their own citizens, and we are checking that
carefully and I will bring that answer.

Senator MALONA. But you do not yet have the answer?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not no.
Senator MALONE. I understood you yesterday to say, and I have

your table here, that there was approximately $9.108 billion of foreign
official short-term holdings on which these foreign governments
could demand the gold.

Secretary HUMPHnEY. On the official holdings, that is correct.
Senator MALON. You also said---Secretar HUMPHREY. That is, it is foreign government. and inter-

national funds combined. The foreign governments were about $7.5
billion, as I recall it, and the international funds were the balance,
and the two of them total $9 billion.

Senator MALONE. $9,108 million.
Secretary HuMPnnxy. 108; that is correct.
Senator MALON. And they can demand the gold?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator MALONE. I aliJo understood you to say that we might

refuse to give them the gold.
Secretary HUMPHREY. We do not have to sell the gold unless we

want to.
Senator MALON. You have already sold it, but you do not have

to deliver it.
Secretary HuMpHanY. Oh, no, we have not sold it.
Senator MALONE. They have the dollar credits, and I understand

from your testimony that it is customary to deliver gold when
demanded.

Secretary HuMPHavy. We have dollars out, and our obligation is
to return dollars. Now, we can sell gold if we wish.

Senator MALONE. Are they under the mpression they can get gold?
Secretary HUMPREiY. I think so. . .
Senator MALOIPN. What gave them the impression?
Secretary Hu piu zy. Because we have been selling gold to those

soounts.
Senator MALONE. Whataposition would we be in if we suddenly

refused to settle in the usual manner?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I do not know. It has been done

many times, by various countries around the world under varying

465
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sets of circumstances. I think if just out of a clear sky, with no
apparent reason for it of any kind, we did it, it would cause a good
deal of comment as to what is this all about?

Senator MALONE. Would it cause a depreciation in the value of
our currency?

Secretary HumphRty. I do not think so, necessarily.
Senator M ALONE. In exchange?
Secretary Hummnzv. I do not know whether it would or not.
Senator MALONE. Some experts claim that it would. We have

not denied it have we?
Secretary fuMpHREY. I think it would depend wholly upon the

circumstances under which it was done.
Senator MALONE. Have we ever denied the delivery of gold for

dollar balances when it was requested?
Secretary HuMwimRy. I thiik it would depend wholly on the

circumstances.
Senator MALONE. But have we ever denied any such delivery?
Secretary HuMPHREY. Not that I know of. You mean in the last

few years? No.
Senator MALONE. I really meant over as long a period as the record

shows, have we ever done that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. We have only been in this situation since

1034.
Senator MALONE. We only denied our own people the right to own

gold since 1033, but did we over deny the right of foreign nations to
demand payment in gold?
O Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I could not tell you that; whether
back in some of the previous wartimes, we did or not, I would not
say. It might well have been in previous times we have had some
restrictions.

Senator MALONE. You are awaro, are you not, of the fact that our
dollar sometimes is quoted well beiow the Canadian dollar? What
is the cause of that situation?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, the cause of that is that there is so
much demand for investment in Canada. There is so much money,
American money, United States money, being spent in Canada in the
developments up there, that the exchange Canadian exchange, has
gone to a premium of a few cents on the dollar. Prices have gone up
in Canada, too.

Senator MALONE. Could it be that they handle their currency in a
more businesslike way? That is, they do not give the taxpayers'
money away in big chunks; would thathave anything to do with it;
would it?Secretar HUMPHRY. Well, I suppose that might have something
to do with it, but I think the real primary cause is that there is so
much money moving that way.

Senator MALONE. There must be a reason for what some people
call a flight of currency. We had it in our direction for a long time
when our tax and tariffstructure seemed to be favorable.

Do you think our tax structure has anything to do with the flight of
currency or investments in foreign nations?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not think anybody could say, Senator,
that it did not have something to do with it. I cannot point to
particular instances, but I certaiy would not say that there were not

AAA
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instances where people had made foreign investments or had sought
shelter some way or other, some other place, becuse of our larg
taxes.

Senator MALONz, An investment in Canada or in some of the low.
cost labor countries, with our markets available to them through the
free trade policy is very profitable and enticing to foreign and American
capital. We used to have a duty, which article I, section 8, provided,
which took the profit out of foreign low wages at the water's edge
and evened the domestic and foreign waes.

Now, with the duties or tariffs practically dispensed with, a division
of American markets with the foreign nations of the world is the
administration policy. The use of their low-wage labor and escape
from American taxes is the incentive for the flight of American capital.
Do you not think that these factors might influence the evident flight
of capital, American capital, to foreign nations?

Secretary HUMPHRiEY. I think it would very definitely influence a
movement of American capital, provided the country in which you
had the lower labor rates and the additional market, offered reason-
able protection to foreign capital invested there.

The deterrent, of course, to a movement, is the fact that in so many
places of the world, you are running great risks of losing your capital
if you go there.

Senator MALON8. Confiscation or socialization?
Secretary HUMPHazY. That is right.
Outside of that, there would certainly be pressure to move.
Senator MALONME. How much capital, American capital, is invested

in foreign nations now? Do you have any way of knowing?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No, I do not know. There are large

amounts, of course.
You just take the oil business alone, and there are large amounts.
Senator MALONrE. Well, you include the foreign countries now like

Japan, where the wages are 13, 15 cents an hour, there is a flight of
textile capital there, is there not?

Secretary HumPBnwy. I do not know.
Senator MALONE. You have no way of determining these things?
Secretary HUMPiREY. No, I could not tell.
Senator MALONSi. The Department of Commerce has continually

promoted thwe investments abroad have they not?
Secret HUMPHREY. I think die whole Government has pror

moted American investments abroad.
Senator MALONE. And the executive branch of our Government has

promoted lower duties or tariffs and the decisoin of the American mar-
ket with the foreign nations for 24 years has it not?

Secretary HUMPIIY. Well, of course, our reciprocal trade arrange.
ments do reduce duties, have reduced duties.

Senator MALONe. The actual reduction of-first it was 50 percent,
was it not, reduction in duties, across the board?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I believe that is right.
Senator MALONE. And then another 50 percent, which would mean

a total of 75 percent reduction, actually- is that about right?
Secretary HUMpnRmY. I believe thai there was authority

negotiate reductions up to 50 percent.
Senator MALONE. An additional 15 percent reduction was provided

in 1985 and does not the infation we discussed yesterday actually
lower fixed duties?
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Secretary uM'Itnwy. It does relatively. It does not lower the
exact amount, but It Is relatively lower on the total price of the article,

a lower percentage,
Senator MALoN. Yes.
In other words, If you had a product--and I think this is important

in the flight of apital--if you had a product which had a &-cent-a.
pound duty, and the price was 20 cents a pound, that would be a 25
percent duty.

Secretary" HUMPRY. That is right.
Senator MALONE. But If, then, the price rose to 50 cents a pound

because of inflation--
Secretary HuMPInUT. Or a dollar.
Senator MALONE (continuing). It would be 129 percent.
Secretary ltiMnwYa. That is right.
Senator MALONE. Therefore, there are two ways of reducing that

duty or tariff which was originally designed to make up the difference
in wages and standard of living abroad, and the labor cost and cost
of doi business here, and thIe chief competing country on each
prouct.

Secretary HumPImny. That is right.
Senator MALONE. 80 yoU think that would be conducive to a

flight of capital from the United States?
Secretary HvmPuzuy. If other conditions did not deter it.
Senator MALONE. I agree with you.
Canada has been more conservative In her handling of her finances

and in protecting her markets through protection of the workingmen
and investors wih duties or tariffs and other methods than we have,
have they not?

Secretary HumwHanw. I think you would eay yes.
Senator MALONE. I am sure you would. I have investigated it

very thoroughly, and as a matter of fact we are the only nation in the
world today that does not protect its workingmen and investors-
the jobs and investments of its people.

secretary HuMPHREY. I think, by and large, there are some thingsnot as good, but by and large their action system and their handling
of their affairs has been very good.

Senator MALONE. Yes. They have not yet reached the point where
they think they have to divide their wealth with the rest of the
nations, have they?

Secretary HuMaamEY. To some extent, but not to the extent that
we have, r think.Senator MALONE. They are repaid, even though the mother coun-
try England, I remember, wanted to buy grain on the cuff--Canada
waVted until we gave England the cash to pay for the wheat. Canada
gave their miners a bonus of about $6 an ounce for the production
of gold, and sold it to us for $35, and then everYbody made money.

You think that the incentive in Canada for American investments
has had a lot to do with the Canadian dollar being worth more than
the American dollar?

Secretary Hwunazy. I think it is because of the American invest-
ments, very largely, the development of their natural resources up
there, that has moved a great eal of American money up there.

Senator MaLoN. Yes. And you believe that the commonsense
attitude they have taken in theii government's fiscal policies, and in

i f
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conserving their resources for Canada and not distributing cash
throughout the world, has had something to do with the flgt of
American capital?

Secretary JuMpaay. I think it certainly has influenced people to
look toward Canada rather than elsewhere in the world, for the same
sort of things.

Senator MaiOnE. Yes.
Now, are there not quite a lot of investments going into other

nations in Asia and Europe perhaps for the same reason, that once
the investments are made they protect their investors and working-
men in their jobs and investments with duties or tariffs and import
and exchange permits. I

Secretary HUMPyREY. Well, I think, Senator-I am not sure of this
but I think that the main incentive is the development of natural
resources that are found elsewhere in the world, notably oil and other
minerals, and that that accounts for the largest part of the investment,
abroad.

Senator MAwoNA. I think you are absolutely right. But we have,
generally speaking, the same opportunity for investment here, but the
labor cost is so much higher, and the cost of doing business is so much
higher because of our higher standard of living costs.

As a matter of fact we pay more in industrial insurance and social
security on each woringman in America than they do in wage in.
many of these countries, as you know. That is a fact; is it not?

Secretary HuMPHaxy. I think that is so.
Senator MALONE. So, as a matter of fact-
Secretary HumPHREY. Of course you do have this: That you find,

as you go around the world, that while a good many of the wage rates
a low, the productivity is also !ow. The disparity, of course, is not
quite as great as just the wage rates.

Senator MALONE. We call it effective Wage in the engineering
business, when you talk about a comparison ofwages

But is it not ilso a fact that that was so in the past with their primi-
tive methods; but when the American investors put in their own
American machinery and take about a to 7 percent of trained-Ameri-
can workingmen to traM those low-cost workers, is it not a fact that
production is just as efficient in many cases?

Secretary HuMwnau. There are many places in the world where
you get good operating experience.

Senator MALONN. That is a fact in Japan, of course, and when the
American textile machinery is installed by American capital, pro b-
ably the Japanese work is more effective. Could that not be true?

Secretary HUMPHRzY. Well, you get good opestions.
Senator MALONE. Very good.
Secretary HUMPRitY. Tht is right.
Senator MALONE. I have been in all of these nations and personally

inspected a good part of this industrial development.
For example, northern Chile, we hear many fine American pro-

fessors and native persons with no experience saying we can compete
with anybody with our up-to-date machinery and up-to-date methods,
not reai that the American machinery and methods are imme-
diately available in any nation of the world where American capital
goes. I find Amerifan machinery and our up-to-date methods, with
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Americans training them, every place in the world where the capital
is available.

In northern Chile, the Anaconda copper plant, It will perhaps be
news to some people, but the most efficient copper refinery in the
world is in Chile, because it is the last one.

Secretary HUMPituicY, Thast is right. The last one is always the
best, or it ought to be.

Senator MAW~on. The last one is always the best wherever located;
is that not it George?

Secretary huMPrtmY. It ought to be, or somebody ought to be
fired.

Senator MALONE. Is that not it, George, the last one is always the
best?

Secretary HuMptin y. That is right.
Senator MALONE. Then to blow up this idea permanently that we

can compote with anybody on an even basis because we here invent the
method-because it is men like you and me they send ahead of them,
is it not, when they think they have a good investment, to find out
whether it is good?

Secretary iyuMPIIIr. I do not know. [Laughter.)
Senator MALONE. I think it is. I have met you in several foreign

countries. The only .ompetitive difference is the cost of labor and
cost of doing business here and in the chief competitive country on
each product.

There is a news item in the Post this morning that H-bond sales show
a 38 percent slump. There are more of these bonds being turned in
than sold.

Do you have any comment to make on that situation?
Secretary HuMipRmY. Well, we are curtailing the H bonds, you

know, and as they would come in, why, we pay them off.
Senator MALONE1. Well, are they coming in faster than you are

selling them?
Secretary HUMPHREY. We are curtailing them. We are trying to

curtail them.
Senator MALONE. You are trying to get them all in?
Secretary HumpHnusy. Wait a minute. Maybe I have said the

wrong letter.
Senator MALONE. Well, there is no one can keep track of the

letters if you cannot, George.
Secretary HUMPHREY. J s and K's are the ones that we are not

selling any more. H's we are selling.
Senator MALON. But there are a good many of them being turned

in, more than you are selling?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right. In the first 0 months of this

year, E and H bond sales amounted to $2,314 million while redemp-
tions amounted to $2,781 million. The excess of redemptions over
sales was around $500 million.

Senator MALONE. What would you ascribe the reason to be for
that situation?

Secretary HuMtPHRuY. Well it could be a number of reasons. It
could be uses for money, it could be interest rates, it could be a number
of reasons.

Senator MALONE. What interest do they bear?
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Secretary ltuMpuepy. They have moved up, you see; we just moved
them up here. In February of this year they wont from 3 to 3Y.

Senator MAJiONE. It says in this report:
Redemptions of aeries E and i bonds during the January-Juno Period totaled

$2,781 million, up 14 peroont over oorrepondlng rodompt ons of $2,437 million
for 1060."

There must be some reason for it I suppose. You have no particular
reason for it except that the people just need the money?

Secretary HtMimpitm. Either need the money, or the interest rates.
They would either invest their money some other place, or something
of that kind-switch it.

Senator MAioNk,. Do you think some other investment would be
better than a Government bond?

Secretary IUMPHIINY. It would not be better, but they might be
perfectly willing to take a chance on something else which would
pay them more interest. Or they might switch into other governments.

Senator MALONE. Has the situation changed in Government bonds
over 10 years ago, 15 years ago, when you used to sell a 10-year ma-
turity bond for $750 on a $1,000 bond, and at the end of the 10 years
the purchasing power of the $1,000 was less than the purchasing power
of the $750 when lie invested it? We really take the money away from
investors through inflation..

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, the purchasing power of the dollar has
changed, of course, Senator, quite substantially but not so much
during the past 4 years. Now, in the last few months, as has been
broug it out here before, there has boon an increase in prices, in the
cost of living, and in other prices, and that has moved up more in the
last, 0 months than it did in 4 years.

But still, over the whole 4 years, the change over the 4 years is still
very much less than it was in the preceding 15 years.

Senator MALONE. Well now, is that one of the reasons you moved
the interest up so that would not be true, so that if you bought a bond
now and the depreciation of the currency continues, that you would
get back at least as much purchasing power at the end of 10 years or 5
years, whatever the term of the bond, as you put into the bond to
start with?

Secretary HuMhmm cy. No. We moved the interest on the bond
up to make it more nearly in line with current rates being paid elw-
where. But the thing that is moving interest up is the excess of the
demand for money over the supply, or for credit more than the supply,
which is pushing the interest rate up competitively.

Senator MALONe:. And as you explained yesterday, what you try
to do is meet the market demand for return on the investment.

,Secretary H uMPntpY. That, we hope is anti-inflationary.
Senator MALoNt. So you try to fix dhe rate so the bonds will sell?
Secretary HvmPimry. We hope that that is retarding inflation,

inflationary pressures and I believe that it is.
Senator MALoNE. We hear a ood deal about money invested in

the United States from nations ike Switzerland, where they have
bank accounts which do not identify the real owners.

What do you know about that report?
Secretary HvuPmuRy. I do not know much about it. I have read

in the paper about some; in some of these proxy flight, I noticed that
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they thought they had some method rigged up by which they could
buy securities without telling who it was, or something of that kind.

I do not know much about it.
Senator MALox. It is not necessary for you to know anythingabout that as Secretary of the Treasury of the Uited States?
Secretary HUMPREaY. I do not think so.
Senator MALoNE. It does not affect your business?
Secretary HUMPInzY. I do not think so. Relatively few, isolated

transactions, I think.
Senator MALONE. Do you know if it in possible for money to be

invested, transferred to the United States through numbers, as the
newspapers report, so that the individual owners of the money are
not disclosed and are not subject to American law and taxes?

Secretary HuMpunzY. I do not know.
Senator MALONE, Who would know about that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I suppose the banks through which it

is done would be the-
Senator MALONE. The Federal Reserve banks would know?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I would not think the Federal Reserve

would really know. It might. But it would be, I would think you
would probably find, the banks through which the transactions were
carried on with their correspondent banks.

Senator MALONE. Would our income tax people know about that?
Secretary HUMPHRzY. Well, if something developed which looked

as though it was being used for the avoidance of taxation, why, I
think they would be interested to try to trace it up,

Senator MALON. What do Americans and foreigners take money
to Switzerland for? It is pretty well known that nearly all of these
dictators and people who may have to make sudden moves for politi-
cal purposes have a lot of money deposited in the banks in Switzerland.

What would keep an American citizen, we will say, who owned
money which had never been disclosed, from depositing it in a Swiss
bank and investing it in this country under a number?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I suppose you could. ,
Senator MALON. That would be getting pretty close to your

business in the income tax field, would it not
Secretary HUMPHRY. Well, that would not necessarily mean that

he would not be paying his taxes. But if it was being used in some
way as a tax dodge, then, of course, the Internal Revenue Bureau
would be very interested.

Senator MALONE. Suppose he had the money in thousand-dollar
bills in which you were so much interested a few years ago, and do-
posited it in a Swiss bank and transferred it to this country under a
number, income tax had never been paid on this money.

Of course, the business he goes into, he would pay taxes, but would
that escape paying income tax on this money that he shipped to
Switzerland?

Secretary HMPHRaY. Well, it should not.
Senator MALONa. How would you identify it if you do not know

anything about it?
retary HuPAPHRmY. Well, I think----

Senator MALON. How would you find it?
Secretary HUMPuBnmY. If there is anything there, you would immedi-

ately start an Investigation to try to follow it up.
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Senator MALONE. Has any such investation been started?
Secret HuMPunvy. I cannot tell you. That would be in the

interra, avenue.
Senator MALONz. You do run this income-tax business, do you

not?
Secret HUMuHwy. Yes; but I cannot tell you all of the investi.

gations they have.
Senator MALONe. You could not find out for us what they are

doing in regard to this money which is reported to escape taxation
by coming ii under a number from a Swiss bank?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I could find out. I could find out; yes.
Senator -MALONE. Would you do that for us?
Secretary HUMpRxY. Yes; I will. Would it not be better, though,

to have the income-tax people come and talk to you about it?
Senator MALONE. Wel it would; but, after al, he works for you.
Secret#ry HupniEuY. Well, Senator, we have got 90,000 people

working in the Treasury Department now. I do not know what they
are all doing.

Senator MALONE. You do not have 90,000 people reporting to you?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I have people who run different department.

of the Treasury, and try to get competent people to do it. And, f
they do a good job, why, I let them do it. I do not try to run it for
them.
Senator MALONE. Well, you do not have 90,000 like the head of the

Income Tax Bureau, do you?
Secretary HVMPHREY. Do not have what?
Senator MALONE. You do not have 90,000 people like the head of

the Income Tax Bureau, do you?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No, not heads of departments.
Senator MALONE. How many heads do you have?
Secretary HuMPHnEY. I suppose there are 40.
Senator MALONE. Well you do got reports from them and you do

call them in once in a while, do you not?
Secretary H UMPHREY. I certainly do. I do not follow their day-to-

day activities.
senator MALONE. Well, that was not what I asked. Would you call,

him in and ask him to give you the answer to this?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, I can find out what they are doing.
Senator MALONE. All right.
(The material referred to was read into the record at p. 512.)
Senator MAL oE. We abolished the gold standard. Congress did

in 1933 under that pressure from a popular president. It was a
left-handed move, apparently, because we still maintain or say we
maintain the amount of gold-25 percent now, reduced from 40
percent?

Secretary HUMPHRE. That is right.
Senator MALONE. Behind the currency.
Secretary HvMpnnEy. That is right, and deposits.
Senator MALONE. But no one in America can have possession of it

but you.
Secretary HUMPittEY. That is right.
Senator MALONE. Re presenting the United States.
But it is available to foreigners, is it not?
Secretary HUMPrnanY. To foreign governments.

DOMl-61--a41
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aMtor MAhoNSG, To foreign goveriinnts.
*aorita, Huriintuxy, That hI right.

eitator Mt.ONo, And to thfe , foreign individuals, It thoy transfer
their holding to t1 Government#

,ctetryt11M rnitvYO To th1e extent tilat tiley call do it. that way,
Senator MAIMN#. Yes.
In other words, almut. $1.2 billion wortl of it altogetlier.
It would he interesting, or it Is Interesting, then, to know just how

mull gold we own,
S eretarv ltllmillicy. We OWl ......I eaw give you thst figure oxaetly.
Senator MtAieNR, Wl!, we havo It idlre dy, Bilut the reason we
m, triel to arrive at thi Is because, aloce there is 28 parent of gold

suppould to he behind our ourrnny, it, ig Interesting to know how
muel of it we own, is it not.?

,eeretary MItimpniy, We own, are you saying?
6-,nator NI"MALON14. Ys,
&wretary itUMPIIlIy. Yes; we do. It is interesting to know, hud

I think that we gave you t11t flgure.
Senator MALON1. tea; you did, ald it is em than $0.A billion that

you a-tudlv own if thes Individuals ctsn (ionianid the gold through it
transfer to their central governiin)0t4; and you tire getting nip thats
answer. You have not gotten it yet.

8ecreta ry IPMrhintiy. I have told you, Senator, is plaiuly as I can,
we do not have to sell any gold we do not want to sol1.

Senator MALON . Well, let us go over that again*
Supliwe they do make a demand and they have this iniplied

pmlluse They do have the promise that they (,an get gol.,
Srotarmy If uMPIItY. I (to miot think they hlve a pronim. They

have a practise.
Senator MALONE. What do tiey have?
Secretary HtiiMPlitY. They have a practice.
Senator'MALONx. A what?
Secretary ItymPtnaiy. It is a practice.
Senator MALONS. It is a practice.
It is a practice for persons to pay their debts in this country. It

one man owes another $100, it is a practice to pay it, if he wants to
keep his reputation for honesty, is it not?

kSeretary HvMurntjv. That is right.
Senator MALONE. Now, it is a practice for us to pay our debts-

the dollar balances in gold, and you said a while ago you do not know
!wiv time that we ever refused to deliver the gold for a dollar balance.

Secretary HuMpitHEY. No I do not happen to know of any, I
would not say, as I told you before, that there were not times before.
I do not know.

Senator MALONE. You would not want to be the first one to to
that., would you?

Secretary HrMrpInEY. It would all depend on the circumstances.
I would not hesitate at all, if the circumstances were such that that
was the proper thing to do.

Senator iMAto~k. Describe the circumstances under which you
would do that.

Secretary HtyUpntay. Well, if we had a World War, would be No. I.
Senator -MAU)NE. Suppose it were demanded now?
Secretary Hvpmuzav, If we had a world upheaval of some sort,

why, you would immediately, I think, declare some moratoriums.
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Senator MAI,OX. Well, there Il no world upheaval noiV. supposo
the demand was umhUli now, Would you refusel

Mevrotary llupeumov, Not lit ordinary transactloni,; I 0oritnly
would not.

Senator mAIONK lit otler words, you would not refume tinloei thero
was s world upheaval that would Justify, li; your opinion, keeping thegold here?

8wcr~ary lvmumpiy. And, as I xaId yesterday, I do not think you
would- ilik yeol hi to put your two thitig to.Ihelr. I do not
think you art going to Fet mIIy denisnd for all of ti gold niles. you
io have ei'reouli#|iinil In the world whieh arm different than they rtoday.

81,na11r MAI,oNV,. I would tiot think you would have the demand,
lauetse I tink they would judge this would be the safest pl#we for
thei to sore It.

Mleretary ]JUMPHhimY. I thitk 11ht is wh mntt people III the
world thlilk.

Senittor MALONK, l1nt Ac long a e JI it longl to them, even a do-
positir in a baik eai denied am inoiiey,

Seitretoay IlurI'nItIY. It does not belong to them, It bilng to
u".

Senator MA.oNxe. This baik owns the money, but if the depositor
dlenlmlds it, lie ean get It, c(an he not? I

Secretary luupoen y, If e (sat inles there is x moratorium.
Senator MA LoN. Well, that in the privilege of a nation-I re-

ca,.,nlher in 1947, my first. year in the Se late, I inmae a rather extended
trip through Jtirope. I wantivd to we our star boarders there, and
Me how t hey were living aid what they were manufuturing, and
how they were paying and treating the hel).

And I found hundrodIs of millions of pounds of English cumncy in
severall nation Il what they call blocked Ionglish currency--they

owntd it but could not tw it except in purchases from England. 1o
the englishh pound depreciated. ,
Secretary Hlujinux, Y. That is right.
SonstiorMALONS'. But the Eiglish credit was not good, either at

that time. I remenlxr, that was before I came here, the year before
I came here, wes it $3,750 million that we gave England to bolster
their currency? We said that would be the last, of course, but we
have continued to give them cash and groevries.

secretary I uMPHeruY. There was a British loan made of something
ovr $3 billion.

Senator MALONJE. $3,760 million; was it not a loan that turned into

Teretary 1uueeoiv. That was about 10 years ago, as I remember

Senator MALoNE. Well, it must have bien 12, because I have been
here I I year.

Secretary HuenPsiv. Twelve; well, that might be.
Senator ,ANALONE'. Well, anyway, we gave them the money, but

they still blocked their currency.
I found a banker in Italy, the Bank of America, was slowly going

nuts, I remember- I talked to him, because ice thought he was ifi
pretty good finaneal shape coming out of World War 11, but he sud-
denly found that his English pounds were blocked, aid he was boke.
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Seertary Huupuany. That is right.
Senator MALox. And the only way he could do any business wa

it he bought something from Engand, he could use the pounds, bul
he could not use them any other wayn r

Secret Humpazy. That i right,
S.natoF .Axoxv. Their credit we not very god, We were bol-

storing their money on the world market throuh gifts in 1946. We
are still bolstering the credit of England in 1951.-f

Who is going to boater our credit on the world market if we refuse
to pay ouro et?

ecretry Hum, iamY. I do not know.
Senator MALoN. I think that is a rather interesting answer.

I do not know, either.
The difficulty is, in this Uncle Santa Claus busmies, t. United

States does not have any uncle.
We now understand this gold business pretty well, if we find now

whether or not these private owners, who have $7 billion or $7.5 billion
throughout Europe and Asia, can, by transfer to their central govern-
ments which can demand the money-that is, that the governments
can demand it.

That would mean, then, you would have less than $6.5 billion of
your own gold in the Treasury to meet the 25 percent of the $27.5
billion of currency in circulation.

How much silver do we have in the Treasury?
Secretary HUMpU.ImY. According to the June 28 daily statement,

there is $2 439 million.
Senator MAtLom. Of silver bullion in the Treasury?
Secretary HUMPiItmY. That is right, including silver dollars; there

is also $70 million silver bullion in the general fund.
Senator MALONZ. What was the Silver Act of 1934? The Gold

Act was in 1933, 1 believe- is that correct?
Secretary HUuPHRICY. The original gold-law change was a rider to

the agricultural adjustment bill, the orignal gold change in 1933.
Then, in 1934, they passed the Gold Act.
SenatorMALoNI Making it illegal for an American to own gold,

but protecting the foreigners' right to own secure American gold.
Secretary HvMpnmiy. January 1934.
Senator M ALONE. When was the Silver Act passed? There was

a Silver Act that required a certain percent of silver purchased against
the gold, and you could then issue silver certificates.

Secretary HVMPIIrtmY. Well, I do not know. I cannot tell you
that.

Let us see if we have it.
jWell, this Silver Act authorized the Secretary of the Treasury to

purchase silver and to issue silver certificates. It was approved on
June 19, 1934, at 9 p. m.

Senator MALONg. Since that time, you are supposed to purchase a
certain percentage of silver, are you not? What was the act? Will
you explain it for the record?

Secretary HuMPuimY. No, I cannot.
Senator MALONL. What are you supposed to do under the act?
Secretargr HUMpanRzY. Well, I do not know.
Senator MA ons. That is a very frank answer. And I do not

know what you are doing.
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Seret Huvmr . Well I think we had better got the people
who handle it and have them come and tellyou about t. I

Senator MALoNE. Could you not get the anwer?
8ecrety HuMPuREY, Yes I can get it, I coal pt the ones whose

job it s to handle the detail of his. I, do not handle the de il of
this, and I do not do it.

Senator MALONx. No. I would not expect you to.
What I would like to have answered then, is, on what basis do you

purchase silver, on what basis under the origal act of 1934, and s
amended?

Secretary HuMPHREY. I would suggest, Senator, that proba bly the
best way to save your time the most would be to get the people who
actually do this, the Director of the Mint, who runs all this part on
the purchase of the metals and actually handles them and I think
he would be the one who could probably save you a lot of time.

Senator MALONE. I do not know him, and as far as I am concerned,
-he has no responsibility whatever, so I would like very much if you
would simply get it for me, and under your own testimony give us
the answer to the question I asked. And that is: Under what prin.
ciple do you purchase silver? How much silver you have in the
Treasury at this time, which you have already answered,

Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, I told you that.
Senator M %ALO Nz. How it varies, and under what conditions. And

then answer the question as to the silver certificates issued against
this money, and what part of the silver certificates what kind of
silver certificates, can you present at a bank and get the silver for it?

You cannot get silver, I understand, for all of the silver certificates
in circulation. So make that division for me.

Secretary HUMPHIIEY. We will do that.
Senator MALONE. And explain the act, as to what it means in the

purchase of silver the price for which it is purchased, and the details
of how it is coined and used as money.

Secretary HuMpituay. If you will just write that out for me, I will
see that those answers are prepared and presented to you.

Senator MALONE. Yes. I would appreciate that.
(The information referred to was read into the record at p. 512.)
Senator MALONE. In this matter of metal backing for the money,

when you go far enough back into the history of money, what was
was the reason for the gold and silver to be adopted as a basis for
the money system? Do you have any ideas on that now?

Secret uMPHnRy. That was before I was in the Treasury.
[Laughter.I Senator MALONE. You have had to learn some things, have you
not, that happened before you came into the Treasury?

Secretary HUMPHnEY. I wonder, sometimes. [Laughter.]
Senator MALON. There are many people who question whether

you have learned it or not. But I do not. I think you have, and I
ask you a question, and I do not think it is funny.

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well-
Senator MtALoz . It is pretty hard for me to joke, George, about

the way this money system has been handled in the last 24 years.
It is not funny to steal through inflation more than one-half of the
savings, insurance, and pensions of the people of our Nation."
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Secretary HUMPmImoY. Well, Senator, you asked me a question
going way back to, I suppose earliest time.

Senator MALOI .Do you have any ideas on it?
Secretary flumI sany. No. ,
Senator MeALONI. Well, then, why was it continued? Do you have

an ideas on that?
cretary HumPinMY. Why do we continue now?

Senator NALoNI. No. Why was the metal backing--gold and
siver base continued up until 1933?

Secretary Huunpuzu . I can tell you what we are doing now.
Senator MALoNS. What are you doing now, and what do you want

to dot
Loet me ask you that question-
Socretary HvMPHnnY. Yes.
Senator MALONE (continuing). That is not going to be funny,

and that is, what would you do now to establish a sound currency?
We have established already, through your testimony, that we have
a managed currency that you and the Federal Reserve bank manage.
They can determine how much money is in circulation and establish
the stock market margin, and you can determine the interest rate.

Now it is a manipulated currency.
Secretary HUMPIInEmY. No,
Senator MALONI. It is a managed currency.
Secretary HUMpitunY. I cannot determine interest rates.
Senator MALONE. Well, you just testified yesterday you could and

do.
Secretary HUmmtmy. No. I testified yesterday that I could not.

I testified that I met market conditions, and I-
Senator MALONE. That is right.
Secretary HVMPHREY (continuing). And I fixed the rates on the

bonds we sold, and on nothing else.
Senator MALotN. That is right. You fixed the interest rate.
Secretary HumPHREY. On the bonds we sell. And that is not de-

termining interest rates.
Senator MALONE. On Government bonds.
secretaryy HUMPHREY. On Government bonds, yes, sir. That is

not fixing interest rates.
Senator MALONE. It is fixing interest rates.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, it is just the way you can fix the inter-

est rates on what you will pay or on what you will sell.
Senator MALONS. Let me ask you another question. I know from

your testimony that you fix the interest rate so the bonds will sell on
the market. Does the interest rate on Government bonds affect in-
terest rates on normal private transactions?

Secretary H UMPnEuy. Certainly they do. They are part of the
general market, and they are an important part, a very important
part.

Senator MALONF. As a matter of fact, just about control it now,
with about $290 billion of them out on -the country.

Secretary HumPinaz, They are a very important part of the gen-
eral market.

Senator MALON&. All right, let's get down to fundamentals.
Then you do fix the interest rate on Government bonds.
Secretary HUMPREY. We do.

I -
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Senator MALONN. And it doei vitally affect the interest rate on
private money.

Secretary HWUM nay. That Is right, they are a part of thegeneral
market.

Senator MALONE. All right. Let us get away from that for a
moment.

We have established, then that you and the Federal. Reserve
Board manage the currency that is, you fix the interest on Govern-
ment bonds and the Federal Reserve does determine the amount of
currency in circulation. They create more money when they (the
Board) believe that there should be more money in circulation, and
they withdraw it when they believe there should be less money in
circulation.

Secretary HuMPrnaY. And they have other powers that can affect
the extent of credit.

Senator MALONJ'. That is correct.
And the two of you together manage the currency of the United

States, and its price on the open market, do you not?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No, I do not think so. I think the Federal

Reserve-
Senator MALONE. What you do vitally affects every other business

transaction.
Secretary HuMPnmiy. That is correct.
Senator MALONE. All right.
Now, let us get away from that and the funny business.
What would you do if you now wanted to establish a sound money

and get away from inflation, undue inflation, and have a sound money
basis in the United States of America, and you had the authority to
do it tomorrow, to write the bill that Congress might consider? What
would you suggest?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I would do exactly what I am trying to do
and have been trying to do for 4 years.

Senator MALONE. But you would not change anything?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I would try to handle my budget, make

further improvements in the budget. I would try to run the country
on a proper fiscal basis. [ would attempt to do all the things that
we have been attempting to do, and I would hope to do them a little
better.

Senator MALONE. But you would still have a managed currency?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I would still have a managed cTrrency if you

want to call it that. I believe it is better to have it that way than in
any other way.

Senator MALONE. Then you would not change anything we have
been doing for 24 years, except just try to manipuate it a little better?

Secretary HUMPHREY. No, I did not say that. I said I would try
to do better the same things we have been trying to do for the past 4
years.

Senator MALONE. But you would not change the basis of this sys-
tem?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I would not change the basis of what I have
been trying to do for the past 4 years.

Senator MALONE. I am not talking about-you see, there are many
things which happened before you came here.
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You would not change the Gold Act of 1983 and 1934?. You would
not change anything? You would not try to establish a metal basip
for money?

Secretary Husamnry. I would not go back to a metal base for money
today, no, sir.

Senator MALONE. I am not confining it to today. What day would
you go back if you would?

8cretary HuKPknuvY. I do not know whether the day is coming or
not. It may come. There may be sufficient stability develop in the
world so that you would want to go back to a metal base, but I would
not want to do it under present conditions.

Senator MALONI4. What you want to do now, you want to follow
the remainder of the nations of the world who have, all of them have,
managed currency, India has managed currency, Germany has a man.
aRod currency, they all have managed currency. So you will follow
their load.

Secretary HUMPHRty. I am not following their load. I am followingthe laws that we have in this country, which I believe are proper laws,
and I believe are working very well.

Senator MALONN. And you would not change them?
Secretary HuuPH11nwY. I would not change those laws, not at ths

time.
Senator MALONE. That is a great piece of information that is

going to be interesting to a great section of our public, that our
present administration believes that a managed currency is exactly
what we need without a metal basis for it at all.

Secret fIuMPHRty. Not at this time.
SenatorlIALONC, What would you do with the 25 percent gold

requirement for our currency? The law now requires that you have
25 percent gold, 25 percent of the currency in circulation, behind the
currency, does it not?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator MALONE. What is it for What good is it in our system

if Americans cannot possess gold?
Secretary HUMPHINsY. I would have it, and I would continue as

we are with bur gold transactions in international trade. I would
continue doing the same things we are doing, and I think that we are
doing them properly.

Senator MALONE. Well, you would be shortchanging some of these
foreign countries if they asked for the gold representing their dollar
balance and you refuse o ive it to them, and you say you can and
would under certain conditions.

Secretary HUMPHRelY.- Well, I said under special and certain
conditions.

Senator MALONE. That would be a war.
Secretary HMPnxRY. That is right.
Senator MALONE. But if we do not have a war as such, an upheaval,

you would pay them in gold.
Secretary HuMPURzY. That is correct.
Senator MALoN. But if we do not have the excuse of such a great

upheaval or war for which to base a refusal I think you are goig to
find that at least $16 billion of your gold belongs to somebody else
under your own statement.

Secretary HuMPHREY. Well, I do not think so, but-
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Senator MALONU. Let us go back to your statement here. I do

not know what you mean by tis,' It was sent by your "man Fridayi"
Mr. Burgess. You apparently never signs letter-at least to me.
I sign my letters to you.

But under this setup, it says: "Foreign official short-term dollar
holdings." As you andtI understand It, ihey hold that many dollars
for which they can demand gold--you have said that it is customary
to pay in gold. I understood that to be your testimony ytrday.

ecretary HvMruaws. Well, I have gone all over it, and I will
make the same answers today that I made yesterday, and spin in
an hour from now that I made an hour ago.

Senator MAWorot. Some of them have boon very interesting and
I am sure will be interesting to the country.

Secretary HUMPHUnY. Good.
Senator MALoxv. And that is, that you can refuse to give the

gold to these people simply because you have the title to it and they
do not have the title, but it takes an upheaval to cause that ref
That is right is it not?

Secretary hUMcpnRMY. We can buy or sell gold.
Senator M Otzr. And you are selling, and you testified-
Secretary HuMPnIuw. We are buying and selling, both.
Senator MALONz. And you testified yesterday--
Secretar Humnianv. I told you the amounts
Senator MALOND (continuing). With $35, a foreigner can buy gold

and keep it.
Secretary HuMtaisr. I told you the amounts we did buy and sell,

yesterday.
Senator MALONN. And the $9.108 billion is the credit they had.
Secretary HuMPHazy. It is a dollar balance.
Senator MALONX. It Is a dollar balance for which they can expect

gold. That is right.
Secretary HuuPnRy. They can expect gold as long as we continue

selig it.
Senator MALONN. But if--
Secretary HuMxnnU . Senator, I cannot say this-you say it any

way you like. I have told you what we are ding, .and why we are
doing it. Now, I can keep repeating it and repeat it, but I am
not going to answer questions that you propose in words that you
choose to select, which gives a different impression.

Senator MALONS. I am not selecting any words.for you to use in
your answer, but I am asking you questions to clarify the record and
getting very peculiar answers to some of them. Clever too.

Secretary Huwurae. Well, that may be.
Senator MALONS. So I am going to ask this one again, and let the

record show it today:
The $9.108 billion that the foreign governments own in dollar

balances, they expect to be paid the gold for it, do they not?
Secretary Huumnnus. Those are the short-erm obligations of

foreign governments sand international institutions, and we expect
to settle those balances in gold.

Senator MALoNo. The total foreign dollar holdings are about
$169 billion, leaving over $7 billion 1 private holdings, which, of
course, can be transferred to foreign government holdings.

Secretary HUMHRzs. Under varying condition, and lI am going
to get you those varying conditions you have asked for.
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Senator MALONE. Yes, you are going to get th(e varying condi-
tions. You do not have them now?

SecreUuy HuMPaaY. I do not.
They are in a good many countries, and they vary from country to

country.
Senator MALON. That is right.
Now, if the $16 billion plus is owed by us in gold, unless we see fit

to refuse to give them the gold, which would not be following the
customary practice, it means then, what we have left that we actually
own if we followed the customary practice of paying dollar balances
in gold would be less than $8.5 billion, would It not?

Secretly HuMPHavy. That is the difference between the figures
that you have just added up.

Senator MALONL. Yes. That is right.
I have a table here, furnished alsoby the United States Treasury,

and signed by Mr. Burgess, Under Secretary, which gives a breakdown
of the nations which own this gold.

Austria, $305 million. Presumably, Austria could get the gold.
Mr. Chairman, without going further into this business, I ask that

these two tables, one which shows the UJ cited States gold stok,
monetary gold reserve requirements, and foreign dollar holdings,
1934-57 be made a part of the record.

The CUAuxMAN (presiding). Without.objection, so ordered.
Senator MALONs. That is table I.
I ask that table II, foreign dollar holdings, March 31 1957, in

millions of dollars, by nations be made a part of the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, so ordered.
(The tables referred to are as follows:)

TAs ,L-Uniktd .ates gold stock, monetary gold resere requiremen$e, and foreign
dollar holdingo' 1984-67

IMillions of dollars)

United Btates Total foreign For%1in
R nd of pet lod United State monetary dollar of01iial aort.

sold stock rold resrve holdings term dollar
requbvneat holdings

19M4...... ............................. 3. & 116 870
101 ........................................... 10.126 8,064 1.01 1

19 .......................................... 11,429 4.4" 1,I
193 ........................................... .1,00 4,004 1,93
t938 ................................... 401 6 ,18
i2 ........................................ .. 2t7o 1, 409 4.205

19 .......................................... . 1.. 382
194 ................................... * .... ,23 8811941......... 0.......... ................. 2278 1 4,01 89 2,244
1948........... .. 2101 1,27 876 3820
19.......... .2,831 14,6" ,97 3M
1900 ................................ 283 1,4 A0 K919 8883 179
19l ................................... 20708 10, M 0, 49D 18
104 ................................... 22,8te 11,841 7,118 I 094
94............................. . 4399 l1,0i3 7.718 4,701

199.......................4W0 10,79 so22 Mus
190............ . ........ . .2M 11046 20,197 V
lost........................4....... . .. AM67 110758 10 178 8, 1

952.............................%I2N 119 11719
9" 8 ........................................... 22,0 1 18,1 i ,9
9IOU............................... 2I: 1.,84 019

IOU ....................... IM I

Includes holdings international lusiltutic"
I Not avatlab as of May 0 1067.
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TAsnu II.-Foere dolUar holdings Mar. 51, 1957
I Mmulre t dollanj

Europe:
Austria .................
Belgium .............
Caechoslovakia ..........
Denmark .................
Finland .................
France.
Germany, Federal Republicof
Greece ....... ...Italy .....................
Net herlands.

Norway ..................
Poland
Portugal.
Rumania.
Spain.
Sweden
Switzerland .............
TurkeyV. . S. R .......... ....
United Kingdom.
Yugoslavia ....
Other Europe..

182
1

82
64

432

1,777
178
893
126
171

4
123

1
35

228
912
14
1

1,175
14

421

Total Europe ........... 7109
Canada ............... 981

Latin
P
P,El
U!
Vo0

Asia:

America--Contnued
anama, Republic of ....... $118
eru.... --- w. --..., * 82
I Salvador............... 41
ruguay ....-.- . 76
enesuela ............... 876
ther Latin America .... 147

Total Latin America .... , 087

China mainland------.. 38
Formosa --------------- 69
Hong Kong ...........-. . 58.
India--------------. -81
Indonesia------------.. 1
Iran-----................. 4
Israel .................... 35
Japan .................... 912
Korea, Republic of ........ 108
philippinles-------. 0
Thai land------------. 168
Other Asia ............... 414

Total Asia .............. 2,813

Other countries:Australia .... . .. . .... OR
Latin America: Belgian Congo . 41

Argentina 18 Be..... CogEgypt ............ 60Bolivia ................... 25 Unn of South Vriea ..... 62
Brazil .................... 233 All other. 148
Chile---------------. 92
Colombia ................ 190 Total other countries.' 402
Cuba .................... 384 International----------. -1, 964
Dominican Republic ------- 78
Guatemala-----------. 74 Grand total ............ 160, 246
Mexico ------------------ 418
Netherlands West Indies

and Surinam ----------.. 70
Senator MALONE. It shows here in the table that the United

Kingdom, for example, has $1.175 billion in dollar balance.
Now, there was another question on which you were going to give

me some information. It maybe that I am mistaken. Perhaps you
answered it. That is, the mone that we give these nations, whether
it is Marshall plan, ECA, or mutual security whatever it is, just so it
is dollars, that adds to the dollar balance of tihat nation for which they
could demand the gold?

Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct, if it goes to the nation--
Senator MALONe. Yen, In cash.
And then, as we have already---
Secretary Huxaenimr (continuing). In dollars. That is what I

said. I said if it went in dollars, that then it added to their dollar
balance, and it does.

Senator MALON. For the record, about $70 billion in gifts and
various other arrangements have gone to these people over the last
10 to 12 years.

Secretary HuMPHazy. Well, that is subject to division, as we said
yesterday-
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Senator MALONE. That is right. Some of it was in groceries.
Secretary HUMPHREY (continuing). Between goods and dollars.
Senator MALONE. That is right.
Secretary HUMPiiRY. We are now talking about dollars.
Senator MALONE. That is right. It is subject to division between

goods and dollars. The dollars add up to dollar balances and for
that they can demand gold.

Now, apropos of this gold standard, I have introduced two bills-
S. 1778 providing a free market for gold, and S. 1897, for a gold
standard, a gold base for our currency. I have had your answer of
course officially through Mr. Burgess, that you do not favor either
one. You have testified that you want to continue the managed
currency,

S. 1897 is a bill to return to the gold standard, and I have the report
to the Senate Finance Committee on this bill. It Is signed by Mr.
Burgess, and the letter reads:

This is in reply to the letter of your committee dated April 22, 1957, requesting
the views of the Treasury Department on S. 1897, a bill to provide the United
States with a gold standard and redeemable currency, and to correct other defects
in the monetary system of the United States.

The effect of the bill, L4. 1897 would be to establish a redeemable gold coin
standard In the United 8tites at the present rity of the gold dollar which Is
equivalent to one thirty-fifth of an ounce of gol ol.

The United States is now on a form of international gold bullion standard in
which gold is freely bought from and sold to foreign governments and central
banks at the official price of $35 per fine troy ounce for the settlement of inter.
national balances.

That you and I have covered very thoroughly, I think, yesterday
and now today.

Secretary HUMIHnzy. That is right.
Senator MALONE. He does not say, however, here that they can

refuse to send the gold to them, but you have explained that very
thoroughly.

The United States Government also purchases newly mined domestic gold and
sells gold domestically for legitimate and customary industrial, professional and
artistic uses at the official price. A gold reserve equal to 25 percent of the note
issue and deposits of Federal Reserve banks is required by law. However,
private citizens are not at present permitted to redeem United States currency
for gold to be held as a store of value.

In the light of existing political and economic uncertainties in many parts of
the world-;

that must have been what you meant when you said you wanted to
stay on a managed currency as long as things were upset.

Secretary HUMPHnEY. I said under present conditions; I would not
make any other recommendation.

Senator MALON (reading):
the Treasury Department does not feel that It would be desirable for the United
States to return to a program of internal redemption of currency by old payment
at the present time. A greater measure of economic stability suta Westab.
lished throughout the free world and the principal foreign currencies freed from
existing restrictions and made convertible with each olher before it would be
appropriate to return to gold redemption.

For these reasons, the Taresury Department would not favor the enactment
of S. 1897.

The Department has been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there is
no objection to submission of this report to your committee.

Mr. Chairman, I ask that the bill introduced, and the letter, b
made a part of the record at, this time.
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The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the insertion will be made.
(8. 1897 follows:)

A BILL To provide the United states with a sold standard and redeemable currency, and to comet other
defects in the monetary system ot the United States

Be is enaced by the Senate and Howe of Rep restatiw of $he United States @
America in Congres assembled, That this Act shall be cited as the "Gold Redemp.
tion Act of 1957".

Bie. 2. The standard money unit of the United States shall be the dollar con-
sisting of fifteen and five twenty-firsts pains of gold nine-tenths fine. Cold shall
be freely coined and Issued upon demand In any amount not less than $100. The
smallest denomination of gold coins shall be $10. All other denominations of gold
coins shall be of such sie as the Secretary of the Treasury shall find desirable to
meet public demand. All gold coins shall be nine-tenths fine, and the weight of
each coin shall be fifteen and five twenty-firsts grains multiplied by the face value
of such coin.

Sze. 8. Nothing in this Act shall be construed to change, or authorize any
change In, the size, weight or fineness of the present lawful silver coins.

See. 4. All provisions of law authorizing the President to alter the size, weight,
or fineness of gold and silver coins are hereby repealed.

Szc. 5. The mint charges for assaying and coining gold and silver, and the
limits of tolerance, and the alloys in gold and silver coins, shall be those in effect
in 1932.

Sze. 6. Standard gold coin, gold certificates, silver dollars, silver certificates,
and United States notes shall be full legal tender.I Szc. 7. Fractional silver coins shall be legal tender only up to $10. Five-cent
pieces and 1-cent pieces shall be legal tender only up to 25 cents.

Svc. 8. Bank notes and Treasury currency in the process of retirement shall
have the quality of legal tender only for purposes of presentation to banks and
the United States Treasury and its fiscal agents for redemption at face value.

Sac. 9. That part of section 43 of title III of the Ae of May 12, 1988 as
amended by Public Resolution Numbered 10 approved June 5 1938 providing
that all coins and currencies of the United states shall be full legal tender, is
hereby repealed.

Svc. W0. All money of the United States, including money issued by banks
shall be maintained on a parity with the standard gold dollar by freedom of
exchange at face value with standard gold bullion or coin at the United States
Treasury.

Sac. 11. Lawful reserves of not less than 25 per oentum shall be held against
their deposits by the Federal Reserve banks. Such lawful reserves shall consist
of any or all of the following gold bullion, gold coin, gold certificates, silver coin,
silver certificates, minor coin, and United States notes.

Szc. 12. Lawful reserves of not less than 25 per centum shall be held against
Federal Reserve notes issued by Federal Reserve agents to Federal Reserve banks.
Such lawful reserves and the per centum redemption fund held against Federal
Reserve notes shall consist of standard gold bullon, or gold coin, or gold certifi-
sates, alone or In any combination.

Sao. 13. Federal Reserve notes shall be receivable for all debts, public and
private, but they may not be counted as reserves against other notes or deposits
of issuing banks.

Sac. 14. Federal Reserve notes shall be redeemed In gold bullion, or gold coin
or gold certifloates on demand at the United Stat TreaVury or a any Federal
Reserve Bank.

Sac. 18. Every obligation now existing or hereinafter cre ted containing pro.
vision for the payment thereof in gold dollars shall be considered an obligation to
pay in gold dollars of the weight and fineness specified In this Act.

gac. 16. The President shall not suspend payment in gold on any obligation
heretofore or hereafter entered into except as specifically authorized by Act of
Congress.

Sac. 17. The following sections of the Gold Reserve Act of 1934 are hereby
repealed: Sections 2, 8, 4, 5 8, 7, 8 that portion of section 9 following the phrase"as to him may seem expedient , 16 1, 12, and 18.

Sac. 18. All laws or parts thereof which are inconsistent with the provisions of
this Act are hereby amended or repealed.

Sac. 19. This Act shall take effect one year after the date 9f enactment.
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Senator MALO1N. The bill would simply return to the gold stand-
ard with the $35-an-ounce gold, and would be freely interchangeable
and held by American citizens once more, under this bill. Foreigners
would have no advantage over American citizens.

And, as I understand it, you have no objection to, and favor, the
present method of paying the dollar balances in gold to foreign na-
tions, and that the foreign nations can buy gold from us at the $35
price, buy gold from them at the $35 price if it is offered, and that
the only people in the world who are prohibited from buying gold from
the United States Treasury and holding it in their possession are the
American people.

Is that true?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I believe in going on just as we are, in the

ordinary course of trade.
Senator MALONE. Did I make a correct statement?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I answered it.
Senator MALONE. Well, you did not answer my question. I will

say it again.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I said I believe in going on just as we are,

in the ordinary course of trade.
Senator MALONx. That means, then--I am going to say it again

so that you must understand it-that any person, any government in
the world that has $35 of American money can buy gold and have it
in their possession, as far as we are concerned, except an American
citizen.

Secretary HUMPHREY. In the ordinary course of trade.
Senator MALoNN. Well, in any other way. It is against the law.

You can put a man in jail for owning gold 'here in America, can you
not?

Secretary HuMPHREY. No. You are talking about other govern-
menta.

Senator MALONE. No; I said our own citizens.
Secretary HUMPHREY. We will not sell gold to other citizens. We

sell gold in international-we transfer gold to settle international
balances sell gold to settle international balances, in the regular
course oi trade with other central banks.

Senator MALONE. Any foreign central bank that has $35 in Aineri-
can money can get an ounce of gold.

Secretary HUMPHREv. That is correct, in the ordinary course of
trade.

Senator MALONs. And they can sell it and do sell it, to their own
citizens at any price they can get. That is their own business.

Secretary hUMPHREY. That is their own business, and they do it
in varying ways and in varying degrees.

SenatorMALONe. That is right. But their citizens do own gold;
I mean they can own gold.

Secretary HuMPHfay. In some places they do, and do it in different
waator MALONe. Do you know of any other nation which does not

allow its citizens to own gold?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not know. That is one of the things

you asked me to look up, and that is the same thing you asked. You
want to know what restrictions there are between individuals and
their central banks in a list of countries, and I said we would got that
prepared and give it tq4 you.
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Senator MAtLoN. I think this adds a little to it: If there is any
nation in the world today which does not allow their own citizens to
own gold except the United States of America.

Secretary HMPHREY. That will appear on the list.
Senator MALo~e. All right.
(The information referred to was subsequently submitted and in-

serted in the record at the point of original request. See p. 461.)
Senator MALONE. I introduced another gold bill. I have the report

here. The bill introduced, the second bill introduced, was S. 1775,
for a free gold market.

There are many people who believe you can go back on a gold
standard at $35 an ounce. I do not know. Of course, you thoroughly
expressed the position of the administration. There is no desire to
change it in any case, and, as a matter of fact, any change would beopposed.But to find out what the real price of gold should be-as a matter

of fact, in South Africa, I was there in 1947, they would like very
much a free market for gold, but for us to retain our $35-an-ounce
guaranty to buy any gold offered at that price.

In every nation r visited, they were talking about $60 or $70 gold,
but when I tried to find out how much gold it would require to absorb
the market above $35 an ounce they were very reticent; my con.
clusion at the end of the trip was that it would not take a very great
volume of gold to soak up that extra market above $35 an ounce.

But it seemed to me that the only way to find out was to establish
a free market. So in April, April 1I1 introduced S. 1775, a bill which
would permit a free market for olJ.

The letter the committee received from Mr. Burgess on this bill-
the reason, as I stated, for introducing such a bill was because, if it
hit its level, $30 or $40 or whatever it was, or $50, then we would
have some idea of what thQ price ought to be if we did go back on a
gold standard. The letter:
MY DxAR Ma. CUAIRMAN: This is In reply to the chairman's letter of April 2,

1987, requesting the views of the Treasury Department on S. 1776, a bill to
authorize private transactions involving the sile, acquisition, or holding of gold
within the United States.

That, Mr. Chairman, would allow our own citizens to deal in gold
just the same as foreigners deal in gold, no restriction on American
private citizens.

The effects of the bill, 8. 1776 would be to create in the United States a free
market for newly mined gold in which the price would be prevented froutdropping
belowfM5 an ounce, to allow the exportation of such gold to other world markets
and 5jlhibit the sale of gold by tho United States for lndivitrial use or in any

a fro h t fot the purpose of depressing the price. This would involve a second,
W1i'ffcial price for gold which would fluctuate at variance with the official price,
alpending upon the demand for a relatively small amount of new gold production.

ahe Treasury Department is opposed to the enactment at this time of legislation
which would have the effect of creating variable prices for sold In terms of the
dollar in domestic and foreign markets. We believe that the adoption of any
such proposals would tend to undermine confidence In the currency and thus would
be a step away from a sound monetary oliey.

The Department has been advised by tbe Bureau of the BD!dgqt that there Is no
objection to the submission of this report to your oommlittec. 

M. Chairman, I ask permission to have this letter, along with tile
bill made a part of the record.

eh CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the insertion will be made.
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(8. 1775 follows:) t .7 s0i.)

A BILL To sutol" private tewhtlm InveIt thesaie, oquldUon, or boldint of sold wlthin the

Be ift enacted by (As Senate and Hows of Represenativee of the United State of
America in Congress aeaenbled, That, notwithstanding any other provision of
law, gold in any form, mined subsequent to the enactment of this Act, within
the United States, its Territories and posseslons ma, be melted, smelted, con.
centrated or otherwise treated so as to prepare it to e sold, or held and stored
s is, or has been customary with gold and It may be bought, held, sold, or

traded upon the open market within the United States, its Territories and posses.
sons for any purpose whatsoever without the requirement of licenses and It may
be exported without the imposition of duties, excise taxes, the requirement of
licenses permits, or any restrictions whatsoever.

Su. I Gold imported into the United States after the date of enactment of
this Act may be held, bought, sold, or traded upon the open market within the
United States, its Territories and possessions for any purpose whatsoever and
may be exported without the imposition of duties, excise taxes, the requirement of
licenses permits or any restrictions whatsoever.

Svc. !. All gold held or bought by the United States Treasury, or mints, or
assay offices, or by the Federal Reserve banks shall be construed to be monetary
gold. Such gold shall not hereafter be sold for commercial use or for the arts,
and such gold shall not hereafter be sold by the Treasury or by the Federal Reserve
banks (or for the account of either), directly or Indirectly in any free gold market
in the United States, its Territories or possessions, for tAe purpose of depressing
such market and thereby lessening the price and value of gold: Provided That the
United States Treasury shall purchase as monetary gold any gold mined after
the date of enactment of this Act in the United States, its Territories or possessions,
which Is offered to it for sale at the rate of $35 an ounce.

Senator MALONE. The purpose of the introduction of the bill was
simply to determine what the price of gold would be on a free market.

Do you know-I think I asked you before, this morning-do you
have any method of determining or do you know or do you keep
account of the amount of American capital invested in foreign
countries?

Secretary HumpuREY. We have some information about it.
Senator MALONE. Would it be proper to ask you the question
Secretary HumpHREY. I think probably the most accurate informa-

tion about it would be in the Department of Commerce.
Senator MALONE. Well I think it would.
Secretary HUMpuERY. I think that is-
Senator MALONE. I have had a little difficulty in my correspondence

with the Department of Commerce. They seem reluctant to give us
the detailed information.

Let me ask it in another way, then: Any gold or any money trans-
ferred to a foreign country for any purpose, do you have any record
of it, gold shipments?

Secretary HuMPiRtnY. Of gold between central banks, between
governments?

Senator MALONE. Yes.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes; we could tell you that.
Senator MALONE. You would have a record of it.
Is it a record which would add to our record here, if you could give

us the record of those shipments?
Secretary HUMPHitEY. Over how long a period?
Senator MALONN, A reasonable period, whatever you could do,

years.Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes; we will get it for 8 years.
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Senator MALO.N. All right.
(The information referred to was subsequently submitted and in-

serted in record at place of original request. See p. 457.)
Senator MALONE. I think I asked you already if this large invest-

ment this movement of American capital to foreign countries-and
I understand it has reached right close to $40 billion now-if that is
ny indication of instability of our Government or methods of financ-ing.,•
Secretary HuMPHRIEY. You did ask me that, and I replied that I

did not think that was certainly a primary purpose or moving influ.
ence that I thought it was to do business in additional markets or
to develop natural resources elsewhere, or to gain additional markets
for the sale of goods.

Senator MALONS. Where do we have gold stored besides Fort Knox?
Secretary HumpHnniiy. I said I would give you a list of the places.
Senator MALONE. Yes: I think you did. But you do not have it

yet?
Secretary HUMPfHREY. No.
(The information referred to at the place first requested on p. 446.)
Senator MALON3. I think you thoroughly answered the question

that you think it is all right for foreign governments to be able to se-
cure the gold, buy it from the United States and do anything with it
they desire, put it in the hands of their private citizens at any price
they can get.

But you do not believe the situation should be changed here? You
do not believe our private citizens should be allowed to own it?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I have answered that question several times.
Senator MALONE. Yes. You do not believe that it should be done?
Secretary HuMPrnuv. I have answered it several times.
Senator MALONm. Well, you answered it that you believe it should

be just as it is now.
in balancing the amount of money that is supposed to be in circula-

tion, do you know the principle which is used, either by the Treasuy,
if you happen to be consulted, or by the Federal Reserve Board, in
determining the amount of money that ought to be in circulation?

Secretary HuMPHnRY. Well, that, as I- said the other day, is all,
technically it is all part of the technical operation of the Federal Re-
serve System, and that is the thing that Mr. Martin is in charge of.

I think that-
Senator MALONn. Yes. That is right.
Secretary HuMnit iY (continuing). You should inquire from him.
Senator MALONE. Do you know the limits, if there are limits, the

latitude that he has in using his judgment as to the amount of money
in circulation?

Soretary HUMPHR]Y. That is all part of his technical operation.
Senator MALOx. Now we have several international banks; we

have the Export-Import Bank, we have the International Bank, the
International Monetary Fund, the International Bank for Reconstruo-
tion and Development, and the International Finance Corporation all
to encourage American investment abroad. Do you have anything
to do with these banks?

Secretary HFUMPiWY. Yes; I do.
Senator MALONE. What part of it do you supervise?
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Secretary HuMmHRmY. I am a repreative on the bank,aand the
fyuka44 we have other representative and 1 talk to them frequently
soutw at they a nre -d , * 4 - a , doin
Senator MAMwP. What are these banks, what are the name of
Secretary aHU.RY. Well, the Export-Import Bank i a creature

of stute of this country, which is supplied with funds from the
Treasury of this country under authority of the Congres.

The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development was
created by an international agreement approved by a law, by an act
of 1945- will give you the act in a minute.
• There are now, I beeve, 60 countries, is it not? They have just
added a few more-it may be I or 2 more, even. Countries are owners
and pticipant . The act was approved on July 31, 1945. It is
Pubu cAW--

Senator MALoNw. 1945 you say.
SSecretyq HUMPianY. public Law 171 of the 79th Congress (59

Stat. 512).
Senator MALoN., What other banks are there?
Secretary Humwittv., Well, those are the two banks.
Then there is, the International Monetary Fund, which was created

by the Bretton Woods Act, the same date, the same law and there are
the same number of countries that are members of that fund.

Senator MALONE. About 60. $
Secretary HuMpaREY. Then there is the Intirnational Finance

Corporation which was created just a couple of years ago while we ere
here. It wa created by act approved August 11, 1955, and the act is
Public Law 350 of the 84th Co ess.

And that is an organization w.ch is participated in by a number of
co r.q, -j lesser number than In the bank Theyr di not all oe
in. It s a lesser number, but it is still a suh4tantial. number, aid it
baw, been chaning as new ons would come in. I cannot tell you
eWcrtly how many there are.,

-Thy all subscribed, as they came in, to its capital. It has capital
of $1u million, and our share of it, as I recall it, is about oneothir&
Weput up $36 miion35 percent.. ,

senator MALONiE. What s the World Bank?
Secretary Humpaly. That Is the International Bank for--that is

the long name. I I $
Senator MALONB. That is the International Bank for Develop-*

Moent?
secretary / v,5aaRY. That a right, Reconstruction and Develop-

,enator MALON,. There are four Qf these institutions.
Secretary.HumponmY That in ight,'

* Senator MAOI., The Export-Import Bank, how does it operate?
Secret HuMneY. It operates through its own oftics andits

own boar of director. Mr. I a- m Waug is president of the iboak.
H2e has a boudr of directors, w&d he hat an adviory coznmitteei and
they ,perato their mstitutio on thecaering ---thee is, *.olearane"

proe Mbyvth NAC
Senator MALONE. How much money do they have, and howedo

thy ,get itt 14PHEY1W4l )e
secretary Hu upps. Wen, as I recall it, they were voted $5 billion.
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Senator MALo . And have been furnished additional sums since

that time? -,,- 4
Secretary HUMPHiazY. Well, they have the right to draw, or the

Treasury up to that amoi~nt, and they have not drawn it all. .
Senator MALONX. How do they operate, what kind of operation

do they specialize in?
Secretary HumuntsY. Up to date, here is the last statement, up to

date they owe us now the owe the Treasury now, $1.204 billion.,
Senator MALON. In other words, they, have drawn lea. thn the

authorized amount?
Secretary HUMPmieY. They-have borrowed $1,204 billion from us.
Senator MALONN. Yes. I "
Secretary HuMPi'nE. They have a borrowing authority of $4

billion. They also have a billion dollars of capital stock which was
created In the original act. They have disburqd up to April 1 of
this year-these figures do not quite, check, because they are of
different dates, I do not seem to have the exact dates here--up to
A 1 of this year, they disburwd $4.840 billion in loans, and, they
collected principal of $2.4

Their net diburse- as of that da. e $2.399 billion, and
they owed th Tr ury on June 30, this year, 04,65,569.79.

Senator MA x. In other words, they have use or havepaid out
about half o e original Capital. ionwas the Q a pital.

Secret uuiuxt. se the original, g tbe full
drawing a Munt Sen eh stook billion.

Senato MALO 5 i r
How any emp es are mpor port B 1_ First,

how m lyoffices, AnSeer tJk HUMPiREY. n a °,

Sen AALONA. ROW yo ofces, how, any emp ye.?
See tary ' . oat re e hav office

here I town.rv
Sen MAL a. Do ey cein foreg o t0jest

tecr H M naa, othe avSenai1culi
Humre RU. I v a cou e of tra aling reP.

resentati es. Whether they o oot am not um.
Senate IALON. C rou 11 out nd Cnc kvo just where

the offe. e located, d te a e yeof is'orgaia
tion, for the cord?

Secret Pa zy. If you want me 'to do it, f course, those
bank e can about theiraffai.rs.

Senator MALONe.
Screuv Huupsavy.
Senator MAL~ONE. I presume we will have them here.
Secretary. HUMPiay. Their employees or offices, oranything else,

I have nothig to do with. I I -.
Senator MALONE. You furnish the oney ,up to. the *mouut

authorized; $5 billioniii this instance.
Secretary HVuPwna . I furnish the money, and. ty do the

business, They have their Own Board of Directors.'
Senator MALoNE. What is the 'aturee$ theig' operitio? .

Secret HUMPRIRey. What is that?, t I
Senator M~oNtO. What is the nature of their operation?'
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Sutary HuM RvuY. Their operation is for the purpose of assist-
ing in the export and import of goods from this country. It is to
assist America, both to export and import, and they make loans
largely involved in either the financing of exports that are made in
America and sold abroad, or for the financing of goods that are needed
by America and purchased abroad.

Senator MALONE. They encourage American investments abroad.
I do not want to make this complicated for you, but could you, with.
out too much trouble, secure the headquarters of these people, if
they do have them in foreign nations, and the number of employees
they have?

S cretary HUMPHREY. Yes; I can get that. But why don't you
ask the people that run these things? Why do you ask me about
things that are somebody else's job to run?

Senator MALONE. I think you have a point there, except we will
lose you one of these days. And you should have the information if
you furnish the money.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I will be glad to help you any way I can, but
I do not know why I should-

Senator MALONE. You do keep the record-
Secretary HUMPHREY (continuing). Get all the information about

running somebody else's business.
Senator MALONE. I call it your business if you are financing them,

and the taxpayers are really getting interested in these independent
corporations, financed by them, to encourage American capital to
be invested abroad.

Secretary HumHRit.Y. Of course, they are interested, and I am
interested, but that does not mean I run their offices or their em-
ployees or anything of the kind. I do not.

Senator MALONE. I understand that. My interest in them is to
find out what they do, and why. In other words, we seem to be
financing our own downfall--sending American capital to cheap-labor
countries to compete with our own workingmen and investors.

Secretary HuMPHREY. They are available here; they are right here
in town. Why don't ou get them in and ask them?

Senator MALOne. This is an investigation, and you are the witness.
Secretary HUMPHREY. Yes, And ? am asking why you do not

get the witness who really knows.
Senator MALONE. I am asking whether you pay attention to the

things you finance.
Secretary HuMPHREY. I don't check on the employees they have

or where they have them located, or how they solicit their loans. I
do know what their general purposes are. I do know their general
functions. I do know in general the kind of loans they make and
how they operate.

Senator MALONE. My general line of questioning is to find out
why we finance our competition--why we are going all out with
taxpayers' money all over the world.

Secretary HumPHRY. On this one, you should ask the Congress
that cteat6d it.

Senator MALONE. Yes; I think they should understand what they
are doing-they should have more information on what is going on,
and that is what we are trying to get.
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Secretary HuMPinzy. Then I would get the people who are doing
it and ask them.

Senator MALONZ. You have a point there, except that as long as
you finance them, you ought to know something about it yourself.

Secretary HuMPHRcY. I do know something about what is going on.
Senstor MALONz. All right; put it in the record.
(The information referred to was subsequently submitted for the

committee files in the Report to the Congress on the Budget Estimates
for Fiscal Year 1958 of the Export-Import Bank and the Sixth-Month
Report to the Congress, June 1956.)

Senator MALONE. Now we come to the International Bank for
Development. What is the nature of this bank, and how much
money do we furnish?

Secretary HuMiPuReY. All right, I think much the same thing
applies here, in that they have a board of directors, they have their
own officers, they have their bylaws, they have a separate, independ-
ent institution. We are simply one stockholder in it.

Senator MALONE. I would say we are the chief one, are we not?
Secretary HUMPnaEY. We are the chief one; yes, sir. We are the

chief one.
Senator MALONZ. You say there are about 54 countries?
Secretary HUMPHRIEY. What is that?
Senator M ALONE. About 54 countries?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I did not hear that.
Senator MALONs. About 54 countries?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think it is about 60. There have been

I or 2-it was 54, and then they took in several more. The original
act

Senator MALONE. July 31, 1945, it was passed, you told me.
Secretary HUMPnREY. I gave you that. And that provided for

subscriptions, the total amount of subscriptions provided for in the
agreement approved by that act is $9.1 biion, of which the United
States subscribed for $3.176 billion.

Senator MALONE. About 35 percent.
Secretary HUMPn Y. Now, part of that was to be paid in gold,

and part of it to be paid, as needed, in the currencies of the countries
involved.

Senator MALONS. What part of it in gold?
Secretary HUMPHRzY. As I recall it, one-quarter.
Senator MALONE. Did all of the countries put in gold?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Wait a minute. That is the International

Fund. Wait until I see here. The fund was a quarter. This is the
bank. Two percent. The method of payment of subscriptions for
shares:

Payment of subscriptions for shares shall be made In goldor United States
dollars and in the currencies of the member, as follows:

Under section 5 (i) of this article, 2 percent of the price of each share shall be
payable in gold or United States dollars and, when calls ar made thM remainig
18 percent shall be paid in the currency of the member;

0i) When a call Is made under mecuon 5 (U1) of this article, payment may be
made -
and it goes on with a lot or arrangements as to bow payment shall be
made in varying ways. II

Senator MALoNE. All nations pay in their currency?

403
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Secretary HvMpuuRz. The kinds of paymots and all are specified
in the agreement.

Senator MALoi. What percentage was to be paid in gold; 2
percent?.

S ocretary IftMPiixy. Two; that is right.
Senator MAt.oxH. Does that apply to us only, or to all of them?
Secretary ,HtyMPtcy. That is everybody; either gold or dollars.
senator MALoNx. Do you have a list of the countries, with the

amount of money that they paid in, of this $9 billion?
Secretary IIuMPiIty, I have the list they subscribed for. I would

have. to ask for how much they paid in to date.
Senator MALONE. Could we make that a part of the record?
Seerotary HUMPtIIxy. Yes, sir.
(The information referred to appears on pp. 496, 490.)
Senator MALoNE. What (10 they (10? What is the nature of their

business?
Secretary HvMpuaxy. They can make loans in any member country

for, loans th at they think are good, with reasonable prospects of re-
payment. They can make them to countries or they can make them
to individuals, with the guaranty of the Government.

They cannot make loans without Government guaranties. Every
loan they make has a Government guaranty on it. Those loans--

Senator MALONF. That is, the government, if they loan to an indi-
vidual, we will say, in Scotland, then Scotla(I would guarantee that
loan?

Secretary HvuPnmucv. The United Kingdom would have to guaran-
tee it$,.

Senator MA LONE. If they made it to Austria, an individual in
Austria, then Austria would guarantee the loan?

Secretary HuMPHaWv. That is rlght. If they loan to a national of
a country, the country of that national guarantees the loan.

Senator MALONIC. Most of these countries, I suppose, are on our
list that we give money to, which are members of it.

Secretary HT urntEY. I would think probably.
Senator MALONS. Some of our star boarders.
Now, t"ey can loan for any purpose, any purpose that they see fit?
Secretary HUMPHItGY. That is about it.
Senator M ,oN. That their board of directors or their president

believes to be a sound loan?
Secretary HUmPHREY, Their -board of directors.
Senator M ALONE. We get---
Secretary HuMPtHiY. It Is primarily for the development of the

country. "You say "for any purpose." I do not think that is right.,
I think there are loans that they would not consider making at all,
and should not. But they can make a rather broad list of loans that
have to do with'the reconstruction and tho development of the,
countries with whom they are associated.

Senator MALONx. Do they make loans in the United States?
Secretary HUMPHRxY. Could they?
SenatorMALONE. Do they,
Secretary MH my. I do not think they do; no.
Senator MALons.' Then it is a setup entirely to assist foreign.

nations.
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Secretary Humawnncy. Well, the United States, so far as I know,
has never made any application for a loan.

Senator MALONs. Did any individual ever make an application for
a loan?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Guaranteed by the United States? Not
that I know of.

Senator MALONv. Then it is an international setup to loan money
for the development of foreign countries.

Secretary HUMPitny. Well, up to date, their loans are all, I believe,
foreign loans.

Senator MALONE. Yes.
Now, 35 percent of that money is put up by the United States

ocretary HUMPHRey. That is correct. That is, 35 percent was
subscribed by them, and I will get you the list of what was paid in.
I do not know.

They do have this right, and they have exercised it and they have
made a good deal of progress with it: They have the right to sell their
own obligations, that is, the Bank's own obligations, and---

Senator MALONE. Who is responsible for wh at they sell?
Secretary HUMPHREY. The Bank is.
Senator MALONE. But after that.
Secretary HuMPulmy. What do you mean?
Senator MALONE. Suppose they lost the money.
Secretary HuuumY. Well, they have to sell against their backlog

of what they have, and they have sold quite a number of issues it
various parts of the world. When they started out the first were
sold here in this country, but they have sold a number of issues in
various places, and I think they have sold a couple of issues fairly
recently where there was no American money went into it at all.

Senator MALONE. They sell it for foreign currency?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, they usually sell for the currency of

this country, but I think they sold some in Switzerland, they have
sold some for good currencies that are perfectly good to use.

Senator MALONE. Suppose they lost money, on these debentures or
bonds-that is what they are, are they not?

Secretary HuMPHREY. Yes.
Senator MALONE (continuing). And they defaulted on them. Who

would be responsible for them?
Secretary HumPHREY. They would be responsible, their assets.
Senator MALONE. If their assets were exhausted, there would be

no one responsible.
Secretary HUMPnHEY. What is that?
Senator MALONE. If their assets were exhausted, there would be

no one responsible. They would be bankrupt.
Secret HUMPHREY. Of course they would be bankrupt after

they call ii all of their assets, in which would be the full amount of
their unpaid subscriptions.

Senator MALONE. Plus the $9.5 billion.
Secretary Humpaay. That is right.
Senator MALONE. In other words, all we could lose would be the

85 percent of the $9 billion.
Secretary HIupnrEY. We have no legal obligation in excess of that

amount.
Senator MALOIC, And it is a corporation, is it?
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S e tary HuMpuwav. What?
ntor MA O .It is a corporation?

*+retare Huurmann. Oh, yes.,
Senator MALONI. And entirely separate with a board of directors.
Sretary Huumswur. That is eight. I think they have 00governors.
Senator MALONx. 60, one from each country where the control

rests?
,%cretary HtiMPuzy. I think so.
Senator MA Lox a. We niiht hve the'list of directors. Do you

suppose we could get that from the International Bank itself?,
Secretary lUupntia y. They publish all their data. Yes, I will

bring you their book. ,
Senator MALONX. It sounds like a very interesting organization to

handle our money.
(The information referred to is as follows:)

Gemnmor n.d altoneila, Jun. 30, 1956

Member loV ault

Autia ........
A iu tlm .................
Ilelsium ..........
fllo vt .................

chia... .

costa IO.........
Denma... .

Cta ..........000Mar k.

nd r . .........

Otn ns .................

( e ..................
ua ...............

Haiti ...............
Hondur ................

Io:Mm ...................
Jndh ...................

Ind ..............

INkdy . .. ..............

.ord . . ...........

mb.............

or~~m...............

EN ki.y...... ............

aofSuthAfic.

nO" BtSut ..........

u .... ........

Qovwuor

Abdul lNalk ...........................
. r b Arthur William dden ................
.Reluhrd KJanlta ....................
Henri LJobart .... . . ......
Augusto Cuaim atm ....................... xgt-!1nlo Oudin ...............................
STin....... .................

Walter R, arrias ..............................
M.anley to Zoys ..........................
Artuo Masehke ..........................
Peh.yuan lmsu ........................
Luis Angel Arango .......................
Angel Cormma s......................
S d Nen ............................

.$ Ven Nielen ................................
, I lton ile 16 . ...... .....................
jAlb Krntwtoliar -....................
Ahmed Zakli ........................
Catal no flrrer .........................
Nt.anas Lemia ..............................

V id Wi rts ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
inttr of lsmie ....................

h.rd w 3r e . ...................... .
po eM .......................

ausJ vo n lron Po ........................
ehement Jomnan .............................
Oua mo Lope Romo .....................
)on A rnsarn......... .....................
Chtntam n D. Da hmuh ....................
Oal n Dle ..................................

oAli Asto r Nase .............................
aayld Khalil Kenn& ...........................

Yu al llowlk .........................to rolochola ............................
1. 1ah lehKadt ..............................

I lad athn ...............................S u T ak K g ! .................................*: *
Andre Tuenl ...........• lorre We.rner ................................

J.ndo Celrlto F) ........................

.an dr e Ke m .................................
eAl ...............................

Iusl A. S .w. ..Refriado Borokemoer .....................

m Vnic yaku .......................
Sprim Oknlo ..a ........ . ..................
Nedim .....n...... ...

lrd 1lendrik Louw ...................
HarM ilia ........................... i
N10 np ......... .......

Gs in o osa.4 tg ,.....

Alternte -

Abdul Karmll !lakiml.
Sir Roland W lon.
Wilhelm Pukoawtn.Maurice fo~re,
Fernando Pou Munt,
Prudent. Morae Nef .
UKyaw Nun.
A. P. W. P umpire.
R. 8.8. Clunewardeae.
Felipe Ilerrera.
Tw.kal Chang.

duardo Arla Robledo.
Mario nerlsndet.Joaqtuin E. Meyer.
Iakon Jespersen,

Pudaldo Tronooso Pou.
Oullormo Pores.8 hirlbogs.
lbert Mansour.
ulEcalanlt.Aroe.

Rail Torneren.
Pierre, Mendes.Franoe.

frite Schaeffer.
f. 8, Peamazoglu.
Oabriel Orellan.,
Chrlutian Alne.

atMI CaIer H.
VllhJalmur hor.

Denegal Rama Ran,j ekman Hakim.
alleddin Aghilt.

Nfudhafferftlualen ,amd.
Martin Roenbluth.
Olorgo Ctlialln.PIua.
kk I Arakl.

Yamub lwals.on Chant Kim.

Rene Franok.
Jon ornAnde D*pdo.
A. h. so JOn.
Alejondro Ba0 Muni
ourst" Nileon.
Vsqr Anmud.

ullo C. Kolber.smtllo Foley.
ImfAboA. Lundgren.
An" Farm.

Pueoy Untlorn.
%ltNa "tn.
Nt. It do Kok.
lit Lesmown.
5egertV . Proebuwe
Marto Ir .
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Andrew N Overby .. John Mlke ...........v 11q i cu , rt! M yth. . v d , P ltbl alo ........
Mn le ... . ....... I .... .................

Luis Mabcado ( alb .....

Thomas Basyn (Belgium)..

Mohaminad Shoalh (Pak-
Wan).

Jorge bM).WPaals0o (Co.

Ins Khos (Ausria).....1

All Akbar
(Iran),

Khoaropur

Alfonso Pitwo"61oaUl
(Colombia)

Lieftlnek (Netherland,).I A. Tastlo (Yugolavia).....

Take Yumoto (aPon)....

Soetlkno Slamet (n4o.
nesa).

Boonm Wonsawan (Tihal.
land).

Carlo orepna I (Iwy)..

Jon Amason (Icelad). Torftn Oftedal (Norway).

t1 Doner (Germany),..
H.. Dur (A .trala).

Louis RamUinsky (Canada).

IL W. Lueck (Cormany).
. Cauagbis (Aust".

I.Warren (Caa)...

Caging 9b# vOtof-.

Unite4 states ........
United Kingdom ..
Chun ................

bmitoan R... i..... ......

I OuM .....................vrx a ..... ............

I Sua ela ........ a......I ram . ..............
mu~ma ................

Belgium..

A fi l 8 l . ...............
T~mur .................

Lnuxm" #..... ....... *..Aus t ...................

ry..o....-.........
IuM .. ..............

Syr ia ..................ist ...................
= 2yri#. ..................

B razl ..................

Xor ar ...............
M l i ........ ti.........

hilor ...................
HOWbl ..................

Ivwa .................
Notraoids ..............

l l.. ............... .

P rau...........

Swed ... ...........

D ar.................

Thal.................Itay.

Sweden ............
nm ar .................
: AWN-:

::::n d::..::

8320 2N0
IS. 210 34

NO

310

110
am

200
%70

100

70
430

3250

4,476

4.W84,oM

2.880

2.380
2.
4.800

lTompoary
Noy.-In addiltlo to the executive directors and alternates shown In the forepo lst, the lio&win

ba" also served so smo ttve director or allm as s k m J a IOUx "4f W:

Ixecuti" dircor: D. Crena do tough (Netbum) ............ ISPIL ^, IM
Al s tive directors:

. itt (United Kingdom)., ....... %........... b. I IN
rp United i ndom)............................................ ... M

S. P ................ .......... *.......

Sorw. .... .. Ma. 1 M
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Senator MAwta. Now the International Finance Corporation.
How did we set that up? . t

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, that was set up, that was established,
to attempt to get, to supplement and assist in getting, private enter-
prise, including American private enterprise, toinvest in and develop
in foreign countries. The Corporation has just recently engaged in

It can make investments as well as loans, It can make secondary
loans, it can make loans subordinated to other loans.

And the purpose is to attempt to see what can be done toward
promoting investment in the world, particularly in those countries
which are the lesser developed countries.

Setator MALONE. How much money is involved in this?
Secretary HuMuREy. $100 million.
Senator MALONE. Who puts it up?
Senator HUMPHREY. We put up 35 percent of it, and the other

suLcribers will put up the rest, whatever it is.
A hundred miion is the total prospective amount. Just how much

of that is paid in, I am not sure, but substantially a large part of it is
already subscribed.

Senator MALONE. Then we have invested, in all of these institu-
tions, approximatoly $6 to $7 billion. There is on call for the Export-
Import Bank $3 billion-35 percent of $9. 1 billion which would be--

Secretary Humnav. $3.175 billion; is it noti
Senator MALONE. 83.175 billion; and $35 million in the Interna-

tional Finanee, what we have invested-
Secretary HumtnitY. We have more than that,, because you for-

got the fund. We also have an investment in the fund.
Senator MALONE. In the IntOrnational Monetary Fund.
Secretary HuMrpimY. Yes,
Senator M LONE. How much do we have there?
Secretary IimitEi, The fund-the quota of these countries is

for a total of $8,931,500,000.
Senator MALONE. $8.931 billion?
Secretary Hum JiPy . $8,931,500,000.
Senator MALONE. Now that is for the entire fund?
Secretary HUMPHeY. that is the entire fund.
SenatorM ALONE. How is it subscribed?
Secretary HUMPHRsY. Our quota, the United States quota of that

is $2.750 billion.
Senator MALONE. Yes. $2.750 billion.
Secretary HuMPiaxUY. That is called for, a quarter in gold and

three-quarters in currencies or obligations, as called.
Senator MALONE. Does that mean we have put up 25 percent of the

$2.750 billion in gold?
Secretary HUMPHREY. $687,500 000 is in gold.
Senator MALONE. And the totaf, then, is $2.750 billion?
Secretary HUMPHaEY. That is correct.
Senator MALONE. We have paid that in?
Secretary HUMPHREY. That is correct.
Senator MALONE. That would mean, then, between 11 and 12

billion dollars we have invested in these 4 institutions.
Secretary HUMPREzY. It would be-that is the limit of our liability.

We have not that much in them. But----

. 00
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Senator MALONe. You said you had paid in 35 percent of the $9.1
billion of the International Bank for Development.

Secretary HuMPnvty. No, no. i said that was our obligation.
Senator MALONE. Yes,
Secretary HUMPHRitY. The amounts we paid in, you asked me to

get for you, and I said I would get the amounts paid in by all the
countries.

Senator MALONE. I think that is what we had better do.
I would like to know--
Secretary HUMPiHREY. I gave you the total quota obligations of the

members, and I said I would getyou
Senator MALONZ. Yes, the total paid in and our total obligation.
Secretary HwUMPHzY. You wantid to know how much each coun.

try had paid and I said I would have to get you that, up to date.
Senator MtZNX. Including our own.
Secretary HuMPHREY. Including our own, yes, sir.
Senator MALONE. Then the 4 institutions, we are liable for between

11 and 12 billion dollars?
Secretary HuMPHltEY. Those are the total quotas, that is correct.Senator MALONE. Yes.
That is for international development, generally speaking, all of

this plan of spreading our own business throughout the world; that is
what it is for?

Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, I think the purposes of the different
institutions are different, as I explained to you. I told you about-

Senator MALONE. Yes.
Secretary HUMPHREY. I told you about the Ex-Im Bank and about

the World Bank. And the Monetary Fund, really its purpose is to
attempt to provide stabilization of currencies throughout the world.

It is not just in the lending business like the banks are. Its purpose
is to work with the various countries in the world to attempt to help
to stabilize currencies and exchanges, and that was all a part of, it
was all set up under, the Bretton Woods Agreements, and it has been
carried out under the Bretton Woods Agreements ever since.

Senator MALONE. I suppose that is what we are giving this cash
for, starting with the Marshall plan, is it not, and with ECA and
Mutual Security?

Secretary HUMPHRtEY. Well, I think these-
Senator MALONE. And now with the four corporations to lend

money to encourage American investments abroad?
Secretary HUMPHREY. These preceded the Marshall plan.
senator MALONE. My question is, Have we not given this money

generally to stabilize foreign currencies and to get them on their feet?
Secretary HUMPHREY. It was to help to stabilize and rehabilitate in

the world, that is correct.
Senator MALONE. Yes.
Now, in that connection we have distributed nearly $70 billion in

cash and groceries throughout the world.
Secretary HUMPHREY. That was the original intention.
Senator MALONE. That is about $60, to $70 billion; bt~this is $12

billion we are liable for in addition to the $60 or $70 billion we hav
given in cash and goods for which the taxpayers of this country have
paid.

Secretary HUMPHREY. We would be liable forealsI up, to those
amounts.
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Senator MIAONJ. Ye.
Secretary HuMprny. Those are authloriaed.i
Senator NMLoN. In bringln this about, we have had several very

interesting slogans anI catchc' words that I would like to have your
opinion on.

The "dollar shortage" a latch phrase inventod by England starting
with the $3% billion and continuing with the MNarshall and other
plans. Tuev called it a loan. That is a very nice way to name
money. I guess that is as good as any, because we never gt ropaild,
anyway, do we?

Secretary, IUMPHIU Y. Oh, yes, we have been paid som1c. I think
the figure I just gave you on the Ex.Im Bank, we loaned nearly $5
billion, and we have already been repaid more, than $2% billion of It.

Senator MALONS. I had in mind that $3% billion to England. We
gave them more money subsequently than we have ever been paid on
that loan, have we not?

Sc etr HuuyipauY. There have been somie principal payments
made on the British loan. They are relatively small. it wis origin.
ally made, whatever it was, 12 years ago, somewhere in there, and
there was a tine when no paynients were due except interest, and
then interest and principal payments were duo, and there have beeu
principal aid interest pajyments-it is a 50-year loan, so the principal
payments are not very large.

It is a level-raymnynt plan. The principal component goes up as the
interest goes dlown.

Senator MALONE. Yes.
Generally speaking, we give theinimore money as we go along than

they give us in return on aely debt, is that not about rigit?
Secretary Hvuia mv, Wel, I do not believe I could say that,

offhand.
Senator MALONE. I mess there is no doubt about it, because they

get a good part of the-htir-hall pla, noix, perhaps, than they wil
ever pay on the $3Y billion.

I would like to ask you what this dollar shortage is we talk about.
Secretary HVUPHitxy. There is no dollar shortage, that I know of,

today.
Senator MA;.oN.. What is your deflintion of it? What was it

when Congress was allegedly making it up? We still are appropriating
this money for some reason.

Secrotar flv i mrt., For adolh' shortage?
SenatorMItLO 1. What was that, $2.9 billion? What was the

amount we just authorized?
Secretary HuPinhsv. For what?
Senator M AON1. For foreign nations; mutual security.
Secretary HtiMPHfRX. You mean that which is before the Congress

at the present time?
Senator MNALON. We just authorized about $3 billion for gifts to

foreign nations.
Secretary HvmPRauv. That is for a variety of things. The largest

part of it is military. It is for military, the largest part of that is
taq gods.

.Senatoex MA,os. But there was quite a little money involved for
gifts; was there not?

Secretary Hvumnayv. Yes; there was.
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Senator MALONE (continuing), To send to those nations?
Secretary HUvuunsv. There ar several -tudred million dollars

involved.
Senator MALONE. Yes.
What is that for?
Secretary HUMPiHtY. Some of that money is spent for goods.
Senator KMALON . Some of it is sent in money?
Secretary HIUMPIIRiY. That is right,
Senator IMALONE. What is it for, it not to make up that dollar

shortage? T -
Secretary HuMPHutEy. Senator, I respectfully request you to get

these people who run these things, I do not run that.
Senator MALONE. I know that. I asked you about this dollar

shortage we have talked about here for about 10 years. We talked
about the British dollar shortage, and these other nations.

How do you define that?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, there was an imbalance in payments,

and they wanted to buy more goods here than they had dollars to
pay for them.

Senator MALONE. The same way I do, generally.
Secretary HumPHREY. Yes.
Senator MALONE. If I want to buy more goods than I have dollars

to pay for I have the same trouble.
Secretary HUMPiRJ.y. Yes; anybody can got a dollar shortage easy.
Senator MALONE. Is there not another way, however, a second

way, that a nation can have a dollar shortage, by fixing a price on its
money and dollars higher titan the market price, And is that not
customary?

Secretary HUMPiiREY. To do what? I do not understand.
Senator MALONE. They fix a price in dollars on their currency higher

than the market price , and naturally have a dollar shortage since no
one but a misguided Congress will buy it?

Secretary HvuMPusKY. Well-
Senator MALONS,. You know, nearly every nation in the world

fixes a price on their money in dollars higher tihan the market price--
England does that continually.

Secretary HUMPHREY. I do not see what you mean. I do not know
how that would--

Senator MALONE. I will explain it.
They liad their pound valued at $4.03 for a long time.
Secretary HUMPHIRIY. Yes.
Senator M.LONE. Traders were buying it in the open market at

Shanghai at $2.00 when I was there in 1948. So, naturally, it was not
worth the $4.03 the English placed on it ad no one, no international
bankers or no international exporter or importer, was paying this $4.03.
They had their agents in the open market in the world centers picking
it up for what it was actually worth, and spending it in any part of the
world. The Congress, however, was paying the full $4.03 fixed on
their currency for trade advantage.

in September of 1949 Engind lowered the prce of the pound in
dollars to $2.80. It is not worth $2.80 on the free exchanges of tits
world.

Do you not remember the dollar shortao slogan?

am
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Secretary HTUMPHRY.- I remember that, but it would be a little
hard to buy dollars with pounds at official rates.
Senator MALONE. Well, I should think so.
But our Congress made up the difference with the Marshall plan,

ECA and mutual secure That was the dollar shortage. The Con.
grs was suckered in with the American taxpayers money. The
Congress would make the so-called dollar shortage up at that rate.

Secretary HUMPBREY. We have not done anything like that for the
last 4 year, that I know of.

Senator MALONE. We are still doing it of course, through mutual
security, the recent $3 billion.

Secretary HUMpHREY. There has not been any dollar shortage that
IFknow of.

Senator MALONE. YOU just testified, whether there is a dollar
shortage or not, we are going to give hundreds of millions of dollars in
cash to certain foreign nations.

byea Ht5 UMPuREkY. Well now, I do not 'mow just what you

Senator MALONE. We just covered that phase of it.
Secretary HUMPHREY. You mean the foreign aid bill?
Senator MALONE. Yes. There will be millions of dollars in cash

going to foreign nations out of the $3 billion just authorized.
Secretary HUMPHREY. There will be some cash.
Senator MALONE. What are we doing it for?
Secretary HUMPHRsY. There will be goods and services, and there

will be military supplies.
Senator MALONZ. I understand that. Let us confine it to cash.
Secretary HUMPHREY. There will be some cash.
Senator MALONE. Why do we give them cash?
Secretary HUMPHEY. What?
Senator MALONE. Why do we give them cash?
Secretary HuMPunuR. I do not know. I readly do not run that.
Senator MALONE. I do not vote for it because it is hoax on Congress

and the American taxpayer. [Laughter.
We had another slogan very interesting to me, and that was the

"Trade, not aid" slogan Mr. Butler initiated about the time we were
running for office in 1952, I am talking about our national adminis-
tration.

Would you have any idea how that worked out, or did you ever
hear it?

Secretary HubPRtREY. Oh, yes, I heard it, and it was a slogan that
lasted for a little while, but then I have not heard anything about it
for 3 years I guess.

Senator ALOXE. You have heard nothing further because Con,
g.ess did exactly as he demanded. We gave them free trade, and
then continued to give them aid, so it should have been "Trade and
aid." The slogan was successful just as the dollar shortage was
successful for our "star boarder" nations.

The newspapers swallowed the bait and began to harangue Congress
to extend the Free Trade-1934 Trade Agreemnts Act-which it did
in 1955--extended it to June 1958., So 34 competitive foreignnations continued to regulate our foreign trade and national currency
at Geneva. They will continue until Jime 30, 1958, when Congress
will, I believe, refuse to extend the act further--and will regain their
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consitutional responibility to4rgule foreign trade and. the national
economy.

You do know 34 foreign competitive nations are fixing the duties
or tariffs at Geneva now, do you not?

Secretary HuMPasir. I have heard of that meeting,
Senator MALONE. Have you heard it authoritatively?
Secretary HUMpHiY. The Treasury has nothing to do with that.
Senator MALONe. The Treasury only collects what duties are left,

after Geneva gets through lowering them; is that it?
Secretary H umpuREY. That is right. I
Senator MAlONE. What part of the customs, what part collected

through the customs, what percentage of our income comes from eus-
toms, do you know?

Secretary HUMPHREY. I can give it to you. It is a relatively small
part.

Senator MALoNe. It is getting smaller, too, is it not?
Secretary HUMPHREY. No; I would not say that.
Senator MALONE. Getting smaller in proportion to the amount of

goods imported.
Secretar HuMPHREY. Well, over a period of years, it has. But

recently, I do not know that it has. In fact, I think-about $700
million.

Senator M.A0oNr. $700 million?
Secretary HUMPHREY. It would be about 1 percent of the revenue,

or something like that.
Senator MALONE. How does that compare to prior years?
Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, it is a little up,I think, The nearby

prior years were somewhat lower.
Senator MALONE. The imports are up on the lower duties?
Secretary HUMPHREY. I think that is right. I think we are-our

dollars are up and our gross goods are up.
Senator MALONE. Yes. The cheap labor goods we import in

competition worth our own.
Well now, to finish this line of questioning on these four organiza-

tions that are financed by our taxpayers' money to encourage A mei.
can capital to invest abroad. I note we do put up the bulk of the
money compared to population. You testified that we are doing this
to expand American investments abroad, is that what we are doing it
for and to expand the production of these foreign nations?

.Secretary HUMPHREY. Well, this was all originally started, I
think-of course, that was long before I was here orad anything to do
with it.

Senator MALONE. I know. We established a new one while you
were here.

Secretary HUmPHaiEY. What?
Senator MALONE. We established a new one.
Secretary HuMPHREY. The last one was for the purpose of attemt-

ing to expand foreign investment, private investment, so that it will-be
private money which will go rather than Government money.

Senator MALONE. The Government corporations are set up to
encourage American capital to go into foreign nations, is that it?

Secret HUMPHREY. That is right private money.
Senator MALONE. In other words, that is what our Government is

trying to do?
8NS-?----48
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Secretary HUMPntRY. That is right. It is trying to encouragfetho
development of American private enterprise abroad as well as at hiome,
I Senator MALON1. Yes. We have established a free-trade policy-
inflation to price us out of foreign markets and Government corpora.
tions to encourage American capital to go into foreign nations to
furnish their market and import goods here.

Mr. Chaiman, we are supposed to be on the floor, are we not?
(01? the record.)
The CUAIHUAN. We will adjotun unUl 10 o'clock tomorrow morn-Ving.

I(Whereupon, at 12:05P. m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
4t 10 a. am, Wedn1esday, July 10, 1057.)



INVESTIGATION OF THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF
THE UNITED STATES '

WUDNf)AY, JULY 10, 1957

UrINDs STTi SENATE,
Couurwa ox Fixwrbx

WaUnvton, B,V.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a. m in roon i,

Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flopd 3yrd (Chairmau)
presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd Anderson, Gore, Martin, Williapt, Xlan-
ders Malone, Carlson and Bennett.

Also present: Robert P. Mayo. chief, analysis staff, Debt Division,
Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Leland Howard, 4witant
Director of the Mint: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk; and Samuel
D. Mdllwain, special counsel.

The CHARUWAN.'he committee will come to order.

STATEMENT OP HON. GEORGE M. HUMPHREY, SECRETARY OF
THE TREASURY-Resumed

Secretairy Htritwiuic. I have, Mr. Chairman and Senator Malone,
a lot of these things you asked for, and would you like me to hand
them in now, or--

Senator MAw ,. Then, Mr. Secretary, if you would just identify
the question and the answer as you go along, I think that wili be
sat isfactory, :nI.

Secretary Hu emp ,y. That is what I would do, and just 'identify
what the things are. I ..

Senator ,XMAwLs. Then we cold, in a brief or summation in which
I intend( to submit for the recotd,discuss such data in its proper place.

Secretary IIUMPnma-,. I will just hard these, if I may, Vo t re-
porter.

Senator MALOne. As you identify the question for which they tre
submitted.

Secretary IIu2Pwx tnx. As I identify them.
You requested on Monday or Tuesday several itemiL
The first item, you asked for a table showing the decline in the pur-

chasing lower of the dollar using 1934 as 100"nts, and thigh table has
that taibulation in the right-hand-column.

Then it also shows, just for your convenience the consuiiaer price
index with 1947 to 1 ' as 100, and the 1939 dollar as 10,: We put
those in because we thought it would be ponveiiet, since those other
thing* have been referred to.,
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But the ooluin u you naked for Is the last column on the right. -
The CuAIRMAN. The table referred to will be inserted in the record

at the properplame where it was requested (see p. 418).
Secretary Hpimy. You then asked for a list of the date on

which the principal nations went of the Id standard, and here is a
document showing the period from on through 1986, listing
practally all theimp~orant countries in the world, and the dateo on
which they went off he gold standard.

Senator MAwxt, Mr. Chairman, these will be made a part of the
record at the ro point Inthe reord as we proceed

SeoretaryqVu~wr. Than m all part ot the record, as I under.
stand it.

The CasuxAv. They will be made a part of the record at the appro.
private place where it ws requete. (See p, 40.).

SeretA. Humnr. That was item 2. Item 8 you asked for a
statement showing the change made by Congress In recent bud t.
as the budgets were propoed, and here is a statement, item 8, wXeh
shows the estimated budget and then the appropriations, and then
the difference between the appropriations and the proposals presented.

The CniAtutx. It will I placed in the record at the proper place
where it was requested. (Seep 4 8.)

Secretary Humwunur. Item 4, you asked for the location of the
gold balance, where we had them, and item 4 shows the amounts and
he locations where those amounts are, in six places.

The (NDmWA. It will be placed in the record at the pivlpr place
where it was requested. (See p. 446.)

Secretary Hlummir. Item 5, you asked for something that we
have not yet been able to get.. It is part of the work of the ICA, and
we have asked them to supply it for us, and we have not yet received
it from them. That is the detailed amounts of contributions or pay-
ments, or whatever they may be called, by this country to foreign
countries over the entire period, and how much of that was in cash
and how much was in gods.

We just have no data in the Treasury to supply that i any way, so
we have asked the Department which has it to please supply Wit.

Senator MAzow. Will they apply it within a reasonable time?
That part of the Mutual Security ud devoted to cash payments and
material, including military?

Secretary HuMwur. Well, we have asked them to do it as soon
as they a&,

Senator MAwN. I would like to make it a part of the record at the
proper point, as requested.Sr- try uM inutr. We want to make it a part of this reord.

Senator MAouW Yes.
Secretary Hmmaiar. We have no means of supplying it except

to &k them*
The CvAuaw . It will be placed in the record where it was re-

quested. (See p. 450.)
Item 8, you sked for the amount of gold sold by the Government

for induiral purposes, and we have here a statement which shows
tho amount of salWs b the Mint for industrial purposes; and their
estimate, in the right.!iand column, of the total consumption of gold
for that purpose in, this country.
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The OuWnmAx, It will be Inserted in th. record at the proper plus
wher it was requested. (See p, 456.) ,

Seerstary Humpnur. Item I is another Item, we are, unable to
furnish. We have not the data in our own ofilce. We ars seeking it
from the International Monetary Fund, and we will attempt to supply,
it from there.

You asked for two Items of information relative to the rolatin
between foreign citizens and their governments with rspto their
rights to make transfers of dollar balances to central backs andinto

#1.(See p. 401.)
Senator MAzoa And then the central bank bMu able to demand

the gold from us for dollar balances as in the cam if f-oien naPUti
dollar balances.

Secretary HuMiruwm. That is right.
Senator MAwNa. Is that the answer that you have in your handISecretary HU ayr. No; I do not have the answer, We ae ask.

in for that. We do not ha# that, and I am asking for that, and
what the conditions are.

You see, the regulations in each country are differwt, a4we an
s9ekngto get, that".

Of course, at the present time, I think you want to keep in mWn
that under present conditions and at this time, dollars are more de.
sirable to almost everybody in the world than the currecy of their
own country.

When a citizen has a dollar balance in this country, goes to his
central bank and wants that transferred, wants to transferlat dollar
balance to the central bank, what he gets for it Is the currency of his
own country. So that he winds up owning currency of his own
country instead of a dollar balance, and the central bank then would
get the gold. ?

There is almost no place in the world today where the citizen of
a country would rather have the currency of his own country than
he would the dollar balance, so the citizen of the other country does
not get our gold, Senator. The citizen of the other country ge. a
balance in the currency of his own country, and he transers t his
central bank a right to draw dollar.

Senator MAWNao Well now----
Secretary HUMtmir. Ihen the bank gets the gold.
Senator MAWox. You are aware that in many of these nations, and

I cannot tell you if there are exceptions, when a citizen of a country
or even a temporary citizen of the country, meaning of course; some-
one there doing bunss acquires a dollar, through trade or other-
wise, he is required within u certain limited time, very short time
as a matter of fact, in most cases, to turn that dollar into the cntra
bank of that country, and to take the money of that country in e
change for it at the rate of exchange set by the, central bank.

You are aware of that fact?
Secretary Hexrtur. That is right. But he does iot get old.

He gets exchange of the country he lives in.
Senator MA oNz. That is exaty right. No ountqr pays-- god.
But Boliview foreample in Bolivia, and I just meatosibm
Secretary Hv r. That is rih iL
Senator wnmw (asnt heini). ilu e It is wn Il Of SouthAmartoan eountrisp when I was there I believe it wtwthn80 days
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you hadi to turn In Wie dollar to the lolivian central bank and arepaidt In bolivlanlo& "I i ... ..

Somtary IIuninaY, That Is right.
&lonatorMAtwN The bolivianos, the tentral haik will pay to the

owner of the dollar was et at the rate of b00 bolivianos for $1. Tho
Atieran dollar on the street was then worth 1 700 bolivianos. do, of
iotu'o , they keep two-thi 4i of th value tho Art gorollnd.
Onl the Congres of the United Stntes will not up that diltrorneo

Wld in that popular catchword, "dollar shortage." lit nel,,*vo
theles, the cltizen of that countiT, or anyone otauirin a dollar, was
riuitid to tuiM Ini that dollar. 0he value Is conthiuallf nY i
to take all the traffic will bear.

It would be very Interesting to mne, If you know or have any method
of finding out, how those people, t leso itillns of theWe countries, are
able to av|luire dollar banliane and not turn them i to tjie central
bank of that country, In the first instance.

Swretat HUMpIIUiY. Thet ate soine eotuntrios-tho reason this in
taking so rotg mnd it is difficult to do thiis I because every country is
different. I

SonatorMI.oMN. I think it is very important that the ocworl show

Secretary IIUMi'iIItEY. We will gut that. We have asked tholIn-
ternationat Monetary Fund for this information, and I think we will
got for you quite a lot, of in formation about it,

One ihing I want to make clear Is this: In glancing at the record, it
looked as though there was nn imnpresslion that it citizen, eonehow or
other, would turn in his dollar balance and get gold for it. That is
not the ftct, that we know of, any place.

Senator A[MA)Nit. I was under no sullh impresion. I ha1vO inspect, led
every nation in the world during ily 11 years in this distinglished
body--4ind have written two reports on, the wteri |Iem isphero-
and am now preparing the same type of report on the Eastern [emi-
sphere. If you will review Senate Report. 1027, 88d Congrems, and
wSwate Document M. 84th Congr", you will be entirely disillusioned
and I might say well informed on wliat is happening to the United
States of America.

Secretary lIumpusRra. What the citizen gets In lieu of a dollar
balance is a balance in the currency of his own country.

Senator MAoxL. The money printed by his own country, and at
the exchange that the central bank of that nation alone established.

Secretary Iluxwiuux. At the exchange set at the time.
Senator VALoxx. The rate established by the foreign country al.

wav favors that nation and short changes the United States.
Secretary Humauur. Whatever it is, and often the official is much

less desirable than the black market
Senator MAWN&E. If you could-you said something about. 70,000

employees down there, there might be 1 of them who could get this
in*ormation for us, and with no particular rush, because this hear-
ing will consume some time I assume through the year-add to that
information the nations which do have a definite law or ruling that
such dollar must be turned into the central bank within a I minted
time.

Secretary Huxmar. That require them to turn them in I

810
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Senator MAwwR (continuing), That requir. that a dollar, when it
s acquiredt by a citizen to be turned Into the central bank at a rate of

exchange flxed by that government.
)The rate tlxod never has any relation to the world market rate.

Secretary livueJEry. We are seeking, Senator, to t you all the
information there is about the relationship between a citizen and his
country with respect to dollar balances,

Senator MASONx (continuing.) To be turned in at a certain time,
and take the money of that country at the exchange met by that ooun-
try. Our eitisens-and I believe most members of the Senate and
the louse are completely isolated from this indispensable informa.
tion.
- Secretary Hummuiwr. In many countries, or several countries at

least, by law they are required to do that, They have no choice. They
have got to do it.

Senator Mutoxx. I mentioned that at the start.
Secretary Humi'iRy. So we will got you all of the information we

can
0 Senator MALONN. Yes. That is very good.,
o, Secretary Hivuruar. But I just want to correct any impression

there might be, if there should be any, that a citizen could manipulate
a d61ar balance so that he, himself, can get gold. That he does not
do.
, Senator MAtwXm. My impression is this# with these countries , that
almost anything can be done by the crowd currently in power in that
country.

So we would leave it to the imagination as to whether an individual
with dollar balances was strong enough to get. tho gold that the gov-
ernment received. In my opinion, in many ctses they can do it. ut
there is no doubt that the Individuals can get their dollar balanow
turned into nation dollar balances.

Secretary lltmwuasr. By law-the detail will be shown if there is
any such place.

Senator MAOzN. Yes. That information is vital to this hearing.
As a matter of fact, I think in one of these reports, Senate reports,

either in Senate Report 1627 of the 88d Congress, or in Senate Docu.
ment 88 of tie 84th Congress which the Interior and Insular Affairs
Committee made on the Western Hemisphere, I think in most cases
it is noted there that it is changeable, and we would like to get it
officially.

Secretary Huxmnur. They change them frequently. That is an-
other one of the problems. You do not know from 1 week to the
next exactly what ihe rules are going to be.

Senator MALON. That is true. The central bank in each case, and
the men who are temporarily in charge of the government, have vast
powers. That is one of the reasons that the United States always

Secretary Hvxtmuwr. That is right.
Senator A x. Dictatorial power
In most cases$ I found in foreign countries it was not

for the legislative body to act at all. The present dictator, or what-
ever he happened to be called, could make thee changes in exchanp
value, and In most ases the price set on their money in temns Of
the' dollar was so much highei than amy actual market value there

all
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was no reablimm. But the QMg900.0e ae it Andthe de e
anniaeupinashogoods.,ld

Secrff~y U lanv. That ma 1be.
.enator 7M~o, nz. So if you Iil just tak. your time, andA t

Information , it will be pful to have it for the record. T oy
rW anwev is to return to the metal stndard and insist upon vadu
for value in money exchanges. That cannot be done through A man#
aged currency.
Sertr u mf We will gest it.
=The information referred to was requited 481.)

In HthemtInco Now, item 8w.hatoa .ka t we were doin&
in the income Tax Department, about checking up on foreign o-
counts; and, with your permission, I wil Just Al this, it is shoit

(iReuto . 48.)
Intern Revenue Service is constantly seeking out income,

taxable in the United States which is receved through numbered or
other foreign accounts in which the true benefical interest may not
be revealed. In the international area, as in all other tax enforcement
area4 a basic problem facing the Service is to devise effective methods
or aini. c uMte information as to the tealayer and the amount,of his inoe.:
Three major steps relating to this problem have recently bus.

taken.
One was the inclusion of provisions for exchange of Information

in tax treaties with various countries.
The second step was the recent establishment of the International

Opemtions Division of the Internal Revenue Service, with headquar-
tere in Wahington and the centralization in that division of primary
resonibility for the Service's operations abroad. This division
now has agnts stationed abroad.

The third significant step was the Treasury's request last yearto
the Congress for leislatlon which would male applicable to citions
abroad the same filng requirements that are now applicable to ree-
dents of the United State. Such legislation would not change the
nonresident citizm's tax liability, but would requr him to render
an accounting, tauwie, by filing annual returns th same as all othercitizens. Thi le ion is now pending before the Committee on
Ways and Means.

I had forgotten that when we were talking about it yesterday.
I had forgotten we had made that request. But that is one of tb.
requests we made of the Ways and Means Committee.
Now item 9. You asked tor a statement with respect to silver pur-

chases. (Requested on p. 47.) I have that statement and, with your
permission I will read that into the record, or T will present it. How
would you like it I Would you like it jrd, orjust presented

Senator M oms I think if yu will just iv it into the. reor4Secretary I~Tuxir. Read it into the record.
Recent laws ret ltve to the purchase of silver ean be divided fito

several that relate to the purchs of newly mined domestic siher
and the one that has been applied to the purchase.of, foreign silver
and domesticseondary silver.

Beginning in 1988, newly mined doaestio silver was at first ro
dueed undrthe prudential proclamafion of emb 21,1988. Such
-purchms-cnthnuedt under s smquentprWlamntlo and at varied
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prices until July 6,1989 when a statute was eacted, authorizing the
p h of newly mined domestic silver. Tim v t statute under
which newly mined domestic silver Is acquired i the one passed onJuly 81,190. These acts make iatdtr the rof the
Mine purchase all silver which he is stisfied I* of newly mined
domestic origin and was produced withi the required period'of time
speificed by the acts.

The present Srice for newly mined domestic silver, which has been
in effect sine ul 81, 1460 is $1.20 plus per ounce, less 80 %eront
deduction for seigniorags, leaving net *tm to the depotor of

9 cent&.
The act of June 19, 1984, known as the Silver Purthase, Act, declared

to be the policy of the United states that the proportion of silver to sold in the
monetary stocks, of the United States should be inereasesd with the ultimate
*Weetl, of having and maintainig, on#-ourth of the movietary vain of sU
stoks I& slver.

Foreign silver and domestic secondary silver have been purchased
under this act, which provides that.-
the Secretary of the Treasury Is authorized and directed to purchase slver
at home or abroad, * 0 * at such rates, at such times, and upon such terms and
coaditions as be may dem reamnable and most advantcuone to the Pube
interest.

2,048,490,580.48 ounces of silver have been purchased under the Sil-i
ver Purchase Act, and 886,815,80.46 ounces of nowly mined domestic
silver--

Senator MA WN How many ounces of silver have beenpurchasedl
Secretary HUmPmR.Y. 2,048,490,580.48 ounces of ilver have been

purchased under theSilver Purchase Act, and 886,81 O80.40 ounces of
newly mined domestic silver have been purchased tro May 81,

Senator wx&m. Is that a part of the I048 blioni or Is that In sad
ditiont

SecetryHUXPExRU. That is the, total that has been purchased&
Senator)Lwmt. The ,048 billion--
Secretary HuxnmaM. Would be s part of the other.,
Senator O w, (continuing). Is all of it, and the 886 million is a

part ofit I
Secretary Huwm mn. The 9 billion plus the 800 million would make

the total.
Senator MAwN. ,480 miion plus the-.-'.,
Secretary Humpmr. It is 2, million.
Senator MAWS. Y But that 2.048 bIlion- 4

Secretary Huverr. The 2.048 billion is to be added to the 886
million if you want to get all the silver that haW been p hassd.-

Sellor xM&, Thit is what I wanted the recorilto shdw.
Secretary Hum htis right.
The ratio of silver to total monetary stocks OR April o, 1957, was

Senator MAWi xm What is the ratio that you are supposed to reach
You are supposed to buy silver until it r;- e& easetoin rtio. What
is that ratlorI

Sentary H m .Th says the polcy of the United Stat Is
that the proportion of silver to gold in the monetary stocks of the
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United States should be increased, with the ultimate- objective of hay.
ing and maintaining one-fourth of the monetary value of such stocks
in silver.

Senator MAwoxs. That would be 25 percent, or the ratio of 1 to 4.
Secretary Hvrnaur. That is l14hte
ThiTresasury now has on hand, June 80. 1957, 1$806,471608.0 flue

ounces of silver bullion valued at ,2 9,o9,e75.7e and $229,00,0G1 in
silver dolhs.
" As of June 80, 1957, there were $2,410,452,081 in silver certificates
outstanding, all redeemable in silver, and all backed by silver bullion
and silver dollars,

Senator MAwNi.L I would ask you, is that value of $2,279,592,075.76
the value of the silver at $1.99 or the value of it at 90 cents?

Secretary Hutriiaw y. Is tRat after the seigniorage or before it ?
Is that coined value or is it-is that after or before seigniorage?

Mr. HowM. The majority of it is at $1.29, only 7 million ounces
at 72 cents. We have two types of silver. One is silver which has
been revalued and placed up in the a&tsetsection backing silver
certificates. That is $1.29.

Then we have, in the general fund of the Treasury what we call
free silver, silver that is available for coinage of our subsidiary coins,
for sale to the public, and also to revalue back of silver certificates.
That is carried at cost value, and that is about 72 cents an ounce,
and there are about 97 million ounces of it.

The CRAIMAN. Will you identify yourself?
Mr. HowAm. I am Tiand Howard, Assistant Director of the Mint.
Senator MAwN s. This silver was purchased, then, before the silver

law the Silver Act of 1984?
Mir. HowAwn The Silver Purchase Act. It is usually referred to

as the act passed June 19,1984.
Senator BMAWNLC. Yes. This silver, then, must have been pur.

chased much of it, prior to that time.
Mr. HOWARM. No, Mr. The figures that we gave you were 2 types,

1 purchased under that act and I purchase under the various proc.
lamations and the 2 acts covering newly mined domestic silver.

Senator MALox.. What are they, and why could you purchase silver
under those acts I

Secretary HUMPIIREY. Those are the two that I gave you, you see.
Mr. HOWAXD. Sir. I did not get that question.
Senator MALONu You should know exactly what you are doing

over at the mint. Under what act or order do you purchase silver
under the 90 cents I

Mr. HOWARD. Under the Newly Mined Domestic Silver Act of
July 81,1946.

Senator M&WNU. What does that say you must do I
Mr. How~nmn That says that we are to accept silver from the

miner. It is a mandatory act, if we are satisfied that it was mined
witin-lt has to be delivered to us within a year after the month in
which mined. And if we are satisfied it is newly mined, then we
purchase it, if it is offered to us.

Senator MA N. At what price ?
Mr. HowA u It is a net return to the depositor of 90% cents an

ouce

$14
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Actually, the Iawreads that it will be $1.29 an ounce,, whi'dh is
the monetary value of a dollar, a silver dollar, less 80 percentsWigdorage.enntor MALOge. Where doe tho 72 cents an ounce come. in?

Mr. HOWA D. In buying silver, we do not have to revalue, except up
to cost. That means that under the Newly Mined Silver Act, eery
time we buy an ounce of silver, we revalue 0.7 of that ounce at $12
and we have 0.3 of an ounce down in the free silver at cost value, and
that is one way it haUpens.

Another way that uf comes about is, during the war period we lent
ilver from this account, and that is now returning into this atcount,

that is lend-lease silver. '*' .$
Seieator MALONF. Has all that silver been returned ?
Mr. HOWARD. Not all of it. Most of it is in the process of being

returned. The Dutch have returned 52 million out of the 56 million
thatthey got. They will return the other 4 million within the-next
few months.

The British have returned 88 million all of theirs.
The Australians have returned 11 million, all of theirs.
.The [ndians are in the process of returning, and have transferred

title to, the remainder of all they owe, which was 172 million ounces.
And the Pakistanis have agreed to return what they owe, which was

53 nulllion olces.
Senator MtWN&. Why do we not, without taking the time now, just

submit a table showing the status of this loans silver: First the sale of
the silver for use by foreign countries, and domestic, also, and -the
status of the return.

Secretary HuMrnnmr. We will file that.
Senator MWxzr. Yes. I think it will save the time of the com-

mittee, and just to clear the record.
(The information referred to is as follows :j

Lend-lea.. ealver frrolon (A$n ouau ), as of J19S4 5O, 1957

rrm uwn4 81y ieurnod
and taken Into

SWeoUMt of Trompt of "tnwd
folvitg U14144 140.............. . 1 t ow 0• 111 ot 01. ..... ................

.m ............. ....... 30,3 3o8o is'om o ................... .... .............i trui..................... .... ..... .1 .... . ............. .

4 . l ......................... IKe e "X " ... 194 Ut a ........ ........ ......IsdJ ...... .................. 1?% 64% m 1. & I o I g . ;..... ' ...........:t dns................. 341 a.2 . IXR 914. r , .......pod 1,0&81M

7. " to ... ................ A , 46770. 00 . ................ 2 , 7 .0 ...-4 ........ ....... A.......MU. 8.)* ..... ... ......

To ................... 4l... ui... 1.7 6 1 w.i l 4O.

Senator MAOww. You value this, then- the $ billion-the entire

value of the silver is carried there in tie Treasury as what you paid
for it, not the $1:29--the value when you stamp it into dollars? .

Mr. HowAm ;: No oair., The silver back of tie silver certificate is thi
same as if it were in a silver dollar. There is approximately 0.77 of
an. ounce of silver back of each silver dollar. Ther are871: grains
that's roughly0.77 of an oune."
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When we put bullion back of a silver certify oate, we put the same
Amount that we would put in a silver.dollar so the backing of our
silver certificates consists of silver bullion an silver dollars.

Senator MAW". So, then, it is valued at $1.29 an ounce?
Mr.Howm It is valued at.$1i9.
Senator MAw . 8 the point I would make for the record. is that

when you buy it at 72 cmts an ounce, or you buy it at 9014 cents an
ounce, when you stamp it into a silver dollar or stamp it into a silver
certificate for which silver is deposited, then you value It up to $1 9
an ounce.

Mr. How m That is correct
Senator KwMao The Government makes 88% cents on each ounce.
Mr. HowARD. Seigniorage of 80 *rent,.
Senator MAwrz. "Seigniorge is suinply a word to represent the

difference between the purchase price and the actual price by law I
Secretary Humviin. It is the difference between the metal price

and the monetary price.
Senator MAwzu. And the monetary price. The Government makes

881A cents on every ounce of silver used for money.
In other words, when you stamp a silver dollar-and I always carry

a couple of them----
Secretary Huxmumnr. I have one of them, too. I will match you.

(Laughter.]
Senator MAwwr. My whole point is, after all the argument about

this business, and to keep the record straight that the price of silver by
law is $1.29 when it is used for money,-just as gold is worth $35 an
onuce when it is used for money.

Secretary Huxr ny. That is right.
SenatorM &w a. Of course, we do not use it for money now. It

is just a theatrical term as far as American citizens are concerned.
Secretary Humxratr'. You have got one extra dollar, anyway.

[They matched dollars and Malone won.] (Laughter.]
SenatorMAwLoX Isthatrght 1 ,

Secretary H winwr. I think so.
Senator MAWo. Do you have something-further to present ?
Secretary Hvmxuar. Yes, sir.,
Item 10-that was all item 9.
This is Item 10. You asked for United States transactions with

foreign governments, central banks and international institutions on
the puicass and sale of gold, and here is the statement which shovs
the purchases and sales of gold.

The Cn m a . The table will be placed at the proper place in the
record where it was requested. (See p. 467.)

Secretary HUrnwr. Item 11, you asked for information on the
Ezport-Import Bank, who they were, who their officers were, where
their offloos were, how many people they had, and so forth, and I
will present to you the report to the Congress, the last report, for
Janury -and Juno 196 of U* Export-Import Bank, which ls every
bitofaa anh Jnt1w958 othth r t th"

And partkulary YOU asked how men offices they had abrod,
how many people tbey had in them;, and the answer Is, Thq have

11t-whple woo trve fle.An I amid the other; day the& somepop.wotaeabad
but-thtlsmdetiled in heim ut they maijitani no. fois~ft b4e"
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Setr M bm' think that might be ' das* part of the
record, = tot in thb transcript, bitt'ji as a par of the reco, for the
committee.

The CnQtAuu4. Without objection, it will be made a part of. thecommittee files. ,

w-u HMMur. Ifere is 11-B--that was fl-A I Vm IfB
as has further data for the fiscal year, thir budget and es&tm .
for the fiscal year up to 1958.

The CRAmux.-Without objection, it will be made a part of the
committee files.

Secretary HumpanY. The next item is Item 12, in which you asked
for a list of the nations which own stock in the international Bank
for Reconstruction and Development, together with the amounts they
have actually paid in, and relating the activities of the bank, and
I would like-t just happened thit in the paper this morn in
the New York Ties this morning, there is an article directly i line
with what we were talking about yesterday, the testimony y * y
with respect to the source of funds for this bank. '1., "

Senator MAoxu That is the International Bank
Secretary HmxwRty. This is the International Bank, the World

Bank.
Senator MAwxz. That is interchangeable, World Bank or Inter.

national Bank, it is interchangeable I
SeettarI.Huz Rwry. That is it.
This article is headed:
"World Bank To Borrow 100 Million in Frankfurt.
"Largest Loan Outside the United States Is Placed With West

German House-Debts To Rise Above One Billion."
Then the article goes on, and it is relatively short, but it is right

pat on what you and I were talking about yesterday, and I will just
read it:

A West German bank, the Bank Doutscher Laeuder.ot Frankurt -Mait
Ww agreed to lead StO mtllou tor 1 to 8 Ye at 4% pereat later*.

Senator MAwx. That is American money we gave the German
and that they are now lending to the Internatiol- aw* 94 4g"n4% percent interest.

l ecrtary HumptuaY. What is that?
Senator Mu.oi~. That is American money they are lending.
Secretary Humeiny. I do not know whit it Is, whether itis do

lar&--the German money is good, you know, in exchange toda.y.
Senator MAwNz. I knovw but that is American dolla.s.
Secretary Htmp.nmy. It would be dollar .quivalent; wheer it is

dollars or dollar equivalent I do not know, (Reading;]
Four and on-toarth percent interest to the ,ateruttomal BUk tar 2B4ast-

tion and Development (World Bank).
The private placement is the third and largest t World Sepmja 4 oa

obligations placed entirely outside the VUited States. , , ' I I I
&eator ww Toar ney-7".h- ney e 7a0 yp iou4 give

them.
'Secretary Hmuewa. It is a dollar obigat ion

Senior A~ox. It I's4l1ar mne tVhV.t the' 06m, za b ank% pd.
tasqlhi World'Ban! A s. (e4Igo o,,
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As evidence of Its indebtedness the World Bank wI itsue notes dated JulY 11,
105T. Of the total, $40 million will mature in 1 year and 480 million each IW
2 and 8 years.

Interest will be payable sqmiannually, with the first payment due January 11;
1958 paymets of interest and principal will be made at the federal Reserve
Bank of New York.

The transaction is the third sale of World Bank oblliations this year. Two
previous isues were-offered publicly through United States investment houses,
$100taillion of 4% percent 20.year bonds in January and $100 million of 41 per%
cent 21-year bonds in April.

Previous placements outside the United States included $0 million of World
Bank dollar bonds with investors In 23 countries in September 1054, and a
$75 million issue of World Bank dollar bonds placed with investors in 22 couun
tries In September last year.

Total outstanding obligations of the bank, giving effect to the now borrowing,
will amount to about $1,185 million. Tb 7 will consist of $035 millioe of United
States dollar bonds and the equivalent o $200 million of bonds denom144ted n
Owlss franpes Canadian dollars, sterling, and Netherland gulders.

The WoRld Bank whs established to provide and facilitate international In.
vestment foE, increasing production, raising living standards, and helpinS bring
about a' better balance In world trade.

Since it began operations in 1940 it has made more than 100 loans totaUng
$3,006 million, oet of cancelations and refundtngs, In 44 countries and overseas$erritqries. .

The 410 member-

I said yestesday it was 54; these others have been taken in recently-.
The 60 member countries of the bank are its stockholders, and the money the
bank lends is provided partly by them. The bank derives additional funds by
selling its own bonds and other borrowing in the capital markets of the world.

Senator MALONE. That is verY interesting to me. I noticed the
dispatch this morning. I read it in three different papers. The fact
that a German bank of West Germany where we are sending hundreds
of millions of dollars, sending hundreds of millions of dollars in gifts
over a period of years, is now loaning it back to the central bank,
mostly financed by American taxpayets and getting 4 percent inter-
eat on it. It is a very interesting development, and I think our tax-
payers would do well to understand what they are reading that we
five the money to them as a gift to be loaned back to us at 41/ percent

Secretary HtrjpnRy. Well, of course, we are not doing-
Senator MAW zE. And then they loan it back to us and get interest

on it.
Secretary HUMPURRY. We are not doing it now.
Senator MIATr.o We were, and I think it is a very interesting de.

velopment. We have also given foreign nations most of our gold i
the same manner. I do not want to load you down, because you put
a good deal of stuff on other people that you think are coming before
the committee, but if it would not be too much trouble for 1 of your
0,00. employees, how much money have we given Germany iI -the

last 10 years? I I I I .. ,"l Secretaiy H mpuri. I do not know. hatagain---
Senator MALoNz. I do not know either, but it has been considerable.

"I'Secretry HXlxvn.xR. That, I presume, would be in Mr. Holliter:'s
field, that you are talking about. I II

Senator [AL Nr. 1isuppose it would, and we will get it.
"'Bitt hat been much more than a hundred million dollars, probably

that amount multiplied by many times, and now they are loanink
money back to one oI our corporations and getting interest on 6ur
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money, the taxpayers' money.t Then this corporation is enourgig
American capital to go into foreign countries, micluding Germany--
the Germans are good businessmen, maybe we should lire a few of
them , 0. I II - It 11Secretary Hu i.. You requested a list of the nations that own
stock in the International lank, together with the amounts they have
actually paid. Item 12 is their 1ith annual report and it him full
information in it as to the .

Senator MAwuNL i do not care about digging out that full infor-
mation. I do uiot have the time to do it.

Secretary Hu.puny. What is the page number I I am told it is
page 64. It is listed in detail, and would you just like us to tear out
pageM64

senator MALON& Tear it out and put it in the record.
The Cin~mu.%. Without objection, it will be inserted in the record

at the place it was requested. (See pp. 495, 496.)
Secretary HumpnuRy. Page 64. That is item, 12.
Senator MALONE What is the date of thatwrport, now? ,
Secretary Huxraur. That is the 11th annual report, the last that

we have. The date is right on here.
You wanted the Board of Governors the Governors and their alter.

nates pages 78 and 74, the Executive Directors, so those two sheets will
be sunitted. That is the subscribing members, the Governors and
their alternates, the Executive Directors and their alternates ofthe
World Bank.

Senator MAwzLx. May that be made a part of the record, Mr.
Chairman I

The Cumi..vA. Yes. It will be made a part of the record at the
place requested.* (See pp. 498,499.)

Senator MAWNm How many Directors are there in this bank?
This is the World Bank you are talking about? International Bank ?

Secretary HuMPHuiw. That is right.
I believe there is a Director-well, I do not know, some of these

countries have combined. We could add them up here and see.
Senator MMwzoN. That are 60 countries, just approximately.
Secretary Huuarnn. These are the Governors, that is, one for

each country.
Senator MALWoNz. Yes, about 60 Governors.
Secretary IvmPItIIY. Yes. And the Directors here, we can count

them up.
. Now many are there ? Sixteen, and they are listed here, showing
the countries that they represent.

Senator MAwoNi Do we have a Director on the bank?
Secretary HuMpnRay. Yes.-Senator MAwon. One I
Secretary Hui wu ,. We have one Director.
Senator M^L&x. Out of 16?
Secretary HUMlu aic. That is right,
Senator MAWz. Then the point of all this that I wanted to make

yesterday was that the 16 Directors of wlieh we are 1, and of 60
Governors that control the 10 Directors, expend the money of th4
WorldBank.

erea[aPar. Youvt nPropOrticat ryprites.
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Senatoz The voting-power is in proportion to your 'in-

Secretary, Hv nwwir. r That is right.
Senator'KAio In other words, we have one-thrd of the yots.

eGreWtr Hvwnwxr. That is right, whatever the proportion is
Senator MfAwW. As to who we lend money to t.
SecretaryHvwmn . It is proportioned.
Senator MUAoWN. Why do we not have more Directors on the Board I
Secretary Hinwiir. I do not think there is any occasion to have

them.
Senator MAwNZ Any time they vote, our man votes one-third of

the votes; is that It I
Secretary HuMnRry. That is correct.
Senator MALo?4, They have two-thirds of the votes ?
Secretary Hvumsr. Various other countries. -Nobody has two-

thirds,
Senator MAwxzI. Well, the foreign countries.
Secretary H AM=. We vote our interest.
Sentor IMLVz And it is just like a corporation, if we have so

many shares--
Secretary Hvwrmay. That is right.
Senator MArLONN (continuing). We have 85 percent of the shares-
Secretary Iainwrnit. That is right.
Senator MAWWS (continuing). And we vote them.
Secretary HVr7MP r. That is right.
SenatorMAWoNP. And they have the remainder of 65 percent.
Secretary HIumRnTsr, Whatever their interest is, they vote.
Senator MA WAW And they vote their shares.
Secretary Huwmrvry. That is right.
Senator MALomN. So the loans would be made to foreign nations

in accordance with the majority vote?
Secretary Humrawsr. That is right.
Senator MA rO N. Does that end the liatt
Secretary HVTRnRY. Xo. T have I or 2 more.
Now. on item 18, Monday, I think it was Monday, we were discussing

the authority to buy and sell gold, and at what price, and I have an
exhibit here which I will read.

This is "Authority of the Secretary of the Treasury to change the
price of gold," Item 18.

Sections 8 apd 9 of the Gold Reserve Act of 19A4 authorize the .Sec.
rotary of the Treasury-with the approval of the President in as
of purchases-to purchase and sell ald ft such rates and uon sueh
terms and conditions as he may deem most advantageous to the public
interest.

In 1945, pursuant to the Bretton Woods Agreements Act, Public
Law 171, 79th Congress. the Ujifted States by this act of the Congress
accented membership in the International Monetary Fund. The
articles of agreement of the fund provide that each member shall
communicate to the fund a par , value for its currency, which there-
after may be changed only as provided In the Articles. The par value
for the dollar communiated to the fund, by the Uhited, States wao
the same as the then existing tnod vale of the dollar.:snoW.
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been established, by Presidential proclamation of January 81, 1984,
issued under the authority of section 43, title III of the act of May
12, 1988, as amended. Section 5 of the Bretton Woods Agreement
Act provides that a change in the par value of the Unifd States
4ol~r declared to the fund shall not be proposed or,&greed to without
authorization by C ngresw b law.

Article IV, scion 2, of the articles of agremet of-the Iuter-
notional Monetary Fund provides:

Tbe'fund shall prencribe a margin above and below Pr value for tranmetlou
in gold by members, and no member shall buy gold at a price above par value
plus the presribed margin or sell sold at a prle, below r value mass the
Prearbed margin

The fund has prescribed a margin of 1 percent above and below
the par value for purchases and sales of gold. Accordingly, the
Unite States has an obligation under the articls not to purchase
told at more or sell gold at less than $85 plus or minus lperont so
on as the par value of the dollar dec d to the fund rmainsuo hangv. .

I think, Mr. Chairman, that completes, with those two ezeptions
all the things we were asked to furmish; and thoss, we ha s
others than ourselves to get, and we will supply them, Senator, just
the minute we can get them delivered to us.

Senator MALONqz. I thank you for that information.
While we are on the matter of the law with regard to the price

of gold, does the Secretary of the Treasury or the President have any
authority to make a change in the gold content of the dollar, or the
pri-e of 'told without action by Congress I

e rY Htr u rm ar. I think not
Senator MHu~oxa If you will check that and make that a definite

answer, I will appreciate it.
Secretary HUxPuiy. That is what I just stated, right here, so

long as we are members of the fund.
Senator %,omNE. Well-
Secretary HmajXPI r. Now if the act--you set a pretty compli-

cated legal question here, Mr. Senator, and I do not know. We might
have to 4sk for an opinion of the Attorney General, perhaps.

But if the act covering our association with the fund were repealed
by the Congress, then exactly where we would be left, whether that
would reinstate the Gold Act, the previous Gold Act, or not, I am
just not certain.

Senator MA~oi In other words, it might reinstate the Gold Act.
It would give the Preddent again the power to change the gold
content of the dollar.

Secretary Hvuxrwm . I think it is a purely hypothetical question,
because if these acts were repealed, certain ly it would be eo'red. in
the act of repealer, so that-- . 4 1 1 '

Senator MALON. I would not have too much confidence in that
situation. I have been here 11 years, you rem ber, and Con
often Pam these so-called emergency acts without thorough under
standing their tar-reaching consequences.

I wold appreciate it very much if you would if it Is necessary,
mbat-thore Is no rush ab6ut thi because this e will go O6
for some time-but to make it a part of the record, and i the
Attorney General, if you think it i neosry, If you are Ul to
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answer it-yourself; for-an opinion whether ornotitWw wouldrestore
the power to the President to change the gold content of the dollar or
raise the price of gold.

Secretary Huxi' uiur. Now, which are you saying? Are you talk.
Ine about, the gold content of the dollar, or are you talking about the
price at which we can buy and sell gold Because they are not, the
saething~

Senator MAwuz. They are the samething as far as the value of the
-gol4 per ounce is concerned. I am asking you if the repeal of the
,act by which we became members of the international fund-would
_istore- the power-and you will pardon me if I fet some of the
designations wrong, but the international fund is what it is called,
is it not#

Secretary Eimu miw . That is right.
Senator MAwx (continuing). If we withdrew from membership

in the inietnational fund, does that restore the power of the Proei-
dent to change the gold content of the dollar or change the price of
gold per ounce?

Secretary HUMPHRYi. We will get an op~i,,on for you.
SenatorMALONz. Will you do that, and get it for us at your con-

venience?
Secretary Huxtpiuaz1. I will get you an opinion.
(The information referred to is aa follows:)

With regard to, the question whether repeal of the act by which the United
States became a member of the International Monetary Fund would restore the
power of the President to alter the gold content of the dollar or the power. to
b.y gold at a price other than $N an ounce the General Counsel of the Treasury

s advised as follows:
"The repeal of the Bretton Woods Agreements Act, by which the United States

became a member of the International Monetary Fund, would not restore .the
power of the President to alter the gold content of the dollar. Under the act
of June 80, 1941 (Public Law 142, 77th Cong.), this power expired completely
on June 80, 1948, prior to the enactment of the Bretton Woods Agreements Act.

"The repeal of the Bretton Woods Agreements Act would fully restore the
power to buy gold at a price other than $83 an ounce. The Bretton Woods
Agreements Act affected, but did not repeal, section 8 of the Gold Reserve Act
of 1984, which provides: 'With the approval of the President, the Secretary of
the Treasury may purchase gold In any amounts, at home or abroad, with any
direct obligations, coin, or currency of the United States, authorized by law, or
with any funds In the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, at such rates and
upon such terms and conditions as he may deem most advantageous to the public
Interest; any provision of law relating to the maintenance of parity, or limiting
the purposes for which any of such obligations, coin, or currency, may be Issued,
or requiring any such obligations to be offered as a popular loan or on a com.
competitive basis, or to be offered or Issued at not less than par, to the contrary
hotwithtanding. * f'. Repeal of th4 Bretton Woods Agreements Act would
leave section 8 in full force. The same reasoning would apply to section 9 of
the.Ood Reserve Act, relatlun to sales of gold."

Senator Msomu. That ends the requests f
Secretary Htiimcn . That is right.
Senator MALOnB. What are there left I
Secretary HtumPUnW. Two items. There is the information wlich

has toocme from Mr. Hollister's organization, and the information
on the Monetary Fund.

Senator MmCoxo. On the conversion of ,th private ownqqhip of
gold to, Government -ownerships and then-the c going-to forip
nations.
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Secretary Htumm. We'are dependent on others to furnish that,
and we will get it as soon as we can.

Senator'M-Aw Yes.
I note in this table, "Consumer prices and the purchasing power of

the dollar, 1918 to date," which a a very fine table, and I hope it
corresponds to other tables we have referred to from time to time, in
t984 the dollar assumed to be worth a dollaw'in purchan power,
in 1988 would have been worth $1.034; that at the present time it is
worth 47.8 cents,

Secretary Hmwr. You see, that will vi. Your value today
will vary a few cen% de dent upon which year you pick for 100.
If you pick one year for the 100 and bring your table down, you come
to one figure. If you pick another year for 100, you will come to
another level.
I Senator MAwoNz. We were talking about the 24., 25-year period
since we began to tamper with the dollar. Thought It best to have
that kind of-a table.

'The question arose about the estimates the White House sent toCongress, and the actual appropriations.
I note in the 84th Congress, there were $78,208 million plus recom.

mended, and $73,041 million plus were appropriated.
And we come down to-go back to the 70th Congress, 1st session,

$71,175 million plus was recommended; $09,780 million was
appropriated.

I have no time to figure out the percentage now, but it is very close;
the Congress followed the White House very closely.

Mr. Secretary, I have been disappointed that we are referred to so
many agencies for the economic policy of the United States. It seems,
of course, naturally, that we are getting further and further away
from the Treasury further and further away from the Congress, in
the regulation of these matters.

It may be that it is not fair to expect you to understand the entire
economic structure of the United States when you are not directly
charged; apparently, with anything but keeping our bonds sold to
get enough money to operate the Government.

Secretary HuMpmUiy. To pay the bills.,
Senator MAwxx (continuing). To finance Congress for theirsplurges in foreign countries and elsewhere. I sympathiu with you,

even in that sinall amount of authority you have left.
Secretary Huninisr. I appreciate that very much. [Laughter.]
Senator MVAIW. You are getting this information as to Whether

or not the private owners of dollar credits can demand gold through
manipulation through their own government, a the foreign govern.
ments themselves can demand it--

e cretary HuWJRNY. Well now, Senat~r,. I cannot get you that
information--

Senator MALWNR I have not finished.:
Secretary HUMvPiRy (continuing). BeoIse I do not know just

how they manipulate such transfers.
SenatorMAtoNzx. I have not quite fbiishjd.
Secretary }[uxnMzYr. You assume the laws and regulations can

be violated by manipulation. Mostly te eective heads have the

n , 11 * 1
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power. I can tall you wattbe requvmwt of foreign governmts

Senator MAwira. I do not think it would be a violation. I have
been in all thmecountrie, and X say generally there is a certain group
of men running the wuntry. The dictator is a figurehead in mnt
cae but has W pt ers And when you come to exclumging
private money o government money, I think it can be done in many
of them very easily.

Secretary Hvmmnr. I can tell you what the official rules are. I
eennot tell you what-they do under the table.

Senator MA.oIu I am about to ask you a question, if I may finishit:
Now, In the event they do have ways of transferring the private

holdings to Government holdings, then the custom is to pay the Gov,
eminentholdi and thenin that event the whole $10 billion, $10.25
billion, of= reditaboth private ad foreign government, would fall
within th eustonv tf'denmand and payment, would it not?

Secretary Hviourmr. I believe that the dollar balances could be
transferred to governments or central banks.

Senator mznh. That is right. And then customarily, it has been
customary to meet dollar balance in gold payments to that extent?

Secretary HuMxluaxy. Then to the extent it was used in the ordinary
course of trade, we would, if we continued our present practice, sel
gold for those dollar balances.

Senator MAnsN. Ye&
If that is true, whether you actually sent the gold, if you thought

it was an emergency, you have it in your power, you testfed yesterday,
to refuse payment in gold.

Secretary H uany. We do not need to sell gold.
Senator MAWNU It is customary to meet thoseblances-
Secretary Huipmaur. In the ordinary course of trade, we would

dos
Senator MN.Aw But if you judged It was not in the ordinary

channels of trade, or there was an emergency, then you would refuse
to sell the gold I

Secretary HUMPURRY. That is right.
Senator MA jp. But in any event, those credits would be there,

would they not ?
Secretary uwany. The dollar balances would be there.
Senator XauoN has been customary to meet them in any ordi-

nary circumstances. I
Secretary Humm, That is correct.
SeatorWAwma If you did meet them, then, this $16.95 billion,

and with your $2.4 billion in the various depositories, then would you
have the 9-percent balance in gold that the law requires we have in the
Treasury behind the $29 billion of money in circulation I

Secretary HunaHayr. Senator I cannot tell you anything diffent
than I told you yesterday and I told you the day before,-in answer
to exactly the same question.

Senator Mxtox& It was, not the same question.
Secrecy u ,wo not conceive of having that amount ofisquet for puvheofgold inthe ordinary coure o trade. By just

plain arithe if it should occur, and if we did sell, then we would
have a defii If that amount of gold was sold aka tim by J t
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plain arithumetio you can see for yourself there would be a deficit in
the monetary supply.

Senator MA1LONE. In the required amount.
That is a good answer, and I appreciate it, Mr. Secretary.
Some of these things may seem very simple to you, but to me and

others, who are trying to understand it and trying to make a record, it
is not so simple.

Secretary H'UMNPHIEY. I think, to be just fair, that from my point
of view it is a very misleading assumption.

Senator MALONE. Well, it may be misleading to you, but to me, if
you owe the money, whether you pay it or not in a customary method,
and if you did refuse to pay it-there have been countries in many
cases, and practically all the countries do refuse to pay it, but when
they do refuse their currency is not worth anything or much less, on
the market.

Secretary HM PHREY. Well, that is not true, I do not think. There
is a lot of currency where there have been restrictions at one time or
another-

Senator M,%Losv.. I would like to have you explain that, if it is not
true.

Secretary HUMPHREy. There are many countries where there have
been restrictions of one kind and another, and where there are today
restrictions of one kind or another. in fact, there are many countries
which have restrictions of some kind, and their currency is not worth-
less.

Senator MALONE. Yes, they have done that but, of course, their cur-
rency is not worth anything on the world market-or a lot less than
face value, when you come right down to it.

There are only two ways, are there not-I would like to ask you
this question--that there can be fair exchange between countries, and
that would be either on a metal standard where the money you give
them in exchange for their money represents the same number of
grains of gold or ounces of silver, or when you buy their money you
buy it at the world market price at the world market value? Are
those not the only two ways in which you can get a fair exchange, fair
to the United States of America?

Secretary tlu, nr. What you are trying to do is to exchange
goods and services.

Senator MALONE. Of like value.
Secretary HU PHREY. That is right. Andwhat you are trying to

do is to have a simple and easy medium of exchange for goods and
services.

Now, the more that medium fluctuates in value, the more difficult
it becomes to exchange the goods and services. The more stable that
medium of exchange is, the more the exchange of goods and services
is facilitated. But you can do it either way. '

Senator MALONE. But you have to have, in order to have a fair ex-
change--and that was what money between nations always amounted
to when they were on the gold standard, or on some standard that peo-
ple understood-that if you exchange a dollar for a pound note, a
number of dollars that represented a pound note, in the old days before
you went off the gold standard you got the same number of grains of
gold or the same ounces of silver in eachca$se, In other words, you
did not lose or gain.
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Secretary- Hrsn ,Rxy. That is ,right with r t to the value in
gold, the value in gld as compared to the value in goods and services.

Senator MAwiON. That is right.
Secretary TIuvwnxsr. But the value of gold itself could change

with respect to the value of goods and services.
Senator MALo-d . Through inflation. You must be entirely familiar

with the way we are trading now. You set a certain method, a certain
taiff or a certain duty, or you set a certain conditionon-trade, and
immediately a foreign nation you are trading with changes the value
of their currency in terms of the dollar, and upsets the whole thing,
do they not I

Secretary Huxwmr . Well, you have to adjust for it.
Senator MAwOIIU; But you do not adjust for It. That is what I am

trying to tell you. We do not adjust for it.
What we do is to take their money at what they say it is worth,

and then Congress makes up the difference, and they call that a dollar
shortage. 1

You never had any idea that $4.08 represented the value of the
British pound for several years before they changed it to $2.80, did
you?
* Secretary HtTxnmRr. Well, in the market place, Senator, in the

exchange of goods and services the prices of goods and services adjust
pretty rapidly in changes to the value of the currencies.

Senator MAiwU But if we insisted on it and insisted on a fair
trade of currencies on the metal standard of other world market prices
of currencies we could get a fair trade. But we have not been doing
that for about 20 years. In other words, when the $4.08 in 1948 was
fixed on the pound--it was still the price of the British pound, I
walked up to a Shanghai bank and paid $2.60 for the pouna.

The way you did it,-you took a dollar and got the $6 plus in Hong
Kong dollars, and then you went down to another window and paid
$6 in Hong Kong money for a British pound which amounted to
$2.60 and got the pound, and you could spend it any place in the
worlA, because it was a free market.

I said that on the Senate floor when I came back. Nobody paid
any attention to it, and I guess they do not yet. So it is not worth
$.8WO now. You can buy it at Shanghami under the $2.80 notably
about $2.25 and spend it any place in the world, and you can take all
other nations' money and do the same thing.

So the United States of America are si1 picking up the check-
charging it up to our taxpayers.

I do not want to launch into this thing, Wot I am going to read you
something here which, may be very interesting to you, and if you
have a fault to find with it, I would like very much if you would tell
me about it. I

This is from Senate Document 88, 84th Cangres, published July
28, 1965, by the Senate of the United States, umdr Senate Resolution
271, and there is a statement here on page 11:

Aftft'severa~centurlet of complete realization by imationt and finterntional
traders that money exchange and international, trade mit be based upon the
#old or silver content or the free exchange market value of the nations' cur.
rencle--but in 191 the world embarked upon a financial false-tront campaign
through the simple expedient of destroying the only common standards of value
that money ever had--gold and silver. We followed Sbgland off the hard monet
Standard in 1o.
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Within a nation, ,money or the medium of Internal exchange is worth what-

ever that nation oomps upon the papor or metal. The price level of Its goods
will reflect relative domestic value.

That is exactly what you said. You said if the dollar was worth
twice as much as it is, the goods would go up a hundred percent. That
is just about what wouldhappen.
*HbWevor, whenever that nation, or a citizen thereof, offers such money to
another nation, or a citizen of miothir nation in exchange for goo4p or the Money
of that other nation-It is necessary to offer value for value, either in gold
or silver content, or the free and uncontrolled exchange markets of the world.

Do you agree with that I
Secretary Hum/ua¥r. I think your goods have got to be priced

to meet the competition wherever they ae sold.
Senator MALOxt. Well, that is another subject entirely. If you

are going to exchange money you must get whatever presents the
"nie number of grains of gold or ounces of silver ip exchange or you
are shortchanged.

Secretary HvuMPu. Well, I know, but--
Senator MAWN. If you are going to exchange money, it must be

on a value basis.
Secretary Huxwmm-. You exchange money for the purpose of

moving goods and services, that is all. And you adjust your prices
on lour goods and services to fit, if you get disparities in your mopy.
S enat MAL2n .You are exactly right in that statement. But it

has nothing to do with what " asng.What I am saying to you is, if you are going to exchange one money
for another, if you are goinK to exchange our money for biRvianoe,
then you either have to take it at the market value, 1,700 at the time
I was there, not 500 that they said it was worth, or the paper they
gave you would have to represent the gold and Ilver value as our
money we exchanged.

Secretary HUMPHRRY. You have to agree onsomne value at which
you w Ij trade, or you do not trade. There is no more difference in
trading money than there is in trading horses.

Senator MALoy.. I disagree with you, because we trade with them
on their basis which means a profit to them.

Seorbtar HukPa-r.' Well" you can trade with mne on *I hoe on
my basis iyou want to, but that is up to you as to whether you do
it or not.. , I , I

Senator MAwmOt. We do not have the horse sense evidently to de.
mand that kind of a trade. We lose on every trade, beuse we lose
on the value of their currency. We make up the b 1ance and call it
a dollar shortage.".

Then to continue:
When any nation then arbitrarily fixes the value of its money in American

dollars higher than the world-excha ge free market value, or the gold or silver
content, no nation or trader will pay he fictitious value So there Immediately
develops what London bankers were quick to term a "dollr hortx" , mer
the falte-front value of their currency.

This "dollar shorter" obtains unlem and until either an outside soue such
as the American taxpawer makes up the dlffertaM or the°644 value Isigpor
and the relative value on the world-exchange free market Is adopted.

The United States has been drawn into a maz of word' ganiatlons, all
VeoUsIve to making up that difference In the real and fAlse valouv of fbeign
currencies through the World mask, the Ezplrmpoit flsrk:t r t8onal
Cooperation Admlnlstration, or through direct appropriations by the Congress
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And, Mr. Chairman, without reading this, I willijust ask thathe
remZainder of it be inserted In the ,oord It & s very short.......

The CuAunm~. Will the Senator identify the document I
Senator:MA N&w Senate Document 88, 84th Congress, under Sen.

ate Resolution 971.
The CnAxntAx. Is it signed, and, if so, by whomI
Senator MAWNI. It Is a Senate document, and It was prlpre

by the Senate lnterior and Insular Affairs Committee.
The OCnAIu. Did the members ,of the committee sign therenert !l

Senator MULONU The members of the subcommittee signed the re
portend prmented it to the committee which presented it to the Senate
ln acorance with Senate Resolution 11, and it was printed as a
Senate document.

The CAMMAW. Who was on the subcommittee I
Senator MAwrta The subcommittee was made up of seven members.

Senator Murray is the chairman of the committee at this time. Them
were seven members, I am sure.,

The (lvMUa. It IS a report, then, of the subcommittee I
Senator MAWpws. Yes, to the committee; which was presented to the

Senate and published under Senate Resolution 271.
The CiUKAw-. My questions were for the purpose of the record.
Senator MAt Ow. Tha is right. I would just like to have it made

a part of the record.
(The material referred to is as follows:)

Doled down this is International socialism at Its wont--an average and
lsing of the standards of living of the world through a division of out'O .t

Oar living standard being the highest In th. world, thee i no place for us to
6% *we this sharend.Aar*41lke ste.but down.

Tis dedit, on th. part ot ths redto b ol sntra.Ti eieo u
part Is incredbly stupid.

Our Nation cannot long survive this froe-trade and dishoneet-currency method
at the division of Its wealth with the nations of the world.

The objective ot many well-meanng people going along with these policies is
Impraetically idealistic-free Imiatratiom ad owworld eltisenshlp, with world
poce at the endot the rainbow.

Unfortunately a continuation of these policies can well result in the working
oi the eonomic system of the United states the only Nation that can spearufad
the defese of the Western Umisphe..

actor MA.XL' Upon reading the record this morning, I thought
another question would b ntecessary, -but in answer to my question
yesterday you said that you would continue the same type of cur,
rency, the man ged currency, and would not chanp it If you had the
right. I think Iraked you that question.

ThOle C*Aimx . You did not request that the entire report be priAted
In the record; only that put the S.nator read I

Senator MAw& Just the remainder of that st4ement.
The CaAnuw. Without objection,

eaorMArown. Will you read what I just said them I
The caOnAx . I beg your pardon.
=The question was bthe rporter.)

SAenawor mc You 6alod- that statement "until there was
11 Ni 'eIl t

mom~~mtWon it tieth= thwe+Idf"+-...
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,cretary HwmxTr . In agrastabilizetion, I think.
Senator AwV&, Yes; I thifk that was it..
Secretary HtxuMPH . I certainly would not do it today.
Senator MALwz. Then I want to ask one further question: Provid.

Ing this more stable situation occurred sometime i the future, thenwould you have an idea of establishing a metal ban or a gold standard,
commQWny called, for the money, and returning to it I

secreta HuxPular. It is prety hard to judge, just what condi-
tlons ca develop in the world, with the great changes that have takenplace If it could be done, if conditions should get to a place where it
could be done and it could be quite generally don. I think it might be
desrable to do so.

I think it might help to be a stabilizing influence.'
Senator MALox. You would want It generally adopted by the other

nations at the same time Is th re aY other mptld th could be
used aest to juggle our money right ilonr with theirs, that would
tend tosaiize the currne, e&pthe miZnadard I
• .w ry Hxm w .Wel IdoNot think necesarily that we have

to Juggle our money along with others.. I think the grat_ stabillity
we can develop for our own money, the better the whole world woula
b*s-ihuding burWive s.Senator XMAWx But until there was a more settled condition in
the world, if I understand what you are sayi n, you want the authoritydojustwhag atl *you Uz the interest rate to t
the miaet and the Federal toardudoo theamount of currency in circulation ,and to e te the W market

Secretary Hwrnmr. I think we are better off to handle ur affairs
as we are now doing, than in any way I know of. If knew of a bet,
ter way; I would suggest it
. Sector Moia[ L, knew you would. That is the ream I asked
you.

Secretary Hu r. That is right.
SeUator-]iz,.N& In other wor4 we must manage our currcy
a. manipulate the amount in circulation in aecodance with the

Judgment of the Federal Reserve Board. and handle it, manage it, a
managed currency, until this stable condition ,ooeursthro ut the
world, or' enough of it so that you think you could go liackto a
stable currency !

Secretary Hup. MEr. I think we are better off as we ars than in
ay way I cm think of at the present time# y.s, air.

senator MALo. .There have been certain tumes over the yeas, havethere not, that nations have gone back to a gold standard without de-
pending on any oter nations I

Secretary Hu r. Yes; I think so .
Senator MAW". I was very much interested in your answers yes-terday, because I know each answer you make comes from the inide

out. I credit you with that integrity.
Secretary Huxpmzy. That is rigt.

I I Senator M .zWF .And therefore, [looked up some of the exceptions.
England adopted the sold standard M 1816. They reached a full

gold tandard in 1821, without waiting for other nations, to join in the
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I supposeimaybe you have looked over the histor of some of these
monetary manipulations. You have been in there 5 years now... You
know about that.

Secretary Hvinwr. No; I do not. I did not know about it.
Senator ALwONw. We returned to the redemption in 1879, without

*aiting for any other nations to make their money. redeemable.
Secretary Humnn,. That is right.
Senator MAows. You know thatT
Secretary HUmnwwy. Yes; I do.
Senator MAwNw. We adopted the gold standard legally in 1900,

without any attention paid to the other major nations, whether they
were on the gold standard or not. You are familiar with that;,are
you not#

Secretary Hummar. -Ye&.
* Senator 'MA.iox :Then I did not quite get the connection as! to

Iwhy wehad to wait 6mother nations which have been known thrgugh-
out history to inani late their currency or to go on or off tho gold
standard, or whatever they Might happen to be on, whatever wab of

uinfi~iatevaptageo't them.
'"1 respect -our 6nsWr,, but I still question the procedure.

And then I come to the Federal Reserve. We will wait, as you sugo
gist, t6o:as k ceiktin questions of thein, but I suppose that, When' we
rreatsd the Federal Remrv% in 1918- from there on the United States
Secretaries of th Ti'easury have nol taken any responsibility except
.wohat yod halve rightfully accredited to them, but it seems that a mem
be .of the Cabiibt who- is charged with the economic policy, or mst
be a part of it, or at least always has been, would urdersnd ,what
was happening-iii alldepattments that affected the econonie structure
of the country, and do -their best to answer the questions. " , , 1

That, of course, is entirely up to you, and I am just giving you one
more ohanice here'so" that other would not be any question &bout it.

You think we had better just wait for all these otherquestions until
we get the Federal Reserve Board here.S cretary Humyx,. I think that is right, Senator. I think so
far as the technical operation of the Federal Reserve Board and their
responsibility is concerned, you would save a lot of time and it would
be better to get it from them.Senator MAtere. Time, of course, is important, but I think we are
going to have plenty of it here this summer, from the way the debate
(civil rights) looks on the floor now,

I did want to know however, and I did want to ask you the quest.
iion one more time: fhe Federal Reserve Board does determine the
amount of money in circulation t

Secretary Hmiwmmw. The amount of currency in circulation I
Senator MALONU. Yes.
Secretary Hummar. They can regulate it, yes, by their oPer*

tlons.
Senator MAwN. Do you know the latitude they have?
Secretary Hurninum. No, I do not.
Senator MA z. And ,ou do not know the policy or the principle

upon which they determine the amount of money, currency, thiat
should be in circulation?

Secretary HUMPHimZY. I think it is better to get their .opeftion*
fm them.

NO0
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Senator MaLONE. I am very much interested in your personal reac-tion to some of these thing, and Iwll ask you again, and I want you
toknow that much of this is for my own information, and to build a
record so that men who have not spent their lives in this particular
category could have some idea of what Is going on.

Do you have an idea that a currency redeemnable in gold pro
vide the people of the Nation with a means of protecting their sav-
ings against a government that might, during a certain period, go
off the beam by appropriating more money than they could collect
or more than they should and scattering it throughout the world for
example, in a central banking system? Do you think that would pro-
tect the savings of the country a little better than the method we are
using now I

Secretary Humpxmn'. I think it would all depend upon conditions.
I do not think it would under present conditions.

Senator MALo r. Well, we seem to have preserved it, with these
central banks of other nations, and that means for foreign people,
*r: have kept the promise with them, as you have testified, under Any
normal conditions, they can get the gold for a dollar balance securethroumi ca h fti, the, same kind of a dWllar fok- which bur people
areresidgold
vThat ISre isitenot

i Secretary JiUMPJIUT. Well, I think I would just like to say once
morO, I have said it many times, I do not know just how a foreign
Midividial buys our gold. We do not sell nold to foreign individuals.

Senator MALON. You sell the gold Vo' the nations for dollar
bhlancbst' - '-
-Secretary HuxPumrn. There may have been ways you found to do
i iheii you' were over there that I do not know about or that are
available. But our gold transactions take place with foreign countries
and-central banks in ordinary trade relationships. -, _ , .I

Senator MAwNE. Well, you do sell gold for industrial purposes to
foreigners do you not ?

Secretary Hix mny. Yes, but that is not what we are talking
about.

Senator MAwLx Is it a different kind of gold ?
Secretary Huw'uur. Oh, no. It is for different purposes.
Senator MALxoE. Do you follow through to Wee if they use it for

industrial purposes in foreign nations ?
'-:Secretary H"uxzy. I think it has reasonable surveillance, yes.

Senator MSwwa. But you do sell gold to the foreign nations them.
selves?

'886rtary HURIY.Wedo.
• Senator MAN. Who in turn, can sell it to anyone?

Secretary Huxnyw Y[n the ordinary course of trades
You do s1lit to foreign governments, and know not what they do

with it; is that right ?
'Sretary HUPi e m r.When we sell industrial gold ?

Senator MM4ONI. No; for any purpose
Secretary Humxa r. We sell industrial gold for industrial use.
Senator xM . When you sell gold to a foreign government, do

you know what they do with it I D you have any idea what they do
With Iti
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Secretary HuwHaPu.Whnweselgold to & foreign goveranont?(Se!nator MAwN& Of course youdo apt. I .... .

Secretary Huxvwm y. You asked about industrial gold and I told
you we tried to keep a reasonable surveillance to see that industrial
gold was used for industrial purposes.

Senator MALONE. A different question entirely. It has no relation
to industrial gold, and I asked you whether you had any idea what a
foreign government does with the gold when you sell it to them.

Secretary Humil iyt. No. I aid when we sell gold to a foreign
government itis their gold.

Senator RLo11 . Tht is right. They can sell it for $70 an ounce.
Secret&MxHvxmnr. Tha is right.
Senator MAwNE. Or they can sell it to another individual or an-

other government, or whatever they want to do with it.
Secretary Hmwm. It belongs to them.

SenatorMAWou. I do not remember that you said that before in
the record.I Se ty Hum u. Well, I have said it now; and If you asked
mbefort, 1 1adit then..wuJ ,oskq iyou know ,t a ihod Qt~~t~n
how foreign investments are handled in this country through oompli
cated organizations with headquarters in other countries, With money
invested, dollars invested, in this Nation? Do you know whether
there is any way of avoiding a tax on property or earnmgs that are
earned by a foreign corporation in this Nation, ine through
Switzerland or through Liberia or other nations?

Secretary Hmwainr. I would not, of course, undertake to say
that nobody ever violated the tax laws. We do try in such ways as we
can to see that people who owe money, who owe Federl taxes in this
country, pay them---

Senator Miwwu Yes But suppose itoomes from a foreign coun-
try2-wnmership unidentified.

Secretary PIUmPHum (continuing). Wherever they ar located, and
I read you this morning a prpoal that we had mde for an at of
Congress which we thought might be helpful in helping us to amom-

.plsh that.I
Senator MALaNE. If there is an organization in Liberia or Nassau

or in Canada or in Gree or in any other nation, and their headquar-
ters are there, and they invest money here in institutiops, the ower-
ship designated by number, do they pay the regular taxes? Is there
any metol by which they can be avoided, that you know off

.S ecretary H mua. There is not any method that they can avoid
it that I know of. If there were, I would try to catch it. I would be
proposng a change of the law to Coa s to permit us to eat. them

Senator M ?o& . I am talking l y, of course. u
For instance, we read of shipstbeng purchased and run under

another flag based in another nation, purchased by people who are in
this country or by some people who ar not residents of this country,
and then they hire crews, cheaper labor crem, and pay no taxes

Is there an= legal method that you know of that this money can be
invested in this country, foreign money but it is dollars, as we have
discussed this morning, and not pay taxes?

Secretary Hv irn. If it i invested in income-producing prop
Ithi oouu

I I
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Senator MAfAoLr. 'Ye& Property or stocks.' , , 
Secretary Hunnr (contnuing). There ihf't any way I know

of; no. I would think we could collect the tax from the income
pmiducer here.

Senator Mu.w And there is no way you-inow-oilora business
in Canada, with headquarters in Canada, with money invested here,
whether it be in any business or stocks whether it be in the liquor
business or otherwise, where they pay the taxes in Canada and do not
pay the taxes here I

retryty MAtLos. You mean if they had inome-producing prop.erty i n th ii country I ro

Senator M z. Yes. Property in this country under maybe a
foreign corpo tion.

Secretary Hwunir. I think the income-producin prop.ry in
this country would have to pay the tax..

Senator MALowz. Now, the customs and duties are collected by your
office. J NSecretarHit rmiy. That is right.

Senator MALost. And you carry out and put into effect any duties
or tariffs or any regulation of trade in that regard?

Secretary JHMPjn'zIy. We try to comply with whatever the laws
are.

Senator M.wxz. The .Tariff Commission is a part of your organ-
Iation!

Secretary Huxnn y. The what ?
Senator "MA.z. The Tariff Commission is a part of your organ-

Iztion I
'Seoeetary Hv."uzn. Oh, no. We have nothing whatever to, do

with theTiriff Commission. ' I I
Senator MLANLJ Just the collection of customs ?
Secretary Hux PUrry. That is all. We jot collect the customs that

are charged.
senatorr MALYO-. For a go(d many years, about 145 years, we had

established a method'of regulating fide nd the national economy,
as the Constitution directs which provides a duty or tariff under ar-
ticle 1, section 8, to regulate our foreign trade through levying duties
or tariffs, did we not? .

Secretary Hurimauy. That used to be our principal soun* of
revenue.

Senator MAwx .That did not last very long; did it? That was in
the early stage

Sect"ItaryHvrmPItRu. That went quite a while.
Senator VLLoxz. About when did we get away from depending on

the duties for reyenue I
Secretary Hrrnt'mr . Well, various duties and excise taxes were

Our principal souive of revenue until we got an income tax, and that
was 1913.

Senator Mv.,faW . The principal source.
Secretary JkMriinr. That was the only piee we could get any

money. Until, you see, we had an income tax, eXcise and customs
were iout all we had.

Here it is, from 1789 on.
Senator IAfLOK. For a while, we did levy duties a tariffs for

revenue but not for revenue only. The duty or tariff always acted
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as, an evener of foreign and domestic wage-aud the cost of doing
business - here and in, competing couatries for another purpose, did
we not I

Secretary HuxHaRr. Well, until-the only source of revenue the
.country had until 191& were excises and, duties, and things of that
,kind. ! .
.. Senator MAwv. ,,T*. duty or tariff acted as a computation fQr
revenue and protection: unti] 1984, when we did change it entirely,
did we not, in the matter of protection of our workingman and inve-
tors M their job and ivestment&
*-Through the 1934 Trade Ageements Act Congrse. stopped, tlv
..djt4 of, the duties or tariffs for, the purpose of making up the
difference in wages and the cost of doing business. ber, , Apnd .. he
thief competitive- n.on on. each product and transferr*d that opn
stttiona responsibility of Congress to the Executive (the Pre4-
dent) with -full authority to transfer that responsibility to Geneva,
Switzerland, where it now resides. *

Secret Hvmww . It was in 1984, the recipe trad ...
SewnerALom In A9%., we passed an act which transferred the

constitutional responsibility of ngress to regulate foreign trade
and the national economy, to the President, with authority to transfer
it any place that he might choose, under the auspices of any organiza-
tion he mightt set up,

Secret Huiwnuy. I believe that was the date.
Senator VtLOs. Yes.
Now, in 1947.the President of the United States transfered that

authority to Geneva under the auspices of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade.

Secretary Huwuzy. Well, I do not know that I can say that,
but--

Senator M&MO Well, It is there now, under 84 nations, under the
General A meant on Tariffs and Trade, and they are now systemui
atially reducing ourtariffs and duties under multilateral agreements
m accordance with an act of Congress* is that not right?

Secretary Hu3 mr. Well, again, r. Senator, you are asking we
questions that I ib I am not qualified to answer. . .

Senator*M4w6smr. You are just charged with coect4g t4e 4utesgQrtariffsfs ?
Secretary TRhmo r. I am not concerned with the making ofttl~e

tariffs. I am concerned with collecting the money.
Senator MALON& With the collectigns of customs.
You are concerned, you were concerned with the bill sent up here

last year by the White House which lowered the duties or Wiffs
through the siiple expedient of changing classifications, " i *,I

Secretary Huxwaar. The bill last vear, I am very concerned with,
because that 'W customs smplificatio, to try to help us in ogr
collection# 

pli 
.

Senator M&Awx That is what they called it. A simplicatioii of
cpstonls laws, but the resulting changes in the classifications were a
ei'rM'rlowering of certiin duties or tariffs.
Secretary HtrMmtzr I am asking to see just what our experieO e

on that is, I I
Senator MAuox. Yes; I would like for you to get that information,

fif uuwould.
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Seretary Huxmpnza. Yes., I told you the other day, would~get
that. I' wil get a little record of, our experience so: far as-we can
J. formation.referret w:)

Tawaszyis, BpumPRJCx UNgD* mw CU5TQms SJIWOVM AcT:i

The most Important provision of the Customs slmplificati6n Act' of: 19o
(Public Law 927, 84th Cong., 2d smes.) is sections 2. relating. to the valuation
of imported merchandise subject to ad valorem duties. This action provitdo
that-ariles valued under existig, iltw. at foreign or -eport yalue, whichever
is higher, shall be valued, under the Simplification .Act, solely on the basis of
export value and makes other lesser changes in valuation mdhods. An ex.
ception tW the application of tl new standards Is made for them Imported
artlele,whch the BSecreary of the Treasury finds would sustain an average
decrou -in valuAtlo4 of p percent or more under the now valuaton provisions
when compared with their treatment Under existing law.' The ne provisions
of this section do not become effective until the Secretary of the Treasury has

ublished the fitiallist of his findings on such Items as provided for In section
8triethe passage of this legislation the Treasury Department 4ad Its -Bureau

of Customs have been preparing with geat care the preliminary' list of Ira.
"ported articles which wopld sustain such decreases In valuation; It Is antic-
ipated that this preliminary Ht will be ready for publicatloh In the near future.

Pursuant to the act the preliminary list must be published first, followed
by a *-4ay period durlog which suggestions may be mado by interested, parties
for additions to the list Thereafter, the final list will be published and section
2 of the act will become effective. Since the new'valuation procedures po
vided in section 2 have not been put into effect, the Treasury Deprtment has
'had no experience under them.

Other provisios of the Customs Simplification Act of 1908, of Isr, Ampo
tance, have gone Into effect and are operating very satiactoitlly.

Senator MALoxE. Mr. Chairman, without pursuing that w further,
I will have something to say about it in the umto f~toeod
if it meets with your approval,.

Your answer to the question that you would not change our system
of managed currency, I think Is understood well- in tho record now.
But I would like to read to you a resolution passed by our own Re-
publican State Central Committee in the State of Nevada on the
matter, of the regulation of our foreign trade and national economy in
Geneva, Switzerland, under the auspices of the General Agreement
on, Tariffs and Trade (GATT) by authority of the 1984 Trae Agree-
ments Act.

'Itmsays:-
The Republican Party of the State of Nevada strongly Advocates the return

to constitutional government by adopting the following principle which have
been the basic tenets of the Republican Party Oao its inepon mot than a
hundred years ago.

We believe the Republican Party must advoct# a free market for gold, with
removal of all restrictions upon Its purchase, sale and o9tershlp and a return
to the traditional hard money standard usin gold or., s8vqr etfl ct usa deem.
abe In their rpect,,.vemetals

As I understand your testimony now, you believe thai there may
be a chance to return to the. gold standard at the proper time when
-there are more stable world conditions.

Secretary H Innr. I would not rule it out.
Senator MALONE. What is that I
Secr~erHumpiiEY..I would'not rule it out.

enatsor MA nxz (reading) :
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We belim th Re oaavt Owds UrE64h on .thd~e Ualbd Sla'Wreme its cosfutc.wwoebM twaft& foAJ*.uegdkhiWO
the adjutment of duties, Imp*ss n excse. hrosts sfentk th Trif Cob-
mission, and allow the so-UeaWd Recipeoal Trade Act which transferred puch
rIM wslblt7 to the P e~~toepi n I& Andwe believe teue sa
ftrt should urg OuoeuW to rpect the flhts of the Individual States Is all
those mater wl" have bor histocMaly matters 1A State o a. -t

As I have understood you, very thoroughly now, you are for return
to the gold standard whenever conditions may Justiy, itworld eonr
ditions; that you are not concerned with the second part of the rolu.
tion, hat is, a return to the constitutional method of regulating the
duties, imports and excises, that we call tariff&

That is What I udersto6d, that you are not concerned with it.
S retry HvuI au1m. What I sid was, Senator, I would not ruls

out the possibility of returning to the gold standard under proper
oonditui

Senator MAz x Ye..
Andithenin4wwm*sr of regulating foreign trade in the national

economy, do you believe we ought to turn to the method of the pro.
tection of the American working men's jobs and investments here, or
should we continue to distribute the investments and jobs throughout
the world ?

Secretary Hummm r. That is a sub ect, Senator which, as Secre.
tary of the Treasury does not come within my juridition.

Sector MAwa& Y understand that it does not. I had hoped to
get some ideas from you before you left the Treasury, because I have
a very high rear for your conception of what Government and the
economic structure of this country ought to be.

About the returning to States rights and stop building up th. strong
central, government geta- wm started, about 94 years ago, and appar.
ently we are still continuing it, would'you want to express yoursef
on 'that subject? I . .

Secretary HuxPamar. I have said man y times, Senator.-and I am
perfectly ad to express myself on it-I think we should be extremely
careful ab-out this tendency to have the Federal Government take on
all of the difficulties of, not only individuals, but other subdivisions of
Government.

I think that it is a thing which should be guarded against all the
time. g it u

Senator MAwzm Iaree with you. Not only arded against but
repeal a few acts whici ar already on the bo, Mr. Chairman, I
will include as a part of my summary the action of the 10 Western
States on the 19U Trade Agreements Act, which met in Salt Lake
City on May 4,1957 make the resolution a part of the record. A

Senator MON. qr. Chairman, I will ask that a resolution pased
by, the-Youug Republicans of the 48 States on June 21 and M, 1957
on the subje& of foreign trade be made a part of the rec at this

I ask that that resolution be inserted in the record.
The CHAtKANr. Are there any objections? Is there any objection

to making the insertion which the Snator from Nevada desires ".
It notit will be inserted,
(The resolution referred to is as follows:)

FT7"
tf,"' f
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WO khow that behind the shield of bur collective defense arrangement, there
inust be growth and development or that shield will be a paper one. We support
the administration" In Its advocaeT of trade polite which prOmote the inter.
change of goods to mutual advantage. Under no condition, however, kh uld
such an Interchange of go9ds be to the detriment of our American Industrial,
mining, processing; and developing segments of the economy ending with a
resultant loon In operation and Income to both employer and employee. ur-
th !e or* we call for an Imedlate review. of Wrg legislation, to bripnlM efld
to l d-hit American Widustrias

OOX4AZ4S TO. IMAIR OSTMO .

We believe effective control over foreign trade and the trade ar/ eae pro
gram should beretalned In the Oongress.
' o tonatr ) wO . Mr. Chailran, I have asked prmisiont insert
in the record here as a part of my statement,a closing summary on
the 8 days' examination of the Secrtary of the Treasury.

That ends .av croo-examination of te ,Serq4ry of the Tresury,
and I appreciate Mr, -Secretary, your willhn nes to help us complete
this record.

The CnAn1xA. Without objection, the Senator's concluding state
ment will be inserted m the record.

(The summary statement subsequently submitted follows:),

Abraham Lincoln, In referring t What he regarded as i preconceived plan,
one said:"We cannot abOutely know that all these exact adaptations are the result Of
preconcert. But when we see a lot of framed timbers, different porUons of
which we know have been gotten out at different times aud pla w and by 41ff rv
et workmen, and when we see, tes timbers Joined toather, and see tho,'-41C
,4ke i, the frame of i house or g mi all, the tenons and uortis .zaety awted
tO their respective plaeoe and not a piece too many'or too few-in* sch A Ase,
we find It Impossible not to believe that all wor*4 nna comoW plap or4
Ir" up befre the frst blow *as struck"

A PI1ONM5I PLA

Mr. Chairman, there Is little doubt that there was a preconceived plan to divide
the wealth (markets and cash) of this Nation among the nations of the world.
and to, make us dependent upon foreign nations across waJor ocens for the
critical minerals and materials without which we cannot *ght awar or live a*
peace.

In 1988, this Nation followed N ad off the gold -stantrd and adopted a
managed currency which could only result in Iniation and the pricing of this
Hatlon out of the world markets. The following year the Oofrass passed -the
1 r84 Trade Agreements Act (so.-alled reciprocal trade), which trabnsferre to
the President this constitutional responsibility of Congress to regulate foreign
trade and the national economyand apve him full authority to place it In the

hands of competitive e foreign nations at Oeneva, Switerland where it now
ddes At Geneva then nations are now divldla our markets among the*-

vand thereby causing n i out here anduW-pon
tbthfr important MOitW I A*= hr i*secriy ,4l V

qving on a wa to iiao1n us p.n4a
,k 1go thqf llton Io to enland,'the Marshall plan in 1948l we4

te-d mutual seAnrityV, started a diret division, of thei *elthl go m.
ecref-ta ry of,* State non' testifes it must be permnent , "V4e9 Ar ia

4 mw than.6O biIUM has ben tranbsefd_ tor feilM natio. AN '.
! 6ontinental modifIfatuon o"'the 'Constituton by trtf-. t, f erInple,

theUttti o' ~rca rety-ti thseiod~c~im 'atoeter bats final
'takoh Moin tt a' plan o' h 4estMtae or otb nIte tteftub ped
Ing the Constitution without 0 01 ' tl t 0the cIa baaN be g i
by that document.
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The plan constitutes international conspiracy for socialism at Its wurst. It can
result in complete International social and economic control of the Ulnted

BateW of America together with a severe curtailment of our established wa1
UV standardl. The wretarT of the tsuu, testified that he, IOW1$08
oniy? Part of .tbeopa

WAos-x4U5ARmWV oQ--VfI94 a3W91pAT fW"TON

A continued managed currency means a continued Inflation, continued In-
Notlon means a continued reduction to wa, Insurante, pensions, And eatap
through reduction in purchasing power of the dollar.
As President Lincoln well said:
"In such a can we flnd It Impossible not to believe that all worked upon a

Common plan or draft drawn P before the Arst blow was struck" tolater-
natlonallse the social and economic structure of the UuIW4 fttes,

George Washington, relative to %acties of evading the CoUst 3 sai4 In
his areelladdessthat:"It in the opinion ot the people, the distribution or modUlcation of the con*

stitutlonal powers be in any particular wrong, let It be corrected by an amed.
ment In the way which the Constitution del,.ates. But let there be no change
by iwurpation for though this,in one instance, may be the Instrument of good
it Is Ithe customary Iweapon by which free govermtents are destryd

The Oonsfitution plainy says In article I, section 8, that:
,(Oongress shall have the power-to coin monlw, -re4la the value thereof,

and'of foreign coin-"
On December 28 1918, the Oongress passed the Federal Reserve Act, setting

up the Fderal Reserve Commlsslon and transerrn to ,that body and to
private owned banks the management ot the Nation'a currency.

* ~ T wM8 5U AI' is A )(ANAGO CUMN2OT

The Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Humphrey, testified that he favored the
0ontlnuation of the managed currency system and that the Foeeral Reserve Om.
zhsdon bad the power to determine the amount and kind of currency In qlrqu
%to= 1t could alo fx the stock-exchane margi "

OCugress' only recourse would beto amend or cancel the V derd serve Act.
te secretary tefid: That he had the power toix thirate f lter tobe
don Oovernment bonds, which Influenced the interest to be paid on private

andbonds; also that fotelgn *overnmente cam secure our gold through dol-
lar balances, for $G per ounce and sell It on the open World market for any
price they can get.

The Secretary further testified: That he would not change the present "man-
aged currency" system regulated under the Treasury and te .CommissIon, as
long as the unsettled International situation prevailed.

Since troubled Umes have been the established condition in Burope and Asa
for centuries, the situation Is not likely to change. ' . fd

The record, however, is that a strong nation has always led in establishing-a
sood currency and that weaker nations have followed their oxample-the
United States in 1W9and 1900 and gand In 191A

tgardle of that word the Secretary stl maintained that we should rotla
out presntl managed cnireap.

ft onsttution Is exploit 1i article I, section s, that:
congress shall hare the power to lay and collect texa, 4utlus, -o nb

xcltsi * e o regula... osnec 1 ~~~n~~ , en anon s .
states h rolonjl crisis the C e 4  d the 1984 Trade e ts
J v~ad-t* err om the President Its onaUtutloraq s lblty to regulate
our national economy and foreg trade and, with 114 gave him th ful authority
to transer that rsponslbilty to ' eva, Switserland where at this tlie 84
foreign competitive nations, through multilateral treaties under, the OAV
(General Agreement on Taiffs and Trade)are dividing the Amierican, markets

=mn thelmsolves thog aIUlIatal trade treat* w, ane the' GATT~ (Gear'

i If
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The Secretary of the Treasury testified that we have stored In various 4eposf-
tortes in this country, including Fort Knox, $24O million In gold.

A statement, from the Treasury specified that #16,20 million of dollar credits
are owned by foreign nations and indivtduals-and that It Is customary to honor
those dollar credits of foreign nations In gold when prownted for payment

It Is generally known that the individually owned dollar credits can be readily
converted to nation-owned dollar credits and, therefors subject to redemption
by sold payments. .

The Secretary testified that be can, of his own volition, refuse gold payments
for foreign-offered dollar credits but that, In the absence of an International emer-
geney, such as war, that the eect on the toi exchange of the American
dollar would be depressing.

Further testimony showed that It aU foreign dollar credits were honored by
gold payments In the customary manner we would then have $ billion o. gold
remaining In the United S1t Trasury to back the #W.4' b ol of out-
staundin currency. This Is not up to the required 2$ parent by law.

TaS ooL sTANmnD

Mr. Chairman, on April 1. 196, I introduced SenatA bill 1711, which provides,In part: .
'That notwithstanding any other provision of law, gold In any torm, mined sub.

sequent to the enactment of this act, within the United Btate, Its Territories,
and possessions may be melted, smelted, concentrate, or otherwise treated so
as to.prepare It to be sold, or held and stored as is or has ben ctooary, with
0d, and it may be bought* hold, sold, or traded upon the open market witn
to United Statesi Its Teritories, and psfemnt forny purpose whatever
without the requirement of licenses, and it may be exported without the Imposl
ion of dutiesexce taxes, the rMquromet of ie, permits, or SSy rec-

dUons whatsoever."
'en on April. 1 Introd d Senate bil 107. which provides in part i
4AII money of the United States, Including money issued by boaks, shall

be mintained on a parity with the standard gold dollar by fredom of excbange
at Its value with standard gold bullion or ooin at the United StaMP- Treasury.'

The 1984 Trade Agreements Act as extended expires In June of 1iX it
It is not renewed then, Congress automatically resumes Its constitutional re
sponsibility to regulate foreign trade and the national economy *0d the AMzirlcau
workingmen and producers will be beck in business. 'Sectoi 880 of the 310
Tariff Act headed Equalisatlon of (osts of Production" states:

'It the Oommission finds It shown by the invegatlon that the duties ex-
pressly fixed by statute do not equaltse the difference in the cost of production
of the domestic article and the like or similar foreign article when produced
in the principal competing country, the Commission shalt Opeelfo In its report
such increases or decreases In rates of duty expresl fixed bi statute (inlud.
na necessary change In classification) s it finds shown by the invIption

to% -isary to equalise."l

Mr, Chairman on January 7, 161,! Introduced Senate bil 28, which f passed
would return the regulation of our foreign trade and national eooRmY to the
Tarti Oomm o, an agent of Oongress under the 1W Tat eL i ,

Under the heading "Declaration of Pollcy," tbo allowing lnua tos1 bo
found In section i of my goate bill 28.

'*01ASTA4ON Or 12OY ..

"B0wrsox 1. It is declared to be the polky of this Congress-
"(a) to facilitate and encourage trade with hng Atiamsos .the basis

of fair and reasonable coPotion.
"(b) to inta invent $ 4lA th,.* theai

equally to the whole country.
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"(c) to provide necessary flexibilIty of Import duties thereby making
possible appropriate adjustments In response to changing economic. con.
ditions,

"(d) to aure the accomplishment of these objectives by returning to
the provisions of the Oonstitution (art. 1,. sc. 8) in the control over Amen.
can Import duties now subject to International agreements,#

On page 8 of the bill, In subparagraph (2) of subsection (b) of section S,
the Commission Is authorised and directed, among other things-

"(2) to prescribe, upon termination of any foreign-trade agreement, that
the Import duties established therein shall remain the same as existed prior
to such termination, and such Import duties shall not thereafter be in-
creased or reduced except In accordance with this act."

It Is also provided, in subparagraph (1) of motion 8 (b). that the Conmis.
lon Is authorized and directed-

"(1) to terminate as of the next earliest date therein provided, and in
accordance with the terms thereof, all the forelg-tradeareements entered
Into by the United Strates pursuant to section 8M of this act"

That Is to say the 1980 Tariff Act
Section 4 (a, under the heading "Perlodic Adjustment of Import Dutis,"

provides as follows:

"PlSZOP1O ADJUTMZT Of IMPOMT DUTn

'"S. 4. Title III, part II, section 80, of the Tariff Act of 1980 Is hereby
amended to read as follows:

"'gS. 886. -PwoctO ADJUTMur Or luposr DtrTiz.-
"'(a) The Commission Is authorized and directed from time to time, and sub-

jet to prescribe and establish import duties which will, within equitable limits
provide for fair and reasonable competition between domestic articles and like
or similar foreign articles in the principal market or markets of the United
States.'"

Mr. Chairman, Senate bill 28 would broaden the Commission's scope to allow
it to compensate for a foreign nation's manipulation of currency In terms of the
dollar and Its general maneuvering for trade advantages that are detrimental
to the United States.

It will be noted that the spirit of fair and reasonable competition is the
objective of the regulation, not a high nor a low duty or tariff. The objective is
a tariff continually adjusted In a spirit of fair and reasonable competition, to
take the profit out of the cheap foreign labor at the water's edge and then, only
when any nation approached our American standard-of-lvlng wages, can free
trade with that nation be automatic and Immediate.. The common objective i* tree trade. The problem Is how to attain that
creditable ambition without destroying our own standard of living.

Congress is our legislative body. It cannot shift the responsibility. The
Constitution distributes the powers among the three branches of government.
It is' no defense for Senators and Congressmen to say that the President
recommends specific legtslation or that propaganda ha wrongly Unuenoed publo
opinion, L tive decislns are theirs alone to make.

IZKQOVUAGZN AMX1A U4VMM5TRN ABROAD

Under the 194 Trade Agreements Act, as extended to June 198, the 84 foreN
GATT nations based at Geneva continue to divide between themselves the Amer.
lean markets. This enourages Amerapin capital investments abroad.

The American-owned foreign production plants not only produce for foreign
consumption, but their, low-living-standard labor produced products are potted
beme, under the lowered duties or tariffs.

The Secretary testifed that the Import.Export Bank, entirely financed by
Americaa taxpayers, up to $&. billion, is to encourage the.export of American
plant capital to the low-wage fore!a natiwes through low interest lons term
loans.

He further tomtfied that the International Monetary Fund, the International
Bank for Construction and Development, and the International Finance Corpo-
ration all are set up with the avowed objective of encouraging American capital
to move .ito the foreign cheap-labot countries not only to furnish their markets
'but to import the low-cost labor product to (omlpxte with the product o. our

a n uthehghercost of doing businow In this
Nation.
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We are committed up to $5 billion for the ImportIport Bank. We are also
committed for 85 percent of the financing of the other 8 organizations. The
three are Independent corporations managed In each case by a board of directors
And the control rests with the foreign nations' board members.

All of these corporations are in addition to the International Cooperation
Administration (mutual security) which doles out the'$4 billion toi $ billion
annually appropriated by Congress for gifts of cash and soods to forelp nations,

TR3 IPAT?UR LEA To WNATOWA 1OOALM1

The entire pattern, from the abandonment of the gold standard in 19w8, the
page of the Trade Agreements Act in 1984, the transfer to Geneva in 194T
of the constitutional responsibility of Congres to regulatC our foreign trade,
and the Inception of the four corporations to enourage American capital to
invest in foreign, low-wage-standard nations, the mutual security giveaway
program, is to distribute American markets and dollars among the lower wage
living standards European and Asiatle nations., - .- -' 1

It all adds up to international socialism In its worst form., The United States
is the only producing nation in the world today that does not protect Its, own
workingmen and investors by a duty or tarIff, by import andezchant permits
or both,

Free trade will only become feasible When the flexible duty or tariff (pr~vlded
In art. I, sec. 8 of the Constitution) Is adjusted on Itaports to take the proft
out of foreign sweatshop labor at the wates edg, k Then sch foreitp nations
would allow their wage standards of living to increase, create a market within
their own borders, and the common objective of free trade woul4 be reached
automatically,,

U OLVUTON5---IOREW TUAD AND WATROJAr JOONOMY

Mr. Chairman, it has long been my conviction that It is necessary for men
of like mind on sound currency foreign trade, and the national economy to
work through their own political parties and then join forces on the fdo*O' of
Congress.

Accordingly, I quote the resolutions by the Nevada Republican State Central
Committee In December 1956, the 10 Western States Republicm Conference In
May 190?, and the Young Republican 4&State Conference In June 1967, from
tie Congreqsiona) Record. ,,

(The, Nevada Republican State Central Committee, Dccombetr15, t0b-n the
Senate of the United States, Wednesday, Fbruary 27, 1967)

"Mr. MALOIL Mr. President, on Decqmber 15, 190K, the Republican State
Central Committee met in Fallon, Nev.,, and pissed the following 'rui~liation
reaffirming the three.bgsic principles o f g. rnmebt embody l i the Oonstltuftoa
OftheUnlitedStateg:

'the Republican Party of t State of , Nevada strongly adve&t,%' the
retum to constitutional government by *dopflnr the following prlnbieslwhilh
have been the basic tenets Of th0 ,epqblicd'hrty .inetts obto,

to i0bev the Republican, Purt ust adv6iat a f ree....ket tot0.. ..I
removal of all restrictions upon its purchase, sale, tnd'o ors i miand ATsM
to the traditional hard-money standard, uni rid and silver certifcates re-
deemable in the respective metal

"'We believe the Republican Party must urge the Conges of the United
'Stites, to resume 'It. constitutional te Ysblj f~iatp w~4~~
merce through the adjustment of duties , 1n0pst., ud e1f 0throuhIa
the Tariff Commission, and allow .tha so-called Reciptoal Trade Act, which
transferred such responsibility to the Pieident, to empire in 1908.

'We believe the Republican Party, shouldrge Ceng e, torp the right$
of the individual States in all those matterp!whil have beena*l torkaft
matters of Stato concern.' ,
(The Republican regional conference "10 Western States, May 84, 1907-IA

the Senate of the United sta8 * Wdnasnday, /Mt 1 0 Westerf
States, May 4, 1967)
"Mr. M.Axwm, Mr. President, on May 4, 1967, the Itepawbcan ilona con-

ference, at Salt Lake City, Utah, Including the States of Arison, Caiforni,
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Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Nevada, Oregon, Uta.h, Washington, and Wyomiug,
unanimously passed a resolution urging the Congr"s of the United Stats to
fallow the 1114 'rade Agreemeuts Act to expire In June IM8. '"

"Mr. President, I ak tmanimous permilmoon to Include In the Record, as a part
at n remarks, the resolution passed by the Halt Inke e0it conference.

S"Tere being no objection, the rewolutionI was ordered to be printed In the
Itteeord, as follow? i

S'oasn TI08 AND T/IS NATIONAt. 00OUToO

"'Whereax 84 forces, competitive nations are sitting In Geneva, 8wItaerland,
regulatlnu our foreign trade through, multilateral trade agreements under
the auspies of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; and"'Wherea this distribution of our foreign trade between such forelp cow-
petitive nations Is being carried on under the 10i34 Trade Agreements Act as
extended (no-ailed reciprocal trade) I and

"'Whereas, under this act, more than $30 billion of Amerlon capital has been
Invested In such foreign low.wage staudard-ofliving nations to compete in
American labor and investors tn the textile, liestok, midning, crockery, glass,
precision Instrument, nachino tool, chemical and e"eetrochenmeal, and several
hundred other fields: Therefore be It

1"'J2eeoloo That the 10.State Republican regional conference, including ,the
States of Arisonai, alifornia, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Nevada, Oregon,
Utah, Washlngton, and Wyoming, urge the Congres to resume its constitutional
responsibility of regulating foreign trade and the nantloal economy through
the adjustment of the dutes, Imposts, and exaes (art. I, sec. 8) through its
agent, the Tariff 0omwlsto%, and allow the 1084 Trade Agreementi A4t, to
expire in June 19 .0"
(The Young lepublican national Yederation, June 2W-22, 107, In the Senate of

the IUnited States-Young IRepubllcans National Federation Convention, plat.,form-foeg trade--June 202 1906?)

,Mr. MAZows. Mr. President the National Conveotion of the Young Republican
National Federation, representing the 48 States of the Union, was held in Wash-
ington on June 2 196T.

"Mr. Presdent, I ask unanimous erosent to have printed at this point In the
Record a resolution relatilg to foreign trade, whiqh Is a part of the platform of
the Young Republican National lederation for 196? and 108:

"There being no objection the resolution was ordered to be printed In the
asecgr as oowO:

"'I UMIDATg SRIW OF TAJX"W LEGISLATION

"'We know that behind the shield of our collective-Weense arrangement, there
mustbe g and developmet or that shield will be a paper on& Wes umpt
the adnIftntiea in Its advocacy of trade pollces which promote the titer.
chang of goods to mutual advantage Under no condition, however, should
Mch a latemhanne of goods be to the detroast of our American Industrial,
uling, pessing, ad developing 0gMents of the eonomy, ending with a
esltantlos 0 n operation and Income to both employer and employee. stwure

aU for an Immemlite rvlew ofttMW hlethiatm to bring relief, to
trueasts roshmm uouiua.

"'We believe effective control over forelln trade ad the tradeagreenxt.pro.
gram shold b an In the trano'-"p-e

trobn Ambbroch~airman, Johnstown, Ohio
Xwd est coa~rmd, obnaon, Tonn,

Pro L Dixon, trasurer,, Washington, D. CL
Rosa Bliwa, secretary, Waukesb, Ws.
Many Ldsto a istn "rtarn phowb4 As*,
Homer Jats^. auditor, Birmingham, Ala.

t.. o ot .. ... .r.... in tbe ,dotam bythe .nftme..'1 %
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Region I: Maine, New Hampshire Vermont, Massachusetts# Rhode IuIpd,
Omnecticut.

Region 11 New York, New Jersey, PennsylvanIa, Deltware.
lglon III: Virginia, Kentupky, District of Columbia, Marylj IFd West
Region IV: South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Tenessei Puerto RIco,
Region Vs Ohio Indianal Illinois, Michigan.
R44in V Alsiaaa Louasana, Mississippi, Arkanums Texas, Canallo
Reg94 VII: Missouri. Nebraska, Ians, Iowa, Oklahoma.
Region VIII: North Dakota Routh Dekota Mu meota, WisoosiP.
Region IX: Alaska, Oreo, WAshington, Idaho, Montana.
legion X: California, Nevada, Arlsona, Hawaii.
ia0ioa XIt Utah, New Mezio Wromlnt.

OW AND ITO

The Organlatlon for Trade Cooperation (OTO) now before the Ways nd
Means Commltt. of the House and the Finance Committee of the, Seate is a
successor to the International Trade Orgpnlatlon (ITO) r*je by the
Congress in 1051.I It Is a "trick" bill. -IT approved, Congress would approve the regulation of
owr foreign trade and the national economy by the 84 foreign competitive natlonk
at Geneva under the Geral Agreements on Tariffs and Trade. If tVoa e dos
not approve it, the Geneva regulation contnues under the 1964 ,Twrad Ap
jento Att as extended to June of 108 an4 now tn efrt.

0• ooxG4 MMI r15 ooXr5f?10XA,. 3UP 1s5? 1

Congress can regain Its eonstitutonal reonsibility to regulate forelg tWase
and the national economy through allowing the 19"4Trade Agreements Act to
expire In June 1N&.

TIlE 0ONIT98T

The contest is between the Ainerican workingmen and investors working for
American wages and paying American taxes, as opposed to the International
Investor paying the foreign low-standard-of-living wages and no American taxes.

The Congrew tan stop Inflation and return to honest money throqh a m
orgasation of the Federal Iteservo System.

The Coar can hto) amending the Constitution by treaty or executive
agreement (slch as the Status of Forces Treaty) by the imple expedient af
withholding approval or by the adoption of an mendment to the Ootituto
prohibiting such procedure,

By proper future legislation Congress am stop the usrpation of-the Aghts .1
the States.

It Is high time that the Members of Congress In both the $mate and the
Houe take a long look at the 24-year picture that they have built through
Il so.-ce4 emergewy legislation a phe at a time (as Abraham so r

a"l said more than 100 years _as "al1 5 *exactly adapted to their iepp
U" ~ ~ ~ ~ Cnswi apds) h" r4Oy & M t"" wait t t uie 3t

"America

Secretay Hsu ". Thanky Senator.
The CnumAN. Have you fin your ewninationl
Senator MzWxz. I have finished.
The Clu mr Ax. Senator Adpo will bethe nwt 8matcr to intw.

rogste, the Secrery.
Isit now the pleture of the committee to recess until B or 2:301
What time wodd be more convenient, Mr. Se reary
'SeetaryHeimm-wr. Any time su~fs me.
The C iAXMA. The committee will res until $ o'clpo
Secretary Huxniaar. At 2 o'oloak -Thank you very much.

,hafa at p.t, t 11:45 a. a a Cm te r,' t Ways"
at M, ofthsame day.)
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A rNO0N BszoSio

Praeont: Senators Byrd (chairman), Kerr, Frear Anderson, Gore,
Martin Williams, Flanders, Carlson ,Bennett, and Jenner.

The battnt MA. The committee will come to order, and the chair
recognizes Senator Anderson, I

Sennitor ANwwusom. Mr. Secretary, I am going to try to keep my
questions in some sort of order. I want to get t interestk'ates, but

first of all I wanted to ask you a little bit about the cooperation be.
tween business in tying to hold down inflation, and this rise in the
price of steel naturally right in my mind.

With reference to these anti-inflationary polies, the President
and you have commented that cooperation of business and labor is
indispensable in the fight against inflation. And I was Interested in
an editorial that appeared in the New York 1Herald Tribune on
Wednesday, Ju y 8.

Without reading all the editorial, I would be happy that you take
a look at it. You know what it is, and it pointed out that sanco 1946
the labor costs of steel have risen by 80 percent, and this includes
both the rise of productivity and the rise of wages, but the rise in the
price of steel has been 115 percent. The rise of sales is 100 percent,
and profits before taxes have gone up from $80 million to $348 million.

The Herald Tribune suggests that the maker of steel lost a wonder.
ful opportunity to deal with inflation. They think they should have
absorbed this recent increase, in wages,.

D6you think that is a posmble way of starting a control of inflation
or is ilan impossible one I

Secretary HUMPIhnEY. Well I think, Senator, you would have to
know a whole lot more about tie circumstances, the detail of the cir.
eumstances than I do to know whether and to what extent wage
advances and labor advances can be absorbed by a company when they
are made.

Now, of course you have to take into account, if you go back to--
those figures started, as I recall, at what was the 1940"-

Senaor AXDIsoN. 1946.
Secretary Huxnrauy. 194; yes.
Senator ANDRWoN. It is just a 10-year period, and labor costs have

gone up only 80 percent, but the cost of product has gone up 115 pert
,cent,omd profits have gone up from ,$9 Millionto $8 million be eretxes. ..

Secretary Hume zay. Well, I suppose 89 million for an industrw
like that is a pretty low amount, and- there is a great lot of talk, and I
think, I am sure there is some substance to it, that costs of expansion
have Ione up, costs of replacements and expansions have one up.

Wehave been approached by a great many different industries,
among them the steel industry-Yery concerned about the coet over
and above the amount collected in depreciation for the, renewal of
plant and equipment. And I think there are just so many things that
have to be taken into account that you would have to know pretty much
the detail of any particular business and any particular change to
comment very i6teligently on it.

I would not have h information to be able to comment on aoy
particular advanced either wage or price advance, as to whether the
advance was 

"still

Justifir
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Senator AND RsoN. But, Mr. Secretary, the steel industry is so
basic to all of these other inflationary rounds that it did seem like a
wonderful opportunity to put some sort of control on it.

At a later time, I am going to refer to some profits that have been
made, not that I am opp*d to profits. I try to make them in my own
business and expect everybod else to do the same thing. But a profit
that jumps from around $00 million to $850 million before taxes is
quite a Jump.

To look at it from another way, the New York Times had an item
on June 28, that in 1989 United States Steel's profit before taxes was
18 cents an hour for each hour worked by an employee, and for 1957
the figure was $1.80. And after tazeO the rise was from 10 cento to
0 cents. Does that not indicate that the steel Industry might have
been one that could have absorbed this increase?

Secretary Hu miazr. Well1 as I say, as I said before when I was
asked about it. I have not been in the steel business for 4% years and I
just cannot tell you.

Senator ANIMMONr. Well, let us get into the question of interest.
You have been in that regularly for the past 41/9 years.

Secretary HumptiRty. I have been regularly in that one.
Senator ANDMSON. You have stated before there has been a rise in

the rates of interesL
Secretary TIUMPHREY. That is right.
Senator ANXDEsoN. I do not want to thresh over old grain and I

will not go over this table out of Business Week which shows the
rises in all groups, but we will admit there has been a rise in interest

Secretary Humpanr. That is correct.
Senator ANDER ON. Whose responsibility' do you think that is?
Secretary HumwuJmI. I do not think it is a matter of responsi-

bility. I think it is a matter of fact. It is a matter of the operation
of conditions. I do not think it is any ono person or group of people
that have done it. I think it Is a matter of conditions.

Senator ANDUSoN. I remember a professor of sociology far enough
back when I was tryin to study it who when asked the cause of some-
thing, would trace it tack to uncaused cause, the cause that did not
have any cause. But this interest rise is not something that has no
cause to it.

Secretary Hu nRuawr. This has a definite cause.
Senator ArnDSON. Yes.
Secretary Huxmajir. The reason for the rise in interest rates is

that there Is more demand for money than there has been a supply
of money to satisfy the demand.

Senator Aiwnzsow. Well now-
Secretary HUMmur. Mo people want to spend more than they

have, and they seek to borrow It from others.
Senator Akmsox. Has the Federal Reserve by raising its redis-

count rate been at all responsible?. Secretary Hoxni1i. I think they have contributed in this way.
As we said the other day: the Federal Reserve does not fix Interest

rates but by influencing the expansion of credit or trying to limitthe
expansion of credit, it automatically works back into in= 1 They
could not do it all alone, because Just affecting the supply woud not
make the change in interest rates. You al hav to onsidsr the
demand. The demand comes from the public, the public generally,

5
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all over, and, there, a very widespread demand has been in existence,
and that is one of the problems of prosperity. It is one of the problems
of confidence, confidence in the Government end confidence in the
country,

And as that confidence grows and becomes more widespread, more
people want to spent more, money, and wanting to spend more than
they have, they want to borrow more. And then, if the Federal
Reserve somewhat limits the amount of available supply, you imme-
diately get a lot of bids for it and the cost rises.

ISenator AiDmmo. Now, within the last year, from April 106
to April 1957 there has been an increase in adjusted demanddeposits
in, commercial banks of about a billion dollars, or roughly I percent,
as ompared to a rise in the gross national product of 6 percent.
Would you not agree that this very small increase in the supply of
rponey is the result of Federal Reserve policy .

Secretary HuMPURNy. I think probably It certainly Is contributed
to by Reserve policy.

Senator Awcnasoz. Therefore If the supply of money did not row
as fast as the advance of the gross national product, the Feeral
Reserve has had sometldn to do with It,Secretary Hrmnpir. I did not mean to say for a minute they
had not something to do with It. They have had something to do
with It. To the extent they have limited the supply, they have very
definitely had an effectSenator Amwwsow. I am happy to see the senior Senator from Okla.
hom come in, because I wanted to quote him. In reply to Senator
Kerr, you disclaimed any responsibility on the part of the Treasury
for higher rates.

Is it not true in 1958 when you increased the rate of interest on your
bonds to 81/ percent, which was a rate considerably above the going
rate, that this had an effect on theging rate of interest?

Secretary Htrww ntx. Yes, and I o not think I ought to say the
Treasury has no effect upon interest, because it has, The Treasury
as a borrower, the Treasury as a seeker of credit, and a seeker of
loans, adds to the aggregate of the demand.

Senator AmmsoN. It would seem perfectly obvious if the Treasnt'y
issues one-third of all securities, aid is accountable for one- third of
the country's debt, that it is bound to have an influence on the market.

Secretary Huxputir. It does have.
What I meant, and I do not recall the exact sentence you referred

tOjbut what I meant was this: That the Treasury tries very hard
not to lead the market. The Treasury tries not to make the market;
The Treasury tries to follow the market.

senatot Awsamox. You understand, Mr. Secretary, If I misquote
Senator Kerr it is inadvertent on my part. We are both trying to
get the result from It, and I am not sut*I quoted him with absolute
accuracy but I did the best I could.

-Now, In your statement you referred toi the fa4a that the rate of
InGteres had risen about four.tenths of 1 percent over a, period of 4
years on these Treasury Issues. , , -1 '1 ' I I I f

X that the significant factor? Is the signifcant fact the one that
the Increased cost on the Treasury, once all of the securities have to
be refunded at going rates, is going to be tremendously more?

X46
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Secretary .Hvuquy. No; I think the significant fast *is to watch
tle trend as, it develop-because what rates the total refunding will
be at, nobody nows. Itmay be at one rate and it may be at another.

I think all you can do, with any accuracy at all, is to go along a
you are, and you can estimate ai trend. But Ik think that everybody
will agree that nobody can guess what the interest rates will be before e
all of the refunding is accomplished. That is many, many year.

Senator Axawuwox. I am only thinking, Mr. Secrtary, that I try
to run a little insurance company when I have time and, Nff see a curve
that indicates the frequency oftcidents Is going up and the cost of
the claims are steadily rising, I conclude I may be in for some trouble.

Secretary Hu~xzil. That is right, andm i think the smie thing
would be (rue there. But' you do not project that curve on, for
years and then say that i What we have got to get ready for.

Senator ANDusox. No, but I look far beyond this current year;
if I am going to stay in business, I have to. , ,

Secretary UHuMviNRU. I think that is right.
Senator AwomOsw. The 91-day Treasury bill market in 1954 was

0.94.
Secretary Htm'unr. That isright.Senator Awrsow. 195 11'81956,2.82.
Secretary HUMmuhzy. That is right.
Senator A wovsox. A week ago, it was 8.48, and I believe Monday

the average was about 8.15; it was down some.,
Secretary HvxPi'RxT. Something like that.
Senator Amonsox. This, of course, is the low season for demand,

after the June 15 taxpaymenta#
Secretary HtumPHm Y. That is right.
Senator ANDER1ON. But the problem is: Where is it going when

the demand for lots of extra money comes in, and do you not anticei.
pate that rote is going to be quite high I

Secretary Humisitr. Well, your trend is up You have a per.
fectly good reason to project that trend forward to some ezteut. I
do not know. As I said to Senator Kerr in talking about this, I do
not know just how long this total pressure is going to continue.

I think you would be very fool ish to say, or anyone would be very
fooli to say that you lave definite evidnie of a turn or a change.
On the other hand, as I said to Senator- err, there ar p indi."t
tons that might lead you to believe that the change is not toi

Senator AX69"oN. Well, W are bthi g;!sng a to lbt lie
ahead.

Secretary Hvumi1Rxn . Thlat s right.,
Senator Axwvwiox. But it does seem you. are not going to see any

low-pried finances as long as a mantt can take a 90day 'bill, atd get
83/ percent on it. , , I I .I

seretary HIuv~mPJ y. I think You are not going to see ite low
as it was at some times in the past

Senator Axnmso. ow, the riiseIn the rate of interest ts upposed
to cut investment, is it no hr Secretary?

$ocretary *tlimntz. ut bIVIest I
Senator Axwzaso. Yes.
Secretary Thmxnw,, I would not think s.I think It would stimu~t

late It
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Senator Axonaso .,Why would you got a rise in interest rates if
it was not designed to sort of slow down and halt InflationI

Secretary H miiu, It is to slow down activity. It stimulates

Senator ANDERSON. But It is not supposed to out investment I
Secretary Hfawun. Well, over a period; yes. Over . longer

period, it ll.;
Senator AmpuDsow, Now, investment rose $18.6 billion from 1095 to

Secretary Hi irany. That is right.
Senator At;nsoxr. Or one-third.
Secretary Hwmtr. That is right.
Senator Ammotr So that the Hse In interest rates did not slow

down Investmniit, did it
Secrtary Hvirtma'. Well, there is always a lag in all of these

things, you see. You picked out a period of growing confidence, a
growing feeling of security, and a growing feeling of belief that we
are going to have a sounaer financial situation, than we have had,
that conditions are going to be more favorable. We have had a lessen.
Ing of war fears during the period, and I think that the whole thing-..
these last 4 years have all been a period of growing feeling of confl.
dence ad expansion, and that, in itself has brought about a demand
for mor money. And also, if there had been an unlimited supply of
money., why, that confidence would have generated an even greaterexpenditurem L  

'. .

senator AwDasox. On new plant and equipment, the rise was about
$8. billion, or more than a third, in those 4 years.

Secretary HuxrHaur. Yes. ,
Senator Atmansonr. And from the first quarter of 1956 to the first

quarter of 195, the rise was at the rate of about 18 percent. But resl.
dental construction is down t percent in the 4-year period and 18
parent from the peak. Would that indicate that the money has been
pouring into plantsement and &way from housing I

Secretary ur uwrar. I think that is right. I think that it exactly
what has happened.,

Senator Aimmoso. The National City Bank has a publication which
I read, which comes to me from another source out in my country, the
First National City Bank monthly letter for June, and I notice on

Utlhtnem In the suppy of mone and credit and the rise in interest rates hit the
bomeu4m1ldn industry harder than most other lines.

Secretary HwM ar . I think that is true.
entor Axwmso,. You would agree, then I

Srery Hvuxuaw. I think that is so. It is operative there. more
rapid. be cause home building does not take as much preliminary
work, it does not take as long in planning, and does not fake as long
in development as building a plant ora factory. In other words, the
commitment in plant expansion has to done over, a longer period
than It does in home expai on. . '

Senator Axmzmow. Now, In the disussion that took place with
Senator Smathers and Senator Long, I believe you took the position
ta reduced hoinw is anti 4nfiationory and how that would ceck in
with the fact that higher prices ar due to shortages; if we reduce Our
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housing do we not tend to develop a shortage and thereby Increase tho
cost ofIlving, and does it not become inflatfonary I !

Secretary iluuP.Mna, Well Senator, these things, so many of these
things wor bth ways. If d&e housing were to continue-on to new
peakIs all the, time, after you, reach a very full use of men and mate-
rials, and then you crowd on for even more, why, your pressure s much
greater upon your prices. Now to the ezteu.tt that is slowed down
there are not us many goods available as there otherwise Would b, and
to that extent it may seem Inflationaryl. But aS I -have said. right
along, I think that the deflationary aspects of it are, mub str longer

-than the inflationary Anects. , ' I I , # "+ . - , -

Senator ADZrmxsO. If you had succeeded hI nuttlng lnvnnt,
would it have been a successful policy

Secretary Hwinfsasr. Well, I think It may be successful if It be ins
to level off now in some of these lines that have boon goin aheal so
raPidly particularly heavy-idustry expansion, If that. egans to level
offI think this policy wilihave proved its worth and Willbe successful.
And I think that then you.wilsee that prices all along the line will
begin to stabilize more.

9enator ANumtsoir. But not if It results in sarcities, would It?
Secretary uitnirnxr. Not if It results in scarcities, But I just

cannot poture its resulting in scarolties.,,
Seator Az;Dzsox. Mr. Secretary, I want, to quot from an article

written by Mr. W. L. Smith, an economist, Nte
American Fonomlc Review, 19*, page 05, and I am gOing to give
you a copy of it because I have been on the other side oflh table
as a witness and it is awfully hard to follow the man who is asking
questions sometimes I want to read it and get some*of your con-
mente 1ie says:

Of Course, tMet can he little doubt that a restIte monetarlpoliy, applied
with:.suMlent vigor, can exert a potent restraint on egregate expenditures.
If the brakes are applied violently, however, serious disturbances 1, thoarket
for long-term Qovernment and corporate securitlo are likety to resuLt; This
happened, for example, In Mhy an4 $me of 1958 witout haviN A !at ob.

,servablo effect on expenditure-,
I am going to' stop thor and sy, do you agreethat a dlst u ,o

in the market of long-trm Government qd eorp0 Wt
resulted? I C + )O+t. Xti.

Secretary HuxPrar. IaH resulted from wrh.
'Senator Acmiwmn. From applying th brakeL.
Secretary HV m. Foa* reitrlmve moenor
Senator Aozi asoi. Ye,. . poflcies.
Secreta ry '. r 1 think there hs be .p + e4 ejeci

the 9ecurities markets; yes.
Senator AnisfO. -The?, be say:.
TOPre appears to be a, legitimate ba*i for tWe fear Ohat Yt powerful moNetary

4t'.alnts are applied rapidly enough to check Increasing expenditeroe. within
a short period of tin;* they may be so disrupting to the t~p~tu1 anarkt0 As to
aus, a sevee oas ofr Mweotatts and l.prebipltte C deeIne in OeWMIC

Do you think we have reached A iit where that tai h tot f
with .th liought0 'he whih, .& _il O, bWrkoVmy 'oldM *11e-5

driving~ a: taruikdo wn theI l 40,4 X65 bo i haejo to' e, I~ ' a k+t, ~ ~ ~ ~ - J.+. : +" ++ ++ ;,+,+': +. . , ++' + '. '' -- . .+ ,
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and ease it and apply it and, ease it, and if you overdoIt, it Is dis"s.
trous; and if you underdd it, it i disastrous, because you will not
stop by the time you get there.

tSenator AN4n.aseor Mr.Secretary I though you would ar with
the sentiment in thisibecause the professor is at Ohio State University
and I assume that Is.-

Secretar Hvxtm r. I knew it must be some very intelligent
fellow. (iaughiter.]

Senator ANDsoSO. Then, he sys;
It they are applied gently and gradually' on the other hand, they will eltee.

tively check Increasing expenditures only after the liquidity of banks and other
oconomio nits has beft iiadually worn down. Bfore this point Is reached
a sigificaUt rise In prices May already have ocurred..

Would you agree there had been a significant rise in prices#
Secretary .uJ{ rHr. Well, I think the rise in prices in recent

months is ignificatt'; yts. And I also! think that the liquidity of
the banks is not as great as it was. - 0

Senator Axwmsox. Can you quote m&a any period in our American
econonu history where we lad over an extended period of time such
large increase. in the rate of interest that we have avoided a sub-
V tantI declineI

Secretary Huxnam. I do not think, I can, Senator, right oft the
bat. I might try to study it out and e. I do not have anything
of that kInminmmd.

I think,, however, ust'genemlly, that as I said the other day the
only way we can avoid substantial difficulties in this country from
time to time, when you get an overabundance of enthusiasm, is to try
to control It on the upside as well as on the downside. If you let the
up side run wild, I believe you are not going to be able to prevent the
downside from being more severe than you would hope it would be.

Senator Axozuo. Well, I certainly am no economist, as you well

H:umnhu. Neither am I, so we are in good company.
Senator Ambroso. And I am no predictor of wat might ha pen.

At one time, trying to find out where agricultural prices aigtt be
roing after tho war, I made somc charts which I thought were very
n~termg. They were to me, at least. But certainly this building

up of inteWart rates has, I thought, generally preceded something that
I tamed a decline. 1, do not care to us the term depreeiitio, or
things of that nature. But In 1878, we had very high interest rates
and some troubles. We built up to.& peak in 189, and then we had

.some railroad bonds that reached 4.1 piroqn but the commercia! rate
to T.A'. Then it dropped dowu right after w had f some dif-

In 1907, the interest rates on railroads got high again, very much
higher a wual, and the comeial rane e tro 'IWadthe wo rao
n tromble. llae~t~adhneuj

In 190, Igetto ground tht I am familiar wtIt and there the in-
terest rates on railroa got up to 5 percent on ordinary good bonds,
and, 7% ponent in comnu io ,p*Ir,. It 4o94 not t4e4 very ,mu.h

nrinwgior me to remember t every Wink I rA lone community
but one 616W, and they kept that one open .lmos by force of arms.

The c*OvorY pricq tor, r in our part f the, world at
thattim wia when they lahe grain on your farm, ttey de

IN
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poeied cheks in their bank. And we did not know, until it was all
over with how many banks we had deposits in until we were advised
,that they had failed. We got notice from the reoeivem saying "You
have gov eo much on depot int this closed bank.", And, therefore I
remember that one period ver wel. We had very high inw t rates
and then had this very great dfulty.
* I am also old enough to remember we had some difficultie. in 09'I

when railroad bonds got up to 4.A peen with s commercial rate of
5.85, andwe had a lot of. trouble.J Theninterest rate 4roppeddown
afterward. And when I hear that a utility out in the Wig thatotits money for about 8A pecent 2 years a6o had to pay8.1 pereent U1e
other day, I asked myelf If this patty r is no conclusive or if yo
know of any ro iO Aorioan m ecnomie histry n We ad

that get rie in intest ratm withgut paying of in or 4e,
pre lationsor financial di i ult iq.

Secretary H m . Well-
Senator Axpsx.o If ypq +am find on, I wish you would supply

ifor"h reord.(Tenformintnm juq.t !! s foows:) + ,+°

The great demand for borrowed funds which inthe pst hao Pre ded Impor-
taut economie decline has typically been vesocted 14 marked O n interest
rate. In each of the ive istnes cited at seuator AndereOg lnters
were carried far &boye the levels now preveut& t tg cndotO Ot W f olloin
comparlon of short-term .rates:

M and average rate da Momee montA-4- to 0-mtk om~mero4.I, Paper

900 ......................... . ..... ...... .. 8

low~ .......... +......_... -.... +..-.-+.....+ +& 881920 2.

There have bemi at lest two notable InsUnces ula+ tw late M3W whom a
ne tu Interest rates to pa rates considerably above t4,x evs 4v

hot been followed by a algniicant decline In buunem
In iP, for example, the 4- to 6-month rate reached a peak ot 7.88 U percent In

December, but manufacturing pkduton In 190 averaged slightly bohe than
the 1899 level, and In 19O0 It re to abow, retor , (PIrodieon date are based
on the National Bureau of Uc0n40 4eeAs*A* pyscl uPp00for

In 103, the 4- to imth rate reaed a a of 1 pereet In Octbe,
hwghentst low 1 . Man *fat"#~n pwuon averaged somewhathiher to the
IQIOwim lwtr W4 showed no mere* two". A Medeuut t V -Ron*"? 1P
To 189, for example, the 4. to'$-month rate reached a pxagt TM Permt In

September 1914. This was' followed by a substubtlal As. t manufeeturhl
pronoIn the folawns year, but It was aided i# pert b,- War erds

Soretaq Htmm r. I will, and, I ain "roy, Mady to admit
that it can be overdone that you can overdo it, that 1if you go baok,
you and I remembers o o personal ezpnenoe about the smie
perods. If you goeck a littA bit beyo d that, you boue to hosia oes ore the timeLof the.doral Rsrve Board cadwe s
te natural tightnms of the money got so great that It ftored a iodo

la st , +know.. . +, + )+ ... + + .. . , "+ + +

Wow, I do not know, I do not think, that anybody or any group of
people are wise enough or all-seeing enough t6 know how to completely
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manage an economy of 165 or 175 millions of people. I think the
forces at work in an economy of that size are so sizable and the rami.
fications are so great that there is no group of people who are going
to be able to encompass all of the difficulties all of the problems, that
they are going to 1W so wise that they will know exactly what to do
to handle the affairs of the whole, of all of these people. I , I

So that I do not believe that this Government is going to just be
able to hold a hand on the lever and just manage thin thing right to
a Fnat's eyebrow all the time. I do not think that can be done. I
thmk you are going to have movements back and forth. You are
going, to have enthusiasms that grow and enthusiasts that wane.
But - 'do - think that when enthusiasms are great, and enthusiasm
grow, If they cart be somewhat restrained, that they will not drop to
such- depths when they -begin to lose their enthusiasm or when their
fears arise as they will be if those enthusiasms have gone way too
far.

low, about all Isee that the'Federal Reserve Board or the'Gov-
ernent, in its policies, or anyone else can do, is to try-to-Bill Mattin
has an expression which I'think is a very llustrative one: It is, "Lean
against the wind." And I think that if In our policies we can lean
against the wind when necessary, and can be wise enough not to lean
against the wind when conditions change, we will help stabilize-the
economy. However, we must be courageous enough to lean against
it When people do not like it and be wise enough to reverse it, when
necessary, before it gets too late. I think that that is the best chac
we have to try to level out these ways of enthu~iasin and fears that
affect millions of people.

Senator AmNzsozr. I think the only difference between Bill Martin
and me isthat I leaned against the wind in 1929 and it took me a long
time to get back on my feet. ,

Secretary Humxnir. Well, you leaned too long.
Senator AznnPso. Well, I probably'did, but I took the finest ad-

vice I could take, Invested in nothing that was dangerous and it all
went away just as fast as the investments of people who wenplain
foolish.

'Secretary HuW, mRXr. That is correct, and that is why there is
nobody so wise who can guess this thing correctly.-

Senator'AxDzasor. ' One of the beit men I know had to pay a double
a sent on his bank stock in the early twenties, and when he went
Into his safe deposit box to get his boids to pay the assessment, he
found a note he had written to his wife--they both happen to be
still alive--and he said "Nellie, never sell your stock in such and pch
*bank It will take care of you in your old age.,.

Secretary Htmnnr. That is right. It busted a lot of people.
Senator Alwuaeo. He had to sell all of the bonds they hd. I

have been through 1 or 2 little fires, and I am disturbed when' I see
interest rates goiiig up as rapidly as they now are and have seen What
has happened every time they have done so, so far as I know.

Sweftry Huxrmwr. Well, you and I have been through the s"m6

Senator AxDxusox. You came out of it much better than I didi."
Ag ; •

I
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Secretary Hu rwix. We both have had the same experience.

(.azhter. Dztr. Now, you say that the former Secretary of the
Treasury, who, as you say, passed on tou a mess but you recognise
that messes can ao be passed on to you warn On
"h - I just want to call your attention to It It is on page 111 of the

82d Congres_% 2d session the hearing on monetary policy, volume 1
page 111. And just so Ihat you will have. it in front of you, I am
going to hand that to you.

This copy I want back, because the copies are a little hard to find,
I hive discovered.

But Secretary Snyder says:
The Impossibility under present conditions of measuring in advance the' of.

feet' bt a rnerali rtictlve credit policy means that sudden and severe do-
Clines in the market prices of Government securities may bo produced by what
was Intended to be a moderate degree of credit restriction.

-as there not been a severe decline in. the market price of Govern.
ment seurities?.

Semtary Hummuu., Well, I think you would say it was quite a

Senator AxMw soxr. And he said, "This provides a strong reason for
caution."
* Secretary H mrny. I certainly agree with that.

Senator Ait vso. Well, that is ood.. I am glad that one word
that we got out of the previous administration was a good word.

Then, I quote from him:
Sudden and severe declines in the market prices of Government securitlee

might be shocking to public confidence. They might be embarrassing to many
finaeial institutions owning large portfolios of Government and other high.
gra4e securities, particularly those with small amounts of stockholders' capital
relpt~ve to total assets.

Ha that been somewhat true? "

Secretary Hu=Hmxz. I think that at any time when your equity
In your business is relatively small, you get nervous quicker than you
do when you are mi a little better balance between equity and debt.

Senator Azm)_ ozT. Well it is not just--
-Sretary Henium . Tat is true whether you are an individual

or a company.
Senator ANDonsoN. When you are extremely small either, because

on tl~e 8th day of June there was a call, that came later than that,
but there was a call for the condition of the banks in this eounory
effective June 6. 11

I file away all the statements from banks in which I have a very
slight, interestand I notice that this call came out for the condition
on ,Z* e 6. That is t4e first time in 40 yrs, r e r that
there has been a call on a date in June, other than-I wl .tk that
backJ That is the first time in 40,years that there has not been a call
as *of June 80. Jon Skelton Williams made one on JUne 20 in 11,
W14 we were Just getting into war. Po you know any reason why
this cal came on Junie 8?U

SecSe tary Huxntr. I, do not have apy. reason at al. 1do6,.ot
know. 'however, Ray "Gidney would Uheone- who W *6ld&*.i *nd

X BJj~s hint*a
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Senator AMM8,r. Well, I just -wondered it it had any relation-
Sip to this pssagefrom Secretay Snyder I have just bee rMAiIf.
that this decline I the market price of Goverament ecurities mignt
be embarrassing to many .finaicial institutims -own ing, large pr
hlio of Government ecurities.

Secretsxy H.u mr. No; you mea you would make a call on the
0th insteadof the th? I

Senator Ax w sow. Yes,
Secretary Humrar. No; there is no such reason; I am sure of

that. I have not asked Mr. Gidney.
Senator AMnusoW. I am sure there is no connection between these

two items, but I read Business Week and other publicatioaw-, am
not trying to advertie Ie pubreaon ut das Manyas 104, -
and r a found on pB, Week for July. 8 W-littl*
itemthat says:
$80 million of "Paper lossm" were recently, discernible In the Government bond
holdings of New York's giant Flrst N'Vtlonal City Bank. But Presldent Noward
O. Shepherd Isn't worried-mcause most holdings mature In 5yom r M o,

But in the next colunm there is an advertlement by a whole vp
of bond houses; The First Boston Corp,, Sor an Stnley A.d,
Harriman Ripley & Co., Kuhn, Loeb, and L forth, offering million
shares of First National City Bank stock at $60 a share. That is about
equivalent to taking care of the losses in Government securities.! And
I wondered if you felt there was any connection between this problem

we have had with Government securties.
Secretary Humenra . I would be amazed if there were.: Of

course, I do not know what they are doing, but I would be awasd'if
there were.. Senator AzmrnsOW, Wel1, the American Banker had some itms
about it. "Surpime cs- of June 6 isued by three agncOesb" And
they had an editorial on page 4 of the issue of July 2, o Ce for
statements as of June 6. Whiat is behind itI" And ther6 isa god
deal of speculation. Ws this call made without consultatloItrot
the T rasurv witb the Treasury ..

Secretary HmmnnUlr,. Oh Ties,. e would no , Ray Gidney would
not ask me about making acall. ,That is rtudard-- .......

Senator AxzsxoN. The Treasury is a pretty heavy depositor, a
pretty hexvy borrower, a retty heavy every .g.

Secretary EuwPmwa_. tit that is standard practice.
Senator AmsWmox. I tried to say i not standard practoe it

is the first time in 40 years. ...

Secretary .Huxpmr. I do not know why he. did it a few. 4ys
different, and I will ask him snd find out.

If, Senator, I feel pretty sure, there, wAs some very expressysa-
son for the change, he e tAuy woo (avea me iov*th
about it. , I 1.

Senator Amansox. Well, titere mtght have bevn large witW*,w-
ale for income-tax purposes coining onthe 1th, of coume.

Secretary HtuxmmiTu. 'Of coursthere ae larpwithdrawasq
June

SenIator Aziss T41&~~lpuB~~
window dressing practices.. .P " s l"6tt 1ir

Secretary Huxt u. There are, of course, large withdrawals oi
the 15th, and there a shift a big shift of funds on1 June 5,

54
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SenAtor Axoruasom. I do not know whether banks ar bothered by
this at all.' I only say to you that I hav.e a very,-very- smnl itour-
auce company that I try to look after, and we do not have .%single
piece of security i our portfolio that is below what we paid for it,
except Government bonds, and there are a great many people who
are considerably confui by the Government boud market decline. ,

Something was said here awhile ao about restoring faith and
various' things. It is going to take a long time to restore faith In
these things we call Givernment bonds we have always been reoom-
mending to everybody for a long long time.

Secretary HUMPMXY. Well, government bonds have been at these
prices before.

Senator Awmmsow. But not. to the pleasure of fthe investor.
Secretary HExrnwzr. No; it never is to the pleaure of any in-

vestor when a security goes down.,, But if you have seegritiee, you
jow. that they wili gv up and; they wit go down. They go both

ways.
Senator Aim~sox, But these are not growth seourities. They are

not things that you expect to have incrase. If I go buy a growth
stook I expect to gamble, but when I say to my wife, "You put
your money in Government bonds, you never hae to worry, 'md
then she begins to ask me questions, it not only confuses me but it
0011fuses her as to the -wisdom her husband has when. he gves her
llnanoial, advice and she has reminded me, of that, in'the last fe 1w
weeks,

SoWtryHVUmHRW, i do not bel ve I would change my adv4co
to anyone as to the worth of the security of a Governmentbond.

Senator Axojsox. Well, let us goon to acomment that was made
iby Mr. ,liott Del4 th6 editor of Business Week, as.to whether there
is any danger in this policy or other measures. He was asked by
Wrigt Patman at a hearing the Co wa':laving on monetary
pomiy-- think I can find yoq ujly, Ifyo -want it.

Itis 94m etary Policy, 1055-6, hearing Decembvrof 1906 His
etter is the at page 40, and Im gofto read a ooup~ ~f paragrilph

oU044f it. ,Ztis a-er to Mr. Pa mna inamall typo:-
Question. FIrst, assuming that, at any particular time, economic forces are

recognized and accepted as predowinantly lugatlomry, warranting thereby some
measures of restraint on the suply of credit, wbat tpe ot orrowq" iould t

e available credit and, under our present systm, who atualy does get
In' other words, what form of machinery should we Iok for rationing th#

Mr Bell answered it, but would you want to answer that quaoin
Secretary HRuxRruu. I do not bow 'ht M.Betl s I~ X Ave], not-- -

Senator AmExsoN. That would not affect your answer.
Secretary Hr'mpair. No; I do not think it would.
Senator A mzsoic. I will be glad to read M. 'Bell's answer.

thought it was a very $god question.
His answer was:
ftmt to tim of w or extreo ntOi0 emege l, would n' tavo a

Overall sjyten of rationing credit.
Would you go that far with him I
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Secretary Huimmny. I think that you have got a serious problem
and I do not know just what to do about it. I do not believe in--
I have never seen an arbitrary rationing system that I thought would
work practically. Yet I do think that just to let nature take its
course--which is what we do, which we have done, and it is the only
thing up to date that I know of that we can do that works at all-4 t
does create some hardships, some greater hardships in some places
than in others.Iwhow you could alleviate to some degree those special hard-
ships, I do not know. We have given a lot of thought to it and I
have not been able to think of anything that I think would work in
practice.

You would like to have the hardship as evenly distributed as is-
sible over everybody, and only by having it, having some hardship, will
it work at all, because unless there is ahardship it means that every-
body has all. they want, and then you really have not retracted it.
The restriction is entirely ineffective. So, ifa restriction is to be ef.
fectiveat all,it must be that somebody does not t all he wants.
'Now, what you want to do is to have that somebody just as wide a

goup of somebodies as you can psibly have and not have it- fall
harder on one than another, and ye I frankly do not know of any way
to accomplish that purpos..

I think to try to even it ou there'are some things we can do. One
of the objectives of the small-business loans is to try to help in that
direction. jI think there are things of that sort that could wel[be given
consideration and thought, to try to ease off the undue hardships, not
to relieve the hardship, because you have ot to have hardship, but to
try to even the hardahip out as nearly as firl as p ble.

Senator A"nNsow. aow, Mr. Be said, ifI may continue with his
letter:

My objection to the prmnt tghftaoney policy-
of course, he is referring to the one in 1958-
My, objection to the present tight-money policy Is that It does in effect provide
a discriminatory rationing of credit by making credit difficult to obtain in cer-
tain areas such as housing, municipal fanancing and small businea, while it
places very little restraint upon lr corporations.

Would you agree with that.statementt
Secretary H$mPWr. I think, as I said before, Senator, I think

that it' de8 take effect and it has taken effect more in building, smallbuilding, and residential building, than it has in large capital con.
utrqetion, because of the fact that the former is done over a shorter
pmod, planned over a shorter period, and the flinancingi provided
6r'over a shorter period. So that we have had quite a demonstra.

tion, this experience that housing has been more affeced than capital
expenditure, the figures demonstrate that.

I think, however, that that is a matter of timing, and a matter of
lag, rather than a matter of substance. I think you will get it along
the line, the rest of the line, and I think it is on the way now.

Senator AmnusoN. Would you are with the second part of his
theory' that -the large corporatibns bave 'very little restraint plated
upon them I

Secretary Humnnir. N o, I would not agree with that. I *think
that it is just as-I do not know just what is small and what is large.

I '
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But in my experience, I know your wottie grow with what you. hai
to worry about"

Senator AxzwwN But not in: finacn at a time like this.
Secretary HvmwMr. I am notsure.
Senator ADussoN. Well, I think the record of offerings over the

last year will show that the problems have been much easier for large
corporations.

Secretary Hunwax. As a rule, a corporation gets large becWau it
is better managed than one that continually stays small.

If you and I start out together, both small, as most of these things
have done, and yours grows ind mine stays small-.

Senator ANDmmwx. We better reverse the assumption.
Secretary HKmaaur. Over a period of 90 years, you will have,

managed your business better than I did mine, , And it is largely due'
to your better management that you are larger than I am 20 yevrs
hence. And you will have provided in four financingmore elasticity
than I have In mine, and to that extent this will not, *hencredit does
tighten, this will not be as hard on you as it is on me. I do not think.
you can get away-

Senator AxiIsoN. I am not going to take time to do it, but I think
you can introduce a lot of figures toIndicate that the relatively large,
corporations have had a much easier time financing than the smaller
groups and individuals. .a..-,i- , r.~'I 1htlnk that is true -in manycae, tm

Think thelarp, r corporations have been better managed, have
had more elasticity, they have been better prepared than a g, many
of the smaller ones.

Senator AMzWS.oO. Now, to read on, he saidv-i am not goingto
stop onthis one:

Credit restraint, as I see It, is Justified merely as a -means to an end. That
-end is the prevention of a runaway boom in the economy that could lead to a sub.
,sequent collapse. Accordingly, my approach to the problem would be as follows:,
First,. when there is a predominantly inflationary condition, overall measures
,of restraint should be applied but they should Include not only, quantitative credit
restiction but also appropriate fiscal measures, including refunding of the debt,
from shorttorm to long-term obligations, restraint of Oovernment expenditures
and tax measures

The Chairman is very greatly interested in restraint of Government
expenditures and tax measures, and we all are. But what about this
problem of refunding of the debt from short-term to long-term oblige,
tions# Has the trend not been just the reverse I , *I

Secretary Hum, mtur. That is good work if you can get it. , '
Senator AxRsox. Well, I say, has not the absolute reverse been

the situation?
tSeoretary Hvx uwm. Under the conditions that he outlines here,

that he suggests :you just cannot do It. You cannot sell just wha;
you want to, sell. You have to sell what somebody is going to buy,
And when you get into conditions of this kind you have to sell some-
thing that somebody will buy, and there is nobo.y who waits to buy
that particular kind of goods at that particular time.Now, it may be that-it may be; looking back on it, Senator, that
we should have done what you just criticized minute ago and d6ne
it i spite of criticism, because many times the right thing In the'end
is the one that is most criticized at the moment.- 0
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1, Maybe in spite of the criticism we should have led the market

years ago a little more than we did. Maybe we should have "peatedly.
dons it' By putting out long-trm isues at the higher market votes
we could have sold-them, ani maybe we should have done that ana
moved this thing faster in that way, and,sold woreof those long.tenn
securities.

We did not think it was wise at the time. I am not sure now that
We wers not right. But there was that possibility that could have
been Indulged Veii.iWe did not do it, and as we moved into this greater p od in the
swing here, the desire to buy that sort of security delineZ until today
I doubt very much if you could sell lond.term 50.year bonds in any
substatial amount at most any reasonable price. And I think it
would be very foolish indeed to try.

Like I said to Senator Kerr, it is like trying to sell fur.lined under.
wear in July. It is not the right time to do it.

Senator Amnsos. Then, hIs concluding sentence in that first para -
graph is:
This overall restraint should be supplemented by selective credit controls directed
toward particular areas of the economy whih appear to be advancing at too
rapid a pae I I

Have we tried any selective controls I
Secretary Humpxrww. No, and I am opposed to that I Just, do

not believe that -T said a minute ago, just do not believe thM-
any group of men who are so smarf that they can tell everybody in
Ameiica what to do and be wiser than the great bulk of our people
who are actuated by an incentive free choice system.

I believe with all my heart hi an incentive free choice system I
believe it is what has made this country. I believe it is whattgives
the initiative, the push, the drive, the daring. It is daring that peope
have to have to go on and expand in this country and make it what,
this country is. N 

.

I do not believe there are bureaucrats or business people or anybody
else who can come down here and get super knowledge bv sitting in
Washington. They have to get out and run their own bumness.

So, I just do not think you can run this economy entirely from
Washin~ton, I think Washington has a place. I think it can do
some things, and try hard to do them propr1y, but I do not think
you cAn do the whole job here, and I would much rather trust the

American people to limit within wime reason their borrowings and
decide how much is proper expansion and how much is not, than I
would have to have somebody here in Washington sit in and put some
arbitrary controls on what you can do.

Senator Axwmtsox. I would only remind you that every time we
have landed in trouble we have landed in trouble exactly doing what
you are now talking about, letting people go along.

Secretary HUmaimay. f think that is wrong.
Senator Awmtsoir. And sometime we ought to avoid disaster,

should we not?
Secretary Hiunmr. We ought to do evethg we can, and that

is what we are doing now. That is why we have this policy; we are
trying our bestto avoid greater difficultie, to miimise difficulties.

I do not know that some difficulties can be avoided over a long period
of time, but I think you can, by the proper use of judgment and a
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sufficient amount of flexibilit y and watching what you are doing and
not getting arbitrary and ri#1d, but responding to conditions, I eliesve
that you can exercise some sid to lessen the Swings either way.

Senator AxDzNsoN. Merely because of the Sggetion he m I
am going to take Mr. Bell's second queson, said-te queon
was:

WhatPolicies or'institutional setups should wm have, f any, to insure that
certain social demands for schools, housing, highways, and so forth, do not
get lost In the scramble for tis relatltyely oar credit reowms?
His answer was:
This it the type of question that needs tob examined by a national monetary

commission such as I have suggested. It Is clear to me that by congressonal
action in the past we have accepted as national policy the proposition that estainUtaMi o0f eco c activity, such as hui repr t a socl good that entitle

Wem to special consideration not accorded to other types of economic activity.
It Is a fact, however, that many conservative-minded people do not recognie that
such national policies exist and see no reason why housing, for example, should
get any special consideration In a period of credit stringency. Such peple can
se nothing wrong in the fact that a veteran may not at the present time be able
to get a GI mortgage to finance the purchase of a $1%000 home, while a big
corporation has no trouble in borrowing millions of dollars to set up a new
finance company. Before we can have appropriate policies or national
to protect, these social demands we need,! think, a elsar atsm, t ci
our national policies are.

His main suggestion Is there ought to be uome sort of a national
monetary commission. Do you believe that anything of that nature
would be of any use to us I

Secretary H xmzr., Well, I do not think I could categorically
say no, but I just do not believe it does much good to addi commisin
on commission on commission. You already have down here now ad-
vising on economic policy and trying to handle economic policy, yOu
already have, I do not know how many sets of people, beginning with
your good selves.

S _enator AMR6oN. I am gin to go-,
Secretary Humxnmr. And going on to the Economic, Advisers and

to the Federal Reserve Board, and a easury, and I do not know how
many places.

Senator Afnsoir. I am going on to the question of intermediaries
in a little while, but in the *whole field of intermediaries there is abso,
lutely no correlation between any policy you might lay down or the
Fedeil Reserve Board might adopt. The intermediaries go right
ahead and act contrary to the express policy of the-Fede"al
Government.

Therefore, thee might be some need for a correlating agncy, it
would seem to me.
Secretary Hvmmm r. Wel, I do nt know---Senator Amnso. We will to that when we get to inter.

mneiaries
SecretaryllvmPIr. Yes.'
Senator AmmsmoNr. I have another publication which Johnston,

Lemon & Co. send me as one of their occasional customers. It is
called, the Fortnightly Review., It is imued by a great many publi-
cations but this one is: dated New Yor, Jme S.. It was prepae
by Carl M. Loeb, whom you and I would recogniMe as a ve a eompe.
tent person.
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Sqmitr Axoxw. There is .a paragraph that is headed, "Fancy

Yields" and I want to break it In two parts and read to you the first
two sentence first. It, says:
1"*ht money made tor a bond market rather close to a state of demoralisa.
ten. The Treasury had to pey 8.40 percent on its weekly sale of bils, the

aim* 19 A*nd 0.40 perct above t prevamlus discount rate of the

,y question is:'If the Federal Reserve Board is really in oontrol
of tlie situation and is imposing a dear money policy, why does it allow
$e8 percent discount rate to lead while the market rate has sqated
way above this?

Secretary Huenatur. Well, as I said to Senator Malone, I think
the technicalities of operation of the Federal Reserve Board are much
better discussed by Mr. Martin than by me. That is strictly within
his province, and It is part of his operation.

I do not
Senator Anonso r. But in your prepared statement, did you not

have quite a little to say about the -Federal Ilerve System, ao
things of that'nature?
I Secretary H Tix, 'nu. In my prepared statement, I said that they
operate independently from the Treasury_ . .. .... I 0

Senator Awosmmr. Why are they not a fit subject for discussion
nowt'

Secretary HuxrrUr. It is a subject of discussion. All I am saying
is that I think to that question, you would get a better answer from
him than from me.

Senator Awunsorx. Ordinarilyf the discount rate is above the (ov.
emnment bill rate, is it not?

Secretary Hunazyr. Ithasbeen.
Senator AMxvoN. Ordinarily-
Secretary Hurnar. It has been ordinarily, for ihe last-for some

time.
Senator AxnusoN. Ordinarily it is, yes.
Secretary H Uxrrnw. Yes. 'i..

Senator ADnxOwx. And now we' have a situation where the, dim.
count rate is below the 90-day bill rate.

Secretary Hum mr., That is rtght.
Senator ANDEmx. Is that not a phenomenon in fiscal agwtmat.

tensin this country '
Secretary Humnuy. I do not think necessarily so.
Senator Annsox. Is it not of some interest to the Teaury in

what it may do toTreasury rates? I - ' k To
Secretary HUMPHRUYItt s of a lot of interest, and6.-u
Senator, ANDERoS. 'Does it not complicate your policy or yur

desire to have long-tarm financing I
Secretary Huiid~nu . No, I do not think so. '

SenatorAw-asoN* Yodonot :
Secretary Huxrmw. No, I do not think so; notatall.

-nfat I think that as far as Ithe, Treasury' lacn s~n
rened we an better off the way we are-tan ,we would bm withan
increase in the rat.',

Senator AiDzwom. Then I will read on: .

aw
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Some borrowers dlaes proJecld security offerlnp because of mousting
Interest costs and sticky market acceptance. South Bell Telephone, an
Anw.!qan Telephone subsidiary, had to pay 4.0 percent on a new debontum
Issue rated AA. and Michigan Oonsolidatod Gas, which In November 1066
bad been able to raise money at 8.4 percent had to shell out 6.1 percmt on an
ofterlng of $80 million o firnt mortgage bonds roted A .

And then there is this sentence:
As the Treasury will be In the market fairly constantly this summer, both

fornAew eash and relluanclng, the worst may be yet to come.

Do you think the worst is yet to come I
Secretary Humuzrm. If by "worst" you mean somewhat higher

rates than we have seen in the past, I think that may be. I would
not characterize it as the "worst." I think the very things you are
reading are the best illustration I know of to cite why your state.
minept of a few minutes ago or your thought of a few minutes ago
was not corrotft

This is indionting that big companies, as well as Ittle companies
are affected, that this police is restricting big companies aS well as
ltOe companies, It is in'sIt more ificilt and a. things get
sticky, some of them do not sell at all; and as the price goes up,
others retire.

As that happens, and as some of this Industrial construction do-
&lAni-and it does not have to be a big decline it canbea relstlvply
small decline-that Is going to release people to build housesIt 1S
going to release materials to build houses ith, it'is going to rele se
Yabr and materials for 0ther things to go onin an orderly wayi with-
oft increasing the posts in those other aw.

If, at the same time that all of this high construction is going 0n,
and" carpenters are at work in, building big capital Improvements,
thehousing business also - booms an4 the try to get the carpenrs
to leave the big capital Improvements anJ go to build a house, the
prltw of the house as well as theptloo ttho'capital .improvement
are both soing tofo IDaterials

And when e ?ttle is lrmaterials, ii those places the' materials
will dat more and the net result will be that our prices will just rise
up oftof sight.

Senator AmDUwOx. But we went through the question of slortig
of materials., We do not haveauhortg of material do we *

8. owtary Hvuxrm r. We are over that now, I believe, and that is
on* of the reasons wh *lhave said right along, I think thi is taking
hold. I1 believe that the policies arena eginni g to operate. "* It

1f getting back to what you read tome Just a minute ago, it this
had b slammed on harder, it would have worked quickeijbt it

milh have been' much mote diicult. Msybe you could not hive
handled it aswell.

You have ot to take it easy. You have got to let it move slowly.
Youhave go't to have these lags come into the economy, And if the
ta*. do oe- me a piece at atime if. the -A, omlne at once, then you
arelinalot of trouble.
SIf you can. have, the lags and have them js a p teee 01 time, youwill adjus out of your troubles instead of having to pitchout ofyounr

pitches out u
t, OAM
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Senator Axzao. Mr.8_.wetany in, the laU4. week or: 10 days, the
Jhond makthsben, nov" up~ Itteb How' 4o yptt e*xplai

1secretary uxz'numx. X think it l~a llttlier' pir t may Pap Wy
be another- one of those, "'swallows in the spring"; maybe it ia just
a little local move. Maybe we have had--a0 youyouiself, poited
tit minute ago*,yo hav demandd for money in the oarlv part
oJune aue fteaxai all' Of UheIe t dates Involve Itrg

transfe of funds' arud, twd itmyb taltterctn frm
tOat

'It 'may be a g in thefloat. - ver* n 4s ak d i theh nTo g6~ t 4 I
Ini float, and that eases the Situation.

-Onthe other he.d~ itm niht pow ~ly be of get~rimotne
*Senator AxnznsOi.'W 01 o their~ wt some, ertic*'mduroi

hiig the'Truman adnm1niStrat on that it had put Bomb pressure, omd Uie
Federal IReporvo to support the bond market *little biA. t

-0aveyou4ut any pre~sureon ithe'Federal Reserve?,-

Senator Arn000aoVAIJustBo8 shok'tcomnmepts her thant atke 4w
the Sonia 1,ne 1, '', V' , ,

JBusinein Week of May 11, 1087, Said:
,Treeuryr not cooperting with the,,0v - policy W.awe cQpej**q

j~~belivp ouomrmr I do not kaow who said that, but I would Mik
to aee himi sell some. There Wre 1a lot of things you-canx do,;q ap

a'4cl that you cantdo when you, ms o to gt the money.
Senaor A~saox. une8-4 ~n~st rqiadinguiee thiig.bc

h ave been trying to no~n roi e gm who~79~QU
sh1uldI kaow Mone 4bozt;It than doo.

tUri scurities at r"atv h igh , rats. Th ft- Is dnfSatio ry. W Is048. t
'WmeePtlvp this Is a nies

Do you"g there s som diffalty here as-towhat to dol

*'hitpNttYc rwmht you foa* dond W**t you.%Wv4iiot O
as I hae said before. I aevrthoughtitvacy progtablto~butt you

S0114or, Axo . ould. It be bte ocnrlcei nrs
e,~expeosivat You haweso, Thipjy 4onot:I4

cbrtedit.rcrdt ndm~wt
Secretazy Huxaaiwr. 1t surely wOUl if -you Could, 1HOW ,you do

it I do not know. - Row you cvaa say, to, a 4wapeluter thakt, no0na14#0
wka t~eyoffer him, he cannot work on putting W1A4WfrrenA"c b*'i34n, but Jie 94a W04 o4 Sapliou*at Jepayand lh.
I do not knowhow you do thosathigs 0Yo cndit hist*Iep,%but when you conte, to do it,.i practiceIX do not know how you, do

IP
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Senator AwolooWU.ddweR4 JQm 4p, ;W ttrlit

Senator, Huxmwr. Yes, that, is rgt
Senator ANMONuso Was that 110i4ti y?
See~tory Eucninur4 Nos do"4 490, Vhn~ A tw, it IF*

done, it was,, a very proper move.
'Aad, as we said a miz~ute. ago, Senator, At therenr atia wale

and I am hoping that perhap in OUSI dicsin omtigwl
valo 1 abesoyiebody will gqtx szejid~t.s htw prove pr CAcIc

tofel t equalie the efetof restraint not totk t h rtrin]
because thati it would not Wr, yqu. e, yu JV~ hae 'the reAT aint
and it must be effective but tohelp to create, .4,vW hs PSh a

Ifthins can be doaouMtht I oubipp *94 h~,I
they arn Dratical.

t ator Axpxmxo. 11 wautWd to ask what' the' *4piwwe~oswAsof
the risesof ths 'tsf interest. , snot thl ni~~c. r~
luast the, nA*sr Iactr,, tI~t the rlu A~ theoratso iA mao wt

th Y money, and4 brings about a, rdaRbUj 0 aalwbl

Senator AwuneoN. down the sup ly y Adbrng
abita redistribu of the available aup6 A

Webasvtouch on thatconlwbf t whete ht
these high into rates do not

Does itno ibu
-Jane say tha pokinga theofabk afe

days ago ehow ,Inal ev ery n"
Aheogosrofthat bankwu P o w --

haveso'0 th irafa aEeaOrdit oge th tle leW ut of creit.

U, A Qelsethe low$-who 4ren tied to it, who bave
ar. onte tnti the o

w~tangndt H inin rily ve 40 W~ith
wbio ar ia~ esed than some big ones, $alW ~se

tha a for better mi than some big ones&
Senaor Auaox. * Atiou is oh avgte hac

to get'a line of credit from a very and we rglno sed eCat"er
tofty~it is'eui~rto doibuineswith, atthanl tk on*a risk ta
does, occur which has someyproblem In it growth"

Secretary Hvwmz., 1-will not agre ith that. iI think 4thre

quik~rtha yu Would some of thesmdutu big ompanyotediti.
46 MC tonentiO4Apmn aa~ but, 1, 6Ulat"eyou some

I~mu I , eIt '
-1,0

. 1 i



5" ~fNMrOzA1J to0)WM~i ovrn mrtrwP~sT~Tu.
'Senator A xnaso. I do not, either, but I could tell you that some

Pole who have been applying fqr credit who have Mlculties are

Secetary Huz..ww. There are a lot of p1Ople who can have 4iffi
• ulty with credit because they reach the limit of what they are en-
titled to,

Senator AwNvisok. Is it not true that the rise in the rate of in-
terest and the reduced supplies of money, relatively speakng, has
resulted in a redistribution of available supplies of credit I favor
of the large corporation I

I think we delt with that a moment ago.,
'Secretary R u.-Yes.
Senator A.DnsoN. And in State and-city goernmentayu do ht

think it "Meitributes that way. Municipalities are having a very
hard time; that is what Iam thinking about, They had a hearing
6AIthi, mid Arthur Levett -who i*omptrller of the Stteof-xew
York, hinted Qut that in'the sametown the average interest rate on

chQo1 "rrowingwas2 .76'in Jule of 1950 and kbNvember of that
year it had gone up to 4.078. ' i I d .

And in 5 years th rate of ii~terdst on municipal boads had, gone
up by 70 percent.,

DW you not think that is a redistribution of credit I
Secretary, 1vxrxR".'Well, at I said a minute ago, I think, as

i'Iis restricted itobecbmes more selective all the time, a''to-who is
entitled to'credit and who is not.

Senator 'Awmznssox. Mr. Secretary, #o you think that Government
bonds are being dumped a little bit at th6 present time I
W Secretary YWx mxy.. Well, I do' not know. We have watched-
there have been a few days when'it looked as though maybe the market
wii a little disorderly,'but, by nd largeIhas benqui wfao44esly
market.

Senator AWDZ1ON6I Let ire" nt you Om, morel from Mr. Smith,
IA o od a Ohioan. .
QAt pige 697 of the Amerlcnn Economic Review, 1958, he sys

The analysis outlined about sesm to be llustrated by the course of events
ur.ng. the period from December '195 through September 190 when thFed-

Wml Re etvoreduced its holdings of Government securities by $1.2,.billion,
member banks Incrased th ir borrowings by #W millon and other factors
outside the control of the *onetaryouthoritlep combined to increase reserves
by about $100 million., The neat rultwa 4k declle' of "MO million 14iageate
member bank reserves. ** ' '', 1 11 '-IIi 31

D6-pIlte'the contraetion of momberIank reserves, commorcial, and savings
banks mepanded their loans by $&9 billion frojn the end of December throusi
4W. nd 04,4 t#P*bW. Comeca no savings banks redpe4 theli hlboidie
of Government seurities by4t7 b Ilion,z
.ow, the net effect of all those transactions was a doleciinm tie

supply of money of bout $2.8 billion and a big share of it was 4aCcm-
plsh eOidhy the We,of $7 billion of. Government bonds by the" ,om-
mercial banks.

Do yo'u not think that does result In complicating your problemsI
Secretary Ht iwn . Well, it cortail oomplicatea our pr0en,

,,i wish. heartily that wd couldalleviate our problems sudt(at the
problem fall on everyone else, but that does not work. We are bor-
rowers, too, and when credit Is tightened up on borrowers, it tightens
upon us /

AAA
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Senator A xsoi. That is just what I wanted to hear you talkabout, ti htening up on credit, = use I wanted to read you the next
paragrai h now. lIe said:

Tbus the banking system succeeded In expanding its loans by $&9 ballo
103 Pernt, in theace of a credit pouei whith produced a, J4uqtku of
milon to member bank rprves and 4 reduction of:$8 b$U W A t monq
supply.

So that you did not really tighten up credit, did you
Secretary HuxanYr, % O y, just what ss n my papr, my
Thi credit has been expanding.,- There is not loss oIredit, There has

been expanding credit, But it has notexpanded asfast a it otlher-
wise wouldfhave.

Senator. Awuozwo. But I thought you just, got through talking
abouttightening up on credit.

Secretary Ruxir. That is right.
, Senator A zns,0o. How did you tihten p by expanding it?

Secietary HuMment. Becausewe did not let it expand, as fast as
it would have expanded otherwise.,

Senator AND=som. You reduced the rate of, expansion, is that itI
Secretary Hvxreiar. That is right. That is what Isui4 in my

statement.
People talk about there not being credit and money. There is more

credit and : money than there ever was. But it has not expanded-
the Federal Reserve has leaned agai't the wind, and. it has not tex,
pantsd as rapidly as it otherwise would have.

But.it is not that the credit has been denied or that it is shut off or
that It is reduced.. Credit has expanded during this period -But it
has hot gone wild.

Senator Ammmor. Well, from the end of 1954, the banks had in.
creased their loans by $ billion, and disposed net $14 billion of Gov.
ernnwiteecurities.

Int0wnce ompanGs despite rise of assets from De mber of 1964
to February.o 957 of $1 bilin disposed of $1.4 biWioo Govern-ment seuritie ' .*J

Secretary Humxmnaa. During, that. period, and, I think they were
being ommended for it, they were taking on mortgages and helping
building, they were making money available for buWding, andit was
a building boom : ,

Senator ADzaRso. Then has the dear-money policy sort of seortd
ficed the Government to the expansion of busineo. o

Secretary Hmmi roNo,1 donot think so,, No. Ithin It, has
ow aW al aroud,i It has operated on everybody. We are J got
partoftheshow. .

Senator AN xsN. With these higher rates of interests, savings
declined, may-we not conclude that theobjective of Increasingthe rate
of-interest taetmore Savings has not been-sucoemfutl : " -I i ,,,-
. Secretary Hwa r.Savinrm at a pret*hirat$,Ir04
it.

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i Ivnslnh~.~*Y ~
i Have you got thonlg urson savings here r

YOU see, saving hsve been.goigup pretty steadily he, a4 Ay
A* ltaigood hIghpO1At~k4WC.'1 .. , ir*
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.Iwill just read these. These are personal savings. Suppose I just
take them for a few years and read them:

1950, $12.1 billion. Let me just be sure I am getting the years right
here1950, $12.1 billion. 1951, $18 billion; 1052, $19 billion; 1958, $20
billion;, 1954, $18 billion. I am reading the nearest round figure.
1955, $16.6; 1956, $21 billion.

We would like them higher, but they are pretty good.,
Senator Amwt. Who gains from the higher interest rates?
Secretary HumPHmzY. Well, I had a table ihowing a large number

of ple L distribution of large numbers.
tis difiult to say exactly but I believe that there are more people,

more individuals, who pin than lose.
I think the ones who pay interest are lesser in numbers than those

who benefit from interest. But there are millions of people involved
on both side.

Senator Axwrox. In these last 4 years, the interest payments have
increased about 60 percent or 8 times as much as a gin in gross na-
tional product.

Secretary HUmPHRzY. Yes.
Now, mllions of people are on both sides of that equation.
Senator ANDzESON. That would indicate a pretty substantial redis.

tribution of income, at least to that particular group?
Secretary HumHPRny. Between these groups, they involve millions

of people both ways.
Senator Azn iJW0N. Are you at all concerned over the effects of these

rising rates of interest upon the position of large and small business I
Secretary Humimxity. Concerned, yes; alarmed, no.
We are back now again to the thing you and I were talking about

just a few minutes ago, the relative burdens and how you try to
smooth them out somewhat.

In numbers, of course, there are many, many more small businesses
than there are large businesses.

In dollars, the-large businesses pay much more interest than the
small businesses.

In numbers of people involved, the small businesses are much more
numerous than the large businesses, so you have many more people
involved in the small business than you do in the large.

But I do not think there is anything yet that indicates that the
disparities.-I think you are concerned, and you ought to be and,
as I said a minute ago, I hope that maybe this committee will come
up with some ideas, but I do not think there is anything to be alarmed
about. O

Senator AxnrnmsoN. I was just looking at the final report of the
Select Committee on Small Business of the House of Representatives
and on page 67 it is noted that $57 million had been disbursed to smali
business by the Small Business Administration. That is a pretty
small sum, of course, in view of the total amount of credits that are
outstanding.

But on page 7 of the report-I jotted this down to be real accurtite
on it-it is noted that the number of firms declined in recent years
Motive to the rise of gross national product.

On page 15 it is noted that the ratio of profit to stockholders' in,
vestment rose from 10.8 in 1902 to 12.6 percent for aU corporations.
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But for the smallest corporations there was a decline from 0.8 to
5.5 percent, as compared to an increase from 11.8 to 14.6 percent for
allcorporations with assets over $100 million.

Secretary HumminIrT. Well Senator, I think those statistics, per.
haps, are just a little misleading i this: that those are all ratios.
This says that business declined. Now, it leads you to believe you
have got a declining amount of business. That is untrue.

Senator AwDzasow. I am talking about profits.
Secretary HpuxrPiy. You have more business than you eVer had.
Senator Armrnsox. I am talking about profits.
The profits of small corporations declined from an average of 9.3

to 5.5 percent.
The profits of those corporations with over $100 million in assets

went up from 11.8 to 14.6 percent, and I ask you if that does not
indicate that the high interest rates are helpful to the big corpora-
tions and harmful to the smaller ones, are good for the strong and bad
for the weak

Secretary Hum y.. Well I don't know. I do not know that the
interest rates-whether it is the interest rates or competitive condi-
tions; I do not know just what would be doing it.

Senator ANDzipSO. I am willing to say that I do not lmow, but I
am just wondering.

Secretary Hump nzy. The interest may have contributed some.
thing to it; I would think it would. But I do not think that would be
necessarily the motivating thing. I think that, as competitive relation.
ships change. you find that competition will probably have more to
do with it.

Senator A oziSON. I am going to ask Mr Chairman, to just put
into the record at this point-I cannot identify It right now, but I
know I clipped it out ofMLife magazinelon the editorial page, a little
column entitled "The Top 80 United States Companieso-And How
They Grew. Ranked by 1956 Sales."

It shows the net profits of General Motors as having gone up from
$195.7 million in 1940 to $847.8 million in 1956.

Standard Oil of New Jersey is up from $128.8 million in 1040 to
$808.5 million in 1956.

Gulf Oil has gone up from $22.1 million in 1940 to $282.6 million
In 1956.

As a small-business man I just wonder if the result of this some.
what tight money has not een that the strong get along better thanthe weakt!

Secretary HUw0UHRZ. Well, now Senator-
Senator ANDimox. I do not say tihat-all right.
Secretary HuwrAuY. You are readmn 10-year figure&
'Senator Anmm0zo.* No; I am actualy reading 18-year figures, I

grantyou that. 
I

Secretary Huwnxur. That is right. When you are reading 16
year fi6gres, the interest rates changed relatively little in 18 out of

Senator A"nsOxr. Yes; I would be the very first ontoar
th at-aSecrtu wTrm n. So why would you say that interest had much
tod6 withftt. . "' .. i'.
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Senator Axmsoo. I am oly saying to you I have not had a chin ce
to do it but I can take thee corporations over the lost few year eand
the statistics developed by the House committee still remain corrc,
that the larger corporations increased their profits over 80 percent,
while the smaller corporations had their profits dropped by 40 pernt,
and I say somewhere along the line tight money had somethng, to do
with it.

Secretary Htouxwz . I agree with that. I think it had sethin
to do with it.

The CnAwiuw. Without objection, that will be inserted in tthe
record.

(The document referred to follows:)

?Ae sop so United states oompanies-..-an how tho grow-..Ranke by 156 sales

S&1 (In billions) N4 prots (in mllo)

1940 two8 194 106

Coneral Wtotorv .................................. $1.79 $K0 0 7 $847
Stamlard Ofl of Npw Je y ............................ . 82 Y. 1 12$

United StatA 8Wl ..................................... 1.14 4.9 102. 348. 0
QOnersl Bleetri ........................................ .41 4.0
Sooony Mobil.................................. .44 1. Y1

Q r Corp ......................................... . 2 37. 190
W" oi .................................... 14 1.1 N.

owo . .............................. 2. 7 RIA

Oo............................................... .84 1.0 11. 30
Armour . ................................... 0 10 12

I .i 0 " " . .. .............. ............... i s K, I'N
........... .a .......................... . .38 111

startfard Oil of Galnu ............................. .17 1,4 92.41
Ooody' Tir ...................................... . " X2 1. 4

N io al Dairy .................................... 0...81.
Union Crbtdi & hemkl......................... .* 41
Intoational Hl arvte ................................ 8 2 i

JnteAti' ........ tor....................................LI: s U. ,

RCAo, .. ....................................... 06 21 91 0
Dtrc~tonouls 'l ...................................... .L$0.8RCuA mf....,................6 1. 108 3.
Poloer.) v t~isw............... ..... ......... 0 1.0 4.12

II 0o ......... ......................................... 1
...........................

Iordtdtoe not know Its 1940 tSmgre.

1940 totl Inelude Armot of [Isnoi sd DfawA&,

Senator Awnvsox. I will get ofR the subject of interest tes. foi a
while, which is a relief and get to the quqation of intermed ses,
bee use ths concern me, I assure you.

Does, it do any good ,to keep die supply of money in check if4he
total activity of money increases still more?

Secretary .Hvirnni . Well, the relationshp between volume and
acceleration is a very difficult problem and 1 am afraid I am nop
enough of a student to be very hepful in that regard.
..Senator.Axnasor. I used to ve a professor who talked a gvat

'deal about the velocityof trade.
.ecrqtary Hu r M x, That is right, volu e and velocity.

am Just an ordinary.businesaman, and I koW more bout e ,
ence than I do from book,.
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Senator Aimasox, Well, -do you control the amount of lending
done by the financial intermediaries, the savings banks, the insuansm
companies, the Government credit agencies the pension fund* and
the like I

Secretary Ev xaicr. You have mentioned an awfull lot there.
Senator AmRzsox. I will take them one by one.
Secretary Euwxr, Yem
Senator A oia , Savings banks. Doyou cQntol th aioWt 9o

lending done by the savings banks?
Secretary HUMaltr. DoeZ the Treasury?
Senator Axoiso. Yes.
Secretary HUtrummy. No.
Senator ANvzD N. Insurance companies ?
Secretary HUzMwrY. No.
Senator Axvisox. Government credit agencies I
Secretary Huwurnay. Some we do not control, but we participate

in the decision.
Senator AxDuwx. But do not control?
Secretary Huxmimr. We do not control it; no, But we have.

representation on some of them, and we have consultation vith them,
and under the NAC we have a coordinating responsibility with some
of them.

So that I would say that we had some effect upon the lending activi.
ties of most of the governmental agencies, but not all of them.

Senator Az Drsxo. We will come to that later.
Secretary HUxPHRY. It may be rather intangible in some respects.
Senator XAvDEsox. When Secretary Burges was testifying he told

us that the assets of commercial banks from 1952 to 19e had increased
18 percent as compared with 80 percent for life insurance wompawei
27 percent for mutual savings banks, and 90 percent for wivniga
loan associations. '

Until the monetary system or the monetary authorities have some,
way to deal with these financial intermediaries, is not the restrauiig
influence of commercial banks not going to be very great?

Secretary HuMrmia. Well, it is definitely les tl x it would be
if they all were subject to the same restraint.

Senator Asoximox. If you have a credit policy that 8ia "We are
going to tr to restrict t e operations of th e commerce nks just
a little b, but the building and loan associations can go wild, and
the life insurance companies can move into the fld and lend $100
million to an industry organization for a hundred years"

Secretary IiUMf Y. It is obviously not as effective as it would
be if they were all subject to the same operation,
I &aator Asbirpiaw. Is it not true that in the yosrs 19:4 od 105546

while the Treasur and the Federal Reserve on the one hand were,
trying to establish a, somewhat tighter money policy, that the Qov-
ernment credit agencies, on thQ ot er Iand, were inerwing the total
supply !of 1relt ? There ha been a stay irise in th, totsl Amouttt
of reit by theseQoverninentagencies.

Is there any attempt made to oordinte the credit plicis of tle 90
or so Govewnm nt agencies .

Secretary Hm ,-, Yes, th ero ', Senator; but it is 4romely
difficult because of the independent approachesto tli problem, largely

*888&..47. s.5
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In their authority from Congress, and I will cite to you the recent
housing bill1

A rt*Uest was made for anl amount of money, and it wam substait-
tinily increased by the Congress.

Sene of the agriculture] polioies are adopted by the Congress with
respect to that particular tiling, and without regard to the overall
,sleets. I think that as long as that continues, you can have just
what you Indicated a minute ago, you can hav piecemeal policies which
tre d;erent from overall policies, because they are established by
special acts of the Congres that cannot be coordinated.

Senator ANDxwnto?. "fliat is exactly what I was trying to get to,
Mr. Secreetary.

I think it is possible for the Federal Reserve group to take a posi-
tion that it would like to strict credit a little bit, and then harp
that completely nullified by the operations of Government agontes
themselves.

Secretary Ih~ auM vIn somie ar eay the paage of a law or an
it proplriation for some area that would I* just contrary to what the
other policy was.

Senator AxDmox, Tlat is why I asked you just a minute ago--
Secretary IfxtisMumtEy. We see that happen.
Senator ANDIt1soN. That is why 1 suggested a moment ago that it

might be desirable to have a, monetary commission that did look at
the overall effects of the policies. I realize it wold be a very difficult
thing to do.

Secretary Irt,3titi'iticy. Well, if the nonetr'y commission, or wiat-
ever the group was, was really authoritative so that Congress would
not pass laws that went contrary to whatever the policy was that was
adopted, or that the Executive would not do things that were con-
trary, even perhaps a more effective clearinghouse might be desirable.

Senator Am ,lnIsox. Mr. Secretary, I' based what I had said oil
experience I had in a Government agency when I felt that during it
period of great prosperity them should be some repayment of loal
heretofore made-

Secretary ]itUlHRmn. Yes.
Senator ANDERnsoN (continuing). And fomnd that we had 2 types of

lending agency: 1, dealing in hard credit, and 1 dealing in soft
credit.

Secretary 1VUrmtzr.Y. That is rigilht.
Senator AxD1R9soN. When I tried to restrict the hard credit a little

bit and get some money into the till, the people in the soft credit
agencies went out and neutralized all my work in very fine fashion.

Secretary HvUPHrar. I share your concern.
Senator ANaSON. You cannot move in two directions at the same

time and get very far with a policy.
Secretary Huxvzawu. Well, we often try. [Laughter.]
Senator AxDzwSON. I jPSt want to put in the record here that loans

and Investments of fiese Government agencies in fiscal year 1956 were
$17.1 billion; in 1957 it was $18.4 billion; in 1958, $194 billion, a rise
of15 percent in the loans and investments. 4,

But in the gtaranties and insurance, which is equally important, it
went from $61 billion in 1958to $.8 billion in 19 7, to $65.5 billion in
1958,or a riseof 28 percent.
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That is out of the 1957 budget, page 1106, and I tell you it is evidence
that redit policy does not completely succeed.

Instead of asking you to comment, Mr. Secretary, I am going to
ask Mr. Chairman, if I can put into the record some quotations to
indicate that the Treasury does not have statutory authority to cooi'di-
nate and control the activities of the various Government agencies
that insure loans to private domestic borrowers.

The C11AJMAN. Without objection, so ordered.
(The quotations referred to follow:)

IFrola pp. 20P, 41, 20, and 210 o vol. 1 the iPOS full4eale ivegtiltlon of monetary
policy ami4the management o the pubio debt, befor the Joit Cozmitteo th
11onomic report)

It will be noted from the data supplied In the answer to question 5 that the
Treasury does not have statutory authority to coordinate or control the activities'
of the various Government agencies that lend and insure loans to private domes-
tic borrowers. The policies and operations of these agencies are reviewed by
the Bureau of the Budget In the formulation of the President's Budget each year
'nd aro subject to further review by the Congress in connection with its con.
ldrntlon of the budget. The heads of the lending, insuring, and guaranteeing

ngeneles are reslonsible to the President; and the decisions which they make
omst be nde lit accordance with his litlleles, except, of course, where Congress

has Itself issued explicit policy directions for making or Insuring loans. The
heads of these agencies also frequently consult with the Treasury Department.
as referred to In the answer to question 5, In connection with their financing
matters (p. 25).

In carrying out their functions, the Federal lending agencies do not have
responsibility for the general credit and monetary situation. Their common in-
terest with the Federal Reserve rests In the fact that their activities may affect
and be affected by the credit and monetary operations bf the Federal Iteserve
System In carrying out its responsibilities for adjusting the supply, availability,
and cost of money to the changing neeils of the economy (p. 209).

The operations of Federal lending and guaranteeing agencies promote partic-
ular activities, which are regarded by the Congress as desirable or essentlal, and
they are generally Intended to do so in a way that puts available funds to more
active Use and stimulates economic activity. The policies of the Federal Reserve
may at times make It easier or more difficult for these agencies, or the insured
lenders, to raise funds.

Conversely, the existence of the demands of thqse agencies In the money
market may at times Interfere with or mike difficult the eatrying out of appro-
prints Federal Reserve policies.

No arrangements exist at present for cooperation between Federal lending
agencies as a group and the Federal Heserve System on matters that affect
credit and money. Under existing arrangements cooperation Is on an Individual
igeancy basis through the informal, voluntary efforts of the responsible officials
Such efforts have been actively encouraged by the Bureau of the Budget in It
contacts with the agencies,

Selator Awnaiso'; They do not. really consult you, Mr. Secre-
tar, these Government agencies that are lending money I

Secretary irollUMi:m . Well, some do, Senator; some much more
than others.

One illustration is the Export-Ill)port Bank and the World Bank.
We have a Director on the Board of the World Bank.

On the ot)4'r hand, tlwi'e are other where we have a very siillvoice.
_ Se tdtorAX'8u4oX. W1 ell, iii the hearing that the committeee on the

Ecoioiie Report had on the public debt, pags 212, 2069, and
270-4I ttnot going to'go through all of them-it tle3,vSa thtno

Oi1OTnte ex s at present toiecoperation" between Feeral leidi
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ies as *t gr~o up and the Federal Reserve System on matters
that a-ffect credit and money.

Uer exitill ara ents, cooperation is on an individual agency
basis throughh e infor-al, voluntary efforts of the responsible o:
icia!. Such efforts have been actively encouragsd by the .Bureau of
the budget In it's ontActs with the agencies. 1'hat is what they said.

Secretary lUvxuiuny. Well I would not think that was ezxatly
right, Now, we do not control anybody. The Congs haseen fit to
as up those things, and I approve. This. is in no way critical.

They set up those independent agencies. Let us take the Fanny
May. They set it up as an independent agency with full authority
6o go *head and run iteir business.

We have powers or rights of consultatoL, and to the extent that we
ca influence through consultation and the passmge of knowledge,
and so forth, it is helpful.

But from the point of view of having any right to coordinate, we
do not have it. BtIt neither is it fair nor right to say that there Is
none.

Senator AnwzjwON. Well, Mr. Secretary, I am going to change my
request to put these in the record because what IPhave been reading
from is the reply of the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States.

Secretary ittlunrY,. Yer.
Senator AxDwoz;. His reply to a committee of the Congres
Secretary Huvnaur. Yes;
When w that made n
Senator tmoo~r. It was not your reply. It was prepared .y

another Secretary of the Treasury, but you and I would recogz
that we depend upon staff officers in Cabinet responsIbilities, and-that
obviously the same person who prepared that for Secretary Snyder
would probably have prepared this sort of report for you.

Secrtar I[t ummur. do not know. It may be--maybe things
are a little different.

Senator Axpusarx. Well, it could be. But I have been over to the
Department of Agriculture a few times since I left it, and the same
general rules of organization still exist over there. The career people
still have a god deal to say. The question was asked-

Secrtary lru r. r do not think we are varying in our though t.a
here very much. I do not for a minute contend we have any control.

I do, however, think It is not fair to say there is no attempt at
coordiuation.

Senator AxaasoN. Well, question No. 6 before this Mometary
Committee was:

What additional authority of the Treasury Department with respect to the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the Federal lending agencies would
you osder desrble-

and so forth ?
The question was answered in this fashion-the first was:
It will be noted from the data supplied In the answer to question 5 that the

Treasury does not have statutory authority to coordinate or control the activities
at the various Government agencies that lend and Insure loans to private domestic
borrowers. te poliiet a$n opera one of these agencles are reviewed by the
Bureau of the budget in the ftmulation of the Presdents budget aj7aW an
are subject to fua rte vitew by the Mcoe In connection with Its Co defttion
of the budget.
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t2u beads of the lending, insuring and guarteeue gar e't o
to the President, and the decisions which they make must be made In neeordauco
with his policies, except, of course, where Congress ha Itself issed explicit
' olicy directions for making or Insuring loans The bead. of these saenes also
,requently consult with the Treasury Department, as rterred to i the anawee

to qetio4 0, In connection with thefr financing matters.
Seretary HRvznmr. This is all I am talking about; that Is exactly

*nat4or A mnsoir. But he says It has no statutory authority to
control It. in any way.

Secretary HTuMPURXr. That is correct. We have no right to control
them at all, except to persuade them as to what might be advisable
pol icy. It Is just what it says there.

I agree with that exactly as you read it.
Senator ANnaJwomO. I am glad to have you say that because I was

sure you would. Thor. has bieen no statutory change.
Secmtary Hum.Halr. I think maybe we try to be persuasive, I will

put it that wayo
Senator A irjmz' o. I am interested in this Mr. Secretary, because

I do not believe we will over come into full control of attempts to
regulate credit so that it does move gently up and down in a manner
that doe# not dislocate our wlole economy unless we have some control
somewhere or something to say about these Federal lending agencies.

I read now from page 209.
Secretary HvurmPUr. I think you are pursuing a very worthwhile

subject.
Senator Ammusom (reading) :

Federal lending agencies comprise more than 20 Individual agencies that make
credit available to specified types or to specified groups of private borrowers,
either by lending directly or insuring or guaranteeing loans made by private
fiancial institutions.

Altogetl~or these agoncles are responsible for a substantial volume of credit
extension. There are outstanding loans and loan guarantees, and Insurance,
domestic and foreign, has increased at an average annual rate of $5% billion
since 1940.

It has been moving along pretty rapidly in that direction.
Secretary Htmr~rnnz'. Tat Is ighl.
Senator ANm-som. Would it not be better to have an improved inte.

gration of the depatments that are concerned with the dipsal of
credit I do not want. to put it all to you exactly, but Mr. 1e11 made
some long Atatements on this when the monetary policy hearings were
on and it does strike me that-

Sccretary HumpmrY. I can say without any reservation that it is a
Fubjeef well worthy of study.

Senator Awcosrtsox. Now, there has been in your statement a good
deal about prosperity and the wide distribution of gains.

The distribution of income from 1941 to 1950 by the Department of
Commerce showed a great improvement in distribution, with low.
income groups improving their positions very substantially.

I have a 9tble which, Mr. Chairman, I would like to put in the
record at this point.

The CnmAm. Without objection, so ordered.
f tibli referred to follow :)
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It shows the average family personal income after Federal indi-
vidual income tax liability, the lowest roups increased their purchas-
In power 42 percent from 1941 to 1940. -
TRe second group, that is, the people who get from about $1,000 in

1941, and an average of $1,730 in 1950, in terms of previous dollars
they made about $9360. They increased 87 percent.

The next group increased 24 percent; the fourth group increased
10 percent, and the highest group of all had an average of $8,000 a
year and increased oily 8 percent a i a t

,Secretary Hvurimny, 6i course, that is after taxes.
Senator ArrtwitsoN. Yes.
Secretary HtiMpnRFy. That makes a big differece.
Senator ANDwamor. Yes.
The top 5 percent of all the people in the country actually had a

decrease of 2 percent because of very-high tax rates.
Secretary humitaiy. I think a more illustrative comparison would

be before taxes. But this is very valuable because this is what is left
to spend.

Senator ANDYMsON. Yes.
Have these conditions continued in the Eisenhower administration I
Secretary Htu)WJiRzr. I have not such a table, but I wil get one and

present it,
Senator 4AN~ras9pz., I think it stayed at about the level, but there has

not been any real growth i~fin lat 4 years.
Secretary HJumuvaz. I just cannot answer, but we will try to pre-

pare a table along exactly those lines and present it.
Senator A zwasoN. Thank you.
I will turn this table in, then, for the record and I will supply you,

Mr. Secretary, a copy of it later. If I forget it, which I have been
known to do you remind me of it.

Secretary If.umruaur. I will ask for It.
D (The material referred to by Senator Anderson was prepared by the
Department of Commerce and the Treasury has been advised that no
estimate of this type has been prepared for either 1955 or 1956.)

Senator AxDa'aoK. Let me go to the maturities of the Government
debt.

It has been your objective to increase the maturities of the Govern-
ment debt. Is there any hope that you see of solving that problem In
the near futureI
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I recognize the problem and I do not bry it if critically.
Secretary HIUMpjt-R. We have discusse the fficulties of it.
Of course, there is one thing which has not been stressed that I want

to mention, and that Is that tMis is one of those case where you have
to keep running in order to stand still, because the calendar keeps mov-
ing on you, andthe whole debt keeps getting a year nearer to maturity
every year that goes by, so that if you just stand still you have de
a lot of progress.

Senator ANDWaso. Yes, But---
Secretary Huuvaz. That does not do you too much good. You

ought to go much further than that, and your objectives should be to
go further.

Senator AND1yR8O. I hate to be quoting Business Week, but I find
something material in that. I noticed in the June 20 issue on financial
briefs, it says:

Government debt of $88.5 billion falls due within the next 12 months. no
biggest single maturity will be the first $12 billion of 2% notes due on Auust 1.

Now Mr. Secretary, that is just around the corner.
Secretary Huvminuy. I am very much aware of that, Mr. Senator.
Senator Axvmasot. Have you any plans for this next headache
Secretary HU JrImCY. We are doing a great deal of thinking and

planning about it all the time that I am not here. [Laughter.]
Senator Amnwwox. I will tty to turn you back to thijtk some more

as soon as I can. But I just read this paragrajph in which it mentioned
the new Secretary of the Treasury an it said lie is inheriting a gigantic
headade. If he continues selling short-term securities at whatever
price he can, debt management will be an inflationary force. But if he
attempts to stretch out the debt, the price he may have to pay for long.
term funds may raise the entire interest rate structure to a level that
would bring on a deflationary slide.

So I think we would all agre, would we not, that this question of
maturities is a very urgent and important one I

Secretary Jlumnmarx. It is an important problem and, as I said the
other day, I do not want to in any way minimize it., minimize the
,problem.

Itis a problem. I do not want to in any way minimize the fact that
we did not make the progress we had hoped to make, or anything
likwit.

But this is a problem that is with you always, and there is no solving
of this problem. This is just a problem that you move on as you can,
tind then just the passage of time keeps moving you right back to
to where you were before.

So that you lust are continuously, as long as we have this debt, with
this problem; this problem will be with us in an acute stage.

Senator Aswimmm. Now, turning to the budget for just a few
minutes, you have commented on the balanced budget.

Is it your belief that the current budget is balanc-ed ?
Secretary tU tMpJiRy. That what?
Senator A .so;. This current budget for 1058 is balanced ?
Secretary I{tMPitaRW. That is for tis year we are in right today ?
Senator Axmoamio That is right.
SecretaryHJ.ypnar, I believe it will be; yes, air. I believe if eti.

mates come out, it will be.
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Senator Airozwo. Well, It depends upon a postal increase I
Secretary Humrnavy, Yes; partly .
Senator A stwsolv. Do you tMini that postal increase is going to

be Voted V Congress has ben in session a good deal as of now.
secretary HtRrnvsr. Quito a while,.
fteator Axotsoxr, Is them any congressional adviser-and I am

now looking at one who knows as much about it as anybody--has any
congressional adviser told you that it is going to pass?

Secretary Humim-. I am going to ask him.
senator Axwritsox. Ho is too smart to predic. [Laughter.]

86cretary HUMpIRz, As you know, Senator, in these budgets there
are ups and downs and various things, and I certainly would deplore
the day that we did not feel that we could balance it.
I Senator ASnuso' . Mr. Secretary, my question is not designed to be
critical of your testimony with reference to the balanced budget. It
is only tliat I feel that one of the very hard steps that we must take
is to bring the budget in balance.

Secretary Humriuzy. I agree
Senator AlDRotsox. And have some surplus. I am worried about

it, and th* only way we can possibly bring it in balance is by reducing
expenditures.

Secretary Huxiwnr. I agree, and I could not agree more.
Senator AxDuaoi. And, Uierefore, I wmt wondering if it was not

Important to point out that the budget is only tentatively balanced.
Secretary Hwucnaa . Very close.
Senator AmsoADxO. But dangerously.
Secretary HumPHRic, Too close.
Senator Axumox. But it could be somewhat thrown out of balance.
If it is balanced, how do you account for the $1.7 billion in trust

funds which do not appear in the budget for public-road expenditures?
Senator HuMrpwzx. You see, that is not in on either side. That

was deliberately kept out on both sides just so that it could not be used.
The chairman hast I am, sure of this, the chairman has this very

firmly in wind because we worked very closely together on it. In fact,
the chairman is responsible for getting this, I think, ver wholesome
provision in that we could not take an excess and credit it as a balance
in a budget some year when we were goiig to have to spend it the next.

So that the road fund, as it now stands, I think, is a very healthy
fund and a method of doing business.

It stands on its own feet. A credit cannot be u1sed as a figure to
help balance a budget of a preceding year, and if the funds run out
the work stops. ....

Senator ADrmsox. What about the proposal that is now pending
for this so-called lease-purchase arrangement on public btudings;
Isn't that largely an attempt to get around the budget by not having
expenditures appear at the present time and spreading it over 25 years

Secretary U .HR .Well, that is following somewhat these prac-
tices that have been adopted in industry, and it is like personal credits
and all those things. It is postponing the evil day.

&Senator AND~zwoi. I admit it. But it does seem to me it we are
going to build a Federal building some place and it is going to oost

million, evn a though tey put iton a lease-purchase arrangement,
it might better show up in the budget. I admit it does not all get
spent that first year.
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What about the switch to guaranties in place of loas I
Secretary HUaMH Ty. I parscnally am very much oposed to guirq

antias. I think that we ought to rsiWst 90arntsee el'hert that
we can$

When i was a very young man my father told m. "You cn put
your n""u on the frafit of the. check but nog on the ack. " , oughtor.J

Senator Axwzasox. The National Tas Aocatioa hada bwuletin
by a Mr. Dirks an economlt, and I am sorry it Is rather long, but
I will try to rad it:

But the recent estimate of $28 billion for thfs year, which its shown on table
2, Is, perhaps, deceptive In that it does not reprtwont a real decline in aid opera,
tons, from the previous year, but only a shit in their AIiIciuI from the
Government (Commodity Credit Corporation) to the bazlintj s4tem lan the
amount of $1.2 billion.

The further reduction in expenditures indicated for fiscal 190 may prove
Illusory also.

A leveling off of agricultural exports together with acreae limitations o
wheat and cotton planting are expected to redue, price support operations only
slightly, and the main reduction in dollar expenditures thus hinges on a fairly
large turnover of funds previously invested in loans and commnodities; if this
should not materialize, larger disbursements or increased private financing will
be required.

In this connection it is to be noted also that the shift from Government
to private financinrt represents a postponement rather than a reipetion in
the ultimate cost of price support operations for the overnmMt.

That refers, of course, to a practice that you and I undertood of
things that took pJace in agriculture when some of these obligations
were shifted out to banks instead of being held by the ($overnmento

Secretary HUMrPnRzE. That is right.
Senator AvnD. Fon. Thereby the payments helped balance the bud-

get, but really (lid not help improve our financial condlflon.
Secretary ITVMPnRzy. ThatIs exactly right.
Senator Axnwusox. I am glad to have you agree with me because

that is exactly the way I thought about it.
Then to continue reading:
The decline in expenditures shown in the table (or public works and houfng

between 1058 and 1955 reflects partly a drop of $800 million, or 80 percent, In
reclamation and rlvero-and-harbors projects, together with the transfer to
private financing of over $700 million in houdng mortgage and obligations
previously finaucd by the Federal National Mortgage Asociatla and the
Public Housing Administration.

Here, as in the case of agriculture, while the shift from Government to
private financing is reducing expenditures as they are conveniently accounted,
it evidently represents a different kind of reduction than that of the defense
program, which Involves a smaller consumption of real services and materials.

Secret ryr Hum r. I think that is true, and yet that is quite dif-
ferent froma the other.

Senator Ayvnsox. Yes.
Secrtary H wmmur. The housing financing going into private

hands has a real prospect of permanence and liqidation, payment.
To that extent its a ood and wholeome and proper operation.

Senator Amnso .The point I was trying to make was you do
not balance the budget by merely failing to appropriate.

Secretary Hcmisan. No. But, on the other hand, i housing can
be fnancd privately instead of through the Government, you do no

need to include the money in th# budget th.t was privately supplied.
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Senator Aimasow. But each year now we have had expenditures
a little bit higher than we had anticipated.,

Src ry Jhrmn'uiir, That ls right
Senator ANDzwSONr. And, therefore, we probably need to be pretty

careful or we some time might ind-
Secretary Hvm nnr. I certainly agree we need to be pretty careful.

enator ADRU0ow. All right.
In your statement you comment on the rise of taxes from $5 billion

to $05 billion from 1930 to 1952-just to go to your ttatement for it
Minute. Would it not have been proper to point out that this increase
was the result of war-Secretary Humisita. Olt, yen.Senator AN'ymom (eontitflg). And would it not be also relevant

to point out that during the same period, from 1931) to 1)52, there was
an increase in the gross national product front $91 billion to $845
billion or an increase in grtss national product--

Secretary Imrrucrlay. Those are both facts.
Senator Awmwutsoi (continuing). Four times the amount of (ie

others
Secretary HIuMimRmy. Those are both facts.
Senator AswiasoN. Has there not been a substantial rise in pay-

nients of the Treasury, in the cash payments of the Treastry, all ti es
years

Secretary HUMPRiEtiY. Senator Kerr asked something about that,
and I did not quite get what it was.

Senator Amntmok. I know he did, and I said I wits not going to
try to cover old ground.

Secretary HuJirntuY. I could not quite--
Senator AzNDERsoN. Let us just take these cash receipts and 4ash

payments.
In fiscal year 1953--I wonder if I can find you a copy of that so you

call follow it
I do not guarantee this, Mr. Secretary. If this proves to be i(cr..

rect, I have no one to blame but myself, but the figures were not easy
to work out.

Inj 1958 the cash receipts from the public were about $70 billion.
That is on a calendar-year basis. I am sorry but I cannot find
figures--

Secretary Huvwtaz-r. I know; we ran into the samne trouble.
Senator ANrnmasor. Cash payments to the public ran $70.2 billion

on a calendar year basis.
I am on a fiscal basis in 1950; $77.1 billion cash receipts, $72.6 billion

cash payments.
Secretary JIumPnimY. Yes.
Senator AxtmitsoN. The 1957 estimate, $81.7 billion in cash re-

ceits; $78.2 billion in cash payments; and 1958 estimated Is $85.9
billion cash receipts from the public; and $82.9 billion payment. to
the public.

Skretary Hmennr. Yeo.
Senator ArNu-aso?4. Are not these cash figures getting up pretty

high, don't you think, because I know theer are trust funds and every-,
thing else in there.

Secrtary Hlrtrinmz. They are high, there is no question about
that. It is a terrific amount of money.
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Senator A 7ri)msox. Do you not, feel soinetines, Mr. Secretary, that
the good od practice of running a day book where you accounted for
all file money you took in each day and all the money you spent each
day would le useful after a while to see how much we actually spend
in this Government I

Secetary U th'MvuRt v. Well, our cuith accounts do pretty nearly
cover that. You mean--

Senator ANevsmsog. Our budget, we will say, is $71.8 billion.
Secretary Hu-nmrinzy. Thfat is right.
Senator A.vm ,mJx¢ But we are going to take In $85.0 billion, be.

'u1se we are taking in money for social security-
Se'retary I1tMVHIE-V. You are taking in money for all these fuilds.
Senator A Novisom. For all these extra funds, so the cash coming

into the Federal Government is pretty large.
Secretary IiTtyMnn'r . Of course, that is going to increase, Mr.

Senator, as thlcse funds grow.
Senitor ADEiisox. There was one question that came up in your

dis.,ssion witl Senator Mnone that I wanted to refer to. I am not
sure tit I hnd your question or your reply to his question correctly,
but I thought I heard you say that the one and only objective of taxes
was to raise revenue, Did f hear you correctlyI

Sec.retary JIt.IiPjYvr. You certainly did, and only except I did not
say "one." I said I thought that was the only objective.

Senator ANmvritsoN. Well, I said the one and only objective is to
raise revenue.

Secretary Jluv,,,Rn. Tlat is right.
Senator Aiwiso)N. Don't you believe that there is some distribu.

tional effects of taxes besides ihe raising of revenue ?
Secretary IU hIUnr. There are distributional effects, but they

should not be objectives.
The objective of taxes, in my opinion, should be simply to raise, in

tile fairest proportion among the people in the fairest possible way
to raise, the money the Government has to spend to pay its bills, and
the tax system should not be used for other purposes to create reforms
or to grant benefits or prejudices to one class or another or to hide
subsidies or to do any of these other thing.

Senator Aziiwists. A long time ago Adam Smith had a lot of other
ideas.

Secreta'ry ,iM'UE. Tie tax system, Senator, you know the tax
system, the power to tax is the power to destroy.

Senator ANDEUoi. Yes.
Secretary ]IuMvPHREv. Through abuse of the tax syste, you can

destroy any group, any class, any number of people, and you can
abuse the tax system in the most terrible ways if you use it for
anything but for the raising of funds as fairly distributed as possible
to pay your bills.

Senator ANmPAso.. I was in the HouSe of Representatives when
World War II started, and I recall quite well I proposed a scale of
taxation-i was not on the Ways an( MHeaus (7ommittee-which was
far more severe than even the existing tax rates or the contemplated
tax rates on the ground that one way to control inflation was to,
siphon o as much of the excess money that people were getting in
various construction jobs, and thereby prevent tile impact of that
money on our economy.

579-
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Therefore, I wondered if tax are only used to raise revue or
ever used forpubioc polcy.

Secretary Hpuimaxr. Now, wait, you are saying something quite.
different now. You are saying Are they ever uised or have they ever
been I They certainly have, but, in my opinion, they should not have
been.

Senator Amwx, I am willing to grant that I said something
that you did not may. I was trying to get to what you do say.

You say they should not have been.
Secretary H1 au'urny. That is right.
Senator ANWitIox, You do not believe in using taxes to siphon

off income, then I
Secretary Umpuljzr. I do not. I believe that the greatest abuses

can grow under cover and in hidden ways, subsidies and all sorts of
things.

Senator A1ozi, SON. Well, income taxes are not level. They are
put on to redistribute money a little bit, are they not?

Secretary Ilvunitay. No; the basis upon which we have a grad-
uated income tax is based on the fair distribution of abilit t., pay.

Senator ANnzeowm. That is another way of saying redistributing it.
Secretary UUMPIRIWY. Oh, well, the effect is, but that is not the

purpose Here is the difference.
If you decide that you want to fairly apportion a tax burden of

so many dollars over your population, and the 8 of us can pay and
will pay different rates, that is a proper way to get a fair distribution
anong the 8 of us that we will agree is fair for us to pay.

But if you want to limit me or I want to limit you so that you
just cannot have more than $2,000 of income, and I do it by putting a
tax rate, on you that will take it all away from you for the pur-
pose of limiting you, because I think your activities are not a properkind, or we do not like you or something of that kind that is a
completely wrong use, or to give the chairman a bonus because we
wantmore apples grown. [Laughter.]

Senator ADxmso. I am with the chairman. [Laughter.]
Secretary i1l.uriinr. Now, that is wrong.
Senator AxDsrONo. I have had some o his apples, and I am in

favor of giving him another bonus.
Secretary Hu3trrnur. Well, I would be for that one thing.

(Laughter.] I
Secretary Huxrmmr. But that is wrong, and I am going to illus-

trate it by a thing I have just been battling, that showshow eay it is
to create a subsidy, a hidden subsidy, and that is the thing that the
chairman and I have had such problems about--and thaf is rapid
amortization.

Now, you can create hidden subsidies through the tax systemU You
can do all sorts of things in a hidden way, and they can be very
vicious.

The minute you get off the track of raising money, that taxes a
to raise money and for no other purpose, and that the only thing to do
is to fairly apportion who you get it from, for the purpose of paying
bills and not for other erposs you will get into a lot of trouble.

Senator A wo . We ll stI feel it has certain other fiscal jobs
to do.
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Secretary HMmna. It can have other effects, but you should not
use It. You should not fall for It.

Senator ANximisox. We will not go Into that.
I want to be real sure I heard you, because If you want to only

raise money=-
Secretary Hiummazy. I am sure you heard me.
Senator ANitsom. You want to raise money for the Treasury-
Secretary HummamT. That is right.
Senator A xzasoN (continuing). The easiest thing Congress can

do is to come here and pass a manufacturers' tax or sales tax and raise
all kinds of money.

Secretary HuiHmaV. That is right.
Senator ANvuv~sozc. But it is an improper burden and a wrong bur-

den. If you want to do a fiscal job it is an easy way to do it, and that
is why I was concerned when you said the only thing about it was to
raise revenue. I think it has a real important thing to do, and I
think it has a real inflation job it can do.

Secretary Hvxmmr. I will not argue with you on that. I will
argue that with you some other time.

Senator ADzEsoN. Now, to come to inflation: Your statment con-
centrated on the problem of inflation for a long time.

We all agree, of course, that inflation is a pretty serious matter,
and we should certainly do everything possible to contain it.

But is it not also true that one of fhe fruits of a small rise of prices
is often a large rise In output Would you not agree if we had a
1-percent rise in inflation and a 5-percent rise in output that this
might be a desirable relationship I

Secretary HumPHriY. I do not know how you would get that.
Senator AN DVoN. You do have it at times. We have had periods

when you have had a little inflation and a large supply.
Secretary H mxtmzr. I# *iuld put it this way: I would rather have

the rise in output without the inflation.
Senator ANDmsoN. Well, was the record bad in World War I as

compared with 1956 and 1967 on the rise in prices?
As Senator Long pointed out, those deficits were in the order of

$75 billion in today s prices.
Secretary HtMtminR. We can add them right up here.
Let me see, you would take 1946 through-
Senator ANiJtmN. I am taking World War I. I am taking 1941

through 1945 or 1946. .
Secretary HtPmrmlY. I see; 1941 through 1945?
Senator ANrDJsoK-. That is right. I think prices rose less than

5 percent or right around 8 percent for the year through those years.
Secretary Humm myn. That is right; 6.2, I think, was the average

for the.5 years. Here it is right here: 5.2 was the average. There
was 8.6 in he last year.

Senator AxDnsox. Lat year?
Secretary Hrurtzr. Yes; 8.6 from May 1956 to May 1957.
Senator ANyritso. So that small rise was not too bad a job when

we had a $75-billion deficit, was' it t We were hitting enomous
deficitseach ear.

Secretary HeQ mny.. Ohyes; that is right.
Senator A DRsoxr. I just thought it w not too bad a Job.



Have the financial assets of consumers risen very greatly in these
recent years ?

Secretary I[VMPHRi1Y. I do not know how to answer that.
Senator Azqvmxsor. The President's economic report shows that

from 1946 to 1956 there wits an increase in selected financial assets
of consumers from $181 billion to $270 billion.

Secretary Iumvuitax. I suppose that means washing machines and
gadgets of various kinds?

Senator ANnwi,*ma. Yes.
Secretary HUMPrREY. Oh, savings? You mean liquid assets or
psical assets?
senator D.trso . Financial assets.

Senator I)rF:r. What page is that in the report?
Senator Aimmusom. Page 112.
Secretary I rui my. If it is in the report-this is what you read;

here they are. ' ley 'ent from -,hitt years were you speaking of ?
Senator ANnViox. 1946 through 1956.
Secretary Hv,3ti-y. $44.8 billion to $51 billion. That is currency.
Senator ANomnox. The financial assets went from $181 billion to

$270 billion.
Secretary HV1MPlURY. I presume that is right. This is a long list

here, we have not totaled it, but I lve no doubt that is a correct
addition.

Senator Axrnsom . I was only trying to point out that during the
last 2 years 0of th6 Trunwglxqdministration thee savings were aost
at the same percentage they have hieen driig these last 4 years.

Secretary Hum, xzRY. I think that is true.
Senator Ammmox. We would agree with that ?
Secretary IHuXPnfRRKY. Yes, they are. There is not much difference.

hiringg the Korean wir period, it was up a little but, as a whole, that is
about right. 'They are coming right along in the trend.

Senator AmEsoN . I just want to spend a little time on these Gov-eranieht fntdcusnnd thie 'ss natlinti-pjroduct.
I think "Probably if you hit e the economic report, again, of the

President, it is in the budget. These come from pages 1149 to, 101.
I do not know just how to tell you to find then.

Secretary I{umunr., The budget or the economic report
Senator A nmsox. It is the buiget..
Secretary Hmxn acr. The budget.
Senator A xSRsoN. The jross national product, I want to take that

for a minute in billions. o you have a 1946 figure there? Let-me
give you a copy of this table. This is just biad new, and I ime
Diot even had a chance to check on these figures myself, and I know
there are some changes we made in them.

But starting withl gros national product in billions in 1940, It
ran about $209billion.

Then in 1952 it was $345 billion; in 1950 it was $412 billion; in
1958 you think it is going tQ be about $450 billion?

Secretary HimWMxuui, Thav t ip an estimate.$ Senator' NxHr. And the Federal budget receipts n bihons,
*ere $38 billion; ii1952, $64.8 billion; ii 1056, $71 billion; aiid 10,
$7'S billion. , , ,
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Senator ANwxesox. In percentage of gross national product, the
eeipts were 1 percent of the gross national product i 1946; the

exact figure is 18.6.
In 192 it is 18.8; 17.2 in 1056; and 16.4 in 1958.
Secretary HvU h RP -e. They are gradually down.
Senator Az4msoz;. Yes.
And the budget expenditures in billion, $41.1 in 1946; $70.7 in 1952;

1,67.2 in 1956' tgnd $7 .8 in 1958.
But the relation of budget expenditures to the gross national prod.

uct drops from 10.7 percent to 16 percent.
The figure for 1956 should be 16.3 instead of the figure I have

on there.
Secretary 1u1MPfhiY. Yes.
These figures are correct and they are interesting and illustrative,

but you must keep in mind that on this theory you could just keep
increasing your prices until you got expenditures down to practically
nothing in relation to the inflated gross national product.

In other words, you just shove your prices up and your percentage
goes down, and you really are not making any progress at all.

Senator A~wisoN. I am coming down to No. 5 cAtegory No. 6 on
there, Mr. Secretary, which interests me a great deal.

I made a remark here one day about what Jesse Jones had said
about the payment of the national debt.

Secretary JI[vUtP RY. What was that.
Senator ANDuCsoN. He said, "We will never pay it. We will just

gradually inflate ourselves to where it is no burde.'
Secret.wy HuMPaREy. Inflate ourselves out of it?'
Senator Arzwasox. And I just call you' attention to the fact that

the national debt in 1946 was $259.5 billion; in 1952 $267.4 billion;
1950, $276.7 billion; and maybe now somewhere around $275 billion

I Ain not going tq argue. Maybe it is $270 billion# but what I aW
trying to point out is a relationship. In relation to the gross national
pr oduct tla national debt was 124 percent In 194; it wad 77 percent in
1952; 6Y percent in 196; and only 61 percent in 1958.

Secretary Ifumplenw. 4That is right. .
Senator ADEMN. Do you feel thot is probably the, only way we

are ever o to pay the-national debt?
.Seoretary A iuixaur. Well, I hope not. I hope that from. time to

tiz'ae,' td particularly at the time which I belfeve will pome somd
daY, when the World will be in -. much more peaceful condition lwhex1
there will be nmch more feeling of security in the, world thaui dere is
to~d., when there can be some rather subet-intial reductions i our ,x-
peditures for armaments and that sort of thing, I hope that M that
day we will make some real reductions in our debt.

Senator AKDusO. Well, now, does that .not llustrate the fact,
though, Mr. Secretary, that if we have a very large ,gros nationalI
pr ot.and pmtty subtqnt ial earn*g power that we certainly shoul
not go back and imicreap atsiwal.ddt, soql we I ' i,

Secretary Huxmitzr Tht iW' right.., r:,1-1
. Senator A, toN.. So when the chairmann comes ,. ref uss togive you that $3 billion of 'xra' iosrg power, he will have sOto

support from all of us, will he not f
* ,, ~ ~ i/f4
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Secretary Humxpyr. He has had strong support from me right
from the beginning except for one thing t I & not want to sto pyng
the Senators' salaries. [Laughter.]

Senator AN oo. That, I must say, is a statesmanlike position.
Secretary HUMtnIy. Seriously I believe in the debt limit. I be.

lieve in trying to live within it. Y believe that the greatest struggle
should be made to do so, and I think we ought to do it.

It is tough and it is hard, but I think it ought to be done, and I
think It is a wholesome restraint on all of us.

Senator Awnmuso. May I come to category No. 6 now on that chart,
Mr. Secretary.

Secretary HtU'MPRxy. I am not precluding, perhaps, the necessity
for coming up here and saying that we have got to, perhaps, have a
little more leeway.

Senator Awnams, I am sure the Chairman is going to be hard-
hearted and I am going to join him.

May I come to category 6, State and local government caah pay.
ments, in billions .

I would like to point out that these cash payments have gone from
$9.5 billion in 1946 to $21.6 billion in 1952o $30.4 billion in 1956; and
$84 billion estimated in 1958, which indicates a pretty subetanial
rise.

Might it not be that one of the ways that we have to worry about
inflation is not only in the control of our Federal budget but In paying
a little-bit of attention to the rise in cost of government at State and
local levels?

Secretary Huxrnur. I am sure very sure, you are right.
Senator Amuor. Well, we ha something to say the other day

about price levels. nn t s t h
What about the wholesale price level which gives an Indication of

the things to come in the increase of price even more sero than
the consumer prices in the last year I

Secretaiy.Huxwrnt. Well, no, I think, perhaps, the wholesale
prices were a little in advance.

Senator ANDvU01W. A 6-p rcent rise in wholesale as against 4 pr.
cent in the general cost of living. ). 1 .

Secretary HUMPIRY. Wholesale prices are leveling off here,,,. Your
wholesale price of all commodities here leveling off prettyirel
he.. 1956, 114, and then it runs through these month, and I. -WilJust read some months over the past year: 118,114,115,116,117,118.9,117.2, 117., llT. 117,5. ,

So we have a god manymonths whenit is fairly level.
Senator Aimtsov. Yes I but it also is A pretty good indiction to

keep your eye on it, is It not, the wholesale plt level
1ceretar H wnum . Itcertainlyi, 5.
8enator Amxamw. I have not been In politics very much, hale

Mr. Secretary I Yoti do not mind if 'get in for such a Iew second
Secretary Havtm, If it isperf tlyutual.Senator ANwusox. It is not lry bd .
,The -quet16n came up several time 'in discussion with &eiator

Mehe about ting the ,19891Dollar and ht W'Shted you tovus'th 1084
dollar. A

Secretary HUmiMRY. Our figures were all based on the 1989 dollar.
Senator Awnmsor. Mar I commend you for using the 1989 dollar,

and encourage you t continue it,
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The 1934 dollar was down during the difficulties of the depression,
and if you use the 1934 dollar as against the present dollar, the current
value does drop to 46 cents. But let me show you what you can do
with figures.

Now, Mr. Hoover was President at one time, and consumer prices
declined from 78.8 in 1929 to 55.3 in 1938.

Output dechned 81 percent unemployment increased by 11 million;
so why not compare 1929, which was the year of great prosperity,
with 1957, which is a year of great prosperity, and if you o we have
a 68.cent dollar, not a 48-cent dollar, and it is I think, a little more
encouraging. I just do not want you to go to 19i4.Secretary Hum zy. I said this morning, Senator, you can. get
quite a lot of different answers by using sets of figures.Senator AiDzisox. Yes. So I repeat that if you are going to use
the period of prosperity, which is 1929, against 1957, we have today
p 02-cent dollar.

Secretary Htvimmty. There is no magic in any of them. I think
myself that tho 1939 figures are a good criteria to go by, but there is
zu itgic in any of them.ISenator Arznrtox. In 1940, as you know, we were busy trying to
construct camps and getting ready for a war we knew was probably
ahead of us.

Secretary HUmpitiY. That is right.
Seator AN~mjrsoN. As a result, the 1940 figures are not good, and

1989 figures are fair.
Is it not true that what is also important is the rise in output as

against the rise in prices I
rotary H{umpumY. It is.

S&iator ANDPAWIV. In 1906 prices rose 1% percent, and the grow
national product in stable dollars rs 2% percent.

That is not a very good, prtportion inpieatime.
In the Truman administration, in 1948-52, there was a 1-peroent

rise !n prices aiid an increase in output of 21 percent, and the risa in
prices from April 1956 to April 1957 was conderably more than
per It.

I AMn mere trying to expres the hope in these hearings that we do
nott tiy to q.n toomany political things, because the prm-bem of' Cot-
trolling inflation is not ronflned to onopoliti qlprty, Is it

Sqcetary umpuRzm . If your political arguments are as de as
that, I will wAiv6 my Aght.

Senator ADrwwO. Thaak you.
One final word. I tried to stay out of political discussion,
.ecre~try Huwmirazy You certainly did.
Sdnatoi Axtsow. Jcuse I think thii iivery p a
$,cretary Humptax. You certainly did.

iSeiator Nnuso , Th. lastthng has to do-l *a nokhere whenao Smathers started questining you about small umnes* but I
!d, r~ what e hjdlo say, and tere was an admission by you that
lar iorporations had abed a large and increasing percentage of

ttbusiness,- &A increase in poreentag of war cpnitracte
i )ProPrAte tort sall business to come In f.or t.

. tdouotx a o ,sy,#:m rgere were justfie4 even if0L avoidance[ '

Secretary Huxpuur. No. I s~ifo,'ti um 4veR-Wr6JI0.t~e8
though some tax advantages did acrue as a result of them.

08088------8
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As. a matter of fact, the law provides, as I recall it, that it cannot
be done just for tax avoidance. It must be done for aaiwjjs
purpose.1

Senator AwnDiot. Has the law been tightened any I
Secretary Humrimy.v. Yes, it was.
Senator A ;ErIDsoN. Have mergers been stopped anywhere where the

object was tax avoidance? Do you know of a ose where it lias been t
SecretaT Hurnti=Y. I would check with the Gener l Counsel of

the Tax Division on that, but the design was to avoid, to linmit-there
was an effort at one time, and a perfectly legitimate effort, because it
was the law, that you could just buy a big loss with nothing else, and
it was thought that was not a fair or proper thing to do in that way,
and yet It was also thought that it was fair and right to protect a
group of stockholders who had gone through bad times and who were
coming up and had a good business to sell, to not take that right away
from them in the event they sold their business.

So the law was tightened up, but it did not wipe out the opportunity
to take a deductible loss.

Senator ANDROoN. I would only hope if you do find any case where
a merger was stopped because the object was solely tax avoidance, you
would list it because--

Secretary HuMPuRy. I will look for it.
Senator AND R8oN. I ran into an instance of a company that started

to close its doors, liquidate completely, go out of existence, which was
offered a' very substantial sum of money for the privilege of letting
so body else take it over because it had a tax loss.

tary Huxmuuy. Yes.
Senator ANDztso;. And it ran Into millions of dollars back in a

certain period of its existence, and I wondered it a merger had ever
been concluded solely for tax avoidance ?

Secretary Humpxnwr.' I will check and see.
The thimig is tightened, and we will see if there have been some

final decisions which have avoided it.
(See p. 668 for Secretary Humphry's reply to this question.)
Senator A D sDN. Mr. Chairman, I had another sheaf of quw "ions,

but I felt that the Secretary had been very patient with the r 'it-
tee,.and I decided that the count would not learn very much ny
asking those extra questions, and I am going to stop my round.

Secretary H uMPH r. I am very, very grateful to you.
The CHAItMAx. The questions and the answers were very Ihlumina-
What is the pleasure of the committee The Secretary hasbeen

on for 4% hours.-
Senator Aonmsox. I only stopped because I thought he might want

to take a rest.

Senator Cuuso. Mr. Chairman, I assume I am next on the list
acco ding to my seniority here, and if the chairman does not Insist. I
would like to recess until tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock, and L will
make one definite commitment, that I will not exceed over 40 or 41$
minutes in my ques t4ing. .

The .oAMAN. The committee will reces until 10 o'clock tomoro
0 w morning . ..do ed, to'

"Weruvniat 4: 15 p.m,., the committee adjurnet reeonv~ne
!0yl,95. pbt
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INVESTIGATION OF TUE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF
THE UNITED STATES

THURSDAY, JULY 11, 1957

UNITED STATES SZNATS,
CoMMzr' ON FuINA.i,

Washingto, b. C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess at 10: 05 a. m., in room 812,

Senate Office Building, Senator Harry klood Byrd (chairman) pre-
siding.

Present: Senators Byrd (chairman), KoiT, Frear Anderson, Gore,
Martin, Flanders, Mafone, Carlson, Bnnett and Jerlner.

Also present: Robert P. Mayo, chief, analysis staff, Debt Division
Office of the Secretary of the Treasur y Elizabeth B. Springer, chie)
clerk; and Samuel D. Mcflwain, special counsel.

The Cuj.tmiiz . The meeting will come to order.
The Chair recognizes Senator Carlson.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE M. HUXPHREY, SECRETARY OP THE
TREASURY-Resumed

Senator Cuusox. Mr. Secretary, I hope I do not take much of your
time. You have been so generous with it up here, and you have been
so very fine in testifying before this committee for several days, I
-think most of the questions have been, asked, mmd probably thase which
I ask will be repetitious.

I was thinking probably we had reached the point of no return, but
that is not your fault; that is our fault, if we cannot think of questions.

I do, this morning, want to get into the farm problem little. I
(to not believe this record would be complete as we survey the entire
economic structure without getting the -farm and the farm problems
into it.

We have had a very fine discussion, and I think a thorough and
exhaustive one, of labor, and corporation, and industry, and every
other phase of the economic structure,.

We have been saying around here, around this table, that the Treas-
ury is in a mess. Well, the farmer is initm mess, too, and I am going
to get your part of tho statement into the record as a basis for my
comments; I am goipg to quote from your first statement.,

In your statement of June 18 before this.committee, you stated, and
i am quoting now:

This growing prosperity has extended to nearly all sa.ents o court letyexcept the termer. - The postwar -adjustmentt In larm Income has only eelotly

been reversed, with a smailerpema lost year ;tor the frsttime in several years.
*687
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Warm Income per worker last year was $1,82 up $181 from 9w. Farm prices
have been rising moderately in the last few months and on May 15, were up 8
points above the level of a year earlier. The objective of this administration is
to enable our farm families soon to share more fully in the record prosperity
which characterixes the rest of our economy.

I want to ask you, Mr. Secretary, if you have any reason to believe
that the farmers are going to more fully share in the record prosperity
which characterizes tle rest of the economy, in the very near futue 'f
Do you see anything that gives hope and encouragement .

Secretary HutmtPARa. Well, It is again, as in all the rest of it, Sen-
ator, extremely hard to , tp look into a crystal ball and look ahead.

I'think this turn wlcl has taken place is certainly encouraging.
It is something which is a turn in the right direction, and something
which we have not seen before.

Whether there is a program that we now have which is going to be
really effective in handling our farm situation, I do not know.

These great surpluses that we have hanging over our markets, and
the accumulations of surpluses, are certain y a thing wlich gives you
pause toward saying that we are definitely and fully on the road to
complete change in the farm situation.

But, again, I must say that it is encouraging to have made a turn.
Senator Ci*azso.. I am also pleased that we have pIade this turn.
I am concerned' Mr.' Secretary. about,' flit,in, this increased-price

period, inflationary period, I am going to call it, that the consumer,
the housewife is beginning to complain, and I know, because Mrs.
(larlson complains when she goes to the store to purchase food prod-
ucts.

Secretary Humminm. That Is right.
Senator CARsoiq. And that can have and does have a very im-

portant effect on the thinking of the consumers at least as far as the
fUrpnr )V iponceried. Most lousewivet, when they go to the store,
think the farmer is'get iig rich on the prices that she has to'pay for
the goods.

And then the second thing Is, as I see it, our citizens, our people, are
becoming tax-conscious. IfI am not mistaken, we are going to take
about $4.5 billion out of the Federal Treasury for both direct and
indirect payments to agriculture this year.

Secretary Hutmaxzy. Between 4 and 5.
Senator Cmuo. Is thoright?1
Secretary HVMuwnrY. It is between 4 and 5; yes, sir.
Senator CAM.so. And is that not about a billion dollars more than

last year ?
Secretary HUMPHREvY. It has been going up.
Senator CAUSON. I am just wondering how long the taxpayers of

this country are going to accept continued and increasing Federal
appropriations for agriculture.

Secretary HMmpxnta. Well, I think your wonder is well taken, be.
cause it is a serious item, and that is why I have said I do not know
what the answer is, I do not know what th. answer to the farm problem
Is, and I am sure that there is no quick and ready and simple an-
swer toilt,

It is a problem which has grown up over a long period of year.
All sorts of remedies have been tried. A good many of them, I thik
you might say almost all of them, of the remedies which have been
tried, have simply left the situation a, little worse rather than better.

I
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. And with thewe huge surpluses, to get back to get the farmer back
into a free prie economy, is an extremely ROUT ng.

Of course, our turnup in-we have been talking here for several
days about the inflationarv prnures of *riee a nd the turnup of
price in relation to the d, K. And one oths prmcipal elements in
that turn of the last few months has been this increase in prices of
food products; and it is the turnup in food prices, I think that is
the largest element of that.

Well; of course, that immediately is felt by the housewife, by all
the housewives and by all the famies, and they feel it promptly.

It is not all, of course a turnupof farm prices. Farm prices play
a part in it, but also, I think we have to take into account the things
that the American public today demands, the form in which our food
is delivered to us, the packaging and the transportation, and all the
things that we have.

You get fresh fruit from Florida, in the Washington market every
morning. They come from all over, and there is i terrific trans.
portation problem,

And then it is all done up in cellophane and fancy packages.
Senator CARLsoN. Frozen foods.
Secretary Humpu Py. Or frozen.
And not only that, but it is put in packages. But all you have to do,

as I understand it, is put it in the oven and turn the switch and your
dinner is done.

Senator CArstoi. Of course, the processing and distribution and
the retailing of these products is--

Secretary Hvwauiy. You cannot get that for nothing.
Senator CARLSox. That is correct.
And before we get through, I am going to submit some tables for

the record which show the farmer's share of particular. food items,
such as bread and cereal and canned food, demonstrate that the farmn
her's share of the food dollar is a very small part.

Before we get into that, however, I do want to give you a table
which I think is correct. Jet us analyze this table whioh shows the
farmer's share of the gOSS national product, and the farmer's share
of the national personal income, in the yeas 1947, 1960, 1958 195k
1955, and 1956. 1 want it in the record.

If I read this table correctly, in 194T we had a grow national product
of $82.2 billion.

Secretary Huxpiur. 282.
Senator CRwo. $282.2 billion.
Secretary Humrnmnr. That is right.
Senator CAaoxo. And in 1947, tb. gross farm income was $84

billion; or the farmer received ,14.8, permt of the gross national
product. I , I

Then in 19t0, we had $ .1 billion. The farmer r *ived-,.t4at is
gross national product. The farmer received .il billon, or 11 pew,
cent, 11.2 percent, to be exact, Just 0044 round I- W I -

1A 1958 the gros national product was$86$4. billion; the farmr's
share $85 billion.

1 14 $880 billion; $88.9 billion, ,perly $04 billion or 9 percent
of thegross national product. , ! ,,
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And in 1956, last year, the goss national product was $412.billion.
The farmer's share was 8.3.D billion, say $84 billion, or 8.2 percent
of the gross national product. '

This shows the ratio has gone from 1047 at 14.6 percent of the gross
national product compared.with gross farm Income, to 8.2 percent.
Now, that is what is happening g to agriculture.

Secretary HkmpuaY. Well, ame those figures really illustrative of
difficulty or are they Illustrative of what is happening in America?

Farm ?ncom, by and large, is based on production of food.
Senator CaLsox. Correct.
Secretary Hu.iuswr. There is some farm production that goes into

industry, but it is a relatively small percentage, and has not increased
much over the past few years. So that, relatively, farm income is
food production.

Now, our gross national product has gone up by virtue of the
manufacture of all sorts of new products, manufactured products of
all kinds, new things; so you go-back to 1947 as compared to today,
and many, many millions of dollars' worth of things made today were
not made in 1947, articles that are in common use today which were
not in use at all in 1047.

Your food requirements would go up about in relation to the increase
in population, and perhaps even less than that, but through more
efficient use and reduced spoilage, and all that, you might have your
population increase and still not require quite as much food produe-
ton per capita as you did, because of the better utilization of the food.

Your gross national product might go up very greatly by making
B-52's and thousands of televisions and deep freezers and all kinds
of things which were not in existence before.

So I do not think it Indicates--that the fact the gross national
product rise faster than the volume of farm producion, I do not
think is illustrative of farm injury.

D ou see what I mean?
Senator CAxZo. I catch your point.
But if you will notice, in 1947 the gros farm income was $84

billion; and in 1950 it was $38.9 billion or $84 billion, which shows
that even with the Increased population, it has not gone up. It is
going back.

Sietary Huxnnwr. Well, it Is about the same. It stayed just,
about the same, and it has changed but very little.
Senator CAMMLON. Very little.
Secretary Huxn iaT. Except for a tiny fraction, it was the smine

each year.
Senator CAsow. That is right.
Secretary Hi xRn nmi. Now, that means that there are more people

eating, but evidently-maybe it could be through price, and maybe,
it could be through better using and less spoila-he farm popula.
tion would be serving better.

That Is not comparable at all to the gross national product.
Senator CARLSON. These figures, however, I use here, I think are

correct, which show that the-fanmer does receive less and less of the,
national personal income. 'Let us get to the second phase of that
table. This deals with national personal income.

Secretary Hunur. Yes.

S0
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Senator Cmwsox. In 1947, the national income, personal income,
was $197.2 billion. The net farm income was $17.1 billion, or 8.d
percent of the national income.

Then in 1950, $240 billion national income. The farmer received,
not $17.1billion, tut $12.8 billion, or 5.3 percent.

I will not read those intervening years, but we get down to 1956,
the national personal income now is $842.4 billion. The net farm
income in 1956 was $11.5 billion, or 8.8 percent of the national per-
sonal income.

In other words, it went from 8.6 percent in 1947 to 8.8 percent in1958..
Secretary IUMPHRzY. Well, Senator, I do not want to disparage

these figures in any way, but I do think it is only proper to point out
thas-I do not think it illustrates what is happening to the farmer,
either.

The farm population during this period has been declining.
Senator C-AtRsox. But it is 13 percent of the population of the

Nation.
Secretary I117UPHxR.Y. Yes; but it is declining.
Senator CARLso. That is true.
Secretary Hu.ri'ym. And the industrial population is increasing.
Senator CARUmox. That is correct.
Secretary Ifiunimmr. Now then, if there are just 8 of us, the chair-

man and you and myself, and we each get a third of the production,
and then we bring in another Senator into our side of the picture,
and he produces and there are 3 of us producing goods on this side,
and you are still just producing on your side, you may get just a
much per capita yourself, but your share of the total has gone down
by a quarter has it not I

Senator dARwsON'. That is right.
Secretary J11u.%Pimxzy. So that, as You stand still and as we add

more producers and mome earners to this side, the total goes up. Now,
it does not mean you are getting hurt. You are still getting as much
relatively as you got before, but you are going down.

I do not mean that these figures indicate that the farmer is getting
relatively as much, but I do say that these figures do not quite fairly,
illustrate the fact, of the discrepancy to the fainier,

Senator C(muso. Well, the farmer---
Secretay HU.N-WHRF.Y. Because, as the farmer ges down and the

others go up, why, his share of the total is bound to be less, even though
his Individual share may be staying fairly constant.

Do you see what I mean ?
Senator ('wuox. If the individual's share stays constant, Mr.,

Secretary, that is not sufficient.
Secretary Hvwmrzv. I agree. '. high
Sienatm CoGmsox. Because the farmer is sufferin from labor

costs, high machinery costs, taxes, interest, just i e vryb- elseSecretary HImbl 'ry. *i am not trymg tryi g to d theform
r*totrin tdetefrise at all. I] am simply pointing out I do not think these figure. qite

faily represent what is bappe ing to him because it does not tako
into account the difference in the number o people that work in each
of thejob ,.
. Sena or RlISMON.X I see your point there. But I do think it makes a

real problem in this Inflationary period when th farmer's in"me,
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even though there are substantially leee-we are looin about 800,000,
I think, a year from the frms o the cities, and tNis Is a 1(Oyear
period-we still do have 18 percent of the population representing
4,8,00 farms.

And these 4,800,000 farms representing 18 percent of our popula-
tion are trying to combat increased costs of the items I have mentioned,
with the personal incomes of every other phase of the economy going
up and t heirs, even if you say it Is constant, is not sufficient.

Secretary JHum, nuny. Yes, I can appreciate, I am sure there are
problem& 4Senator C~Awsox. I am not going to belabor that table any longer,
but I did want it in the record.

(The table referred to is as follows:)

[BIlJUow of dollars)

Orms Or fArm N~sthrna Not fsnuDA1101l (Wl Ratio Imm 111om Ratio
product

Perce# Pmes*
1947 ............... 2. 2 84.0 4.9 197.1 17.1 &
lg8t).. ......... .2&1 31.1 11, 240.
1963 ............... W I3S& 9.7 f 11. 68

194..... 31 33., 9. 2it..3*088 ............... 90.9 39 84 34.0 11.6
198............... 419,4 89 8.2 34.4 11.8 3.8

Senator CmSLSOt. I want to give you another table, not to discuss it
at any length, but one of the problems of agriculture, Mr. Secretary,
I thin, is the efficiency of production.

This table shows in 1940 the farm output per man-hour was 69
points based on 100 69 percent or 69 points.

In 19050 it was 11, and in 1956 it was 185.
In other words, the farmer, by his efficiency, is really hurtinghimself.
Preliminary figures Indicate that total farm production on a physi.

cal basis reached-a new record high in 1958, equivalent to 114 percent
of the 194749 average. This represents an increase of 14 percent
over the 19L;0 level and 20 percent over 1947. The biggest increase in
output In the last few years has been in livestock and products, which
last year stood at 128 percent of the base. Production of all croPs
remained unchanged at the 1955 level of 106 percent-a rate which
was previously attained in 1948. The remarkable thing about this
high level of crop production is the fact that it was harvested on the
sm]aleot acreage since the drought disaster year 1986.

This phenomenon of record output of crops and livestock on static
or declining acreages has been an outstanding characteristic of post.
war agriculture, and the answer Is, of course, to be found in the per-
eiitenf and long-term uptrend in yiede--the old Gulliver's Travelsstory about g ears of corn and 2 blades of. grass where only 1 grew
before, This increase in Yields of both crops and livestock beconee
all the more notable when the steady decline in farmworkers is con-
uldered along with the lower acreage. The Interplay of these forces Is
illustrated in the table below.

I would like to make this table a part of the record, Mr. Chairman.
The CRUXAN. Without objection, It Is'ordered.
(The table refer-d to is 6 follows:)

7 #
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Crop pro. Liestock Production Farm output
mtar fn per brt d per w

sam unito unit hgour

1940 ............................. ....... a 98 92 60
91 302 104 111

106 10 III 138

Senator CAisoxr. I want to briefly get into what is happening a
to the amount of money the farmer ge of the commodities that are
processed and retailed as food over the counter.

Food today, in ternis of purchasing power, as far, ts the purchasing
power of the consumer is concerned, is as cheap or cheaper than it
has ever been in the history, of this country.

The average factory worker today spends only 41 working hours
to secure thefood supply for his family for 1 month, while as recently
as 1952 it required 51 hours.

The increased efficiency on the farms has been reflected to the con-
sumer in treat savings.

Retail ood p rices have increased 16 percent in the past 10 years,
that is, 1947 to 1956, although prices received by farmers have declined
14 percent.

Ihave heN a comnpilation of data by the Consumers Study Sub.
committee, which was printed for the use of the Committee on ADri-
culture of the Itouse of Representatives, and is dated April 15, 1 57,
so it is fairly recent.

These at the most recent figures that I could get.
I note here that retail food prices reached a pek in 1952, and then

declined slightly in the following year.
Prices received by farmers reached their postwar peak in 1951, and

then declined steadily until 1956, when farm prices stabilized. In
1956, retail food prices began to rise again.

*' Nthe latter period of 956 and early 1957, prices received by the
farmers recovered slightly from their postwar record low level, and
the retail food prices increased even further.
. There seems to be a tendency, when farm prices stabilize or at least
iiicrease a little they get additional costs added to them, which Is
probably natural, but I do not think they come from having any effect
oI the farm sales of commodities.

The Agricultural Marketing Service of the United States, Depart.
ment of Agriculturenakes montldy estimates of the farm value and
retail, cost of a typical "market basket" of farm food products pur-
dliidd by an urbin wAge earner and clerical worker's family.

,i statistia1 series Indicates that the average worker s family
paid percent more and farmers received 17 percent less in 1956 for
the sarmkinds and quantities of food purchaitd in 1947.

I U' preito you are not Secretary of agrtdulture, You have prob-

,%ut, ,1 did want to get this m'the record and, Mr. Chairman I
would like to put this statement and the table in the record at tIs

The CHInmI . Without objection it is ordered.'
(The material referred to is as follows:)
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RV*zLz FooD ID FARM altoas, 1947-08

Retail tood prices have increased 18 percent In the loat
prices received by farmers declined 14 percent (ft. 1).'

rFouu 1
Xa0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ F o a ..... .......... .... .. . ...... ........ ...

10 yours although

,: o ..... .... ... . .-.. ...

10

90 - ----

! ... .... ...... .. L. .u u ... .

1"4 '4 049 '50 '51 '52 '5) '54 I55s$
L2947,49 • 190]

Pricoo ew d by frmers aos4rOa*il food prioe,, 1947 to date

Pr M Retail food Pries Ms- Retail Iood

Dazby prim Date prim

1 4 7.* 108.0 08 s .......0 1 0 8 5 114.0
. ..9 104. I08 ................. .08 0&,&

1,o... 918 1 " 1.................. 999 ,.,
:: : : . O U ...................... 0184 1109IJ ft I lite Ion0 ...................... 4 it

Bouro Apreultural MaketnW Service ad Bureau of Labr StatWks.

Retail food prices reached a peak In 1092, then declined slihtly In the follow-
ing 8 years Price received by famers reached their postwar peak in 1961
and then declined steadily until 1988 When farm prices stablised in 190 retail
food prices began to rise again. In the latter part of 1958 and early 1967, prices
rcelved by farmers recovered slightly from their postwar record low levels and
retail food prices increased even further.

The Agricultural Marketing Service of the United States Department -of Agri-
culture makes monthly estimates of the farm value and retail coat of a typical
"market basket" of farm food products purchased by an urban wage earner and

clerical worker's family. This statistical series Indicates that the avra
worker's family paid 5 percent more and farmers received 17 percent less In 1960
for the same kinds and quantities of food purchased in 194?.

'Price reeIvyed by farmers Include prices of nonfood products, such as tobacco, *ttoo,
teed rains and tonst crops.
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Senator CAmjsON. Now I want to discuss the table I have inserted as
to how much the farmer's share is of the retailed food commodity.
For instance, when the city family purchases bread-and this is quot.
ing now from this document, which I assmne to be correct, as the latest
study I could find:

When city families purchase bread or prepared cereal products, they pay
mostly for processing, packaging, and distributing the product-

which is what we have been discussing-
very little goes to the farmer for the raw product For example, there Is less
than 8 cents' worth of farm-produced corn in a 22-cent package of corn flakes
and only 4 cents' worth of wheat in a 28cent package of soda crackers. The
pound loaf of bread that sold at retail for an average price of 17.9 cents-

nearly 18 cents-
in 190 contained wheat having a farm value of 2.8 cents.

Slightly over 21, cents.
l might add, in 1956 farmers received only 2 to 8 cents for the sweet

corn and peas in the cans which sold at retail for 18 to 22 cents.
A can of tomatoes which retailed at 15 cents had 2.8 cents worth of
tomatoes in it.

The farm value of meat products, for instance eent change from
1947 to 1956, shows that the farm value declined 29 percent while the
retail cost declined only 5 percent.

The farm value and retail cost of several cereal products in 1947 and 1915 is
shown below.

That is shown in this table, and I want to ask, Mr. Chairman, that
this table be made a part of the record.

The CHIxRMAN. Without objection, it is ordered.
(The material referred to is as follows:)



1947 /4,8 '49 '50 '51 '52 '53 54 '55 356

,47 .49 a 1003

Ajverale prices received byv farmers for wheat, and retail prices of cereal. anid
bakery produote, 1947 to date

(10 4- 100|

Averts iRetall Averuig. Rflallprice o prices of prteos resoPdea of
Dato remove actePreals i tod flat. evdors a"d

by farmers bakery by farmers bakery
for wbeol pmoduots for wbost products

1947.................... 10.8 9 ................ .
194 .......... 10D. 6 19M.4 1a............ A90 119M
2949 8..........07. 10.7 I o .......... 91.1 12119
M 9O0 91.6 968--------------------944 IS&.
1 9 6 1 1.:O.1 1 QM6.........si 968 156

Bour: Buras ot labor Statiatim and Agtdoultui MarkeWSng Beri

The farm price of wheat dropped 7 percent and the retail prices of cereals
and bakery products increased 84 percent.

When city families purchase bread or prepared cereal products they pay
mostly for processing, packaging, and distributing the product; very little aes
to the farmer for the raw product. Por example, there is less than 8 cents
worth of farm-produced corn in a 22-cent package of corn flakes and only 4 cents

506 W M#WCIAL cW,3fo M Wa o1 + V M STATUS

WAnM A*D nnAn IM US O CSMAIS AP UrAZZM RMVoVa

The greatest divergence between the farm and retal prices In this 10-yeor
period have occurred between the farm price of wheat and the retail prlei of
eft "and bakery products (f 8),
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worth of wheat In a 26ent package of soda crackers. The pound loa of braM
that sold at retail for an average price of 17.0 cents in 19 contained wheat
havig a farm value of 2.0 ceuts. The farm value and retail coat ot several
reall products in 1047 and 196 Is shown below.

ran value Retel o

W n km pud........................................ 4.
S0 *- ................. ............. .... 4.4 

cgw a _- oun oa ............ I4 i

The Agricultural Marketing Service estimates that the farm value of all
Ingredients used in the bakery products in their "market basket" declined 18
percent from 1947 to 1066 and the retail cst Increased 81 percent.

Senator CAMWON. I hesitate to do this to you, Mr. Secretary, because
you are up here to be interrogated, but I want to get these tables in
the record.

Secretary Hvmuarzy. They are very interesting tables.
Senator CAasa . They are, really, and I did not want this record

to be completed without getting some of them in.
I have another table, and it is taken from this same report, headed

"Farm and Marketing Share of Food Expenditures, 1947-56."
The average city family spent about $1,500 for food in 1956. This

compares with about $1,100 in 1950 and $1,000 spent for food by the
average city family in 1i47-10 years ago.

Surveys of consumer food expenditures made in 1947 and 1955
indicate that the average city family of 8.8 persons spent 82 to 33 per-
cent of its income after taxes for fod in each of those years. This
is equivalent to about 80 percent of its income before tax payments.

Ten years ago, in 1947, the average urban family received an income
of only $8,349, according to the Bureau of the Census. In 1950 the
income of the average urban family had increased to $8,678 and in
1955 it was up to $4,840. The average city family's income before
payment of taxes is unofficially estimated at $5,000 in 1956.
Of the $1,500 spent by the average city family for food in 1956,

approximately $105 was paid to food importers and fishermen for
imported foods and fish; and $4W5 of this $1,500 went to farmers for
the farm-produced unprocessed foods.SThe -balance, of $980 went to the industries which proce .dtrans-
ported, and distributed the foods to the retail purchaaersc That is
shown in the table below.

I could get into great detail, but I do not want to bore you with this
because it is not your field, and you have been so kind; but I do want,
again, Mr. Chairman to put this in the record, if I may.

-The CuaxAzi. Without objection it is so ordered.
(The material referred to is as follows:)

tAXU AR)ND )IAtKWWIO XAR 0 rOOF M 1IVIPDITWs 1141-4,

Of the 1,500 spent by the Average city family for food in 196, approximately
4105 was paid to food Importers and fshermee tot imported foods and fIMa and
44 went to farmers for the tarm.prqiiced, unpr foods. The balnce
( )), went to the ageneles whh t v-1d t e and it the
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foods to the retail purbasers. Similar data for the 8 years-1947, 1000, and
1986-are shown below:

1047 IWOD ION

Avorws Inpodttur for food and be .................. Sk U$0

jttrstedpayments to |porters ant n cr n.............
ltinmta~t Ppyiwnts to unltyd states farmers ......... 0 3a

Nstimatod pena t0 to larke"t, ti&portton, m 4000ft #$wow# .......................... ON0 a$s

Of the $00 additional spent for food by the average city family In 1958 over
1947, $W5 was paid to importers and fishermen for Imported foods and fish, $45
went to farmers for tarm-produced products, and $400 went to the various proc.
etalng and marketing agencies which account for the so-called marketing margin.
This Indieates that of the $0 additional spent for food by the average family
In 1906 over 1947, 80 percept found Its way into the marketing margin and only
9 per nt went to the farmers who furnished the ednmumers more livetock
products and fewer potatoes and cereal products than 10 years earlier. The
percentage iucreae in payments to each group in 1986 over 190 and 1947 follows:

ION from-
MgY [I"'0

Payments to IUlp ters tUw fishmen ..................................... 11 00
Piynientsi o Uuit s*ttt fartmr.i ....................... .... it 17
?ayments to proOMtn4, trwa twloa. and mIarkettg 4eue ........................ 7 6

Senator (PAULSON. We have, as I have mentioned before, many prob.
lems which affect agriculture and, in my opinion, are of vital concern,
not only to the housewife and the consumer, but to the taxpayer.

What concerns me greatly is the fact that the farmer is the one
who 18 caught in this inflationry period of rising prices. It is difi.
cult to explain to the taxpayer that the farmer has to have some help
if he is to be able to compete in this present-day economy of ince
costs.

The improved standards of living in our country as a whole, with
increased labor costs increased farm nachinery costs, and other costs
which must be met by the farmer, require an increased farm income
to meet these costs.

It is my personal opinion that the farmer will suffer more the effects
from the recent steel increase in price than any other group, 16r the;
reason that his equipment is basically iron and ste.,

A tractor or a disk, and all -farm equipmw4t is primarily all iron
and steel, .Tis IS adds greatly tofarm cost L . .

It is easy for us to get the farm problem into politic& I speAk as;
a politician myself. l have mad many campaigns and we have
gone out and talked about rigid parity an& talked about fleble
parity, and I have often said that neither of them is going to solve
the farmers rpoblbin, but they nake good campaign subjects. The
present farm problem is deserving of the bet c unel and advice that
(sn, be giveitby outstanding economists and stfadontsof agricultur,

I a4 Wd~e! !gifyrnhi!v# aVi* opinion s tq how lona our t
pyers a ging tb irtmit e erinCl'asing Feter expeihii'edW
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agriculture. Last r we voted $3.5 billion to agriculture, and this,
e$4. billion, Ido not agree all of that i chargeable to agricul-
'i.: I think much of it should be charged to foreign aid and-other

relief programs, as it is a movement of surplus farm products under
Public Law 480, and other public laws.

There are Federal fund for loans for price support. There are
everl intermediate agencies that the Government actually aids with

direct appropriations and grants which accounts for the $4,600 million
appropriated to agriculture.

How long can we expect the taxpayers to permit this increase with.-
out protests

Secretary lfuuiny,, Well judging from the evidences we have
had this spring of public feeling about Government expenditures
I believe that all Government expenditures, not just farm expendi-
tumebut all Govermment expenditures, and, of course, that will par-
ticularly get back into things that are in the nature of subsidies,
are gog to be more scrutilnsed all the time, and more objected to
all the time.

And I personally believe, as I have said many times, that our Gov-
ernment expnditures ought to be more carefully scrutinized all the
time. So I think that your concern is probably justified.

Senator CuALsor. Well, Mr. Secretary, I did not want the record
to be closed without getting some of these farm figures in, which are
accurate figures, and I think they show the situation, which I believe"
is serious, in fact it is critical.

I am concerned about it, as I do come from an agricultural State.
There is a tendency to want to reduce prices on farm commodities.

For instance, this year we have the loan support or price support
out in Kansas of $2.06 a bushel on, wheat. Next year it will be $ 1.78t
unless the Congress changes it.

With 2.6 cents worth of wheat in an 18-cent loaf of bread, it does not,
make any difference whether wheat is .06 or $1.78 per bushel, as far
as the consumer i concerned, but it does make some real problems on
the farm

I want to bespeak of you-your sincern concern about this when you
get into civilian life, because I think you are going to feel it more
there than you 'have in the Treasury. You are gomg to hear more
directly from the farmers out there.

Secretary Hum uiy. I think that is probably right.
Senator CAitis . One more item, and then I am going. to be

through.
I did not want to let this session conclude without getting into house *

ing. Everybody else has been into houi4, and so I wanted toget'into
housing for about 2 minutes.

Recently I read a survey completed by a national group in' thehome bu idI fiel. the National stationn of Home Builde aIdi
they ,&ieI 0 of its better established members acro the Nationi

d iou'n bowd this survey--and I have a statement here which
I * nt to make a part of the record,-4hey found, based on his 'ure"V
tbat pricqon neo home ar up only 1 percent in ' 1917 oompa(! itlV

kcraa. t8perent 1958 aind 1.percentl 195
undrsto ed your testimony, andI have been here ivern

dayI bee tthae been you boteitio that i d46 r* say high I
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ea rates, but high interest rates plus other costs have held back some,
construction, and probably have been helpful to the home purchasorm

Based on this table and this survey of the National Association of
Home Builders, that would be correct, because the price has increased
8 percent. in 1956 and 11 percent in 1955, and only 1 percent in 1057.

Secretary IIvu'UMY. That would be further indication, an other
item to add to those we have already discussed that might indipate
that this is beginning to be effective and take hold.

Senator CARIAoN. That is one of the reasons I wanted to call thi
to the attention of the committee, #

Now, the National Association of Home Builders, in this same wur-
vey, showed that the line was held on prices, and they state, of course,
for two reason: The purchaser becomes more selective, for one thing;
and secondly, it does cost more to finance the purchase and keeping
of the home.

The typical new home in 1957 increased $200 this year, to $14,800,
des pite the increases that were reported by 88 percent of the build 
forlabor, 85 percent for land, 82 percent for materials, and 72 percent.
for promot ion.

All these increases were taken care of, and yet they only added $200
to a house of $14,800.

S eretary HIUMrnia. That is very interesting.
Senator CAwsox. I should like to have this newspaper article re-

garding this survey made a part of the record, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be inserted.
(The article referred to is as follows:)

BvflM as' Suvoyn FIND5 Naw Hours' Piucw TAO Up 1 PUMARNT OvZ1s 1050.

(By Hush U Morris)

Stabilized prices and a slackening pace in the upgrading of American homes
appear to be important secondary effects of the decline in construction of homes.

That both are occurring Is pointed up for the first time In separate surveys just
completed by two national trade groups.

After polling more than 50 of its "better established" members across the
country, the National Association of Home Builders says that prices on new
houses are up only I percent In 106 compared with increases of 8 percent in
1906 and 11 percent in 1050.

The National Association of Real Estats Boards surveyed 227 cities and t*-
ports that prices on used homes have firmed up but the turnover is slower because
of the lack of new houses.

The NAREB says that the single-family used home built since 1940 is "strop$ly
competitive" because land scarcity and rising costs have pushed up the prices
of new houses at the same time that the tight mortgage money market has helped
to reduce the volume.

It points out that new-home sales set off chainlike series of transactions.
When there are fewer homes, there are fewer used ones sold with traditionally
American "trading-up" sharply limited,

The NAHB survey says that the line was held on plrices--the typical new bore
Ipereased $200 to $14,800 this year-despite increases reported by 88 Krcent of
the builders for labor, 85 percent for land, 82 percent for materials, and 72 per.
cent for promotion.

Most of the difference was absorbed 9 ways: T4 percent of the builders
claimed lower profits, and average floorspace was the sam as 14 196--1,o0
square feetfter 5 years' expansion. I I

The survey shows that 16 percent of the builders had private financing with
minimum downpayments for 4% peyent 01 homemortgages at 80 year a '88
percent bad similar financing at 25 years.
On , e W financing, the eomparabl figures were 29 percent 4Rn4 n

percent.
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The NAHB rorts that the prevailing terms on conveutlona loans were ti*

call one-third down, 20 rears at UA percent. It motesa 1& sa4g sfm M 4
months ago.

Senator CAjusox. Mr.. Secretary, you have been moit kind, and I
certainly thank you.

Secreary HiukuMa', [ that you very much Senator.
The CHut m .. Senator Douglas has yielded to Sentr Gore, and

the Chair rLcognizes Senator Gore.
Senator (otk . Mr. Chairman, in an effort to avoid repetition of

the many many questions which have been submitted to the distin.
guiohe4 4epretary of the Treasury, I have chosen to make a brief
summary statement covering certain aspects of the problem, upon
which, after I have made 14 I will invite Secretary Hfumphry to
comment as he may wish.

At the very earliest minute I could get it from the mimeograph
machine this morning, I sent a copy of this statement to Secretary
HIunphrey. I thou that was an act of courtesy to him.

A-d before going further, I wish te record to show, W. Chairman,
that this committee has been favored almost daily during these long
sessiot s with one of the most charming ladies ever to grace the Cab!i
net wives of the United States Government, Mrs. Humphrey, who is
here today.

Seeretory Humprtlcs. That is very nice.
Senator Gozti. My first fundamental point--that was my warmup,

Mr. Secretary. [Laughter.]
My first fundamental point of difference with the position of Sec-

retary Iumphrey, as taken before this committee, concerns the na-
ture of the inflationary threat with which our country is confronted.
There is no disagreement between us as to the consequences of in-
flation.

Perhaps some of my colleagues may recall the role I played in cora-
bating inflation, both before Pearl Harbor and after. The term "in-
flationist," by which in his opening statement, Secretary Humphrey
described all those who disagree with his policy, may fit some, but does
not fit me.

Even so, there are some who, unfortunately and unwisely, consider
it an utter impossibility to be in opposition both to inflation and to
current governmental policies which allegedly are for the purpose of
combating inflation but which have notab y failed in this regard.

We have "true inflation," according to the weight of accepted au-
thority, when s increase in the uAntity of demand pro no
further increase In output and therefre spends itself entiiely in prwe
increases.

I do not believe we are in such a period or such an economic state,
On the other hand, It seems fair to conclude that Secretary Humphrey
does think we have just such a clasical inflationary condition,

Indeed, he said to this committee that further-
expansion of bank credit would mu*er.y have eabled more would.be buyers to
bid up the price of the limited supply of goods and servles.

As a further e"planation of his understanding of the current situ-
ation, Secretary JJ ,mphrey stated that:

The reason that then Inflationary presum are on us now Is because of tbo
great prosperity which the country is enjoying at the Present time. It 1 tha
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dmand-to, buftdint it to the-demand for ood, it is the demnd for U tOrmt
OthMas that or* eeodbzr ts supp3.

The Secretary also agreed with the thumbnail summary of eis views
that this Inflation "was caused by a bigger demand than productive
capacity could sup ly."

ow, as the fic have been developed no significant sarcity in
goods and- commodities ham been revealed except in a very ln ted
number of specialty items such as large structural steel shapes.a Ott
the contrary, surpluses of goods, or of productive capacity to turn out
nore goo.sare hi evidence almost everywhere we look.
The "limited supplies," as we have seen, are not in good. m but

rather, in money and credit. The "excessive" supplies, on the other
hand, as we have seen, are not in money an4 avilability of credit;
but rather, in goods and commodities.

Jhus, Mr. Chairman, we have found our economic situation to be
in sharp variance with the classical type of inflation which Secretary
Humphrey has aseed and assumed thfe situation to be.
Then, r completely rejet the position which Secretary Humphrey

has repeatedly stated to this committee that the Unite States Gov-
ernment is, and should be as helpless in marketing its securities and
In managing the public debt as a local merchant "trying to sell a fur-
lined overcoat in AugLst."

Many of the hurtful consequences of such a concept and of such
abandonment of responsibility have been developed during t'is hear-
ingand are plain for all to see.

ow, Mr. Chairman, starting with these basic disagreements as to
the nature of our problem and as to the capacity and reponsibility
of the Government to serve it fiscal necessities or to protect its fiscal
integrity, disagreement on policy to cope adequately with the situa-
tion as it is, in contrast with what it has been assumed to be is an
entirely logical, it not unavoidable, consequence.

Even if we were, contrary to fact, in a period characterized by
short supplies of goods, conuuodities, and services, and by excess
supplies of money and credit, the economic policies now being pur.
sued by this administration, admittedly of some value in such a situa-
tion, should only be used with restraint and discretion.

This would be true because of disturbing trends, both long-term
and short-term, in our economy and our society which poe a basic
threat to true free enterprise and reasonable equality of economic
opportumity, to which i will later refer; and, also, because such poli.
ces, if baaly organized or indiscriiumnately applied, tend to disar-
range and often worsen desirable distribution of goods and fair distri-
bution of income.

fBut, Mr. Chairman, when such policies are applied to the conditions
as they are today, in sharp contest to what they have been assumed
to be, these poliies are disclosed to be fallacious and hurtful because
they create imbalance, not balance; instability, not stability poorer,
not better distribution inadequate, not adequate economic gowth: and
progress1 . I ..

All this is true because these policies encourage rather tan 4is.
corage the peculiar kind of selective ptice an&d income inflation eore-
biped with, selective price and income deflation whick continue to

Wetan our momwy.

CO2
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What we haveS as I see it, is a highly seleotive, nonuniform price
and income inflation. I know of no 1etr exampl-tough thee are
others--than the current inflation i the pnce of steel.

This, as the Secretary has acknowledged, will stimulate inflation
of prices over a "wide area" of our economy.

A hardware merchant has told me that1 immediately after the recent
npc increase o stee was announce his wholesale supplier notified
himhat fencing wire would be increased $1 per bale to him.

This means higher prices for nails, hamrmers saws, refrigerators,
air conditioners, television sets, automobiles plumbing fixtures, an
down to such little thins as metal compacts, lipstick containers, locks
and keys, and to such big things as structural stel for buildings and
highway and bridge construction.

Inde , Mr. Chdrman, our whole ldustrial economy has a strong
metallic Lase. Our highly industrialized economy of today cannot
exist without a constant supply of basic metals like iron steel, copper
and aluminum. The whole Nation is dependent for steel upon a very
few, tightly controlled large corporations.

This steel price increase has not been dictated by a depleted profit
position in the steel industry. On the oontmry profits have been,
and are, enormous. This inflationary increase in the price of steel has
not been, dictated by the classical inflationary condition of demand
exceeding current productive capacity. The steel mills are currently
operating at only about 80 to 90 percent of capacity, as we have seen.
.This price increase can hardly be blamed on competition in the steel
industry.

What, then, is the season for inflating the price of steel l Well,
there is no mystery surrounding the reason for the increase in the
price of steel.

The chairman of the board of United States Steel advised the stock.
holders at the annual meeting on May 7, 1956, that a projection of
the financial needs of the company showed that they would need an
additional $140 million. He then proposed to the stockholders that
the method to use to get expansion capital "is by raising prices from
time to time-as circumstances require and permit."

Similarly, the minutes of the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey
for the meeting of the board of director on December 13, 1958, showed
that "for the first time in many years" the company was faced with
the prpbability that they would have to use something more than
internal financing to "cover replacements, modernization, and ex.
pension."

However, as it inevitably turned out, this company was able to
Increase its prices to the extent that it was unnecessary for the com.
.pany to resort to external financing.

This type of price inflation, primarily to finance expansion, is
actually encouraged, not discouraged, by current Government policies.
High interest rates and diminished possibility of competition, both
created by current policies, encourage and invite big business concerns
to finance their capital expansion and improvementin large part from
inflated prices and consequent swollen profits. I I t

In thisway, Mr. Chairman, the public is unfairly forced to pay for
the fuMier concentration of the Nation's economic strength and
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wealth in big corporations thus Intensifying the growing threat to
competition and jutsdity o enterprise.

Tus, you see, inst other elements of inflation, It woods upon

The social Intjtstice of this prnet ies can be sen In the fact that the
mae of our people are forml unfairly to pay higher prices for the
products of bie business, thus forced themselves to contribute to the
thrthe disparity of wealth and income between themselves and a

comparative few who have large holdings In sich corporate enter-

Beouse consumers are ing made to pay unfairly for added plants
and profits, through unfairly Intlated pr kee and cause of various
tax concessions, theso sockholders tllect larger and larger dividends,
and in addition can daily watch the rapid appreciation of their
fortunes,

Steal is by no means the only example of much unfair gouging of the
public by the big, the powerful, and the rieh. Inded,i this is charao-
teristiof our current economy and is encouraged and abetted by
governmental policy .

According to the statistics from the Securities and Exchange Com.
mission, corporations spent $35.1 billion in 105O for expansion and
improvement. ()f this unont, only approxintntely $10 billion came
from lonq term borrowings or new stoek isutes.

The ovorwhlming proportion cam from internal flnaneing.-n.
flated prices and swollen profits and depelititon reserve". Though
expansion financed in part by profits may be sound practice, this ex-
treine profiteering appears to me unconocionnble.

This disturbing development is not only abetted by monetary policy,
but possibly even niore by tax policy, by al)l)ointtnents to and policies
of regulatory agencies favorable, not to the public interest, but to the
very interests which such agencies atnd personnel are sitppood to regt-
late, and by other actions and policies of the Administrtion which
create what Secretary Humphrey described to us as "an Improved
climate for enterprise."

T find myself in agreement with both Secretary Humphrey and the
new Secretary-designate Mr. Anderson, that higher interest rates are
both inflationary and deilationary.

It so happens, though, that the deflationary effect of higher interest
rates is most effective in that portion of our economy in which we have
the least amount of price and income inflation-or, in some instances,
even deflation-and is most effective in that portion of our economy
in which we have administered price inflation.

Though higher interest rates, as Secretary Humphrey has said,
help one group of our people a great deal, as I see it they hurt most
people severely.

rotary 2umphrey has repeatedly referred to ation by the Oov.
eminent to hold interest rtes down as "artificial" but has refrred
to action to increase interest rates as "natural." The fact is that one
is as "artificial" as the other, both being the result of positive tion
by the Government,

Though we have hoard much about the sale of Government secu-
rities "on the nose" at what the market will take, actually Government
bonds have been deliberately sold at interest rates higher than neces-
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sary, thus placing an unneessarily heavy burden on txpayer for
many years to come,

On mwsterday in fact, Secrets, Humphrey, with characteristic
and conjndabe candor, expr the opinion that we might be bet.
tar off If he had led the market "a little more than we did."

On yesterday, too, Secrettwy fHumphrey jocularly remarked that we
ofteu try to go In two directions at once. That was in an exclhang
with Senator Anderson,

In all seriousness, that Is exactly how governmental poliies have
boon applied in some Instances.
For lastanee, in 1958, the Government raised rediscount, rats in the

Federal Ileeerve System, thus inerasing interest rates throughout the
Nation's banking system and, in the same year, not only lowered re-
serve requirements, thus expanding redi ,t but also lowered by 83%
parent., margin rmjui iimentst thus timulating speculation in cor-
porate securities.

In fact, both reserve requirements ad margin requirements are
lower even today, as they have been during the past 4 years, than
they were in January 193, even though in the period from March
lt)66 to date, Oh rediscount rate has Incrised succesively 1
tim s, thus giving suessive boosts in interest rates to the Natim's
banking system, on installnont credit and in the market plice.

Thus, Air. Chairman it will be seen that Interest rates have been in-
creased primarily for te purpose of increasing income from Intrest

The greatest artiflciality of our age is the corporation. It is a fetio
tious person, but nevertheless a legal entity. I accept the ncessity of
a corporate entity. It has been very valuable in our ecmio doinievelop.
mont.

I do question, however, the unreasonable and unjustifiable favor,
Aism toward icoine from corporate investment and other policies
which, specifically, and in general, encourage the creation of corpora.
tions and unduly encourage investment an speculation in corporate
stock.

The monetary and economic policies of the Elisenhower administra.
tion, labeled "antiinflrationary," seem to me to miss the mark. They
severely hurt, as already demonstrated, large segments of out papula.
tion and econozny particularly those segments of our eonomiy that
are characteriedby competition and multiplicity of small-b6siness
concerns, and those people who mast borrow money or buy gouds,
homes, and automobiles on time.

Major sources of inflationary pressures in our economy, on the other
hand, are augmented by, instead of repressed by then policies.

ITe result, Mr. Chairman, Is to make the big bigger, the rich richer
and to threaten the existence of a climate truly favorable to Individual
enterprise and equality of opportunity.These trends have produce conditions in our country mad attitudes
on the part of Government officials, as well as on the part of many
private citizens, which are unhealthy. We have found it possible, for
intWce, to repeal, the excess profits tax, W we have not found it

possible to increase tax exemptions for a child or an aged Oependent.
We have not found impossible to return to the prwa policy o iv-

ing somepreference in income taxation to income actually earned by
human effort but instead we have gone so far in the olpO diree-
tion as to give a tax preference to unearned income fromdividends.

Wa
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We have given vast benefits through rapid tax writeoffs to bring
about construction of more factories, even though existing productive
capacity was by no means fully util. d, but weave not :found it po.
sible to pas a school construction bill.

We have given vast interest-free loans to big business to build lants,
but programs to hel people become homeowners falter and fail be.
cause of deliberate Government policy of forcing higher and higher
interest rates on home mortgages.

In thee ways, and in many others, Mr. Chairman, our Government
is favoring material values over human values. This I challenge with
all the sircerity of my being I challenge it in whole and in part,

The resolution adopted by this committee is a broad one. It en*
cowpasse the whole economy, and is not limited, as some may have
conSl ided, to monetary and fiscal policy.

I hope this investigation will be a searching inquiry into not only
current monetary and fiscal policies, which are an important part, but
only a part, of policies or la6k of policies, action or lack of action, the
responsibility for which is partly on this committee, creating the con-
ditions which I have briefly described and which I view with alarm,
but also tax structure, economic concentration, maladjustments of dis-
tribution, threats and impediments to free enterprise, and the whole
economic fabric of our society.

_Do you wish to comment Mr. Secretary I
Secretary Huzm tis y. Well, Senator, as you have stated to the coin-

mittee, you very courteously sent me a copy of this just as soon as
you ha it, off the duplicating machine, and I had the privilege of
reiding it in the automobile as I came to the meeting.

I think this is a very full statement of your summarization of the
discussion that has gone on here for the past 4 weeks, from your
point of view. But I think it would be simply a duplication of effort
to go back over the various facts and figures and discussion and points
of view which have been brought out aud discussed here for the past
4 weeks.

So that I believe the most progress-I think this is a ver proPer
part of the record of these hearings; a very proper expression from

your point of view of what you believe, conclusions you have a right
to draw from what has gone by.

But I think it would not Ue profitable for anybody to go back and
rehearse the record again with respect to it.

Senator GoRn. Well, it was for the purpose of avoiding just such
a repetition that I gave the summary, statement Of course, I would
be pleased for you to make any statement you desire to mak ..

_f you have no further comment, I will have a few questions which
I tik have not been answered.

Secretary Humxww. Fine.
Senator Goax From time to time, you have referred to "rolling

readjustment," and "leveling off," and "rhythms" in our economy.
I would like to read a few excerpts from the Memoirs of former

President Herbert Hoover. Then rwiin afford you, an oppor-
tunity tp comment as you may wish. ai o y o

The stock boom was blowing-
I am not, in lairness to the text, reading seriatim, but selecting sen-
tmcO ,bfwr , fqw pMeM.
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The stock boom was blowing great ens when I came Into the White House,

I therefore resolved to attack the problem from several direction, in addition
to securing cooperation from the Federal Reserve System.

T To create a spirit of caution In the pUblic, I sent individually for the editors
and publishers of major newspapers and magasinm sad requested them sys,
tew#tcally warn the-country a a t peulatlon and the unduly high pries
of stocks. Post of them repndedr ith strong editorials. This had noappr.
cable effect, however.
. Secretary of the Treasury Mellon and others at my request, issued repeated
statements urging the public to convert their stocks into bonds and a
other fqrns of caution. This also had no aftoct.

MY second line of attack, 8 weeks after my inauguration, was to request Mr.
Henry M. Robinson, presdent of the First Security National Bank of Los
Angeles* to go to New Yorl4 and to talk in my name to the promoters and
bankers behind the market. But the New York bankers all scoffed at the Idea
that the market was not sound. They were certain this was a new era in whiei
old economic experience did not apply.

A dispute arose between Glovernor Young of the Federal Reserve Board and
Important banks as to whether or not the discount rates should be raised as a
brake oi i.peculation. Governor Young contended that to raise the rate simply
gave the Lkas larger returns by penalizing commercial business.

At one moment the Federal Reserve Bard's action forced money rates for
speculative purposes up to 20 percent per annum, but people who dreamed of
100 percent profit in a week were not deterred by an interest rate of 0 percent
in a year.

Mr. Young actually demonstrated the futility of the idea upon which the
Reserve System had been founded, that it could control booms. Control of
interest rates could not stop them.

The Federal Reserve Board on August 6 finally increased the discount rate
toO percent. It had no effect whatsoever on this Mississippi bubble. The stock
market slump on October 29t 1929, came 7 months after I entered the, White
House.

When the Inevitable black morning of their dream dawned, the exponents
of the new era were surprised. Promptly we had a flood of reassuring state.
merts to the anxious speculators from economists, bankers, the pre, labor
leaders. Cbarles E. Mitchell of the National City Bank announced that "the
reaction had outrun itself."

The New York Times praised the soundness of the financial structure. Mr.
Rockefeller, Mr. Morgan, Mr. Raskot all announced that they were buying
stocks.

I am not a pessimistic soul, but I was not Impressed by all this optimism,
The normal business cycle periodically must readjust disequilibriums which are
a part of the rhythm of our growing free economy, but this was more than
rhythms.

In view of this statement by the former President, that te ris-
ing of interest rates had no effect at all to stop the boom or check
the emulation in corporate issues, I wonder if you would be willing
to indicate whether you think the higher interest rates imposed for
the past 4 years have had an appreciable effect in that read.

'Secrete.q Hvmrwzur. As I have said, Senator, a number of times,
both in this hearing and previously, I do not believe that there is any
single system or any pat way or easy way of controlling the whole
economy from Washingon.I do not believe, and I think everybody must recognize, based on
the experience that we all went through as outlined by- you, that you
read from the situation in 1929, that interest rates alone or Federal
Reserve, Board action alone can prevent a reaction if excesses -ha.
occurred "in the economy of so great a nature that they, in turn, will
force revisions through econom laws.

I think, as I have said yesterday and as I have said many times
before, that we can in Government, the Government can, lean against
the wind, the Government can attempt to discorae on the upelde
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and encourage on the downide, sad C think its eforts an be h lp-
N within limits,

ido think y an be onclusive. I do not thinkany eof
the things that can b done is particuarly effective unless It is joined
in with Othmr I think that, a sotumd Rnangial pooitio"r swunld
Whoal policy"n ust follow along.

I think control of Governuent sWending is a very Important .le
ment of this whole situation. I think thefact that we are spending
so much money now for our security, that we are putting so much
money Into payrolls for the manufacture and production of goods
which make no contribution whatever to th permanent capital of
the country--and I am thinking of armaments and I am thinking of
bombs, I ain thinking of guided missilesI am thinking of long-range
bombing airplanes. We are putting billions of dolar Into those
thing and into research for the further production or the improved
production of those things all of which " into payrolls, goes into
the spending stream, goes Into the power of people to buy, and pro*
duces no goods whatever for the people to buy with the money that
goes into that spendin stream.Now, I thinkV that that situation, in and of 'itself, is a great infla-
tionary pressure It is going on in other countries of the world, and
for pretty much the same reasons.

I believe that by leaning against the wind, by attempting to
restrain excessive optimism at proper times, and to discourage ex-
cessive pesimism at other times, we can moderate swings. I hope
we can do so, and by Government financing and better control, and
continually improving Government control of expenditures, and Ul.
timately a lsseing of Government expenditures by substantial
amounts, by some way or other in this world working ot a more
secure system, so that so much of the world's effort is not directed to
the production of goods which do not contribute to the living of the
peole the armaments that I speak of, so that so much effort is not
Ni9ipated in that form but can be turned into the making of machine
tools and the building of factories and the making of goods that
people can enjoy currently add to the capital of the country or to the
living of the people. As tiat aoes on I think we hay if we are wise
and careful aid if we are flexible and do not get rigid in our positions&
T think we have an opportunity to at least iaeliorate swings, and I

~ope avoid any serious swings.Senator Goi. Mr. Secretory, that a very courteous and general
statoent of your views. I had hoped we could be a bit more specific,
thus avoiding repetition of the fields that have been covered.
' To come to a specific point: o what extent do you think corpora-
tions in positions of quasi-monopolistic suppliers are Justifld in
financing plant improvement and expansion, the acquisition of apts,
through higher prices I I I

Secretary Htm"m.-r. Won, that is a very large and Importnt
question, and I think that,-,
nT ent-- Goa Ithink you agreit isa quqston'wh
not been-

Secretar Hwa=,sm. Raised here
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Senator Goat. And in the intervot of conserving your time and
the time of the committee, and my own, I am trying to steer clearofrepetition..8tvWlMP'any. I appreciate that Senator, mwy muh and

I will try to also steer clear of It.
I think the only simple answer to the question you ask is this:

that If prices are raised to a point where you have an undue profit
from the sale of goods, those priee I would say, are too higi *nd
are improper.
It, however, the total profit that is made on the sale of goods is a

reasonable profit, and that profit s only partially ditribuWted to the
stockholders of the company and partially wihd for the improve.
ment of the property, I think that is a very fair and proe two of
corporate functions.

Now, if the profit is reasonable for the owners of the business, they
either can hae it all, if the directors declare it as dividends, anl
they then have a proper return on their money, or they ak have a
lesser retum on their money by a smaller dividend, and the balance
that is detained can very properly then be used in the expansion of
the business or the renewal or thi improvement of the bisiiee and
in the maintenance of the businem for future development.

Seator Goun. I ar heartily with that general statment.
I believe it require, however, in order to arrive at some meeting

of the minds, some interpretation of what is undue profit and what
is reasonable profit.

Secrernry UMPrUvR. I think that is right.
Senator Uoaz. Excuse meI
Secretary iHm~rxar. I think that is right.
Senator Goaw. Do you think that the profits are reasonable, or

undue, in the case of the steel industry, in which the record I bslieve
will show we have seen successive years of record dividend distribu-
tion, and also earnings retention I

Secretary Huxmeruai. Well, I think that whether they are reason-
able or not would depend very largely upon the amount of moey
that is earned upon the capital invested, the percentage that is earned
on the volume of seals, an such items as that.

I think that those measures are a fairer mmure than a omparison
whether one year is mors than another or not. It may be that a lower
year was unduly low, and that a new record earnings is just coming
up to what is reasonable, or is maybe still relatively low.

I think that until you have the figure before you, which I do not
have, to show what pect is earned on sales and what percent is
earned on Investment, it is very difficult to say whether a profit is too
high or too low, or god or bA just bemas it vompam one way or
another with a previous year.

Seator Gomn. I think that is again a statement with which I fully
agree. W. have notyet a rrved ateither a definition or a pomtiv dif
ference i point of view wimmspect to tio propriety of tine pt'it of
the steel Industry and the price Incre ses.

Do you think the $6 per tv iaoroas, Ii . prk of O wa rea-
sonables or undue

Secretary *ItipXN . W4il 1 was .ked that the friday, Senaor
Of the hesru ,- aad A samd t~is;Th& 1, haw~ beea. ouA of, 4he t
business for 4%,jyears. I have been working &or the Governmink ftw
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4%U years, and I am not prepared or qualified to aommnt on the stelbiness.
Senator G)oV. You profess no knowledge of the steel industry I
_Sek~cretary HIUIKIy. I will not go quite that far. (Laughter]

But I will say I have no current knowledge.
Senator Goa., You have not paid any attention to earnings reports I
Stretary y UMPnuEY. o;I hitve not.
Senatorbo L Company statements ,
Secretary ITUMViPREY. No; I have not received a company statement

of our company since I have been here, except the annual statement
that is published and distributed to the public.

Senator Goa& Well, maybe we can approach the problem a little
more specifically.

Secretary Humrlrr. And that is true of any business with which
I am assomited.

Senator OEa. Let us approach the problem a little more specifically
and in another way.

Is there any particular meaning in fair and proper profits in the
operation of the law of supply and demand when you are dealing with
a monopoly supper of a priuct which the Nation must have

Secretary IUVMUPHREY. Of Course, It is a little difficult for me to
answer that, because you incorporate in it a condition that I think
you have got to take into account. You say a "monopoly supplier."

Senator Gopie. Make it "quasi."
Secretar Hzawry. I do not know just what "quasi-monopoly" is.

I am sure tt-
Senator Gone, Do you know what "monopoly" f 1 '
Secretary Hummtenin'. I think I will put it this way, Senatorc I

think you and I, Senator, have quite different ideas about the degree
of competition in the steel bushiess, and in a lot of other business.

Senator Gon. I am not sure that we do.
Secretary HUM 3'xiWt. I think they are pretty ompetitive.
Senator Coaw. Well, let us see-
Secretary Hvm arisv.a. And always have been.
Senator (3ou. Let us see--
Secrebir-y HvIIPrHy. Again barring the last 4% years. They may

have varied their practices. [Laughter.]
Senator GoRE. I understand vou profs no knowledge of the last

4 years, though I believe you did not exactly say that.
Secretary EuMPRw . Idid not quite say that.
Senator oax. Do you think the other five principal steel companies

will, within a matter of a few days or few weeks, be increasing their
price of steel by $6 per ton f

Secretary Hvptmu' . I think they will approximate the samd
prices that the United States Steel Corp. has soldfor, yes, and I think
f they do not set as much for their product as their competitors do,

they heire a pro, -stupid management and I think it would be almostimpossible to seh the goos i they tried to charge more.
Senator Goiw. Well, will you please explain-- .
Secretary Hunmnir. It is just kind of an automatic thing.
Senator GoR& Will you please explain just how competition brings

about an identical price for steel bi all six of the major corporations
supplying the liation's steelI How dow competition bring, thatabout • :: ' :
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Secretly 1vucrania. I think the way price rlationshp Is estab.
li~hed IN in times of easy supply, the low man Am the price pWrty
well-4hat Is, the low man that can supply a volume; because it is pretty
hard, when there is an ample supply of goods It one producer
willing to take so many dollars for his product, is pretty bard-until
his product is all sold at least-to hav anybody else get any more.

You, as a buyer, IF there are two of us come to you as sellers, and
there Is ample material available, and I quote $5 and my competitor
quotes $10, why, I am going to get the business. And It my competi.
tor wants to participate iA the business, he in going to promptly
revise his price down to $5 in order to meet mine, in order to try to
participate In the business with you. _

The opposite is true when there is a very short spply. When there
is ahlortsupply, as you bid up, then for my steel or my materials of
any kind, the price that I will take will fix what the other people have
to take or elbe they, just automatically read thq ves out of the
market.

So that the fellow who will take the lowest price for his product is
the fenow who sets the market.

Senator Goiw. Well, Mr. Secretary, again as a general statement
I could agree with that. But will you pleae relate that, with your
very limited knowledge of the steel industry, to the ste industryI
When has there ben a soft supply situation in the steel industry I
Are we In such a situation now I

Secretary tIv uxwr. In some lines we are? and we have been.
Senator Goiw. Is the current soft supply situation repoumble forthe condition which you just described, which prqmpts six steel corn

panies to char the exact same price for steel I
Sao e to a . Well, as long as some fellow has 'it for sale,

they will Mll come to abouthis price, as I say, becauseyou ought to be a
little ashamed of yourself if you cannot get as much as th other
fellow, and you certainly cMnot get more. I I I '

Sector, Gomn. You said, though, that in cas of a soft'suppl
situation, the price would be lowered to meet the competition of the
low man.

Secretary I1moupir. That is right.
Senator Goa& When has that prevailed in the steel industry; not

during the last 4 years, bitt prior to the last 4 years
Secretary H.mwwr. Well, I think ordinarily, it has always been

about that. I think the fellow who will take the least for his product
I the fellow who fixes the price I

nator Goms. You think that I.-
Secretary Huummwr. Until he Is out of the market.'
Senator GoR. Then how is It,.Mr. Secretary, that now the man

who fixes the highest price flxes the price ?
Secretary Hximzr. Well, I am, not sum thot this is the highest

price.
Senator Gom You think there may be another -.
Secretary HummuRr. I am not at all sure but that some of the other

producers might have thought they ought to gt more,. In fact, I read
m the newspaper some veq severe comments by, the president of the
Jones & Laughlin Co., who is extremely critical of this, ndhe togt
he'oughtto h4e $l0 a ton more
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But it does not smok any difference what he thinks; if tile UVnle4
States Steel Corp., is willing to take $0, or if somebody lse is wi n
to take. $, until tiey ae sold out he has either got to sit on the #ideire
Senator 0e.t Well, now, let us analyse that a bit, Mr. Secretary,

Are we now, with current production last week at 70 percent of ca.
pacity, according to the p"" rport in A soft supply station in steel f

Secretary H umsty. I think tlere Is a imple steel in some lines,
and, as we pointed out the other day, it is ,slort in others.- They a
not all the sme.

Steel, you see, Senator, is a term which covers a wide ranp of
artile--

Senator GoRI.. understand.
Secretary Hrrna (contlauing). And some articles can Ie in

much greatr demand than others. I I
Senator Go& I am not referring to the specialty items. I 1 1t

Secretary. Ituanznt. And you cannot switch entirely from one t.
the other. It is not a thing, I mean, It you happen to be little short
of wire, yqu can just switch from bars into wire and say you have got
more wire.

Senistor Qom. Like you, I process no s-Ocial knowledge of the st
industry, but I was aware of that. fIaughter.]

-Secretary Hunmmcar. I think that is common knowledge.
Senator Gons. It would have to be pretty common, I guess, to get

down to my level in steel. ILaughter et
But I would like to get you to relate your statement to the present

situation. You say thee when there is a soft supply situation, the lo#
man fixes the price.

Ae eta. Htirxmx , And when there is x tight situation, the
buyer, te hibt bidder ofti buyers, fl the prii

Senator o All tight.
Now, which situation Is it., soft or tihI4 when United States steel

soaunceo a $6 prks inereass mad dii -ter Aive plray -1fMw the
leader" in a matter of a few dAs, as you say you antleipate they
will dot

Secretary HvmPHMYR. I think ener ty speaking, when you tkave
85 or 87 percent oper t h hat is an easier AstuatoI. That
is not a tight situeton.

eator Goes. Well, is it soft or tight, or in between
e ta H It is a reasonably soft situation.

Senator uoaL So then when-
Secetar Hux . tThere is ecess of capacity in mny lines.
Senator o:o 9Z then when the station is either, tigjg.bb-
Se"Crary- Hun isw t has boan tight, you see You are just

swinging here--as we pointed out the otUr sy, in tM past 16 months
we have gone from shotag in good masy Inyes to easiersuppie in
a godman h ies.

aor oas. Then* when the suppli situation is ti h orcewn-
y esft pries lader in both ins oe sets the '00 for all the

ee , "I M . , not neessarily. W n. '

Sentorte . I- did not say leoessariiy.
Secretary flumY When the oemmhodity Is short, d buyer Us

the fellowtbecause it depends on what the buyer will bid.
1/
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When it i easy, why, the low seller sets the price.
Senator 3oai', You say It is a reasonably soft supply situation i4

the steel industry now.
Secretary Ifxrnrujuv. That is right; and'I would think today, tmnde

today's conditions in many lines te west seller would ot ta e priee
Senator oaon. Well, you said a few moments ago that you oxewc

that all six concerns would meet the price announced by United"Stat

Secretary flurnisnim, That is right. And if they Can self tleii
goods at that competitive price and got a reasonable operation, that wIlIt
be the price.

Itthey find they cannot sell at that price, I would expect that yoo
would see somebody else cut it lower and get some businea.,

Senator Goiw. Jut a long as production-- .
Secretary HumrnRzr. As long as he can sell at his price, If you

can get $8 for your steel, I am lust a little ashamed of myself i r1
cannot sell equally with yMo and not get $. but if I cannot, rather
than shut down, I wdl" tale $5 an taxe some busies, and thit i the
way it works.

enator Gore. Do you really contend, Mr. Secretary, that the class.
sical law of supply and demand operates now and doe operate nor,
mat*Y In the steel Industry?

Secretary HimmWrM. Well, it was operating very nornally 44
yean ago.

Senator Goua. Well, I think that would require a deflnitionr of what
you call, "nxomal." Iv view of your prior knowledge of the steel
industry, not current-- I

Seeftfar' faw nY,. Well, It was opeating the way I have India
cated, when I was in it.

&eMt*r GftV6 With a very few who control the supply in an item
which the Nation must, ble to sustain Its indutri economy, you
think that the operation of the law of suply aI& demnd it normal ?

feza flwtm. hikI zi that, intyepeln
lcan M eyjuta diffculi oompetitlon and just at effect" compI I
ion with a small number of strong companies as y" ca with t large

number of wee ones. 4

Senator (*oit. I will not pursue it further. It 1i obtioas you and
Idonotag*oeonthispoint. .1

'Secretary Hvurnz.r. I think that is right, Sepator. [fLughte,)
Senator Goan. If it is not obvious to anyoneel, which I-"lea It,

has been ftorsos ime, It Is ototbvious to yo*andim.

Of court, Mr. Secretary, human beings, in many .
prodwtit tMr endtr ea t. Tkt is uo les true of Me th * M
1 ym and other. It Ip natersl, tirefotv, that we woalk hae dlffef.
ntp. nfee fviiwon thistation,to*dl asother .
i f or thisreamow th* I have been disturbed& boat the tiwhiin

0overamnt under a od"iMstwa lot In whit* pretictlly an of t
high a4cits -ea ww eaohalu ,ry *on the big bialne. segment of

SThose who ce ront th6t eitv0ronment oat, in lF sincerity think
that what its nod o~~~l ~ ~ ~ ttIh W~~iv Nowe
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can in all sincerity, confuse ownership of stock in large corporations
with ownerhip of America.

I would like to read to you what I think Is an eloquent statement of
the "trickle down" theory. On page 90 of the hearings before this
committee on H. R. 8800, April 74, 1954, I find this statement whihO
youmade:

The .recommendation to reduce double taxation of dividend income will en.
tourot the Investment of savings so that buslne can eximnd ani create more
jobs

It was only yesterday that you told Senator Anderson that taxation,
In your opinion, .should be for one purpose, and I believe one purpose
only, that of raising revenue.

This would indicate that in 1954 you had a different purpose in
mind.

Continuing the quote:
lArpely because of tax rstricttons the trend In recent years has ben sharply

away from equity Auiancing toward borrowing. 'bTis Is the wrong way for
America's economy to finance Its expansion.

Now, that comes to the point I asked you a few moments ago: To
what extent you thought it was proper for oorporat(ops 'in a quasi.
monolly supply poslion to finance expansion from prieett and profit
inereas price azirt profit inflation, rather than fro equity financing.

In 1954, you said this was the wrong way for America's economy to
lhianee i ta expansion. Is that your view today I

Secretary It'mptrm. Well, now, you have asked two questions, and
let me answer them onie at a thno.

Senator Gon I beg your pardon; I did not mean to be unfair in
submitting them.

Secretary Humrnuy, That is right; but you have asked two ques-
tions, and r will just answer them one at a tinie.

Senator Gow& Fne.
Secretary TI[uMrnPIm. Tie first question you asked, if I had a dif-

fernt view 4 years ago, about taxation thanj. had yesterday when. I
was talking to Senator Anderson--

Senator Goiw. That Nvas not a question. That was a statement
You may treat iitas a question.

Secretary I[UMrtumnn. I want to correct it, because it Is a mis-
statement,

Senator Got WhyI
Secrtaq UMaonsr. It is not correct. I have had exactly that

same vew, and if you will j hk into many of my speaches at that
time, yvou will find exact the statement I made yesterday, I made
t that time. t It
The reason that I favored t that time, and still favor a reduction

In the double taxation of dividends is because, as I A to Senator
Anderson yesterday, I believe that in raising the amount of money
we hve to have to p our bills, it should b as fairly distributed as
possible, and I think it is unfair to tax double the dividends that are

%arned by eorporations. I think it i's double tsation on ths same
money.

We limit It to a limited number of peple, and thow, aro the people
Sr orpoation ..

whoa re, advocted ,and recommended an I advocate and

recommend, that thut double taxation be ellmlatedt
/
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I did not recommend that it be done all at once, because I thought
that was too much of an adjustment to take at one step. I reco.-
mended that we start it, and you will find in my statemita at that
time I aid I hope this will be a start, and that we will go further as
other countries, such as Canada and Britain and other places, lave
done in eliminating the double taxation, which I believe Is unfair to
this group of people.

I said as well as being fair, more fair or reasonably fair to that group
of people by starting to eliminate that double taxation, it is 10bane-
ficial to the leople at large because it does help to Increase our pro.
ductive capacity throughout the country.

So it served a double rurlhe. But the purpose was to get a fairer
distribution of the charge of taxation, and avoid a double tx

As to the second uoston--
Senator G(at. Way .
Secretary luvmiaxay. Well, we will pursue the first one.
Senator Goat. You have presented what, to me, is an utterly un-

acceptable concept, conclusion, and recommendation.
It Is your view now that actually there should be no tax whatever on

income from corporate dividends .
Secretary HUMpunxr. I am not sure that it should be none. At

least to the extent that the corporation pays the tax, there should be
none.

Now, then, I am not sure, and that question has not been raised yet
because we have never approached that lmint. But with our scale, our
increasing scale of taxation, it may be that if you ever approach that
lpin, you would, want to consider, and we did think about It and
consider it, a credit of the corportte tax against the individual tax,
which would not eliminate the highest rate of tax.It was thought best to do it this way as a start. We thought this
was the simplest and the fairest way to start to do it.

Senator Gomm. But you have stated, as you have said, previously,
and you restated a few moments ago, that ultimately you think the tax
on corporate dividends should be eliminated.

Secretary lluxPRiar. No, I have just stated again to you--
Senator Goa. There was a slight difference between your two

ftatements.
secretary Huxrsizzy. I think the double tax-let me puat it thisway: I think the double tax on corprat dividends should be elmi-

nated.1, I do not think the corporation and the individual should both
p&y tax on the same money. , t

Senator Goat. Then you think that if, the corporate rate is 62
perent-

Senator Huummrx. At least to that extent the income should not
be double-taxed to the shareholder.

Senator Goiw. You think, then, dividends should have what kiad
of credit in taxation I

Swertary Hxrpnuar. Well---
Senator iota. Will you spell that out!

ore r. Huxmuwr. Well the kind of keredit we adoted was-in
favor--

Senator GQot Well, to reach, your podi of having m, what you
call double; taxation, i iloh I 4, we do not now have*, but aooeptbg
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your definition of the term, to what extent would you give dividend
credit to eliminate what you call double taxation I .

Secretary HuMmour. Well, I would start as we. have started, and
I would keep increasing it as adjustments could be mad4 could
ptrpely be iade, as you; go along.
A&I "y, I do not think you can do it all st once.
Senator Gonw. Well, at what dividend credit would you arrive,

when ybu arrive at the goal. which you have described, adwhich you
raeo.*mend, as complete elimination of double taxation t

Secretary Hu owxr. That is a long way in the future, Senator--
Senator Goiw. I am not asking you to estimate tile time.
Secretary Humxraar (contnung). When you are going to do it,

because .ini you make these adjustments, they will have to be made a
step at a time, Just as you do with a great many other adjustment&

We have made a lot of adjustments in that in the bill, the tax-revision
bill. We made a lot of adjustments, I think all of which were bene-
ficial agoo many of which were simply step in the right direction.
And tRink you have to take it a step at a time.

$watos Oozl, I did not ask you Mr. Secretary, as to wlen you
thought we could arrive at that oint. I was trying to elicit from
you a nmthematical estimate of Ihe tax credit which would be nec-
Msary.

Secretary Huiminy. I would like to eliminate the double tax-
ation

Senator Go=w. This is what I am trying to find out: What income
credit, what dividend credit, what tax crdit, what rate would be
necessary to eliminate what you call double taxation I

Secreta-. HujnnMzr. Wel, it would depend on what the rates
were at the time you were talking about.
. Senator Goan. Lot us take a given rate at 62 percent for corporate
taxes.

Secretary Hummr. I do not know just what you me*& You
cannot,.- , r '

Senator Gou. Well, the pment dividend credit does not eliminate
what you cag double taation, does it ?

&cretary Hummmu .That is right. It is just a atep toward it.
Senator Goiw. I am trying to ask what rate would be necesar I
SbQeLeyHuxwur. i wobld eliminate all of the double taxation,

if youcsM finally reach that point.
&6"w GowL Wel I am rying to ask you what the rate would

when you reached that point, i f you had a 59 peent Corpornt. rate ?
SsIrrywo Well, would be 52pefcent.
Senator DoR& You would give a 52-perent tax credit

Senator GoR. It took us a long time to pt there
I bmtau Hxmumr. I did nt know what you were driving 5t I

could not niake It out.
Senator Go=. I apologize for my 6i1 es in making mysef clear

on that.
1:Nqowhuhastatiyo)t p~stion., Iwi o arguswith you about
the fiction of double taxation. That is an argument which has gone
onforawnbe tinu ' I eomplbt.Iy rejecth. veryShor o double taxa.,
imbha! such a thimn as double taioi involve in thataxaoe.

of a corporation on tlTe one hand, and individual income from divi-
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dends on the other. The corporation is a legal person, and so is a
stockholder. Whether or not the corporation is a person, I will not

since you have stated this position, do you think there

should be a graduated system of corporation taxes I'
SecretaHTuxnmur. No, I do not. I am opposed to that.
And the reason I w opposed toi Senator, is his: that I think a
rn who has $6, 000 to invest should not have to pay on the earnings

that go to, that will eventually come to, that $5,000, a greater tax if
that money is invested in A company than if it were invested in the
B company.

In other words, i think the same $5,00O should pay the same tax,
should not pay more than the same tax, iw the corporations, whether
it is a big corporation or a little one, in which the investment is
made.

.enator Gom. Thew you weuld be opposed, I take it, to the preferen.
tial rate now given to the small corporation.

Secretary Hulnzr. Well, not necemarily. That is not a gradu.
ated tax like the individual income tax.

I think you can well have, for many purposes, you can well have
a beg'nning division, such as you have in lots of things. These things,
the theory and the practice, never completely work out for many
reasosl, and many conditions and I thiik that a beginning rate for
a particular size,-both from the practical point of view of collection,
and from the practical point of view of getting the money and the cost
and otpons& 61 getting the money, collecting the monsy--and that is
one of the things we always have to have much in our minds-is a
porf~el~'propordrvisoa."

Now, just what that beginning rate might be, or that rate below
which you would not trX to collect that amount, it is hard to say.
Whether the present one is correct, or whether it should be higher or
lower, I an not arguing that. I am saying that it is perfectly proper
to take something of that kfnd.

nator CoA As a matterof equity I
Secretary HvIxnirn. As a matter of equity and commonsense andenforcement.' '

Senator Goaz. Mr. Secretary, I believe you said eterday, or you
said earlier-and I do not wish to pursue this particular pInt other
than in pxepr atioq. for mother question-that it would, be" almost it-
possjblo to sell a long-tarm Goviinment bond now at any reasonable
raeo of i....st.

Secretary HvxMJrP. U thhi that it right.
Senato Goxv. Then', Mr. Secretary, if te government gave a 52

percent deduction on income from corporate investment, how could
you eve? selt a Government bon,, the income from which is taWed?

Secretary HIuxramr. Oh I think.l it would ha ilat"ely_ little
effecL They are entirely dilterent kinds of buyers. T-ey go for en-
tirely different purposes.. And, you see, there are alf sorts of in,
v"t biT stor a* wt fus one group of people ths all want the

SOnice h awhile you get I lot of them Who a want to buy some

particular stock" ad thn you get into troubb with that stock,! Then
goes, too high. Or they al et disgste with it at once, and it

gooedt-o-low.
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Senator GoRI. Lot us take a given investor.
.eretry Hvuxninr. But you have all sorts of investors who re

qutre different kinds of investments, who want their money In dif.
ferent sorts of forms, their security In different sorts of former and I
think that, within limits, and only within limits, stocks and Govern.
ment bonds are in competition, and they are relatively low limit.

In many cases the invetors are prohibite by law, the buyers of
bonds would be prohibited by law, from buying stocks, or only a
smal percentage of stocks

Senator Gon. You know, yesterday when Senator Anderson sug.
gested that he was going to give you a demonstration of what could
be done with figures and-dolars, rthought that was the most venture.
some action that I had ever seen him utidertake.I am almost in the position of equal trepidation in ging that,
in iy opinion even with my limited knowledge of the, investing in-
stinct of the Aerican people, you have just given us a6 completely
fallacious answer.

Let us take a given investor.
Secretary HuMxnRy. Let us take a savings bank.
Senator Goew. Well, let us take Charley Wilson.
SeeretAry !uwavir. Now, wait a mnute. Let us take a savings

bank. They have a lot more money than Charley Wilson,
Senator Gow. You know, since he has been mentioned, F think Mrs.

Wilson may be right. We may have Irpoed on "Charley."
Secretary Huxnw. I think that is right.
Senator Goa. If he hiad investd in Government bond., he might

have lost about a million dollars.
Secretary HIuxrmwr. Well, you asked me a question. Les me an-

swer that.
Senate Gon. All right.
Secretary H wiuyw, Let us take the biggest investors in this

country. 1t us take insurance companies. They, by law, can only
Invest a portion of their investments in sto*k .

Let us take pension trusts. o ust oly t a 99A pro-
portion.

Let us take savings banks, let us take commercial banks They only
buy a certain amount. _ e.

Senator Gosu Before you thxcuse me.L
Secretary Rvwar. Those are th great big investors
Let us take a lot of funds of various kinds, endowment funds and

things of that kind. They have only a limited amount qf stock that
they wil buy, and some of them by law can buy.

Senator Goss, Well, have you completed your answer?
Secretary Humar. Yes. And 'ose are the big investors
Senator (loax,'Well~ to begin with, insuronee corlpaxnis occupy a

wholly different situaton, taxwis .
Secretary Hvxnumw . Wel, they havea speeia -l tW great

problem to us, frankly. . 4, , .,, . ., , . i I 1 1

Senator Goem I doi not wish to 3Qito i,~Iwuocco1
edge that difference.

secretary H rwsmnr. I know. But they dohve a s ,,taz
ituAtion, which is a rt problem. . ,air , 4 • o... .,,
Seaitor (o4M, wouldIt bIt MWA e And 4ar,tp onq I

from your answer that under the cfrcumstatoes whch t

Ot
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mend, investment in Government bonds would be almost excluively
by financial institutions

Secret H m . No. We have about, I think we have per.
haps.-wel, I would not say it Is the largest, but a large class of
investors, we have about 40 million people im Amoerio% that own about
$40 billion worth of savings bonds. p tie

Senator Goua. You are speaking of the prwet time I
Secretary Huxvwmr. Right now. o q y o t .
Senator Goat. But I am speaking of, Ouestioning you on, te by.

potheses of a 52-percent tax ore& on Income from corporate In-
vestment.

Secretary 1vumnzumr. I do not think that would change your
saving bonds at all. The people who buy savings bonds want, if
they buy stocks at all, they want diversity in their portfolios, and
they want their money in different form They want It for a difer-
ent purpose.

Senator Goat. For reasons satisfactory to yourself, which i, will
not question, you do not want to take Secretary Wilson as an example.

Suppose you take me as an example. I am willing to serve as an
example, Say I have $1,000, and I want to invest it in a security. I
can invest in General Motors stock or United States Steel or General
Dynamics or Industrial Rayon or some other corporation, and the
income I receive from that investment is going to be, in major degree
tax free. * 9

Secretary Humaw,. No; it would be some degree. It will pay
one tax.

Senator ANnmawOx. You do not mean that.
Seretary HuMramwr. Well the corporation pays a tax on it.
Senator Goa. I was not tang about the corporationinmcome,
Secretary Huxrnmr. That Is right,.
Senator GoRz. I am talking about the income to me from an in.

vestment. We are talking about me now.
Secretary Hux' z-Tsr.hat is right.
kemletor Goa, I have $1,000, let us suppose.
&secret&r Hvmrm .. hat is right.
Senator Goat. Tht is a fine sup idon, and it makes me feel guod.
l wife is laughing. (Laught.rJ
At us go to another corporation, A. T. T. I can buy a 6.p mt

stock. I can do so, and the income to me from that stok ii going
to be largely tax free.

Secretary Huv naw. Yes.
Senator Goat. How do you think you could persuade me to buy a"}Liapbrey-Jumpty"?!' ;'wn
Se~. .~etemyluiaar. Well, it, will all deped on what you wat

to do with Your money.
Senator GoR& You understand, I rfer to that mo ,
Secretar Hvml-"- t. I Iunderstand.:
~ator Uoiw I did notmean to bedaoourt oiuetary Hz a .rNott at ll...,.Sptor~a t n twsgnal ~i~~It:,Evraryr~ rTalrg W"
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It would in depeid Oft what you wante to do with your money,
or how much of your money you wanted-- . .t

ro o Mnt Iimbtutthre#. 1havoneth I wasttodo
with my myne this $1( oa oing to invest: I want to get the
bed retum psimble T emt takeome--

Secretaryxu zr. And you an not- ,

Senator Gous (contiutng) A,4 kep,.
cretar Hu axr. And yoe renot inteiwet in your prin-

Sentor z.x I was, going into that next
Seretar HuwXPRRx. I think most people are quite intereted in
Senator =. I was coming to that next. Let us. ftst, talk about

the income. I am makings I-peanemt investment now.
How ould you as Seare" o the Treasury, pvsuad.Albe, Gore

s normally seisih individual, and with some reasonable degree oi
prudeinee t* buy a Govenment bond the income frm which would
be subject to normal taxation, when I could invest in a cor pote
stock, the income from which would blpraetially, if not entire e
from taxation 1,

Secretary Hurmmv. I think I would just classify you as a very
tough customer aind pass you up and go, and sell one of-

Idenator Goat. All right. I am going to pas you up that way, too,
Secreta HVm, Nwi, New, walt a finute. I would not just, sop

there.
I would just pass you and then I would go to 1 of the 40 mil.

eion people w ar new sllng MiniVbOnd to, and I would sell them
another 1wr

Senator Goaw Well, Mr. Seretw1y.
- Srtw3 Hvwimn. JA. let, m finish.

Senator Got. All 'right. ~niio ol aig
Secretal7 Huwxinar. We We som 40 -million pl s1tvinp

bonds, which I think are vwy gpo for them to have, ant vry good
for us to have, and I think thiy are the best setur ty in the world.
And ** hma, sold, thealu those savings bonds, xad they do not. begin
to pay as much money as people caw get on a lot of other seimuties
that th.* would, buy.

And yt* while you are, suh &-tough customer that I would not
compete against you, I would sell to 40 million others E*ery daywe sell boids at a lower return than peq an buy st fo or other

Sin ator Goat. Mr. Secretary, I will conclude by Just cmnmenting
that- 5 Oink Ohs* yew1 , parlay, undea'stimate the intelligence and
prudence of the American people. I do npt -think yoe wll find a
many suckeissO&that.

Secretary HumPrIWZ. Well woMveotw them, It that is. what you
call them, butI do no. 'lunitl xtho=N W pople'in the world.
! ~ughter.] I think they an tte m sm t -th mao able and
worl, andIhave got the greatest'.onfidenge in, then ' ...

Senator Gouw. YOU know, aUkF.Wt a et*av I Ae you
a question a while ago, and wehave been talking about something else
for about 80 minutes.

i'
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.The wtion asked .was .To vf*wkAtnk4, yo new tbink cor-
porations should finance their capital expansion, imlryqewats a 4
oquisition of assets, from iatwail Aandnng, ary i view of
thM fact that in 1954 you said rids I' the wrong way h,,Amercs's
economy to finance itsszp aio .

Secretary uwwaMy. Well, I-am afraid you are misinterpreting the
words. I sAd equity financing.

Senator Govw. May I read -the two sentences, so we will both under.
stand it I

Secretary Huxpmwr. Just read it.
Senator Gou. I certainly do not wish to put any wor4s in your

mouth.
Secretary Hmuwz r. I just thing you got a wrong i'apresuion now.
Senator GoRa. Let me read the two sentences together, and I tJink

that will clarify it in my own mind, it I am con used.
Largely because ot tax restrictions, the trend in "ceat years has ban sha-piy

away from equity laoeis tmwd borrowla This Is the w srg way tot
AMMeIMes4ceatomy e Aoco t ezaWoU.

I think I did place a little more emphasis on being "away from
equity fnancing"-

Secretary HuMPPEr. That is right.
Senator Gou. Than your statementdid.
Secret!ry HtmmRs. You see, equity financing, Senator when a

corporation earns a dollar and only pays a half dollar to the stock-
holder instead of the whole dollar, and uses the other half dollar of
that stockholer's money to improve or replace its property, that is
equi financing ,and that is one of the ways that you get eqity
financing, that you build up the equity as opposed to the deabt and ta t
is exactly what said they ought do, andl say itagain today.

I believe in that, and I1believe that the equity should be built up in
the investment in the company, either by the sale of stock or by the
use of money that would oherwise go to the stockholder, and the-y are
both exactly the same, they, serve exactly the same puVpose, snd they
buildup the equity as oppoed to the debt

And Eat i exactly what those words say and what they mean.
Senator Gore. Now I will be epeeiflc. 1 gae, in my sabt.ment,

figures obtained from the Securities and Exc-hange Cosmimie n o
wich [ do not believe you have expressed an opinion, and which figures
I do not believe have been previously presented to the committee, to
wit, that corporations spent $85 billion plus in capital epnsion and
improvement in 1956, of which amount only about $10 billion cans
from either equity financing or borrowing. The remaining $14 billion
plus came from internal financing.

Do you think that is a healthy condition?
Secretary HumPHuYr. That is equity financing.
Senato'rqon.L Do you think that isa healthy condition?
Secretary Iluxpn . I do not know. I do not know whether

it would be better for that money to be paid out to the sto elders,
and then they have to turn az and and buy new ioet It Is proty
SGm 1Well, d6 you think that is a result of undue roflte

or ftssOVkAbN Ptoglt.?V
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Secretary H-m- ur. I do not think it has a thing to do, zem-
sarily, with profits.

Let me put It this wayt If lam a cor ration and the corporation
has a hundred dollars iivested and on th $100 it earns $4, would
saa that I thought that was probably a reasonable earning,

Now then, if with that 4 Ipay out $2 to a stockholders andre-
tain, $2, Iput that in, tat builds up the equity as agaizwt the debt
position of the corporation, and that is sound Lialcing.

I might, instead of that pay out $1 and retain $3 to build it UP,
or I might pay no dividend at all and build up $4.

In any event, I am building tie equity in the corporation which
is good corporate financing. 1d if I can still induce stockholders
to stay wit me, I can build up good, sound corporate financing
in that way.

But as a rule, your stockholders, and if we had any like you,
you would want a return and I would have to pay $2 or $8 of tie
earning out and be left with $1, or maybe with 50 cents.

Sen tor GoRz. You know, Mr. Secretary I have come to admire
you in many respects in these 4 weeks, and though I fear it would
not appeal to you, I have often thought you would be a good college
professor. You can give such-

Secretary HumPinty. I have had a lot of hard things said about
m& but-.LaughterJ.

Se enator Gos. Well, the particular qualification you have shown
is the ability to give very fine and pleasant-sounding lectures, largely
general, and without current reality. [Laughter.]

Now, it so happens that currently, corporations are both paying
the highest dividends and retaining the hIghest amount of profit,
and doing the greatest amount of internal financing. And I am
asking you if, in our current inflationary situation, that is healthy
for the country?

Secretary HVmUY. I have to get back, Senator to whether
the profits earned are unreasonable or reasonable profits. I think
that s where we get---

Senator Goiw. 'I am asking you.
Secretary Hvmrman-. I do not think you can just arbitrarily say

they are or are not.
There may be, I nm perfectly willing to go along with you, there

may be companies which are makhg more money than is a rea-
sonable profit There may be some that are not. I can mention 2
or 8 of those that I happen to know about.

But without knowing or without a study, I do not think you can
generalize on this. I think you have to look at it--.-

Senator Goiw. That is just what you have been doing.
Secretary HutnrmPuF-. No. I have tried not to.
Let me just call your attention to this which I think might be help.

ful to your thinking.
Senator Goax. I am sure it would.
Secreta Huwmnr. I have here this Flononii Indicator, and it

shows on page 8 that, as it happened, the undistributed profits ng
overa perofyears here from 1980 to 1956, the undistributed Mte
were higher in 1948 than in any other year, and they were higher
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in 1960 than in any other year but 1948, and since that time they have
been substantially lower.

Senator (ou. Undistributed, based on what, now ?
Scretar H mimu r. On earnings, the amount of eaings undis-

tributed of corporate profits.
One ol those is a war year, and one of them is peace year. I will

just read them so you will have them in mind.
Senator Goan. Thank you very much.
To get to-
Secretary uimPn.Rz. It is not just a current phenomenon at all.

It is a thing that varies from time to time.
Senator (oim. Well, I do not wish to go into a review of the figures

on the percentage of profits as between largo business and small
business. I believe Senator Anderson covered that yesterday. It
has been referred to 2 or 8 times.

Secretary Huxrmur. I think that is right.
Senator GeRo. I think the record shows that the trend has been

steadily upward on rate of profit per dollar sales for the large, and
steadily downward on rate of profit for the emnall.

Secretary HUxrmnr. I think those are the figures he put in
yesterday.

Senator Gou. Yes.
I want to read to you a statement from Mr. Ben Fairles. Do you

know Mr. Fairless I
Secretary Hvxwu . Very well. I have know him for 40 years
Senator Goat. Is he familiar with the steel industry?
Secretary Huwmiuy. Indeed he is, and I think-well, he is still

in it
Senator Goat. But you are not.
Secretary Huwmurn. Not yet.
Senator Gox. He said:
So I come finally to financing through the sale of new stock. This i a

blatoric American way and a completely appropriate means of acquiring ftnds
for fnancing new factlittes or expading old ones.

Do you endorse that?
Secretary HumPH .-r. The sale of common stock ?
Senator (oRu I will read the statement again.
Secretary HummR.. Yes.
Senator (iju (reading) :

This In A historic American way So I come finally to financing. through
the sale of stock,

Secretary Hux mi.t. Yes; that is right.
Senator Gon (reading):
T l Is a historic Ameircan way and a completely appropriate means of a6.

quiring funds for financing new facilities or expeding old one&
Secretary Hramn r. I agree to that.
Senator Goa. Then do you agree with the statement of the presi-

dent of-
Secretary HuMxnm. Just to clear it up, it is not the only way.

It is a historic wa
Senator Gon. You saw this one coming, Mr. Secretary. (Laughter.]
Secretary Hmxnmrr. Well, I Juder-
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Senator Gw*s. That is all right. You are as good a batter aTed
Williams, but you do not have any of his bad habi-t.

Secretary Huvrminr. Thank you very much. [Laughter.]
Senator OoiA. Then do you agree or diagree with the statement

made in th minutes of the Standard Oil Cimpany of New Jersey
that- lot m B read it, excuse me:

"For the first time in many years '-4hat is not what I am looking
for. I am looking for the one just above that.

The chairman of the board of the United States Steel Co. proposed to the
stckholdier-,.-

Secretary HumpHnr. When was this?
Senator Gow. This was this year.
Secretary HumfPnRy. This year?
Senator Goes. No, I am sorry. It was May 7, 106. Let me read

the statement:
The chairman of the bosed of United Mtates Steel advised theja koldeve at

the annual meeting on May T, 195%, that a projection of the financial needs of the
company showed that they would need an additional $140 nnillion. , Us then
proposed to the stockholders that the method to use to got expansioa capital
No by ratang prices from time to tlme-*a circumstances require and permit.'

Secretary HUMPritur. If that results in an inordinately hih price
and profit, I do not think it would be right. If what it means by his
statement is; that his prices would permit a reasonable profit, and'that
with the earning of a reasonable profit he would withhold part of it,
distribute part of it and withhold part of it, I think it would be a very
proper way to conduct a business.

Senator Gou. Well, then, to complete----
Secretary Hummmy. It all gets back, Senator-I think we can just

agree, it all gets back to whether by some means you ars gouging the
public on unreasonable prices; and if you are, I do not care wlt you
do with the money it s not good for the country.

If what you mae is a reasonable profit, it is good tor the country,
If you do not make a reasonable profit, if you cannot make a reasonabl
profit at all it is not good for the country.

Senator o!. You know, that sounds exactly like one of the ser-
monettes we have been hearing down at the White House. But it has
no effect whatsoever, as Mr. fover has said, on the practice and von-
duct of big business.

I think that is a fine statement. I applaud it. But it is not the
way to handle this situation. Excuse me, I do not mean to be un-
pleasant, but that is just a generalization that does not apply to the
question at all.

If I may, I would like to continue to read tho brief exoerpt from
your te timony, which I earlier described as an eloquent tat em o
the "trikle down" theory. [Reding:]

I might add there, Mr. Chairman, that twre Is nothing more important, In
my oplniou, for the future of America tha to encourage widespr4 lavestmmat
in American business.

Senator Gso (reading):
America needs big buinss, It rquires big business, big enterpria % to do

things In big ways that a big country = to have% throtgh eorpwate owmmaerip.
The division of corporate ownership, the extension ofit, the encuraging of
millions of small Investors to participate in the ownership of America and
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American produetiv ower *i In nk mind, one of the greatest thlnp that can
be done for thi ot&Wty and the strength of America in te tuturs.

That ends the quotation which I desired to read.
I believe you said yesterday-.-.--..
Sectary Huxpn y. I would be glad to confirm that, every bit of

it,pagain today. I believe that, every bit of it.
Senator Goitz. Mr. Secretary, I have noticed that one of your admir-

able traits is that you are utterly unashamed of your views (laugh.

Ielieve you have said repeatedly to the committee that one of the
areas of the reatest inflation pressure was in plant expansion.

Secretary 1Hux ZY. That wha I I did not get the first part ofyour queston.
Senator Gous I believe you stated yesterday to Senator Anderson,

and I think you have stated several times previously-and I only
raise it as a preface to a question which has not been asked--thatj in
your opinion one area of the most severe inflationary pressure-.--,

Secreta iuxvPmx. At the moment.
Senator itx (continuing). At the moment, was in plant expansion.
Secretary Huwminw. That is right. I think it was proceeding

more rapidly than could be readily a1orbed.
Senator Goat. I find, Mr. Secretary, that you recommended the

rapid depreciation provisions of the 1954 tax law for exactly that

Secretary Humi-1r. Not that it all be done at once; that it be con.
tinuous. I believe that we have to have in this country a continuous
epaion of plant and a continuous improvement of plant.

I believe that we ought to have, just as rapidly as possible, old
equipment made obsolete and moved out, and new equipment come in.

I ihink that is what amises individual earning power, I think that io
what raises our standard of living in America,ecause, as we can con.
tinually improve our processes and improve our power and improve
our machinery, we increase the productivity of a man; and as thi pro.
ductivity of a man in' so does the standard of living in America.

But, on the other hand if everybody tries to do the whole job all at
once, you can have a perid of congestion, which is what we have been
in in the ast year or so, and whicK I think perhaps-I hope I am jus.
tifled in it-is leveling off a little bit, and that everybody is not going
totry to do it all at once.

You can have too much of a good thing. You can eat too much
esko. But that does not mean that *aia is not good,','

Senator Go. You have stated that you a oppe to the rapid
amortization gram, largely because it is discriminatory

Secretary Hur'nwmny. It is unfairly distributed.
Senator Goax. It is unfairly distributed.
Then would it be reasonable to assume that you would favor it for all

corporations if applied evenly I
ewstary Hunmwr. No; I think not. I think that rapid amorti.

ition was--and I am not criticizing its original use; I think it could
have been done better, by direct subsidy, but let's not get, into that--
it was designed as a form of subsidy to stimulate development for war
needs.
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We need certain things badly in the war, and this was designed to
stimulate the rapid production of those thing we needed 'for war, to
fight the war wth, and we needed then quick and they adopted this
means of providing a subsidy for that purp oe.

Now, as I say, I think if you were looking at it all new, a direct
subsidy would have been a little more appropriate, but this worked,
and it did accomplish that purpose

The thing I objected to was carrying a war expedient and only
justified as a war expedient, over into a peacetime or a sereipeacetime
operation.

Senator GoRa I believe the record shows that the first time you
objected to it at least publicly, to this committee, was in 1955.

Secretary A&uxnnmzy. I have forgotten when it was, but I believe it
was in this committee that I made the first public objection to that and
criticized it and started to curtail it.

Senator Gom. I am sure it was in 1955. What is the difference in
principle--

Secretary HI rrly. Between that and the depreciationI
Senator Goa. Between that and the rapid depreciation ached.tiles--

Secretary lfurniRy. Well, there is a great difference, Senator.
Rapid depreciation applies to everybody, right across the board.

Senator Goai Yes.
Secretary HutruuR. This applies to a select few. I am in favor

of givinf it--I think, as nearly as you can if you can make things
ap) icab e to everyone, to treat everybody fairly and treat them all
alike as nearly as you can, that is the way to do it. I do not'like to
pick outa few and give them a special subsidy.

Senator Gou. I had not quite completed the statement of my
question.

Secretary Hvxmuwr. Excuse me.
Senator Goat What difference in principle is there, other than the

lack of uniform application, between the rapid amortization certifl.
cats and the rapid epreciation provisions of the 1954 lawI

Secretary Hux zmx. There is not any difference except in these
two things: One is in the method of application, and the other is In
the amount.

Senator GoRL. There is no difference In principle I
Secretary Iu{zUM Y. That is right. But it is those two things

that make one bad and the other one good.
Senator Goa. Well then would itbe reasonable to assume that you

would favor Increasing and further opening up and liberalizing the
depreciation allowances in the tax law ?

Secretary. H mrww. I have oppoid, as you know, tax changes
because I did not feel we could afford it, and if the time come--

Senator Goas You mean tax reductions t
Secretary Hvxrmzn. Tax reductions.
When the time comes we can afford it, and that we can make another

series of adjustments fairly across the board to make fair divisions
among the people in the payment of their taxes, we have given a good
deal of serious thought to extending it, the possibility of extending
this depreciation provision to secondhand machinery.
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thI think if we could afford to do it, and could work it out fairly with
the demands and the rights of other people, that it would be rather
substantial asmistaice, to small business particularly if they had the
right not only to depreciate new machinery but secondhand mchinery
on this same basisand I would favor that,-

Senator GoPw You are familiar-
Secretary Huwmr (continuing)..At the appropriate time.
Senator GoR. You are familiar with that quo9ttion, "Oh, that

mine enemy had written a book."
Secretary Huwxuiwy. That what?
Senator Goa& "Oh, that mine enemy had written a book."
I think that sometimes applies equally to testimony before con-

gressional committees-
Secretury Huxwaitr. I am sure it does.
Senator Gom In line with your interesting observation to Senator

Anderson yesterday that taxes should be only for the pu of rsi
ing revenue, I find that on page 95 of the hearings on H. I. 8000, in
the discusion of depreciation, you said: "Her again, the pu~rem
is to stimulate employment, plant expansion and modernization.I

Secretary HumviUUr. And that always happens when you fairly
apportion your taxes. Apy fair distribution of your taxes among
your people will do those things, and they will follow.

Senator Gow.m So, as long as the purposes of the tax are to bring
fair and equitable treatment, you favor those, even though It is not
for the purpose of raising revenue I

Secretary Houx ur. It is for the purpose of racing revenue.
That will get you the most revenue.

Senator Goim Well, I have one more question, Mr. Secretary, and
I am going to try to finish by 19: 80 so we can enjoy lunch.

No one has ased you to describe the steps through which you go
and the people to whom you talk in the actual flotation of a bond iMi I

Secretary Humonr. That is right.
Senator Gons. Would you mind enlightening me and the committee

on the sale of a bond issue?
Secretry H m y. Yes; I would be very glad to.
Senator Goa Allright. , . I I
Secretary Hum mzar. And it has not been brought up at all.
Senator Ron& That is right.
Senator HUXMIP.RY. Let's talk about just what we are doing now.

We are getting ready for a; refinancing job to be done here i just a
short tine. 14

We have some people in the Treasury whose job it is to be in touch'
with various people, various security buyers around the country; and
they have been for the last few weeks and few days, out around the
country talking to prospective buyers, seeing what their situation is,
what their portfolios are, what moneys they are likely to have to
invest, about what their demands would be, and the kind of things
that they are interested in the kind of things they have been buying.

They come back and mae those reports to us, and we are collecting
those report.

We have communicated with insurance companies as to their sits
tion; we have communicated with a good many banks as to theirs.

Mr. Burgess was yesterday talking with a group of Federal Reerve
people, as to the situations in their communities throughout the
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UuitW State withrmpect to their bond market sad with rawet tobow thing a a I and wha tho prospects ae for the sa of bonds
thr .o th*,UnilW Sta-s.
j We wlL baN ne t Mooday and Tuesday a committee of investment

bankers who largely reprsent dealers in- Government seourit* who
are skilled, whose bui iem it ie to sell (3oernmet securities to buy
andell 4w~wihavetlVn. *. * , I

And Mr..Mmsle her. who is our "Por sJttjOjmh ad Iam sure you have obeed that he is eert in his sta tics---.
Senator Goat. A bit too much so.
Secrstaty IlwcWUuur' (6ontiouan 1  b .I n hilstatstcs

[,ughtr--he Presents the isituation to L teus them
a nearly as Wpsible who owns these bonds now and wheie they are
and what our borrowing requirement, will be. 0 ,

And titn we oak thin for their suggestions and p ions as to the
kind of security and the rate, and the various terms ohe security that
they wold imue if it was their Job to do this

They an< e, a mmitow whio& is a standing committee that is ap.
Pointed by the Investment Bankers Amociatlon from security dealers
al over le United States, They oome here at their own eapens,
em-with no cos to us, and they ive us their advice. The ns day,
the come in and al r portomnkea xrtteomeW and to all of us

The follow day there a committee appointed 1 the American
Bankers Asoiation and that group, o trough the sme proem
independently and they come in and make tir report.
, Then, after we get all these thing together and we have the pot
as to what various groups of people wud recommend and 'we have
the repotsa nearly, . we ean grt them of wha the demand .i and
what the buyers' portions ar% ten we sft down and go into a sae
and figure out what we ought to put out.

80eAo Goa Who is with you when you are in that trane
Semary HMPHRexr. It is all of us in the T, and I take

ti iAal respmisibility and my, "This is what we wll doa-.,
Senator Goaw How long does this trance last , - f " *
Secretary Hu-mmur. And room nd that to the Prsdent.
Well, it goes over-maybe that is one of the resons I, have been

slow on your questons It gme over quite a little period
when you are studying . .

S enamt I does not last 4 yea
seretar Huuw . No. 4laught6e.)
senator on.Who are the prospecative# buyers now for -ogteam

Seetaury Hvxwam. For long-term bonds I I do not as I said
be*oIdo not believe thire are ma+ prospective buyers ft long.-
term bondo today ,'

S wtorGnev Do you itowof anyl
Secretwy Hum r. I do no no. W tried it out, wt have Inves-

&*d Idoa no, f ny 1oo~term prsetve buyers

I would not say there were not some, but there are not for large

Senator GoR. 'Yodoot know of any for any amount
Secret H - - m. Well, I hav. nt- do not know of anythat

would be intesA i lawF amounts; no.

r.'Ir.
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Senator Goe. Could you recall to how many people, and to whom

you talked with respect to the issue of the $1.0 billion of S%-pernt
bonds in 19551secretary Hu nnx, Wellj we went through this samepoeW;
and I should say, all in all, there were maybe 250 people altogeer
whom opinions or from whom information has bon obtained; maybe
it was even more than that.

Sepqtor Gous. Did those people indicate, to you that they would
not buy the bonds at a rate les than 83 percent .
8sevty. HHxrtnlzr. Well, my judment at that time was that

that wMg what it would take to sPl tfhe amount of bonds that we
wanted to sell, and that that was the lowest rate at which we could
feel some assurance of being able to sell that amount of bonds;

Senator Goxi. I did not understand yeu. "
Secretary HVJ rmyv. You see, there is nothing exact about this

Senator. You have to gage it th'I best you tan, ,.nd if you &,age R
wrong, you do not sell your issue. If you gage it right you sell your
Issue. And if you are too liberal, why, you have made a mistake

Senator Goat. I am not sure you mean to sa exactly what you have
said. In all fairness, I had understood that it was a matter of judg.
ment on your part-whether the judgment was good or bad, time may
tell.

Secretary Humuniar. That is right.
Senator Gom (continuing). That the national interest would be

served by selling bonds a litle aboys the market rate. I understood
you to sy to Senator Anderson yesterday that, indeed, we might be
better off today it you bad led th market 11# little more than we did."

Secretary Hxnnvne. What I meant by, that is exactly what I
hie sui td, You hit", to , pice ait issue at a price that will movethe seurlty '' . ',

Now, ify went to sell s lot of securities and kee ping back to
those meuwities on rising mrket, which we have ha you have tobeep ,SteppIng It ...

tor Ms. uu have to keep leading the market a little; is that

what you meanI
secvfry HVmasv. -Well, you want to be as near the market as

you can and still you have got to have a product to sell that is a little
better than is being offered currently, or else they will buy the current
one, Instead of yours.

It is just like selling cattle or anything else. If you want to be
Xf 'youhave got a whole load of cattle to sell and you want to be
sure that you are going to make your sale, you have to pries um at
a price thaTt. wilget you e bu snes ifn ad of giving It to a
competitor.

:,Senator -Got&. I had understoo-a*t WaI have been under the
impu a , Mr. e ret--hat the /l4 ceat bond issue to which
I have een referring was deliberately Aed above what you thought
the market would be, and that as a reult it was greatly oersuberibd.

Now, as I read your Stattle speh and other statenents by you,
and as I have heard you test here, I had been led to believe that
this was an act, not of bad ju gent but an act of deliberate Judg-
mog Oat the bond market n& to i Jedin der t move mornoof

Ih'nanalaulnto lon-tens '
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SretarHu oa . Well, I think you art saying the same thing.
We priced them as nearly " we could to move them,

Senator (=. What did you mean yeterdy then, by saying that
we might have been better off if you d led the market more than

Secretary Homa r. By more In volume, not by more in rate.
Senator wLo. Oh.
Secretary Huum'ur, By more volume. In other words, we were

talklngy yesterday as to the amount of volume that had been eztended
forward, and there was a criticism, and I think it may be justified,
that we did not sell as big a volume of long-term bonds at that time
as we could have.,

Now, we could have---
Senator Gon. At that rate.
Secretary Huxpanr. We could not at that rate. We might have

had to pay more rate to move a bigger volume. That is exacly what
I said yesterday.

Senator (Iox. How times-
Secretary HTMimRUX. aybe we made a mistake In not ailing more.
Senator Gom How much was this issue oversubscribed 'I
Secretary Humpnix. I have forgotten, but that does not-the

oversubscription does not indicate, necessarily, that you could have
sold that much more. You see, these overmbriptions, youhave to
understand then, too. The buyer on his part, also has to guess at
how effective this rate is going to 16 to move thee bonds. And if a
buyer thinks the issue is going to be oversubscribed, he knows that he
will be prorlteddown.

Now, let's just suppose you wanted to have $10.000 worth of bonds,
and you wanted to buy $10,000 worth of bonds of an issue., Let's say
we are selling a billion dollars of bonds of an issue, and you want to be
aure that for your particular bank 'account, or whatever, the account
is, that you want tobe sure you can buy $10,000 of those.,

Well, you, in turn, inquire around, and you guos at ihetler the
84 percent we pqt on that will attract a lot of b1)ers1 or Whether it
wil attract only a few buyers. If you feel that i"will not attract a
lot of buyell, it will only. Attract a few, then you put in your bid, if
you want $10,000, you woald put in your bjd for $1%000 or $ A00,
with the hope that if they wee oversubscrbed, your pro rats iiare
would gi ve you $10,000.

But let us asaune, In looking around, you make up your mind thatOY in the market looks pretty good, t4d that &a lot o epe wil!
subscribe for these, and you itill waht your $10 000, weli, .under
those circunmstances, you would subscribe for $20,00 or $25,000, be-
cause you would feel that there probably Would be a 40 or t'0 pernen
allotment, and in ordqr to get your $10N000 you, would livW to sub.
sribe for $5,000 so that you would w;iw up with, 10,000.

'Senator Oaw. Again coming backt thi-
Secretary HWMuw asu !t s a guesng gItn. on b wh s4;, taane

out your amountt* ~
Senator GomL Coming back" ain to ts"tough er

ecretary flugPitar. t1ets just 'to tat one. ,,,,
It, does not ever mean youwa ted to, u $25,00, you am meau

all you wanted was $10,000, bu yoi wnto beoto ge 9,QQO,
Butyou would not v bougSht ,o any

i '
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Senator Gomw. Would a "tough customer"----
Seore9taHimwjiu= (continuing). Voluntarily
Senator Goitz (continuing). Oversubscribe his real desire unless he

thought that the investment was so attractive that he wanted to be sure
he could get all he could pay fort

Seceary HvaMwnY. Will, no. What he wants to be sure of is
that lie gets the amount that he decides he wants to buy.

~e olant~wzot $10,000 all the time., He does not want any more
$10,090.

Senator Goat. Well, suppose $10,000 is all he can pay for.
Secretary uxnty zr,. But ie wants to get that $10,000, so then

he gnume the amount of oversubscription and what the prorate will
be to get him $10 000 and then he pcs Lis bid accordingly.

Senator Goa. ke does not necesarily do that out of ptriotism.
Secretary Humxuwy. It is not patriotism' at all. He wants

$10,000 invested in those bonds. It is just a plain business transac-
tion.

Senator GoRL He thinks the issue is so attractive that If he wants
to get $10,000 he must subscribe for $25,000?

Secretary HuxPnnr. That is right
Senator GOaRL How often have you had that happen ?
Secretary HumpniuY. Most of our issues are oversubscribed in

varying amounts. You really want them oversubscribed, if you can.
It makes a better market for them, and makes a better secondary
market, and we want to price them. just as nearly right as we pos.
sibly can in the market to make a good security.

Senator Goa. Mr. Secretary, I do not want to be unfair in either
comment or question. I respect you and your views. I think a man
can be sincerely and enthusiastic lly wrong. I think 19 as well as
others, can be that way.

I had sincerely thought that you came into the responsibility of
Secretary of the eury with the view--and that you have followed
a course of action based on that view-that the interest rate on Gov.
ernment securities at that time was too low, and that the amount of
securities in short-term issues was too heavy. I thought that you
had followed a deliberate policy1 flrst, to transfer a larger part of
the debt to long-term ses, and secondly, to increase the interest
rate on Government bonds.

Secretary Htmimin.. Well, I was not-any impression that I wasdesirous of increusin terestrates is wrng, nator.
What I was desirous of doing and what I believe should be done,

and what we did not do as much as I would like to have done, was
to refinance short-term obligations into long-term obligations.

Now if it took some increase in the interest rate to sl a long-term
obligation as against refinancing it short, I believed it was to the
best interests of this country to pay a lte more interest to extend
the time than it would be to just finance it short.

So I deliberately had the view, and I still hold the view, that if
and when we can, without aing too much, that we should transfer
more of our refinancing of shortterm maturities into longer term
maturities, and that should be our continuous objective.

Senator Goae. Thank you, Mr. Secretary,
Secretary Huxmrnr. There comes a Ume when the price is too

high, and you just say we will not do it, and that is what I meant
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when I said yesterday to Senator Andeon that perhap. we ,should
have been a little bkier, perhaps we should have increased the volmne
of 1I e bods by paying more at a relatively higher ra
stead of doing it short at that time, when it could havebem done
at a rate&

Senator 0_o. In other, words, you think you may'. have ered in
not raising the interest rtes enough at that time V

,ecretarvnuw Hr. By png out for the purpose of selling
lona-term bonds, not for the purpose of increasing rates.

Senator Gon. I thank you very much, Mr. Seoretry,.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Smtary Huxmmir. Thank you Ter much, indeed.
The C n vx. The committee will iadoun until 93 SO. tomorrow

morning, and I hope all the Senatores will be present promptly, at
that time.

(Whereupon, at 19: 85 p. n, the committee recssed, to reconvene
at 9:80 a. m., Friday, July 12,1957.).



INVESTIGATION OF THE FINANCIAL CONDITION OF
THE UNITED STATES

IRDAY, MY 12, 195,7

Txrrm ft4T5 SIu4Ta,
Coxxirrm 9zN FINANCM

waskington, 7b. o'.The committee, me. pursuant to recess, at 9:80 .4a. m in room812, Senate Office B3u ding, Senator Harry Flood B~yrd (chairman)z
Present: Senators Byrd (chairman), Kerr, Frear, Gore Williams,Flanders, Carlson Beniett, and Jenner. " "Debt. Also present: obert P. Ma o, chief, analysis staff, Debt Divo

Office of the Secretary of the Treasury; Elizabeth B. Springer, ciiieiclerk; and Samuel D. Mcllwain, special counsel.
The uCinw . The meeting will come to order.
Unfortunately, the chairman is called to another meeting.I expect to return shortly. No majority member o present at't "e, so I will ask Senator Bennett to ti, the Chair until I can

Senator BxxxaTr. Thank you, Mr. Chairma. [Laughter.](Senator Kerr entered the committee room.)
Senator Bamw T. Mr. Chairman, I assume I have been reog.

nized----
Senator K (presiding). Yes, sir.
Senator BBNNIF (continuing). To begin the questioning.

STATIM OF 1ON. GEORGE X. XNU BRET, SECETARY O1 TIE
TREABMY..-Rgmd

Senator Bzwxn-r. Mr. Secretary, like every other member of thecommittee, I have been looking forward to the opprtuni oy.o s
ing with you the economic questions involved in this inqury.,'During the past 8% weels, a groat many of them have arisen, andthe more important ones have been presented many times and frommany points of view. your answers you have revealed a thoroughgra.pp of the problems we face-as well as almost mifinite patience -

By this tihe we have developed a record of 1,866 pages-and tointerpolate, the chairman haa just indicated that the Secretary hasbeen on te stand 14 days, which ties the modern record, You havebeen making better than a hundred pages a day of record.This record contains a number oifthigs that, from my point ofview, need clarification or correction. I have been tempted to bringthese things up again, but I realize that there will be other witne0.Me
and I have no desire to prolong your ordeal.
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Therefore, following the example of the Senator from Tennessee,
I shall present a statement, during which I may ask for your com-
ments from time to time.

It seems to me that if this investigation is to have any value, its
conclusions should point to those economic policies which will con.
tribute to maintenance of the stability of the purchasing power of the
dollar. This is the positive and mtive goal, toward which we
should betraying to move.

Here is my first question, Mr. Secretary: Do you believe that that
goal, the g of a stable dollar, is necessarily incompatible with the
g oa relatively full empIoymentSecrta Hurmw.. Indeed I do not. There is no reason why
it should be incompatible with igh employment.

Senator Bamw r. Have we not, in fact had periods when we had
both of those conditions I

Secretary H tWIt mw. We have just been living through them for
ea tor Bnx Wt. I shall return to that a little later, and I appre-

ciate your confirmation of my own f"ling. ,
To go on: Currently we have inflation rather than stability. It has

been with us, except for two periods, ever since the beginning of World
War II. We took it for granted in wartime, but I feel we should not
accept its existence in a time of comparative peace. In fact, it presents
a problem so serious that many responsible people, from the Pisdent
down, have expressed concern about it.

Over the past weeks there has been developing in the record of these
hearing a definite pattern of attitudes and ideas concerning this basic
problem, and it is with respect to these, and particularly with -4spect
tothe disagreements that have developed, that my statement Is chiey
concerned.

Perhaps the fundamental issue thus far developed is the nature
of the current inflation. If I have understood you, Mr. Secretary,
you have given what has been termed the classic explanation, in the
sense that you have stressed excessive money supply---

Secretary HUmWJIIZT. Money demand.
Senator BImNNW. Money demand; I am sorry. This statement was

written against time last night, and you will find the word "demand"
in plenty of places to follow, so that it should have been here--"money
demand," I have got it right. I read it wrong-money demand press-

atinst the available supply of goods andservices This exllana-
ton ]as bow challenged, as you weU know, on the grounds, rs that
there are currently surpluses in many sectors of the economy and,
second, that these surpluses reflect inadequate effective demand.

Those who take this latter position say that, while there may be
strong desire for goods and services, we actually have a shortage of
effective demand rsther than an excess, b use we have a short
of the bank credit needed to translate that desire into effective demand.

They say that, instead of restraining the rate of increase in the
money supply, the Federal Reserve Board should be encouraged or
require d o ih it substantially in order to make money .easy."

Let us examine this Alice-in-Wonderland logic of your critics. In
the first place, it should be evident that the general level of prces
cannot increase, nor can individual price increases be made to stick,
unless thu is strong effeotiv demand.

Ii
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Yesterday, in a statement before the Antitrust and Monopoly Sub-
committee of the Senate Judiciary Committee, Dr. John K. Gal-
brait1 of Harvard University, made this point precisely, and I should
like t read his words, taken from the copy of his statement as sub-
mitted to the committee:

The ba tt for tio a evert Is a strong demand for goods This
Is true now, even though not al Industes are operating at tuU capacIt. And
It is true whether the inflation is clasdsa, gelasks'.: or

Even if logic did not tell us that there must be strong money de-
mand for goods and services in order for price increases to occur, the
data would( bear out the fact that there has bon such demand. We are
told by your critics that this is not shown by increases in the quantity
of money, since such nreas hae bee at a relatively lowrte
during the past several years.

What these critics have nglcted to take into consideration, how*
ever, is the fact that the velocit of circulation of money-its rate
of uis-has been increing signitlcantl dur recent years; it is the
ombination of volume and veooity whc muebe considerW in orde

to appraise the aggegte money demand for goods and services.
An I read one authority the other day who suggested that, while

the rate of increase during the last year or two l been compara-
tively small, there was kfillianng over the market the results of the
tremendous rate of increase during earlier periods.

With regard to the relationship between inflation and the money
supply y, I would like to read-I iad planned to read a paragraph from
an editorial in the Wall Street Journal of July 10. Initeadc with your
perminion I would like to read the whole editorial.

And, as I read it, Senator Kerr, I deplore the fact that your name
is mentioned in it. I lha&: "-

Senator KJuas It Is all ht with me, if they spe it correctly.
Senator Bzmwrr. I recogze the risk that is involved.
I also would like to make the comment that the Wall Street Journal

and its editorial page have become a kind of sourcebook for this par-
ticular investigation, and I am happy to add another to theliM of
editorials that have bon inserted.

This is the editorial of the day before yesterdy, July 10. It is
headed, "The New Infio n d eds:

Is the United States facing a "new kind" of inflation?
This question Is rapidly blossomls Into both a political and economic eontro

versy. It keeps rpping up In the Senate Finance Qommilt's study of mon.
tary pMC7y. It is discussed by oconomle commentators It uderlies yet
another probe which Senator Keftuver Is about to undertake .

The political answer-
and here is the part I deplore-
given by Senators Kefauvor Kerr, and others is that we are Indeed, facing
a new kind of Inflation for whch the administration's and the Federal Reeerves
current fiscal atd moneta policies are the wrong remedy. In this view
the threatened inflation Is Inaratertud by price rises even in the abe e R
maximum demand; consequently, the attempts to hold down demand by rw
straining credit mis the point,

economically, this Is not a ver serious argument. Whatever the demand
for some goods, the demand for credit continues intense, and this Is the cause
of the socalled high Interest rate. It Is not at all dicult to Imagine what the
Inflationary Impact would be If the Federal Rserve, as these politicians awar
ent1w want, were to PUMP up the monw sUPpl tothe point that cheap money

woud be avallabae to all and sundry.
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An economically more sophisticated aspect of the controversy turns on whether
the Government or the constant succession of wage Increases is the prime
source of the Inflationary pressures. The "cost.push" theorists pin the main
mponstbWty on the latter. The money supply, they note, has expanded only

slIghty in recent years, whereas wage rates have gone up considerably, out-
running productivity pin.

Unquestiouably the constant advance of wage rates, reflecting both what is
fo practical purposes a full-employment economy and the monopoly power of
organized labor to enforce Its demands, constitute a continual upward pressure
on prices Unquestionably such a spiral can be an inflationary influence.

But rising wag and prices are not automatically or by definition Inflation.
Unless there Is inflation In the money supply the spiral cannot continue In-
definitely; It will reach the oeling of the moneY available.

SO we get back to the money supply. It to true It has been expanding only
modestly compared to earlier periods, but it orew tremendously under the in.
fiatlonary policies of the war and initial postwar years. Consequently It is
now a much greater money supply and even a modest expansion of it--ay
2 percent a year-eould be too much to keep the inflationary dangers ade-
qua tly chocked.

ror our part, we do not know that the present Inflationary dangers are as
great as some people fear. But we do know that It Is nonsense to talk of In-
flation as though it were something that could somehow be divorced from the
money supply. What the money managers are dealing with is not basically a
"new" form of Inflationary potential; It is the ancient one.

And If there is criticism of the money managers' policies It is not that they
are too harsh, as the political inflationists contend -but that they may be too
lenlnt.

That is the total, the full Wall Street Journal editorial.
Mr. Secretary, it sees to me that the logio of your critics leads

them into a curious economic dilemma. If we do not now have
enough money to create excessive demand, then we cannot possibly be
facing inflation, because we lack 1 of the 2 conditions necessary to
createit.

But we do have an inflation--so there must be strong demand, and
since they propose to increase bank credit, such a proposal could only
lead to further inflationary price rises.

This same curious economic logic creates another riddle. If, as
your critics maintain, demand is effective for lack of sufficient avail-
able credit, and there are actually surpluses of goods and services, we
have the conditions which should produce deflation and declining price
levels. But prices are going up.

Faced with these cha lenges to the validity of their theory, they put
forth the idea that prices are being arbitrarily pushed up in quasi-
monopolistic sectors of the economy. But, as the Wall Street Journal
editorial notes, this process could not operate if sufficient money
demand were not already present, and this your critics cannot admiy

Also. p rices of fod anc other things are also going up and, as Dr.
Galbraith observed in his testimony yesterday, tese prices cannot be
administered.

So we search in vain for any comprehensive and logical explana-
tion for the present inflation other than the classic one; anci until
one is producid, we must continue to believe this concept is correct and
that general monetary controls can be effective.

Up to this point, none of your critics has produced either a com-
plete or oical alternative explanation for this inflation or a complete
and logi alternative program for its cure.

Upto this point, we have been talking about the demand factor in
the current Inlationary situation. Now I want to talk about the sup-
ply factor and, in particular, the question of shortages

I/i
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I think before these hearings end, we are going to have to take the
shortages of available labor into consideration. The classic view of
inflation holds that the economy is at its limit of output when the
labor force is fuMIT employed-notwithstanding the existence of excess
productive facilities.

We have a comparatively small amount of unemployment today,
and there are some definite labor shortages In several vital fields, in.
eluding engineers, machinists, tool and die makers, draftsmen, and
office and clerical workers.

I have been enjoying these cartoons that appeared about commence.
ment time. I remember one in which the mother is adjusting the cap
and gown of her son and saying to him, "Now, whatever you-do, don't
tell your father you are starting at $10,000 a year."

And another in which the apphcant stands at the door of the em.
ployment office, and it is he who says, "Don't call me. I'll call you."

Some of these shortages are so critical that they may be limiting the
effective use of labor i-n other fields. As you have pointed out, for
example, while housing starts have declined, the increase In heavy
construction projects has absorbed most, If not all, of the available
building labor. -

If I remember correctly, you said at one point in the hearings that
if both programs were operated at full speed, we would undoubtedly
have a severe labor shortage in these particular skills. Is that an
accurate statementI

Secretary Hummrr. I said that, yes; I believe so.
Senator J3zNNwrr. Another comment should be made on this quest.

tion of surpluses and shortages. It has been urged that there cannot
be any shortages because we have idle plant capacity.

The steel industry has constantly been held up before us as an
example of this, and there has been reference also to the automobile
industry.

It has been my observation that rarely, except in time of war, does
any factory operate at full capacity, and that when a plant begins
to work regularly at near capacity, plans for expansion are made
immediately because reserve capacity Is always needed to safeguard
production.. I do not think we can ever reach a point where every
sector of the economy will operate to the limit of its capacity.

In view of these conditions, I feel sure that, in terms of our whole
industrial complex we are facing a condition that can better be de-
scribed as "tight" rather than a general condition of sursl.

Are there any comment you would like to make on that ?
Secretary HumznVzr. Ko. I think It is a very proper observa.

tion.
Senator BZcNm'r. Thank you.
Having now discussed both demand and supplT, the two facet. of

Inflation, I should like to make one final observation as to the recent
price increases. This observation stems from earlier testimony of
yours which has not, I feel, received sufficient attention.

That is, that there an necessarily time lags between changes in
monetary and fiscal policies and resulting changes in the price leveL
As you have already indicated, is quite possble that our monetary
policy of 195-7 ai now beginning to take holds far as retai pricesare concerned.
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I note, that Mr. Clar.e, head of the Bureau of Labor Statistics,ventured the guess thaL in August we might we a turndown in tho

index of consumer prices.
Also, as you have noted, the wholesale prie idex leveled off sev-

eral months ago. If your analy is correct, s I believeit tink
it would be fair to say that the price increases we have I witnessed dur-
ing 1956, and to date, reflect, in part at least, th es r monetarypolicies of 195445.

At this ."ont, Mr. Secretary, I would like to ask a question which
=aybe a G sticky, and it may be that you are not the man who
should give the answer, but if you have a commIn, I would wel.come it.

Do you believe proper policy should be to restore prices to the levels
of approximately 18 months ago, or to attempt to restore prices to
thos levels, or should mon: and fiscal authorities be content with
maintaining the current level 0 rics?

_rextay x Hemauy. I tlk this, Senator: It is much more diffi-
*ult, and It require much more restriction in activity to edue Prices
M it does to maintain prices, so that I think when you are tng

about-of course, if you ar just talking about a fluctuation of a penny
or 9 or 8 that can happen without say severe difficulties.

But 17iyou WMr to atempt, for finance, to have ah dollar go back
to the 100 cents in puh n power that it had in 9,. th that
could only be accomplished rugh very severe contractions

Senator Bxwrrr. That certainly was not my thought, but-
S tary Hu-xrw r. I do not thnk that would be advisable nor

an a popip objective.
Sth objective shoul be to m intai a stability, " great a

stability as possible, in the price level, and I think that never can it
be at any exact figure; that it wil fluctuate and move a few conts one
way or theoiheren te tie and, move of t at kind canbe
accomplished without undue hardship either way, provided the trend
dos not continue.

Senator Bw . Well, in my question, I mentioned 18 months ago,
which would indicate a change abut cents n the vaueR iM
dollar, and I am glad you anrwer.d it- # I

Secretary Huazwar. These things will fluctuate within limits of
tA sort, just naturally, under proper Cfrmum o. .

Senator Bxwmr. Would it note fair to *y, 'r. Soretiry that
we must look at ability as the msintenane of a r arvOnW

t WOMUVAot
0s6rta Htmv nr. i think that is correct.
Senator amwnrr. RAther than attempt to maintain a point I
S o u xaYau. There is no possible wa, you can miAtaina it

%Z a Bs Zxw ... I was interested afewmontbs ago in |istenT*9
to hirman Martin, and of course he is going to b able to testify,

when, ina seech before the Prom Club, gemde the point th% wethould consir stability as a ranget as a, band.- An -that when we
dered it as a Point, we had a tendency to cry "deflation" whenever

Prio turned down a little bit, and "finflstion" whenever it turned
upa little band that we would do well to leve son margin inA thern.

Secretary Hyxromr. The objective is, if it can be w4,mpusd,
the objective shOld be to Iantaln vltetiato narrow treds.*
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Senator Bxxpwr. Se U-4oornec.gSecrtayHu .r.arrow trends i first one and then the other
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Senator BxxNWTr. And you have to go into the market when you
have to go.

Secretary HumRuamy. That is right. We have no choice. We have
to an frequently Into the market.

senator Bi vNir. To repeat aain a matter which has been dis-
cussed before, but just gain to give you a chance to restate your
position for the record, asI have understood your previous testimony
it has been that higher interest rates are or may bWe both inflationary
and deflationary.

Secretary HUMPiWiY. I think they have both effects.
Senator Bwrrr. But at the present time, which effect do you

believe is most effectivet
Secretary Hummay, I believe the deflationary effect is greater

than the inflationary effect.
Senator BzNLrr. The day before yesterday, Senator Anderson in

questioning you Indicated, or I got the impression from his ques-
tioning, that he felt higher interest rates were always a prelude to a
boom -ollowed by a depression. He referred particularly to 1929
and the speculative situations, the stock inflation, that existed then.

Do you think at the present time, the present interest rates are a prel-
ude to that kind of a situation ?

Secretary HvmPrnay. Well I hope they will be a prelude to a turn
before they have gone to such an extent that the turn will be too
great.

In other words, I think that Senator Anderson's point that he made
is exact confirmation of what we are saying and what I believe, and
that is that as interest rates rise, they become a sufficient deterrent
to buying so that the buying recedes a little and the price turns down
again.

'Now, the difference between his illustration and my thought is that
if interest rates climb to too high a point, and you get a collapse as
a result of it, that that is a very unfortunate thing; and that is why I
am hoping that with a proper pressure of interest rates, the turn will
come when the turn can very easily be made, and we willaccomplish
this, what I said a minute ago, this movement of opposite short
trends, alternating up and down. - _ I I

Senator Bzxxrr. But do we not also-
Secretary Huxrmwr. If we do that, Senator, we will avoid any

b drop. Itis the cure of the excesseson the way up, it L the handling
ofthe excesses on the way up, that Is the biggest deterrvt to great
difiulty on the way down.

Senator Bwxs*. Do we not alsoneed to remember that interest
rates are a result or an effect of something more deepseated in the
economy, rather than a prime cause ?

Secretary Huxrii nrThy are a result; they are not a cause.
Senator Baw .z. That is right.
Going on with my statement, and thank you very much:
Rising interest rates under present circumstances were, I believe,

to be expa.ecte This rise tends to restrain demand, and ao increases
therate of savings from which sound funds for long-term investment
ca come- Those who would have us return to the days of artificially
produced low interest rates seem, to feel that they can ameliora theinevitably resulting inflation by adopting selective credit controls or
wage andprp controls.,

/,
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My feeling is that the free-market system is safest because it is
impersonal-because as it tends to create a balance the effect of any
necessary hardship is gradually diminished-and, most of all, because
it tends to preserve to the greatest possible degree the basic principle
of freedom and the concept t e law is no respecter of persons.

Much has been said during these hearings about inequities created
by monetary controls. I think it is fair to sy that no control can be
applied so as to produce immediate results which are fair to everyone
and affect everyone evenly and equally.

When price freezes were applied, and I know this from sad personal
experience because I was in business in those days, they tended to

reserve inequities rather than to cure them, because they penalized
he man who was trying to keep his prices down and gave the ad,,

vantage to the profiteer.
I can rememberr very sadly some of the situations in which com-

panies with which I was connected were frozen at low-price levels in
the face of tremendous demand, while our competitors, some of them,
were frozen at price levels which gave them opportunities for profit
that were denied to us. And I think mot people who were in busi-
ness at that time had that same experience. , .

When general monetary controls are applied, it may be true that
they teni to accentuate the problems of the man with the poores
credit or the man who has already overextended himself. But I
think it is also true that if these controls had not been applied, these
same weaknesses, sooner or later would--I will change would" to
"might," and say might have produced the same consequences.

After all, it is the creditworthiness of a man or his lack of credit-
worthiness that creates his problem, basically.._

Secretary HUMPam. That is right.
Senator 'BNxErT. Authorities generally agree that the impact of

inflation is far more uneven an([ inequitable than that of general
monetary controls. The Mills subcommittee report stated this very
plainly.

Skipping the first phrase, which should not have been copied:
Public policies to cope with Increases in the price level must take the form

of general fgsal and monetary restraints on the expansion of total spending. It
is recognized that the burden of such restraints may not be evenly distributed
throughout the economy. The burden of Inflation, however, Is far more in-
equitably distributed. The alternative to general fiscal jmd ckldit control* Is
some form of direst Government control 6ver wagO add tleg determination.
The use of this type of control would produce results as bad, if not worse tUn
the inflation against which It would be 4dictd, and should to stWe4.

Mr. Secretary, am I correct in asuming that you' with thAt
pomt of view Iprotr Hu. I certainly do.

Senator Bwxmr. Mr. S rtary, at the beginning of this statement
Expressed the idea that if the work of this committee were to be
effective, it should move us toward the goal of price stability-4oward
the preservation of a sound dollar.

Y 'ow, with respect to this, there are two other quetions on which I,
would welcome your comment,

Do you believe that there must be a continuing and peristent in-
crease in prices with an accompanying decline in the purchasing power
of the dollar in order for the economy to have an incentive to expand
its output? 1. . 1 1 1
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Secretary Hvxixtany. No; I do not think that is essntial.
.Sen actor nsm. My second question: Do you believe that a little

inflation is good for prosperity I
Secretary HvmIR3, I do not believe Senator that you can have

just a little inflation. I think that it might result, in spite of your
activity; but certainly if that is your objective, you will never be able
to control It In my opinion.

Senator uzNrwwr. You cannot have a little inflation and stability I
Secretary HvxMUntwY. I do not believe you can, and I think the

objective should always be stability.
senator BnIoaN,. Whenever I get on this particular point of view

of inflation, my mind always compares it with the narcotics habit.
Secretary It-rvmt, . That is it, exactly.
Senator iiNNm r. The first few shots will probably produce it .onse

of well-being, but you have to keep on increase ng them all the time;
and eventually, the ordeal of getting rid of the habit must be terrible
beyond beL

Would like, then, to move on to my final set of questions.
Apparently, there is no place in our present b6dy of Federal law in

whici this goal of price stability is explicitly stated. I have in mind
three Ideas, they are not new or not my own, which might contribute
to this objective, and as we conclude, I should like to ask for your
comments on them.

First, do you think it would be useful If we sought to amend the
Employment Act of 1940 to include among Its objectives a specific
rpefrene to ZriO stability and the maintenance of the purchasing
power of the dollar?

Secretary Hurxnanuy. That certainly should be an objective, and I
se no reason why it should not be stated. But just stating it is not
going to do it.

Senator B w r. No question about that, but this might be a small
first ste p.

Secretary Hvxwxur. It certainly would be a statement of a
worthy objective that could be kept in mind, but you have got to do
a lot more than make a statement.

Senator Ba~mz , . That is right.
Earlier, you have testified that you do not think there is anything

necessarily incompatible between the goals of relatively full employ.
ment and the stability of the dollar.

Secretary Husawa. I think high employment and stability..At is
the combination of, high employment and stability that gives us our
gretest benefits la living.

Senator Barwn w. Second do you think It might be well to give
careful study to the Idea oF amending the Federal Reserve Actto
spell out the responsibilities of this agency In the field of price
ability I

It may be that officials of the Federal Reserve Board would see no
necessity for amending the Act.

Secretary HumnPxty. Well, whether they do or not, I do not see
any reason why you should not be glad at any time to state your
objectives.

Senator Gore was kind enough yesterday to say that I have never
been ashamed of my own opinion and I see no reason why you should
not be willing to staft what your objectives are.
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But with it, let me say that I do not know that while just stating it
is all right, that does not get the job done.

Senator BZNNaTr. Finally, and this is one of those "finally's" that
you cannot trust, like the minister's when he begins to move toward
the end of his sermon, I realize that such legislation will take time.
I have noted that the newspapers the AmericanBanker, in a recent
editorial suggested that the Preedent might make a strong declare.
tion totha effect that the preservation of price stability through vigor-
ous ans ound monetary and fiscal policies is an affirmative gotu of
his administration,

After your 4 years aSecretary of the Treasury and your 4 weeks
with this committee, I would welcome your comment on this Idea.

Secretary HuxmwxT. Well, the President has said it a number of
times, and I think it would be a wholesome thing if he continued to
say it often and loud,

Senator BaNtwrz. My impression, and I could be wrong, is that
most of his comments have been with respt to the problem of inflation
rather than affirmatively with respect to the value of stability of the
dollar.

Secretary Hutwnmr. Well, they go together, of course.
Senator Ds-rBiw. Yes, they do, but in a se the inflation prob-

lem is the short-run problem today, and the stability is the quesion
of long-range policy.

It has being a temptation all the way along-before I go into that,
do you have a statement here which you would like to read into the
record which might correct meI

Secretary Humrnr. This has just been handed here to me. Let
me see this for a minute.

We are referring to a stable dollar. You spoke about that.
Senator Batwwrr. That is right.
Secretary H~rmaaur. And this is very pat on that particular thing,

this letter of transmittal of January 28,1957, sending up the Economic
Eeporto and I will Just quote these few lines, not out of context, how-
ever, but aspart of it and it is unnecessary to go further.

Senator Buwwrr. EYes.
Secretary Hummnr (reading):
Government must use all practicable means to promote high level of produce.

tion and employment and to contribute toward achieving an fpading an
widely shaed national income earned tn dollars of stableobuying power.

Senator Baxtrr. Well, that is a statement, and I would hope on
some occasion, some public occasion when he is addressing the people
of the country, he might make an affirmative statement of this par.
ticular policy.Mr. Secrear, that is the end of my prepared statement.

I am tempted to just go back for one final review of a problem which
was discusied yesterday.

Yesterday, you were asked to discus the relative impact and the
relative value of funds for expansion raised through retained ern-
ings, through the sale of equities, or through the creation of debt,
"You mad-e the interesting observation that actually, funds used out

of retained earnings were equity funds.
sectary RThat is
Senator Bmmrrr. Ordinarily, the use of the word "equity" finano-

ing applies to the sale of new stok, or at least that has teen my on.
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cept of it, in contrast to money raised outside of the organization
through debt.

Maybe what I am getting is a necessary education in the meaning
of the word "equity." But the point I want to get at today, you related
equity financing to the financing through retained earnings.

Secretary Huiwmway. To what ?
Senator BEWNm'r. To financing through retained earnings.
Secretary Hz euiup r. Yes.
Senator Bxxri . I would like for a second, with your help, to re-

late financing through the issuance of debt securities, mortgages,
debentures to financing through retained earnings.

After all, do they not come-back to the same fundamental source
of money I If I go out and borrow, let's make me rich, let's say I
borrow a million dollars, I am a corporation-

Senator FPWAR. You can.
Senator BrNxm=T. There is my source, you see. We have got a deal

right now. He will loan it and I will borrow it. [Laughter.J
If I were to go out to seek a source or sources from which I could

borrow a million dollars, one of the first questions I would have to
answer is, "Is your earnings position good enough to give us an assur-
ance that this money will be paid back when it it due fl'

And does that not mean, then, that when you borrow moey, you
simply create a difference in the time pattern when that money must
Qome out of earnings?

Secretary Huiumar. Well, very broadly. But the second question
he will ask is, "How much money have you ,got in your business "
And, I do not care what your earnings are, if you do not have any
money in your business you probably will not get the loan,,

Senator BaN -rr. That ii right. You have to demonstrate both
adequate capital and adequate ability to repay.

Secretary HUMPERAY. That is right.
Senator Bx Nxmr. Through all of these discussions of the problems

of debt, through all of the discussions in this committee and other
committees, when it has seemed that there were those who advocated
the idea that the problems of the people could be solved if we only
made credit easier, if we only create more bank credit, it has seemed
to me that there has been inadequate attention paid to the job of pay-
ina those loans back.

And inevitably,i industry or an individual is going to accept the
responsiblity o borrowing money, he must accepi the responsibilityof payin gtback.o is fair to say Mr. Secretary, that in the end all expansion

whether in an individual's own inventory of hoshold or other fix-
tures and supplies, or in an industry's inventory of facilities and
foods, must be financed out of the earnings of the company, over thefo pull f

esoretary Hvwlurma. I do not believe so, not necessarily.

Let us say agin that you and I are going into business, and let us
say that-I think you can get these things awfully complicated, and, in
fact, they are might simple, they are really very simple.

Senator Bizoxmv. That is right. in b a w
Secretary Hvxrmir. We are gong to start in business, and we

will not start on quite as bg a sale as you are on, as you saed on,
but let us say that we need, you and I have an idea, we starting out
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in business, and lot us say we figure that with $25,000 we can get
ourselves started.

I have a little money and you have a little money, and we go around
and we get Senator Williams and Senator Frear and Senator Flan-
ders all to come along with us. They put in a little money, and out
of it we raise $25 000, and we issue some stock with that. That is
equity. We do no owe anybody. They cannot ask us to pay it back,
we do not have to pay it back andnever intend to ay it bak.

That money is in the business, and we intend it shall stay in the
business as long as we will stay in business. The only way anybody
will ever get it back is if we liquidate the business.

But we expect to get some return, we expect the business to earn
something and pay us some dividends on it.

Let us say we are successful, and we go along and get started, and
let us say we do pay ourselves some dividend w that we are all
getting a modest return on our money. But our business is growing
and developing, and we get the Senators together and we say, "Now,
this year we have earned $.

Let us just say, for sake of argument, that we have $2,000 invested'
in equipment, and that we sell $P5,000 worth of goods in a year.

I will make it $100,000, just to make it even. Just to make It easy,
let us say we have $100,000 invested in equipment and plant, and we
sell $100,000 worth of gods in a year. And the oods, our labor and'
our materials and all the rest of it, cost us $9,000 we sold it for
$100,000 and we have $8,000 left.

That is not an inordinate profit, it is a reasonable profit on a turn.
over. The first thing we have to do is to pay$ or-t pay $4 and a
few cents, of each hundred dollars of that-to the Secretar of the
Treasury, he gets the first bite, and that leaves us with $4, in round

flow, our business is growing, we want to expand a little, we want
to buy some new machinery, and so we get together and we say, "Last
year we paid $2 in dividendb, but we want to spend a little money this
year a little extra money this year, and what we would like tq1 do
would be to cut down this dividend and we will only pay $1 in
dividend and that will leave us $8 that we can use of this $100 to help
pay for tis new equipment."

But that is not enough. That does not buy enough. We all say
we do not think we want to put in any more stock equit In the
company; we will put in our earnings, $ of earn is e of t,
ting them in dividends, but we would-like $1 in dividedsor somehig
for the money that is in there.

But the rest of it, we do not want to put in. You go to the bank, Sen.
ator, and see what you c do. You go to the bank, and the first ques.
tion the bank ask you is what you said, "What are your earnings "

And the second question, he asks you is the question I said, "How
much money have you got in your biusinese" And if you have that
amount of money in your business, and if you have that kind of amrn.
ings, and you want to borrow a reasonable amount of money that is a4
sae loan against that, $25,000, $0,000, some number of dollars of that
kind, against what you have got in, you will get your loan.

If you want to borrow a million dollars on that basls--he will turn
you down. He will say, "You have got neither the earnings nor the'
equity," or if you had some exceptional earnings with that equity, he
wl say you cannot have it anyhow, because he must feel sure
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He is lending other people's money, the bank's money does not be*
iongto him. It belongs to thousands of other people, and he has to be
cautious to see that it Is loaned, first, to make a return on it but, above
all, to be sure be gets paid back, so that he will have that money paid
back to him.

Now you can get awfully complicated reading about these things in
books, but when you do it, It is a perfectly simple, obvious trans
action.

Senator Bamzrnur. You feel, then, that-
Secretary HvwMinwr. Now, that is all equity, the $8 we put in is

just the same, and it goes in alongside of the original money we put in.
Now, that money is never going to got back to us. We do not expect

to draw it out. We expect to get earnings on it; but not the money
back.

But the money we get from the banker we have to pay back, or if we
sell bonds.

Senator Bwrvrr. Ye., that is right.
Seretary Hum nnu. If Senator -Carlson says he will lend us some

money, but he does not want to invest with us-
Senator Bixwrm. He wants bond&
Secretary Hummyr. He will end It to us, but he does not want to

bea party-to this group he will put in his money and we have got to
pay n bac but we will not pay John back his money.

Senator Brnrr. That is right.
But eventually, the money tha we have gotten from Frank has got

to be paid back, and It has to be paid ba& out of our earnings.
Secretary Hvwumxr. That is right,
Senator.zxmr. So eventually-
Secretary Huxwainr. That is the only way we have got it.
Senator-Bzxxr. So the increase we have created by borrowing

money from Frank does come out of the same source as the other, It
comes out of our earnings.

ASecretary Hvuwsmr. That is right. And until we get him paid
off the amount of dividends we can have will be reduced.

Senator Bmwmr. And at these present s-called high interest
rates, it costs us more to borrow from Frank than it does-to take the
money from our own business.

Secretary Hvum ru. That is right.
Senator "BaNimr. Well, you have been very patient with me, and

I appreciate the remainder of good business principles.
rwas also flattered by your statement that we were aging to start

cheaper, at lower than I started. The business which I headed be.
fore -I came here started out at bankruptcy, and you cannot get any
lower than that. (Laughter.]

Well Mr. Chairman, just one final word of appreciation to the Sec-
retary or his patience with me and all the rist of us over these weeks;
and an expression of our god wishes for his new activities, and the
hope that his job will keep ,im just as bus, but he will not have quite
as big a debt to worry about in theyears ahead.

Secretary HuPimn. That will be a great relief, Senator.
I certainly greatly appreciate the privilege of being before this

committee, aN this op prtunity to try to explain what it is that we
have sought to accomplish.

!/
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I wish we might have done it better, but we have done the best we
could.

Senator Bz rnsm. I am sure you have done it very well.
Mr. Jenner, I think, is next.
Senator FRi (presiding). That is right
Senator Jw rn. Senator Douglas is pamng I understand.
Senator Fan" I understand that is true, and the acting chairman

will recognize the Senator from Indiana.
Senator JzNNIa. Mr. Secretary, I notice among your new en-

deavors that you are going to become interested, if you are not ahady
interested, in raising racehorses. You will never see a finl-

Secretary Hummur. It has been a long time.
Senator Jxz NNZ You will never see a-final eighth of a furlong on

the home stretch any more welcome than this Is going to be, and I
am the final furlong. [Laughter.]

Like my colleagues, Mr. -Secretary, on this committee, I have very
much admired the Secretary's fortitude during this arduous ordeal.
I admire his clarity of thiking and his frnns in giving us the
benefit of his vast experienos.
I might add that agreewith him and Iam very sorry to se him

leave the Treasury. I too, wish him well in his new endeavors. I
know he will never, whatever he may be doing, give up his nterst
in the public welfare.

Mr. Secretary, at the beginning of this inquiry, the chairman stated
what the committee wanted to ascertain about the financial condition
of the United States.

He said we were going to study:
(1) The revenue, bonded indebtedness, and Interest rates on all public obli.

nations, Including contingent liabilities;
(2) Policies and procedures employed in the management of the public debt

and the effect thereof on credit, interest rates and the Nation's economy and
welfare; and

(8) Factors which Influence the availability and distribution of credit and
interest rates thereon as they apply to public and private debt.

End of the quote from the chairman on June 18, 1957, transcript
volume I, pages 1 and 2.

I real Mr. Chairman, we have wandered far afield at times from
the objectives stated by the chairman. Nevertheless, that was sup-
posed to be the field we were gong to cover.

We have held long and extensive hearings on those problemL
As President Franin P. Roosevelt once said, liberal governments

are only too often wrecked on the rocks of loose fiscal polio. Since
he made that state ,t4 we have seen the governments of Germany,
France, England China, and many other countries suffer the shook
and cruelty of nation.

Recently the Soviet Government stopped payment on the national
debt in the hands of the people--28 billion rubles in all-and in all
probability confiscated the savings which the soviet workers thought
fhe had earned by their labor.

Economic stabity is likewise one of the mainstays of our national
seouirity..We c hardly imagine a more important task than that
of Irervn this economic stability for the years ahead.
Te Sec% ry has presented the basic facts and the Senators who

preceded me have asked most of the questions Iintended to raie.
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What I will try to do now as the junior Senator on this committee,
is to review what has already been said.

We have talked about inflation, the depreciation of the dollar,
the gold situation, the Government debt, interest rates, Government
spending. The most striking aspect of the problem seems to me to
be that our outstanding public and private debt, according to tis
Tax Foundation--
rose $28 billion il 1056 to reach a fabulous $684 billion, or the equivalent of
$12,970 for every American family.

That debt is--
three times all the annual wales and salaries paid all the 56 million full-Utme
employees in the country.

Our contingent liabilities are approaching the $70 billion mark
and probably will rise some more according to the Tax Foundation.

How are we going to finance an emergency-a recession, a war--
I keep asking myself. I am afraid I have not found the answer yet.-

On Page 11 of the transcript, the Chairman asked if we have any
reserve to withstand a minor recession, as would occur if our national
income dropped to its 1955 level, which was a high incomeyear. That
drop, it was estimated, would mean today a billionn loss in revenue
to the Treasury--changing into a $12 billion deficit what began as a
$1 billion surplus.

The Secretary said he didn't know of any nest eggs the Government
had to meet such a situation.

The chairman then pointed out that in his opinion we have ex-
hausted our capacity to tax and our capacity to borrow-page 185
of the transcript.

Our citizens pay approximately a third of the national income in
Federal, State and loal taxes.

We have established the fact that inflation has again become a real
problem, that in the past year the dollar has decked n more cents
in value--using the 1989 base.

We have asked ou to define inflation, Mr. Secretary, tell us why it
has increased in te Iat year, give us your opinion on the effects of
taxes, Government debt, private debt, Government expenditures, the
activity of the Federal Reserve Board on such inflation. We have
discussed the inherently inflationary unobligated balances in previousbudgesTo e .tary has answered us frankly and astutel.

My questions are simply to sum up the ideas already expressed here
and to enable thq Secretary to summarize his main points. .W

It is evident that our economy produces a very high output. We
are also saving a substantial share of that output. tut we are oh.
viously in a period of serious inflation. Half the value of the dollar
has ben eaten away since 1940. Though our taxload is excessive,
we have difficulty i.flnancig our Government bonds.

What is the explanation of these contrary forces The key, it
seems to me, is that something is exerting an even more tremendous
pressure on savings than the American economy, with all its wealth,
can meet.

Briefly, the pressures on this savings fund comes from:
Government demands-to finance regular Government expenditures,

defense expenditures, domestic *elfare programs and foreign aid.
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Consumer demands-rising with wage and salary increases.
Producer-demands-responding to both Government and consumer

spend'ThisI'ring us to the principal issue in Government economic

policy: Shall we meet these growing pressures by the historic method
of reducing war-inflated Government spending, by paying off the
debt and t paying hi her interest rates to encourage more savingsI
Or s;hall we pretend %here is no shortage of real capital, keep interest
ratis artificially low and make up the deficit by Government-manu-
factured credit, whih is the present-day equivalent of printing press
money?

The policy of retrenchment has never been easy. But that policy
has been followed bTy our country after all its wars.

Alexander Hamilton paid our Revolutionary War debts so our
money would be trusted y all.

Followmnthe; Civil War, we redeemed the greenbacks and returned
to trustworthy money , We did the same after 1918.The opposite philosophy is that of permanent deficit 08hdi
which wobid have, the Government keep interest rates and prontU
artificially Jpw, thus discouraging real savings. It would mace up
the deficit by inflated payments for grantsin-aid, socialized medicine,
Federalized schools, and other Federal welfare spending, by expan'_ed
foreign aid, and artificially stmulated wage and farm payments. The
consumers would get more dolare, but every dollar woud have fower

:1 hesitate to ask you, Mr. Secretary, any qustions but if I may I
should like to pursue a little further the choice involved in thes two
very different kinds of Government monetary poicy.

The ires cue.tion, is it correct to say thit the proposals for Per. f
manent deficit spendin with their extreme increase inGovernment
budgets, their artificially low interest rates and profits, and their in*
difference to paying off the debt, would bring about massive inflation I

Secretary IUMH EY. It certainly would d Mr. Senator, and there
is no way &at I could image thatyou could bring it ontoa grea
degre than by thabombination of circumstances you havw outlined b
question.

Seiator Jmwza Second, ist correct to say that the Governmt
by creating artificial purchasing power, can pay its beneoiaries only
b deductions from the eaming of productive workers. or by hidden

ductions through inflation? The Government, that is, can creat
artificial jobs andpurchasing power, but it cannot really pay the new
consumes except by. taking wliat other cosumers would et Istha
correct princotii ' t? .

SecrVy Huxwitr, I think that Is coree&' The Government,
in and of ltselfj is, not; relative of production, useful Oprducton for
iving, and the only way that the Government can get money odis-
tribd in ay fOai or top& -any bills with' is to take it''awy from
Its citizens. And the only citizens that have It are those who a-e pro-
dfictive either through capital investment or- through activity in
physicaleffort.

Nenaor J~wfn. That ie right, and it.s iliore or Iisagre we0ae
about reached the saturationpoint in taking it away fs'Z4 ec tizns.
! crer HuivUwir. That is my opinion, as, Isaid before. I

think, as I have stated many times, that our tax ae too high, that
"8s_47--0--4
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one of out' great problems is the fact that we are continuing and have
.putinued over tis period, those extremely high taxes. And I think

that our policies should be so fashioned that we will have & definite
program to work toward, a delnite objective of tax reduction in this
country*

Senator Jiarnu. A recent propoal, Mr. Chairman, of the deflcit
spending school also proposes action-necessarily Government ao.
tlon--to keep down the payments for interest and for profits. This
wilP mean reduced payments for those who save money and invest it in
production.

It has been brought out clearly in those discussions that we hav no
Marxian clan of inest-receivers. Ownership of savings and invest.
menwit I very widely distributed throtugout the population, and at
present the labor unions and thewr pemnon funds constitute one of the
largest factors in investment.
1ishould like to turn to the use of this saving fund. Investors buy
machine tools, industrial plants, new freight oars. Obviously, they
do 4ot buy 4 them to put them up on the game room wall, or to hang
as a neeklace about the neokk of there wives. Therefore what ar
invetors' funds ultimately used for, except tools and equipment and
resenah for new jobs I

If the Government artiilially lowers the price -d to investors
throughitrst and profits, we can expect this capItZ fund for n

jobs o shvn~, an -we not
84cre,,ta.rH.v'WH r, It is just obvious, of course, that it will

shrink, and with the shrinkage of investment capital, the productivity
of YmM will delieu.

The only reason, Senator that American citisens tPday have--san
%M what they do earn, an we have the scale of living we do have,
is because of the p9wer and the tools that investors have put in the
bonds q0 the American people. m e m

I sad 4 years o in one of the earliestt sp sches I mad, my hands
are not any better as to productivity than the hands of a savage. In
tact, the savage is probably a little stronpx than I am and has a little
vpore power in hi hands than I have in mine., That is true of any
._merican,

Theva ar ae his hands to do all he can to promote his soWe ofT-g"e American uses hi hands for the amwe purpose, but becav*
f the took because of the power, because of the transportation, be-

caus, of the research, because of th expert ma ment, because ofthe playing, because of all te thins that capital has provided and
puts in the hands of the American, the ocale of living of the Ameriamn
because his hands have been made so tremendously more powerfulhan the hands oandsa 4s , tdispAty in what the

Thote ate two extreme But that same company cutld goto
the_ lands of say 4rctznfsaoteconrInhi rc,

Senator Jv*i~za. Thank you, Mr. Socretery.
Mr. kretary, nhat will happen to the total volume of productive

eniployment-employment not created by Government flat..-if v
to followI the policies " set up in th earlier question I

,Wezrmtir. Otcos s t will jot decline; what hap.
ens auth. Gpvernizea ta Wkes money out of the capital
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and spends It for things that do not contribute to the permanent capi-
tal of the country is that the permanent capital of the country is
lessened to that degree.

S enator jitE, If the amount of capital per worker shrinks, what
will happen to the real wages of American workers? If American
workers ld oily the productive capital per worker which is available
to Indian workers, and you just made this comparison, how much
would our wag levels differ from Indian wage levels ?
SSecretary Hux.n txr. I did not know this question was coming, or
I would have waited for the question.

Senator JxxNuI. Is it correct that efforts to distribute American
capital over the globe among the 2 billion or so inhabitants affect
most markedly the American worker, who will find his real earnings
fall, as, cdpil Is exported, nearer and nearer to the level of other
countries I

Secretary {umumrua,. Well, that is a much more difficult question.
it is perfectly true that, to the extent that our capital is exported,
that capital is not available for use in investment in America. On
the other hand we live in a world where time and distance have been
tremendously limited as of late years, and it goes on every day and
gets smaller and smaller. That means that we are in closer contact,
not only for the benefit of trade, but for the fear of attack.

Our great protections of,50 years or a hundred years ago, these
tremendous oceans whichh surround us, have' been eliminated. The
oceans, so far as transportation is concerned, are dried up. We can
cross them in a few houts. So that we are subjected to a greater
fear of attack from without than we ever have been-than we were
a number of years ago. That means that, as long as there is a fear
of attack, we have to-be more watchful of our own posture of defense
against that attack And# I believe the- Wrest prottion against at.
tiac t best assurance we have of proteotion.-is that we maintain
an adouat. posture of defense, so that nobody will' try it. Now, the
same thing applies to a certain expanded-- " +

Senator Jzzi.za. You are talking primarily there of defense, but
when you get Into the other fields, of cotton production U Japan and
the Volkswagen production of automobiles in German and so forthwhat is going to happen to the real wage earners of erica if that
continues I

Secretary.Hussar. Well, I am just coming to that Senator, from
the trade point of view from the economic point of view.

'Senator Jszrrma. Yes sir.
Secretary Hvxmzr. It works two way& In the first place, beo

cause of this shrinkage of the globe, our markets can expand. The
markets for American goods can expand. They are expandin We
Sareshipping more old-more goods to other parts of the world.

Now, there ar two things to a. trade, and you always have got to
remember it. It does not do you any ood for me to sell you some
goods unless I get paid for the goods %ere is no market for good
among a lot of people who cannot pay for them. So that if you.-f
in the world there ate large areas where they cannot pay for anything*
until they tire able to earwsone money and are able to pay something,
they are no market for us.,

AwlU0
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Now, you can Vy, "What good dow it do to gJv. toem the u1WHOY
to pay yot back " Or Qwy oetha buy stuff bk wth the money you
have given them or buy it from somebody else.
it dOw not do any oo unless it is sw ti.atuime, ad within.a

limited jnount, a limited amount. Thee th mgs a4M All rltvo.
They can all be grosly overdonNe any any poae benefits ' be
lostby greater detrimeuts.

But, ,f we can enmovr a proper extent*M4,, within tJe li miOf
our wmt*s, thdsvelopmmt of rOw that can bomme quatam _, of as,
we can further expand our trade. And perhaps the amount t"tm we
originally offered to get them started will come back many times by
virtue of subsequent trade.

Senator JW).. Well you say within limited amount&. I think
the figures are out since Wiorld War II, for weonomic aid and so forth,
all over the 4 corners of the earth, around $60 billion.

Secretary Huxnmua. I think in all fairnes, Senator, you have to
divide that into two classes. W. did two things We thought the
wie--and whether it was or not, I do not pretend to say at the
moment---

Senator JwmI. The point I am trying to get at is: What is the
limit you think I

Secretary Huxnuur. Here is the' paint: I think ,we niato divide
the figures in two lasses. We did wo things. Thefiret thing, we
was to decide it was wise and desirable to rehabilitate war damage.
The destruction of war among a g eat group of people who had bad
functioning societies, who were customers as well as su her .of ours
was very great. We thought it was well to help rebuild them and
give them a fresh start in-life. Now, that took a lot pf money and
that was otie function.
Now, then what we are doin today; we are not -ow rebuilding _ar

damage. What we ar doing today, and what our foreign ni;d we
going for today, is for the development of pol for two, pir$o. :
I am not saying whether it is being accomplished br not, bit the
objectives are two.One is to aid our e.urity by developing these people into better

positions and maintaining them mi our sphere of influence, rather thar,
in the other sphere of Eifluenoe. And the ecod. is the hp

will eventually develop into permanent and satisfactory mark..
Now the amount of money s t for this latter activity is something

that I eliove very definitely ii a limited amount of money that mut

be carefully watched, carefully limited, and we must be very w in

its expendiure in order to get the best toults.
I Senator Jmm. In other words, what really concerns me when we

stop to think we have a Federal d dt proam largerthman a oith
nations combined that we are trying to help in the way you have just
described.

Secretary HuRxznr. No doubt about that.
Senator JmmM. Two hundred seventy-flve billion dollars Federal

debt; we have a Government contingent liability of around $2.0 bilM
lion I think it i. We have a corporate ind pbtdness of $257 billion,
We ave a local and municipal debt of $50 billion., We have an in.
dividual debt of $218 billion. And that is over a trillion doUlrs.
What is the limit that one group of people can carry for the rest of
the world; that is my poipt.
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Secretary Humpaasr. Well, I wish I knew. I do not know.
Senator JzxxR. We will go into another subject. Is It desirable

to retain the present plan of giving the Federl Government a
monopoly of all investment funds of tiesocial-security system par.ticularly 'when Government is taking the mon' received and
Penimg ' it for general Government expenses 'Do not those whohave contributed this money have a right to put their money where

it will bring the highest safe return I
Secretary Humoumq r. Well, I think I can only answer that que.-

tion, or best answer that question in this way: I have said this before;when I first cane down here, I was talking to a business friend, who
said to me, "The people pay money into these funds. You collectmoney from them and tiak it frm- funds or pensions, for, social
security and so forth. I am told that what you do is that, the minute
that money gets in there, you take that money all out and spend it
for yourtlleral purpose, and you just stick an IOU tthe box andthat all you have got in the box there, in the fund, are a lot of your
10 Uso"

Senator Jmna. That is not true. We buy bonds with them; d

Secretary HuMrnzr. Well, a bond is an IOU,
Senator ,farnxu. Of Oouree.
Secretary Htirm ar. It Is a O(overnment bond-
Senator Jsxxx& Sute.
S."etary HVun"ir. Which is an IOU.
And I said, "Yes, that is true."
"Well," he said "that i steiling, is it not I You are just about sel

ian re y not?
d I Said "No, I do not think we are." I said, "Your company has

a pension fund, has It not"
aHe sid, "Yes, It has."

"eWl," Isaid, "you try to protect that the best you can, do you
hot P'

And he said, "Ye, I do."
I Said "What have you got it invested in "
He said, "We have got our pension fund invested in Government

bonds."
I said, "So have we"
Senator J mt.' IOU's.
Secretary Hvianaur. That is about the best answer I can. give you.
&nfi tor JIMM, But it is still IOU, is it not I
Secretary Htmm_. It is still an JOU,
Senator Jzxmi. It has to be paid.
Secretary Hvmmsaf. That is right,
Senator Jnvxs. Would it not have good political and economic

effects it the Government had to bid for social insurance trust funds
by putting its fiscal house in 'order, and offering competitive rates,
rather than having a monopoly in these funds by law?

sereotay p tviruux. Somebody has to determine what this moneyis put in' And, very frankly, In spite of all that we have heard anda~lthe questions-ad _the are all proper questions and propermatters of conern--I think a promise to, pay of the United States
Goetnent is the bee t mvestient in the world, the most secure,
the sefest inst tItn . " "i t m ,,
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it may not pay the highest returns It may not appreciate in value.
it may event depreciate temporarily in value. I still think it is the
safest place you cani put your money in all the world.

,,Senator JmN!EN. If we can control inflation.
Secretary Hum ui a. If we run our business like we ought to, yes.
Senator JlxNauu. It has been said that we must keep taxes high in

time of inflation because high taxes help control inflation. Would not
tax cuts increase the supply of savings I When there is a shortage of
savings, Is it not just as inflationary for the Government to be compet-
Ing f6r goods and services as it would be if individuals kept their
own money?

Secretary Uuwpiiasy. Well, now,_you asked two questions there,
and I will answer them, first, one, and then the other.

Would not tax cuts increase the supply of savings I .Yes, there is no
doubt about it. And that is why I have said and continue to say that
I think our policy should be so fashioned that we will have tax cuts,
not one, but successive tax cuts just as soon as we can control our ex.
penses sufficiently so that we have an excess of income with which to
pay for them. And those tax cuts should be made and tile money put
back in the hands of the people for them to spend and to stve, and
they wil l save more if there are tax cuts. i n nfair

Now, the second thing you asked is this: Is it not jutas inflation
for the Government to be competing for goods and services as it
would be if individuals kept their own money, It !s more so. The
Government expenditures as I said yesterday, I believe, it was to-
I do not remember which Senator it was.

.Senator Jzz~zNu. Senator Gore, I think.
Secretary HuMtPriniEY. To Senator Gore, I believe. Themost in.

lationaly uony that is spent is the Gover'nment's money that is spent
for security. On the other hand, It is an vwntil expenditure; And
the greatest problem we have, Senator I think the greatest problem
facing this eomitry is the problem oi trying to balance; *liat it is
absolutely necessary to spend to maintain an adequate posture of
defense a'nd still not have too much collection In taxes, and to much
inflation that we cannot handle.

Seiator Jm u. My last question is, if interest rates, were kept
artificially low, how would the picture change?

Secretary HuMPrIuny. Well, when you introduce artiflejalities into
your economic system, wherever it is, you cause imbalances, and one
artificiality leads to another, and the only way, if you are going to
artificially keep your interest down, it means you artificially, expand
your credit, and as you do that you artificially depress your currency.
And as you do that, you run into wild inflation unless you then go
in and artificially control by physical laws and policemen and one
thing and another, the amount of money that people can spend, and
take away frovm the Americans their freedom of choice. The most
precious thing that. any American has in his freedom of choice to buy
what lie wants to buy, to go where he wants to go, to work where he
wants to work, to do the things lie wants to do, that he thinks are
best for him and his family to promote their own better life.

Now, when you start curtailing in one place, you are going to wind
up curtailing them all along the line.

Senator JfxNNEn. In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Secretary, you
have clearly shown that this matter of inflation is not a party matter,

am4
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that it affects our fiscal sanity, and the economic health of every part
of our economy. It affects every person living in our country.

We have talked about inflation, depreciation of the dollar, Gov-
ernment debt, interest rates, Government spending. We have talked
of higher, lower interest rate_, but they are only an indicator showing
which. of two very different directions our country shall take in all of
its monetary and credit policies.

There is no question about it, we are on an economic tightrope
Any slack in that rope at this critical time could destroy our country,
It Z not enough to discuss monetary policies of Government. Every
man and woman in the country must be concerned, labor, business
and agnculturs, everyone must do his part to help keep our economy
sound. We talk about monest ry policy because It is the key to the,
future economic growth, political stability and military security of
our country. 1

We all recognize the strain and stressm of a htsh-ieret-rate pol-
icy. They are real, and they are serious. But,-Mr. Secretary,you
have shown clearly that high interest rates are the only honest poliy,
the only safe policy, the only policy which truly benefit all of
people of our country.

We all know from recent history the collapse of all values that
follow prolonged inflation. For myself, I have no doubt about the
choice which confronts me. If it is to be inflation or high interest,
I will take high interest. I fully agree with you, Mr. Secretary
on this issue. -I endorse wholeheartedly the brillia leadership oi
our distinguished Secretary of the Treasury in his efforts to protet
our national credit, and put a firm foundation under our economic life
and our military strength. I I I , -

Thank you, Mr. Secretary. You have been very patient,., And
thank you, Mr. Chairman.

That concludes my questions.,
Secretary Hxmpuani . Thank you, Mr. Senator, very much, indeed.

I appreciate it very much..
The CaATiRA. Mr. Secretary, your trials have come to an end,
As your testimony concludes as Secretary of the Treasury, I want

toexpress to you the appreciation of this committee for your coopera,
tion, your patience, and the forthright answers you have given to

the questions propounded toyou.
You have promptly supplied a greAt mass of detailed and enlight,

ending information for the record. I believe your testimony and the
opinions you have expressed in answer to the questions propounded
by the members of the committee have provide an excellent begin
ning to the examination of the financial conditions of the n trw
States which this committee has undertaken.

I am aware of criticism voiced by at least one Member of thq
Senate, who is not a member of the committee, even as the study is
just beginning, that these hearings have been a failure, and that the
jurisdiction 6f the Finance Committee has been questioned.

I merely want to say that no committee in the Senate has respon-
sibility for the matters concerned in this investigation as great nS the
Senate Finance Committee. Our committee has the responsiblity
for the public debt, determining the rates of interest to be paid on
Federal bigations and recommending Federal debt limitation It
has the responsibility for raising the revenue necessary to pay the

enB
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Federal obligations as enacted by Congress, including obligations in,
turre in the past.

It is directly concerned in interest rates, as the Federal Government
is the largest borrower in the world. It has a direct concern with
inflation because the Federal Government is the largest purchaser of
oods and services, and, as prices increase, it becomes necessary to

increase the tax revenue.It likewise has responsibility for tariffs and customs, which have a
direct bearing on economic conditions,

The resolu ion under which the committee is conducting the hear.
In~e if I may now repet, calls for an examination of:

The revenue, bonded indebtedness, and interest rates on all
pou I1o oblig tions, including contingent liabilities;

(2) Policies _and procedures employed in the management of the
public debt and the effect thereof on credit, interest rates and the
Nation'e economy and welfare; and

(8) Factors which influence the availbility and distribution. of
r and interest rates thereon as they apply to public and privatedebt. . ..
This committee is concerned also over possible results of a recession,

oven though it ma be i minor one. It was developed by your testi.mony andby calcu1aions'of the Joint Committee on-Internal Revenue
Taxation that should economic conditions revert to 1955, just 9 years
ag, under tho' existing taxes, a deficit of $12 billion would occur.

You stated, I believe, that to revert to a national income on a basis of
195b would not be regarded by you as a major recession; yet a deficit
of $12 billion coming at this time, especially in the light of the infia.
tion, now so actively increasing, would create a very bad situation.

I am even more convinced now than I was at the beginning of your
testimony that inflation Is the most serious internal problem in our
country today. Had this renewed inflation started with a 100.cent
dollar, the danger would not be so great. But it Is alarming to note
the fact that 48 cents of the 1989 dollar was lost up to 1958; in 1964,
1050, and 1956, the value of the dollar was stable; in early 1958, infla.
tion started again, causing a loss of 2 cents on the basis of the 1989
dollar, or 4 percent of the present dollar, between April 1956 and
April 1957. As of April, 1957, the dollar value, as compared to 1989,
was 49.8.cents.

I am informed by qualified experts that in May and June and July,
peroentagewise, the inflation has Continued to increase.

We allknow the terrible consequences of inflation, not only in prop.
erty values but in the destruction of the democratic form of govern.
ment. No democratic government can survive with a badly impaired
currency. If we continue'to debase the value of the American dollar,
it is certain that the results will be disastrous.

The causes for, this new inflation have not yet been clearly shown.
It was iot due in the past year to deficit spading as it was in the
1940's, when we had heavy deficit spending for a peiiod of years. It
Was not due In this iMr~d to Increases in wages abo" productivity
because in the period from April 1958 to Apri[1957, these increases, I
am Informed, were not excessive.

It Is apparently not due to the conditions that debased the value of
the dolltttbetween 1989 and 1952.

am
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. Th. problem is to find the causes of this new inflation and then take
the necessary measures to stop it before disaster occurs.

This ooinmittee is diligently atte opting to discharge its responsibil.
ities and to do so objectively in the light of conditions and testimony
given by you and to be given by other distinguished witnesses who
will follow.

It has been my privileges Mr. Secretary, to servo with you closely
during your 6 years of service as Secretary of the Treasury. We have
had our differences and some have been rather sharp, but I have a
great admiration for your ability and your high patriotism, and this
clo0e association with you has been a great privilege.

I regret that you are leaving the public service, and wish you much
contentment an happiness in whatever work you may unlike.

The committee wishes to note that you have testified op 14 days
since the hearings were started on June 18, and that your mterrog.
tion has covered nearly 1,500 p"ages

The chairman has not checid the record, bu your examination
must be among the most exhaustive. I am advisid unofficially the
former Secretary of the Army Stevens also was on the witness tan4
14 days, in an examination of some television fame earlier in thisadministration.'

This examination is Into one of the most serious Problems facing
the American people, The Senate Finance Committee does not in-,
tend it to be a three.ring circus. We intend to be objective and non.
political, so far as possible, and the members of the committee have
taken their obligations seriously, and have framed their examine.
tions accordingly.

I am proudof the manner in which these complex and difficult
matters iave been brought before you, the committee, and the public.

Fourteen members of the committee have examined you on -all
aspects of the problem, and I believe they have exhausted your official
and personal knowledge of the situation confronting u&

Senator B26NR. As well as the witness.
'The OxmwS. If the witness does not think they have, then we

can have a few more days. [Laughter.]
As chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, I am glad to have

the opportunity to make this statement today, because this Is pqr6
hap. your last appearance before the committee as Secretary of the
Treasury.

It Is possible the committee will want your counsel as times
on and if so, I know you will be glad to appear whenever requeaA

A; I 6id you good day, but not goodby.
Secretary Huxn=tr. Mr. Chairman, I would be entirely out of

character If I did not say that I was very glad that this examination
is terminated at least for the present.Ad of coMid,! will make
myself availale in the future, probably not in the capacity in which I
am now here, as long as this committee is active aid wants anything
that I can contribute '

I should like to say this: This has been a long hearing, and it was
an exhausting hearing; but while it was exhausting of your physical
resources, It was also, as you pointed out, exhausting the subject.,

And I agree with you that there is no eubject, no subject that is a
iportantlo the Anierican people as the subj et you were discuoing,
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which is in ito broadest asettheOeosl and .uw pawin Ot Whi
governmentt, and what in rqu r.(t

2And you ar lsn~e al.we ine Ping to blase now tzails
1) pthe; futre ame never has been any oountr.y rthe history of- the
world which has owPd as much moneY as.** have. The e4ct of this

dththe eetofour Onliati ns the effedt of the degree of zatiou
hih wa have been smnttn ourselves, are thigs that nobody

kusWWS Where they, wit Ulan'Or hw- thy can best be'landledo

acfid not say that I looking foxwaid tot thing tht 1
ifoing Wodowhen I leava hermtheie 4% have been, tmost.

re*wrding d the most Mneetn er ~n ie. Any 5OW,
tion with ratMr Ch itu a: wit thed me er 6Of thisom tts
with whomi we hay worked just as closely and, IM UhinJa as Sawr*

ablyIhmt."udaftoeibetoldo -I o the very-fin
thgshalsshape tomein M. I am glod to ve

-enAble lo s feek, t o ounsad',vtebnftof~.av ta
"A:t jour U~M have g ii vmininutimnt

44 1hope tha thisU64 ivestigatio its
length and despite, all the thin i which haebe adaoti ust
Wanmt to opIhnent 1ou and the members of thi commit oin the
jttnt brushing Asd.he little tinf this ojwtivo of, thip invegi 4
gtioA asbet try th, probe, eoIi ol oiixtramely difficult tig

that we do, not any of us know exactly how the are, scow to wr
to trytodolhow bastreallyto'doifwhal is bba for Ameu
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